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A PLEA FOR THE REFORl'ItATION.-NO. 1.
We have had it in view to write a series
1. We proceed then, first to give a brief
of articles under the above head for some sketch of the state of things religiously,
time past, but did not find an opportunity when the great plea for reformation was
till now. The Lord permitting, we intend first made, as follows:
to give the matter a more thorough exami1. The ministry at this time consisted of
nation, and present our great plea more about three classes: the learned, doctri.
fully than anyone has done in any series of nal, and partisan preacheril, sworn to defend
articles for a long time. We do not claim certain dogmas and parties. These fed
any originality, or undertake to present their flocks by preaching what they called
anything especially new, but shall endeavor "doctrinal sermons," in which they made
to bring old things up in a new form, and nice distinctions, close discriminations, ana
present them to thousands of our readers displayed great tact in defending their docas they have never been presented to them trine, and warding off the attacks of their
M any of them have come up and enlisted in antagonists. In one pulpit a spiritual docthe cause long \lince the great plea for re- tor would be found feeding his flock upon a
formation was first made. These need a disquisitIOn upon Trinitarianism, and thus
full showing up of the matter from the be- renewing their spiritual strengt.b, In anoth.
ginning. Thousands of others there are, er pulpit you would find the goo~ man feedin avery direotion, who understand nothing ing his flock, and comforting them with a
of the great principles and objects of the sermon on Unitarianism.
Another learned
gra.nd movement of the nineteenth century. divine builds his people up in the most holy
The older and better instructed of the faith of Calvinism. Another, equally learnbrotherhood, so far as their hearts are in the ed and pious, comforts and builds np his
great work, will enjoy and be strengthened flook with a sermon on the opposite docby a thorough re-examination of the plea trine of Amenianism, etc., etc., and if
for this great work.
we could believe them, all this was from
We propose to give some attention to the the Lord, and in the name of preachin!J the
state of things religiously at the commence- !Jo.pel.
ment of the great work, styled "the Re2. The learned, moral or political
formation," and then examine the state of lecturer, who cares nothing about what they
things outside of the brotherhood, or among call "doctrine," or party, and who looks
ihe parties around us, religiously, at the upon the Bible as a gooa old book, from
present time.
which to extract a text, to place at the head
/JtJ
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of almost any kind of a lecture, and thus for not believing. The infidel, therefore,
constitute it a "sermon," and who preaches cheerfully accepted the theory that he could
mainly on the passing events of the day. not believe, and consequently was not acThis preacher gets his gospel mainly from countable or punishable for his unbelief.
the secular newspapers, the passing events
III. The most popular and almost the
around him, and whatever he can find that only theory in regard to conversion, was
will entertain an audience. His chief glory that it was wrought by a direct power of the
is, that he can preach a sermon on anything, Holy Spirit upon the soul-that
the converno matter whether in the Bible or out of it, sion of a sinner was as much a direct act of
for he fills his mission when he entertains God, and a miracle, as the creation of the
his audience.
·world. This theory set aside all human
3. The old fashioned called and lI.ent volition, agency and responsibility in con.
preacher,
without talent,
learning, or version, as well as the gospel, the ministry,
historical knowledge, who generally open· the church, and all individual instrumen.
ed his discourse by stating that he did tality in bringing sinners to God, with all
not know what he was going to say, tracts, publications of every sort, Bible and
but what the spirit gave him he would, missionary societies. Consistently with this
give the people. This class outnum- theory, the only thing the saints could do,
bered by more than one half either of the either preachers or private members, for th~
former classes. These preached about eve· conversion of man, was to intercede. with
rything or anything that <rame into thei!; the Lord. This left thousands seeking the
heads, and, worst of all, ascribed it all to Lord for many years, without Jinding salvathe Holy Spirit. Inconsistent as it was with tion or the least relief.
'
their profession, they .would ask the Lord
IV. The practice of infant baptism pre.
to forgive what they had said amiss, and vailed largely, and through this means
bless what had been said agreeable to his thousands were being identified with reli.
will, and frequently ask the people to ex. gious systems and communities, not only
cuse their blunders, to receive the good and without their consent or action, but befora
throwaway the bad.
they knew there was a God, a Savior or a
We only now make a brief statement on church; and under the delusion that they
this subject, but shall discuss it at large in had been baptized and thus identified with
the proper place.
the people of God, were prevented from
II. The most popular theory among all yielcIing .themselves to be the servants of
the differenj,Parties, was. that faith was not God, after they were capable of making a
th9 act of the creature, but a direct gift profession. Through. this means, an imfrom God-that man could no more believe mense mass of un sanctified or unconverted
than he could make a world, till the Lord humanity has been gathered into establishimparted this direct gift. The main drift ments called "churches."
of all the preaching on faith was to prove
V. Some religious organizations have
to men that they could not believe-to
in- made special p
ision for the unconverted
spire in the people a desire to have faith part of the church, by connecting with it a
and to implore the Lord to give them faith. probationary department, in which unconIn this state of things, the infidel was every verted members are put upon trial, as seek.
day gaining ground. His process of rea- ers of religion. If they stand the storm,
Boning was short and easy. If man could conduct themselves well and observe the
not believe, he was not responsible for his rules of the church, while in this portico,
unbelief, for it is self-evident that a man or outer department of the church, for tQe
cannot be punishable for not doing what he space of a half a year, without religion, .or
cannot do. If the Lord will not give the unconverted, and then, by any means, can
ability to believe, he cannot condemn men persuade themselves that they "have ex.pe-.
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rienced a "change," "obtained a hope," or
"got religion," they can be received into
the most holy place, and be considered full
members.
VI. Every church had a human creed,
containing not only the doctrine of the
church, but the law for receiving members,
t'Xcludillg the unruly, and the entire government of the church .. By this the law
of the Lord was as completely superseded,
as by the unwritten traditions of the church
of Rome, or the traditions of the elders
among the Jews. These creeds, confessions
and formularies, had usurped precisely the
place in modern churches occupied by the
law of God in the primitive church, and
rendered the word of God comparatively of
none effect.
VII. The professors of the religio'n of
Jesus were divided int.o numerous conflicting and contending 'parties which, in the
place of the work appointed' by th~ Lord
, for the church, the conversion of the world
'--were only strengthening the hands of unbelievers, by their strife and partyism.
..These were spending much of their time in
warring upon each other, defending their
peculiarities, and explaining their partisan
positions. The endless ruin being wrought
by these parties cannot be describcd in a
volume, much less in a short paragraph.
VIII. Sectarian names abounded some
taken from great men, others from ~ peculiarity in government or doctrine, and some
from a locality.
These had so far set aside
the designations of the people of God, that
you would hear scarcely anyone called a
Christian, disciple, and so forth, or any
church styled the church of God, the body
of Christ, and so forth, without some human
appendage.
We will probably conclude this brief
'statement of the religious condition of the
country in another article.
•• • ••
The vainglory of man is more frequently
a prompting motive with us than the desire
of doing good, so seldem do we obey the injunction" let not thy left hand know what
thy right hand doeth."
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THE BIBLE.
BY A. OAMPBELL.

The Bible is the oldest and best book in
the world. It is translated into more languages and read by more people than any
?ther volume ever written. Its history and
its prophecy comprehend the entire destiny
of the world. It preseds to us man in his
natural, preternatural,
and supernatural
conditions and characteristics.
It records
the three great religious ages of the world
by developing three dispensations of reliO'~
ion~t~e Patriarchal, the Jewish, and the
OhristIan. Man. as he was, man as he is,
and man as he shall hereafter be, arjl its
three ?rand themes. It reveals God, by
unfoldmg the mysterious relations of the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, in
the three great works of Oreation, Providence and Redemption.
The Bible is divided iflto two great departments, usually but improperly called
the Old and New Testaments.
The former
of these contains the inspired writings of
Moses, the first of historians and the greatest .of lawgivers, together with those of the
anCIent Prophets; while the latter contains
those of .the apostles and evangelists of J e·
sus Chnst.
Regarded as the Jewish and
t~e C~ris~ia~ scriptures, it comprehends
.siXty-SiXdistmct and independent treatises.
Thirty-nIne of these constitute the Jewish,
and twenty-seven the Christian records.
The Christian ~criptures are the work of
only eight persons, six of whom were aposties, and two of them evangelists of Jesus
Christ and companions of the apostles.
The Jewish scriptures were written by more
than thirty persons, all of whom , save one ,
were Jews. We put down the immediate
authors or writers of the Bible at not less
than forty, as the lowest number, though
we cannot with absolute certainty name
them all. From the birth of Moses till the

*

death of John the Apostle is a period
of full sixteen huridred and sixty years.
These books were, therefore, in progress of completion not less than fifteen
*Job, it is presumed, was an Idumean or Arabian sage,
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hundred years, and grasp in their historic
outlines a period of forty-one centuries. A
volume of such immense compass, exhibiting details of persons, places and events so
numerous and various, and of such transcendent interest to mankind, seems to possess claim!! upon tho attention and consideration of every human being capable of
appreciating its history, its biography, its
prophecy, its doctrine, or even its general
literature, above those of any other volume
in the world.
The Jewish scriptures comprehend history, law, and prophecy.
The Jews were
wont to distribute them into "the Law, the
Prophets, and the Psalms."
The Christian
Scriptures pre-eminently consist of historical and epistolary compositions.
Of all the
Jewish writers, Moses, and of all the Christian writers, Paul, is the largest and most
conspicuous. Both the Jewish and Ohristian Scriptures begin with history and end
with prophecy.
Facts or events, past and
tuture, are, therefore, the main subject on
which inspired writers dwell. The historical books of the Old Testament are, in all,
seventeen. 'rhe prophetic books are also
seventeen; while the properly didactic and
devotional are but five. The first five books
of the New Testament are also historical,
the last prophetical, and the rest epist lary.
T4ese last are miscellaneous in their character, containing sometimes history, doctrine, precepts, and exhortations. The whole
volume, indeed, in its spirit and tendency,
is devotional.
Whatever God has said in
tJ.e form of declaration, precept, promise or
threatening, is designed to make the man of
God pure and perfect, and thoroughly accomplished for every good word and work.
The plan of the Bible, as an instrument
or means of salvatIOn, is admirably adapted
to the human constitution and to the eir~
cumstances which surround man. The end
to be obtained is happiness; but that end
c:l.llnot be accomplished without sanctification or personal devotion to God. It is,
indeed, as impossible for God to make any
man happy, without making hIm holy, as it
is for him to lie. Now the Bible is all ar-
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ranged with a supreme reference to this
fact. And as piety or holiness consists in
a habit of life correspondent with the divine
will and character, and is not natural to man
as he now is, it must be preceded by a change
of heart. But this change of the affections
being the result of faith or a belief of the
testimony of God, that testimony for such a
change must necessarily furnish motives.
But these motives presuppose gracious acts
of kindness on the part of God. Sacred
history, then, records these acts-whether
in the form of things said or done, -commanded or promised by God. Faith apprehends and receives this testimony concerning these facts. These facts, when believed, produce corresponding feelings or states
of mind, sometimes called repentance or a
new heart j and this new hea·rt leads to those
good actions denominated piety and humanity, or holiness and righteousness.
The
links in this divine chain of moral amI spiritual instrumentality are, therefore, fivefacts, testimony, faith, feeZ-ing, action-the
end of which is salvation. The whole revelation of God is arranged upon this theory
or view of man's constitution.
Thus God
acts, the Holy Spirit testifies, man believes,
feels, and then acts according to the divine
will. Thus becomes he a new creature.
This view of man's constitution explains
why the Bible is a volume of facts historical and prophetical-why
it begins with history and ends with prophecy-why,
in one
sentence, God works, then commands, then
promises.
To illustrate this by the gospel, it is only
necessary to state the order of things narrated in the apostolic writings:
1. J eSllS died for our sins.
2. The apostles announced this, and it
i~ proved by the Holy Spirit, in his resurrection from the dead, and subsequent operations.
3. Jews ~nd Gentiles believe these annunciations as reported to them by the
apostles and evangelists.
4. They immediately repent of their
sins, and inquire what to do. Their hearts
are changed.

QUARTERLY
5. They then become obedient in faith,
They are saved.
The plan of the Bible can only be clearly understood when man's condition and
constitution are clearly and fully apprehended. :I!'or, in truth, the Bible is a 'glorious system of grace-aa
absolutely complete and perfect adaptation of spiritual
means to a great and glorious end. This,
however, is not the only grand comprehensive view of the volume of God's inspiration which we desire to lay before the reader. We wish to look into the mechanism
of this sublime instrument of renovation
and salvation.
Jesus Ohrist is the center of the whole
evangelical system. He is "the Root and
the offspring of David"-"the
Sun of Righteousness"-"the
bright and the Morning
Star"-"the
Alpha and the Omega" of the
volume. "The testimony of Jesus is the
spirit" of all sacred history and of all divine prop hecy. Now the llistory of the
Bible is very rationally or philosophically
arrapged, both in its prospective and retrospective character, with a single and sublime
reference to Jesus Christ. Let us analyze it.
The first promise to fallen man respects a
Messiah-in
these words: "I will put enmity between thee," 0 serpent, "and the
woman, and between thy seed and her seed.
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three hundred sixty and eight years. It
begins with creation and ends with the
death of the patriarch Joseph.
The other
books of Moses bring us down to the year
of the world 2553. All this history antedates any authentic records of the human
race now extant in any nation or language.
But the portions of Genesis assigned
to the diEerent epocha of human history,
are most singularly and significantly disproportionate. Why is it that eight-fiftieths,
or eight chapters of fifty, are devoted to
the history of creation and of the flood, and
to the religious and political conditions of
the human family, for the long period of
one thousand six hundred and fifty-six
years; while the single history of one
Abraha~
occupies thirteen·fiftieths,
and
that of his descendants, Isaac, Jacob
and Joseph twenty-four fiftieths !-? Indeed, the fortunes of this Joseph occupy a larger space than that assigned to
the first two thousand years of the world.
This great disproportion in the details of
things can be satisfactorily explained only
in one way. That llpprehended, and the
plan and structure of the inspired writings
can be properly understood and appreciated.
"The testimony of Jesus," says a divine
oracle, "is the spirit of prophecy."
It is, I
presume, as truly the spirit of sacred hisHE SHALL BRUISE THY HEAD, AND THOU tory.
Jesus is the Alpha and the Omega of
SHALT BRUISE HIS HEEL."
The whole Bible the Bible, because the Bible is the history
but demonstrates, illustrates, and' applies of redemption. Everything takes precethis grand promise. Eve'sson of blessings is dence, occupies space, and engages attention
now to be elicited outof the human race; and in the direct ratio of its bearings upon the
just so much of the history of the human race development and consummation of human
Take, for example, the anteas is necessary to his identification, develope- redemption.
ment and glorification is given, and no more. diluvian age: from the moment the gracious
Let the reader take this lamp in his hand, intimation that the woman's offspring wou~d
read all the historical books of both Testa- one day "bruise the serpent's head" is givments, note every fact, incident and docu- en, its development becomes the all-engrossment therein found, and see if they do not ing theme both of history and of prophecy ..
arrange themselves in a proper position, ei- Persons, places, and events occupy a promither to identify, develope, or glorify this nence and conspicuity as they happen to be
benefactor of our race. We shall glance at connected with that grand central idea of
the whole Bible. The altar, the victim,
Genesis for an illustration.
The single book of Genesis contains the and the priest appear in the history of Cain
only information we have of the human and Abel j while blood and faith triumph
Oain's history, "So
race for the long perio~ of two thousand in Abel's martyrdom.
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far as it is given, is but the shade in the
picture, and a few samples of his descendents illustrate the whole history of men in
the flesh. He founded a city, and called it
after the name of his son Enoch. From
Enoch descended the sons and daughters of
men. Polygamy was the consummation of
his principles in the fifth generation. His
offspring were brass and iron manufacturers,
and the first th:l.t invented portable houses,
instruments of music, and that handled the
harp and the organ. Tu-balcain, or Vulcan, and his sister N aamah, inventor of the
distaff and the spindle, are amongst his re:
nowned issue. Not one saint is named in
the whole posterity of Cain, the first-born
of woman and the prototype of religious
persecutors.
The history of Cain and Abel being given, because of its connnection with the altar and the sacrifice, the historian, prompted by the Spirit of revelation, opens the illustrious lineage of the promised seed of
woman; and that becomes, from this mo.
ment, the backbone of the whole Bible~
the grand meridian line of all divine history and prophecy.
Seth is born to fill the
place of Abel, and his progeny is counted,
one by one, down to· Jesus of Bethlehem
and of Nazareth.
Thus the patriarchal
c.hain of Messiah's ancestors down to the
flood are Adam, Seth, Enos, Cainan, Mehal.
aleel, Jared, Enoch, Methuselah, Lamech,
Noah. From the fall of man to the flood,
all that is transmitted to us of human affairs, or of divine providence, connects itself with these ten patriarchs.
After the
flood, Noah's three sons engross our atten.
tion. Their connection with all the ancient
nations of the earth is briefly but most interestingly sketched. But so soon as reasons are given in the history of Shem, of
Ham, and J ap~eth, for a special providence
in dispersing them over the whole earth,
and. in selecting the younger of ~hes.eth:ee
to stand a.t the head ~f the pos~dllu:{lan hne
of the chIld of promIse, the hIstorian confines himself to the royal and sacerdotal line
of the Messia h.
He next counts off ten, other progen-
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itors of our Lord. These are Shem, Arphaxad, Salah, Eber, Peleg, Reu Serug,
Nahor, Terah, Abraham. The promise given to Eve and repeated to Shem, is still further developed and committed to AbrahamTo the end of Genesis we have five other
noble links in this patriarchal chain. These
are Isaac, Jacob, Judah, Phares and Ezrom.
Genesis then gives us in all five-and-twenty
of our Lord's ancestors, and just so much
of human affairs as is necessary to their favorable introduction to our notice. Joseph's
history, so pre-eminently connected with
the whole drama of man's redemption, and
terminating in the migration and settlement
of the symbolic nation in Egypt, is more
minutely and particularly detailed than any
one individual history in the five books of
Moses. His other books, occupying but
forty years' incidents, add no new names
to the illustrious line. After the books of
Joshua and of Judges, the book of Ruth is
inserted to connect Judah and the promise
made to him with David through Boaz,
Obed, and Jesse-making
the line from Ezrom to succeed thus: Aram, Aminadab,
N"aashon, Salmon, Boaz, Obed, Jesse, David.
The beautiful story of Ruth, the Moabitish saint, inserted for the express purpose
of connecting David with Judah, Abraham
and Seth, and of completing, through him,
the illustrious line down to the Virgin's
Son , is itself a demonstration of. the truth
of our assumption, viz: that the plan of the
Bible is to reveal God to man, and man to
himself, by placing one family under a special providence, and in making all its fortunes first the subject of prophecy, and
then of hist0ry, from the beginning to the
end of the world.t
God meant more than
any man has yet comprehended, when he
said, "I am the God of Abraham, the God
of Isaac, and the God of Ja\;ob. This is
my name forever, and my memorial to aU
generations."
The history of that family
is, then, a documentary revelation of the
attributes of God, and especially of his
,

tSee Ruth, iv.18, 22.
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truthfulness and covenant-keeping charae- dependent upon the ministry whieh the inter; while all other histories of all other telleet performs. If the intellect is made
families serve as night to day in the con- subordinate to the animal instincts, passions,
trast, to present his people in all the most or propensities, or if the intellect is sub-.
favorable attitudes before us, and to induce ordinate to moral and spiritual enjoyall men to place themselves under the wings ments, its pleasures are essentially different.
of his almighty protection.
In the former caS3 they are but refined aniSoon as David ascends the throne, and his malism; in the latter case they are spiritual
family obtains the scepter of the twelve and divine. In this view all human enjoytribes, the royal lineage is in safe-keeping. ments are reduced to two classes: the one is
The books of Samuel, the Kings, and the spiritual, and the other carnal; the one is
Chronicles, down to the end of Old Testa- moral, social, and refined; the other is selment .history, not only faithfully preserve fish, exclusive, and gross; the one rises, the
the records of the nation, but afford a thous- other sinks to all eternity.
and developments of human nature and of
The philosophy of the Bible is, theredivine providence, full of instruction to all fore, the philosophy of human happiness,
mankind in all ages of the world.
and the only philosophy which commends
Matthew and Luke open the New Testa- itself to the cultivated understanding of
ment history by giving from the archives of man. No mere rationalist, philosopher, or
the nation and the rolls of lineage, the an- sage, ever proposed such a view of happicestry of Jesus up to Adam; the former, ness to man. It is ~eculiar to the Bible.
by his legal father, Joseph; the latter, by It is an original and divine conception, and
his natural mother, Mary. By the legal proves the divine authorship of the book.
paternal line he is the sixtieth in descent From the object and character of the book
from Adam; while by the maternal line he of revelation, its divine authority can be
is the seventy-sixth.
The apostolic wri- most triumphantly argued. It iii a book
tings give the history of the Jews down to equally worthy of God to bestow, and of
the crucifixion of tlieir promised Deliverer, man to receive. Dictated by infinite benevthe repudiation of them as the nation and olence, characterized by supreme intellipeople of God, and the adoption of believ- gence, and perfectly adapted to the genius
ing Jews and Gentiles, as one in the Lord of human f\ature, it is worthy of universal
Jesus, in their stead; while .the prophecies reception, and of the most profound and
of the New Testament indicate the destiny grateful homage.
of Israel according to the flesh, as well as
Its plan is superhuman and divine. No
Israel according to the spirit, till the final one class of men of anyone age could have
consummation.
Such is the plan of the formed such a plan as that of writing the
Jewish and Christian scriptures.
history of one family for seven thousand
\
From the plan of the Bible, as well as ycars, and of incorporating with that histofrom its philosophy, its claims upon the rya scheme of eternal redemption from sin.
faith and admiration of mankind may be And yet it is as clear as the sun in a cloudstrongly argued. Its philosophy is, that less sky, that Moses, Joshua, Samuel, Ezra,
without piety no man can be happy; and Nehemiah-with
all the Jewish historians,
that with it, any man, in any outward - cir- prophets, and poets, during a period of fifcumstances, may be happy to the full ex- teen hundred years, were, without concert,
ten~ of his capacity for human enjoyment. conference, or voluntary co-operation,) prosBut h1!man enjoyment is neither animal ~cuting just such an object without seemnor angelic enjoyment. Animal or sensi- ing to comprehend it. And not they only,
tive enjoyments are supreme and exclusive but all the patriarchs before Moses, all the
in thc brutal creation, but subordinate in renowned fathers of mankind from Adam
man. Intellectual pleasures are necessarily to Moses, were orally transmitting such in-
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formation to their descendents i and all the prophets in the miracles which they wrought,
scribes of the Jews, from Malachi to Mat- and in the prophecies which they uttered;
thew, were in their chronicles of Jewish but he has stamped upon the' treasures of
times recording such incidents and events wisdom and knowledge which it contains,
make out the entire history of the fami- and incorporated with all its gracious and
ly of Jesus Christ from Adam to Joseph, sublime developments, its holy doctrine, Its
his legal father, and to Mary, his natural heavenly spirit, and its divine precepts, the
mother. This was done but once in all indubitable indications of its superhuman,
time, and for a purpose just as peculiar and supernatural, and divine origin. But we
singular as the Bible itself.
shall, for the present, only attempt to prove
A skeptic or an infidel might as well ar- its divine origin by the indirect method of
gue that king Hiram's thirty thousand reducing to an absurdity a contrary hywoodsmen and builders, and king Solomon's pothesis. Paul is my example and myauone hundred and fifty thousand hewers, thority for an occasional assault upon the
stone-cutters, and carriers of burdens, with fortress of error, by showing what will reo
his three thousand three hundred super- suIt from its admission to be truth, or, which
visors and directors, were severally and is the same thing in other words, by asindividually working, each one after a plan suming the truth to be a lie. He says, "If
of his own; and that without concert or there be no resurrection of the dead, then
pre-arrangement, all their materials were is not Christ raised. If Christ be not
fitted up into a temple the most splendid raised, then all men are in their sinsaI:\dmagnificent that ever stood upon this preaching is useless, faith is vain i we aposearth-the
wonder of the world and the tIes are all liars, and all that have died in
glory of architecture-as
that shepherds, attestatioI:\ of it have voluntarily destroyed
husbandmen, fishermen, artisans, historians, themselves." So let us reason in this case, in
lawgivers, kings, living in different coun- as few words as those found in that admirable
tries, in ages very remote, speaking diverse argument in proof of the resurrection. We
languages, and of every peculiarity of char- assume that the gospel is true or not true.
acter, could have, either by accident or de- If it is true, it ought to be obeyed; if it is
sign, got up such a volume as the Bible, not true, it ought to be disproved and reo
marked in every page by a peculiar origi. pudiated.
All the world so far agrees with
nality of character, a most striKing unity our postulata.
Well, now, say it is not
of design, pervading an almost infinite va- true-in other words, it is a falsehood, a lie.
riety of circumstantial details, and in a What then?
style the most simple, artless, and sublime.
1. There is not a credible history in the
The fortuitous concourse of atoms into a world; because no history possesses 80
universe, indicative of designs and adapta- great a number or variety of the attributes
tions as innumerable as the stars, as count- of truth or' reasons of faith as the gospel
less as the sands of the sea, would be a ra- history. The original witnesses were plain,
tional hypothesis, a plausible and credible common-sense, ordinary, matter-of-fact men.
tlieory, compared with such an assumption.
They were eye-witnesses and ear-witnesses
The d~vine inspiration of the holy scrip- of the facts which they attest. Their octures is, indeed, fully proved by the divine. cupations of life were favorable to having
wisdom and knowledge contained in the re- good eyes and good eafs. They were chiefcord itself; the author is known in his ly fishermen. The facts which they relate,
works. God's book is full of divinity. It and which constitute the gospel, were sensi.
reveals what human wisdom cannot fathom, ble facts-subjected
not to one sense, but to
but what human wisdom must believe and several senses. So speaks one of them:
approve. God has not only affixed his sign "That which we have heard, which we have
manual to the. mission of apostles and seen with our eyes, which we have loo/eeaup-
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On, and our hands have handled of the word employed in its service. If, then, the Bible
of life, declare we unto you."§ They had be not true, learning and talent neither
nothing to gain, but everything temporal protect us from error, nor assist us in the
and fleshly to lose by the proclamation of acquisition of truth!
these facts. They made themselves, "of all
4. But again, on the admission that the
men the most miserable."
Their life, if gospel is not true, there is no connection betheir doctrine be not true, is more marvel- tween goodness and truth-no excellency in
ous than their doctrine: no men ever gave truth. The best men in the world have alstronger evidence of truthfulness than they. ways been those that believed in the Bible.
If they cannot be believed, no historian can, The most humane, benevolent, public spirThm'e is, then, no c1'edible history in tlte ited, philanthropic, and virtuous men that
world.
ever lived, whose virtuous examples have
2. In the second place, there is no sin- been an honor to human nature, have been
eerity in martyrdo.m. It is an indisputable believers in the truth of the Bible. Now
fact that the Messiah and most of the apos- if the Bible be a cunningly devised fable,
tIes were martyrs. They died for what they then there is no necessary connection besaid, and not for what they did. Mankind tween truth and moral excellence, any more
in all ages concur in the opinion that than between error and virtue. There is,
the strongest proof of any man's honesty then, no excellency in truth.
or sincerity is his dying voluntarily in at5. Still farther, if the Bible be not true,
testation of the truth of what he affirms. falsehood, imposture and errorare better th~n
We allege that martyrdom does not prove truth. The reason is obvious-the Bible IS
the truth of a man's opinions, but only that either true or false. If false, those who
he sincerely believes them. Sincerity is believe it believe a lie. But that lie has
no test of truth in any matter .of theory or done more to civilize, refine, purify, and
speculation.
But in all matters of sensible adorn human nature, than all the atheism,
facts tested by the senses, seen or heard by infidelity, and philosophy of Egypt, Chalmany persons and on many occasions, sin- dea,' Greece and Rome. Surely, then, the
cerity in the avowal of them is proof of Christian lie is better than all the philothe certainty of them. N ow as martyrdom sophie truth of all ages and all nations.
proves sincerity, and sincerity on the part Hence we infer that if the Bible be false,
of witnesses of sensible facts proves the error and fraud work better for mankind
facts-the
gospel, being founded on sensi- than honesty ~nd truth.
,
ble facts, seen often, and seen by many, is
6. But again, if the Bible be false, as all
true, or there is no sincerity in martyrdom. who reject it affirm, then there is no 1'eason
3. If the gosp.el facts are false, then in the i~tniversej or, what is the same thing,
learning and talent are of no value. The creation is a maze without a plan, and navalue of talent and learning consists in the ture worles in vain. We must judge of the
power they impart to their possessor to ac- unknown by the known. N ow the fortunes
quire and communicate truth.
Now it of our planet are oui data for the fortunes
needs not to be proved, that innumerable of all other planets. The fortunes of its
multitudes of the most talented and learned inhabitants are, so far as nature or reason is
~n in all the ages of Christianity, from its our guide, the fortunes of the inhabitants
first promulgatiO'n till now, have been en- of all other planets. Amongst earth's inrolled amongst the·friends and advocates of habitants there is one class of beings for
the Bible. Nay, indeed, in all ages the whose creation and comfort all others do
literature and science of Christendom have exist.' Man is the name of that class of
been on the side of the Bible, and mainly beings. He is the end of this terrestrial
creation. If he .be lost-forever
lost-all
~JohnI Eph. i.,I.
is lost. Crops of vegetables annually spring
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out of the earth, and return to it again.
Races of animals feed upon them, and die.
They, like their food, but enrich the earth.
Day and night succeed each other. Years
revolve. '1.'he earth turns upon its axis,
wheels around its orbit, feeds and buries all
its tenantry.
Man himself and his food
alike perish forever.
N ow what is gained by the whole operation? If man lives not again-if the Bible
be not true, nature labors in vain: and if
there be a Creator, he works without a plan,
and toils for no purpose. Nature is an abortion, and the whole machinery of the universe a splendid failure. There is no reason for creation-for nature j and there is
no reason in either. If, then, the Bible be
not true-if
this history it gives of man,
his creation, his fall, his recovery, be not
true-:in
one word, if the gospel be a
lie and the Bible false, no living man can
give one good reason for the existence of
our planet, or that of any sun or system in
that collation of worlds and systems which
compose this mysterious and sublime universe.
But if the Bible be not true, it is not
enough to say:
1. That there is not a credible history
in the world.
•
2. That there is no sincerity in martyrdom.
3. That human learning and talent are
of no value.
4. That there is no excellency in truth.
5. That falsehood, imposition, and error, are better than truth; and,
6. That there is no reason in the universe; but we must also add, that THERE IS
NO GOD

1

Nature ends in ruin-the world is full of
sin and misery-there
is no reason for anything-man
lives for no purpose-no
kind
intimation has been given him of any great
and good FIRST CAUSE; which is but equivalent to saying there is no good being above
man-no one of almighty power, who could
speak to him, enlighten him, or comfort
him, t~uohing his origin, his nature, his relations, his obligations, or his destiny; and
that is equivalpnt to saying that there is no
supremely Good One, no Creator or Proprie-
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tor of man. For who can imagine a supreme intelligence, of almighty power aHd
of infinite benevolence-who made man and
inspired him with such desires after the
knowledge of himself-with
such longings
after happiness perfect and complete-and
who has himself the faculty of speech, the
power of communicating the knowledge of
himself to man; and yet has never spoken
to him, never enlightened him on the only
point vital to all his interests, his eternal
destiny; and compared with which all other
enjoyments possible to man as he now is, are
not in the proportion of an atom to a unive1'se,or a moment to a b01t11dlesseternity!
Such an hypothesis is at war with every oracle of reason, with every decision of common sense, and with all the analogies of the
universe. It cannot be: it is impossible.
There is a God-there is a Book of Godthere is truth in history--there
is sincerity
in martyrdom-there
is value in talent and
learning-there
is an excelleney in' truthtruth is better than error, falsehood, and imposture-and
there is reason in the universe,
and a glorious destiny for man.
The Bible has been proved to be a divine
revelation as many millions of times as there
are individuals who have believed it to the
salvation of their souls. But it never has
been proved to be false to a single individual
of the human race. Nor can it ever be so
proved. No man who understands what he
says, can in truth affirm that he believes it
to be false. Who can believe anything to
be false without oral or written testimony?
But no living man has either oral or written
testimony contradicting the testimony of the
apostles and prophets: therefore, in the absence of such testimony, he can no more
believe it to be false than a blind man can
see the sun. A man may doubt whether it
be true; but to believe it to be false, or t6'
be assured that it is not true, is altogether
impossible.
Some persons object to the Bible, because,
as they say, its divine inspiration is yet a
subject of debate. Such thinkers and reasoners are grossly defective in reason and
education. Did ever anyone hear of any-
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thing that has been proved to all the world?
Is there a single historic fact that is believed by every human being? If there be
not one, then every historic fact is yet in
debate. But shall we say that nq proposition is proved, because it is not proved to the
whole world! The gospel will never be out
of debate while there is one infidel or skeptic in the world! This is, however, no more
a disparagement of its truth, or its claims
upon all mankind, than it is an argument
against any proposition, fact, or testimony,
that all the world has not yet acquiesced in
its truth,
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A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION.
NUMBER II.

In our previous article, we commenced
a statement of the condition of religious
affairs in this country at the time of the beginning of the Reformation,
We propose
now to conclude that statement, by adding
a few more items to the eight specified in
Olir prcvious paper,

1. The action, commanded by the Lord,
usually styled "baptism," was lost sight of
by a large number, who maintained, that
sprinkling or pouring water upon persons
We cannot believe by proxy, as nations,
was valid baptism; that "the mode" mattered
as empires, or as worlds, We must each
one believe for himself, Hence the evi- nothing, Some had water sprinkled on
them, some had it poured on them, others
dence must be considered, understood, and,
,
,
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to convince the candid, whose minds can
2, The design of baptism was obscured
discern the force of argument, is contained and pretty much lost by almost all classes,
in the preceding hints and reflections,
It was generally regarded as a "church orChristianity has stood erect in the midst dinance," but by many it was looked upon
of all sorts of adversaries-Jews;
Pagans, as a mere christening, Some spoke of it,
Turks, Infidels, &c,; and,like,the pillars of as "an outward sign of an inward grace j"
Hercules, the rock of Gibralter, or the ever- while others pronounced it "a sign of relasting mountains, bids defiance to all the generation;" and others thought it "a visi·
billows of the ocean, and to all the tempests ble sign by which those in the church aN
of Satan, to shake it from its immovable distinguished from the world." The origbasis.
inal design of it, as set forth in the ilcrip.
I
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tures, was scarcely ever mentioned, or any the cross to them that perish is foolishness,
but to them who are saved, the wisdom of
place understood.
3. The commemoration of the Savior's God and the power ofGod,"they were condeath, in the communion, was almost lost. stantly nullifying its power and doing all
Some 0hurches practiced it monthly, some they could against it, by trying to prove
quarterly and some annually, and scarcely that it was powerless.
any weekly, as was the practice in the first
7. An immense amount of preaching was
church.
Such peculiar notions were at- done to prove that the sinner could not do
tached to it, that many of the most· pious, anything-that
he could not have a good
devout and consciencious, scarcely ever thought, do a good deed-that
he was so
could bring themselves to believe they were totally depraved that every desire, thought,
prepared to commune, and many such be- word and deed was evil and only evil conlonged to the church for many years with- tinually-that
he could not believe, repent
out ever communing at all.
or turn to God till some direct and super4. Prayer was turned into a proselyting natural power was exerted to quicken ,him
institution, and we may say, relied upon as into life-till
some irresistible influence
a chief means for converting' sinners. ~I'te forced him into the service of the Lord.
remedy for inquiring persons was almost This excused every sinner in his sins, as it
invariably the same; They were invited to made it unavoidable on his part, and thouthe altar of prayer and taught to pray and sands under the influence of such teaching,
be prayed for. When they came once and professed willingness to be Christians, and
were prayed for and found no peace, they said they were waiting for power to make'
were directed to come again, and thus to them such.
continue coming again and again, as thou8. A new class had recently arisen, and
-sands have done, till the day bf their death, to escape all these difficulties at one bound,
without finding any relief. They never maintained that all would be saved whether
opened the New Testament to see whether they had any faith, rendered any acts of
the apostles practiced thus, or required obedience, or did any good in this life or
something else to be done.
not. They claimed that this could be clear5. It was largely maintained that the Bi- ly proved by many scriptures, both from
ble was a sealed book-a mystery-a
secret the Old Testament and the New. Many
-and
many sermons were preached and who had been annoyed by long seeking and
much scripture quoted to prove it to be finding nothing, waiting for "irresistible
Buch. How they expected the people to grace," or some kind of miraculous power,
understand the scriptures quoted from this to save them, and finding none, trying to
book of mystery, to prove it to be a mys- do something under the influence of the thetery, we stop not now to explain. But it is ory, that they could do nothing, laid hold of
a fact, that in thousands of instances, they the new idea, that all would be saved with
quoted scripture to the people to prove that avidity, ail a relief. These were readily
they could not understand scripture ..
joined by a class of men determined never
6. Many maintained, with the utmost to forsake their sins, and who despised repertinacity, that the Word of God was a ligion in any form, as one of the best
dead letter-that
it was powerless and could means yet discovered to destroy the pure
effect nothing towards converting' and sav- and holy religion of the Bible.
ing man till it was quickened, made alive
9. Almost all the religious parties existand rendered effectual by some direct power ing were confederated into a general organor agency from heaven. In the place of ization, mainly in the h'lnds of the preachbelieving what Paul said, that "the gospel ers, and controlled by a few great men, who
is the power of God unto salvation to every have the power at any time when they shall
one that oelieves"-that
"the preaching of disagree, to rend the body asunder. 'l:his
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imscriptural organization makes a necessity
for a class of officers· unknown to the New
Testament.
These confederations had. no
more fellowship, co-operation or communion, than England and Russia, or Mexico
and Turkey, and acted just as distinctly
from and independent of each other.
In the two articles we have now laid before our readers, we have aimed' to make a
very· brief statement, or give a brief outline
of the state of affairs, in which we have set·
forth the principal topics that will claim our
attention in our plea for the great Reformation of the nineteenth century . We shall
aim to give these topics a pretty thorough
discussion, and show conclusively in what
the Reformation consists, with the grand
prospects now ill view. Meantime, if any
of our opponents still have objections, we
have room for them and a consideration of
them.

••••
A DIALOGUE BETWEEN A SKEPTIC
AND A CHRISTIAN,
ON THE FOREKNOWLEDGE OF GOD.
NO.1.

Slceptic.-Did
not God know,. when he
made man, that he would sin?
Ohristian.--I presume he did, for he saw
the ehd from the beginning, and knew all
things.
.
S- Why did he create man, knowing that
he would sin?
G.:-It may be that I cannot tell why he
created man, knowing that he would sin.
But it matters nothing whether I can tell
why he created, or not; you and I have to
admit the fact that hedid create. The fact
that he did create, proves that it was the
best that possibly could have been done,
whether in our weakness we cae see why he
did it, or not, for what the allwise God, in
his infinite goodness, does, is the best that
can possibly be done in any given case. I
cannot. see why he does many things that
we all know he does. I·cannot see why he
sends forth vegetation, as he does sometimes in the spring, and sends a frost to kill
it; why he causes a forest to grow up, and
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sends the hurricane to tear it down; why he
should cause an infant to be born, and send
a plague to kill it; why he should raise up a
city, and cause 'an earthquake to open its
mouth and swallow it down, with all its inhabitants, &c., &c., unless it be to teach uS
that the "book of nature" has some mysteries in it, as well as the Bible.
S.-All these things are the legitimateresult of natural laws.
C.-Truly, but who made these "natural
laws"?
S.-God made them, of courl'e.
C.-Very well, did he not foroknow that
they would produce these disastrous results,
with ten thousand others equally fatal, when
he made them?
S.--I suppose he did, for he foreknew
everything.
C.-Why did he, then, create these laws,
knowing that these terrible results would
follow?
S.--He created them--he
created-I say he created--the
fact is--reason
teaches-_
a.-The
fact is, reason teaches nothing.
No other than a reasonable or. rational being
can teach, nor can any other than a reasonable or rational being be taught, but reason
itself teaches nothing. A man may be endowed with the best reason in the world,
but unless he is taught from some other
source than his own intuitive reason, he will
never know much.
s.-- You have diverted my mind from the
argument I was aiming at, and I shall not
follow you now, but proceed to state the argument that I started out with. You have
admitted that God foreknew whether I shall
be saved or lost, did you not?
O.-I presume I did.
S.--If he knew I would be saved, 1 will
be saved; if·he knew I will be lost, I will
be lost. Is not this so?
O.--I presume it is so.
S.-Then where is the use of me troubling myself, or attempting to do anything
about it?
. a.-The
Lord knew, before you were
created, whether you would be a beggar or
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have abundance of this world's goods, did
he not?
,
S.-I suppose he did.
G.-If he knew you would be a begger,
you will be a beggar; if he knew you would
possess abundance, you .will possess abundance.
S.-Oertainly.
G.-Then where is the use of your troubling yourself, toiling and striving, or attempting to do anything?
S.--There is use--there
is use--I
say--reason
teaches--the
laws of nature
--the
fact is-e.-The fact is, sir, that when you are
sick, the Lprd knows whether you will get
well or die, as you admit; if he knows you
will get well, you will get well; if he knows
you will die, you will die. Where is the
u!'e, then, of your troubling yourself to send
for the doctor, take medicine, use every
means and appliance in your reach? Why
not leav.e the whole matter, and rest upon
the foreknowledge of God?
S.-Might
not God foresee that I would
send for the doctor, take the medicine and
thus g.et well, and thus make it necessary
for me to use the means?
, G.-Certainly he might, and so he might
foreknow that all men are free; that they
act voluntarily, that some of them will believe the gospel, submit to it and thus be
saved; but others will not believe and obey,
but voluntarily reject the gospel and thus
be lost. Upon the same rule then, that you
have anxiety for your temporal support,
when you admit that God foreknew whether
you would be a beggar or have abundance,
labor and toil that you may not come to
want; and upon the same principle that you
send for a doctor when sick, take his medicine, use all the means and application in
your power to recover, when you admit that
God knew at the start, or before you were
created, whether you would get well or die;
if you would be aconsistent man, you should
believe the gospel of Christ, do what it
teaches, and you will have the promise of
God that you shall be saved, and you will
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be saved, whether you can understand the
foreknowledge of God or not?
S.-I can not see, if God foreknew all
things, where the use is in my being anx
ious about it.
C.--There is preci~ely the Eame use for
you to be anxious in regard to religion as
any temporal matter. Your view in regard
to foreknowledge will interfere in one case
just as much as in the other. I once heard
of two preachers riding together on horseback, and their case illustrates ours so well,
that I will relate it. One of them had. taken your position, and the other had opposed it. 'They came to a deep creek, and
it was doubtful whether they could ride it.
After looking at it for a few minutes, said
the one opposing your view, to the other,
"If God foreknew that you would be drowned in this creek, Y01~ will be drowned in it,
I will therefore get you to ride in first." After hesitating for a moment, the other replied, "God foreknew that I would not ride
in first." In the same way, I would recommend you to decide that God foreknew that
you would not reject the gospel, that you
would not live in your sins, but that you
would consecrate yourself to the service of
God and thus be saved.
S.-Can it b5 true, that God can foresee
what a man will do, when he acts free?
C.-Certainly;
and that is the chief
wonder in foreknowledge, that all men are
agents, act ·entirely free; decide whether
they will be good or bad, righteous or wicked, and yet that it can perceive the end from
the beginning, amidst all possible contingencies. Judas Iscariot acted as freely and
voluntarily as ever any being did, yet the
spirit of Omniscience looked down through
the long cycles of ages, and foretold what
he would do. Peter, in denying his Master,
acted as freely as ever any being in the universe did, yet the Lord saw before that he
would do it, and so told him.
S.--1 will see you again on this matter.
Good night.
•• 0 ••
The more we drink at the fountain of truth,
the larger draughts we are enabled to take.
4
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ows :
"
expositions and interpretations,
this one
1. The learned, doctnnal an~ partIsan thing is taken for granted, and, with them,
preacher.s, sworn to defend certam dogmas everything else must be interpreted in conand parties.
formity with it. A large proportion of
2. The learned, moral and. political lec- their preaching is simply to try and prove
turers.
the one thing, to convince their hearers
3. The old fashioned called and sent that it is true. Their reading'of the scripture
preachers.
is in search of proof of the same thing; their
It is proper now to consider these three comments, expositions and criticisms are al:
classes of preachers separately, their preach- most all for the same purpose. The Bible
ing and the result that naturally followed.. is searched from side to side, not to ascer1. The learned, Mctrinal and partisan tain its meaning, but to find pjOoOfof
preachers. This class of men were stu- the one central theory, philosophy or creed.
dents, laborious and untiring' studentsThousands of books are searched from side
close, careful and prudent reasoners. They to side; li.braries are ransacked throughout;
knew more of logic, argument and debate, learned authorities produced; but all for
than any other c~ass of men. In one word, the same purpose-not
to ascertain the
in the popular sense, they wer-e more pro- truth, but to find proof of the creed. Evefound than any other class. In the true rything seeming to favor the creed, is laudflense, they were not profound.
They ed as the very highest authority, and every·
were, and the same class still are, unsafe thing against it is not only not wanted, but
men as commentators, expositors, interpre- no authority at all.
ters or translators of the sacred writers.
These preachers all claimed to be minisThevt"standard, polar star or grand crite- ters of Christ-all
authorized-nay,
more,
rion, was the particular dogma, theory, divinely authorized preachers of the gospel.
philosophy or creed, to which they had While one of these divinely authorized emsworn. With them, the heavens above, the bassadors of Christ-ministers
of the goseaI;th beneath, and the universe around pel-was engaged in, one house, preaching
them, must all bend to their creed. They the Calvinistic gospel of Christ, another one
entered no investigation with the pure and was engaged in another house, preaching
holy purpose of ascertaining truth, or of precisely opposite doctrine-the
Arminian
discriminating
between truth and error. gospel of Christ. While one divinely auThey never attempted a comment, interpre- thorized embassador is engaged in one part
tation or exposition with the simple, pure of a city or town, in preaching the Trinitaand holy purpose of ascertaining the true rian gospel of Christ, another one is in
meaning of it, or simply the truth, the another part of the same" city or town,
whole truth and nothing but the truth. preaching the opposite doctrine-the
UniThe highest conception they had, the loft- tarian gospel of Christ. One pf these di-
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vinely authorized embassadors of Christ, if all then very zealously engage in trying to
he could, would have you believe that the convince' him that the Bible ~'strue. But
grand pivot on which the universe turns, is when the matter is carefully considered, it
Calvinism. Another would have you be- is not the Bible that he is perplexed with;
lieve the fate of all nations hangs upon Ar- it is not the Bible he is in doubt of; but
minianism. Another thinks the eternal all their absurd, inconsistent and contradictory
of mankind is poised upon Trinitarianism. theories, philosophies and creeds. The abAnd yet another thinks he has found the surdities the man has stumbled over, are
grand panacea in Unitarianism.
Thus the not in the Bible, and had no existence till
thing proceeds till vast numbers are found, long since the last chapter in the Bible was
not only preaching a great variety of theo- written.
ries, philosophies and dogmas, but every
This class of preachers never appeared
imaginable form of contradictions, incon- to perceive that while their creeds were in
gruities and absurdities, and all in the name the way of thousands of the best people in
of the Lord, or with divine sanction, if we the world, and stumbling-blocks over which
could believe them.
for them to fall, that no man wo'uld be
Sensible men of the world desire to treat saved by believing their creeds, or lost by
them all poli~~ly, and pass round and give disbelieving them. It appeared never to
them all a hearing. They perceive that come into their minds, that they admitted
many of them are men of honor, learning, that there were many good Christians, whom
• shrewd,ness and adroitness in managing their they believed already saved, and many
various arguments.
Still, after going round more who would be saved, who did not beand listening to them for years, they gen- Heve their creeds. In other words, it never
erally fall into some one of the following appeared to come into their minds, that
'conditions:
there was no salvation in their theories,
1. To fall in with some one of the preach- philosophies or creeds-that
a man could be
ers and conclude that he is right, and de· a Christi:m if he had never heard of them.
cide to hear him and no one not "of the It appeared never to have occurred to them, ,
same faith and order" with him, and thus that there was any way to settle the matter,
become a partisan.
and get these great, and, in many instances,
2. To come to the conclusion that he can good men, 'out of their difficult and most
understand none of them-to
decide that ruinous course, only to continue the discusthere is but one thing certain about it-and
sion till it should be settled, which, among
that is, whether owing to his native obtuse- their disputed theories, was the true one.
ness, want of common sense, or some other It never appeared to come into their minds
cause, he is cer·ta·inthat he does not and can that there were two insurmountable difficulnot under'stand the preachers, and it is use- ties in their way, as follows;
le&s to try.
1. That the matter can never be settled
3. To come to the conclusion that oppo- so as to determine which of their theories
sites-direct
and palpable opposites-as
is the true one.
Calvinism on the one hand, and Arminian2. If they could determine which is the
ism on the other; the five points of Cal- true one, and would adopt it, there is no
vinism on the ,one hand, and the counter salvatio~ in it. The belief of it would
five points of Arminianism on the other; save no one, and the disbelief of it would
Trinitarianism on the one hand, and Unita- damn no one.
rianism on the other-cannot
both be true.
This class of men were inspiring in the
One or the other must be false. The con- people the spirit of dogmatism, of partyism
elusion is easy, that there is no certainty in and schism, instead of love, joy and peace
any of it. A man thus declares. He is in the Holy Spirit. All the scripture they
then pronounced a skeptic The preachers ever used, was used in a partisan sense.
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The converts they made were not converts that theory is not preaching Christ-thf:
to Christ, but to their creed-their belief gospel-and all the work done of that kind,
The love of their converts was not love to is clear loss, and also all the capital for fuChrist, but to their creed. Their love wa~ ture operations.
Whatever work he may
not to the children of God, but to those have done incidentally, preparing for real
agreeing with them in theory. In the place gospel work, and capital he may have for
of it being a blessing to human society for real gospel preaching, can be made availa~
anyone of these parties to succeed,it was ble. But all the capital merely for the dean injury; because they mistook their de- fence of a dogma, theory or creed, no matvotion to their creed for devotion to Christ, ter whether true or false, is utterly useless,
and their devotion to a party for devotion to when a man becomes a gospel preacher in
the people of God. They mistook their the New Testament sense.
party cause for the cause of Christ, their
What, then, is to be done with these men
little party work for the work of Christ, and their theories, philosophies and creeds,
and the party itself' for the church of in case of reformation?
We answer, sea
Christ. No set of men since the apostl.es' the men to preaching Christ-the
gospeltime needed reforming more than these, not nothing but the gospel. Let Christ be the
because they were bad; designing or wicked grand center, the life, or soul, in their
men, but because they were· mistaken and preaching in future, as th~ir peculiar theory
misguided, to such an extent as to be most has been in the past. Let them keep their
disastrous to the cause of Christ.
dogma, if they have any use for it, but lei
As much, however, as this class needed re- them know that preaching it is not preachforming, they were more inaccessible to re- ing the gospel-is not preaching Christ, and
formation, and more difficult to change, than not what Christ commissioned the ministers
almost any other class that could be found. of the New Testament to do. Let them
They knew they had limrning, talent and understand distinctly, that no man is conindustry.
They knew they had studied sidered a Christian in the kingdom of Christ,
hard, reasoned closely and gained many vic- because he believes their theory, or is to be
torie~ in discussion. They tlwught they had rejected because he does not beleve it. In
proved their doctrine by clear scripture a other words, 11emust understand that in the
thousand times. They had a thousand fine kingdom of Christ, theories, philosophiell
sermons prepared with greatcare, all proving of men, no matter whether true or false, are
their doctrine and reasoning it out with the not bars of fellowship. In Christ Jesus,
utmost exactness and accuracy. The labor neither Calvinism, Arminianism, Trinitaof the lives of many men had been spent in rianism or Unitarianism, avail anything,
propagating, advocating and perpetuating "but a new creature"-a
Christian. In
their theories.
It is now no small matter Christ Jesus no man is tried, measured or
fOl; a man who has spent a lifetime in pre- excommunicated by the WestyPinster, Augsparing material of this sort, to come grave- burg or Philadelphia confession, or any
Iy to the conclusion, that all he has ever creed made by mortal man, but by the law
preached, or ever may preach, in support of of God. By that law men shall be judged
his long cherished theory, is not preaching in the last day. Heaven and earth would
the gospel, even if the theory is true; and sooner fail than one jot or tittle ,of that law
consequently that all the work done, and all fail till every word be fulfilled.
the material and skill on hand to do more
_ • _
work of the same sort, is lost and cannot be
Look on labor as honorable and dignify
made available. Still, this is the case with the task before thee, whether it be in the
study, office, counting-room, work-shop, or
every man who has made preparation for furrow field. There is an equality in all,
the defence of a creed, theory or philoso- and the resolute will and pure head may
phy, whether true or false; the defence of ennoble either.
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contrary to his will, but he can not de~ree
A DIALOGUE BETWEEN A SKEPTIC
that a thing shall be done contrary to his
AND A CHRISTIAN, ON THE FORE·
will. I doubt not he saw, or foresaw, that
KNOWLEDGE OF GOD.
Adam would sin; yet he forbade it, and it
NUMBER TWO.
was contrary to his will.
Skeptic.-I
admit, Mr. 0., that you conBut I have shown you that there is nothfused me in our previous conversation, ing practical in all this, in our previous
threw me off my guard and made me appear conversation; that you can apply all your
quite ridiculous.
I should not care for this difficulties on foreknowledge to all your
had not our mutua:l friend, who I am hap- temporal persuits and undertakings, down
py to see with us again, and who, I sup- to the least and last item, and thus make
posed, simply taking notes for his own sat-them an excuse for not attending to the orisfaction, published every word of our con- dinary avocations in life. Before you plow,
versation in the A. C. Review. I shall plant or sow, you might just as reasonably
now be on the lookout, if all I say is to be sit down and say, "The Lord forekuewall
published, measure every word and put it in about this before I was created: if he
HI> proper place.
knew that I will have a CI:Op,I will have it,
Is not the foreknowledge of God taught and it is useless for me to plow, plant," etc.
in the Bible?
But in all this department you act conChristian.-We
read of the foreknowl- sistently, in deciding, acting in the way
edge of God in the Bible.
most conducive t9 the accomplishment of
S.-Is not God forelcnowing the same as the grand object you, have in view. But
his foredecre~ing? or is not his foreknowing this is not what the Bible means by "foreathing the same asforedecreeing it?
knowledge."
C.-Oertainly not. I foreknow that men
S.- What then does the Bible" mean by
will die, but I do not foredecree it. They foreknowledge?
would die just as they do if I foreknew
C.-When the Bible speaks of "the forenothing about it. When you !Lreapproach- knowledge of God," it is certainly
not
ing a/river you foreknow that you will find speaking of what he knew Hefore in conit in a channel and running down stream, trast with what he did not know before, in
but you do not decree either that it. shall the ordinary sense of knowing and not
run down stream or in a channel. But it knowing, for, in that sense, he knew all
would be in a channel and run down stream things.
if you had no foreknowledge about it, or
S.-What
then is the sense in which the
even did not know of its existence.
Bible uses the term "foreknowledge ?"
S.-I can not see any difference between
C.-That
which the Bible calls "the
the decree of God and his foreknowledge.
foreknowledge of God," is that which God
0.-1 think there is a clear difference has before made known. Hence the term,
and the distinction may be easily made.
"foreknowledge," is aNew Testament term,
S.-- Where is the difference?
invariably referring to something which
C.-To decree that any thing shall be God had before made known, in the Old
done, is to require or causeit to be done. If Testament, by the prophets.
God decrees that any thing shall be done,
S.-Are you certain of that?
I should
he requires or causes it to be done, and it IS like to see an example or two to that effect .
. according to his will that it is done. But
0.-1 will cheerfully give you several
he may foreknow that a thing will be done examples. One of the most difficult of this
that he did not only not decree, require or sortI now think of is Acts ii. 23. "Him being
cause to be done, but forbid to be done. In delivered by the determinate counsel and
one word he may foresee, or, which is the foreknowledge of God, you have taken,and by
same, as foreknow that a thing will be done wicked hands have crucified and slain."

QUARTERLY
What is meant here by "the determinate
counsel and foreknowledge of God?"
The
same thing precisely is expressed, in different words, Acts' iii. 18, as follows: "But
those things which God had showed by the
mouth of all his prophets, that Christ
should suffer, he hath so fulfilled."
Peter
being his own expositor, "the determinate
counsel and foreknowledge of God,"amounts
to the same as, "those things which God
has shown by,the ~outh of all his prophets, that Christ should suffer, he hath so
fulfilled."
From this you perceive that the
foreknowledge of God, mentioned ·in the
New Testament, is that which God had
shown by the mouth of all his prophets, in
the Old Testament.
Another example, perhaps more clear, is
found, Gal. iii. 8. "And the scripture foreseeing that God would justify the heathen
through faith preached before the gospel to
Abraham."
What is the meaning of "the
scripture foreseeing?"
Certainly the same
as God foreseeing, or foreknowing. It is
simply the Lord foreshowing in the scripture, that he I would justify the heathen
through faith. This he did by saying to
A braham, "In thee and in thy seed shall all
nations be blessed." This is the foreseeing,
or foreknowledge of God, as found in a
promise, in the Old Testament. This promise, though short, contained the Savior, the
gospel and the entire New Institution.
It
is the foreknowledge of God, the eternal
purpose, the mystery, or secret, in promise.
Instead of Paul saying, as is the literal
amount of it, God foreshowing that he
would justify the heathen through faith,
preached before the gospel to Abraham, he
SlloyS, "the
scripture foreseeing that God
would justify the heathen through faith."
The sum of it is, that it was the eternal
purpose of God to justify the heathen
through faith, and that purpose was foreshown by the promise of God in the scripture.
Another example, of the same sort is
found in the same chapter, verse 22.: "But
the scripture hath concluded all under sin,
that the promise by faith in Jesus Christ
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might be given to them that belieTe."
What is the meaning of the expression,
"the scripture hath concluded?"
It is certainly that God has set forth a conclusion
in the scripture.
That foreconclusion, set
forth in the scripture, is the same as the
foreknowledge of God. He before coneluded, or determined, all under sin, that
the promise might be given to them that
believe," or, as expres~ed in another place,
"that he might have mercy upon all."
The eternal purpose of God, in view of
man's sin and fall, was 'to send Christ, to
justify man through faith in Christ, in the
gospel, through means of the New Institution. The promise to Abraham, the predictions of the prophets, set forth, iIJ.promise, or prophecy, contain that, which in the
New Testament is called, "the foreknowledge of God," or what is literally the
knowledge of Christ, the gospel and all the
good things to come, as found in the Old
Testament, or before shown in the sC1'ipt1tres.
8.-1 do not perceive, sir, that your solution contains any thing practical any more
than my own.
C.-If the foreknowledge of God simply
is the gospel, in promise, ip. prophecy, in a
mystery, or secret, which, when the proper
period came, for its introduction into the
world, full development and unfolding
among all nations for the obedience of faith,
and if the period has come, long since, and
a full revelation of the secret, unfolding of
the mystery and development of the entire
New Institution has been made for all the
world, declaring that "in every nation he
who fears God and works righteousness is
accepted of him-that
Jesus is now the
author of eternal salvation to all who obey
him; we say, if this is all so, there is certainly something practical in it.
8.- Y ou think then, that the gospel was
contained in the promise, in prophesy, in a
grand purpose, till Christ came; and that
during this period it was a mystery, or secret, and that the knowledge of God set
forth in the promise and prophecies, is referred to in the New Testament, as the
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f.oreknowledge of God-that the gospel as
A REVIEW OF
fully revealed by the apostles, is the foreknowledge, mystery or secret revealed.
"A general View of the Rise, Progress
and Corruptions of Christianity, by the
0.-1 do, and that instead of our trying
Most Rev. Richard Whately, Archbishop
to peer into some inscrutible supposed foreof Dublm. William Gowans, New York,
knowledge, about which we can know little
1861."
or nothing, purely speculative, we, would
BY w. T, MOORE.
all do well to receive the ,gospel of Jesus as
It will appear evident, we think, to every
a full and perfect.revelatIOn of the purpose, reflecting mind, that not very comprehenthe foreknowledge, secret or mystery of sive views of Christianity can be had with.
God, not made known to the sons of men out first having some knowledge of the
ages a~ now reveale.d-as Paul says, condition of the world previous to its in'But now IS made mamfest, and by the troduction.
scriptures of the prophets, according
to the
Th e woe
hIt sys em IS
. bIt'
,
ut a reve a Ion 0 f
commandment of the everlastlllg God, made
I' k l'
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h
'd'
I
'
l'
h/
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f so many III s, lormmg t at provI entIa
k nown to a 11 natIOns lor teo
e lence 0
•
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P t
cham for the recovery of man, whICh reach·
fa·It.h" SR'
ee om. XVI. .
r as e er ex- d f
h
d
f Ed'
h
f
.t "Of h' hIt"
th
h e rom t e gar en 0
en to t e cross (l
presses 1.:
• w 10 sa va IOn .e.prop - the Redeemer.
ets have mqmred, and searched dIlIgently,.
. .
..
who prophecied of the grace that should
It ISa grand pam tIll?, whose ,hm outh~es
come to you; sear~hing what or what man- were fi~st brought to VIewwhen the pr0mlse
ner of time the Spirit of Christ which was was gIven, that the "seed of the woman
in them , did siO'nify
when it testified before should bruise the serpent's head." Grad0'
hand the sufferings of Christ and the glory ually, yet surely, the picture is developed.
that should follow. Unto whom itwas reveal- The divine pencil touched the canvass
ed, that not unto themselves, but unto us again, and to Abraham the promise sto0d:
they did minister the things which are now "In thy seed shall all the families of the
reported to you, by them who have preac - earth be blessed."
To the Israelites it was
ed the gospel to ·you, with the Holy Spirit made still clearer and brighter, when Moses
sent down from heaven." 1st Peter i. 11. said: "The Lord thy God will raise up unto
12.
thee, a Prophet from the midst of thee, of
_ • _
thy brethren, like unto me, unto him shall
ye hearken."
A1l the paraphernalia of
BOOKs.- Young persons learn a great
Jewish worship were different shades in the
deal by being in the presence of books.A love of knowledge comes with reading, back-ground of the picture of man's salvaand that, in a young mind, is almost a war- tion. But it was not until our Lord Jesus
rant against the inferior excitement of pas- Christ cried out upon the cross, "it is finish·
sion and vice. Books are windows through ed," that the picture itself could be "known
which the soul looks out, and a house without books is like a room without windows. and read of all men." Even then it was
It is a pleasure to have books; and library not ready for delivery to "every creature i"
growing larger every year is an honorable it must receive the strong frame of the Holy
part of a young man's or a young woman's Spirit in which to hang, that all may be
history.
"convinced of sin, of righteousness and of
judgment."
Hence the first gospel sermon
EDucATloN.-What sculpture is to a block was preached on the day of Pentecost, after
of marble, education is to a human soul, the the fulfil1ment of the promise that the
philosopher, the saint, and the hero; the
"Comforter should come." And here for
wise, the good, or the great man, very often
lie hid and concealed in a plebian, which a the first time in the history of the race,
proper education might have disinterred does man begin to realize the meaning of
and have brought to hght.-Spectator.
that extraordinary
Providence, of four
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thousand years continuance, which culmina- ments forcible and logical, and his conclu, ted in the Christian dispensation.
sions rational and scriptural.
It must p.otbe supposed, however, becausQ
We must not be understood, however, as
"the fulness of time has come," that those endorsing all he has said, but there is so
things which preceded it are no longer of much to commend, and so little to condemn, .
any consequence. As well might we, when that we feel half way inclined to pass over
we arrive at the meridian of life, ignore all the objectional features with only a wish
the lessons we learned in childhood and that they could have been otherwise. N ev~ boyhood.
Itis true, "when we were chil-. ertheless, as a candid reviewer, we must exdren, we spoke as c):J.ildren,but now that we amine impartially every thing by that infalare men, we put away childish things;"
lible Book, which is a "lamp to our feet,
but we should never put away the lessons of and a lightto our pathway."
childhood. Precisely so it is in reference to
We pass over the first chapter of the
the dispensations which went before Chris- book, "The Pagan Religions," with only a
tianity. We should put them away, but not brief notice, since it is the succeeding chapthe lessons they teach. Paul spe~ks of them ters with which we are more particularly in~
as the shadows of something better to come. terested.
Now a shadow, pre-supposed light some
His argument here is to show how perplace. This light is the "sun of righteous- fectly helpless man was, without some clear
ness," whose first rays are disclosed in the and well-defined Revelation, other than the
garden of Eden. The four thousand years, light of Nature.
embracing the Patriarchal an9. Jewish disThis portion of the book is a splendid inpensations, form the great shadow, which duction of facts, in proof of that fearful
for a time obscured the "true light" from commentary of Paul in the letter to the Rothe eyes of men; but as the "sun" rose mans, on the degeneracy of the race; "Behigher and higher, the shadow grew short- cause that when,;they knew God, they glorier. Finally the "sun" reached the zenith fied him not as God, neither were thankful;
of his glory; was coronated Lord of all; but became vain in their imaginations, and
then the shadow was under his feet; then their foolish heart was darkened.
"those things that are shaken, were remov"Professing themselves to be wise, they
ed," that "those things that can not be became fools, and changed the glory of the
shaken, may remain."
Hence, looked at uncorruptible God, into an image made like
from our stand-point, Christianity is all the to corruptible man, and to birds, and four
more beautiful, because of the dark ground footed beasts, and creeping things.
in which it is set. Its light is the more
"Wherefore God also gave them up to
brilliant in contrast with the starlight and uncleanness through the lusts of their own
moonlight ages which preceded it. l'hese hearts, to dishonor their own bodies between
ages are not the Light, but simply a voice themselves: Who changed the truth of God
crying in darkness, prepare ye the way of into a lie, and worshipped and served the
the Light, mako the paths straight.
creature more than the Creator, who is
In the book before us, Bishop Whately blessed forever. Amen.
•
has done a great work for the Christian re"For this cause God gave them up unto
ligion. He begins the investigation at the vile affections; for even their women did
right place, and he treats the whole subject change the natural use into that which is
as one who thoroughly underfJtands its im- against nature; and likewise also the men,
portance. In fact, taken as a whole, we un- leaving the natural use of the woman, burn~
hesitatingly pronounce it the best work that ed in their lust one toward another; men
has appeared upon the subject, during the with men working that which is unseemly,
nineteenth century. As a general thing, his and receiving in themselves that recompense
lltatements are clear and concise; his argu- of their error which was meet. And even
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;s they did not like to retain God in their who denied a resurrection, may, indeed, with
knowledge, God gave them over to a repro- good reason, be supposed to have looked
bate mind, to do those things which are not for some other kind of future existence;
convenient; being filled with all unright- but when Paul finds it necessary to urge, 'if
eousness, fornication, wickedness, covetous- in this life only we have hope in Christ, we
ness, maliciousness j full of envy, murder, are of all men most miserable-let
us eat
debate, deceit, malignity; whisperers, back- and drink for to-morrow we die,' it is plain
biters, hatcrs of God, despiteful, proud, he must have been opposing such as expectboasters, inventors of evil things, disobedi- ed nothing beyond the grave. And when
ent to parents, without understanding, cov- he exhorts the Thessalonians not to sorrow
enant breakers, without natural affection, for the deceased, 'even as the rest (of manimplacable, unmerciful; who, knowing the kind) who have no hope,'we have the testijudgment ot God, that they which commit mony, if we will receive it, of one who
such things are worthy of death, not cnly knew better than we can, the real sentiments
do the same, but have pleasure in them that of the heathen on this point." Page 50 and
do them." Rom. 1st chap. from 21st verse 51. It is abundantly clear that whatever
to 31st inclusive.
is said upon this subject by Socrates, Plato,
Noone can fajl to see that such a eondi- Cicero, and in fact by all the Pagan phition could not be relieved without an "ex- losophers, can be regard~d, at most, as only
traordinary providence," such as the Jewish indicating the probability of a future existdispensati,on in the first place, and then the ence. Further than this, their writings do
gospel, which was to bring "life and immor- not justify any conclusion. Many modern
tality to light."
philosophers suppose that the lights of naWhatever may be the opinions of men to ture furnish sufficient evidence of such a
the contrary, one thing seems clearly estab- state, and from this hypothesis conclude
lished by our author, viz.: that the Pagan that the heathen world did possess this
world had no well defined ideas of a future knowledge. But this reasoning is clearly a
state.
petitio principii-a
begging the whole
"The belief, then, of a life to come, question. It is not whether they might have
though nominally professed, can not be con- known there was a future state, but whether
side red as practically forming any part of they actually did lcn.owthere was. To say
the creed of those ancient nations with that such was the jact because there is a
whom w~._are best acquainted.
Cicero ac- possibility it might be so, is to take for
knowledges that the epistle of Sulphicius to granted the very thing to be proved. Behim on the death of Tullia, comprehended sides, there is considerable doubt as to the
every argument for comfort which the case possibility of such a thing.
admitted; yet we find in it no allusion to
We can scarcely be regarded as competent
the one,topic which would have been upper- judges upon a subject of this kind. We
,most in the mind of a believer. It is no have a clear 1'evelation of a future Iiltate;
wonder, therefore, that when at Athens, hence, it is exceedingly easy for us to imPaul came to speak of the resurrection of agine, with the idea already in our minds,
the dead, some of his hearers mocked; and that the lights of nature would furnish 'us
that when Festus heard him declaring the with it. But this we have no right to do.
same doctrine, he exclaimed, 'Paul, thou We must place ourselves in the position of
art beside thyself.'
So far, indeed, were the Pagan, who had to find out what we
the promulgators of Christianity from find- already know, before we can fully undering.the belief of a future state already well stand the difficulties in our way. A great
established, that they appear to have had no deal of sophistical reasoning has been insmall diffiulty in convincing of this truth troduced'into our theological polemics upon
even some of their converts. Some of those this subject. It is readily granted, when
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the existence of a future life is once revealed, that the analogies of nature go far to
corroborate the evidence of the revelation;
but that it were possible to obtain the knowledge without the revelation, is, to say the
least, very questionable; hence, the r,rgument for a DIVINE REVELATION
is
conclusive and irresistible. .
"The Mosaic Dispensation" next engages
the attention of our author. If Bishop
Whately had done nothing else, he deserves,
and shoul.d receive the gratitude of every
lover of sound criticism, for his masterly
analysis of the "Jewish Theocracy."
It is
the alphabet of the Christian religion; the
type used in setting up the composition
which announced the "glad tidings of great
joy to all peopJes j" the vestibule to the
church of the living God. It should, therefore, receive a large share of attention in
any discussion upon the Rise, Progre~s and
Corruptions of ChrIstianity.
That our author has performed his work nobly, will appear abundantly evident to every unprejudiced reader.
It is necessary to state one fact here in
reference to the method of Bishop Whately's reasoning. He' is evidently an admirer
of the novum organum of Bacon. His style
is rigidly inductive. He does not appeal to
facts to sustain his conclusions, but very
properly lets the facts speak for themselves.
And this we conceive to be the only safe
method of ratiocination.
If it could be
universally adopted, especially upon religious subjects, the old controvcrsy between
Meu';' and Tuum would soon be reduced to
the diminutive dimensions of the difference
between Tweedledum and Tweedledee.
Almost all the theological pugilism of the
present time has its origin ina certain weakness of human nature, very properly stated
by Plautus-"Meu8
nichi, suus cuiquecarus."
Bishop Whately IS m a great ~easure free
from this "weakness," and consequently we
are at once disposed to follow him as an
honest and earnest inquirer after truth.
That he thoroughly comprehends the
meaning of the Jewish dispensation is so
manifestly cvident in his analysis, that the
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veriest novice in Biblical criticism would
scarcely question it. But we will let him
speak for himself: "For our present purpose
it will be sufficient to mark out the most important points which distinguished the Mosaic dispensation-the
religion of the Israelites-from
what came before it, and
from what followed it j on the one hand,
from the religion of those worshippers of
the true Goa, who lived before the time of
Moses, and on the other hand, from the '
gospel dispensation-the
religious system
under which we are placed.
"The Law was designed to prepare the
way for Christianity-a
religion intended
for all mankind-according
to the promise
made to Abraham, that some person or persons descended from him, should prove a
blessing to all nations. Yet the Law itself
was given to one people alone. And accordingly, when the apostles of Jesus
Christ, who were themselves Jews, converted vast multitudes of Gentiles to Christianity, teaching them, among other things, to
acknowledge the divine origin of the Mosaio
Law, they yet taught them that the ordinances of that law did not extend to GentIles." Pages 65 and 66. He then proceeds
to show that the religion of the Jews was
a local religion-intended
for one peoplethe continuance of which depended upon
the perpetuation of the one "place whieh
the Lord should choose, to set his name
there"-the
Temple. "Hence," says our
author, "the final destruction of that Temple aboli~hed manifestly and totally, the
Mosaic system of religion. '
"And it is very remarkable that that religion is almost the only one that could
have been abolished against the will of the
people themselves, and while they firmly
resolved to maintain it. Thei1' religion,
and theirs only, could be, and has been,
thus abolished in spite of their firm attachment to it, on account of its being dependent on a particular place. The Christian religion, or again, any of tile Pagan religions, could not be abolished by any force
of enemies, if the persons professing the
religion were sincere and resolute in keep-
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ing it. To destroy a Christian place of
worship, or to turn it into a Mahommedon
mosque, (as was done in many instances by
the Turks,) would not prevent the exercise
of the Christian religion. And even if
Christianity were forbidden by law, and
Christians persecuted (as has in times past
been so frequently done,) still they might
assemble secretly in woods or caves, or
they might fly to foreign countries to wor·
Ihip God, according to their own faith i
and Ohristianity, though it might be driven
out of one coantry, would still exisi; in others." Pages 68 and 69.
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Jewish religion was local, confined entirely
to the Jewish people, and whose rewards
and punishments did not extend beyond this
life: It was emphatically a national affair,
and whatever belonged to it was of a temporal character.
If anyone will take the trouble to care·
fully analyze the 28th chapter of Deuter'onomy, he will find, that what we have here
stated, is undoubtedly true: The chapter is
evidently intended to be a kind of summary
of all that has gone before, in which are clearly specified the blessingswhich shall follow upon the obedient, and the cursings upon the dis--*
*
obedient: "And it shall come to pass, if thou
"Again, the Mosaic Law was distinguish- shalt hearken diligently unto the voice of
ed from every other revelation ever bestow- the Lord thy God, to observe and to do all
ed on man, by the great number and minute- his commandments, which I command thee
ness of its regulations, and the multitude of this day i that the Lord thy God will set
its ceremonial observances. It gives exact thee on high above all nations of the earth;
directions to the Israelites as to their diet, and all these blessings shall come on thee and
their dress, and their mode of life in many overtake thee, if thou shalt hearken unto
particulars.
the voice of the Lord thy God." He now
"One purpose answered by these numer· proceeds to state in what particulars they
ous ordinances,· was to keep them quite dis- shall be blessed, viz: "in the city; in the
tinct from other nations i that they might field i the fruit of thy body i" "the fruit of
be better preserved from falling into the thy ground i" "the fruit of thy cattle i" "the
idolatrous worship of their neighbors, and increase of thy kine, and the I flocks of thy
might be marked out, both to them, and sheep;" "thy basket and thy store," &c.
themselves, as the Lord's peculiar people.
Not one worll said about any rewards in a
"And moreover, it was needful for a half future life-every blessing is temporal. "But
barbarian and gross minded people, such as it shall come to pass if thou wilt not he arkthe ancient Israelites, to keep in their minds en unto the voice of the Lord thy God, to
the thought of their religion, by a great observe and do all his commandments and
number of outward ceremonies and observ- his statutes, which I command thee this day,
ances. These served to remind an Israelite that all these curses shall come upon thee,
cOI!-tinuallyof the God·whose servant he was, and overtake thee." Then follows a curse,
by his being required from day to day to ob- in every case where a blessing was prolieI've certain rules, and to perform certain nounced before. And should they continue
acts, as a sign of his obedience to the Lord, in disobedience, their captivity in Babylon,
and as a part of his religious duty." Pages the destruction of their Holy City by Titus,
'12 and 73.
and finally their dispersion throughout all
But the great distinguishing characteristic the earth, a "hiss and a by-word among all
of the Mosaic Law was, "that it was enforced nations," are clearly and unmistakably indiby a system of temporal rewa1'ds and judg- cated. Thus we see, that whatever views
ments, administered according to an extraor- the Jews themselves may have entertained,
dinary providence."
in reference to a future state, there is not
If there is anything in the present state one word in the Mosaic religion that even
of Biblical criticism, that needs to be in- 100kBbeyond the grave. Of course this ob&sted upon more than another, it is, that.the servation does not include what was typical:

*

*

*

*

,
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But the types could not be understood, until
the anti-types had appeared.
From this induction we are enabled to
discover what"fantastic tricks are cut before
high heaven," by the venders of our modern
theological orthodoxy, who seek to fasten
upon us the Mosaic Law, "by the deeds of
which no flesh shall be justified."
Unfortunately for the cause of truth our
I'
English version of Romans iii. 31, is an
entire perversion of the original. As itnow
stands, it is positive proof to the eye of sectarian casuistry, that the Law of Moses is
binding upon the Gentiles, and is a. part of
the Christian religion. And yet, strange to
say, the Doctors of this same Mosaic J urisprudence will presume to decide how much
.of the Law is unnecessary, and how much
must be obeyed.
If in the passage of scripture referred to,
the article had been translated where it
occurs, and left out where it does not occur,
we should have had a very different meaning.
It would then read thus: "Do we then make
void law (nomen) through the faith (tees
pisteoos)? Yea, we establish law (nomon)."
Here we discover that the faith does make
void the law (specifically) the Mosaic Law;
but not law (generically), that which is·applicable to every creature. For no one we
presume, would now pretend to say that he
keeps even what are usually called the "Ten
Commandments."
By common consent, the
whole Ohristian world continues to violate
• the fourth, in substituting the "Lord's Day"
for the Jewish Sabbath. Every precept in
the Jewish religion, that is now binding upon
the Christian, would be equally so, were it
not found in the Mosaic Law at all. Such
precepts are right in themselves, whether
found in the Koran, the Book of Mormon,
or the Old Testament scriptures.
When we come to contrast the Chriitian
dispensation with the Jewish, the difference
is so marked, that we naturally wonder how
anyone could ever become involved in the
meshes of that ignis fatuus, which lurks
along the sloughs of sectarian mysticism,
and by such Rev. Doctors as Nathan L.
Rice, and his worthy coadjutors, very ar·
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tistically ycleped "identity."
We would
very cordially recommend to such a candid
and careful study of Archbishop Whately
on the "Introduction
of the Gospel." If
this antidote does not prove sufficient to remove the obnoxious poison of Infant rantism b1tsed upon the specious plea of "church
identity," then indeed we are fearful their
case is a hopeless one.
"The chief points," says our author, "which
distinguish the Ohristian Dispensation from
the Mosaic, are these three:
1. Spirituali.
ty; 2. 17niversality; and, 3. Unity. The
New Kingdom of God was to be, "not of
this world," but spirit7l,al; it was to be open'
to all mankind as its subjects, and it was to
admit all of them to eq~tal privileges."
That this distinction is a comprehensivc
and just one, will not be denied by those
who are at all competent to judge. And
now what a lesson to us is there in this generalization. Could the Christian world be
made to realize the momentous consequences
involved in it, instead of the cold formal·
ism, Pharisaical exclusivism, and Jesuit.
ical 'favoritism, which now hang like
an incubus upon the progress of the
church, we should have a "building of
God," composed of "lively stones," a "spiritual house," "a holy priesthood," whose delight would be "to offer up spiritual sacrifices
acceptab!e to God by Jesus Christ."
Under the first distinction, an eternal
divorce is declared between church and
state; "Render unto Cresar, the things that
are Oresar's, and to God, the things that are
God's," is an uualterable precept of the
Kingd.om of Christ. How humiliating then,
to every lover of our blessed Lord, is the
present prostitution of the ministry to the
base and perfidious purposes of polItical
dcmagogues? Were the Ozar of Russia to
exchange his throne for the position of one
of his serfs, it would be but a faint represcntation of the fall of a minister, who
leaves his holy calling to mingle in the
world's strife for political power. And yet,
we are thoroughly convinced that much of
this thing, now done, is sanctified by an ap-
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peal to facts furnished by the Mosaic Law.
Les extremites se touchent.
Again, were we to test the religious systerns of the nineteenth century by Mr.
Whately's second distinction: Universality,
how few could establish any claim to the
royal appellation, Church of Jesus Christ?
We are fearful that the establishment, to
which Bishop Whately himself belongs,
would be found too narrow to cover this
broad distinction. Of one thing we ~re
profoundly convinced, viz:
No human
creed 'will ever be found sufficient to meet
. this requirement.
I
And just here, it is proper to say, we
were not a little chagrined after all the good
things the Bjshop had said, to find himmaking an apology for chatechisms and human
creeds. But it is just what we might have
expected. For, whenever the clergy of these
special establishments behold their "craft"
in danger, they immediately cry out from
their stentorian lungs, "Great is Diana of
the Ephesians"! Nevertheless, we confess to
have formed a bett~r opinion of our author.
We will do him the justice to say, however,
that he' touches the subject lightly; so much
so, indeed, as to leave the impression upon
the mind of the candid reader, that in his
opinion, these useless appendages might be
entirely dispensed with, and the cause of
Christ not suffer ~aterially.
But we will let him speak for himself:
"It is, indeed, allowable and proper that
a Church should employ, for the instruction of its people, oonvenient summaries
and expositions ofSoripture doctrine-such,
for instance, as Catechisms. For this is
to supply an omission, which (as above
observed) was purposely left in Scripture.
But then these Catechisms, &c., must contain the very doctrines of Scripture, and
none other. And being the compositions
of uninspired men, no authority must be
claimed for them, except from their agreement with Scripture.
And the same rule
applies to Forms of prayer and to Creeds.
"Creeds, which have been sometimes called "Symbols," sometimes "Confessions of
Faith" or "Articles of Religion," are state-
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ments of such doctrines as must be acknowledged by anyone- who would become
or remain a member of the Chur,ch which
adopts that creed. In different Churches,
in the earliest times, different creeds were
in use; and alterations were made in them
from time to time. Not that any Church had
a right to alter the Christian Faith j but
that it was necellsary to meet, and guard
against the the peculiar religious errors
which arose in various ages and countries.
But as none of these creeds is to be found
in Scripture, so, there is none that can
claim any authority, except from its con.
formity to Scripture.
"The doctrines, then, which a Christian
Church teaches, and is bound to teach, are
to be those of the Christian Scriptures i
neither more nor less.
"But, on the other hand, Church ordinances (tnd 1'egulations are only required to
bc not at 'Variance with Scripture.
For it
is indispens'ably necessary for a Church to
make enactments on many pointi, respect.
ing which nothin~ is precisely laid down in
Scripture; but only the general principle,
"let all things be done to edifying."-Pages
165 and 166.
The whole ground upon which this reo
markable passage rests for support is, that
it "is jndispensably necessary for a Church
to make enactments on iliany points respecting which nothing is precisely laid
down in Scripture."
Pray, how then, most
Rev. Bishop, can such enactments "conform to Soripture," since "no authority
must be claimed for them, except from their
agreement with Scripture?"
If there is
enough said to determine this "agreement,"
then there is enough said to determine what
to do, without the "enactments."
But the "doctrines" "are to be those of
the Christian Scriptures; no more nor less."
Ve~y well. But who, sir, is to determine
this matter, since, in these Scriptures, nothing is precisely laid down ?" No doubt
the Bishop can throw some light on this
subject.
May not the fact that nothing is "precisely l~id down" be the very reason why noth·
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ing should -be "precisely done?"
But we of faith and practice, that we will reserve
will let the Bishop himself give evidence what we have to say in addition, for another paper, in order that we may give hili arupon this point.
He says: "Why it was that the Most gument entire.
"In addition to these sources of corrupHigh thought fit to make a revalation to
this one people, and not at once to all the tion, the tendency already mentioned, to
world, we can not explain, and must not introduce philosophical speculations into
presume to decide. Indeed, we can not Christianity, has shown itself again and
explain why the Go~pel was not preached again under various forms, in all ages of
to the very first' generation of mankind; the Church, and has given rise to a mult~and why Jesus Christ came into the tude of heresi'ls.
"Philo~ophy is not at all opposed to true
, world, just when He did; nor yet why
many nations, in various parts of the world, religion, as long as men confine their spechave been left, even to this day, in the ulations to matters which properly come
darkness of idolatrous superstitioJ;l.; or in- within the province of reason. But in what
deed why any such a thing as EVIL should relates to Divine revelations, reason should
be confined to these two points :~1st, To
exist at all.
"All this, we must conclude, would have judge of the grounds on which any probeen explained to us in Scripture, if it had fessed revelation should be received or rejected, as being "from Heaven or of men j"
been necessary for us to understand it."
Again, on page 210, when speaking of and 2dly, To determine what it is that we
the Philosopical speculations, respecting are enabled and required to learn from the
the Trinity, et id omne genus, he uses the revelation which God has actually given.
"The restless spirit of philosophizing,
following language:
"It is wiser and safer, as well as more however, was not easy t'J be subdued, or to'
Even
pious and humble, and more agreeable to be confined within these limits.
Christian truth, to confess, that, of the during the times of the Apostles, and still
mysteries which have been so boldly dis- more after their departure, many philosocussed by many who aclcnowledge them to phers, on embracing Christianity" transbe unfathomable, we know nothing beyond gressed their proper limits, and sought to
the faint and indistiRct revalations of Scrip- exercise their ingenuity on that subject, 'ture; and that if it had been possible and one of so much interest and importanceproper, and designed, that we should kJ.low in order to maintain their superiority over
more of such matters, more would have the vulgar, even in the knowledge of divine
mysteries.
They acknowledged, for the
been there revealed."
Then, according to Bishop Whately, "if most part, that the Christian revelation had
it had been necessary for us to understand" made known things pertaining to God,
"why any such thing as evil should exist at which could not otherwise have been known;
all," "it would have been explained to us but these things they SMm to have regardin Scripture."
Or when any thing is in- ed as fresh materials for human re3.son to
distinctly revealed in Scripture-not
"pre- work upon; and when the illumination from
rays of revelation-failed
to
cisely laid down,"-it
is not "designed we Heaven-the
should know mOl'e of such matters, else shed full light on the Gospel dispensation,
more would have been there revealed."they brought to the dial-plate the lamp of
Well done for Bishop What~ly.
But what human philosophy.
now becomes of "Oatechisms" and "Creeds?"
"Accordingly, we find in very early times,
"
One of the Bishop's reasons for ,the curious questions raised concernipg the in"Oorruption of Ol:ristianity," js so appro- oarnation, and the nature and person of the
pos just here, and is withal such a master- Lord Jesus., One system, so ancient as to
ly defense of the Bible, as a sufficient rule bi alluded to by John in his Epistle, rep-
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'resented Jesus Christ as not really 'come
in the flesh,' but as a man in appearance
only. Other systems made Jesus to have
been born a 'mere human being, on whom, at
his baptism, a certain emanation (which
they called Christ) from the divine fullness
descended and dwelt in Him. And endless were the questions raised, and the different hypotheses set up, as to the manner
in which the divine nature was united with
the human in Jesus Christ; whether He
was properly to be called one person or two;
whether the Virgin Mary was properly
to be styled the mother of God; whether
Christ should be regarded as of one substance, or of like substance with the Father; wh~ther the Deity suffered at the erucifixion; in what way the sacrifice of Christ
was accepted as a satisfaction for sin; why
this sacrifice was necessary; besides (in
later times) an infinite number of equally
subtle speculations as to the nature of the
Trinity-the
divine decrees-and, in 8hort,
every thing pertaining to the intrinsic nature of the Supreme Being, and the explanations of all his designs and proceedings.
And yet the motions of the earth, and the
circulation of the blood, were not discovered till many ages after. The cause of the
vital warmth in animals, philosophers are
not even yet agreed on; nor is it decided
whether light, heat, and electricity are substances or qualities of bodies. ,But as to
the substance of the Supreme Being, and of
the human soul, many men wcre (and are
still) confident in their opinions, and dogmatical in maintaining them; the more in,
asmuch as in these subjects they could be
refuted by an appeal to experiment.
"All these various systems of philosophical theology were discussed in language
containing technical terms more numerous
than those of almost any science; some of
them taken from the sacred writers (we
may say, in every sense of the phrase,
taken from them, since hardly any theologian confined himself to their use of the
terms,) and others not found in Scripture,
but framed for each occasion. These were
introduced professedly for the purpose of
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putting down heresies as they arose. That
they did not effect this object, we know by
experience; which, indeed, would lead us to
conclude that heresies were by this means
rather multiplied.
We are inclined to
think, that if all Christians had always
studied the Scriptures carefully and honestly, and relied on these more than on their
own philosophical systems of divinity, the
Incarnation, for instance, and the Trinity,
would never have been doubted, nor even
named.
And this at least is certain, that
as scientific theories and te'chnical phraseology gained ground, party animosity raged
the more violently.
The advocates of the
several systems did not, like the ancient
heathen philosophers, carryon a calm and
friendly dIspute, but (to the disgrace of the
Christian name) reviled, and (when opportunity offered) persecuted each other, with
the utmost bitterness.
For each of them
having not only placed the essence of
Christianity in faith, but the essence of
faith in the adoption of his own hypothesis,
and strict adherence to his own use of the
teohnical terms of his theolgy, was led
hence to condemn all departures from his
system, as involving both blasphemy against
God, and danger to the' souls of men. And
they employed, accordingly, that violence
in the cause of what they believed to be
divine truth, which Jesus, Himself, and
his Apostles, expressly forbade in the
cause of what they 'cnewto be divine truth.
'The servant of the Lord,' says Paul,
'must not strive, but be gentle unto all
men, in meekness instructing them that
oppose themselves, if God, peradventure,
will give them repentance, to the acknowledging of the truth.' (2 Tim. ii: 24, 25.)
"But those who lose sigh~ of the real
character and design of the Christian revelation, generally lose also the mild, patient,
and forbearing spirit of the @ospel.
"There is no one of the numberless systems we have alluded to that has not been
opposed, and strongly condemned, by the
advocates of some different one, but they
have not usually been condemned on what
appears to us to be the right ground.
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"The proper objection to the various
philosophical systems of religion,-the
different hypotheses or theories that have been
introduced to explain the Christian Dispensation,-is not the real difficulties that
have been urged (often with good reason)
against each separately; but the fault that
belongs to all of them equally.
It is not
that the Arian the~ry of the Incarnation,
for instance, is wrong for this reason, and
the N estorian for that, and the Eutychian
for another, and so on; but they are all
wrong alike, because they are theories, relative to matters on which it is vain, and
absurd, and irreverent, to attempt forming
Q;nyphilosophical theories whatever.
"And the same, we think, may be said of
the various schemes (devised either by
those Divines called the School men, or by
others) on which it has been attempted,
from time to time, to explain other religious mysteries also in the divine nature and
and dispensations.
We would object, for
instance, to the Pelagian theory, and to the
Calvinistic theory, and the Arminian theory, and others, not for reasons peculiar to
each one, but for such as apply in common
to all.
. Philosophical
divines are continually
prone to forget that the subjects on which
they speculate, are, confessedly, and by
their own account, beyond the reach of the
human faculties.
This is no reason, indeed, against our believing anything clearly 1'evealed in Scripture; but it is a reason
against going beyond Scripture with metaphysical speculations of our own.
"One of the many evils resulting from
this is, that they thus lay open Christianity
to infidel objections, such as it would otherwise have been safe 'from. It is too late,
when objections are alleged from the difficulties involved in some theory, to reply,
that the whole subject is mysterious and
above reason, and can not be satisfactorily
explained to our imperfect faculties.
The
objector may answer, Then you should
have left it in the original mysterious in distinctness of the Scriptures.
Yo'ur own explanations of the doctrines of your Scrip-
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tures, you must not be suffered to make use
of as far as they are admitted from attack;
and then, when they are opposed, to shelter
them from attack, as sacred mysteries. If
we enter on the field of philosophical argument, we can not be allowed afterwards to
shrink back from fair discussion 011 philosophical principles.
,,[t is wiser and safer, as well as more
pious and humble, and more agreeable to
Christian truth, to confess thllt, of the mysteries which have been so boldly discussed
by many who aclcnowledge them to be unfathomable, we know nothing beyond the
faint and indistinct revelations of Scripture;
and that if it had been possible, and proper, and designed, that we should know
more of such matters, more would have
been there revealed.
"And we should rather point out to objectors that what is revealed, is pracNcal,
and not speculative :-that what the Scriptures are concerned with ill, not the philosophy of the human mind in itself, nor yet
the philosophy of the Divine nature in itself, but (that which is properly Religion)
the relation and connection of the two
Beings :-what God is to us-what He has
done and will do for us-and
what we are
to be and to do in regard to Him.
"How great must be the errors arising
from men's overlooking, or not carefully attending to this circumstance, it is hardly
necessary to point out. The rustic, who
persists in maintaining that the sun itself
actually moves, because he sees it rise and
set, i. e., sees that it is in different positions relative to himself; and the child,
who, while he is sailing in a ship, f:lllcies
that the land flies from him, or advances towards him, are not more completely mistaken in their notions, than tho~e theologians'who reason upon the accounts which
the Scriptures give us of the Deity, as if
these were intended to explain to us what
He is, abse.tlutely, in Himself, and not merely what He is in relation to ourselves.
"And the liability to error is greatly increased by this circumstance; that even
the relations in which God stands to. his
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creatures are so imperfectly comprehensible literal interpretation of this phrase of the
by our understanding, that it is necessary to "glory of God" that some divines have unexplain them by analogical language, and by dertaken to explain the whole system of
the use of such types and comparisons, as may Divine Providence, and to establish some
furnish to our minds a kind of picture or very revolting Jnd somewhat dangerous
image of heavenly things, whose correspon- conclusions.
dence with the original can not, of course, I "The difference between Religious knowbe in all points complete, any more than a ledge, properly so called, and what may be
picture can, in all res~ects, resemble the more properly styled ~'eOlogical Philosoeolid body which it is designed to imitate. phy, may be thus illustrated.
,
If, therefore, we extend the analogy further
"Different theories, we know, have prethan was intended, and conclude, that the vailed at different times, to account for the
things which are represented as correspond- motions of the planets, and of the moon,
ing in som!! points, must needs correspond and other heavenly bodies i-the tides, and
throughout;
or if, again, we conclude, that various other subjects pertaining to natural
the things must be alike, because they are philosophy.
Several of these theories
analogous, and bear similar relations to which supplanted one another, have now
something else-we shall fall into the gross- become obsolete; and modern discoveries
(lst absurdities j such as we often see in have estab ished, on good grounds, explachildren, when they interpret literally the nations of most of these points. But the
analogical explanations which are given great mass oj mankind can not be expected
them.
to understand these explanations.
There
"If anyone will be at the pains to collect are, however, many points of daily practical
instances for himself, from recollection of use, which they can understand, and which
his own infancy, and from what he has ob- it is needful fOf them to be informed upon.
served in other children, of the mistakes Accordingly there are printed Tables, showwhich are in this way continually committed ing the times of the sun's rising and setting,
by every child, and will carefully reflect on at each period of the ye'ar i-the variations
these, not as a mere source of amusement, of the tides in different places, and the like.
but with a view to his own instruction, And all these are sufficiently intelligible,
they will serve as a mirror to show what without any study of Astronomy, even to
sort of mistakes he himself also has to plain, unlearned men. The practical knowguard against, in the notions he forms res- ledge thus conveyed involves no astronomipecting the Almighty.
cal theory, but may be equally reconciled
"To take one out of innumerable instan- with the Ptolemaic or the Copernican sysces; how many there are who speak and tems of the universe. It is not the less posreason concerning the glory of God, (that sible, nor the less useful, for anyone to
being a phrase which occurs in, Scripture,) know the times when the sun gives light to
8S if they supposed, that the desire of glory this earth, even though he should not know
did literally infll!-ence the Divine mind, and whether it is the sun that moves, or the
as if God could really covet the admiration earth.
of his creatures: not considering that the
"N ow it is just such practical knowledge
only intention of this expression is to signi- as this that the Scriptures give us of the
fy merely that God's works are contrived in Christian Dispensation.
They afford practhe same admirable manner, as if He had tical directions, but no theory. But there
had this object in view: and that we at:e is this important difference between the
bound to pay Him the same reverent hom· two cases. The human faculties could, and
age and zealous obedience, as if He were at length did, (though it is beyond the
really and literally capable of being glori- great mass of mankind,) discover the true
fied by us. And y~t it is chiefly from a theory of the appearanoes and motions of
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the heavenly bodies. In matters pertaining equally,-that
if such e~planations be al"to Divine Revelation, on the contrary, lowed, it is evident Ohristianity must not
though there must actually be a true theory, be one, but two religions; that for the few
(since there must be reasons, and those profound theologians, and that for ordinary
known to God himself, even if hidden from men i such as the humble shepherds to
every creature, why He proceeded in this whom the holy angels announced the birth
rather than in that,) this theory never can of J esus,-the fishermen and publicans who
be known to us j because the whole subject associated with Him,-and
the 'common
is so far above the human powers, that we people' who (we read) 'heard him gladly.'
must have remained, but for Revelation,in
Now, there is nothing more characteristic
the darkest ignorance concerning it. Many of the Gospel Dispensation than its oneness'
curious and valuable truths has the world one Lord,-one faith,-one hope,-in shor~ .
discovered by philosophy, (or as our trans- one and the same religion proposed to all
lators express it, 'wisdom j') but 'the who heartily receive it.
.
world, (says Paul,~ by wisdom knew not
"All such speculations, then, we should
God i' of which assertions the writings of reject, if we wuuld (in the words of the
the ancient heathen philosophers, now ex- Apostle Peter) 'desire as new born babes
tant, afford sufficient proofs.
the sincere (adolon, unadulterated) milk of
"And, we would further remark, that if the Word, that we may grow thereby.' If we
it had been possible and allowable for us to would learn the very Gospel which the
follow up, by metaphysical researches, the Apostles taught, just as it was received by
view opened to us by Revelation, and thus their hearers, we must in heart and spirit
to enlarge our knowledge of God's dealings accompany the simple she,herds in their
with man, Paul, (as well as the other visit 'to Bethlehem, to see.' (not what huApostles) would not have censured! but man philosophy has devised, but) what the
favored, sucll researches, and would have LORD hath made known to us."-Page 204
set us the example of so speculating.
And to 216.
if he had done this, even in those discourses of his, which are not rccorded in writing,
we may be sure that his Gospel would not FACTS OF N T
have been considered as 'foolishness' by
A U~~ AGAINST ATHEthe Greeks, even those of them who did not
.
fully agree with him.
BY G. L. PURDY, M. D.
"This, therefore, supplies a useful, pracGEOLOGICAL FACTS OF NATURE.
tical rule in judging of anything we may
Before entering upon this part of the arread or hear: whenever we meet with such gament, I will merely state in regard to the
a representation of Ohristianity as would former part of the argument, that the denot have been a stumbling-block to the ductions of astronomy are in the "main corJews, or such as would not have been foo l- rect and .established i and all that man
ishness to the Greeks, we may at once con- knows of it, he learned for himself, for God
elude that this can not be the Gospel which has never revealed the facts of astronoI\lY to
Pa~~l preached; far he would not have man, nor has he revealed the facts of any
been opposed as he was, had his doctrine other science. The Bible is a revelation of
favored either men's pride and worldly am- man's moral relation to God-not a book of
bition, or their spirit of presumptuouSilpecu- science, and as we think, neither a book to
lation.
reveal himself merely as God-for if a man
"It may be remarked, as another reason will not believe nature, he will not believe
for condemning such presumptuous expla- revelation. All sciences are the results of
nations, and metaphysical theories of Ohris- the labor of the God-like mind of man.
tianity, as we have alluded to,-all of them Astronomy does not completely prove the
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truth of the propositions upon which these microscopic speck, but just discoverable
arguments are based, namely:
• with the most powerful instrument, but who
"Order which did not once exist ~nd be- in intellect outweighs them' all-an intellect
gan to be, that is, an effect originated in time, that allies him to God, that places him at
proves mind."
the head of all created things on earth"The order discovered by the worl.s of that intellect makes him greater than all
natw'e, is of this exclusive kind."
the immensity that surrounds him; makes
"The wOl'l,s of nature, therefol'e, prove him an originator, and a co-worker with
mind."
God-that
there is a God.
A8tro~omy proves a part of these propoBut to return to the subject after this apsitions-it provcs that order now exists in parent digression; the geology of the earth,
the "starry heavens," but does not prove as surely as the Bible, te'lls us there was a
when this "order began to be "-it can not "beginning,"
but when that "beginning"
lead uS back to this period, !londfor aught took place, neither of the two informs us j
we have learned from astronomy, order may they merely tell us there was a "beginhave existed there forever, for there has ning." Geology unmistakably points to a
been no permanent variation discovered God~the Bible says there is a God. Geamong the starry spheres since astronomy ology does not tell us how, nor when, God
has revealed their sublime teachings, their came into existence-neither
does the Bible.
perfect order, and their wondrous harmony. Geology only commences at the beginning
But of one thing it does teach, that ls, or- of the earth-the
Bible does not carry us
der does exist, and order must be the effect back beyond this period. The developments
of mind. We, however, are not left with- of geoloO'y
teach of an intelliO'ent
cause as
to
b'
out a witness at this break in the testimony, being tre author of the earth, and where
and will call upon the "witness stand," the work in the construction of the earth was
sister science of astronomy-GEOLOGY-a
progressive-the
Bible tells us of the same
science that deals in the infinite of time, as kind of a God. The God of geology,
astronomy deals in the infinite of space; aside from the moral relation of man to
that de:1ls in dead creations and the worlds God, is the God of the Bible, and when the
of time that have existed in the history of "two records" are rightly inte,rpreted, do
the earth, as astronomy deals in the worlds not disagree, for God can not contradict
of space; a science that proves beyond suc- himself. N ow, here are several parallel
ccssful refutation,' that there was a time a cases-cases where the "two records" those
'Yiaydown the dim vista of the past eternity, of nature and rcvelation agree-the
one
when order in the earth did not exist--the
does not surpass the other, which when
"chaos" of the Bible ruled supreme-a time rightly interpreted, will throw a flood of
so distant that the geologist computes it by light upon this vexed question-nature
will
millions upon millions of years, as the stand where God designed her.
astronomer me:1sures the dist:1nce of the
But if nature is not read and un de tood,
most remote st:1r,just visible in his monster she will no more teach man of the character
telescope, by billions upon billions, if not of God, than the Bible will, if it is not read
trilliahs upon trillions of miles. Oh, un- and understood.
fathomable lapse of time! Oh, unmeasThere is :1point to which nature and the
urable immensity of space I Oh, matchless Bible carry us, but beyond this, the mind of
order that prevails throughout "wide na- man can not go, unless upon the wings of
ture's bounds," surcly tho',l teachest, or art fancy alone. This point is, when, and how,
able to teach of thy Author as an eternal came God to exist? The mind of man can
and allwise God. Yes, surely thou canst not grasp the idea of a self created and
teach man, who in size, compared with the self existent being, or thing. This idea.
infinite of' time and space, is but a mere belongs to God alone; it is not a part of
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the God-like mind of man. But of one thing taken from him, for they are not of revelawe are sure, we are assured' of it by both na- tion-the
Bible reveals 'no scienoe-man
ture and revelation, from the evidence of both; has learned them for himself.
and nature being the oldest, must have the
Will the reader now refer back to the
precedence upon this point; we know that syllogistic form in which the basis of these
at a certain time of God's existence, he be- arguments is stated, and particularly note
, gan to create the earth, progressed with it, the two premises to be proved. The whole
and completed the work after a definite syllogism is italicized for the sake of perplan.
spicuity. The term ORDER, bearing the
This plan geology has traced in all its relation that it does here, will legitimately
departments, and found the evidence con- bear no other definition than "a regular
clusive of intelligence; the adaptation of disposition or arrangement of things." The
means to ends; order and progression propositions of the argument are now plainthroughout the whole, no traces of mistakes ly, and we think, truly stated, and the evior experiments being found; but upon the dence of their truth will now be educed.
other hand, it has revealed every thing to be
We will let our geologist begin his exformed after a definite and well matured ploration far beneath the light of day, at
plan; the higher orden; of life suc!;leeding least seven and a half ,miles below the
the lower in a proper order, as the pro- earth's surface, among the primary or alzoic
gressive state of the earth from chaos to rocks, which lie beneath the lowest fossilcompletion, could maintain them. In short, iferous strata, in which the first traces of
geology teaches us nothing but the results life are preserved.
of a wise design, of perfect order, and of
He looks around, and finds every thing
, perfect workmanship, from the beginning to different from those at the surface of the
the completion of the earth.
eart~. No trace, whatever, of life is seen;
As I have already occupied considerable all about him are the hard adamantine
space, perhaps too much, with these rather rocks, grey with hoary age. But upon a
desultory and introductory arguments, I closer gaze he finds something about these
will now proceed to the main arguments, rocks that tell him they were not always
those bearing more directly upon the point rocks, but that they had previously existed
under discussion. In order to make the in another state. Upon their rugged sides
arguments as clear as possible, I will take they bear the traces of having at one time
an accomplished geologist and set him to ex- been in a melted state, once existed in a
ploring the formation of the earth-its
liquid or viscid form. The evidence of this
strata piled one above the other, and charged fact is unmistakable; it is as plain and
with the fossil organisms of dead creations, trustworthy as the evidence of a piece of
and the remains of extinct "time worlds," casting having once been in a state of meltto trace the history of the earth from "the ed iron, or that a piece of ice had once been
beginning" to, its completion. We will unfrozen water, or still further, that cooled
'deny our geologist any benefit, whatever, lavas, or lava rocks, were once in a fluid
from "revelation,"
but he must be well condition. If we deny the evidence of the
versed in all pertaining to his mission, oth- first, we must also deny the evidence of the
erwise he would not be competent to decide latter three. Then, according to the testithe question, and when so decided, we will mony of these rocks, there was a period
abide the decision.
Th3 qualifications yet farther back in the long eternity of past
claimed for our geologist are: A full ac- time, when there were no rocks, the subquaintance with all the laws of natural phi- stahce of which the earth is composed was
losophy, aided by all the sciences that will in a molten state. What is the direct and
assist him in interpreting nature.
These incontrovertible evidence upon this point?
are his legitimate property, and can noL be
1st. The geologist finds an inor,ease in
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the temperature of the earth of one degree ated things in the earth," and ascend
for every forty-five feet he descends toward "through nature up to nature's God."
its center, which rate of increase would at
There is nothing to claim the attention
the depth of forty-eight miles obtain a heat in these primary and unfossiliferous rocks,
of 7,000 degrees, which would be intense (those that contain no remains of animal
enough to melt all known rocks.
and vegetable life,) aside from a certain ar2d. Volcanoes have thrown portions of rangement among themselves.
Leaving
this molten mass-that
still constitutes the these, he ascends up the stream of time for
center of the earth-upon
the surface, and perhaps untold ages, and arrives at the
which, when cooled under great pressure, lower silurian rocks, which represent a pehas formed rocks not distinguishable from riod in which tne earth for the first time
the primary ones; and
could support the lowest forms of life, 01'3d. The earth is of just such a form as del'S of life belonging to the first or lowest
it would obtain under these conditions; class of the four great classes into which
that of an oblate spheroid, that is, flattened animal life is divided-these
great classes
at t4e poles and enlarged at the equator. are the radiated, articulated, moluscan, and
We will illustrate this fact in physical law, vertebrated.
In the silurian rocks are also
by the well known enmple of a ball of found the first traces of vegetable life in its
melted glass, or any other viscid substance lowest form-that
of the algem or sea
that will become solid upon cooling, being weeds.
rapidly whirled upon a spindle, which
(I will state here that space will not perJould represent the earth's axis. around mit me to notice tlie many genera and spewhich it was whirled, whlle cooling, and cies into which the four great classes are
which when thus cooled will invariably' divided; a few of the principle orders are
have the form of an oblate spheroid. Then all that can be mentioned.
For a more exthe solid portion of the globe is the result tended notice of thl:se, and the systematic
of the cooling of a hot fiery mass, that at order in the mechanism of the earth, the
one time possessed no solidity whatever. reader is referred to my "essays on GeoloBut beyond this state of homogeneousness, gy," now publishing in the "Waverly Maga state without order, we. can not, with any azine."
They were commenced in the
certainty, trace its previous history or state, number for the 7th of December.)
for nature has left no land marks· here to
Ascending a littlepigher in the stratas of
guide us; and space will not be consumed the earth, an advance in the order of creain writing about hypotheses, or theories tion is met with, the second great class or
founded upon fancy; the stub born facts are type of life is added to the first, and the
what we are dealing with.
lower orders of the second exists with the
The geologist has now given us two start- higher orders of the first, whose genera and
ing points; the first point is established in species have been greatly multiplied.
the homogeneous state of the globe where
The geologist ascends the stream still
order did not exist, and the second point is further-a
distance that perhaps represents
founded upon the formation of rock where millions of years of time-arid meets with
"order began to be." Thus the vacancy in ,till another great ad vance in creation; the
the premises of our argument, which addition of thc third great class or type of
astronomy did not fill, is now closed up by life-the moluscan-and
which, henceforth,
geology; that vacancy was the beginning of will exist with the other two, its lowest orthe present order in nature.
del'S first then its higher and higher ones ,
I'
Our geologist, after thus establishing the until its class is completed.
beginning of order, and making our pre·Slowly the geologist again wends his way
mises pe~fect,.~ill trace, step by step, the up the stream of the dim and misty past,
seoular dlSposltlon or arrangement "of cre- meeting by the way, change upon ohange in
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strata, in vegetation, in order, in genera,
and in species, but each change is a step in
advance, each advance a higher degree in
the scale of organization, as the condition
of the earth could suppoh it. Thus wending our way, we at last arrive at the upper
silurian rocks, where we meet the introduction of tl}.e last of the four 'great classes or
types of life-the
vertebrated-or
that
great class that have the brain and spinal
cord enclosed in separate cavities. This
great class naturally divides itself into five
grcat orders; the fish, reptile,bird, mammal,
and finally man. This is the division given
it by the great naturalist, Ouvier, in consequence of its being one of natural succession, and was so formed by him milllY years
before the geologist had learned it was the
order of nature, the order in which they
were created, lived, died, and are now entombed in the earth for the purpose of
teaching man the wonderful wisdom of their
producing cause. This division places the
lowest order first, then the next highest in
organization, until the class is filled, man
standing at its head, he being the highest
of the type, and the last created.
In the upper silurian rocks, the first and
lowest order of this class is foun!l-the
placoid fish. The four great classes, or
grand types of life, have now been introduced after a definite and intelligent plan,
and now exist together, and have so continued up to the present time, without any alteration in the grand types; they are the
same to-day they ever were.
Orders,
genera, and species of these classes have
died out, and new ones have been created
as the condition of the earth and progress
of creation demanded, yet the four great
types of life have not been altered in the
least.
The strata of the earth is a vast sepulchre of the dead; they hold in their strong
embrace the remains of dead orders, genera and species, and we might say, of dead
creations and dynasties, that have fulfilled
their missions in the great creative plan,
have died, and been superceded by others
of higher organization, and these in turn
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have been superceded by others still higher
in the scale of life, leaving their remains
as a record of the workmanship of an intelligent God.
We will, hereafter, drop from our notice
the' first three great classes of life, the
fourth being sufficient for our purpose now.
It may not be out of place, however, before
leaving them, to state that at one time during the progress of creation, the radiated
class was the master existences of the earth,
then the articulated took their place and
reigned for a season, then the molluscan
over them, so to speak, the kingdom of the
articulate, and built their own empire upon
its ruins. Each of these classes were at one
time the reigning dynasty upon the earth,
but were superceded in the old red sand- .
stone age by the vertebrated class, which
has kept the precedence ever since.
From the close of the silurian system to
the ending of the carboniferous system, the
fish in its many orders, genera and species,
were the ruling dynasty of the animal kingdom. Among these were huge monsters
clothed in an impenetrable armor of long
scales, that would repel a musket ball as
readily as a stone wall; they were armed,
with weapons of offense as well as with
those of defense, and lived by preying upon
their weaker neighbors.
This period was
emphatically the dynasty of the fish, an
order of existence well adapted to tha t
crude condition of the earth, a condition
that would support nothing higher.
Let us for a moment leave tb'e dynasty of
the fish, and look at nature in another as~
pect of mute intelligence; an intelligence
portrayed in the vegetation of this period.
In the period of creation known as the
car boniferous period, and representd by
stratas amounting to 10,000 feet in thickness, the earth produced a mOBt monstrous
vegetati<;>nin size, such as it had never borne
before, nor since. At this period the now
lowly club mosses, rivalled the forest oak in
size; the now humble ferns, were then as
large as our second class trees; our now
unpretending seeds were then as tall as the
pinnace mast; and the now fragile rush,
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was then a hardy stem of twenty feet in
height. This forest, though monstrous in
size, was of low organization.
The true
woody tree had but just been introducedthe lowest order of the pine class.
But why this monstrous forest? many,
perhaps, may ask. The answer is, behold
a portion of it in the coals you heap upon
your grate, and feel its effect in the warmth
it sheds throughout your ~oom; or see its
power in the ponderous engine as it mOves
the adjusted machinery that labors for the
benefit of man; or experience the pleasure
of being drawn with rapid speed along the
iron rail, else in a floating palace acro~s the
billowy deep, and ask no more, why' did this
forest grow? .
This forest of giant plants that for so
long an age was formed by nature's laws
into beds of coal, and stored up in the
earth-for what! merely to remain there! or
to serve some wise and intelligent purpose;
or, on the contJ;ary, was its being there a
mere accide t or freak of chance, or did it
create itself? The voice of nature comes
reverberating down the corridors of the
past in an unmistakable and emphatie NO;
but says, "it is the effect of an intelligent
cause, and to serve some wise purpose in
the future-that
purpose ~he benefit of
man, as he is the only creature that can use
it."
How did it happen, unless by the direction of an intelligent cause, that this luxuriant vegetation, that was food for neither
man nor beast, should be produced at ihis
particular time, a time when neither man
nor beast was present, and a time too, when
the condition of the earth was best fitted
for this purpose?
To those versed in the
facts of nature and nature's laws, the answer is very obvious. Its production at this
time would not interfere with the animal
life then existing, but at any subsequent
time, when herbiferous animals existed, it
would interfere with them from the fact,
that it of itself was not food for them, and
would occupy the ground and prevent the
growth of such as would be suitable food
for them. Thinking that we can prove,
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during the course of the argument, that the
producing cause of nature is possessed of
intelligence enough to foreknow the whole
creative plan in all its detllils, ere its exe.-cution was commenced, we will anticipate a
portion of the argument here, and state
that nature's cause, foreseeing that the future coming man would need coal, that the
present forest would not meet his wants,
created it at this. time when its creation
would not interfere with the operations of
man, nor be a detriment to other parts of
creation.
From all' the investigations of nature
that have been made, we have learned that
no actual void exists in nature. Every part
of nature is filled with created things that
subserve a purpose in its plans. From the
above view of nature, who will say that the
carboniferous forest grew and formed itself
into coal for the use of future man, by
chance; or that the coal created itself?
Do not all these facts of nature unmistakably point to an intelligent cause, and also,
portray the wisdom and power of that
cause?
Salem Station, O.
REMARKS

ON THE FOREGOING.

The foregoing article, like its predecessor, is esteemed very highly for its good
spirit, fine literature and scientific character. Though it falls far short of proving
the proposition at which the highly intelligent and gifted writer aims, it is not by any
means set aside as possessing no ·value. It
is a valuable document and proves much,
though it proves not what is claimed for it.
Had the writer simply undertaken .to show
that the "book of nature," or the works of
God in nature, as opened to our view in astronomy and geology, when understood,
corroborate the revelatq'on of the existence of
God, the creation of the world and of man,
his argument would have been very convincing. N ow that we have the idea that
there is a God, his argument in support of
it is very fine and satisfactory.
It is difficult for anyone, in possession of the grandest of all ideas, and the one without which
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so much of the universe as is open to man existence of that intelligence in one person,
is a mystery; the idea that there is one God, or one mind, there is nothing that proves
to reason as if he had not that one idea. He that it does exist in Qnemind, or that- it
who has that idea generally reasons, when does not exist in a thousand minds.
he tries to reach it through the "light of
It is very true, that science is not revealnature," so called, in such a way as to beg ed in the Bible-that
the Bible does not
the question.
He assumes the thing to be teach science, or correct any false views we
proved-the
precise question 'in de bate. may have of it; and it is equally true, that
The astronomer may gaze, through his most there is a vast amount in the Bible, which,
powerful telescope, at the most remote body while it conflicts not with real science, is
ever seen by mortal vision, and the geologist taught in no science, and can be learned
may look into the remotest parts of the originally from no source but the revelation
earth ever reached by man, and then fall in- found in the Bible. We read in the Bible that
finitely short of the revelation that there is God is a Spirit, but this is not written intelligione God. This stupendous idea is not writ- bly on a single page in the book of nature, and
ten in the uowels of the earth, or on any of "spelling it out," from any "light of nature,"
the heavenly bodies, or any other place in would be as dark and uncertain a work as
the book of nature, sufficiently legible to be the "spelling out" revelations by modern
read by any man. who has not previously "spirit manifestations."
Paul said of the
obtained, from another source, the original law of Moses, "it is good if a man use it
idea, that there is a God.
lawfully," and so of the book of nature, it
It is cheerfully granted, that the design, too is good, if a man use it lawfully; but
order and arrangement, seen in nature, it is useless to try ta read from it whll.t is
clearly prove the existence of mind, to en- not legibly printed in it.
lightened men, whether they would ever
What did science teach the wise men behave discovered it without the original idea fore the Christian era, or at the commence.of God or not; but by what means can we ment of it? Their sciences have been
show that the design, order or arrangement, mainly exploded and shown to be false.
/leen in nature, is the result of one mind, in- Their ideas of astronomy were most stupid
stead of a congress of minds? How can it and even laughable.
What did they know
be shown to be the result of one God, any about geology?
Shall we conclude that
more readily than a thousand?
That the we can learn from astronomy or geology
creation of the universe is the result of in- that there exists one Deity, where even astelligence, or of mind, to persons highly ele- tronomy and geology have never been un.
vated by intellectual culture, already in pos- derstood, where the Bible has not gone in
session of the original idea, of the exist- advance of them? True, the Bible does not
ence of the Deity" is clearly evinced by the teach astronomy or geology; but the people
purpose, desi~, order and arrangement, as do not learn astronomy and geology where
well as the adaptation of so many thous- the Bible has not gone before. Where the
ands of means and instrumentalities to cer- people have not the idea of the existence of
tain ends. But all this makes no approxi- God, they have no astronomy or geology to
mation to the discovery of the existence of teach them; and a good missionary, with
the one God of the Bible. After that dis- his Bible, would teach them that there is
covery is made, the grand machinery of na- one God, and one Lord Jesus the Christ,
ture, its movements, harmony, order and ar- long before our I\ble and worthy correspondrangement, clearly evince to educated mind, ent could teach them astronomy or geology,
that it is no work of chance, or accident, but even if they could· look up through the
is the result of a high order of intelligence, book of nature to nature's God.
-wise purpose. But, while there is cerIt is certainly honor enough for nature, to
tainly nothing in nature conflicting with the admit that when examined by highly Bcien-
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tific minds and correctly understood, it cor-I revel~tion of the existence of God, the
roborates the revelation of the existence of' creatIOn of man, the material universe and
God, 'as found in the Bible, without claim- all spiritnal existences, as found in the Biing that it reveals the existence of God, ble, are indispensable to a sufficient developThe Bible does not come forward and cor- ment of human greatness and capability to
roborate what was previously revealed in the deal in the wonderful works of the AIbook of nature; but nature, when under- mighty, as discovered to the astronomer, in
stood, as she is and caN.be only by a few of the order, movements and arrangement of
the more highly favored, corroborates what the heavenly bodies, or the structure of the
has been clearly revealed in the Bible, earth. .Had it not been for the influence
in reference to the existence of God, the and power of the Bible, in eleva.ting, ennocreation of the universe and its manage- bling and purifying man; developing his
ment.
mighty being, possessed of body, soul and
Our worthy correspondent refers to the spirit, a combination material and immatestate of the earth "where order did not exist," rial, opening the way for a full display of
and through the light of geology, clearly his wonderful powers and capabilities, the
as he thinks, discovers "where order began author of the splendid articles we are now
to be," Suppose we admit all this, though commentin? upon, would never have writit is by no means immutably settled among ten such articles or an~hing to compare
geologists, what then? What is there in with them. ~t is due to the Bible that he
this to discover to man the existence of the acknowledge his obligations, and not give
Deity? Suppose we should trace back, as the glory to science, which has no existence
can easily be done, and perceive the fact where the Bible has not gone, and which
in history that, as we pass backward, the never would have existed had not the Bible
portion of the earth populated becomes existed first. With the Bible in our hands,
smaller, till we find no account of any in- the original idea of one God, whose existhabitants in but a single locality, and, in ence is from everlasting, who made the
number, verging to a point;' the evidence worlds and upholds all things by the word
would be as clear, at least, as the evidence of his power, and with the loftiest' attainin geology, showing that there was a time ment in science and literature, men may look
when order did not exist, and a period later, up through nature to nature's God. But,
when order began to e:bst; that there was without the Bible, a tithe of what is now
a time when man did not exist, and a later known of nature, would never have been
period when he began to exist. This grant- discovered, to say nothing of looking up
ed, the human race did not exist from eter- through nature to nature's God.
nity, It had a commencement. When we
The facts that order did not once exist,
come to the period when man began to exist, that at a subsequent period it began to exand find the light previously prepared for ist, that man did not once exist,'that at a subsehis e)es, sounds for his ears, the earth for quent period he began to exist, in themselves,
his feet, and all the grand preparations for make no r,evelation of the existence of one
him and adaptations to him, and view it in God. That revelation lies far beyond.
the light of the Bible, it is very satisfac- Where doe8 nature tell, even after we have
tory, corroborating what is revealed in the the fact that order began to exist, how it
Bible and harmonizing with it. But where began or who caused it to begin?
Where
is the nation without the Bible, that learn does nature tell, even after we have the
anything of these matters, plain as they ap- fact, that man began to exist, bow he
pear to us? The nations that have not the began or who caused him to exist?
On
Bible are as ignorant of these things as they these transcendently sublime themes, nature
are of the contents of the Bible.
is dnmb and blind. Not one syllable in all
The true state of the case is, that" the her archives is written, explaining who
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caused order to come out of chaos; or man
to come into existence, whether one being
did it" or a convention of beings. From the
stupendous, grand and magnificent character of the universc, persons of highly exalted and well cultivated minds, would
readily infer that the cause producing such
mighty results must be one of great power,
whether existing in one being or thousands,
but there is nothing from which to get the
idea of omnipotence. Such an one would
readily conclude, from the order, regularity
and arrangement of the universe, that the
cause, whether located in one being or
thousands, must be a wise cause, but there
is nothing to give the idea of infinite wisdom.
From anything nature says, the conclusion would be more liable than any other
that had the work been greater,
the
cpower might have been insufficient, and
had it been more difficult, the wisdom might
have been inadequate. 'l'here is no typein nature to make the impression on the mind of
man, that the cause of order is infinite in wisdom, or that the cause in creation is infinite in
power, even to the most enlightened of mankind; much less is there anything to establish
the unity uf that cause in one person or one
mind. There is an immense chasm here,
that human reason, aided simply by what is
!jmproperly styled "the light of nature,"
has, never leaped over and never can.
A first cause, or uncaused cause, or an
unoriginated cause, is an idea for which
there is no
. sion cannot
as the most
of mankind

type in nature, and an impresbe made without a type. So far
gifted, enlightened and exalted
can investigate, nothing is found

without a cause. So fully is this indorsed,
that the expression, "there cannot be an effeet without ~ cause," has become an axiom.
So far as we can trace in nature, we can find
nothing that is not preceded by a cause.
From this, if we reason at all, we would infer precisely the opposite of the truth-that
there is no unoriginated cause, or first cause.
Without the revelation God has made of
.
..
hImself, III the BIble, we could have known
nothing of his existence, cr of his being the
first cause of all things. In all the explora-
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tions of men, in the works of men, they
have found a regular succession of causes
and effects. This would lead them to the
conclusion that there was no effect without
a cause. As children come from fathers
and mothers, so far as investigations can
trace, separate from history, the conclusion
would be that all children came from parents, and consequently that there were no
original parents. Nature, aided by all the
sciences, leaves us greatly in the dark; and
even science itsolf would have been left'
greatly in the dark, had it not been for the
Bible and the consequent development of
mankind.
Weare not aiming to review Dr. Purdy,
nor are weat variance with him except upon a single point-that,
that the· existence
of God can be learned from nature o1'iginally. All the balance is good.
I

••••••
CREEDS AND CREED-DENOUNCERS.
" WHAT is your creed, Sir? "
A question likely enough to be asked is
this, and one to which some reply is due.
'Tis easy enough to ans",er, "I have no
creed;" or, "the New Testament is my
creed;"
or, " I object to all creeds, and
should therefore object to my own, if I had
one; "-but people now-a-days will scarcely
be satisfied with this, and will possibl.y run
off with the idea, that he who thus replies is
a kind of compound of Christianity and Athei~m; neither the one nor the other, but a
medley of both; having designs upon
Churches, and Societies, and Faiths, which
he has'nt honesty enough openry to avow.
The bond of union with one class of professing Christians, will be a creed that enters
presumptuously into the most inscrutable
mysteries of the faith, and dogmatizes, as
with a lordly boast, where the reverence of
silence would best become. And thus, somt'
of the devoutest of men mav. for conscience
sake, be constrained to s't~nd outside a
church, which demands assent and consent
to groundless speculations, as to wholesome
Bible truths. 'With another class the bond
of union will be a wholesale denouncing of
creeds as heretical and bad, as unmixed
evils; gendering strife and contention in the
church of God. Yet these may as really
have a creed as those whom the denounce'
a creed summed up in a solitrry sentenc~
thus ;-" I believe that all creeds are schis-
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matical, and are greatly to be abhorred."
V{hy, this very renunciation of creeds may
become a creed condemnatory and as exclusive as the Athanasian itself.
The said Athanasian creed, as inserted in
the Book of Common'Prayer, has for its preamble this :-"'Whosoever
will be saved,
before all things it is necessary that he hold
the Catholic faith; which faith except every
one do keep whole and undefiled, without
doubt he shall perish everlastingly."
Then
foHows a summary of doctrines declaring
what is the Catholic faith, ,vith tbis conclusion :-" This is the Uatholic faith, which
except a man believe faithfully, he cannot
be saved." Now I may be supposed to believe all therein contained-but
by what or
by whose authority do I affirm of bim who
may deny, or take exception against, some
of its statements, "without doubt he shall
perish everlastingly ? " Here lies the essence
of that creedism so condemnable, so dividing
and distracting-a
creedism which happily
is now going somewhat out of fashionwhich may exist in musty 'manuscripts, or
in antequated church books, but which is
seldom seen in actual earnest working.
From one extreme men rush into the opposite. Deploring tbe evils that have resulted from the exaltation of human formularies bonds of Christian union, some earnest
Reformers of modern times have gone as
wide of the mark in tbe other direction.
These maintain that the only statement
which, under any circumstances, we can insist upon from a professed convert to the
faith, is this ;-" I believe that Jesus Christ
is tpe Son of God." And these hold, that
he who will with his mouth confess so much,
and will so far submit as to be immersed, in
obedience to Christ's commandment, must,
without further inquiry or stipulation, be recognized as a member of the church of God.
Truly do they teacb, that this simple confession stands out in lofty prominence above
all confessions beside. Here is the foundation-truth, on which all true doctrine con·
cerning redemption and the church must
rest. "Upon this rock " said the Lord Himself to Peter, " will I build my church, and
the gates of hell shall not prevail against it."
In the face of all opponents, moreover, would
we avow the essentialness of believers' baptism. "He that believeth and is baptised"
are the cbosen words of the Blessed Onewords that we can never maim or alter with·
out loss. TIut who bas told us that this is
ALI,tbat needs to be confessed and done, to
obtain recognition among the saints of God?
This I find not in the Scriptures.
And I
can easily conceive a case, in which one
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might f~el bound to re.ie~t, where these conditions are. complied with. Let us record
some facts in illustration.
In felIowship with a large body of professed Reformers in America, was a Mr.
Barton Stone; a man of unquestioned uprightness of character, and of amiable disposition. He was a rather distingnished
preacher too amongst them. And yet.he did
not believe in'what is commonly understood,
among Theologians and among Christians,
by the phrase, (livinity of Christ. His disbelief of this is made evident by his writings.
" If these observations be true" he writes,
" will it not follow indirectly, that the Word
( di hon) by wlwm all things were made, was
not tAe only trne God J' but a person that existed with the only true God before creation began; notjrom eternity, else he must be the
only true -God; but long before the 1'eign of
Au.qustus Gresar." Now in this country we
should have no hesitation, I presume, in
calling this, blank Socinian Doctrine; and
possibly we might venture to say, tbat he
who held it was a Socinian. But Mr. Stone
had confessed tbat Jesus was the Son of Go:!;
and he had been baptised. Is that then
enough? Is it required of us that while we
refuse fellowship with tbe unimmersed, we
sbould have feliowship with Socinians? And
is TillS the boasted restoratioI). to Apostolic
faith and order? Are we. in our renunciation of man-made creeds, to be landed here?
Surely there's a bappy medium somewhere!
Another preacher among the Reformers of
America was a Dr. Thomas; and he maintained and defended the doctrine, "that man
is made up of body, blood, and breath;
that the word sonl in the Scriptures means
breath; that the rigbteous, when they die,
pass into a state of unconscions sleep until
the resurrection; tbat pagans, infants, and
idiots are annihilated."
These things he
held and taught. Because he could confess
tbat Jesus was tbe Son of God; because he
had attended to a much neglected ordinance;
and because he had speaking gifts, and accounted of himself that be was called of God
to preach-are we ].)ound to recognize him
as a preacher, and to see in hihJ. a fit advocate for the ancient order of Christian service and worsbip?
To such conclusion I
cannot see tbat Scripture leads us.
In the debate on creeds, beld in America,
betwecn Mr. Alexander Campbell and Mr.
N. L. Rice, Mr. Campbell is rather hardly
pressed by bis opponent on these points.
A glance at a portion of this debate may
not be without its use, as it may serve to
sbow more clearly where the difficulty rests.
Mr. Rice is now the speaker :-
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" I will now proceed to offer some further
arguments, showing that creeds are not necessarily heretical and schismaticat.
I have
already stated the 'important fact, that in Mr.
Campbell's
church, by which all creeds are
repudiated,
there is more heresy, and more
schism, than in any Pro~estant church that
hasacreed.
The door into it is wide eno'ugh
to admit all who profess to believe that
Jesus Christ is the Sonof God, and are will·
ing to be immersed.
Not only Calvinists
and Arminians,
some of whom the gentleman boasts of having, but Arians, Socinians,
Universalists.
&c., &c., may enter.
His
foundation is broad enough for them all to
stand on.
I will read an extract or two from .his
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same doctrine again on the next Sabbath.
What will you do?
How can the gentleman, on his principles, exclude him?
I assert, that without an entire abandonment
of
his principles he cannot exclude him. Mr.
Campbell mnst be a pope; or each little
church, an infallibhe council to determine
men's faith; or errorists of all grades must
be allowed to be members
and
ministel'S amongst them.
For the principle isthat each individual
is to go by the Bible,
not as Mr. C. or the church understands
it,
but as he understands it for himself.
Then
his church must be a Noah's ark-full
of
beasts, clean and unclean; especially the latter!
He cannot provent it. All sorts of
doctrine will be, as they have been, preached by all sorts of men.
His door is wide
enough to admit all ; and his foundation
broad enough to afford them room to stand."

"And will vou receive a Universalist too?
No; not as a Universalist.
If a man professing Universalist
opinIons, should apply -Debate
between A. Campbell and N: L.
for admission,
we will receive him, if he Rice.---pp. 803--805.
will consent to use and apply all the Bible
To this bold assault 1\11'. Campbell thus
phrases in their plain reference to the future
state of man and angels.
We will not replies;hearken to those questions
which gender
"How
often have you heard the saying
strife, nor discuss them at all. If any per- quoted by ~r. Rice, that' all sorts of docson say such is his private opinion, let him trine, by all sorts of men, are preached
haVE it as his private opinion, but lay no amongst us!'
This is one of his standing
stress upon it; and if it be a wrong private texts, taken from the Millennial
Harbinger.
opinion, it will die a natural death much \Vell, it is not exactly quoted.
There is
sooner than if yon attempt to kill it."
one won't of much limitation left out' almost
"The
gentleman tells us, he will receive all Borts of men.'
In saying this I follow
a Universalist;
but he will not receive him an illustrious example.
Pau.l, in bis day,
as a Universalist. Well, he is a Universal.
was just thus plam and candid.
He gave
ist, and nothing else. He will not receive specifications of almost all sorts of doctrine,
him as what he is; of conrse he will receive preached even while he yet lived.
Some"
him as what he is not. To illnstrattl the idea, preached that the resurrection
was actually
you propose to sell a sheep to a man.
He passed, and had overthrown
the faith of
tells you he will not buy him as a slwep; some.
Some were, for the sake of filthy
but call him a lwrse, and I will take it!
I lucre,
preaching
what they ought
not.
never read this paragraph without heing re- Some preached that the world was immediminded of a certsfh man of olden time, who ately coming to an end; some said the law
bad the singular fortune to bo called a duke of Moses and circumcision should be observand a bishop.
One day au acquaintance
ed by Gentile converts, &c.; and Paul sent
heard him using profane language, lind said it all over the world, and for all ages too.
to him with much snrprise--'
Do you, aWe
are then a l?reat ~eal like ou~ ~r~at
bishop swear?'
, 0' replied the dignitary.
Apostle,
an~ !I ~ltth~ ~lke t~e pnm1t1ve
'I do not swear as a bishop: I swear as a church too, In th1s particular.
-Debate.duke.' 'But' replied his q nizzical friend, pp. 809-810.
'when the devil comes for the duke, what
Snrely MI'. Campbell must have felt himwill become of the bishop?'
...•..
Now self hard driven, or he would not have resuppose
one of your reformed preachers
plied in this sorry fashion.
His opponent
should, on next Sabbath,
preach the Uni- is chargiug him with countenancinp or allowversalist doctrine.
You call him before the ing all sorts of doctrine to be preached by all
church to try him for heresy.
You ask him sorts of men.
Mr. Uampbl:>ll quotes in vin-' Do you use these Bible phrases
and dication of himself the Apostle Paul.
But
words in their plain reference to the future diil not Mr. Campbell kuow, that the very
state of men and angels?
He bays' I do.' cases he has cited met with Paul's strong
Now what can you do with him?
You discountenance and reprobation? This immust let bim alone!
He will preach tbe portant point of difference he bas utterly ig~
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nored, and his statemp,nt in consequence is
sadly calculated to mislead.
,. 'Some preache:l
that the resnrrection
was actually passed. and had overthrown the
faith of some."
True:
Hymenallls was onp,
of these: and how Paul dealt with this
false teacher is very plain :-" Their word
will eat as doth a canker:
of whom is Hymtlnreus and Philetns;
who concerning the
truth have erred, saying that the resurrection
is passed already;
and overthrow tbe faith
of some
Of whom is Hymenreus
and Alexander;
whom I have delivered
unto Satan, that they may learn not to blasphe:ne."--II.
Tim. ii, 17, 18. I. Tim. i, 20.
"Some
were for the sake of filthy lucre,
preaching what they ought not."
'frue: and
of tbese he writes; "there are many unruly
and vain talkers and deceivers, specially they
of the circumcisiou;
whose months mnst be
stopped; who subvert
whol" hon~es, teaching things which they ought not, for filthy
lucre's
sake."-Tit.
i, 10, 11. Does this
look like his sanction or allowance?
"Some said the law of Moses and circumcision should be observed by Gentile converts."
True: but Paul was not the man
to smile affably upon them, and in the name
of the Lord to wish them God speed.
Not
even before Peter was he daunted;-"When
Peter was come to Antioch, I withstood him
to the face, because he was to be blamed;"
and of the rest of these J udaizers, he says;
-"To
whom we gave place by subjection,
no, not for an hour, that the truth of the
gospel might continue with you."-Gal.
ii,

5, II.
"I follow," says Mr. Uampbell, "an illustrious exam pIe, Weare
then a good deal
like our great Apostle."
Had the example
of Paul been to the effect that such men were
to be borne with-that
they were still to be
rAcognized as brethren and as teachers-then
fairly enrlllgh he might have quoted such
example
in reply to the charge of Mr. Rice
--hut when with him excomllwnication was
the penalty of persistence
in false dootrine,
then 'tis difficult to see how his condnct can
be produced, to justify a practice the veriest
opposite of this.
In the same Body, or denommation,
are
some who deny the personality of the Iloly
Spirit.
-All the Holy Spirit these knowof,
is a book, the Bible.
And sometimes they
will utter their disbelief in this wise-"O
we carry the Holy Spirit in our pocket I"
This woeful here8y has its varying shades;
and while one who holds it as really as
another, may object to such a clear expression of it as the one just given, it may be
difficult to discern on wltat grounds he 80 ob-
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indeed it be on the ground
that it is impolibic or inexpedient to speak
out so plainly.
Mr. Campbell, whose writ·
ings have exercised so great an influence in
this body, and who is beld by them in hi~h
est.eem-he
most fully
acknowledges
the
distinct personality
of the Holy Spirit.
An
extract from his Chl'istian System may prove
this:"As' there is man and tbe spirit of man,
so there is God and the Spirit of God.
They
are capable of a separate and distinct existence ...
The Soirit of God is not an impersonal
power, but a living,
euergizing,
active, personal existence.
Hence in all the
works of God the Spirit of God is the active
operating agent .. : To us Christians there
'is, then, but one God, even the Father, and
one Lord Jesus Uhrist even the Saviour; and
one Spirit, even the Ad vocate, the Sanctifier,
and the Comforter
of Christ's
body--the
church ...
Each name of the sacred three
bas its own peculiar work and glory in the
~reat works of Creation,
Government
and
Redemption."
p. p. 23-25.
And elsewhere his wods are as emphatic
as the most orthodox could desire:"No one, Mr. President,
believes more
firmly than I, and no one, I presume, endeavors to tEach mne distinctly and com prehensiyely
than I, this mysterious,
sublime,
and incomprehensible
plurality and unity, in
the Godhead.
It is a relation
that may be
apprehended
by all, though comprehended
by none ..•
I have no more faith in any
man's profession of religion, than I have in
the sincerity of Mahomet, who does not beleive in the Father,
and in the Son, und in
the Holy Spirit, as co-operating
in the illumination, pardon, and sanctification of fallen,
sinful, and degraded man ...
I would not,
Sir, value at the price of a single mill the
religion of any man, as respects the grand
affair of eternal life, whose religion is not
begun, carried on, and completed
by the
personal agoncy of the H0ly Spirit ..•
The revelation
of Father,
Son, and Holy
Spirit is not more clear and distinct than
are the different offices assumed and Derformed by these glorious and ineffable Three in
the present affairs of the universe."-Debate

between A. Campbell and N. L. Rice,p.p.
615,616.
But the question
is, what is to be done
with those who deny the personality
of the
Holy Spirit, as that phrase is by almost all
Christians
understood?
What, in consistency with his other teachings,
could Mr.
Camp bell ad vise to be done with thpm?
Suppose
he say, "excommunicate,
if yOI1
can not convince,"--willilot
the excommu·
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nicated person quote against him his own
words, as gi ven in another place.
May he
not gelect this passage from Mr. Campbell's
published writings?"Bnt the grandeur, sublimity, and beauty
of the foundatIOn of hope. and of ecclesiasticalor
social union, establi~hed by the Author and Founder of Christianity,
consisted
in this-that
TIlE BELIEF OF ONE FACT, and

that upon the best evidence in the world, is all
that is requisite, as far asfaith goes, to salvation. The belief of this ONE FACT, and sub·
mission to ONE INSTITUTIoN
Eicp1'essiveofit.
is all tlwt is required of Heaven to admission
into the Clmrch . . . The one fact is expressed in a 'single proposition, that Jcsus the Nazarene is the Messiah. The one institution is
haptism into the name of the Father, anG of
the Son, and of the' Holy Spirit."-The

Christisn System, p.p 121, 122.
"I have confessed," such an one may say,
"my faith in that 'one fact.'
I have ~ubmit ted to that 'one institu tion.·
And if this
be 'idl that is required of Heaven to admission into the church,'
what right has MI'.
Campbell or Mr. Anybody t>lse to thrust me
out of it, because I don't agree with him on
some other point of doctrine?"
But a way has been found by which this
difficulty may be met, and the errorist still
r€tain his membership
and ministry in the
church.
Call his false doctrine his "private
opinion,"
and no more need be said about
it! I A' pat~nted way of untying
Gordian
kn?ts!
That this is really so, and that I am
not attempting to perpetrate a joke on simple-minded readers, I now adduce some evidence.
At an Association
meeting held at
Mahoning,
the case of a Mr. Raines was
brought
on.
Mr. Raines was a preacher,
and stat('d distinctly that he still held Universalist sentiments.
This quite alarmed
some of the brethren
present; whereupon
the difficulty was settled through Mr. Oampbell's influence in the following manner:-"Whether
he held these views as matters
of faith, or as pure matters of opinion, was
then proposed to him.
He avowed them to
be, in his judgement, matters of opinio~, and
not matters of faith; and in reply to another
question,
averrerl that he would not teach
them, believing them to be matters of opinion. and n0t the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
AltllOugh a majority
of the brethren were
satisfied, still a nnmber were not reconciled
to this decision.
It was repeatedly
urged
that it mattered
not what his pri vate opinions were on this sn bject, provided 1:e reo
garded them only as matters of opinion, and
held them as private property." -Millennial
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Harbinger, vol. p.147.
~17, 818.

Or, 1, Debate p.p.

What a humililltiug
position this for a
man to be brought
to!
Vowing not to
preach or teach what in his own heart and
conscience he must hold, if be hold it at all,
to btl important
truth!
And wbat a still
humiliating
tbing, to see an Association of
avowed Reformers agreeing to accept this
miserable
subterfuge!
"No:"
an honest
man would have said, "believing I must
speak; I can't adopt this time· serving, trimming course.
Seeing tbat tbe people are in
darkness, I mnst seek to tbe best of my ability to bring them into light.
Seeing them
to be in error, I must try to' teach them
better."
"No:"
a thoroughly
bonest and
out-speaking
Association would have said,
"poison's
poison, call it by what name you
will-and
so long as the man believes what
he doe5, we will be no party to a com promise that shall fetter his free utterance."
If a man may keep by him two sets of
opinions, as' he may keep by him two suits
of clothes--and
if one set is for the pulpit or
the platform, and another set for the private
party and the tea-table gathering-where
is
this thing to end-and
who is to know
w,hich is the set of opinions the man himself
likes best?
I have seen and heard a great deal of this
"private
opinion"
scheme, and I hesitate
not to declare my private opinion, and my
public faith about it-that
it is worthy of
the order of the Jesuits-and
this is saying
quite enough.
Bnt refuge will be taken by those who are
so tolerant of error, in an outcry about "purity of speech."
"We choose to speak of
Bible thiogs by Bible words" they will say;
and they will so entrench themselves herein,
that it ~ay seem as though their opponents
were setting up another method of attack or
of defence, than what the Scriptnres 110thorise. But what do they really mean by this
-or how much do thev mean'?
Bible words
are Hebrew or Gree"k words-they
do not
mean that tbey speak in Hebrew or in Greek.
To him who denies that Christ is equal with
God, the phrase "divinity
of Christ"
will
be decreed to be the language of Ashdod or
of Babylon;
but doesn't
this depend upon

translation?

*

By him who denies what is understood as
the doctrine of the Trinity, the word "Trinity" will be picked out and cavilled at as
Babylonish
but is it more Babylonish than
I

* What if thcoteeto$ of Col. 2, 9, be translated di11initv.
will udivinity" then be of the vocabulary of Ashdod? And
that it mtght be thus translated, a glance at tile Lexico~
may show. '
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Mr. Campbell's phrases, "each name of the
sacred Three," these glorious and ineffable
'fhree?"
13yhim who denies what is understood by the expression, "personality of the
Holy Spirit," "personality" will be the word
objected to, and he will gravely tell us that
he prefers to speak of Bible things by Bible
words. But how shall we get on when we
go to hear him preach? WiH he only read
the Bible?
Directlyhe ceases to do this, he
ceases to speak of Bible things by Bible
words. If he write a book, bv what method
will he proceed? If he do a~ything, other
than reprint the Scriptures, out of his mouth
will he be condemned. Take for example
only three lines fmm Mr. Campbell himself,
who has said so much and written so much
on purity of speech :-"The
Father originates all, the Son executes all, the Spirit
consummates all. Eternal volition, design
and mission belong to the Father; reconciliation to the Son; sanctification to the Spirit." This may be a1lquite true, and may
be very well put-but suppose one ready to
cavil against the doctrine here proclaimedhow easily he might do it with the arguments that Mr. C. has put into his hands.
"Why, Mr. Campbell," he might say, "this
.is all 'scholastic jargon,' you must speak to
me of Bible things by Bible words. Originates, executes, consummates, eternal volition, design and mission belong to the Father'--where is your chapter and verse for all
this--you bewilder me-I
want purity of
speech." And so by a skilful turning of the
argument into a dispute about the use of
language, any heresy he held might go unrebuked and unrefuted.
Without doubt the use of the Scripture
language has been too much departed from.
It is also well to have some one to stir us up
to amend our ways in this matter. And the
Doctors of Divinity may thank Mr. Oampbell that he has stood sentinel against their
E'asy progress further in a somewhat dangerous direction. I would simply be understood, as pointing out a too common and
fallacious use of what in great part may be
true, and of what might be turned to valuable service, if kept within its proper bonnds.
To return to our starting question"What is your creed, Sir?" Ah, there's the
rub. To say what is not the true and proper
course i3 often easier than to say what is.
"That's the wrong road," we may be able to
say. when we are not competent to add, "and
that's the right." If the question however
must be answered, I must crave of my readers time--more time.
For the present, to the admirers and de~ nouncers of creeds alike, after, it may be,

disple:>.sing all, and leaving all dissatisfied
with his performance, the writer bids adieu.
A REVIEW

OF THE FOREGOING.

We are indebted to our worthy brother,
David King, of Birmingham, England, for
the foregoing. ThiR, as the reader will see,
is Tract No. 14, by Sanders J. Chew. The
topic is "Creeds and their Denouncers,"
We do not care to make two bites of a cherry, and, as we in this country, or at least
some of us, desire the people to see both
sides, we spread out this document in fun
before our readers, that they may have the
fullest and fairest 'opportunity to judge for
themselves what kind of argumentation the
brethren have to encounter on the other
side of the Atlantic.
We will state in addition, that if this learned Tract writer desires to reply again and even again to our
remarks, he can have space in our colutnns.
We are pleased with his motto-"Looking for Daylight."
It is delightful to see
men looking for daylight, especially where
it is so evident that they do not enjoy it, as
in this case, though they may make some
rather ridiculous stumblings, bl underings,
and get. some prodigious falls, while in the
dark and looking for light.
Still, if they do
not look for it, they will not be likely to
find it.
The subject of creeds and their denouncers
is one in which much interest is taken in
our time, and we rejoice that impression
enough has been made in the mother
country, and Birmingham, to call out a
Tract. This shows that the leaven is working, and, we trust, will continue to work till
the whole lump is leavened.
The writer starts out with the question,
"What is your creed, sir?" He proceeds:
"It is easy enough to answ~r, 'I have no
creed," or "the New Testament is my creed,'
or 'I object to all creeds, and should therefore object to my own if I had one j' but'
people now-a-days will scarcely be satisfied
with this, and win possibly run off with the
idea, that he who thus replies is a kind of
compound of Ohristianity and Atheism j
neither the one nor the other, but a medley
of both j having designs .upon churches and
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societies, and faiths, which he has not hon- is to be suspicioned of being a compound of
esty enough openly to avow." We have Christianity and Atheism!
He is to be rebeen accustomed to hearing loud and cen- garded as neither a Christian nor an Atheist,
sorious things like these, to such an extent, but a medley of both-as
having designs
in former years, in this country, that we now upon churches and societies and faiths, which
simply read them with mingled feelings of he has not honesty enough openly to avow! •
pity and regret j pity for such misguided Can anyone tell why the honesty of a permen and sincere people who will be preju- son is to be challenged, if, when asked what
diced by them, and regret, that there should he believes, or what his creed is, he answers,
be meu, claiming to be teachers of those ig- the New Testament, or the revelation from
notant "and out of the way, above the mid- God to man j but not to be challenged, if,
dIe of the nineteenth century, possess- when asked what his creed is, he replies, the
ing so little genuine religious enlight- Westminster, the Augsburg or Philadelphia
enment, combined ~ith such an amount of Confession? How does it prove that a man
hard feeling and vindictiveness.
We regret has designs upon churches, societies and
that they have not attained to a better un- faiths, for him to declare that the New Tesderstanding and spirit. Divine influences tament is his creed? How all this can be is
have operated upon their minds to very lit- somewhat of a mystery to us over here in
tIe purpose, if the bad temper, censorious the New World, however clear it may be to
and vindictive feeling displayed may be taken learned doctors of divinity in the old counas evidence.
try.
We should be pleased to see the man who
There must be, in the estimation of the
can show that there is any evidence in say- author of the Tract in review, some wondering, "The New Testament is my creed,;' that ful mystical grace, or saving efficacy, in modhe who says it, is a "compound of Chris- ern human creeds, written by uninspired, and,
tianity and Atheism," or in saying, "I have no doubt, in some instances, unregenerated
no creed," or "I object to all creeds, and men! The man who swears by one of these
should therefore object to my own if I had human creeds, declares his allegiance to one
one," that he who says it, is a compound of of them and his belief in it, is all right.
Christianity and Atheism!
Oan not a man No danger of him having any esigns upon
believe the New Testament as certainly as he churches, societies or faiths. His fealty to "
can the Augsburg, Westminster or Philadel- a human creed, though written by an uninphia Confession?
When you ask a man spired, and, may be, an unregenerate man,
what he believes, and he replies that he be- and having no more authority frorq God than
lieves one of these Confessions, you do not the Koran or the Book of Mormon, is a perrun off with the idea that he is a compound feet guaranty that he is sound in the faithof Ohristianity and Atheism!
TIut should all right. But for the man to say the New
he say, he believes the New Testament, or Testament is his creed, or that he believes
the New Testament is his creed, in the esti- the revelation from God to man, lays him
mation of our learned Tract writer, the evi- open to suspicions of bad designs and disdence is conclusive that he is a compound honesty! No matter if during the first
of Ohristianity and Atheism!
With such three hundred years of the existence of the
Tract writers, the man who believes the church, and during the period of its greatcreeds produced by men certainly ul1in- est glory and prosperity, it had no creed but
spired, and frequently, no doubt, unregenera- the law of God, men now who stand upon
ted, is all right, sound in the faith-evanthe same ground, take the same law of God
gelical-not to be held under suspicion at for their creed-their
rule of faith-are
to
all; but the man who. when asked what he be held under suspicion of designs upon
believes, says, "I believe the New Testa- churches, societies and faiths, and not suffiment/' or "the New Testament is my creed," cien tIy honest to declare their purposes!
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What wonderful virtue there must be con- nasian creed." True, if this were elevated
tained in human creeds. And what an to such a prominence as to make it the cenamount of spiritual enjoyment we are igno- tral iilea-for a church, and unite men upon
rantly cutting ourselves off from in re- it, there is no question but it would be a
j ecting all human authorities in religion', creed, and no better than most of the other
and receiving nothing that is not from God! creeds. But the anti-huma,n-creed-men are
not making the renunciation of all human
What an evidence this of our Atheism I
The writer of the Tract before us, does creeds the basis of union, the foundation of
not perceive that he is about half converted confederation, or the central idea at all.
on the creed question. He does not per- They are not united upon a negative, a re'rhey are united
ceive that he is backing down. He is not nunciation or repudiation.
willing to stand up to the former ground upon faith, the faith once delivered to the
and maintain, as the creed-men in former saints: that Jesus is the Christ the Son of
times did, that he who does not believe the the living God. Their bond of union is not
creed "cannot be saved." He does not per- a negative, a declaration of what theydo not
ceive how beautifully he is backing down, believe, or what they repudiate; but an afin condemning, as he does, the "creed that firmative proposition; what they do believe.
enters presumptuously into the most inscru- 'rhey disavow, repudiate, or disbelieve many
tible mysteries of the faith." He, like things, and their faith does not consist in
many other men have done, begins to see what they do not believe, but in what they do
'some of the' absurdities of the creed-men; believe. They do not believe in human
but supposes this to be merely the abuse of creeds, or creeds written by uninspired men,
g,good thing, and not the proper use, and but this disbelief in human creeds is not
has set about the work of modifying creeds, their belief, bond of union, or ground of
This belief is in the Mesor trying to avoid the abuse, and yet avail confederation.
himself of the use of creeds. But he does siah, that he is the Christ the Son of the
not perceive the fact that there is no stop- living God. This belief has no Socinianism
ping place between the Athanasian and no in it, no Calvinism, Arminianism, Unitahuman creed at all. He does not perceive rianism, Trinitarianism, Universalism,- or
the fact, that the evil is not- in the abuse of any other humanism, but is simply "the
the creed principle, but in the use of it. faith of Christ," "the faith once delivered
above all and first of
, ,The principle itself is wrong: A creed is to the saints"-which
all,
a
man
must
believe,
or he cannot be
not condemned mere(y because it contains
errors, but because it is a creed, or rather, saved. This is the foundation, the rock on
Othbecause'it is a human creed and not a divine which the Lord has built his church.
creed. The law of God is adopted, not be- er churches, of course, are built upon other
cause it is not a creed, or does not contain a foundations, have other centers, or "faiths,"
creed; but because it does contain one, and Socinianism, Arminianism, Calvinism, &c.
The statement that "J esus IS the Christ
a divine creed at that. Nay, more, it is the
only divine, complete and perfect creed ever the Son of the living God," being the founadopted by man. "Whosoever would be dation, or major proposition, embraces all
saved, before all things it is necessary that the minor propositions, all the details, or, in
he hold" this creed; which faith if he do one sentence, all th,e revelation to man, in it.
not keep pure and undefiled, without doubt When it is granted that Jesus is the Christ
he is the express imhe shall perish everlastingly-"the
faith the Son of God-that
once delivered to the saints," the creed of all age of the invisible God and the brightness
of his gl~ry-that
he was before all things,
creeds.
The writer says, "Why, this very renun- and that by him all things consist-tlIat itwas
ciation of creeds may become a creed as by him and for him the worlds were madecondemnatory and as exclusive as the Atha- that in him dwells the fullness of the Godhead,
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or divinity, bodily-that
he knew all things, him produce the instance where they reand that all authority in heaven and on quiied anything more, and tell us what it
earth is given to him, all that he endorsed, was. But we have a system of induction
or sanctioned, is divine. Every p~ophet in this country, by which we test all ques- .
quoted by him, or in any way referred to, tions of this sort. We do not think that
as a sacred writer, is thus endorsed and sane- we find all the Lord required in anyone
tioned. In this way, his numerous quota- isolated passllge of scripture. ViThen we
tions from the Old Testament, some times start to ascertain what a man must confess,
styling it the word of God, or the language we examine all the cases of conversion in
of the Spirit, endorses it as divine~ In the the New Testament, ascertain what the
same way, as the apostles were sent by him foundation of the church was, what the
and authorized, they had his endorsement. apostles preached, what the people believed
It may, there"fore, be justly said, that he and what they confessed. Then we know
extends one hand back and endorses all the we have the whole of the preaching, tho
prophets, and the other hand forward and faith and the confession. We cannot be
endorses all the ap.ostles. In this way, all mistaken in this. When we desire to know
of both Old Testament and New, centers in what we must do to be saved, we do not
him, and the belief that Jesus is the Christ quote the words, "He that believeth and is
the Son of the living God, embraces it allbaptized shall be saved," and assume that
the entire revelation from God to man. Thus "that is ALL." While it is true, that neiGod has embodied his entire will to man, ther of the items contained in that can be
condetsed and embraced it in the person of omitt ed, it is equally true, that there are
the Ohrist, so that in confessing him, a man other items that cannot be dispensed with.
confesses all, and in rejecting him, a man reo vVe in this case also pursue the inductive
jects all. Does Mr. Ohew want more than plan, by examining all the cases of converthis? Does he say, this is not sufficient? sion in the New Testament, and every item
Who shall dare to add anything to it, on the we find existing in anyone case, we take it,
presumptuous ground that it is not sufficient? exists in every other case, wl~ctherit is m'tmOur worthy Tract proceeds: "In the face tionedor not. For instance, we find believing
of all opponents, moreover, would ~e avow and baptism mentioned in the commission
the essentialness of believer's baptism. 'He together; from this we assume that faith
that believeth and is baptized shall be and baptism, as items in the plan, or in the
saved,' are the chosen words of the Blessed process, exist in every case; but we do not
One-words
we can never maim or alter assume that they are all. We read in anothwithout loss. But who has told us that er place in the commission, of repentance
. this is ALL that needs to be confessed and and remission of sins; from this we are satdone to obtain recognition among the saints isfied that repentance and remission of sins,
of God?"
Noone,
we presume, has so as items in the plan, existed in every case.
told us. That Jesus is the' Christ the Son We read in other places of the presence of
of God is the foundation of all true doc- the grace of God, the blood of Christ, the
trine, as he admits;
and that it is Spirit of God, the confession and calling on
true, that he is the foundation of the the name of the Lord, from which we learn
church and the embodiment of the faith, he that these were also present in every case.
cannot deny; and that this, or its equiva- When these items are all summed up, we have
lent, was what was confessed, in the time of the grace of God, furnishing us the entire systhe apostles-nothing
more and nothing tern, the belief of the gospel, without which
less, cannot be gainsayed. If Mr. Ohew the grace of God would not save us; leadthinks the apostles required anything more ing us to repentance, without which we
to be confessed, he has the New 'l'estament, would perish;
the confession with the
containing a history of their practice; let mouth, unto salvation; the immersion into
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the name of the Father, and of the Son,
and of the Holy Spirit, calling on the name
of the Lord, the remission of sins-washed
away in the blood of the Lamb, and the
impartation of the Holy Spirit. The eonfession of Christ embraces all Ohristianity
in him, and then, nothing short of obedience
to all he has required is satisfactory. We
are not of those who stop at one, two. or
three items, saying "that is ALL." The requirement is, to commence with the first
thing required and continue till the last
item and the last day in our lives, to the
best. of our ability, in doing the will of God.
We come now to notice the long hackneyed C'l,seof Eld. B. vV. Stone. We never
deemed that there was any capital for creed
advocates in this, when properly considered. We dispose of this case as follows:
1. The fact must be admitted, that Eld.
Stone, great and good a man as he was, at
one period in his life, held some speculations and spent much time in discussing
them, such as were not only useless, but injurious and utterly untenable.
2. It is, in the second place a fact, the
denial of which we challenge, that tha worst
speculations he ever held or advocat€d, he
held, witllOut any disguise, while he was a
member in the Presbyterian church and en·
joying all the benefits of the Confession of
Faith.
The worst errors he ever held he
imbibed in the Presbyterian
church, held
them without disguise, and was ordained by
them while tltey knew, and lte honestly and
openly avowed his dissent fl'om them.
3. The quotation made in the foregoing
document, which we would by no means endorse, and which the broiherhood, in this
country, would not anywhere indorse, was
written before his union with the Disciples.
4. When the union took place between
Bro. Stone and the brethren identified with
him and Bro. Campbell and the brethren
identified with him, it was on the ground
that all speculative questions should be laid
aside, and that th~ preachers, on both sides,
should confine themselves to the language of
scripture. This the venerable Stone did, as
a true and faithful man of God, till the day
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of his death, without creating the least disturbance on account of any of his previous
peculiarities.
5. Not only so, but he did, in his writings, repeatedly, and we heard him do the
same in his preaching, again and again, declare his unshaken belief in the divinity of
Christ-that
he was an object of worshipthat even the angels worshipped him-that
all authority was given to him-that
in
him dwelt all the ful1ness of the Godhead
bodily.
I
6. Whatever there was peculiar, speculative or unsound in the early views and
teaching of Eld. Stone, and that is where
the unsoundness existed so far as it existed
at all, was more chargeable to the Oonfession
of Faith-to
Presbyterianism than any other cause, and it should be held responsible
for it.
7. It IS mamfest tllat after he threw off
the Oonfession, the Presbyterian yoke; and
took our glorious J-,ord as his only guide,
he had much fewer speculations and became
much sounder. His case furnishes one
qf the strongest arguments against creeds.
The next case brought to show that the
confession, that Jesus is the Christ the Son
of God, on which all the first Christians
were received, and for which thousands of
them died, is not sufficient; that we must
have some modern creed added to it, is that
of the notorious Schismatic, Dr. John Thomas, who, many years ago, was for a short
time identified with us, but was soon rejected for his unscriptuml teaching. Weare
no more responsible for John Thomas than
we are for Joe Smith, the Mormon prophet.
Then follows, gathered from Dr. N. L.
Rice, as he is styled now, and since the debate with Mr. Campbell made him Doctor of
divinity, the case of Bro. Raines, than whom,
we doubt whether there isany place a sounder man, who was received on the faith that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the living
God, while he was still a Universalist.
If
there was anything wrong in this, it was not
the confession, or any insufficiency in it,
but in the act of the brethren 'who received
him. There is no Universalism in the eon-
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{ession that Jesus is the C4rist the Son of a'nd no two of them agreeing, will do-have
God, and receiving a man on that is receiv- remedied thejailure?
Or, to come to the
ing him not on any Universalism, or as a point; is his argument to show that the
Universalist, any more than receiving him wIsdom of God in preparing and presenting
on the Confession of Faith would be re- a confession has failed, and that the wisdom
eeiving him on his Universalism, or as a of man-uninspired
man-has come to the
Universalist.
There is nothing in the Con- rescue and supplied the defect?
fession of Faith, any more than there is in
"What is your creed, sir?" The Lord's
the confession that J eaus is the Christ, to creed, in its most condensed form--its most
hinder a Universalist from entering the abbreviated and epitomized form, a presentPresbyterian church, as members are gen- ed to one who applies for admittance, as in
erally received in that church, nor is there the case of the eunuch, is that "Jesus is the
in any other church, using a human creed; Christ, the Son of God;" but, in detail,
for the new converts do not know what is in fully unfolded and developed to mankind,
the creed, when they are received, and what it is 'found in the "all things that Jesus
is vastly worse, many of them do not as long commanded the apostles' to teach." Those
as they live, know what is in their creed or who receive this and practice it, are Christhe Bible either. To the credit of Bro. tians-disciples
of Christ, no more, no less,
Raines, let it be recorded that when he be- and will be saved independent of all the adcame acquainted with his ~ew confession, ditions to the only divine authority in religthat Jesus is the Christ the Son of God, he ion-the revelation of Jesus Christ, through
soon saw that there was no Universalism in prophets and apostles--as found upon the
it, and he has from that time to the present sacred pages of scripture.
been an uncompromising opponent of it.
"Without doubt," says our learned writer,
But now, let our learned Tract writer tell "the use"of scripture language has been too
why these cases are introduced I What is much departed from." This implies that the
his object? Is not that object to show that use of scripture language should be-departthe confession on which the eunuch was re- ed from some, but not "too much!"
Will
ceived-that Jesus is the Christ the Son of he inform us how much, precisely, we ought
God-is not sufficient? and that by adding to depart from the lrunguage of scripture?
some modern human creed, written by unin- "Ah, there's the rub I" Will some of you
spired men, to the original confession, which gentlemen, who are for departing from the
has the authority of the Lord, it can be use of scripture language, tell us how far
made sufficient? Is not his object to prove we should depart, and not be too much!
that the heaven authorized statement, that And will you tell us which one of the nuJesus is the Christ the Son of the living merous creeds in existence we must adopt
God-the statement upon which all were re- when you convince us thah>oe must depart
ceived in the time of the apostles, and for from the use of the language of the word
many hundreds of years before the modern, of God, but not too much?
absurd, contradictory
and preposterous
creeds existed, is insufficient, and that the
•••••
addition of these poor, erring and bungling
human expedients can supply the deficiency?
Does not his argument go to show, so far as
LET no day pass without a review of
it shows anything, that the statement that God's carriage towards you, and of yours tothe Lord has authorized and upon which he ward him; of mercies and afflictions-of
received all the thousands in the time of the duties and your frame of heart in them,
apostles, will not do-that it has been tried :'-of your sins and inclinations to sin.
and proved to be a failure,. and that mod- And let God have the glory Qf what is
ern creeds, existing almost without number, good.
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have thousands.
We too should find it
agreeable to the flesh to take down the
barrier. To be thought eharitable by pioua
LETTER TO A. CAMPBELL.
sectarians is. to say the least, pleasant, and
"COMMUNION WITH THE SECTS."
to refuse fellowship to some who are truly
Beloved and Reverend Brotl~er: It was my devout aud who are near and dear to us,
intention to have aedressed you this month as to take up a cross we would gladly be
upon Missions. But as communications saved from. Prove to us, dear brother,
from esteemed brethren who are readers of that we may do this, and YOU will indeed
your Harbinger urge mc to notice certain have our thanks, and joyfully will our
remarks which have appeared therein, and communion be extended.
I ask not now, what the position of
which we reprint. I am constrained to ask
many of the churches with you really isyour attention to another topic.
You will remembel' that in 1859 Brother we, are botind to accept the letters in your
G. Y. Tickel forwarded a resolution Harbinger as completely answering that
unanimously adopted by our Annual Meet- question-but I ask, By what authority they
ing, then lecently held, which resolution do this thing? and I solicit a "Thus saith
set forth that-"Reports
having been circu- the Lord," or an Apostolic example in
lated in this country, that some of the fayor of this pra'ctice, or an admission
Churches of Disciples in America admit that they have abandoned the platform upon
unbaptized persons to the Lord's Table, it which this great Protestant Reformation
is requested that enquiry be made by the was inaugurated.
It is said that the practice is not to invite,
Chairman of this meeting of Bro. A. Campb?t
only to suffer the unbaptized to break
bell, and that the reply be published in the
British Millennial HarbinQer." You will the bread, &c. But communion with that
also recollect that YO\1l reply contained the class is either right or wrong. If right,
following:-"I
can say, so far as my know- tb en it should be sought; if right, publish
ledge extends, WA h!llveno such custom. In the invitation far and wide! If wrong,
all my travels abroad 1 have not witnessed then to talk about putting t.he responsibility
such an occurrence. That un baptized per- upon the shoulders of those who avail
sons may have sat down to the Lord's Ta- themselves of the door we have opened" is
ble at'I\Pngst our brethern without invita- but self-deception. We have no right to
tion, is not wholly impossible; but I know ~uffer wrong-doing when it is in our power
of no church that bas formally invited to prevent it. But perhaps it cannot longer
them to participate with it on such occa- he said that the unbaptized are not invited.
sious." It however now appears that what It may be that an invitation does not imin 1859 you could speak of as not wholly mediately precede the breaking of the bread,
improbable, is now certain and extensive, hut when your leading periodical pnblishcs
and defended where we should least have that you "spread the table in the name of
thought of looking for its defence-in your the Lords for the Lord's people, and allow
all to come who will, each on his own
own Harbinger-by your Co-Editors.
It may be well to say, that upon this responsibility," and it is common for the
matter I speak the mind of the churches unbaptized 1'0 partake, and when you defend
which in this kingdom have declared for this liberty, you do, to all intents and purthe faith and ..order of the primilive age. poses, by that anouncement, invite every
Ephtscopalian, PresbyI do not know that one of these churches, pious Eomanist,
even if our Culonies be included, would, terian, and Methodist within rea0h of your
knowingly, admit an unbaptized person to houses of v orship, and consequently the
the Lord's 'fable. At our last Annual papers in the Harbinger are appropriately
Meeting, owing to the presence of a preach- headed" Communion with the Sects."
But let ns give some little attenntion to
ing brother from your side of the Atlantic,
Brethern
Hawley, Errett, Richardson, and
the brethern assembled gave another unanimous repudiation of that practice which Pendleton.
Bro. H. says:-"May
I not express a
according to Bro. Errett, prevails in twotbirds of the churches in the United States. wish_ that you. Bro. P. will favor your
We take this stand in obedience to the readers with an article upon the propriety
Lord. Had Relert thematter to our discretion and correctness of cultivating friendly and
we would say to every believer, Come! And confidential relations with all who love
could we do as some churches with you are our Lord Jesus Christ?" Qpite unnecessary
doing in this and one or two other points, for Bro. P. to do anything of the sort, for
where we now have hundreds we should no sane Christian can for one moment doubt
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the propriety of cultivating such relations.
You, dear Bro. Campbell, were so ~oing.
when you penned that kindly address to
friendly aliens which all readers of the
"Christian System" will remem ber. 'But
to do thus, and to spread for them the elements of an ordinance instituted for subjects of a kingdom to which they, however
frienl1ly, are aliens, is to do two widely different things.
Next Brother H. cites, "Prove all things,"
and adds, "pardon me if I enquire if you
ever knew any evil consequences to flow
from allowing Predobaptists to worship with
us." We might at once answer, Certainly
we have. But we object to' testing the
question in this manner- To the testimony.
What saith the Scripture? The proof must
come from the inspired word and not from
our very limited experience.
Bro. Errett says:-"In
primitive times
there is no doubt that all who came to the
Lord's Table, as well as all who participated
in prayer, singing,&c. were immersed believers. " Very good! Do we propose to
follow or to abandon the primitive practice?
As they did, let us uo. ButBro. E. adds;
"The corruptions of Popery, out of which
the church has not yet half recovered, have
made the people of God an erring, scattered,
and divided people." Our plea "is a plea
for the reunion of the scattered people or
God. It does not recognize sects, on human bases, as divine---but it recognizes a
people of God amoY\gthose sects, and seeks
to call them out." Will our good brother
tell us somthiug about God.s people-who
and what they are? Of course Bro. E.
would not knowingly receive to the Lord's
Table those whom there is no authority
for so designating.
Who, then, under this
dispensation, are God's people?
They are new creatures in Christ Jesus.
Bro. E. in a paper upon "Regeneration
and Remission of 8in8,"( reprinted in the
last number of the B. A£. H.) puts it thus;
He has "new desires and affections"-he sustains" new relationships"-- this serice'of
changes is internal, save the change of state
or relationship accomplished by the birth of
water--baptism.
"1. Faith, or a new mind-2. Repentance, or a new will3. Baptism, or a new state--constitute a new creature, internally and
externalIy---in principle, in aim, in position."
Again, he says of those who by baptism have realized a change of state, that
they have "entered into tbe kingdom of
God, where God is their Father, Jesus
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their King,' &c. It will he remembered
too, that the Lord has left it upon record,
that udess a man is born of water and the
Spirit, he cannot enter the kingdom. It
therefore now remains for Bro. E. to give
up his plea for commuion with unbaptized
persons, or to withdraw his paper upon
"Regeneration and Remission of Sins,"
for if baptism changes the believer's relation, state, or position in regard to the kingdom and its King, it must do so in regard
to the ordinances instituted for the subjects
of that kingdom, of which the Lord's Table
is one. You, dear Bro. Campbell, have
said in your address to friendly aliens;
"Every 'kingdom has one uniform law or
institution for naturalizing aliens, and that
in5titution, of whatever sort it be, is obliga-'
tory by the authority of government, upon
everyone who would become a citizen." In
the kingdom of God's dear Son that institution is baptism, and those who nave not
submitted to it-however friendly, however
much we love them, however we may feel'
assured that the Lord will appropriate to
them a resting place in that realm into
which sorrow shall never enter---:are aliens,
and aliens are not members ofthe one body,
and have no right to ordinances which are
given only to those who become subjects
in the kingdom of God's dear Son.
Bro. E. writes- "W (j are compelled to'
recognize as' Christians many who have
been in error on baptisJJ;l, but who in the
spirit ot obedience are Ohristians indeed
(Rom. ii. 28, 29.) I confess, for my own
part, did I uuderstand the position of the
brethren to deny this, I would recoil from
my position among them with utter disgust.
We willingly recognize as Christians many
who have been "in error on baptism."
If
they are right now we raise no 1uestion
about the past. We also recognize asin the
kingdom many who are still in error upon
baptism. All baptized believers who walk
in love we regard as Christian brethren,
though many of them hold to much error in
regarJ to the design of baptism. Many of
this class stand "among the sects," and the
voice of God cries. "Come out of her, my
people. But what Bro. E.. has to do is to
show that God has authorised the church
to regard as his people persons of whom
it cannot be said, "Ye !loreall the childre~
of God by faith in Christ Jesus, for ASMANY
OFYOUASHAvEBEENBAPTIZEDINTOCHRIST
HAVEPUTHIM 9N," Let Bro. E. sit down
at the Lord's Table with one of his unbap"
tized people of God---we will suppose tha,t
after this his unbaptized brother in Christ
requests to' be baptized, and that they bot4
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go down into the water. With what bap- had no reference to unbaptized persons,
tism will he baptize him? Not with that none to baptism, and nothing whatever to
which is "for the remission of sin,," for do with the question before us. When the
surely he would not have welcomed to the Doctor, content with one text, could find
Lord' 8 Table, as one of God's people, an nothing better to his purpose than--"Let Ii
unpardontd man? Will he baptize him man examine himself, and so let him eat"
INTO Christ?
Certainly not. He already -certainly
his case is a bad one.
recognizes in him one of God's people, and
Bro. Pendleton brings up the rear. He
as the Lord's people are all IN him, a bap- "considers it next to impossible to influence
tiem of which they are subject cannot be anyone for good while we treat him with
INTO him.
distance and distrust."
But who proposes
Can he baptize, him into the name of the to treat unbaptized believers thus?
Can
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit? Im- we not give them a place in our hearts?
possible!
For he is already a Christian, Can we not manifest confidence, and yet
and every Christian stands in that relation say-the Lord's Table is in his kingdomto the ever glorious name into which bap- unless a man is born of water and the
tism is designed to introduce him. With Spirit, he can not enter that kingdom-we
Paul we hold ONE baptism-it is for those doubt not your faith, repentance, and dewho are sinners and aliens, that therein voutness-we love you much, but you must
they may be pardoned and translated into enter the kingdom before you can approach
the kingdom. For Cristians-for
God's the ordinances instituted for citizens?
To
people-no baptism has yet been instituted. talk, then, about treating men with disDr. R. Richardson comes next. He starts tance and distrust, is to leave the question
by telling us that the_ reception or non-reo to indulge in a side-play upon the feelception of unbaptized believers to the ings.
Lord's Table is an "untaught question,"
Br'o. P. continues: "To plead for union
and that "it is one whicll therefore we can and at the same time exclude the really pinot scripturally either discuss or decide." ous from the communion of the body and
But I submit that, who are to approach the blood of the Saviour, is, in the very nature
table is as clearly taught as the time for of things, to destroy the practical power of
spreading the table. We know the one as our plea." That depends upon whether
we know the other. We know when, under the said communion was instituted for all
the guidance of the Holy Spirit, the table the "really pious." If so, then we should
was spread, and we know who, under the not only not exclude, but we should atrecsame guidance, were received at that table. tionately invite. If on the other hand it
But the Doctor urges that those who reject was instituted for those who are in Christ,
the unbaptized "presume to decide two and believers are baptized into llim, then
questions, 1st. That no unbaptized persons we do not destroy the power of the pleaare Christians.
2nd, That all baptized for 'tis God's plea, and not ours, and its
persons are Christians."
"Neither
of strength is divine. Properly expressed,
which propositions"
(he says) "can be from our stand-point, Bro. Pendleton's
proved."
Here are at least two errors. proposition appears thus: To plead for the
The refusal to receive the unbaptized does union of all who are in Christ, and at the
not decide the second proposition, and has same time exclude the really pious, who are
no bearing upon it. And the intimati iJ not yet in him, from an ordinance instituted
that there are unbaptized persons who are for those who are, is, in the very nature of
Christians we shall hold as untrue, until Dr. thinD'S, to destroy the practical power of
R. finds time to point to an apostolic pre- ,our plea. Thus fairly presented it refutes
cept or example for giving the name of itself.
Christ to one who has not been baptized
But our good brother is a bOld man-he apinto that name. Then Bro. R. actually peals to the Acts of Apostles. "Cornelius,"
quotes Scripture in favor of his position! he tells us, "was acceptable to God, and honBut he quotes it in scrap-doctor fashion, ored by special evidence of the Savior's conand as did one who sought to lure the Re· fidence and respect in order to lead him to a
deemer from the path in which the Father fuller knowledge and reception of the new
had called him to walk. Paul told a com· revelation concerning his kingdom.
He
pan!} of baptized believers to discern in the was treated as a member while yet ignoran~
bread and wine the body and blood of the of its regulations."
If it be so, the quesLord, and, lest they should by not discern- tion is settled, and that too by the Scriptures,
ing, eat and drink unworthily, he called and of course Dr. Richardson is wrong, and
upon them to examine themselves. But he it is not an "untaught question."
He, evi-
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dently, was not aware that Cornelius was
treated as a member of the kingdom before
he had entered it. It is also new to us-we
must wait for proof, and in the meantime
hold the assertion as an offspring of that
dogmatism which carries its foregone conclusion to the Bible. Your own words, dear
Brother 9ampbell, in this very case, are"One thing is obvious, that under the reign
of heaven it behoved so good a man as Cornelius to hear words by which he might he
saved, and put on Christ by an immersion
into his death, that he might enter the kingdom and enjoy tbe remission of sins, and
the hopeofan inheritance among all the sanctifi<3d. Certainly it is Loth expedient and
necessary, that you also go lind do likewise."
Thil~ is, that pious llItbaptized believers must
of necessity no as did Cornelius, in order to
be treated as' members of the kingdomwhich treatment, Bro. P. tells us that Cornelius received before he entered.
Bro. P. asks-"Can
we deny that God has
recognized, and is still recognizing, the truly pious and full of faith and good work in
the many divisions of professed Ohristians
as really and truly his people?" Suppose
we cannot deny, what then? What God
recognizes we know n'ot otherwise than by
His word, and that does not teach us that
He recognizes the people in questicn. Then.
again, He wbo reads the heart, and who will
receive into the everlasting kingdom whomsoever He will, leaves us only to deal with
faith confessed, repentance declared, baptism
submitted to, and subsequent right walking.
Such only does He authorise us to receive
to the Royal Feast. But why does Bro. P.
throw from his own shoulders the burden
of proof? To him it belongs-that
he has
cast it off is evidence of weakness? We affirm that under this dispensation those who
are immersed into Christ are God's people.
He admits this, but adds certain others.
We demand proof. Will Brother Pendleton
supply it?
,
I will only add that, if your Harbinger is
now tv advocate that the unbaptized are
Christians-that
God's people are some in
the kiugdom and some out-that
whether
in or out tbe table of the kingdom isspread
for them; if those who C'lnnot admit this
without proof are to 1e charged with exclusivism and Pharisaism, that then it is desirable that over your own signature the affirmation be made, and that you review your
published papers upon baptism in its relation to the remission of sins and translation
into the kingdom, show the possibility of
holding to the views therein expressed, and
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also the assumption presented in your pages
by th!! respected brethren above alluded to.
I know of no one in this country who can
hr.rlDonise them. We feel that we mus.tlliold
10 the first and reject the latter.
,Wishing for the above a place in your
Harbinger, and with much esteem and Christian affection, I remain, dear Brother Camp.
bell, yours in the one hope,
DAVID KING.

Birmingham, England, Jan., 1862.

REMARKS.

We copy the foregoing from the British
Millennial Harbinger, for February.
Our
readers will remember that we published in
full the articles of the brethren here commented uppn, some weeks ago and recorded
a few words of objection. We regretted exceedingly the appearance of these articles,
and very reluctantly entered our demur.
No articles published among us for several
years have met with such a general dissent
from all quarters. These articles, so far as
we have had an expression, and we have
had a very extended one, are very generally
regarded in about the same light as set
forth by Bro. King, in the foregoing-as
a
Ilhrinking from our principles, yielding to
popular feeling and a pseudo philosophy j
a mistaken, sophistical and sickly charity.
We perceive that our good Bro. King has
been misled by these articles, and that he
has been induced to think that a state of
things has obtained in this country, among
the brethren, that is not general and -will
not be maintained any place when the :mbject comes to be considered. There will be
found, when the matter is considered, no
difference between the brethren on this side
and the other side of the Atlantic, on the
subject in question.
1. In the first place, the heading of the
articles in question was startling-"Commun,ion with the Sects." This heading im.
plies more than the brethren attempted to
defend.
"Communion with the. Sects,"
would really require the persons thus communing to sit down with the party in their
assembly, at their. communion and commune
with them.
But for' this the brethren
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appear to of the Father, and of the Son, and of the
Holy Spirit."
III. That none but those considered of'
Jill. They only- appeared to think of individuals" from among the sects, sitting down the same description were in the primitive
in the house ot the Lord, at the Lord's tao church, or the kingdom of Christ.
IV. That none but those in the church,
ble, and communing with the disciples.
or kingdom of Christ, ever participated in
III. These individuals, when they come
the Lord's Supper, or the commemoration of
to describe them, they make out not to be
the Savior's sufferings for our sins.
sectarians, but
unimmersed
Ch"istians
V. The primitive practice, the disciples,
among the sects I These, they maintain,
every where in this and every other counmay sit down with the disciples and comtry, claim, is their practice.
mune with them. This is about as near as
The conclusion is 'easy, viz.: That. nonl1
we can come at their position.
but immersed persons should comt1,une. The
In a matter of this kind, there need be question meets Uil square in the face, shall
no feeling, no excitement, no hard words. we depart from the practice of the primitive
Let the matter be calmly investigated and church after as a distinct body having for
"
,
the brethren will all come to the same point thirty-five years been praying for its uni-to the same mind and the same judgment. versa 1 prevalence, advocated and defended
It will, however, require some patience and it in our preaching and in all the publicaforbearance. Still, the matter is one of too tions of the brotherhood?
If we shall,
much importance to be shoved over, set where shall we begin?
Shall we begin by
aside, or ignored. We, therefore, add the giving the worship of the house of God to
following considerations:
those not in the house-not
in Christ, ac1. If Bro. Pendleton put the heading to cording to the gospel-and
who refuse to
the articles, as editors do some times, when enter into the kingdom and can not be inarticles come without any heading, then the duced to understand, or if they understand,
other brethren are in no way responsible to submit to the clearest and most oft refor that part of the work. But with his p,eated commandment of God in the New
carefully trained, discriminating and scrn- Testament?
It will not be difficult for the
tinizing mind, we can scarcely see how he brethren, in this country, to decide this
ever came to select a heading so poorly in- matter. They will generally conclude that
dicative of what was td follow. But if the it would be preferable, if we are to depart
heading was from Bro. Hawley, the difficul- from the primitive practice, to take the
ty is no less, for then it was before all the popular sectarian plan for it, and try to
others, and we can not see how they failed make it appear that there are many good
to see that it indicated much more than Christians, saints and holy men, as good as
they intended. No matter where this head- anyin the world, who have never been "iming came from, we are to regard it merely, mersed into Christ," and thus "put him
as an oversight-a slIp of the pen-as none on." But the brethren have no idea, in
of the brethren, in their articles, introduce, this country, of backing down from aposadvocate or attempt to defend what it clear- tolie pratice and what they have practiced
ly indicates.
themselves, but will stand by the long cherII. If any thing is clearly ascertained, ished principles, for which they have made
agreed upon and settled, among the breth- much sacrifice; labored long and hard to
ren, in all sections of this country, it is that propagate, advocate and perpetuate.
They
none were recognized as Christians, in the will have 'no objection to admitting all the
time of the apostles, who had not believed good qualities, the pious deeds and evithe gospel, amended their lives, confessed dences of devotion found among sectarians
Christ and been immersed "into the name of all grades, from Romanists to Mormons,
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and treating them with all due courtesy and
kindness, as well as to use every means in
their power to turn them to Christ; but
they will not admit that any man is in the
kingdom who has not been "born of water
and of the Spirit"-that
any man is in
Christ who has not been "baptized into
Christ j" nor will they admit that any were
in the primitive church, or are in the church
of Christ now, who have not been immerslld.
Equally certain is it, that only those in the
church-in
Christ-in
his body-in
the
time of the apostles, came to the Lord's table, or should do so now.
That individuals have invited unimmersed
persons to commune, or opened their way
so to do, and even desired it, in some instances} in this country: we think probable,
though, 'in our extended travels and experience, we do not now think of an instance of
the kind j but we do not recollect of any
one, coming out in our pnblications, and
undertaking
to advocate such a thing
till the articles in question made their appearance. And we doubt not the brethren
will modify and explain their positions till
the amount will be, that if an unimmersed
person, from some of the sectarian parties,
should, on his own responsibility, sit down
with us and commune, no harm would be
done and it would not be necessary to 0 bject or exclude them j that they might sing
with us and join us in the prayers, and we
should not demur; and it would have a
good influence on them and be likely to
gain them. Still, we do not see even the
propriety in all this. The worship belongs
to those in Christ, in the kingdom j the
prayers, the praise, the communion j and
the people of the world, or those who have
seriously but erroneously made a profession
are not to be converted, won to Christ, or
made Christians, by participating in acts of
Christian worship and devotion. Those
acts are for those in the kingdom- in Christ
-and not means for converting sinners, or
setting those right who are since~e, trying
to serve the Lord, but have never entered
the kingdom according to the law of Christ.
The divinely appointed means of initiation
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into the kingdom are found in a department
for that purpose, and the acts of worship
are distinct from these means and found in
another department. The steps to be taken
to enter the kingdom' are not the same as
the acts of worship after we are in the kingdom, and should be kept distinct from them.
The man who has never taken the slteps
necessary to become a Christian, or gone
through the divine process appointed by
the Lord for that purpose, can not become a
Christian by engaging in acts of Christian
worship, or in any other way, according to
the gospel, than by taking the steps required in the gospel to become a Christian.
All this thd brethren who have written the
objectionabl~ articles believe as firmly as
we. Why then, attempt to justify the communion of sectarians with Christians?
Simply, we presume, as an expedient, to
show good will to them, courtesy and kindness, that they may be induced to hear, associate with us, become convinced and uHimately set right. But we can not resort to
any expedients most manifestly at variance
with primitive practice. vVe have no COilfidenee in any such expedients. What the
first Christians did, we may do. What they
did not, we may not do. The more closely
we adhere to the primitive practice and the
more faithfully we maintain our integrity to
the Lord and what was the clearly ascertained practice of the first church, the more
power and influence we shall have to save
all classes.
It is and can be no ground of offense to
those who have not taken the steps required
in the New Testament to become Christians,
to be considered out of the kingdom and
treated accordingly.
But for us to teach, as
we have done, and as the scriptures do, that
"except a man be born of water and of the
Spirit he can not enter into the kingdom of
God j" that "as many as have been baptized into Christ, have put on Christ," and
then endorsing persons as Christians, by
opening the door to them to participate in
acts of worship and devotion, which belong
exclusively to those in Christ, is inconsistent, and calculated to quiet their con-
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. scie~ces, lull them to sleep and pacify them
in se.curity, under the impression tbat all is
safe without doing what the Lord manifestly requires at their hands. In this way,
we mlty weaken the .influence the Lord has
given us to save men. If we yield one
point, and admit that men may be Christians without it, we may yield I~nother and
another, till the modern unbelieving theory, that "whatever a man thinks right, that
is right to him," shall be adopted. Let
there be no shrinking from the principles
and practice of the primitive. church, but·
let us, in all faithfulness and integrity,
maintain them, as the Lord gave them, to
the last and least item; and when the chief
Shepherd shall appear we can, with Paul,
say, "I have kept the faith;" imd if any
man shall please, on this account, to "recoil
from his position among us with utter disgust," let the consequences be upon his own
head, and not upon the brethren whom he
thus threatens.
There are true men who
love the hallowed prir.ciples of the gospel
and the primitive pra~tice of the disciples
of Jesus, who will maintain them, as the
Lord gave them to us, advocate, propagate
and perpetuate them till the last invitation
shall be given to dying and perishing man,
till the last trumpet shall sound and the
Lord shall come in power and great glory.
Shall we stand with this number, be true
and faithful with them, that we may be accepted of him in that day? The Lord help
us so to do.

CHRISTIAN

MAN, THE IMAGE OF GOD.-NO. 1.
BY ELDER JAMES CHALLEN.

This subject, like many others found in
t4e scriptures, has been the occasion of
much controversy.
We shall not enter at
length on the discussion of it, nor consider
at large the conflictiI)g opinions entertained
in regard to it; but will nevertheless be
compelled to look at some of the more popular views developed by the several writers
with reference to it.
The very title, "Man in the image of
God," is an august and sublime one, and
indicates the noble origin of our race, our
high calling and destiny.
Of no other
beings is it said that they were made in the
image of God.
Whatever may be the rank of those intelligences which peop)e other worlds, and
doubtless they are both elevated in their
nature, glorious in their offices and countless in their numbers, yet of none of them
is it affirmed, that they were made after any
model, much less after One so perfect and
divine as "the only wise God."
The first notice we have of thE origin of
our race in the Book of Gen~sis, furnishes
us with this noble and unique conception.
By some, the account given in the first
chapters of the Book of Creation, of the
fall of man, his expulsion from Paradise,
and the incidents connected with this fatal
catastrophe, are looked upon as myths or fables, containing certain great moral truths,
but not as the facts of history. This, we
never can believe. They exhibit all the
marks of simple narrative, severe and truthful, in all their details. There can be no
dispute in regard to the chief actors in the
BooKs.-Young
persons learn a great living drama-the
Creator, the man, and
deal by being in the presence of books.the woman.
A love of knowledge comes with reading,
In regard to the tempter, who is called
and that, in a young mind, is almost a warrant against the inferior excitement of pas- the serpent, it has been deemed almost a
sion and vice. Books are windows through work of love to thrust him out of existence,
which the soul looks out, and a house with- altogether-to
reduce him to a Jewish fable
out books is like a room without windows. or a heathen myth; or by the pointed
It is a pleasure to have books; and a library .needles of criticism, "to prick every bubgrowing larger every year is an honorable
part of a young man's or a young woman's ble" of his "frivolous fame," "and resolve
history.
it back to the air it came from." Even
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Coleridge calls the .personal Devil "a mere created h~ man." Gen. ix. 6. And this
fiction, or at least an allegory, supported by image, as still remaining, however defaced,
a few popular phrases and figures of speech, is the reason he assigns why "he who sheds
used incidentally or ornamentally by the man's blood, by man shall his blood be
evangelists."
This seems to us strange i shed.'.' This shows the deep reverence with
and yet Coleridge is often quoted as a most which we I should regard man, even in his
profound theologian.
He was rather a true low-his lowest and most degraded state.
poet and philosopher.
He gave himself to He still bears in his person, the lineaments
literature instead of' religion. He became of his Creator-the likeness of his God ~nd
"an inhabitant of the Hill of Parnassus, Father.
The Miltonic type of Adam, was
rather than as a dissenting minister, to reo truly sublime, combining the heroic ideal of
main a shepherd on the delectable mount-the
highest Grecian art, with something
ains."
beyond that, which, alone, his mighty genius
Of this Evil One, several names are given could supply:
in the scriptures:
"The Old Serpent j"
"Truth, wiEdom, sanctitude, severe and pure."
"The Deceiver;" "The Murderer i" "The
His poetical delineations of Adam, are
Accuser i" "The Tempter, Satan, the Dev- suggestive of all the constituent elements of
il i" "The Serpent, who through his subtle- his character and nature, viz: authority,
ty deceived Eve':'
,.
.
dignity and grace; his divine manliness.
The account given us of man s origm :nd
Though the great poet has lavished all
apostacy i the Tempter who seduced him, his skill and power on his favorite Eve, it
and the trial and judgment that ensued j I must be confessed that he lias made her, a
are all matters of fact,'and must be so re- beinO'too ethereal for flesh and blood i too
garden, or the redemption by the Messiah, nym~h-like for a dweller in earth's lowly
a~~ all that c.onstitutes Christianity as a shrine i hardly a suitable, companion f'or
divme system, IS but a fable and a dream! man! She seems, in his ideal, too little aIThe latter is founded upon the former, and lied to flesh and blood to awaken our truest
grows legitimately out of it. Had there sympathies, and to unite her fortunes with
been no fall, no temptation, no guilt, no her Lord on earth. The scriptural conceprui·n, there would have been no promise of tion is ampler, nobler far, because it is the
relief-no personal Redeemer-no salvation divine. She was the help-mete of her nob! his death.-no hope of immortality by ble lord, and the predestined mother of the
hIS resurrectiOn.
race' and therefoie is she seen in the true
So far, then, we deemed it necessary to sublime of her own native womanhood.
premise, before we entered upon the chief She is both wife and mother. Poetry is un.
subject of this essay: Man, the Image of able to add anything to this,God.
"To find mnn's veritable stnture out,
That he was created in God's image is
Erect, sublime; the measure of a man,
distinctly affirmed in various portions of the
And that's the measure of an angel, says
The Apostle."
Divine Oracles, as will be seen in the folIt was no vulgar temptation to which
lowing statements: "Let us make man in
our own image j" "In the image of God Eve was subjected i "Ye shall be as gods
created he him, male and female created he lcnowing goud and evil." The good, they
knew-they had it in profusion. Evil, they
them." Gen. i. 26, 27.
It is thus declared in these passages of knew not, as yet. The very word was strickscripture four times, in the short space of en from the mint below. It came from the.
two verses, that man was created in the tempter's own hand. Bitterly did Eve and
her fallen Lord pay the price of this ambiimage of God.
But even after man had fallen, it is reaf- tious know ledge i It has become the base
firmed by Moses, that "in the image of God coin of all our wretchedness here on the
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earth. It will not be received as the value weakness, God is represented in scripture as
of a single gift or blesslllg of all that God having the body and the attributes of man,
has to bestow upon his creature man. And we are not to degrade the Creator into the
yet this knowledge of good and evil, is all likeness of the creature-especially
in relathe knowledge, aside from revelation, that tion to "the house we live in."
the world can give us. How little of the
Whatever resemblance, in some respects,
good, in comparison with the evil, have we may be between the "thing formed and he
accumulated for six thousand years!
who formed it," we should ever remember
But notwithstandmg the apostacy of our that God is Spirit.
This is his essential
race, the divine image is seen, in some meas- nature. Not a Spirit, but "Spirit."
Just
nre, in all men. Sin has not wholly defaced as our Savior said of his Father: "God
or obliterated it. Its traces, now and then, alone is Good." Not simply a good being,
are distinctly seen everywhere. But chiefly nor yet the good being, but whOlly, truly,
in infancy and childhood, the divine photO- eternally "GOODI"
graph appears. They have not as yet been
All relative and comparative ideas con"drawn away and enticed boYsin,"
cerning the essential nature of the only wis.e
"Heavenlies aboutus In our infancy."
God, seem tame, in view of these positive
Th~ touches of a divine pencil, dipped in affirmations, as thus expressed by him who
celestIal ,colors, may be clearly traced in it; alone "knew the Father."
The same form
.and therefore, in the "renewal" of man in of expression, is found in the writings of
the image of God, the child has become the the beloved John: "God is love;" not simearthly model. "Except ye be converted ply a being who has .loved us and loves all
and become as a little child, ye shall not en- his works; but, his essential nature is "Love."
tel' into the kingdom of God." In a still In the same sense "God is Spirit."
higher sense than Wordsworth conceived,
In this absolute sense, we suppose that
thus,God has no likeness. It was after the
"The childis fatherof the man."
prophet Isaiah had asked the questions:
In order to understand more fully this "Who hath directed the Spirit of the Lord,
subject, we will examine a few leading opin- or being his counsellor hath taught him?"
ions entertained upon it.
that he ad.ds: "To whom then will ye liken
There is first, the poetical idea, which has God? or what likeness will ye compare unto
formed the basis of many a song and beau- him?"
It is also expressly forbidden in
tiful stanza, that the "image" is wholly or the scriptures for anyone to personify God,
chiefly in the outer man. This is the 'lEs- or to make any supposed similitude of him.
thetic form of~he question-the beau ideal of lIe dwelleth not in temples made with
all that is graceful and imposing in the face hands, Idols, of wood and stone, the work
and form of humanity. With head erect of man's handR, are but the embodiment of
and radiant with beauty; and with body some ip.eal God, within the mind of the inand limbs stately and kingly. This is the fatuated devotee; and in the sight of him
stereotyped ideal of all the romance wri- who is "SPIRIT," an abomination. We can
tel'S of the past and the present. It is em- form some idea of everything that is mateinently sensuous, animal, earthly, and can- rial and sensuous. Our imaginations, though
not be confided in as the true conception of not creative, have a wonderful power in
the image. Relative, comparative, counter- combining all the elements of thought we
part truth, should not be mistaken for abso- may have, and throwing them into every
lute truth. The law had in it "the form possible shape. 'l'hey are kaleidoscopic,
of knowledge and of the truth," but not the and every turn of the instrument, changes
reality. It was the outer semblance of the the relations of all the objects within, and
inner truth, found alone in the gospel.
places them in new and strange and ever
Though in accommodation to human varied positions j but the imagination, no
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more than the kaleidoscope, can create the
materials which revolve therein.
That the body of man is beautiful, no one
can deny. The casket that enshrines the
spirit is exceedingly fine, both in the materials of which it is formed, and the skill
displayed in its organization.
"What a piece of work is man! How noble in reason! how ~finite in faculties! In
form and moving, how express and admirable! tn action, how like an angel! In apprehension, how like a God·~ The beauty
of the world: the pa.ragon of animals."
But notwithstanding this array of excellence in the person of man, we should be
careful not to entertain gross ideas of 'God,
growing out of any supposed sensuous resemblance between him and his Maker, as if
he had bodily organs and parts, and the essential characteristics of a human being.
The body of man, however beautiful and
perfect, is simply but a tabernacle, which
enshrouds his spirit; and that which it contains, being the inhabitant, alone possesses
whatever marks and traces of a divine image is inherited by man. The jewel, is always of more value than the casket which
contains it; the man, of greater value than
the house in which he lives; the spirit, than
the tent in which it has taken up its temporary abode.
All gross and materialistic ideas of the
spirit of man, issues from the same fount
which produced the idolatries of heathen
worship. They changed "the glory of the
immottal God, into the likeness of mortal
man, of fowls, of four-footed beasts, and of
reptiles;"
So materialism has ch~nged the
glory of the spirit of man-God's likeness,
into organized matter, nerves and tissues,
the cerebrum and cerebellum of the crowning head I And as fowls, and four-footed
beasts and reptiles, have all these in common with man, it has reduced man to a level with them. He has the wisdom of the
serpent, the courage of the lion, the fierceness of the vulture.
He is a superior order
of animals to anyone of the species, but
combines not in himself the' sum total of
the entire genus
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How men degrade themselves, when
they forsake their true mercies and belie
their own nature I What fools they become,
when they adop~ sense instead of faith as
their safest guide, and rely upon reason
rather than revelation, on those subjects
which lie beyond our earthly horizon I
If man is only an ammal, simply flesh
and blood-mere organized matter-in what
is he greater than the race of animated creation? Can he worm himself into the earth
as a serpent? Has he the sting of the adder? Has he the industry and foresight of
the ant? Can he build such houses as the
bee, and fill them with such sweets? Oan
he soar with the lark, and singing as he
soars, fill
"All the earth and air,
With his voice as'loud
As, when night is bare,
From one lonely cloud
The moon rains out her beams, and heaven is overflowed."

Has he the cunning and the handicraft of
the beaver? Can he spin such silken threads
and weave such gossamer veils as the spider? Does he understand geometry as the
wasp, or can he throw such a circle as
warms the breast of the wren? Has he the
eye of the eagle, the meekness of the dove,
or can he snuff up the battle from afar, as
the wild horse of the desert? Has he the
tread of the elephant, the endurance of the
camel, the patience of the ox? Can he
draw out leviathan with an hook? or his
tongue with a cord? Can he put an hook
into his nose? or bore his jaw through with
a thorn?
Will he make many supplications
to thee? Will he speak soft words to thee?
Lay thine hand upon him, remember the
battle, do no more."
The Apollo Belvidere, as a work of art,
is unsurpassed.
No human form on earth
possesses all the points of beauty and perfection it displays, because it has in it combined the chief excellences of all. But it
is unconscious marble. The differential
quality between it and the most imperfect
specimen of humanity, is life, intelligence;
and this gives more dignity, grace and value
to a man, than all the Apollos that all the
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quarries could furnish in time or eternity.
And so in our comparison with man, and
the whole animated world. Whatever attributes ana qualities the inferior tribes, in
some respects, may have over our race, they
have not reason, conscience, the faculty divine.
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as the Pope of Rome and Romanism, and as
the legitimate fruits of their power. They
took away liberty, civil and religious-wholly took them away and annihilated themin the old world; and this they are beginning to do here in the new. We point you
to the history of Romanism and of the
"Dear heaven, how silly are the things that live
Christian church, as it may be found in
In thicket.s, and eat berries."
books upon your shelves, and accessible to
Davenport, Iowa.
all-to
standard, ste~~otyped works, for
what Romanism has been, and for what it
has done in the old world, and we will soon
tell you something of what it has done and
is doing here.
lWMANISM···A FRAGMENT.
But first'let me show that our other ifBY F. W. EMMONS.
firillations of Romanism are true; that it is
But Romanism under all governments, in the friend of tyranny and 'oppression and
all countries, in all ages, has been the leav- moral darkness, the foe of Christ; that it
en of proscription. It has filled the heavens is ant.i-Christ.
with darkness.
It has placed a man, the
Shall I proceed now to prove all this, or
Pope, on the throne of Immanuel. It has these things, or shall we consider them as
set up angels, and men, and women, as truisms,' and by the references given and the
mediators and intercessors, and has with· remarks we have made, as already proved?
held from the common people the word of
If it be proved that Romanism is' the enlife.
emy of civil and religious liberty-has
ever
Shall we point you to its rise, in the first been so in the old world, it is a truism;
and purest ages of the church of Christ? and proved, per coneequence, that it is and
In the days of Paul, he said: "The mys- ever has been the friend of tyranny and optery of iniquity doth now already work." -pression and moral darkness.
Shall we speak of its progress, till from the
'But is it the foe of Christ? Is it antigeneral falling away from Christ and from Christ?
holiness, that "man of sin and son of perMost certainly it is the foe of Christ, if
dition, who opposeth and exalteth himself it assumes Christ's throne j and if it be the
above all that is called God or is worship- foe of Christ, it is anti-Christ, for anti
ped; so that he as God sitteth in the tem- means against. But in' pretending to be
pIe of God, showing himself that he is the "VicaJ.: of Christ upon earth," in op'God," was fully revealed? When the Pope posing and exalting himself above all that
was declared Universal Bishop, when the is called God or is worshipped, the Pope of
saints were given unto his hand? Shall we Rome not only fully revealed himself to be
point you to what Romanism did from the the foe of, and anti-Christ, but the Man of
fifth to the tenth, from the tenth to the six- sin, and the Son of perdition. The Pope,
teenth, and from the sixteenth to the nine- as the head; the Roman Catholic Church, '
teenth century?
Shall we speak of the as the body; and Romanism, as the spirit
dark ages, and what made them dark? Of and principles by which all the members
the proscriptions and persecutions, the are actuated, are inseparable. We theredeaths, the rivers of blood which have been fore speak of them all together.
poured out j of the inquisition, of all its
That this "Man of sin" is the "Woman"
horrors; of St. Bartholomew's day, and also, who sits upon "the scarlet colored
many other days of blood? Yes j we will beast j" or, if the man be the Pope, the
point you to the~. We point you to them head, the woman is the church, the body,
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the great "harlot," which is described by
St. John as drunken with the blood of the
saints, and the mother of all abominations,
is equally obvious. What have we, therefore, to prove?
It seems as though all that we have said,
without saying more under this head, were
altogether a work of supererogation.
And
yet it may Dot be so; and yet it m~y not be
out of place, nor uncalled for, to quote and
apply here two other characteristics of
this Man of sin. "Forbidding to marry,"
says Paul, and commanding "to abst:.tin
from meats, which God hath given to be received with thanks-giving by them that
know and obey the truth."
The Romish
clergy are forbidden to marry; and the
Romish Church eats no flesh, except fish
on certain days. "And I saw," says John,
"a woman sit upon a scarlet colored beast,
full of names of blasphemy, having seven
heads and ten horns. And the woman was
arrayed in purple and scarlet color, and
decked with gold, and precious stones, and
pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full
of abominations and filthiness of her fornication. And upon her forehead a name
written, 'l\fystery, Babylon the Great, the
Mother of Harlots, and Abominations of
the earth.' And I saw the woman drunken
with the blood of the saints, and with the
blood of the martyrs of Jesus; and when I
saw her I wondered with great admiration."
The explanation which follows, makes it
perfectly plain that the subject of this vision is the Roman Catholic Church. In
this all expositors of prophecy and commentators of note, except Romanists themselves, agree.
With these verifications of our definition
of Romanism, the few and general references which have been given to its past history in the old world, we come now with it
to the new. Let us look at it and contemplate it within our own borders, at home.
RomaDlsm, we have said, is in this country what it has been in every other. Its
Ilpirit, its aims are the same here and now,
that they have been elsewhere and formerly.
All that is wanting is the opportunity and
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the power, and these are fast increasing, and
the Pope of Rome will make our President,
our governors, and fill all the subordinate
offices of State.
We have spoken of Romanism, as yet,
only as opposed to civil and religious liberty, as proscriptive and persecuting in its
spirit, as corrupt in its principles; and, in
this aspect, have specified but a few particulars. Time would fail us, now, to speak
of their "transubstantiation,"
their "confessionals," their "purgatory," their "code
of morals," and much else that might be
named. But permit the relation of an incident or two, of which the writer was an eye
and ear witness.
In the winter of 1837, while attending a
public debate on the Roman Catholic Religion, at Cincinnati, Ohio, which then and
there occurred between Alexander Campbell
and Bishop John B. Purcell; while the
former was reading from a little book published by Smith, of New York, formerly
a Romish priest, containing extracts from
the works of St. Ligori, my own mind, and
that too of all who heard, I presume, was
particularly arrested by one passage, which
contained a license for the lewdness of
priests. It spoke of their keeping bad
women, and of their being "fined" for it. It
was no sooner read and briefly commented
upon by Mr. Campbell, and he had taken
his seat, th3-n the bishop arose in great
wrath. He appealed to heaven, in the most
solemn manner, and called on all to witness,
while he declared that no such passage was
to be found in the works of Ligori; that he
had these works, and had read them all,
and this, which Mr. C. had now read, was
"a base fabrication

of the apostate Smith /"

The next day, or a day or two afterwards,
at Mr. Campbell's request, I wrote to Mr.
Smith for an attested copy of the original
Latin of the passage in question, and before
I left Cincinnati was favored with the sight
of it. That it was in the works of St.
J~igori, and correctly copied and published
by Smith, in the letter which he returned
was attested by Duncan Dunbar, pastor of
the M~Dougal st. Baptist Ohurch j Jno.
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Kennaday, pastor of the Methodist Episcopal Church; Spencer H. Cone, pastor of
the Oliver st. Baptist Church; Sam'l. F.
B. Morse, p~ofessor, etc., in the university
of the city of New York; W m. Green,
Jr., deacon in the 6th Free Congo Church,
New York, and C. G. Finney, pastor of the
church in the Broadway Tabernacle. Here,
then, I saw both lewdness and lying j the
one sanctioned by the precept, the other by
the example of two high dignitaries of the
Roman Church.
Subsequently, during a visit in the city
of New York, I was particularly interested
with the relation which an old gentleman
by the name of Wilcox gave in, at a conference meeting, of his conversion, some
forty years before, from Romaitism. He
was then upwards of seventy years of age.
"Till I was thirty-three years old," said he,
"I knew nothing about any other religion
than that of Rome. I prayed, as I was
taught, to the virgin Mary, and confessed
my sins to the priest. About this time, I
became concerned for the salvation of my
soul; felt myself to be a sinner; and prayed much to the virgin and others, using the
Romish prayer book to get relief; but
found it not. A protest:.tnt minister then
visited the house where I was, to see a person who was sick; and he was asked to see
and converse with me. He knocked at my
door, and I being then in the act of praying
to the virgin, got up from my knees and let
him in. I had the prayer book in my hand.
He asked me what book it was, and that I
would let him see it. I declined an answer;
but when he repeated his request, and
, promised to give the book back to 'ine, I let
him take it. He told me that it was wrong
to pray to the virgin, and to any being but
God. I was shocked with his teachings;
but he continued to explain and reason with
me, and before he went away he said: 'Now
let us kneel down together and pray to
God.' We knelt down; and 0, such a
prayer as he made I never heard before.
The spirit which he exhibited and the kind.ness of his manner, affected me much. The
next day I called upon my priest, and told
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him about it. And what do you think the
priest answered?
Oh, my friends," continued the old man, "he was mad-the color
came to his face, and he said, 'Damn him;
why did you not kick him out-out of the
room?' I replied that Ihad no occasion to treat
him thus. The priest repeated his oath, and
cursed him and cursed me; and I went
away, and r never confessed to a priest
again; but I prayed and confessed to God,
and I found mercy and forgiveness through
the bloed of the Lamb."

••••••
:EXCOMMUNICATION.
BY ELDER

A RAINES.

To the intelligent diiciple of Jesus, there
is something awful in the wGrd excommunication. The great mass of professors seem
to have scarcely any conception ofthe solemnity and fearfulness of that act by which a
membel' oC Christ's church is cut off from
the body of Christ by the authority of Christ,
and consigned to the world lying in wickedness, as his only appropriate place.
This incompetency to appreciate the awfulness of excommunication, is an evil,
which, together withinnumerable other evils,
has been entailed upon us by the apostacy.
In the mists and smoke of this defection
from original christian principles, the stupendous weight of christian obligation has,
in a great measure, been concealed. Surrounded as we are with a multitude of voluntary associations, denom inated evangeli.
cal; and hllving been educat.ed amid the roar
and confusion of the heterogeneous principles, and defences of prindples, out of which
these associations, unknown in the Bible
have grown; and by which each is supported
to the disparagement and at the expense of
all the others, it would have been strange
if the minds of men had not partaken of the
general dimness and confusion.
The unavoid able eff<lctupon the minds of
many persons, produced by these principles
and sects, is, a callousness to the obligations
of the christian profession. Not one of
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these sects, receives members upon the good every instance of exclusion, the excluded
confession, as did the apostles and primiti ve party would have been driven from the Eden of
churches; and, even if they did, still, tae all church relationship and privilege, into
very existence of 11 plurality of belligerent the wide perishing world; and, not having
sects, each dubbed by the others, churches any other church into which, as a city of
of Chirst, woulc\ be calculated to lessen, iu refuge, he might run-not having any other
the minds of their members, the terrors of altar than the Lord's, upon which he might
exclusion. Hence, it has been no uncom- lay hold, his circumsta~ces of obvious and
mon occurrence for members to run out of unmitigable rebellion against God, would,
one church into another, when under cen- far more probably than under present circumsure,and, sometimes, immediately, or shortly stances, have caused overwhelming convicafter excommunication from one of our tions to rush upon him, and brought him
congregations, for acts of great disorder-- again to humility, penitence, repentance, and
perhaps, high-handed knavery or meanness, the church.
Under the evil circumstances which surwe have known them as if they could change
their principles with the same facility with round us, 'we cannot do better, in so far as
which they change their cluthes, to be in a the present question is concerned, than to
few days members with some of the sects, point out tbese evils on the one hand, and
sailing under 'flying colors,}ooking daggers, the obligations of the good confession on tbe
up, at the same time, acand all sorts of impudence at those who had other :-holding
but executed the law of Uhrist in excluding cording to our best ability. the enormity and
them; and pouring scalding torrents ofpu- danger of a person's suffering bimself to be
trid vituperation on the heads of their quon- cut off, by tbe execution of tbe laws of the
dam brethren, who had per haps treated them King of Saints, from that institution which
with a hundred times more lenity ~han they is the PILLAR and &UPPORT of tbe TRUTH.
"Ve say, then, that as th~ confession or
deserved i-and who, being countenanced
and encouraged by their new associates, nev- profession of christianity involves a solemn
er once dreamed of the scathing vengeance vow or covenant to believe all that God says,
that darted upon them from the throne of and to do all that he com man 'is, according
Him, whose laws they had despised, and to the utmost of the ability with which he
whose authority they had trampled upon. endows us, therefore, this vow is disregarded
covenant is broken on our part,
Add to all this the fact, that the sectarian by us-this
condition of Christend.om necessarilyengen- whenever we suffer the laws of Christ to cut
ders in the bosom of each sect a desire for us. off from his church: and we stand unnumbers, even at the expense of principle, covered in the full blaze of all eyes in heaand we need not think it strange if the arm ven and on earth, as having broken covenant
having desof Discipline should be paralysed, and ex- with God and the church-as
communication Lecome a thing of mockery; pised a most sacred vow, containing all the
a mere straw, or bubble to be tossed on the sanctity and obligation of an oath-as having
billows of the raging and unsanctified pas- therefore perjUl'ed ourselves, in the very
How
siolts, of unsanctified, turbulent and self- WOfSt sense of the word perjured!
great
the
enormity!
How
Heaven-daring
willed pretenders of godliness!
;. According to the order and laws of the this sin! Viewed in this light, we shudder
primitive church, these evils could not exist. as we contemplate it! We start horrorThese demand the unity of the church, and stricken, as from the serpent's venomous
Yes,
speak ip thunder· tones against all divisions fang I-as from a bottomless vortex!
and factiuns. Had, therefore, the voice of if the laws of Christ cnt us off, we ha ve lied
God been permitted to rule among those who to the Holy Spirit! and as we wend our
professed to be followers of Jesus, the church way from the church into the world, we are
would have remained ONE; in which case, in desertel'S- from tbe army of God to that of
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Satan-from tlle banner gemmed with Beth- which has no parallel on earth. Nothing
lehem's effulgent star, to that of the Devil, in the order of means, is equally adapted to
crimsoned wit.h the blood of our fathers and awaken compunction in the guilty, with
mothers-clotted with the gore of all past spiri~ual censures impartially administered.
generations of our race! And if cur exclu- The sentence of excommunication, in particsion should be made the subject of our sport ular, harmonizing with the dictates of conand laughter, we are sporting with our own science, and re-echoed by her voice, is truly
deceivings, on the slippery brow of a preci- terrible. It is the voice of God, speaking,
pice, beneath which fiery billows roll; and through the legitimate organ, which he who.
our laughter is but the laughter of a moral despises or neglects, ral~ks with hEathen men
mani ••c!
and publicans, joins the synagogue of Satan,
'Ve know that the above paragraph may and takes his lot with an unbelieving
. seem severe: but whether or not it is severe, world, doomed to perdition.
Excommuniis not the question-Is
it true! We have cation is n sword, which, strong in its apthought much on the subject of excommuni· p'arent weakness, and the sharper, and the
cation, and have viewed it from many points, more keenly edged, for being divested of all
and contemplated it in many aspects; but sensible and exterior enyelopements, lights
conscientiously, we cannot, with the solemn immediately on the spirit, and infflicts a
obligations of the good confession before us, wound, which no balm can cnre, no ointsoften, in the least, our decision. Did we ment can mollify, but which must continue
not, when we made that confession, solemn- to ulcerate and burn, till healed by the hlood
ly covenant to hearken to Jesus Ohrist--to of atonement, applied by penitence and
be his disciples--to honor him, by engaging prayer."
The evils connected with, or consequent
and continuing in his service, snd to be
faithful, the Lord being our helper, until upon excommunication, are not only great
death? If we did Dot promise so much as but numerous. Could we exhibit none but
this, then we say ~hat the confession is a that exhibited in the preceding, the violasolemn nothing, and of no more value than tion of our confession-this alone would prea blasted nut-shell. But we have proved, sent it as an evil most appalling in its nature
in our essay on the good confession, that we and consequences, to every mind capable of
did thus promise: we are, consequently, appreciating it. Were it possible for a percompelled, by the obvious and uncontrover- son to suffer himself to be cut off from the
tible truth of the case, to hold fast our de- body of Christ, by the law of Christ, and
cision, as one of the terrible verities of our still retain his moral powers in a healthy
holy religion, Rnd t.o defend it, though the state, so as to be acutely sensitive under conwhole worlr! were to rise up against it. And viction on account of sin, nothing short of
we say farther, that if all professors viewed the deepest mental agony would be the conthis subject as we do, it would be a thou- sequence. How degraded would a man feel
sand times better, both for the church and himself to be! How false-harted!
False
for the world: for how, in that case, could a to his God, to his Saviour, to his brethren,
believer in the truth of Christianity, suffer to himself!
himself to be righteously, or by the law of
In the present state of society, however.
Ohrist, excluded from the church?
It we cannot reasonably expect this subject to
would require the brazen hardihood and be generaIly appreciated.
The customs of
recklessness of a demon, thus to act.
the world, or at least many of them, are
Mr. Hall's description of the nature of ex- highly detrimental to fidelity in both church
communication is very ·striking. "I am and state; and operate as preventives to
far from thinking lightly of the spiritual those compunctious throbbings of conscipower with which Christ has armed his ence which ought to result, in every instance,
ehurch.
It is a high and mysterious one, from an infraction of the principles of our
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christian profession. It is indeed most al- world: indeed, these excluded ones, having
arming and lamentable,
that a very deserted to the camp of Satan, have placed
large proportion of mankind, even in this themselves at a greater distance from
nominally christian country, seem to be gov- the prayers of the congregation, than are
crned but little by the obligation of their those of the world, who have never made a
covenants made with the"l' fellow men, and profession. They go out from under the
break them habitually, with very little ap- watch-care of the brethren.
They are in
parent contrition.
Need we wonder, then, one sentence, cut off from a proprietorship
to see these same persons throw aside their in all the ordinances of the house of God;
Christian profession as if it were a very and therefore from <tIlthe benefits resulting
light thing; and, instead of repenting in sack- from a proprietorship in those ordinances.
cloth and ashes, rather glorying in their re- They are cast cut of the ark of safety'belli on, and hardening their necks against and prostrate in their sins and blood. lie fesall the remonstrances of their brethren, and tering, preparatory, if not restored to the faagainst all the motives of the Christian re- vor of God, to eternal burnings. How fearligion ?
ful the condition of such persons! If t~e
Under these circumstances, it is precisely genuine Christian,in
th.e enjoyment of the
what we ought to expect; especially, when, divine favor must "work out his salvation
perhaps, not one in a thousand of them ever with fear and trembling," how much morc
understood the solemn sanctions,the infinitely should the excoIllmunicated exceedingly
weighty obligation of the good confession. fear and tremble? Feeble, and without the
The ease and impunity with which many help of those means of grace, by the use of
respectable persons break their own solemn which "the righteous scarcely are saved,"
covenants,aud still retain their respectability, where shall these ungodly and sinful men
might be illustrated by a reference to the appear? If while enj oying access to all the
frequency with which the temperance pledge ordinances of the house of God,they permitted
has been broken within these last few years, Satan, like a strong man armed, to take posby persons who had pawned th~ir honor that session of the whole citadel of their soul, is
they would not drink any thing as a bever- it not alarmingly probable, that now, since'
age that could intoxicate.
They are now he has obtained possession, he will keep it,
found in the use of intoxicating drinks! and that their last state, like the man outef
Hav~ they forfeited their honor? Not in whom the unclean spirit was cast, and who
the estimation of the great majority I They was afterwards possessed by the seven spirare very honorable men, forsooth! and, per- its, more wicked than the first, will be incalhaps, rather boast that they had the spirit, culably their worst state?
the gentility, the independence, to violate a
But dark as this ca~e has already been
solemn covenant. Infinitely more alarming made to appear, the half has not yet been
is the condition of the man who breaks his told us. 'What an evil influence does thc
baptismal pledge, the good confession-for
bad life of the excommunicated shed on the
this is a pledge given notto man only, but to world and on the church?
Often they beGod I and not that we will abstain from the come the bitterest enemies of the church;
use of ardent spirit merely, but from ALL and niisrepresent and slander it in a most·
SIN, the J~ord being our helper.
wicked and cruel manner. This, more or
But this is not all: the excommunicated less, prevents the salvation of others. But
are excluded from the privileges of the con- even should they remain the nominal friends
gregation. They can no longer partake of of the church, still their bad conduct, and
the Lord's supper. They are cut off from their fall, will discourage others, and prepastoral oversight and admonition.
The vent them from making the requisite efforts
prayers of the congregation are no longer for salvation. And it should also be rememfor them, only as the saints pray for the bered, that the excommunicated almost aI-
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ways have their friends, sometimes relatives, awe, which this sOlemn act of excision seems
who become offended at their exclusion, and naturally to demand. There appears in this
behave in so unchristian a manner as to act a reference to the future judgment of
make it necessary to exclude them also. Christ. In one sense, the church now judges
Much bitterness and heart-burning is the re- for Christ in mattcrs of his kingdom; and
lSult:-sometimes schisms and factions, con- wo to them who dare to pronounce this senfusion and every evil work;-a
long train tence, without being persuaded on good
of evils, the effects of which will be com- grounds, that it is the seutence of Christ
mensurate with eternity, and all these hav- himself. It is the ~cho of his awful voice,
ing their origin in the sins of one man, who saying even now to the offender, 'Depart
So persisted in sin as to render his exclusion from my house;' and unless the offender renecessary. 0 what responsibilities has God penL, in' anticipation of his sentence, saying
connected with a profession of the Uhris- at the last day, 'Depart from my heaven.'
tian religion I How fearful the condition
It is a saying, no more trite than true,
of every man, who, having made the good that "prevtntion is better than cure."
To
confession, tramples under his feetitssolemn this we shall add, "prevention is better than
obligations! Such men, through obstinacy, excommunication."
The scripture rule is,
or the love of sil!, may resist the motive of "If a man be overtaken in a fault, ye who
the gospel while on earth, and may even are spiritual, restore such a onc in the spirit
proudly or stubbornly die without a renun- of meekness; considering thyself, lest thou
ciation of their sins; but wben the great day also be tempted."
r~ckoning shall come, they will find, when I We often lament the defectiveness of our
It w1l1be too late, that they had been en- congregations in point of discipline.
And
gaged in a most disastrous enterprise. WItile we are bound to admit that many of them
here, they may be angry with, and abuse are deplorably defective. To us however, it
the church; but if the law of Christ has cut appears, that this defectiveness does not so
them off, the sentence of the church has much consist in the not bringing erring inbeen ratified in heaven; so that their wrath dividuals before the congregation, as in the
and abuse is not so much directed against want of private admonition and exhortathe church, as against the head of the church tion. Yve are eommanded to "exhort one
-the
one Lawgiver, who is able to li\ave another daily, while it is called to-day, lest
and destroy.
any be hardened through the deceitfulbess
'The sentence of excommunication,' says of sin." This mutual exh(Jl.'tation is made
James, 'should never be proceeded to by the the duty, not of the preachers and teachers
church, but with the greatest caution and only, but of the whole brotherhood; and
seriousness. It should be accompanied with would, in innumerable in~tances, were it
sorrowful and humble confession of the de- performed according to the scriptures, prelinquent's sin, and earnest prayer that it vent the necessity of public trials, or even
-may have a good effect on his mind, and the trials before the eldership; and if so, it
minds of others. It should be done in the would in very many instances prevent ex.name of the Lord Jesus, and not as an act of communication.
the church's own authority. It should have
Now, it is a known fact, that mutual or
an immediate reference to the ends of church private admonition and exhortation is bui
fellowship, and the benefit of the offender. little practiced in many of our congregaIt should be unattended by any emotions of tions. In all such cases the number of
wrath, malice, party-spirit, or personal re- apostacies must be many; and, consequentsentment .. In short from the beginning to ly, instances of exclusion must be numerthe end of the fearful proceeding, there ous. In many instances, if a brother errs,
should be a manifestation of all that delib- instead of meekly admonishing him, we beeration, discretion, seriousness, grief, and come shy of him, and distant, and perhaps
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aid in publishing his fault, and in some in- having been previously expended, by which
stances, if his case is not very promptly the offender might be restored.
brought up, animadvert with great severity
We have sometimes thought that some
on the tardiness of our MUZZLED (1st Tim. of our congregations are more influenced
v. 18,) lay Bishops, whom we have P~.t by a fear of the opinions of the world, in
into office, it would seem; among other pur- reference to the offending members, than
poses, to keep the disagreeable work of ex- by the law of Christ. Hence, in such
hortation and andmonition off our own cases, we have often heard, among them,
hands: or that, having many servants, we this exclaniation, "\Vhat will the world
may be a kind of spi1'1'tual quality?
Thus, say?"
Now, although we are not for
an ordinance of Christianity is permitted to wholly disregarding. the opinions of the.
lie pros!rate among us; and a most import- world, still, we can not consent to make
ant ordinance too; intended as a preventive them our CHURCHDISCIPLINE.
We have,
against the hardening effects of sin. It in the scriptures, a perfect law of liberty j
would be marvelous, indeed, if the leaving and it is our duty to govern our congregathie wheel out of the machinery of our dis- tions by this, let the world's opinions be
cipline, should not be attended with very what they may; and, consequently, instead
deplorable consequences.
of suffering ourselves to be unduly influWe mention mutual and private exhorta- enced by the opinions of the world, and, as
tion as one of the means by which excom- the result, prematurely cutting off a brothmunication might be, in many instances, er, we should cast about in our minds for
prevented; it is, however, but one of the means of restoration. These being brought
means. The whole influence of the preach- to bear fully, from time to time upon his
ers and teachers, and the efficacy of all mind, if he is not restored, the great probathe ordinances of Christianity, as well as bility is that he is not a Christian .. He
the exhortations of the brotherhood, should "loves not the Lord Jesus Christ," and "is
be brought to bear against the deleterious anathema maranatha."
He has become a
power of sin; and the efforts to be made lifeless branch, and needs to be pruned off,
should be in the ratio of the object to be to be gathered in a bundle, with other lifehad in view, the saving of souls from death, less branches like himself, to be burned,
and covering a multitude of sins. In many in the coming day of dreadful retribution.
cases much Iorbear:mce should be used.
·'It is a question worthy of considera.
Men, in their best estate, are encompassed tion," says James, a Baptist, "how chur(Jh
with many imperfections and frailties; and members should conduct themselves toward
hence, for many of their derelictions, shonld those who are separated from their combe more pitied than' blamed. The govern- munion. Weare not left without instrucment of the church, when administered ac- tions on this head. 'If any man obey not
cording to the law of Christ, is a govern- our word by this epistle, note that man, and
ment of grace. The rod of iron is rarely have no company with him, that he may be
to be used. We may place the standard of ashamed. Yet count him not as an enemy,
Christian duty as high as we please; but but admonish him as a brother.' 2d. Thes.
let us take care how we unchristianize those iii. 14, 15. 'I have written unto you, not
who come short of it. Scandalous offend- to keep company, if any that is called a
ers must be excluded, (1st Cor. v. 11,) but brothpr, be a fornicator, or covetous, or an
the babe in Christ, (1st 001'. iii. 1-3,) though idolator, or a railer, or a drunk:ard, or an
under the influence of an often prep onder- extortioner, with such an one no not to
ating carnality, is to be fed with the 8in- eat.' 1st Cor. v. 11. Two things are here
cere milk of the word, that he may grow evident.
thereby.
Exclusion, in every instance,
1. We are commanded to withdraw from
llhould be the last resort,-every
means voluntary association wita such individuals.
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We are t6 shun their company. We are that Paul prohibits the partaking with an
not even to sit down with them to an or- excommunicated person in a common meal.
dinary meal, etc., and this is to be done, to N ow, may we not ask, why "note" persons
testify our abhorrence of the sin, and that in this way, why MARK them as with a
the offendcr himself may be ashamed, and brand of infamy? Is it not because, havfecI the awful situation in which his trans- ing violated their profession, or confession,
they are to be viewed as traitors?
It is
gression has placed him.
some
where
related
of
the
traitor
A,rnold,
2. But it is equally evident from the
apostolic injunction, that excommunicate,d that on visiting England, he was introduced
persons are not to be utterly forsaken and to a noble lord; and extending his hand,
abandoned.
'Count him not as an enemy, he doubted not that -his lordship would
but admonish him asa brother.'
Pains grasp and shake it with great cordiality.
should be taken to bring them to repentance. How must Arnold have been' cut to the
1'hey should not be given up to their sins, heart, under a sense of meanness, when inaud given over, to become more and more stead of the anticipated cordiality, he pervile. The pastors and members should seek ceived himself to be looked upon by his
opportunities to admonish and warn them, lordship with withering scorn! "What 1"
'peradventure God may give them\repent. said his lordship, "the traitor Arnold 1 I
ance to the acknowledging of the truth.' will never give my hand to a traitor !!"
But is a man who is excluded from the
Upon their penitence and reformation, they
church
of Christ, by the law of Christ, a
should again be received into communion
traitor?
Christians are soldiers-constitute
with compassion and love, joy and gratithe
army
of
the faith-Jesus
is the captain
tude."
of
salvation-the
kingdom
of
satan constiThe read3r will perceive that it is the
tutes
an
opposing
army-follows
it not,
opip.ion of James that the apostle prohibits
Christians from partaking of an ordinary then, that those who go from the army of
Oertainly they are
meal with an excommunicated person. And the faith are traitors?
Dr. A. Clarke is of the same opinion. His deserters. And if, after desertion, they, in
words are, "Not even to eat with such; any way, aid and abet the enemies of the
have no communion with such a one, in church, they are traitors. They have sworn
things either sacred or civil. You may allegiance to the government of the princo
transact your worldly concerns with a per- Messiah, and in violation of this oath gone
son that knows not God, and makes no proc over to the armies of satan. These being
fession of Christianity, whatever his moral the facts <ofthe case, what are they but
And is not this the grand reason
charactcr may be; but ye must not even traitors?
why
the
apostle
commands t1:at with such
thus far. acknowledge a man professing
the
Ohristian
shall
not eat? These quesChristianity who is scandalous in his contions
demand
our
most
pious consideration.
duct. Let him have this extra mark of
It
should
not
be
forgotten,
however, that
your abhorrence of all sin; and let the
though
we
may
"mark"
or
"note"
persons
world see that the church of God does not
tolerate iniquity."
Barnes' words are, "to who become scandalous offenders again t
have no intercourse or fellowship with him Christ and the church, yet we are to do this
Weare not to depart from
of any kind; not to do any thing that would benevolently.
) seem to acknowledge him as a brother; with the law: "Do good unto all men as ye havo
. Our refusing intercourse
such an one not even to eat at the same .ta- opportunity."
ble. A similar course is enjoined by J ohri. with offenders, is not to be the effect of
2d John x. 11. This refers to the inter- malice or spite, but from a sense of duty,
course of common life, and not particularly and to show our abhorrence of sin; esof trampling upon the
to the communion.'.' To these we might pecially the s'
blood-sealed
confession;
the sin of violadd a long list of the learned, who testify
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ting our baptismal vow. N or should we
forget that, if. the learned are right in the
interpretation of the words, "with such an
one no not to eat," those professors who admit the excluded to all the common courtesies of life, violate a law of Christ. Oan it
be that these words relate to the Lord's
supper? The word "eat" appears too common to designate a participation of the
Supper. What say you brethren?
To conclude. "L'et us prove all things,
and hold fast that which is good." Let us,
as far as possible, restore the whole law of
Chiist-the
whole Ohristian institution,
cost us what it may.
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of complaint is, that men claiming to be
ministers of the gospel, preachers of Christ
and of the New Testament, pervert their
calling, turn themselves and their calling
into anything that the popular breeze may
bring along, preach anything and everything, but the gospel.
The class of men here aUuded to are
highly, cultivated, most polished and accomplished gentlemen. They are well posted in all that pertains to their day and generation, outside of the Bible. They understand and observe the etiquette of society
in which they move, and attend most punctilliously to the little civilitie~, courtesies
and amenities of life. They are graceful,
easy in their manners, polite ~nd fashionable men. They are well versed in the po4 •••.
litical career of their country, the newspaper literature, both political and the unpolitical
secular, but not so conversant with
A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION.religious
literature, especially the Bible.
No. IV.
They attend to the novel, even down to the
THE :ltIINISTRY AND PREACHING.-NO.
2.
latest, the softest and most sickening love
In a previous article, under the above tale. Indeed, they are freqJently found to
caption, a brief description of learned, doc- be authors of some of the most choice of
trinal and partisan preachers, sworn to de- these. In one word, they are well informed
fend certain dogmas and parties, was given. in all the literature of their time and counIn the present papers a description of an- try, except that in which the pure gospel
other class will be attempted, viz.: The of the grace of God is set forth. That is
lea~'ned, scient'ijic, philosophical, mo;al and outside of their study. They also have
political lecturer. That it is proper for acquired the attractive art of assuming the
men to deliver learned, scientific, philosoph- grave, solid and august air and tone, and
ical, moral and political lectures, at proper the lightest, emptiest and most supercilious.
times and in appropriate places, no one of In one word, they ha,e acquired the bare
intelligence has the least doubt.
The art of first class theatrical stage perform.
ground of complaint is not that lectures of ers. No matter what the theme j they can
this description are delivered, for the enter- speak upon it and act it out. They know
tainment and improvement of public assem- how to acquire applause and gratify the
blies. On the co~trary lectures on litera- multitude, and their trade is to do it.
ture, astronomy, or geology are perfectly
These men give themselves no trouble
right. But the ground of complaint is, about what is popularly styled "doctrine,"
that the house of the Lord has been t~rned nor do they annoy their auditors with anyinto the lecture room, the church into a thing of that sort. When the tough quespopular assembly of the world, the profess- tions that have puzzled the minds of thoued preacher of the' gospel into a popular sands of profound men come into their
lecturer, and in the place of the preaching minds, they dash through at a single bound,
of' the gospel-preaching
:Christ-as
we simply pronouncing the doctrine so or not so.
have it in scripture, we have the world- This not only ends all controversy, but all
ly lecture and entertainment.
The ground occasion for any. It is entirely satisfactory
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to the speaker, and it is a matter of no con- some comical style, that sums all classes up
sequence whether the hearer believes it or together and makes them all sinnerll about
not. This class of preachers should not be .alike, and all needing the divine clemency,
styled Trinitarians, or Unitarians, Calvin- though all have much good in them and in
ists or Arminians, Restorationists or Uni· the end causing no one to tremble as Felix,
versalists, Mahomedans or Mormons. They or to come to repentance.
Their places of
are neither Jews nor Pagans.
Among the public exhibition are as much places of
numerous names now current, there is not fashionablc amusement and entertainment
probably a single one appropriate to them. as the theater, only the surroundings are
Individuals of the class we are introducing not so grossly corrupt.
have been found nominally identified with
Which one of this class of men has ever
different ecclesiastical bodies; but really entered upon the grave work of an exposithey belonged to nothing and were nothing tior of scripture?
Which one of them has
but brilliant, shrewd and flourishing nlen of ever attempted to set forth the d;fferent
the world; ani could probably be as ap- dispensations of religion, as found in ·the
propriately Etyled Nothingarians, as any- history of God'!! dealings with mankind,
thing that can be manufactured convenient- showing where one ended and another comly in our ~anguage. 'Ihey are nothing re- menced, what part was applicable to us and
ligiously. They are simply moral, litera1'y what not applicable, and assigning all the
and poZ./tical lectm·ers. The mistake is in numerous reasons?
Which one of them
styling them "ministers of the gospel." has ever shown himself to be a teacker of tke
This is the last title applicable to them. Billle in any good sense? Theod~He Clapp
Jesus is not "the way, the truth and the was a man of decided learning, ability and
life" to them, nor in their preaching.
He had an immense power over men. He had
is no grand center in their minds. He fig- a splendid understanding of human nature
ures much less in their exhibitions than and knew how to move ~en. He could
Byron or Shakespeare. They do not preacb have turned thousands' to righteousness.
to save men, hut to entertain, amuse and But where are those turned to the Lord by
captivate the afliuent, popular and fashiona- him? He had the learning and mind nec'ble chm'ch-goers, who prefer anything in the essary to an accurate understanlEng of the
bounds of the universe to the pure gospel scriptures and a sound interpretation of' the
of the grace of God.
Bible; but what light did he ever shed
The preachers bere described, precisely upon that holy Book? Instead of bis
suit one class, and a large one at that, for shedding light on the Bible, he diverted
thcy ~an preaeb all day, amuse, entertain attention from it. Thcodore Parker was
and delight the audience without the least also a man of decided learning, natural
interruption of their consciences, in refer- ability, and he had a superior understanding
. ence to their deliberate, premeditated and of human nature; but what has he left the
persistent disobedienceand'utterindifference
world in the shape of light upon the Bible?
to the commandments of God. The people Surely nothing deserving the name. In the
. hear them and go away with the same light I place of light, he threw darkness over it, to
and giddy hearts as when they came. 'fhe the extent of' his power, he filled the public
idea 01' repentance neyer enters into their mind with doubts, difficulties and uncertainminds. If' they hear anything said about ties. He commented, carped and animadsin it is in reference to the sin of Adam, verted upon the J"aults, flaws and imperfecthe Antediluvians, Sodomites, Egyptians or tions in the characters of the great and
Jews, or the sin of some other state or good men of the Bible, and appeared to
country, or the sins of some other people make these an e;;'cuse for the irreligious and
than those immediately addressed; or if impious in his own time. It was wonJeTful,
any allusion is made to their sins, it is in as well as painful to any pious man, to hear
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him attacking the characters of ~uch men from Henry Ward Beecher, now the mos~
a.s David, Abraham, Noah, etc., and to see popular, attractive and powerful of his
with what avidity the most profane, de- class in America, down to Ames, of "Broad
bauched and dissipated of every sort, would Gauge" memory, Bloomington, Ill., it is
listen to his descriptions. When he died, useless now to particularize, either as they
his sun set behind a thick, dark and gloomy were at the commencement of the Reformacloud, leaving no good work behind, nor tion, or as they are now. Enough has been
one bright prospect in the vast and bound- said to introduce them. These men go not
to the commission for their themes, nor to
less future lying before him.
Henry Ward Beecher may have more the preaching of the apostles. They find
faith than either of the men we have alluded their gospel in the surroundings, in the
to had, but if he has, the evidence of it'is newspapers, the court house, on the streets,
hard to discover. He has the learning, na- any place, every place, anything and everytive ability and understanding necessary to thing that can be paraded, dished up and
have made an impression upon his genera- presented'in a pleasing form, so as to entertion such as would have appeared to the tain and amuse the audience. At one time,
end of time. But what has he ever done the preacher darts his arrows down, in vento bring the religion of Christ to bear upon geance and awful fury upon the politicians;
his race?
What has he ever done to yet in such a way as to show that he means
apply the law of the Lord to our world abd nothing only to evidence his independence.
enforce it upon mankind?
With him the Then he makes an awful attack upon all the
Bible is a very good old book, from which tribes of rumsellers and suckers in the
to select an isolated extract, as a text, for a land; yet in such a way as to show that he
popular lecture, whether in any degree of cares nothing about them, their practices or
the same nature with the text or not. But business; but is simply evincing to all that
as a book of authority, containing a divine he is a great man and fears nothing. Next
system, to be enjoined upon the world-a
he makes a terrible dash at the aristocracy,
revelation from God-he knows it not. He and all grades of monopolists, with awful
preaches as a philosopher, knowing from indignation on the side of the face toward
reason, the light of nature and human in- the poor; but a wink on the other side,
tuition, what is right. As to preaching showing that it all means nothing, or at
Christ; setting him forth as the Savior of least, that it has no reference to anyone
,the world-"the
way, the truth and the present, only to show that the preacher can
life," the "chief among all the ten thou- say what he pleases. Thus the audience is
sands, and altogether lovely')-"the
head carried from topic to topic, in.a pleasing
over all to the church," and enforcing obe- manner, and all are impressed with the
dience to his law, as the only means of re- greatness of the preacher and his wonderful
covery for a fallen, sinful and ruined race, independence.
he is about the last man who would have
Some prodigy' of the class under review,
anything to do with it. The pure gospel of preaches a masterly discourse on profane
the Son of God, as it came from the heav- swearing, proving clearly that it is a sin"
en-inspired lips of the apostles of the and another favors the people with an
Lamb, is no theme for him, nor his admirers. equally masterly effort on licentiousness,
It is too remote from this world, too spirit- and so they go the round of the popular
ual and heavenly a theme. The political vices. Then follows a flaming sermon on
evolutions of the wortd, the institutions, or- dishonesty in business transactions, and this,
ganizations and arrangements of the world, is followed by a sermon on "Sabbath breaking," and the people speak of the high.
and his themes.
As to the numerous hosts more of this moral tone of these preachers. The people
80rt, with all their varieties and degrees, feel, after hearing these great men, upon
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these mighty themes, that they are truly
great men, that their themes were great'
themes, and the vices pointed out were
,great vices-that
the speaker was interesting-did
great credit to himself, and they
would like to hear him again, but no body
repents .. Nobody turns to the Lord.
All this is done in the name of the Lord,
and a vast amount more not here described,
that can, at best, be called nothing but a
desecration of the profession of the ministry, the professed house of God and the
preaching of the gospel. And is there, or
was there no need of reformation here?
What regard have these men for the apostolic charge, to "preach the word"-to
"preach Christ"-to
"know nothing but
Christ and him crucified"-to
"glory in
nothing save in the cross of Christ"-to
commit the things heard of the apostles to
faithful men who shall be able to teach
others also? What becomes of the holy
and apostolic requirement to preach no
other gospel, to add nothing to it and take
nothing from it? These men have shown
'that they will not be limited down to the
apostolic character, mann!=lr of preaching
nor themes. And shall any man conclude
that these men needed no reformation, or
that they now need no reformation?
Shall
any conclude that piety, purity of heart
and devotion to God, can be maintained
while the stupendous themes of a once crucified and buried, but now risen and highly
exalted Savior, the resurrection of all men
from the dead, the judgment of the world
by him whom God has constituted Lord of
all and the final glorification of the saints,
and the eternal perdition of the finally im• penitent set aside? :No; he who sets aside
these grand, sublime and transcendantly
, glorious themes in the house of the Lord
and in the profession of preaching, shows
that the love of God is not in him and that
he has no confidence in the things of the
kingdom of God and the name of Jesus, to
il-rrest the attention of mankind. He thus
degrades the Lord and his holy cause, and
prostitutes his position as a professed
preacher of Christ to the world.

CHRISTIAN
Let no young preacher who ever intends
to honor the name of his holy and immaculate
Master and his cause, ever follow so unworthy an example as that given by the class of
men we have described; but let young
preachers read the discourses of Paul, consider his history and take his example, and
the blessing of the Lord will attend them.
In one word, let young preachers who desire the blessing of the Lord, consult his
preaching, his example, with the preaching
and example of all the apostll!S and that of
the first evangelists; and put their everlasting trust in the Lord, and not one in a
hundred will fail of success. Adopt their
manner, example and every thing as far as
possible, as it is the only infallible rule for
the preacher of Uhrist.

_. THE UNION OF CHRISTIANS.
NUMBER
BY ELDER

ONE.

JAOOB CREATH,

OF.PALMYRA,

HO.

(1.) These words spake J e8USanil lifted up his eyes
to hO>\venand said: My Father, the hour iseome, glorify Thy Son, that Thy Son may glorify Thee.
(2)
As Thon hast given Him authority over
all flesh that He might give life eternal to as
many as'Thou hast gi ven bim. (3.) A nd this is life
eternal that they might know thee, that thou art the
only tr~e God, and whom thou haHt sent Je~us Chrilit.
(4.) I have glorified thee on the earth; the work
"hieh thou gayest me to do I have finished. (5.)
And now, my Father, glorify thou me, with that gl~ry
whieh I had with thee before the world was.- The ~ntercesFOry prayer of our Savior, Jesus Chrut.
T/u
seventeeNth chapter oj John'. GOlpel. Mwrdock' 8 Byriac
Translation.

THE glorification of the Son of GOD.
The first six verses of this beautiful, sublime, and.comprehensive prayer, are for the'
glorification of the Son of God. Christ
having finished his public ministry, and
having given the apostles all the instructions he judged necessary, he clol'ed the
whole with a solemn prayer to God, with uplifted eyes, that he might be reinstated in
his original glory. Philip lYIelancthon, the
companion and friend of Luther, said "there
never was heard in heaven or earth, a voice
more excellent, more holy, more fruitful,
more pathetic, than what we have in this'
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prayer. Indeed, it is II specimen of that which he was to clothe himself with zeal as
gracious intercession which the Redeemer a cloak to tread th~ winepress of the fierceever lives to make for us above. '1'here was ness of the wrath of Almighty God. There
a superstitious custom among some Chris- bangs all human hope.
tians in ancient times which Chrysostom
That veil supports the falling universe.
severely reproved, of wearing this or some Aftersitting under the cold, dark clouds of
other portion of John's Gospel about their death, he arose in the morning of his resurnecks as an amulet or preservati ve from evil; rection, brilliant, magnificent and glorious,
we, however, may make a more rational or no more to bleed, no more to die. He was
1Jffectual use of it by storing it in our mem- dead; he is alive he lives forevermore. Vaaries and practising it in our living. Much riou~ are the methods by which men have
notice is usually taken of the dying words sought to obtain eternal life, but themethod of
of a great and good man, and especially of a obtaining it may be found in the third verse of
dear friepd. These are the words of a dying this prayer, as ·distinguishcd from Judaism,
Savior, the friend of sinners: whose expres- Idolatry, philosophy, Mahometanism, and
sions of affection towards the apostles Deism. This is eternal life, to know this
seemed to become stronger and stronger as the only true God, and Jesus thy apostle.
he drew nearer the close of life. It is sup- 'rhe Gentiles worship many gods, but
posed these words were sp9ken or this Christians worship one living and true God,
prayer offered in the stillness of the night through the ons only Mediator, Jesus
when, as the poet says, lin infidel half be- Uhrist. The Jew,
the Musselman, the
lieves. It is the longest -prayer recorded Deist, and others pretend to worship God
in the New Testament.
It may be slowly witbout a Mediator. The Christian comes
repeated in three minutes. It is a model to God through the death, the resurrection
prayer for simphcity, its devotion, its com- and intercession of Jesus Christ. The
prehensiveness and its brevity. It is the knowledge of God, our Father, is to be obmost tender and sublime composition ever tained principally from the Jewish oracles.
spoken or written. He is the most com- Tbe knowledge of Jesus Christ, our Lord,
paijsionate and tender of friends. It is very is to be obtained chiefly from the New
touching to have a friend pray for us.
Testament Scriptures. To know Jesus
My Father, the Hour is COME. What Christ is to beli~ve in him as the Messiah,
hour is this? The hour in which the long the Savi<H, the Son of God; it is to love
series of prophecies, visions, types and fig- him, obey him, worship him, adore and
ures, was accomplished.
This was the cen- praise him as the Chief among teu thouter in which they all met, the point toward sann, and altogether lovely. It is to comwhich they har! been verging for so many mit our all to him. Tbey that know thy
generations. The law and the prophets name will put their trust in thee. It is to
were now standing at the foot of the cross honor the Son by honoring his _work, his
doing homage. Moses and Aaron were mission, his death, his mediation, his ornow bearing the Ark. David and Elijah dinances, and his word. The word glorify
were presenting the oracle of Testimony. holds a most conspicuous place in this part
In this hour all rites, ceremonies, types, and or first division of this prayer. Baysle and
symbols, receive their consummation,
The sons say tLe Greek word doxazon in the
hour in which he was to undergo his immer- New Testament, signifies to adore, worship.
sion in sufferings. The hour in which the Rom. i, 21. To invest with dignity or maveil of the Temple was rent in twain, and jesty. 2 Cor. iii, It>. Hebre.vs v, 5. To
rocks were to be sundered. The hour in cause a manifestation of dignity, excellence,
which the sun was to draw a veil over his or majesty. John xii, 28 xiii. 32. To
face, and refuse to look upon the horrid glorify by an admission to a state of bliss,
scene of his bitter sufferings. The hour in to beatify. Rom. viii. 30. -Dr. MacKnight
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in his note on Rom. i, 21, says to glorify discourses our Savior ever delivered. This
on" is to think of him frequently with es- is eternal life, that they might know thee,
teem, and to pay him that outward respect the only true God and Jesus Christ whom
both in speech and action which is due to the thou hast sent. The know ledge of God is
worthiness of his character. To glorify absolntely necessar'y to man's well-being in
God, therefore, is first to think h.ighly of this world, and to his eternal happiness. and
him, to speak of him with reverence, to without which unspeakable m:sery will be
worship him publicly as the Maker and his portion in the other world. These
Governor of tbe universe, of wbich worshiJ3 things are plain from our Saviour's words
a principal part is to give hi~ thanks as tbe in the third verse, and from the words of
author of all tbe good things ma'nkind enjoy. Paul in 2 Thes. i. 7, s: The Lord Jesus
'To glorify, means in various parts of the shall be revealed fro~ heaven with his
. New Testament, to render illustrious, emi- mighty angels in flaming fire, taking vennent to exalt, to dignify. John xi. 4. Laz- geance on them t'bat know not God and that
arus' sickness was to glorify God. John obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus
xii. 23-28. The resurrection and exaltation Ohrist. Again, Jeremiah ix. 23,24. Let
of ChI ist, are there spoken of, also John not the wise man gl0ry in his wisdom, bnt
xiii. 31-32-14-14-13-15-8-21-19.
Christ let him glory that he understands and
there speaks of Peter's death, by which he knows me. God frequently upbraids his
would glorify God. God heard and an- ancient people for the want of this knowswered tbis part of our Savior's prayer and ledge; Is. i. 3. The ox knows hill OW!ler.
glorified bim by sustaining hIm in life and but Israel doth not know, my people do not
in death; by raising him from the dead by consider, they have no understanding.his ascension, by his enthronization and Again, by Hosea, he says: my people are deThis
exaltation athis right hand, by giving into stroyed for the lack of knowledge.
knowledge
is
to
be
obtained
principally
from
his hands all authority in heaven and on
earth; by commanding all the angelic hosts two books: the book of God's word, and the
to do him homage by sending down the book of God's creatures. These two books
Holy Spirit upon the apostles to enable are physicshop of the mind. Thou hast
them to preach the go&pel infallibly and ef- known the Holy Scriptures from a child
fectually, by his return to earth to raise the which are able to make thee wise to salvadead and to introduce the spiritual seed tion. All Scripture is given by the inspirainto the heavenly country, and to jlldge the tion of God. II Tim. iii. 16.
The law or word of the Lord is perfect,
living and the dead at the last day. The
converting
the soul. Psalm 19. The law
first part of the prayer has been answered
of
thy
month
IS better to me than thousin the glorification of the Son of God before
ands
of
gold
and
silver. More to be desired
men and angels. Who so illustrious liS he?
are
tney
than
gold,
yea, tban much fine gold;
Who has conquered so many hearts as he?
sweeter
than
honey,
yea, than the droppings
Who has employed so many tongues as he
of
the
honey
com
bs.
The merchandise of it
to celebrate his praises?
These wordsspalte Jesus, and then closed is better than the merchandise of silver, ann
the whole discourse with a solemn prayer to the gain thereof than fine gold. It is more
God in which he asked that he might be precious. than rnbies, and. all the things thou
reinstated in that original glory which be canst desire are not to be compared to it.
Psalm iii. 14, 15.
enjoyed with God before the world was Psalms 19-I19-72-103.
made. The words bere referred to are the How sweet are thy words to my taste, yea,
•
words of his consolitary discourse in the sweeter than hon()y to my month. God's
fourteenth, fifteenth and sixteenth chapters words are ancient, authoritative, necessary,
of J ohu's gosple, and also a part of the perfect, pure, inspired, infallible, plain, clear,
thirteenth chapter, and is one of the longest efficacious, and useful. What profitable les-
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Bons maybe learned from the consideration
of angels, demons,
aud men of all colors,
languages and nations?
What by the heav·
ens, earth, air, water, fire? \Vhat by frost,
snow, heat, drought,
moisture,
night and
day?
What by seedtime, harvest, summer,
winter,?
This is a book of many volumes
a whole library.
Some of them teach us
the power, wisdom, goodness and providence
of God.
Others humility,
patience,
obedience, diligence, sobriety,
love and gratitude.
Thc divine writers made much beiter
and greater use of the book of GOll's 'creatures than the moderns do. See Mose~, the
Prophetr,
David, and our Sa'-ior, the birds,
lilies and foxes.
They made better use of
the Bible than the moderns do. 'l'hese hints
may suffice.
It may be asked, why din our
Savior first pray for himself?
I answer,
because he is the Foundation
of tl;e superstructure of human
redemption-he
is the
foundation
of the most ancient,
deeplaid,
capacious,
august, sublime, and important
temple ever erected.
The government is on
his shoulders.
The two ends of the arch
stand OD him.-This
was predicted anciently.
Psalm llS, 22-23.
The stone which the
'builders refused is become I,he heads one of
the corner .. This is the Lord's doing and is
marvelOlls
in 011r eyes.
'l'his passage is
quoted some five or six times in the New
Testament,
and is applied to our Savior.
Math. xxi. 42 to 46. Mark xii. 10. Luke
xx. 17. Acts iv. 11. Epbes.
ii. 20. 1
Peter ii. 4. Neither is there salvatiou in any
otber, says Peter.
Panl says other founrlation can no man lay for union and sa'lvation.
Paul calls him the aneogonaois, the bottom
cornerstone,
uuiting and hollling together
the two sides of this grand temple oJ hnman
redemption, composed of Jewsand Gentiles.
The sum and substance
of the New Testa
ment, applications
and expositions, is that

in it, was at lell,th from such a state exalted
to be the chief stone iii. the building, the
main support in the edifice, and a cel'lter of
union for Jew and Geutile, the two parts of
which this temple consisted;
tbat this was
the work of God and the admiration of men.
And what can be more truly marvelluos
than that a person put to death as a malefactor, and laid in the grave, should from
thence rise immortal and become the head
of an im mortal society:
should ascend into
heaven, be invested with power, and crowned
with glory;and should prepare a way for the
sons of Adam to follow him into those
mansions of eternal bliss.
The dayin which
Christ arose from the dead may be called the
day which Jehovah
has made.
There is
another prediction which W<l will cite as re
ferring to .this foundation for the union of
Chri."tians.
Isaiah xxviii.
16. Therefore
thus says the Lord God, behold I lay in
Zion for a foundation a stone, a tried stone,
a precious cornel' stone, a sure foundation.
Old Zion, in Jerusalem,
was,a type of the
Christian church-the
stone laid was Jesus
Christ, by the twelve apostles on the day of
Pentecost, in the city of J erusale~, and the
apostles themsel ves w~re laid on tbis sure
foundation, then a hundred and twenty Jew
ish stones or believers, then tbree thousand,
and tben five thousand, then great multitudes,
and then the Samaritans,
Ethiopians and
Gentiles.
Christ said he would build his
congregation
on this foundation, that he was
the Son of the living God, tbe souls of men
are built on him by faith in him and obedience to all his commands
and precepts.
All the apost.olic congregations
were built
upon Jesus Christ by faith and baptism,
sucb as the mother and model congregation
in .Jerusalem,
in Rome, in Corinth,
in
Ephesus,
in Collosse,
in Phillippi,
and
throughout
the Roman Empire.
I refer to

Jesus Christ is the stone here mentioned;
that he was rejected and set at naught by
the chief priests and pharisees, the then buildel'S of the church; but that being chosen of
God, and precious to him, tbis most valnable stone, thus despised and rejected of men,
thus thrown among the rubbish and buried

the Acts of the Apostles, and to tbe epistIes to prove that all the primitive
church
and Christians were built on this founllation
by' faith and baptisrn, and were intelligent,
united and happy, and tbus tbis part of the
prayer was fully auswered;
Jesus Christ
was glorified by their union on himself.
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The first division that we read of at 00rinth was not. about doctrines or orthodoxy,
but it was on ~ccollnt of undue attachment
to leaders-Paul
Apollos and Cephas as it
is now. Now men say they are of Luther's
party, qalvin's
and Wesley's and so on
through the whole list. Christ is not glorified in this way, but dishonored, and great
injury is done to his cause. As God has
glorified his son in the eyes of men and angels, let us glorify him by building all our
hopes of pardon, peace, aaceptance and everlasting life on his gospel, his life, his death,
his resurrection and intercession at God's
right haud; by our union with and love of
each other, and by our devotion to every
part of his will, and thus men will see our
ove of each other, and oUf good action, and
will glorify our Fatherin heaven. .
TOBE CONTINUED.

41 ••••

OPINIONI~M.
BY ELDER A. RAINES.
"Him that i~ weak in the faith, receive ye; but not
to doubtful disputations."

Rom. xiv. I.

This is a highly important portion of
holy writ; but, as it is given in the common
translation, its meaning is almost wholly
lost. We shall, in the first place, seek a
correct translation of the passage, and then,
secondly, show its bearing, or application.
Brother Campbell's note on this passage,
is worth the attention of our readery. ,Family Testament, 66 p: "Him that is weak in
the faith, receive you, but not in order to
the strifes of disputations." JlcKnight.
"Receive unto fellowship bim who is weak
in the faith, without
, regard to differences of
opinions." Thomson.
"Him that is weak
in the faith receive with kindness; not so as
to increase his scrupulous surmisings."· Stuart. "Without regard to any difference of
opinion." Anonymo1bs translation. Literally
it reads, "Receive him who is weak in the
f",ith. without any regard to nice distinc-
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tions of reasonings among yourselves."
Dialogisrnos means more than reasoning i
for logisrnos, without the dia, signifies reasoning. Hence the word dialogue means
not merely to discourse, but a discourse between two.
Diakriseis literally denotes discrimination, distinguishing, or dijudication.
Such
being the literal impoIt of the terms, the
context shows in what sense they are to be
received in this passage. "For one believeth this-another
that," shows that these
private thoughts, opinions, or persuasions,
ought not to interrupt communion. Hence,
the strong in the. faith are commanded to
receive the weak, without regard or affection for these differences of conclusions,
reasonings, or opinions.
Let the reader mark the difference between "weak in faith" and "weak in the
faith." It is not uncommon to find persons
strong in faith, and weak in the faith; and
weak in faith, though strong in the faith.
Many a Christian reposes strong .faith in the
promises of God, who is, nevertheless, weak
in the faith; or whose knowledge of Christian liberty is so limited as to render him
as squeamisli in conscience as a dyspeptic in
aliments. Some, also, have very enlarged
views of the Christian system, who are yet
weak in faith as it respects confidence in all
God's promises."
Dr. A. Clarke's note on this passage is as
follows: "These words have been variously
translated and understood. Dr. Whitby
thinks the sense of them to be this, 'not disc·rirninating them by their inward thoughts.'
Do not reject any from your Christian communion, because of their particlflar sentiments on things which are in themselves indifferent. Do not curiously inquire into
their religious scruples, nor condemn them
on that account.
Entertain a brother of
.
this kind rather with what may profit his
soul, than with curious disquisitions on
speculative points of doctrine. A good lesson," says the doctor, and so say we, "for
modern Christians in general."
Having now given, not only the critique
of A. Campbell on this passage, but also
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the renderings of several other learned
men, which substantially accord with Mr.
Campbell's view, we shall, in conclusion of
this part of our essay, pen;llit Mr. Hodge,
a dyed-in-the-wool old school Presby'terian, of Princeton College, to give us his
view of this passage. "The former of the
two important words of this clause means:
the faculty of discrimination, 1st. Cor. xii.
10, the act of discerning, Heb. v. 14, and
then dijudication, judgment.
It may also
signify doubt, or inward conflict: see the
use of the verb in chapter iv. 20. It is
taken in this sense in our version, not to
the doubtfulness of disputes, that is, not for
the purpose of doubtful disputations.
The
word rendered disputations, means also
thoughts, opinions. The clause may therefore mean, not to the judging of (his) opinions, that is, not for the purpose of judging
his opinions; do not act the part of a
judge over him .. This sense seems preferabIe on account of the context, as Paul enforces this direction by showing them that
they had no right to sit in judgment on
their brethren in such matters."
That contentions about certain matters of
opinion are prohibited in this passage, is
evident; and that these Christians were
commanded to receive or fellowship one
with another, notwithstanding their differences of opinion, is also equally evident.
The grand question, therefore, comes upTo what extent may opinions be tolerated?
We answer, that the principle established
by Paul, in this passage, requires of all
Christian congregations, that they receive,
and fellowship, and love, all persons who act
in the departments of piety and morality in
subordination to the Christian institution,
whose opinions are not p.lainly subversive
of the faith of the gospel. We say, plainly subversive, because if we refuse to receive a person, or, after we receive him,
exclude him from the congregation on account of his opinions, whose opinions are
not plainly subversive of the faith, we exclude him by virtue of our opinions, and
not by the law of Christ; and, therefore,
make our opinions paramount to the law,
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and subversive of ,it; and, consequently,
become, ourselves, the proper subjects of
censure!
Taking it for granted, then, that it is established, that all persons are to be received and retained, whose deportment IS Christiall, irresp ective of their opinions, whose
opinions do not subvert the faith, the ne~ t
step which perhaps we ought to take, i~i
this investigation, is, to ascertain', whether
persons whose opinions subvert the faith,
are to be excluded from the fellowship 0 I
Christians.
The proof of this point is just
as obvious and conclusive as is the proof,
in the scriptures, that drunkards, and revilers, and extortioners, and misers, are to
be excommunicated.
To this effect, is Paul
to TiI,llothy, "Holding faith and a good con·
science; which some having put away concerning faith, have made shipwreck; of
whom is Hymenius and Alexander, whom I
have delivered unto Satan, that they may
learn not to blaspheme. 1st Tim. i. 19, 20.
And again, "But shun profane and vain
babblings;
for they will increase unto
more ungodliness. And -their word will eat
as doth a canker, of whom is Hymenius
and Philetus, who concerning the truth
have erred~ saying that the resurrection is
past already; and overthrow the faith of
some." 2d Tim. ii. 16-18.
From the passages just quoted, it appears
that Alexander, Hymenius and Philetus,
had been teaching that the resurrection had
past. This, if they were lionest, was their
opinion. But it was an opinion that put
itself in positive and obvious conflict with
the word or testimony of God, which every
where declared the general resurrection to
be future. It was therefore subversive of
the faith. The teaching of this doctrine
overthrew the faith of some-of all .who
believed the resurrection to be past. Their
faith was shipwrecked. The effects of the
doctrine are assimilated to those of a canker.
This opinion, therefore, was a most pernicious and intolerable opinion; so much
so, that the advocates of it deserved the severest censur:e, and even exclusion from the
church. Thus, our principle is established
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-that opinions and opinionists that plainly what follows? It is equally difficult for a
oppose any fundamental testimony of Chris- Christian to ascertain his practical duty in
tianity, are to be repudiated by all the or- the whole of its minute d-::'tails. "It is rederly st:bjects of Messiah's kingdom. We quired of every servant according to his
say it is established, hecause, as the law of ability."
This is as true in faith as it is
Oltrist required the exclusion from his in practice. Where, then, testimony on any
church of those ,who taught that the resur- point, is to any extent obscure, so that its
rection was past, and, as the apostle repre- meaning is uncertain, we are just so fa'r besents the faith of those who belived this yond the line of faith, and within th'o terridoctrine as shipw!,ecked or overthrown, it tory of opinions; and all that is necessary,
follows of necessity that the same reason in all such cases, in'so far as human agency
must obtain in every similar case, that is, in is concerned, is, that we use our best efforts,
every case in which our opinions certainly in order to know the whole truth, and forconflict with the obvious testimonies of bear one another in love, to the whole extent
God's word.
of our differences in opinion, in subordinaWe are not ignorant of the fact, that we tion to that law which stan?s at the head.
have now placed ourself in the midst of of ih s article.
whizzing and buzzing difficulties, more nuIf illustrations were necessary, in order
merous than the hairs of our head. But to convey fully our meaning, we have them
if we are in the midst of difficulties, it must in abundance.
Take one from that fundabe obvious to all the intelligent, that Chris- mental of sectarian orthodoxy denominated
tianity itself is also equally involved. We the trinity.
Now that there is a Father,
have proved, that to a certain extent, opin- and a Son, and a Holy Spirit, and that these
ions which conflict with one another, are to three are, in some sense, one, is a truth of
be tolerated; and we have also proved that unquestionable scripture' testimony.
It is
opinions, which conflict with, or subvert as clear' as a sun-beam. But how these
the faith of the gospel, are not to be toler- tlt1'ee can be one, and this one three, seems to
ated. These positions, or conclusions, there- be a puzzle that has confounded the minds
fore, are not opinions, but facts; and if of all who have attempted to penetrate its
facts, be the difficulties which surround us mysteries.
Hence, we have extant, no less
what they may, these facts ara not to be than nine or ten systems of Trinitarianism,
departed froUl, but adhered to, as solemn, and perhaps as many systems of Unitarianas eSRential verities of our holy religion. ism I Now, the question is, can anyone of
Is it not proba]:>le,therefore, that the diffi- these systematizers say, that his system is
culties of our subject are more imaginary certainly divine? If he can not, in truth,
than real ?-that
they are perversities say this, then his system is more or less, a
which have grown out of, and inseparably system of opinions; and if a system of
attach themselves to sectarianism, rather opinions may be, whether Unitarian or
than Cbristianity?
Trinitarian, more or less false; and if so,
One diffieulty, which it has been our lot then those who hold it as fundamental, cerfrequently to encounter, is in the question, tainly make opinions-the mere inferences
"Where does faith end, and where do opin- and deductions of erring men, fundamental.
ions begin?"
We answer, where testimony They make their fallible deductions, and in
ends and inference begins. This difficulty, mallY cases their blind errors, paramount to
howeYer, might be further urged, by the the law of God. It is thus that popery was
question, "Where does testimony end and born; and in this atmosphere, composed of
inference begin?"
We answer, that fre- the principles of opinionism, it, and every
quently it may be difficult and even impossi- other sectarian-ism in christendom, lives,
ble to ascertain precisely the terminating and moves, and has its being.
point of testimony. Grant this, then, and
Take another point fer the sake of illus-
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tratiun. A man says that Christ is the Son those whom ye denominate Arians, with so
of Joseph. Is this man to be received into much contempt and superciliousness, since
the church of Christ ?-or if received, is he, it must be apparent to all the intelligent
after his opinions have come to light, to be and impartial, that whatever may be the
retained in the congregation?
We answer, errors of those termed Arians, they hold
emphatically in the negative.
And why no errors so palpably and enormously abshall he not be retained?
Because he as surd as are those to which we have just adplainly subverts the faith, as did those who verted.
said "the resurrection is already past i" ,The fact that the Christian religion has
for, it is no more clearly revealed in the been founded on facts, testimony, and faith,
scriptures that the general resurrection is and not on inferences, or matters of opinfuture, than it is that God is the Father of ion, is, to our mind, one of the conclusive
Jesus, through the power of his Spirit, by evidences of its divine origin. Religions
Mary.
of human origin have universally been reo
It should not be forgotten, in this investi- ligions of opinion; and, consequently, more
gation, that those who term· themselves calculated to divide, than to unite the. huevangelical, and who profess to hold all the man family. If, then, the Christian religion
fundamentals of Christianity, need as much had been of human origin, it too would
forbearance as we do, or the most of those have been a religion of opinions. But, as
whom they denominate heretics'. What it is a religion of facts or faith, the over.
think you of the. orthodox doctrine that whelming probability, from this source
God died? Do they not believe and sing alone, is, that it is divine. Its body is reo
that "God the mighty Maker died, for man vealed truth; its soul is love divine. Its
the creature's sin'r" Can any man find, spirit enchains all holy angelic intelligences,
within all the ranks of heresy, or even in in one body, to one center, God in Christ;
the golden bible of the Mormons, a more and binds, as by a mighty centripetal force,
dark, impossible, and fundamental error all men, who drink into its intelligence, to
than this! It is an infinite falsllhood! and the same grand point of attraction.
Opinit conflicts directly with the faith of the ionism scatters the wheat, as chaff is scatChristian on this point, which is that "God tered by the whirlwind. In the scheme of
only hath immortality'," and that "He is opinionism we see the wisdom of men,which
without variableness or the shadow of a is foolishness: in the facts of the gospel,
change i" consequently,' that he never died! the wisdom and power of God.
Was the universe three days and three
For various reasons, a few only of which
nights without a God? The supposition is we shall name at present, it is impossible
monstrous!! Add to this, another ortho- that men entertalll the same opinions upon
dox fundamental, "that Jesus is the eternal any subject. The minds of men are not
Son of God I" Etefnal Son! This as di- organized alike i and, therefore, can not
rectly conflicts with the testimony of God; think alike. Besides, mell are to be reo
as does the saying that he is.thC:son of J0- garded under a great diversity of circumseph. The word Son necessarily implies stances. Some minds are more highly cuIthe antecedent existence of one who becomes tivated than others. There is, perhaps, as
the Father. To speak, therefore, of eternal great a diversity in the influences, considSon is an infinite absurdity, ~ palpable con- ered in all their modifications, by which a
tradiction in terms and in fact, and a sub- diversity of opinions obtains, as in the origverting of the testimony (Luke i. 35.) inal organization of human minds. Hence,
which declares that he was the Son of God we see men differing on every subject-ago
by Mary. Ye orthodox, who live in glass riculture, horticulture, law, medicine, govhouses, why so imprudent as to throw ernment. If a newly invented plough is
stones? Why speak ye of the errors of presented to two farmers, in order that they
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may decide on its merits, ten to one if they
do not differ. And so it is to the end of
the chapter. And this is a wise arrangement of God. Our Creator delights in har- A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATIONNO.V.
monious variety. Look at the whole material universe! We perceive no two things
PREACHERS AND PREACHING-NO. III.
that are precisely alike. Just so it is in
the world of mind. There is as extensive
Having in preceding articles noticed the
mental, as physical variety. Were it not learned, doctrinal and partisan preachers,
so, the world of mind would stagnate. 1\1en and the learned, moral and political leewould all follow the same vocation. There turers, it is appropriate to proceed to the
couid be no mental collisions, by which our old-fashioned called and sent preachers.
intellect is constantly being whetted to a This class outnumbered the other classes
keen edge, and brightened. And we woul-d put together, thirty years ago; and, while
lose much in the want of the exercise of it was vastly less accomplished, it was more
Christian forbearance, in so far as a diversi- pious and decidedly better than either of
ty of opinions is concerned. But into the the other classes. ':'hey, as a class, were
midst of all this variety, physical and men- sincere men. They believed tbey were spetal, God has handed down a religion of well cially called and sent, to use their own landefined facts and testimonies, in the unity guage, "by the Holy Ghost," and that any
of the faith and spirit of which, his rational man who dared to question their "divine
offspring may be united in the enjoym2nt of call to the ministry," as they expressed it,
all opinions which are not plainly subver- was nothing short of an infidel. They nevSlve qf the faith. How admirable is this er stopped to look into the Bible to see
scheme I How God-like!
How worthy of whether there was anything about men beall acceptation!
ing "called by the Holy Ghost to preach
We shall conclude this number, by the gospel," or to enquire how, or by whom,
warning our own brethren against opinion- even the apostles were called, or qualified.
ism. If we mistake not, some of them They assumed that tbey had "a divine call,"
much need, not only to be warned, but to and not only claimed to be called as was
acquaint themselves thoroughly with the Aaron, but thought the claim proved belaw of Christ, as respects fait,h and opin- yond all contradiction, when they wo~ld
ion; for, if we are right in what we have quote the words, "How can he preach exwritten on this subj ect, the man among us, cept he be sent?" Their call consistlld
who sows discord among brethren, by the mainly in an intense "desire to save souls,"
propagation of any opinion whatever, is a as they expressed it. Some, however,
sectarian; and is, perhaps, more inexcusa- claimed to have heard a voice, speaking
bly so, than are others; having had a better audibly and calling them. Others had a.
opportunity to learn his duty.
very remarkable and impressive dream,
•
which they interpreted to be a call to preach.
The larger portion of them, however, were
simply impressed by their great love to the
Savior and their fellow-men, with an ardent
desire to do good, in saving souls. Still,
they were all called, they believed, and applied to themselves the language, "W 0 is
me if I preach not the gospeL"
About the most shrewd thing these men
were in the habit of doing, when their divine call was questioned by other preachers,
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was to retort, that it was not strange they rectly adverse to each other? One party
did not believe in the call to the ministry, could not call in question the divine call of
for the Lord evidently had not called them, another party, for their calls all stood upon
and they supposed somebody else was call· the same basis, and were sustained by the
ed, and they had gone. These men as sin- same evidence-the testimony of the preachcerely believed themselves ealled, as was er's own tonglfe. He said he was called.
Aaron, as were the apostles and inspired, as One man 'could say he was c'alled as loud as
they believ.ed the Bible. They frequently another. No one claImed more loudly Or
would, when introducing their discourses, boldly to be called, than Jo. Smith, the
tell their hearers that they did not know founder of Mormonism.
what they would say, but what the Spirit
2. They could not well see, if the Lord
gave them, they would give it to the people. had called them, why there were so many
They would quote and apply to themselves not qualified, utterly ignorant, and stupid
the injunction of the Savior to the apostles, men, wholly incompetent and incapable to
not to meditate beforehand what they would do the work to which they professed to be
say, and appropriate to themselves the called. Still, they had their apologies for
promise, "The Holy Spirit shall speak in even this. Sometimes they would quote in
you." They would frequently receive calls extenuation of this difficulty, that the
to go to distant states or countries, and in Lord had chosen the weak things of this
compliance with these calls. start on long, world to confound the mi~hty. This appeartedious and difficult journies, without means ed to suit well enough, so far as the wealc things
and under the most unfavorable circum- of this world were concerned, but the trouble
stances, and frequently failed to reach the was, they did not confound the mighty.
place to which they believed the J~ord had Sometimes they would tell some poor man
called them. Many were the difficulties who believed as lleriously as any of them
they encountered, the disappointments to that he was called, but who had not the first
which they were subjected and the adversi- qualification, and who literally could -not
ties they endured.
Nothing short of the have preached if the fate of the world de-'
solemn delusion that they were specially pended on it, that "somebody else was called
called and sent to preach the gospel, could and he had gone.'" Still, there stood the
have impelled them (In in their work. Many difficulty; he had as loud a call as any
, absurdities, inconsistencies and things for man, and, indeed, louder, for there was some
which they could not account, would come truth in the rather rough saying; "the greatupon their minds. Still, no one of their er the fool thc louder the calL" Not only
number, and no company of them had light did thIS class have as loud,a call to preachenough to discover where the difficulty was, as any, but precisely the same evidence of
or how to relieve themselves. Some of the it-their
own testimony-they
said. they
difficulties that would come into the minds were called.
of the more thinking and reflective were
3. In some churches, they had and still
the following:
'have
some kind of tribunal, to judge of the
1.' If they were called and sent, as the divine call, and see if they "have gifts as
apostles were, why did they not all preach well as grace," as itis expressed in one little
tbe same thing as the apostles did? Why book, and if, on investigation, it is found
were they not an in fellowship with' each that the Lord has made a mistake and given
other as the apostles were? If they were grace where there are no !I'ifta, the mistake
inspired, and spake as the Holy Spi~it gave is corrected, and the person is decided not
them utterance, why did they not all speak called!
the same thing? Wh y were they, as they
4. Another serious difficulty these spewere known to be, frequently found oppo- cially called and sent men encountered,'
sing each other, and preaching things di- was that they frequently found men, not
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;nly not called, but making no pretense' to receiveth not the things of the Spirit, neitha call, who would utterly confound, confuse er indeed can he know them, for they are
~nd put them to flight. This might be re- spiritually discel·ned." And, again, "We
garded as a matter of but little importance, have the Spirit of Christ, and the spirit
if these preachers had not professed to be searcheth all things, yea the deep things of
inspired j speaking as the Holy Spirit gave God." If this would not silence the obthem utterance j having the Holy Spirit jector, they would quote to him, "The
to guide them into all truth; but under wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou
these pretensions, it represented not merely hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell
the man as defeatedf but the Holy Spirit, whence it cometh nor whither it goeth, so
who was speaking in him!
is everyone that is born of the Spirit."
5. These men found infidel~, who had In this way, they generally sent their anread a few books written by unbelievers, hgonists away either under the impression
and who soon found that they could make that they had no right to attempt to know
no defense of the Bible, Or any offset to anything on such subjects, or that the whole
their infidel objections to the truth of the claim for religion is an imposition.
Bible. This satisfied infidels that their
Many of the class of men here treated of
pretensions were without foundation, and were very illiterate, possessing scarcely any
emboldened them in their unbelief, their knowledge of the history.of the Bible, the
objections to ~he Bible and hardness of church or the world, and of the most ordiheart. It led them to conclude that the nary natural ability and understanding.
professions of the apostles were of the I They did not understand their own tongue
same kind or no better, and no pen can re- or any other, human nature, or the customs
count the evil that was occurring and the of their own country or time, or any other.
rapidly spreading infi,delity in all ,quarters Yet the~e men had a fast hold upon the
of the land.
hearts of the maSEes of the people, espe6. Another difficulty these men encoun- cially in the country, and it was difficult to
tered, was that in spite of all their profes- supercede them with anything better. They
sions to speak whatever the Spirit gave had indoctrinated the whole land in the bethem, and their pretensions not to meditate lief of their divine call to the ministry, and
b~orehand what they would say, they would a large proportion of them were known to
find themselves and each other meditating, be honest men, of goed character, and they
studying and preparing their sermons. It was were supposed to possess an immense
difficult for them to reconcile their pretension, amount of spiritual light. The man that
that they did not study what they would say, dared to question their claims, their prewith what they knew to be fact-that
they tensions and assumptions, was regarded as
did, despite all their prete~sions to the con- a dangerous man, not only unsettling the
trary, meditate beforehand what they should faith of the people in their ministry, tbeir
say. This was the hardest part for their own profession, but unsettling their confi.
brethren and the people, who heard them dence in the salvation of their friends who
preach the same sermons, almost word for were dead, and, as they confidently heword, and knew most positively that they lieved, gJne to heaven. This roused every
did study some beforehand, though not half prejudice, every fear, and stopped thousands
enough to preach well, to get along with, of ears to such an extent that they would
when tbey would hear them claiming to listen to no man or even regard anyone as
speak as the Spirit gave t}1em utterance. better than an infidel, who would dare to
Still, they had their method of managing say aught against the unreasonable and un·
troubles of this sort, and when men of sense warrantable
pretensions of these men.
would tell them that they could not understand Still, the work had to be done, unpleasant.
t~emr they would ~eply, "The natural man as it was, or the cause must ~ontinue to sufj
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fer shame and disgrace throughout the land. We have nolmen now to whom the Lord
The first thing, or among the first, was to has appeared in person and thus commisstrip these sincere but misguided men of sioned and sent.
their absurd and mischievous assumptions,
4. Most important of alI, the Lord gave
in commencing the great work of reforma- the apostles miraculous pewer by which
tion. This was done, and is still done, they could prove that the Lord had sent
where men making the same pretensions are them. They could open the eyes of the
found, by urging such considerations as the blind, give hearing to the deaf, speech to
following:
the dumb, and health to the sick .. They
1. These men were not called as the would raise men from the dead, smite men
apostles were. The Lord appeared to the with blindness and death, or drink deadly
apostles in person, and called them with his poison without harm. ']'hese indisputable
own voice, saying, "Come, follow thou me." attestations of their apostleship are all
The Lord has not appeared to any man, or wanting on the part of. our modern caJled
set of men, in his own person, and called and sent men. They have not a single
them in the same way-with his own voice. mark of apostleship, but are lacking in
2. There are no men in our day quali- every particular.
fied as the apostles were. The J..•ord took
If then, our modern called and sent men,
the twelve apostles under his special charge were not called in the same way the aposand personal instruction for about three tles were, qualified in the same way, sent in
years and a half, during his lifetime. He the same way, and carried not the same evithen went to heaven, was coronated-crowndence of their divine call, it is evident that
cd Lord of all and King of kings; and, in they possess no such call and are nothing
miraculous and vi.sible form, openly and but uninspi1'ed men. When they are brought
publicly, according to his promise, sent the down to this-to
mere uninspired men-so
Holy Spirit upon them, to inspire them, en- that there is nothing but men to look at, to
dow them with power from on high and think of and talk about, there is but little
gui.de them into all truth. They were thus left, for they are but ordinary.men-not
suenabled to speak in tongues they had never perior in any sense.
learned, guided and miraculously enabled to
We have to turn our attention in some
stand before governors, .kings a.nd the other other direction, if we would find authorized
mighty ones of earth. They were humble preachers, than to those professing to be
men, illiterate and weak before they were apostles, successors of the apostles, sucinspired, but lac~ed no wisdom, learning cessors of the apostles, or men called and
or power, from that time forward. Our sent as thay were. We have none of this
modern called and sent men have never been description now, and all claiming it are dein company with the apostles, had the three luded, or aiming to delude others.
and a half years instruction in the same
But there is an authorized ministry in
way, been endowed with any supernatural our tIme, divinely authorized, called and
power or wisdom; nor have they ever yet sent, not as the apostles were, nor are they
been enabled to speak in foreign languages, apostles, nor inspired, nor workers of miraand the most of them, not even in their cles, but humble, honest and faithful preachmother tongue anything like accurately.
ers of the things they have learned of the
3. There are no men in our time who apostles. They are resurrecting the old goshave been sent in the same manner as the pel preached by the apostles, preaching
apostles were. The Lord appeared to them it and enforcing it on the world. By the
·in person, and gave them their commission blessing of the Lord, they will restore it in
-commanded them to "go into all the all its fullness, and the people will rejoi~e
in it as in days of old. This class, if the
world and preach the gospel to every creaLord will, I?hall be set out in our next, and
ture"-fo
"Go and disciple all nations." their authority given for preaching.
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first to be permitted to discover what was
the utmost vigor of its native strength.
First came the age of the'chisel, and ,the
painter's pencil, and the pen, not to say of
,
THE ANNALS OR HISTORY OF THE thc music of the human voice. Those stuENGLISH BIBLE.
pendous fabrics, which began to b~.erected
from the tenth to the twelfth centuri~s, in
BY C. ANDERSON,
OF ENGLAND.
which the massive dullness of the LomThe darkest hour in the night of Europe bards, was giving way to the influence of
is an era respecting which historians are not the Saracens of Spain, still stand out in
even yet agreed. It has been regarded by proof, that many hands were already busy,
many as being in the tenth century. One under the guidance of some presiding inor two other writers consider the seventh genious fUlnd. I~itcrature and the fine arts,
or eighth century to be the lowest in point more especially classical learning, painting,
of depression, or the nadir. of the human and sculpture, were then 'to enjoy that trimind j and they suppose that its movement ~mph, the spoils of which now adorn the
in advance began with Charlemagne, while walls of every palace, as well as 'the cabi.
England can neverforge~ her own Alfred the nets and libraries, the galleries and public
This triGreat. A few moderns, too fastidious, or by rooms of every city in Europe.
no means so affected by the gloom and bar- umpb, too, must take place in Italy, or in
barityof the middle ages, profess to be tender the very seat of that extraordinary power
of allowance as to the extent of this darkness, which had ruled for ages, with unmeasured
and would fondl y persuade us to adopt a more sway, over all the West; for, throughout the
cheerful retrospect.
Bu,t speaking, general- long preceding night, it could never be said
ly, with reference to the people at large, that Rome herself bad been either asleep or
the entire period, from the fifth or sixth to inactive. The Eternal City, as it was styled,
the fourteenth century, presents, at the the Lady of Kingdoms, like the Assyrian
best, but a tedious and dreary interval in of old, having "found out as a nest the
the history of the human mind. Individ- riches of tbe people; as one gatbereth eggs
ual scholars, indeed, like stars which shed that are left, so had she gathered all the
their light on the surrounding gloom, there earth;t! and, generally speaking, it was only
ever were j and wherever there exist- here and there that some solitary individual
ed any marked regard for sacred writ, "moved the v.ing, or opened the mouth" or
in the vernacular tongue, there the life- peeped."
There was, however, one singular pecuspark of Christianity was preserved. The
liarity
belonging to this power. Ruling
Albigenses, the Waldenses, and other parover
the
mind, its vigor seemed to increase
ties, might be adduced in proof; the persewith
its
remoteness
f~om the seat of govcution and dispersion of whom, had considernment,
and
the
thunders
of the 'Vatican,
erable influence in diffusing the light which
unlike
those
'of
nature,
often
struck terror
its enemies labored to extinguish.
It was not, however, till after a long and in proportion to the distance at which they
profound sleep throughout the dreams and were heard. This much at least is certain,
visions of the middle ages, that the human that though Great Britain and Ireland
mind was at last effectually roused to ac- formed the utmost confines of that power on
. tion j and in none of the countlies through- the west, there was no country between
out Europe more decidedly than in Italy these islands and Italy where the Roman
and England. But still, for some great Pontiff felt such confidence of his strength,
moral purpose, worthy of infinite wisdom, nor one which was more harassed and opThe
and to be afterwards disclosed, that mind, pressed by his pecuniary exactions.
Western
states
of
Europe,
even
the
most
throughout all these western kingdoms, was
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remote, had, indeed, all couched down un- tinct people, were the two principles by
der their burdens, and that for ages, before which the Venetians were guided, and upon
the full claims of the Rota, or pontifical which they continued to act with the steadconclave, ,,'ere admitted upon Italian ground. iness and success of a natural principle."
N or is this mystery inexplioaple.
Kings, At the close of the seventh century, indeed,
however despotio, had by degrees been th~y elected a chief magistrate, (the Doge,
moulded to subjection j but the stern Re· Dux; or Duke,) whose office was to continpublics of Italy, composed of a metal least ue for life, and the people to choose his
of all malleable, long remained hard, un- successor; but his powers, though vast,
bending, and most vexatious neighbors. To were rendered next to nominal by those of
say nothing of Florence, Pisa, or Genoa, it the Council and the other magistrates.
is 'Well known that even in the diocese of Without his Council the Doge durst not
Italy, properly so called, the Milanese had open an official letter, and much less do any
resisted the claims of the .Pontiff down to thing official. Yet here, and at a moment
the e1eventh\century; and during the twelfth, when every prince in Europe was a vassal
the country was covered with cities still to the Emperor, either of the East or West,
fighting for liberty j but that, so very near the Venetians, unsubdued, were rising to
to Rome, there should have been such a greater opulence and strength.
Though
power or form of government as that of Pepin fought against them with all his
Venice, at once arr~sts attention. as by far strength, they conquered, and put an end to
the most extraordinary point in European all claims on their allegiance j Charlemagne
history.
As this remarkable state, less had no choice left except to declare them
than -two hundred and fifty miles distant independent.
from Rome itself, "arose before the old emAt a much later period when we turn to
pire of Rome was swept away, endured Rome under successive Pontiffs, and their
through the barbarism of the northern insatiable thirst for power; while the Doge
irruptions, as well as j hrough all the dark- of Venice convoked the people, whether
ness ensuing, and was only extinguished by from the different islands or the districts of
Napoleon within our own times, its history the capital, for the purpose of choosing
forms a connecting chain, if not the only their own pastors and bishops; not one of
one that can now be traced, between the whom, by fixed and original laws, could hold
Europe of the Romans, of the middle ages, any civil office, whether of honor or emoluand of modern history."
With its internal ment; to him belonged the power of infeuds we do not interfere; but no survey, stalling these Bishops, as well as of awardhowever brief, can be complete where Ve- ing all ecclesiastioal punishments.
The asnice is overlooked.
sertion of such rights, of course, could not
An insignificant band of fugitives, in the be easily maintained, and more especially in
fi~ century, took possession of the rocks the neighborhood of a power which had
and little islands on the North· ""Vestshores determined to overshadow all the earth:
of the Adriatic sea. Cut off from all pos- but as the beginning of the thirteenth censessions on the mainland, not possessing tury may be truly regarded as the twilight
one foot of land there for eight hundred of a better daYI Venice, amidst her own
years, but surrounded by their own marsh- rocks in the sea, will serve as a contrast to
es, they were at first ruled by rriagis~rates the entire surface of Europe, and prove the
sent down from Padua. This people, re- extent to which she had still secured herinsolved to provide for their own security, dependence.
form a government for themselves! "DeTHE THIRTEENTH CENTURY.
testation of the despotic authority or govIn our own country, at the commenceernment of one man, and an inflexible determination to remain a separate and dis· ment of this century, poor King John was
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actually promlSlng to make his kingdom bow allegiance. On the contrary, this antributary to the Pontiff, with a proffer of cient Republic had reigned, for more than
not less than a thousand merks, or a sum two, centuries, as Lords-paramount of the
equal to £20,000 now, over and above the Adriatic: and although that gulf washed
old tribute: and although the Barons soon the shores of. various States, those of the
after wrested Magna Charta from him, to Roman Church among the number, not one
show how low the kingdom had sunk, we of them dared to navigate it, or even fish
find the Pontiff, at this same John's request, in its waters, without a license from Venice,
annullin~ the proceedings.
The great for which they paid a heavy tribute. When
charters, it is true, were confirmed by his one sovereign Pontiff presumed to inquire,
successor, Henry IlL; but the power of by what right they pretended to domineer
Rome was growing every day during his there, the brief reply given was-"That
fifty six years reign. It was then that the sea is ours."
Pontiff was exclaiming-"Truly,
England
But the sea would notJ8uffice any longer
is our garden of delightl
It is an unex- as the bounds of their' sovereignty; and,
hausted well! and where so much abounds, therefore, about the middle of this century,
much may be acquired."
No wonder that they began to acquire land. Arvi in Rohe thus exulted, when his income from Eng- magn~ was taken under their special protecland was three times as much as that of the tion, much in the same style as the provinces
kmg on the throne. But above all, in proof of India have since been taken under that
of the Pontiff's power towards the West, this of Britain. This place belonged to the
was the era of that detestable persecution of Church, and that in the opinion of the Emthe Albigenses, pursued with such hideous peror; but even he said not, a word. It so
cruelty.
The execrable measure, in which happened, too, that the Venetians did not
plunder was the grand object, was counsel- approve of any ecclesiastic ~ngaging in
led, .llanlled, and commanded by Rome.
war, and if he did, at their hands he must
Now, if we seek for any relieving con- abide the consequences. The Captainstrast throughout the entire century, it is to General of the Pontiff's troops, were digni.Italy itself that we must turn our eye. taries of his Church. Such a prisoner beEven in the neighboring Republic of Flo- ing taken, with his crosier, scepter, and
renee, it is true, amidst the surrounding sword; tIle Venetians condemned him to
gloom, Dante had begun to sing, in his own ride, sitting backwards, on a mule, and prestyle, about paradise and the infernal re- ceded by the common crier, proclaiminggions, not forgetting to intermingle certain "Behold the wicked priest, who displeased
severe allusions with his poem; and be- God in his life, and was taken in iniquity."
• sides this, therc was his trcatise "Monarch~ Such a proceeding, in the year 1274, had
ia," distinctly hostile to the claims of Rome: no parallel in any other part of Europe.
but for the bolder contrast to the sentiIt was little more than seven years after
ments of all Euro'pe, we must look to Ve- this when the Pontiff, M3Il'tinIV., havingtnice. It is admitted that in the commcnce- in his customary style, given the sovereignment of this century the Venetians had ty of Naples to Charles of Anjou, and prochosen to apply to Rome for an indulgence, claimed a crusade against the lawful heir,
but this was merely to facilitate a treaty chose also to excommunicate the Venetians ,
with the Caliphs of Egypt. Eager to re- because they would not unite in the out·
tain their commerce with tbe East Indies, rage. But was the result similar to that
tbey wished to open a communication be- wbich ensued, in all other nations? On the
tween the Nile and the Red Sea; and had contrary, for three .long years, no priests ofthey succeeded, perhaps the trade might ficiated, no prayers were offered in their
never have passed from their hands. Still, churches, and without yielding, they allowed
this application betrayed no disposition to the Pontiff to die! His successor, Hono-
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rius IV., at last succeeded, and removed the alteration in this singular Government, or the
interdict.
There had indeed been one con- exchange of the Republican form for that
'dition, and that was no other than that the hereditary and sev~re Aristocracy, which
Inquisition should be admitted. But here, became the diplomatic model of its day.
again, the terms were unprecedented, tri- But it is unnecessary to pursue the subject
umphantly sufficient to destroy its charac-' farther.
We have come to the commenceter, and point out Venice as an exception, ment of another century, and our assertion
if not a signal, to all other countries. The thus far is proved.' The Pontiff and his
negotiation for this end, had, in all cases, fellows, had been all along more potent at a
no other than political objects in view, and distance, than at home under their native
the Oourt of Rome had persevered with Ve- sky; and the one great lesson afforded by
nice throughout the successive reigns of ten the Italian Republics, and especially VePontiffs; but the termination only showed the nice, was this, that the power of Rome,
superior sagacity and continued power of the when at its hight, was resistible. This too
Republic. Thus-if
three ecclesiastics were becomes still more worthy of notice, inasto take cognizance of heresy there, then much as the freedom enjoyed in these comthey must be subject to the control of mercial states was not that which we now
magistrates chosen by the Gre~t Oouncil; upderstand by the term-far
from it. In
and if there were to be three such judges, numerous instances, the lives, the property,
one of them must be a natural subject of and even the honor of the citizens were not
the Republic, the Bishop of Venice. But secured; but in ages when the reason of
again, if these three men were to derive u- mankind had becn subdued, and their rnthority from the Pontiff, then they could lers were reduced to vassals, these lesser
not sit down on their tribunal, without a communities, under an. Italian sky, had
commission in writing fro III the Doge. If prov(i)dwhat reason and the power of rethey were to convict of heresy in any in- sistance could do. Two hundred years bestance, then every Jew and even Turk must fore Henry the Eighth was born, Venice
be free, as not belonging to the Pontiff's had shown that Rome's loudest thunder
community; nay, and every member of thc might fall innocuous to the ground. ImGreek Ohurch, as their controversy with movable and unshaken, and though uniting
Rome- was still undecided. Moreover, no. some of the most odious practices of desusurer was to be seized by them, though potism with the name of liberty, yet bent
one of the most desirable of all characters; upon securing certain rights, and prosperibecause, though violating the precepts of ty to commerce, a mere handful of people
religion, he did not dispute its dogmas; no in the adjoining sea had continued to testiblasphemer, because though guilty of ir- fy to the millions of Europe, that the powreverence, he was not of schism or innova- er they so much dreaded might be braved
tion; nor even any bigamist, because the with impunity.
second marriage was a violation of a civil
Thus terminated the thirteenth century,
bond. In short, at a period distinguished but we are still more than two hundred years
for general blindness or pusillanimity, here distant from the period when the sacred scripwas one exception to both. The Venetians tures were first printed in the vernacular
negotiated with their eyes open, and w~re tongue; and yet both centuries may now be
not to be outwitted.
The interests of com- viewed with c01"!siderable advantage as an
merce were with them superior to every approach or gradual introduction to that imother consideration, an.d to preserve it from portant event.
all injury or vexatious interruption, the sovTHE FOURTEENTH CENTURY.
ereign Pontiff himself must still keep his
distance.
In the course of the fourteenth century,
The century closed at Venice by a marked whether we look to Germany, to Ital.y, or
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our own country, the events are equally interesting and full of promise. Within the
first of these, the influence of that singular
confederation, called the "Ranse Towns,"
had begun to be felt. The league, by this
time, included more than sixty cities.
These had commerce for their common ob·
ject or bond of union; but they were the
germs of future freedom, and ultimately
contributed, in no inferior degree, to the
protection of individual rights. Thus early
was Divine Providence in operatlOn wit.h a
'view to a better day. At the same time,
nothing can be more natural than that an
Italian· author
should
claim for his
.country the precedence of all other na·
tions, whet-her as the science of government,
or the revival of learning.
'He is well entitled to speak out; and on
'account of the result, he ought to be first
heard, not only in this, but more especially
.in the next, or the fifteenth century,
"The science of governing men for their
advantage," 'says one of the ablest native
.authorities, "of developing their individual
.faculties, intellectual and moral, for their
greater happiness-that
political philosophy, began in Europe only with the Italian
Republics of the middle ages, and from
thence diffused itself over other nations."
Again, "The Italians, in the fourteenth cen·
·tury, dis90vered, as it were anew the ancient
world: they felt an affinity of thoughts,
hopes, and tastes, with the best Latin wri·
ters, which inspired them with the highest
· admiration.
Petrarch,
and particularly
Boccaccio, passed from this study to that of
· Grecian antiquity j and on the solicitation
of the latter, the Republic' of Florence, in
· 1360, founded a chair of Grecian literature,
the first in the West. A passion for erudi·
tion spread from one end of Italy to the
other, with an ardor pr'oportionable to the
dark ignorance of the preceding centuries.
It was imagined that all knowledge consist· cd in knowing and imitating the ancient
masters. The highest glory' was attached to
classical learning; and Petrarch and Boc·oaccio attained a degrJ}eof celebrity, credit
and, power, unequalled 9y any j)the..rmen in
f
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the middle ages-not by reason of 'those
merits which we feel at the present day,
but as the pontiffs and interpreters of antiquity. "
"We owe to the learned of the fourteenth
century, and to their school, a deep sentiment
of gratitude. They discovered and rendered
intelligible to us all the chpfs d' aJ'Uvre of
antiquity.
Fragments only of classic works
remained, scattered throughout
Europe,
and on the point of being lost. These
learned men of Italy collected, collated, and
explained them ~ without their antiquarian
zeal, all the experience of past ages, all the
models of taste, all the great works of
genius; would never have reached us, and
probably, without such guides, we should
never have attained the point on which we
now stand."
In thus writing, the author, of course,
had in his eye, not only the close of the
fourteenth, but the greater part of the fifo
teenth century, wIlen Italy, in truth, became
the garden of literature and the arts, the
wonder and delightful resort of the learned
throughout Europe. As a fact, it is of importance, not only to concede, but observe
this, and let the precedence be fully understood as holding a place in the course of
events about to transpire.
The learning
and refinement of Italy, al>out to assume
that position in history which the wisdo.ijl
of Greece had done in the days of old,
must enjoy her long reign of a hundred and
fifty years without any superior. N ow that
the human mind is waking up. let the ItaJian "imagine that all knowledge consisted in
knowing and imitating the ancient mas.
ters," and "let the highest glory be attached to classicai learning;" let the "chief
works of antiquity be rendered intelligible," and the men of Italy "collect, collate,
and explain them."
In short; as Greece is
coming to the assistance of Rome, and t.he
great masters" must first rise to show the
extent of tbeir powers; since the former, at
the commencement of the Christian era, had
stood in a peculiar relation to the surrounding nations-so,
let Italy now st\lnd in the
same relation to ;Europe. Distinguish~d for
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-not the sciences, she claims. to be the well·
spring of all the loss civilized 'nations in the
West. Minute criticism may here be dis.!pensed with, nor does any admirer of the
Sacred Volume need to object to the fullest
concession. Let Dante and Petrarch for
the moment, and Boccaccio and Poggio
Bracciolini lead the ~ ay.
In all this, however, it must now be
granted in return, there was literally noth.
ing of Divine light, properly so calledno reverent, distinct approach to the Sacred
Volume; and this becomes the more observable, as the only country in Europe to
which we can look for this, was that which,
.of all others, was held in greatest contempt
by Italy; to say nothing of its being at
,once the most distant from Rome, if not also
the most oppressed by that power. This
'Wasno other than our native land. Bracciolini, the last of these Italian scholars,
had actually visited it, and viewed this
country with chagrin, if not disdain, when
compared with the enthusiastic love of classical litemture which polished and adorned
·his country.
Yes, bOfar as the revival of learning was
concerned, it is worthy of particular notice
that, in England, it was associated, even
from this early period, with a special leaning tOlVards the Oracles 01 God, and that
on the part of several eminent men, all
alike well known, not only at home, but as
distant as Italy.
Of these, in proof, we
cannot omit to notice four-Eobert
Grossteste, Richard Aungerville, Ric/tard Fitz·
ralph, and, above all, our own WICKLIFFE.
~\he first of these, indeed, Grossteste,
died as early as the year 1253, and, three
years before that event, made no scruple,
when preaching at Lyon before Innocent
IV., to arraign his clergy. in' the boldest
terms, fO'r their ignorance, and arroganoJ, and flagitious conduct. Now this
was above an hundred years before the erec.tion of Boccaccio's chair for Greek in Flo.rence; and yet certainly Grossteste was notl
unacquainted with either Greek or Hebrew.
He had translated Dionysius. the A reopa-
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gite and Damascenus into Latin-had
facilitated the knowledge of Greek by a
translation of Suidas's J...exicon-had
pro,
moted John of Basingstoke becausc he was
a Greek scholar, and possessed of Greek
manuscripts, which he is said to have
brought from Athens. Nicholas, surnamed
Grrecus, resided with Grossteste, to help
him in' translating from the Greek; nor
should it be forgotten that, however humble
might be the claims of this eminent man tQ
the character of a Grecian; all this happened
above a century before that BoccacC'iohimself had positively asserted of the Italian
scholars, that they did not know so much as
the Greek alphabet. Nor was Grossteste
unacquainted with Hebrew, though we cannot assert, with Wharton, that he was profoundly skilled in it. The·number of Jews
then in England, as well as of Hebrew
manuscripts, fully accounts for what might
seem incredible to those who havc not looked into the times. At this early period,
however, the chief eminence of Grossteste
arose from his being a decided friend to
vernacular translations of the scriptures.
"It is the will of God," said he, "that the
Holy Scriptures should be trauslated by
many translators, and that there should be
different translat,ions in the Church, so that
what is obscurely expressed by one, may be
more perspicuously rendered by auother."
Was there any other country in Europe
where as much had been expressed by any
man, bcfore the middle of t;:e fourteenth
century?
If not, then let Grossteste or
Greathead be allowed to have sounded, if
not the first, one of the earliest feeble notes
of preparation; though more than a hundrcd years must pass away before the subject be taken up in good earnest, and though
England, confessedly, will first sink into
greater barbarism.
Richard of Bury, (son of Sir Richard
Aungerville) the Chancellor of England
and Bishop.of Durham, who died before the
middle of the fourteenth century, was a ,man more to the Italian taste, so far as' a
passion for literature was concerned. If we
allow hi.m to express his own feelings, hs
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was "carried away and even beside himself
with immoderate love of books, and desire
of reading i" though there was one fault,
too much akin to the rest of his order, a
desire to monopolize every book to themselves. This man employed collectors not
only in England, but in France, Italy, and
Germany. Perfectly familiar with French
from his residence in that country, at one
period he regarded Paris, on account of its
literature, as the "paradise of the world;"
at another, he laments over its decline.
But he visited Italy also, and there met
with Petrarch.
The celebrated Italian, indeed, mentions Aungerville in one of his
epistles- Virum ardentis ingenii.
But there was yet another Richard, well
known to the last, of a superior character,
and far more diffusive' spirit. This was
Fitzralph, an Irishman, too, and the energetic precursor of Wickliffe, in opposition
to the Friars. Born, it has been said, at
Dundalk, and, at all events, certainly there
interred, though he had died at Avignon,
Fitzralph, then Primate of Ireland, after
preaching indefatigably In that country and
in London, had gone to face Innocent VI.
himself on the subject of those exactigns
and abuses which had become past all endurance. If Aungerville was bent upon
colleeting and engrossing all books; still
farther to the west than even the "Thule"
of the Ancients, at the utmost verge of the
Pontiff's authority, even in Ireland itself,
there was then a thirst after knowledge
which could not bo satisfied. Fitzralph
complained aloud, and told Innocent that
no book could stir, whether in divinity, law,
or physic, but these Friars were able and
ready to buy it up,"-"that
he himself had
sent four of his secular chaplains from Ar'1llagh to Oxford, who sent him word again
that they could neither find the Bible, nor
any other good profitable book in divinity,
meet for their study, and therefore were
minded to return home to their own country."
As for the Primate himself, by his own
account, "the Lord had taught him, a~d
brought him out of the profound vanities of
Aristotle's philosophy, to the scriptures of:
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God." "To thee be praise," says he, at the.
commencement of his life, written by himself, once in the possession of Foxe, and
which he meant to have printed,-"To
thee
be praise, to thee be' glory, to thee be
thanksgiving, 0 Jesus most holy, Jesus
most powerful, Jesus most amiable-who
hast said, 'I am the way, the truth, and the
life,'-away
without deviation, truth with.
out a cloud, and life without end. For
thou the way hast shewn me, thou the truth
hast taught me, and thou the life hast promised me. A way thou wast to me, in exile,
the truth thou wast to me, in counsel, and
life thou wilt be to me, in reward."
Could the assertion which has been often
repeated, only be confirmed, that Fitzralph
translated the New Testament into the Irish
language, or that such a translation existed
in his time, it would form one of the most
curious facts in the history of modern lit·
erature; pointing out Ireland as that country in Europe which had been the first
pitied, as it has been the last. But, at all
events, in the very same year, or 1360, in
which Fitzralph expired at Avignon, John
Wickliffe, at the age of thirty-six, was allured from his hitherto retired life; and
when he came to write his "Trialogl1e," he
speaks of Fitzralph as having preceded
him, in terms of high commendation. II
We have now, however, arrived at a
point in history fraught with the deepest
interest, and bearing so directly on the subject of the following pages, that it becomes
necessary to pause a few moments, and look
round~ Let Grecian literature, by all
means, revive in Italy, for this will be
drawn upon, as soon as the proper time
arrives i .but, in the meanwhile, something else must be accomplished and vel'
far to tp.e West. The event which took plac
was not only a marked and powerful one, in
relation to England, but it formed the first
of a series in Europe, although more .than
an entire century passed away before the
precedent was followed by other countries.
We refer to the translation of the entire Sared Volume into the language spolcen by
tILepeople. Fragments there had been in

I
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several languages, but the present work be-I
ing complete from Genesis to Revelation, '
intelligible to the common people of that
day, and intended for their express perusal,
may be regarded as the first positive instance of its kind in modern Europe.
It
is, at least, the only one in the fourteenth
century upon which we Can now lay our
hand, no continental nation having anything
similar to produce.
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And as she arose from her sad'ning woes,
With feelings none ean tell,
She then wept aloud, while she humbly bowed,
And faiutly sighed-farewell
1
Again as I stood with the great and good,
Where joy and love were crowned
With the evening song, while its notcs prolong
The heart strain's dying sound:
A sorrowful word rom their lips was heard,
As trembling down it foil,
And it told the heart that all must partThat all must sliy-farewelll
Now my spirit yearned, and my eyes wore turned,
They saw that holy book,
On w,hose pages bright, a glorious light,
Is seen by all who 1001<:
And Isaw in this
right home of blillB,
Whore we shal ever dwell,
Where we all shall meet and each other greet,
And say no more- farewell !

~

FAREWELL.
BY W. T.

MOORE.

..

Like a funeral dirge on the ocean's surge,
I heard its music float,
Through the waving trees on tho gentle broeze,
With melallcholy note:
As it tnoved along with its mournful song,
I felt its sad'ning spell,
Aud my heart grew c01d for the tale it told
Did seem to say-farewell!

,.

Then I wa,lked 8.10ng~ough
the happy throng,
And heard eaeh joyfu tale,
As it fell from the tORgU of the old and young,
And died on evoning's gale,
But a voice of woe, was now whispered 10w,
Which caused each heart to swell,
As it passed on by with its mournful cry,
And sadly said-- farewell!
As I stood on deck of the Finking wreok,
Where waves beat mountain high;
As I heard the wail of the stormy gale,
Which then was passing by:
A sorrowing tone, like a parting groan,
Rose On the air-then
fell,
As the shi p went down, with the crew to drown,
I heard it say-farewell!
I stood by the bedtof the early dead,
And saw the mother there,
And I saw her start Il.S she raised her heart
To God in solemn prayer:
And I heard her cries as she turned her eyes,
While down a tear rop fell,
And a sijl;h was breathed from the sad bereaved,
Which gently said-farewell!
And I sa"V the wife in the
Bend o'er her husband's
And the tear drops start as
Rec~ived the newfl-ne's

prime of life
bed,
her bleedini heart,
dead!

~

THE CHILD'S WISH,

o "motheJ

dear, the angels near,
Are waiting-their
forms I seeI shaH soon be gnne, ere the morning's dawn,
I know they will call for me
And when I go, you will lay me low,
In the orchard very near;
Let them take me not, to that far-off spot,
To the churchyard, mother dear.

There are I know, all green and low,
l<'resh graves where my playmates lie;
That flowers too, with their wealth of dew,
T~ere look to the midnight sky.
That headstones white, in the pale moonlight,
Gleam fair as the fallen snow,
That over ~ch grave, the green trees wave,
W hen the soft south b.reezes blow.
Through the happy days, that the summer stays;
I know, it is hright and fair,
But when frost benumbs,or the cold snow come's,
Dear mother,its lonely there.
'
So when I go, you will lay me low,
In the orchard very near;
fhen iffrosl bennmbs, or the cold snow comes,
It matters not; mother dear.
]' ANNIE FAITIU'UL,
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,
A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION-

NO. VI.
PREACHERS

AND

PREACHING--NO.

IV.

In a previous article it has been shown,
that no men, in our time, or any time this
side of the apostolic, were callerl, qualified
and sent as the apostles were; or that, in the
same sense, there have been and are now no
apostles, or successors of apostles. The
question then, naturally comes up, where is
the authority for men preaching at all in
our day, if we have no apostles or successors of apostles, in the original sense?
This must be answered fully aLid fairly, or
no preacher now has any authority for his
profession or calling. If men can not now
show their right to preach and their authority,for it, without being specially called,
qualified and sent, as the original apostles
were, they may give up all idea of preaching, for they can never show that they have
any claim in that category. Where, then,
shall we turn our attention?
"Ve had as
,well inquire if there were not hosts of
preachers in the time of the apostles, not
called, qualified, or sent; not witnesses or
,embass~dors, in the same sense as the apostles were, endorsed by them aQ.drecognized
as faithful ministers of the word. I Who
has not read of Timothy, Titus, Mark,
Luke, Barnabas, Silas, Apollos, Philip, &c.?
These men never claimed to be apostles,
called, qualified and sent, as the. apostles
were, or that they were witnesses, embassadol'S, or inspired men. 'rhey never claimed
to speak with apostolicautho'rity.
The distinction between these two classes of men
is as clear as that between any two classes in
the world. The apostles were extraordinary ministers; the other class were ordinary.
The apostles were chosen in Christ as the
special instruments through whom the
gospel was to be reveale,d to the world;
the others were simply to preach the gospel,
as previously revealed by the apostles.
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They were not called in the same way all
the apostles, qualified in the same way,
not sent in the same way, not under
the same instructions,
not witnesses,
or embassadors, nor were they sent to do
the same work as the apostlps. The following are a few of the clear marks of distinction that may be observed between them
and the apostles:
I. Jesus appeared to the apostles personally, and called them with his own voice,
saying, "Corne, follow thou me. To the
others he did not appear personally and call
them with his own voice, but, after they became Christians, were brought to know the
love of Christ, and to see the ruin to which
our race is exposed, had their hearts moved
with the benevolent desire to save man, and
were found to have ability, they were called
by a deep sense of the importance of preaching the gospel as the means to save men,
by. the apostles and the churches.
This is
the call to preach now, the divine call and
the only divine call to preach the gospel-the
ability to preach, a sense of the importance
of preaching to save mankind, th'e authority of the apostles and of the church of the
living God.
II. The Lord qualified the apostles by
miracle--by direct inspiration, so that it
was not the men who spoke, but the Hol~
Spirit in them. In this way he did not
qualify any other class of men; the others
had to learn of the apostles, and preached
what they heard and learned of them.
III.
The Lord sent the' apostles as he
never did any others. He appeared to them
personally, after he rose from the dead, and
sent th.em with his own voice, saying, "60,
into all the world and preach the gospel to
every creature."
This he never did in the
case of the ordinary ministers, or any other
class'of men.
IV. Jesus commanded the apostles not to
study what they should say, at the same time
assuring them that the Holy Spirit should
speak in them--that
he should bring. all
things to their remembrance.
The apostle
Paul commanded preachers of the other
class, or sucb, men as Timothy, 'l.'itus, &e.,
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ordinary ministers, to st'lldy, to give them- ing it, or ringing it into the wotld, was an
selves to reading, to meditation, to give extraordinary work and required an extra-themsel ves wholly to the work, that their ordinary ministry. Bnt DOW, since the rev'}>tofiting might appear to all.
elation is made, the gospel revealed and
V. The apostles could confer supernatu- committed to the sacred pages of the New
'tal gifts upon others, by the imposition of Testament, the ordinary 'ministry is DOt
their hands, and aid so in many instances. only authorized, bui required to transmit it
The other class, or ordinary ministers never from generation to generation till time shall
conferred any supernatural gifts by the im- be no more .. Hence Paul says to Timothy,
position of their hands, or in any other "The things which thou hast heard of me,
way, nor had they the power so to do. before many witnesses, commit to faithful
Hence, when the apostles were gone, and men who shall be able to teach others also.'"
those upon whom they had laid their hands
VIII.
The apostles spoke by authority
were dead, miracles ceased; and all from and when their divine embassadorship was
that time to the present who have professed confirmed, as it was wherever they went,
to do miracles, were either miserably de-. what they said was divinely authorized and
luded themselves, or mere pretenders.
received implicitly. The ordinary ministers
VI. Theapostles werenotonlywitnesses, ,did not speak by divine authority, only
-hut the specially chosen wit'Tlesse.~
of Jesus, when they spoke precisely what they had'
qualified to be such by being with him as received from the apostles, and then the au.most intimate associates for about three and tho~ity was not in them, hut in the apostles.
a half years previous to his death, and It was received not because tluy spoke it,
then. seeing him and being with him re- but because it came from theapostZes. What
peatedly during a space of forty days, after the ordinary minister~ said, was not received
he rose from the dead, hearing him, eating implicitly.
To be believed, they had to
and drinking with him, handling him and "speak as the oracles of God." "If they
finally seeing him ascend up into heaven. speak not according to this word, it is be~
In this way these men were qualified to be cause there is no light in them." "They
and actually were chosen in such a sense as who hear us," (the apostles) says John,
no other men ent have been, are now, or "are of God; they who hear not us (the
ever shall be.
apostles) are not of God." What the aposVII.
The apostles were Christ's special tIes uttered, surrounded, as they werc, by
embassadors-ministers
extraordinary-didivine attestations of their apostleship, or
rectly called, :niraculously empowered and embassadorship, was reeeived as the divine.
specially sent into all the world to preach ly accredited oraclee of God. When the
the gospel to every creature-or,
as one of ordinary ministers spoke, what they uttered
them expressed it, "to preach among the was received, if it was what had been utterGentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ, ed by the apostles. Ifit was not what ha'd come
and to make all men see what is the fellow- from the apostles, they did not receive it or
ship ,of the mystery which from the begin- regard it of any authority.
Nothing on!.y
ning of the world hath been hid in God who what the apostles had said could be received,
created all things by Jesus Christ."
We no matter from whom it 'came. "Though we,"
.haveno special embassadors now, no ministers says Paul, "or an angel from heaven'preach
extraordinary, directly called, miraculously any other gospel to you than that which
empowered and specially sent. We have we have preached unto you, let him be aconly now, the ordinary ministry. The rea- cursed. As we said before, so say I now
son of this is obvious; the extraordinary again, If any man preach any other gospel
worTcis dvne. The revelation from God to to you than that which you have received,
'man is made and confirmed-it is complete. let him he accursed."
See Gal. i. 8, 9.
The making of this "revelation and confirm- That which the apostles prenched was au~
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thority j or, as Paul expressed it, "that
wkich we have preached unto Y01~,"and if
any man, or an angel from heaven, preached
anything else, it was not only unworthy of
credit, but the terrible anathema of heaven
rested upon him who did it.
Thus it is clearly perceived that there
was in the time of the apostles another and
distinct class of preachers from the apostles,
not called, qualified, sent, as the apostles
were; not apostles, embassadors or witnesses,
not to make revclations,or to reveal the gospel,
but preach the gospel already revealed, ad·
vocate, defend and perpetuate it" from generation to generation. This class of preachers we have yet and must have till the end
of time. It is not their province to reveal
anything new, but to preach, propagate and
perpetuate to the end of time, that gospel
which has already becn revealed, or, as Paul
has expressed it, "made known among all
nations for the obedience of faith,'" and
that too, "according to thc commandment of
the everlasting God." The work now, of
the ord' nary ministry, or the evangelists, is
to preach the gospel, enforce it upon the
mind of th~ present generation, and through
preaching, bring it to bear upon the world
--the power of God to salvation to every
one that believes, to the Jew first and also
to the Greek-the preaching of the cross to
them who are saved, the wisdom of God
and the power of God. Without this ministry the church could not exist, the work
could not progress. They are the ordinary instruments for doing the ordinary work, and
without them, the ordinary work could not
go on. The apostles were extraordinary
ministers, to do extraordinary work, and
when the extraordinary work, of introducing the new order and confirming it, was
accomplished, the extraordinary ministry
ceased.
The following are some of the evils reo
suIting from the modern mistaken notion of
men professing to be called, qualified and
sent as the apostles were, or in other words,
claiming that they were apostles:
1. An utter neglect of the ordinary
'means to qualify men for preaching the
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gospel, already revealed. Those men who
thought they were inspired and claimed tQ
speak as the spirit gave them utterance, utterly neglected books, reading, meditation
and education.
Their boast and glory were
that they did not depend upon books, upon
study or .meditation, but upon the direci
power and influence of the Holy Spirit.
They were careful, which, b"ythe way, was
unnecessary entirely among people of intelligence, to inform their audiences that they
had no "college larnin."
The result was,
that the land was filled with a class of men,
professing to be inspired, specially called
and sent, against whom it was regarded as
almost blasphemy to raise the slightest objection, and to call in question their claim to
a divine call, was almost an infallible evidence of a man's infidelity. Yet ninetynine out of "every hundred of these men did
not know their mother tongue or any other.
11'0 talk to one of these men of reading 00
prepare hiin for preaching, was all nonsense
to him. All knowledge, such asmay be obtained from books, was foolishness to him,
and nothing would do to preach, unless it
was a direct emanation of the Holy Spirit.
Certain it was that tLe Holy Spirit did noi
teach them anything, and, as they would'
learn nothing from the communications of
the Holy Spirit found in the Bible, they
had scarcely an idca of the Holy Spirit in
their minds, or any other ideas, ;tnd they
were certainly, as a class, the most stupid,
bungling and uninteresting, as well as unprofitable men that ever attempted to impallt
public edification.
II. A most sham~ful and preposterous
set of pretensions.
The preacher would
pretend that he had not studied his discours,e, in order that he might maintain his
claim to be specially called and sent, and
yet, bungling as his discourse was, many
as were his perversions and misapplications
of scripture, it was manifest to an observing person, that he had studied his sermon,
thus showing that his pretense was false.
When the preacher was about to ,commence
his discourse; he would be careful to inform
his audience that he did not know what he
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should say. but whatever the Holy Spirit were pardoned, but this feeling evidence
should give him, he would give his audience. was entirely invisible to all mankind except
Yet, he would frequently pray the Lord to the person claiming it. To him, the imforgive what had been said amiss and bless pression was not visible either, though many
what had been s'aid according to his will, thought it a great light like that which
and even ask the people to excuse his blun- shone round about Saul of Tarsus , thouO'h
0
no one could see or hear anything.
ders.
V. This professed call led to an almost
III.
The claim to_a Divine call opened
the way for the preaching of the most pre- utter abandonment of the Bible, and liStenposterous, most silly, and sometimes ridicu- ing to these men as apostles. 1'0 make a
lous nonsense ever uttered in public assem- necessity for such a ministry as they claimblies. This would not have been so utterly ed to be, they taught the people that the
absurd, had it not been for the claim that Bible was a sealed book, a hidden mystery,
all their silly nonsense emanated from the and that no one, unless specially called and
Spirit of all wisdom and all revelation. sent to expound the mysteries 0 the ~ospel,
Had the people been taught to regard the could unfold it to mankind. ' With this
whole as of men, very weak and ignorant view, it was useless to read the Bible or try
men at that, the harm done would have been to derive any benefit from it. The apostles,
trifling; but to ascribe the whole to the though inspired and possessing the Holy
Holy Spirit, was ruinous in its effects. Spirit to guide them into all truth, had givMany sensible people looked upon these en us nothing but a mystery, a sealed book
men as an exponent of the Bible and Bible and P?werless gospel, that could do nothing
men, and seeing the utter want of consis- till a called and sent preacher was given to
tency, propriety, and even common sense, expound it, or unfold the mystery. 'When
declared it not only to be human, but the these called and sent men came, one of
weakest, most silly and stupid of all human them expounded it to mean Calvinism,
emanations, and were thus driven into the another to mean Arminianism, one to mean
Unitarianism and another Trinitarianism,
coldest and most gloomy unbelief.
IV. These pretended called and sent one to mean Methodi~m, another Presbytepreachers were wholly inefficient. They rianism, one Lutheranism, another Episcocould operate upon no class of society only palianism. It is now manifest to a thinking
the ignorant and gullible, and then, simply man, that to follow these men, regard their
by excitement" noise and fanaticism; and teaching and confide in them to point out
when their proselytes were made, they were the way to heaven, was almost as unsafe as
no more enlightened than before. They to have no guide at all.
By listening to this class of men, the
had felt an impression and thought it was
religion, but, at times, doubted it. Their ears of the people were completely turne~
preachers would describe their own feelings away from the truth and turned to fables.
to them, and if, on hearing the description, Never did any pretense more fully and utthey could conclude that they had felt as terly subvert the gospel of Christ, underthe preacher said he had, it was taken as a mine it and defeat its holy purpose in its
strong evidence. A strong impression or mission to save man. Never was there a
feeling was the evidence of the preacher's class of men that needed reforming mare
conversion and of his Divine call. Their than these. Nor was there ever a class that
evidence of a call and of conversion was were more difficult to reach. It is tnc,
one that an external world could not see, many of them were sincere men and aimed
that their brethren could not see, and one to do good, but their mistaken claim, with
that could be 'claimed as stoutly by a Mor- their continued impression, that they were
monite as anybody else-their
feel1:ngs. inspired and spalce as the Spirit gave them utThey sald thcy felt a call, or felt that they terance, turned them constantly from the
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only thing worth preaching-the
gospel,
the power of God to salvation to everyone
that believes. Taking this delusion all in
all, it was the most mischievous, ruinous and
even destructive one that gained credence
in the beginning of the present century.
Under its influence, every error WRS propagated that the human imagination could
conceive, every form of perversion of scripture imaginable and every species of nonsense that could be invented, nol only in
the name of the Lord, but under a professed
sanction of the Holy Spirit. Yet, no matter how silly, how absurd, or contradictory
to the cle est teaching of apostles and
prophets, any man who dared question the
pretensions of these men, was branded as
unregenerated, an infidel or an Atheist, and
his mouth stopped by quoting, "the natural
man receiveth not the things of the Spirit,
neither 'indeed can be know them for they
are spiritually discerned"-"the
wind bloweth where it li2teth ~ri.d thou bearest the
sound thereof, and canst not tell whence it
cometh and whither it goeth, so is everyone
that is born of the Spirit"-these
things
are "hid from the wise and prudent and
evealed to babes"-they
are to "the Greek
foolishness" -&c.,
&c. Tn our next we
will give a few specimens of their preaching.
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though all streams are cut off, yet so long as
my God lives I have enough.' In this time of
trial I was led to enter into a renewed covenant with God, in a more solemn manner
than even before, and with the greatestfreedom and delight did I give myself and my
children to him. This act of my soul left
me in a great C'alm, alld steady trust in God.
A few days after, one evening; in talking of
the glorious state of my dear departed hus-·
band, my soul was carried out in such large
desires aftcr that glorious state, that I was
forced to rctiN from the family to hide my
joy."
The little sick boy recovered, and became
the famous Aaron Burr, who rejected this
precious faith of his mother, and preferred
the gospel of infidelity to the gospel of
Christ: In that gosp01 he reared his only
daughter.
That daughter made a distinguished marriage, and the sudden death of
her only and tenderly loyed son thus dis'cloMs the emptiness of her father's philosopby, and the wretchedness of a soul bereft of
Christian hope. "There is no more joy for
me. The world is a blank, I have lost my
boy. My child is gone for ever. Whichever way I turn the same anguish assails
me. You talk of consolation.
Ah, you"
known not what you have lost. I think·
Omnipotenc~ can give no equivalent for my boy; no, none, none."
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Mrs. Burr, the beautiful Esther Edwards,
thus writes to her father, just after the
THREE GOLDEN THREADS.-To repress
death of her husband President Burr, and a harsh answer, to confess a.fault, or to stop~
from the bedside of the sick, perhaps dy- right or wrong, in the midst of self-defence,
ing Son: "Oh, how good is God. He not ill gentle sUbmissi~n, ~ometimes requires a
". b t
1.'
t struggle almost lIke hfe and death; but
on Iy k ep t me.f rom comp Iammg, u eom,or . Ch' t these three efforts are the golden threads
e d me. I saw th e f u Iness th ere was m ns '..
.
I.'
. f an t s, an d h'IS WI'll'mgness t 0 ac- With whiCh
lor l'ttl
I
em
. domestIC. happiness is woven.
t
h
'
sr
d t h' . f "th
Once begm the fabrIC with the woof, and
"ep suc as were ouere
0 1m 10 al
..
ISu flier l'ttl
h'ld
t
t
d
tnals
shall not break or sorrow tarnish
I
e c I ren 0 come un 0 me, an .
A

forbid them not,' were most comforting It.
words' God also showed me, in such a live.
ly manner, the fulness there was in himself
of all spiritual _blessings that I said, 'AI-
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lor "preaching the gospel," among the elite
in fashionable circles. We heard of one
. Fo:ty years ago, the preaching was almost man, a short time since, in the Capital of a
~nv~rIably ~ext/lar!/, or, as "they expressed/poPUlar State, in the presence of the "firs~
tt, preachIng from a text.
No man was class" who took for his text the words
considered a divine, who could not preach a "And' there was no room in the inn." After,
long Silrmon from a sltart text, or a great
lermon from a small text. The preacher pausing for a few moments, at the same
aimed to astonish the people, that so much time extending over his audience a wise and
could be said fi'om such a small text. In knowing look, in a deep and impressive
lome places, and among some people this tone, he repeated the words, "And there
custom has not changed materially yet. In was no room in the inn." The wonder
many popular circles the short text is still was, what kind of wisdom a man could be
.adopted, and the sermon is made corre. endowed with, to bring a gospeCsermon out
.pondingly short. Indeed, among the fash- of such a text.! We did not learn what
ionables, the following are the chief and the sermon was, preached from this marvelous text; but, as the preacher was "a
most desirable Qualities:
workman that need not be ashamed, rightly
1. .4 short text, and nothing in it.
dividing" his text, a learned and popular di.
2. A short sermon, composed of smoothe
vine,
he probably divided his text into some
and pretty words.
three heads, upon which he discoursed soft3. Smoothly and gracefully delivered.
ly, smoothly, and even gracefully, for at
4. Not to come nearer our time than the
least twenty minutes, without a single col.
Ante-diluvians, Egyptians, Sodomites, or
lision with any man's doctrines, views or
Incient Jews.
sins. 'l'his pious, learned and profound
5. Not to question any practice, unless it
expounder of the mysteries of the gospel,
be Pagan, Infidcl, Mormon or ROlllish.
receives probably from $1,500 to $2,000 a
6. Not to say anything that will in any
year. He most probably does not preach
"ay disturb the conscience.
more than one sermon for each Lord's day j
7. Scarcely a seasoning of gospel in it.
for it would hardly be expected t~at two
It is perfectly astonishing what insig- such efforts, as to bring a gospel sermon out
aificantly little, senseless, empty and insip- of the words, "And there was no room in
id ditties are now being listened to, and the inn," would be made by the same man
, -paid for, call1/d, ""sermons, on the same day. H~ would certainly need
Iven roundly
PREACHERS AND PREACHING.-NO.
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a weck of relaxation for recruiting his ex· Being a proficient in his work, he soon
hausted energies. Allowing him then, to transformed the negative "not," into tho
receive the moderate support of $2,000 per theological noun, knot. As ncar as we ro·
annum, and to preach once each Lord's day, member, the plan of his discourse was a!!
or, "holy Sabbath," as he calls it, it cost follows: 1. To explain the nature and sinthe church only about $42 to have expound- fulness of the "top knots." 2. To expatiatfl
ad to them the words, "And there was no on the reasonableness of the injunction,
room in the inn." Yet, we doubt not, "Come down." 3. To denounce the eternal
this man and others of his class talk of the perdition of the disobedient.
arduous and exhausting labors of their proAnother case is recorded in the same
fession and their scanty subsistence!
work, of a man who took for his text tho
Another man, a textuary too, hard by the words of the wicked servant, who said,
Capital of his nation, and in the hearing of "Thou art an austere man." Not being a
distinguished personages, took for his text, good speller, though a profound preacher, ho
"hind's feet," and not being a good schol- mistook the word, "austere," for oyster, and,
ar, though a masterly divine, mistook unfortunately, founded his whole sermon
"hind's feet," for hen's feet, and, being a on the word oyster. The plan of the serdoctrinal preacher, as well as specially mon, as near as we now remember, was: l.
called and sent, soon clearly deduced and To show the resemblance betwecn oysters
demonstrated tho glorious doctrine of the and sinners. 2. To point out the analogy
adorable and ever blessed Trinity from the between his Savior and the oyster catcher.
three toes of the hen's feet. This was, no 3. To compare ministers of thc gospel to
doubt, considered deep and profound preach- the tongs with which oysters are taken. 4.
ing, as no onc not well skillcd in the deep- To show how beautifully an oyster boat repest and greatest mysteries, could have per- resents a gospel church.
ceived this almost unfathomable mystical
Another great man preached a gre&.t sersignificaticn of the .hen's feet. What this mon on the words: "Adam, where art thou?"
wonderful effort cost the church, we have He too, was one of your methodical and
no certain means of ascertaining, but not learned divines. He planned his discourse
less probably than in the case of the expo- as follows: 1. To show that Adam was some
sition given above.
place. 2. That he was where he ought not
Another of the same class of expositors, to be. 3. That if he did not take heed to
of whom we read an account in the Ohris- his way~, hc would find himsclf where he
tian Baptist somc twenty-six years ago,llad would not want to be. No doubt he sushis pi~us, hoI! a~d ~ost rig~teous ind;gna-\ tained all .these. maTvel~us p~sitions to the
tion stirred wlthm hIm, as hIS soul was vex- fullest satIsfactIOn of hIS audlCnce.
ed from day to day, with the sinful and
We allude to these as mere specimens,
profane knots of ribband on the ladies' bon- not from the more ignorant, but from among
nets, and, being a faithful divine, deter- those who claimed to be tlle "first class,"
mined not to look uppn sin with the least and set themselves up as the chief ones of
degree of allowance, he resolved to preach a the nation, and while these may be more
sermon against this great sin. He too, was manifestly ridiculous than common, they
among the great ones of the nation. Having are not really more incompatible with the
searched the Bibltl from side to side for a whole spirit and intent of what Jesus
text, he hit on the following, as exactly in meant by the requirement, to preach the
point: "Let him that is on the house-top gospel. Not one of these preachers out of
not come down." To rid the subject of all one hundred, claiming to be specially caUed
incumbrance and every thing not relating to and sent, could tell what the gospel was, and
the matter in hand, he took for his text the not one of their hearers out of a thousand
following four words: "Top not come down." could tell what the faith of the church was,
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or even knew, or, in other words, what they honest, sincere and well-meaning, but igthemsclves believed. The truth is, a large, norant and superstitious men. In this way,
nnmber of them did not believe anything, thousands of mcn, who would have been an
or in other words, were not believers at all. ornament to the church, h/lve been ruined
They knew their party by name, and went by the men laboring to save the world ..
for it and their preacher without knowing
If these prolessedly specially called and
what the faith was.
sent men had made it a matter of settled
Anyone can preach from a text, or on a study, how to defeat the preaching of lhe
text, with or without grace, or even common g.ospel, render ineffectual and entirely counsense. Not only so, but by textuary preach- teract any good influence it could have on
ing, any theory, speculation or dogma in the world, they could not have hit upon a
creation, can be proved, or if not provcd, better plan to accomplish their object, than
the adherents of the party can be made to the one adopted by them. On their plan of
believe it to be proved. In this way, thou- preaching, if they had expounded every
sands have been made to believe the most text correctly, and if the hearers had unsilly delusions, idle dreams and mischievous derstood every exposition given and refictions ever invented.
In numerous in- membered it, in a whole life-time, they
stances, they had as well never have had would not have heard even a hundredth part
a Bible, so far as any adequate understand- of the New Testament expounded. Then,
ing of it was concerned. Many maintain- when it is remembered that in nine tenths
ed, that what appeared to be the meaning of the cases, the expositions were most abof scripture, on the face of it, was not at surd, ridiculous and false, the chances of
all the real sense, but merely the sense that knowing the truth become exceedingly few.
the carnal mind received-that
the real Still, farther, as if to render the preaching
sense lies deeper down-that
the natural of the gospel more ineffectual, the preachunderstanding can not comprehend spiritual ers had their pulpits perched up from six to
things--that they are only to be understood ten feet high, and when one would enter
by the spiritual understanding-that
spirit- and lift his eyes to the preacher, closely
ual things can not be heard with the nat- ensconsed in his "sacred desk," as he peepural, or ordinary ear, but with an inward, ed over the top of his castle, it would put
or spiritual ear, and in this way, the only one in mind of nothing more rcadily than a
ears with which man can hear, and the only swallow, peeping from her nest, highly eleunderstanding with which he can under- vated in a chimney. The entire arrange_
stand, and through which the Lord from ment appeared to be calculated, if not so
the beginning has operated upon man to intended, to make the impression that
turn him to God, have been rendered in- preachers belong to a different order of beeffectual and wholly inaccessible, by the ings from the balance of mankind. In
very men professedly sent to enlighten the many instances the sermons were written
'World. Men of sense have listened to dis- out and read from these unphilosophical,
oourses which they knew had no sense in miserably ill-adapted and stupidly arrange<l
them, on the face of them, but thought pulpits, with as little religious effect upon
there was probably a deep. mystical sensean audience as the reading of an essay on
a Ipirilual sense-that the natural man anatomy or astronomy would produce. In
cohld not discern. Others again, and not a other instances, the sermon was extempo_
few of them, came to the conclusion, see- raneous, but without sense, or adaptation to
iug the utter lack of sense, or adaptation in this world, and consequently without anythe whole affair, that the whole concern, thing like the real effect of preaching the
~ible and all, was a stupendous farce, im- gospel.
posed upon mankind by cunning and deIn addition to the textuary system ot
tigniug men at first, and followed up by preaching, the ill-arranged houses and pul-
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is short and easy. They say. "If the Lord
pits, the reading of sermons and other inhad
called th('se men, they would all have
effectual methods of doing, as if ap aimed
preached the same doctrine. 'I.'hey do not;
to defeat the gospel and effectually block its
preach the ~ame doctrine; therefore, the
great work, in its mission to saTe man, a
Lord never called them. If they claim to
large portion of the preachers taught the
be called and 8wt, when it is so obvious
people, that they could not understand the
that they are not, the same may have been
gospel, could not believe it-in a word, that
the case with the apostles and all other
they could do nothing-that
they were
preachers. I, therefore, do not believe
totally depraved-wholly
corrupt-that
the
there is any reality in the entiJ;e matter of
word of God was a dead letter-that
the
religion."
This class of men read Paine's
letter kiIleth-that
faith was a direct gift
.Age of Reason, falsely so called, talk about
from God-that a man could no more beand deride religion on the corners of the
come a Christian than he could make a
streets and carp upon the flaws in profesworld till this direct gift was bestowed.
sors of religion. 3. Still another class, find
Yet, if he did not become a Christian, he
that they can not understand the matter,
would be lost! A preacher in one church,
and, after puzzling over it for a time, fall
would be heard trying to prove that a man
into something like the following train of
could turn to the Lord at will, and become
reflection: "God is a benevolent bein"g. as
a.Christian j while at the same hour, and
all parties admit; he is infinitely good; he
probably in the same town, another would
therefore, would not punish a finite creabe trying to prove that a man could do
nothing. The" only wonder is, that the ture forever, for not being a Christian, when
gospel has not been entirely defeat.ed, com- the matter of becoming a Christian is involved in so much obscurity, darkness and
pletely nullified and put down j aud indecd,
uncertainty, that the most sinccre, honest.
one of the strongest evidences we know of
and candid persons, under the instructions
its divinity-that
it is the power of God to
of the best preachers, are frequently known
salvation to everyone who believes-that
it
to seek for months and even years, and, in
is to them who arc saved the power of God
many instances even to die without finding
and the wisdom of God-is, that it has sursalvation. I, therefore. concl~de that we
vived, the miserable, badly arranged pulpits,
are all poor imperfect creatures, th:J.t the
the ineffcctual ministry and false theories,
which it has had to encounter, maintained Lord will be good and merciful to us all,
and that we all will be saved." Even thi.
its place in the world, and is doing a good
reaches not the climax. Among the conwork among men. Had not God been with
flicting preachers, there i~ such a struggle
it, and his divine power in it, long since it
for members, pulling this way and that, bewould have been crushed out of the earth.
set.ting all on e.ery side, that the people get;
What has been the result from all this?
It has been, 1. That many sensible and well to looking at it as a kind of rivalry among
disposed men, who will go into nothing the preachers, who shall gain the most
that they can not understand, decide that members. They lose all sight of the Lord,
they can not see any sense in it, can not see or of their own salvation, and see nothing
much difference among them, nor decide but the competition between these men, and
who, or whether any party, is in the right, you hear them every now and then saying,
and that tIley will hear none of them. with emphasis, "They won't get me." Thus
These cease attending places of public wor· vast multitudes are hardened, continue and
Ilhip at all, turn their attention to schemes die in their sins, in the midst of a numerof making money, or political fame, and ous, but wonderfully inefficient ministry.
In the place of tIDyimprovement, with aU
many of them are hardened so that they
the
helps that have 80 abundantly multican never be saved. 2. Many are driven
plied
upon us, with the freest toleration any
into infidelity. Their process of reasoning
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people ever had, we are fully assured that a
N or can any man living make the least
large portion of the ministry are not im- excuse for all this. N otlling in 'the Book
IJToving one iota. The clearest things the of God, in the nature of the I case, should
Lord has vouched safe to man, the things and woul~ be laid down more clearly, than
most important of all, and things that must the way t,o pardon; for remission of sins is
be known first of all, if a man would be something to which ull must come or be lost.
happy and do any good in religion, are the And nothing is presented. in the Holy Volmost obscure in the minds of popular nme, we presume to say, with more clearpreachers generally.
Nothing can Be more ness, in a greater variety of forms, and
important to the sinner than the 1'emission of with more simplicity, than the terms of
.ins. What does all talk of religion amount pardon, and the man who can not present
to, for a man who can not learn "1\ here and these terms so that any rational and sincere
'how he is to obtain pardon? 'What is all penitent can understand what to do to be
preaching worth, so long as it fails to fet saved, is certainly useless to the world as a
forth clearly the ground of pardon, and preacher.
Surely the merciful, benevolent
show the sinner how he may come to the ann glorious Savior, would not have left
Lord and obtain the remission of his sins? anything so important, as the remission of
What is a preacher worth to the world, who sins, and something too, relating to et:ery
can not, or can and uill not, show the sinner person, in the dark, or in any obscurity.
w hat steps he is to take, or what he is to do, This he has not done. "The way is so
to come to the promise of God, that he nlain that the wayfaring men though fools
shall be pardoned, or saved from his sins? should not err therein."
" They who
What does it avail, to ohow the sinfulness seek shall find," says the Lord. Those
of sin, that man is sinful and lost, and not who came to the first preachers did find
show him how to be saved? It certainly pardon, as soon as they found a man of
avails b'.lt little. Yet, who, in this coun- God to tell them what to do, and they did I
try, does not know that thousands of hum· what was commanded. Not a case of failure
ble, penitent and sincere souls have been can be found.
under the immediate instructions of their
preachers, for years, seeking, mourning and
grieving, and still, have never been shown
and do not know where the Lord has promised them pardon.
Who does not know that
thousands of these continue to grieve, stri"e
and sorrow till they die, without finding
pardon? and that too, under the immediate
instructions of their preachers?
They do
A BLESSED INTIMACY.
everything the preachers tell them to do,
do all seriously and honestly, and still, are
A friend once asked Professor Franke how
not pardoned!
Why this failure?
Cer- he maintained so constant a peace pf mind.
tainly the word of the Lord has not failed. "By ~tirring up my mind a hundred times a
The plan of heaven has not failed! What day," replie,1 Franke. "Wherever I am.
has failed? Where has the failure been? whatever I ,10, 'Blessed Jebus,' 'have I a
The ministry has failed to point the peni- share in thy redemption?
Are my sins (ortents to the way laid down in the dcriptures gh'en? Am I gnided by thy Spirit? Renew
to pardon. The failure is not in the plan of me; strengthen me.' By this constant interheaven. nor in the promise of the Lord, cotm;e with Jesus, I enjoy serenity of mind
but in the minist1'y, to show the seekers the and a settled peace of sou1."
manifest way to the promise of pardon, and
then teach them to rely upon the promise.
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inquisition, and another the first canoD,
which forbade the Scriptures to the laity,or
the translation of any portion of them into
THE ANNALS OR HISTORY OF THE the vulgar tongue. The latter was expressed in very pointed terms.
ENGLISH BIBLE.
"We also forbid the laity to POSSESSany
BY C. ANDERSON,
OF ENGLAND.
of the books of the Old or New 'I.'estament,
except, perhaps, the Psalter or Breviary for
[Continued.]
the Divine Offices, or the Hours of the
John Wickliffe,a native of Yorkshire, was Blessed Virgin, which some, outof devotion,
born in the year 1324, and, in 1360, at wishto have; but having any of these books
the age of thirty·six,
first came into translated, into the vulgar tongue, we .vtrictpublic view, where he conspicuously remain· lylorhid."
ed to the day of his death, or the 31st of
In the face of all this, and far more than
December 1384. For his life and opinions can now be explained, must Wickliffe comwe refer to other sources, and must here mence his heartfelt task; and so he did, with
confine our attention to that work which his eves open to the prejudices of the world.
will ever give the chief distinction to his His translation, which was finished in the
name.
year 1380, is supposed to have occupied
Before the commencemeBt of such a de- him, amidst various interruptions, for many
sign, the position of Wickliffe should be years. Some have imagined that this great
contemplated.
To say nothing of the Ma- work employed the translator for ten years,
hometan and Pagan worlds, two other com- only, but Mr. Baber, with far greater probamunities had extended their influence over bility, has said, "From an early period oflifethe nations. Alike opposed to the right of he had devoted his various learning, and all
priva~e judgment, and the rising freedom the powerful energies his mind, to effect this,
of the human mind, and now equally sunk and, at Icn~th, by intense application on his
into a state of unutterable depravity, both own part, and with some assistance from a
had fixed a malignant eye on that very book few of the most learned of his followers, he
which Wickliffe had determined to give to had the glory to complete a book, which,
his country. These two, it is well known, alone, would have been sufficient (or at least
were the Eastern and Western, or the Greek ought) to have procured him the veneration
and Latin Churches.
Both had not only, of hi~ own age, and the commendations
and long since, utterly neglected and con- posterity."
temned the Sacred Writings, but both had
In accounting for such a movement as
interdicted their translation into any verna- this, it has been but two common to inquire
cular tongue. That it was not only unlaw- after something similar which had happenful, but injurious, for the people at large to ed in the earth, and loosely supposing some
read the Scriptures, had, indeed, for ages, connexion between them, as cause and ef.
Deen regarded as an axiom, by a~l these na- fect, thus leave the extraordinary event,with.
tions. Nor was this idea left to pass cur- out the slightest reference to the finger of
rent merely as a received opinion. N 01 to God. Any influential connexion, however,
mention other proofs, more thanan hundred between the Waldeness or Vaudois and
and fifty years before Wickliffe had finish· Wickliffe has never been clearly proved,
ed his determined purpose, or in the year and probably never will. At all events, be229, at the Council of Toulouse, when for- fore he could be stimulated by their examt;:.five canons were passed and issued fOI pIe, he seems to have taken his ground, as
tlnl extinction of heresy and the re-estab- it is only in his latest compositions that a
1is~ent of peace, what were two of those few slight rererences to them are to be found,
Gan ns? One involved the first court of as to a people with whose sufferings be sym-

or
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pathized.
He was on the Continent, at its being conveyed to the people, and at evBruges,it is true,from 1374 to 1376,buthe had ery successive 'step of progress. Their malcommenced,and must have been far advanced ice at this time, howe,er, was overruled, a8
in his undertaking, long before then. In it will so often and conspicuously be, II censhort, as far as the term can be applied to tury and a half later; but, iu the meanany human being, the claims of Wickliffe while, nothing must prevent Wickliffe from
to ori3inality have now come to be better finishing his translation.
understood, and every Christian will recogThe year 1378 was in truth an importan'
nize the "secret mover;" while, in reference one as it regarded our translator's design.
to the times following, when tracing the his- On thc 27th of March the reigning Pontiff
tory or influence uf Divine Truth through~ had died; an event which not only put an
out Europe, the habit of ascending no end to the bulls against Wickliffe, but gave
higher than Ge1'many is past, or passing rise to what was called "the great schism j"
away.
so that soon after there were two PontiffsDown to the period of about two years before onll beyond the mountains, as the Italian8
Wickliffe had completed his translation, the said, and one at Rome-consigning
caoh
only ideal>or incidents which had any pow- other to perdition.
Of this state of things
erful influence upon mankind generally, Wickliffe did not fail to avail himself.
were such as stood connected with the Pon- "He saw the head of the body cloven in
tiff, and his peculiar system of rule or gov- twain, and the two parts made to fight with
ernment; but, in reference to this subject, each other;" and he immediately sent forth
by the year 1378, among the European na· two tracts, one upon "the schism" itself, and
~ons, there had sprung up a marked differ- the other upon "the truth of Scripture."
ence of opinion. One question' engrossed Every city and state became agitated, and
them all, and it was nothing less than this as the question soon divided the nations
- Who was Pontiff?
In the year 1305, throughout, it so happened that England
through the influence of France, the Court and Scotland were of opposite opinions: the
of Rome had been translated into that King- former holding fast by Urban VI. of Rome, •
dom, and there it remained for seventy-four who had been first chosen; the latter followyears, to the great damage of Rome as a cd Clement VII. of Avignon. England and
city, but without any rentor division in the France iudeed became the most ardent supsystem. Edward the Third had expired on porters of the opposite parties, while such
the 21st of June 1377, after a reign of above was the extent to which the contro,orsy
half a century, and about that very moment had gone that some men of the University
Gregory XI. had ordered Wickliffe to be of Paris had begun to' think of a plurality
seized and imprisoned, till farther orders. of Pontiffs, and the appointment of one to
Early in the following year, although our every kingdom. The idea of one power extranslator of the Scriptures had not only ercising authority
over all nations had
stood high in favour with the late King,but seemed to them untenable, if not injuristill did so with many in Parliament, and ous.
was powerfully protected by John of Gaunt,
Soon after this, in the year 1379, WickDuke of Lancaster, he was summoned by liffe, as divinity professor, had gone to fulfil
the Bislwps to answer for himself at St. his accustomed annual duty at Oxford, but
Paul's. Thus did this body of men first there he was seized with an alarming illcome out, appearing as a distinct interest ness. The friars, imagining that his cour
in the kingdo.m, and thus they will remain was now near an end, contrived to visit him.
for above five generations to corne; proving Four of their ablest men had been selecte4,
ever and anon, upon all occasions of alarm, I or a friar from each of the mendicant
that they were the determined opponents ofl ders, and they were admitted to a patleD
Divine Truth. As a body, they will oppose hearing.
After reminding him olthe gr.
,
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lDJury he had done to tbeir order-foT dead, even in Italy, had been the refuge and
Wickliffe was a determined enemy to all stronghold of their opprebsor, from generaidleness and all extortion-they
exhorted tion to generation; and upon looking back,
him, as one ne'ar to death, that he would no spectacle presented to tbe cye i:s so reo
now, as a true penitent, bewail and revoke markable, as tbat of so many diffcrent nain their presence, whatever he had ~aid to tions, equally spell-bound by tbe same ex·
t,heir dispara~err,ent. As soon as tbey had pedient. There was a Latin, service, and
done. Wickliffe cl!-lling for bis servant, de- there was a Latin Bible. professedly rcceivsired to be raised upon bis pillow; when cd, but the possession of even tkis had been
collecting all bis strength, with a severe and forbidden to the people at large; very "lUch
expressive countenance, and in a tone of in the same spirit as the Shasters of India
voice not to be misunderst~od. he exclaimed, are forbidden by the Brah mins to be looked
"1sltall not die, but lil:e, to decla.re tlte evil upon, or even beard, by the people. H
deeds of the (rial'S." Confused, if not con- was tbe Latin Bible, therefore, long buried
founded, little expecting such a reply, they in cloisters, or covered with the dust of
i.mmediately left him; and Wickliffe recov- ages, which mus(now be brought forth to
ered, to finish in the yeH following his view. Confessedly imperfect, it was of imtransl:ttion of the entire Bible.
~ortance first to prove that -ithad all along
Extraordinary, however, as the character contained enough for mortal man to know,
of Wickliffe was,-a man confessedly far in order to his eternal salvation; and once
above all bis eonte!Dporaries, it may still be translatcd into any native tongue, not only
inquired, wbether he was qualified for the will the language touch the heart, but the
task of translating the Sacred Volume? The peoplc at, last know what that mysterious
Scriptures had been originally giv~n 'in He- book was, from which they had been debarbrew and Greek; butso far from tbe nations red, so wickedly and so long. Although,
of the West furnisbing men sufficiently ac- therefore, tbe nation was yet an hundred and
quainted with either, England at least had fifty years, distant from the English Bible,
'sunk into greater ignorance even since the properly so callt:d, the present should be redays of Grossteste; nay, an hnndred and fifty garded as the first preliminary step. An
years later, when Tyndalo had translated all-disposing foresight, far above that of any
from the original tongues, some of the human agent, is now distinrtly visible in
priests of the day were trying to persuade drawing first upon that very language which
the people that Greek and Hebrew were had been employed for ages as thc instru.
languages newly invented. Here, it is true, ment of mental bondage. It shall now be
was Wicklifftl, an able and acute, a zealous made to contribute to the emancipatiun of
and determined man; and withal an excel· the human mind. Latin, it is tr,ue, had
lent Latin sholar, but of Greek or Hebrew been the conventional language ofthd priestl!
he knew nothing. Nor was it at all neces- and students of different countries; but still,
.ary that he should possess such erudition, so long as this language remained untouch.ince a translation from either GREEK OR ed by a translation of the Scriptures into
HEBREW would not Iwve hal'monized 1vith I any vernacular tongue, it is a hisforical cathe fir~t, or the present, intention of Divine non that no nation was ever greatly moved.
Providence. A reason there was, and one This holds true of our own couutry, iu the
worthy of infinite wisdom, why not only the age of manuscl'ipt,butit will become far more
English translation, but most of the first emphatically so, even seventy years after
European versions must be made from the the invention of prinfing, when the ScripLatin. These nations, including our own, tures, once translated from the original tonhad nothing in eommonwith the Greek com- gues, eome to be printed in the languago
munity, but for ages they had been overrun then spoken, and spoken still.
by the Latin. This language, long since
At such a period as this the translation
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of Wickliffe could only be diffused,of course, rors. It is not, therefore, politic that any
by the laborious process oftranscription;but
one, wheresoever and whensoe\'er he will,
transcribed it was diligently, both entire should give himself to the frequent study
and in parts, and as eargerly read. There of the Scriptures."
were those who, at every hazltrd,sought wisThese men specially referred to a period
dom from the Book of God, and their num· which lasted for about twenty years, or from
bel' could not be few. A contemporary 1380 to 1400, and it was one, though but
writer has affirmed that "a man could not too short, which distinguished this country
meet two people on the road, but one of from every other in Europe.
Howcver
thcm was a disciple of Wickliffe." This was transient, or but like an handful of ~orn for
the testimony of an enemy, and not improb- all England in a;:y sketch of the times it
ably the language of hatred and fear com· should never pass unnoticed.
bined, uttered with a wish to damage the
'While the natil)ns generally were discause; it was the testimony of an ecelesias- cussing the respective claims of two rival
tic, a Canon of Leicester, in reference to an Pontiffs, amidst all the confusion of the
era hailed by the people; and although. the times, anll although there were many adWord of Truth had not "free course," there versaries, for the last twen ty years of the
can be no question that it was glorified in fourteenth ccntury in England, no authori.
the receptiOn given to it by many. "The sol· talive stop must be put to the perusal of
diers," he says "with the dukes and earls, the Divine record. 1'he Bishops, it is true,
were the chief adherents of this sect-they
with the Primate of Canterbury at their
were their most strenuous promoters and- head, may rage and remonstrate, may write
boldest combatants-tlleir
most powerful de- to Rome and receive replies, but il1 vain.
fenders and their invincible protectors." A The entire
Sacred Volume had been
very remarkable admission, as it accounts translated,
the
people were
transfor the great progress made, in spite of op- cribing
and reading, and the transposition. All this and much more is uttered lator had freque~tly expressed himself in the
in the tone of lamentation; and what was boldest terms. "The authority of the Holy
the occasion, as expressed by the Canon him· Scriptures," said he, "infinitely surpasses
self?
"This Master John Wickliffe," says any writing. how authentic soever it may
he, "hath translated the Gospel out of Latin appear,becau,e the authority of Jesus Christ
into English, which Christ had intrusted is infinitely above that of all mankind."with the clergy and doctors Qf the Chuch, "The authority of the Scriptures is inde~hat they might minister it to the laity and pendent of any other authority, and is pre •.
weaker sort, according to the state of the ferable to every other writing, but especitimes and the wants of men. So that by this ally to the books of the Church uf Rome."
means the Gospel is made vulgar, and laid -"I am certain, indeed,from the S~riptures,
more open to the laity, and even (owomen who that nei ther Antichrist, nor all his disciples,
caa read, than it used to be to the r'nostlearn- nay, nor all fiends, may really impugn any
ed ofthe clergy and those of the best under· part of that volume as it regards the excelst8ndlllg! And what was before the chief lence of its doctrine. But in all these things
gift of the clergy and doctors of the Church, it appears to me that the believing man
is made for ever common to the laity I"
should use this rule-If
he soundly under.
It was in the same spirit that another stands the Sacred Scripture, lct him bless
contemporary writer urged that "the pre- God; if he be deficient in such perception,
late8 ought not to suffer that evary one at let him labour for soundness of' mind, Let
his pleasure should read theScripture,transhim also dwell as a grammarian upon the
lated even into Latin; because, as is plain letter, but, be fully aware of imposing a sense
trom experience, this has been many ways upon Scripture which he doubts the Holy
the occasion offalling into heresies and cr- Spirit does not demand.'
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Many other passages, in terms as strong,
might be quoted from his writings; and
"among his latest acts," says Vaughan, "was
a defence in Parliament of the translation of
the Scriptures into English.
These he declared to be the property of the people, and
one which no party should be allowed to
wrest from them."
N ow that the cause of such a man, as well
as that he himself should have been so befriended, was one of the distinguishing features of the present period. .The Duke of
Lancaster continued to be his shield for
years; nnd although, when Wickliffe, in addition to grievances felt, went on to Christian doctrines, the Duke faltered in his support, yet nearly six years after the translator
was in his grave, the same voice was
heard in favor of the translation. In the thirteenth of Richard II., or ] 390, a bill was
proposed to be brought into the House of
Lords for suppressing it, when Lancaster,
in boldly opposing this, told them, "That
he would maintain our having this law in
our own tongue, whoever they should be
that brougl;t in the bill;" and once intro ..
duced, it was immediately thrown out. Bt1t
Lancaster was not the only friend: to hiS
brother, the Duke of Gloucester, Wickliffe
dedicated at least one of his pieces; and on
one important occasion, when the former
gave way, t1:e Queen-Mother, or widow of
the Black Prince, puta stop to perseoution.
Lord Percy, Earl-Marshal, was also friendly; but perhaps, above all, much was owing
no the reigning Queen, and that for ten years
after Wickliffe's death. Ann of Luxemburg, the sister of the Emperor Wences1aus' and of the King of Bohemia, as consort
of Richard II., had arrived in this country
in December 1381; an event of great importance in connexion with Wickliffe's exertions. If he had so far enlightened England, his writings were also to electrify Bohemia, so that Ann had "oome to the kingdom for such a time as this." This lady,
already acquainted with three languages,
Bohemian, German, '\nd Latin, soon acquired that of this country, and for years
was distinguished for her diligent perusal
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of the Scriptures in .English.
This much
was testificd of her by a very notable wit.
ne~s-the
Lord Chancellor Arundel, then
Archbishop of York, when he came to preach
at her interment.
"Although she was a
stranger," he said, "yet she constantly
studied .the four gospels in English; and
in the study of these, and reading of godly books, she wag more diligent than the
prelates, though their office and business
require this of them."
The gospels in
English, he added, ·the Queen had sent to
himself to peruse, and he had replied that
they were "good and true." Queen Ann's
course of reading was even well known to
Wickliffe, before he expired in 1384, so
that sbe must have served as a powerful examplc to others, for at least ten years. The
translator had thus early inquired, whether
"to heretieate" her on account of llCr practicc, "would not be Luciferian folly."
The Queen, says Rapin, was a great favorer of Wickliffe's doctrine, and had she
lived longer would have saved his followers; but the illustrious foreigner once interred, and thus so remarkably eulogized,
a different scene immediately opened to
view.
After his Queen's death, Richard II., th'e
grandchild of Edward III., had gone to Ireland, there to prolong the misgovernment of
that country; and only four months had
elapsed, when this very man, Arundel, who
afterwards was the main instru'llent in dethroning the King, and one of the bitterest
enemies of Divine Truth in the next century, was in great alarm. In deep hypocrisy, at Westminster, he might choose to tw,it
thc prelates with their ignorance of Scripture, in comparison with a Qucen who had
to acquire the language, and thus please
the ear of his Majesty, as well as seem to
lament his loss; but he had, no intention
that the people should take the hint, or advance, and shew him, as well as his brethren, the way. The remarkable though
transient period, however, to wllich we now
rcfer, was as distinguished for boldness of
sentiment, as for the protection providen-
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tiallyafforded to those who were searching
the Scripturcs for themselves.
On the 29th of January, ]395, a Parliament was hcld at Westminster, and the
time had come to speak out. The sentiments were not those of a feeble band,
whispered in secret. They were expressed
in the shape of a remonstrance, and presented to the House of Commons. They
were posted at St. Paul's, and also at Westminster. This, let it be observed, was above
a hundred and twenty years before Lutherls
voice was heard; and, taken all in all, the
argument throughout may be compared to
an arrow, shot from a bow as strong as the
intrepid German afterwards ever bent.
Richard, still in Ireland, was preparing
to take the field again, when Arundel, our
preacher at Westminster in August last, had
reached him in May, and accompanied by
Braybrook, the Bishop of London. Six or
seven years before this the disciples of
Wickliffe bad been congregating in different
places, and actually appointing ministers
among themselves to perform Divine service, after their own sentiments: while bis
"poor priests," as tbey were styled, had
been traveling and preaching, barej;oted,
through thc country; but this pointed and
posted remonstrance bad filled Arundel,
Braybrook, and their bretbren, with dread.
They entrAa/ed the King, in the name of the
clergy, to return, intimating that the least
delay might occasion irreparable damage.
The followers of Wickliffe, they said, had
made instance to set on foot a reformation
-they had many friends in the kingdom,
nay, in the Parliament itself, and the clergy
were afraid they would proceed to actioll.
Richard listened, immediately left tbe management of his war to the Earl of March,
and returned.
He took certain measures, it
is true, to check the rising tide of sentiment,
but still the Scriptures were not suppressed,
nor was there one drop of blood shed for
what "they called beresy," till the commencement of tbe next century, under Henry the Fourth.
Under a monarch so weak and ill-advised
as Richard 11., a man wbo minded only
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trifles, and thought of nothing save his own
pleasures, that the close of the fourtecnth
ccntury should have been thus distinguished, must appear strange, but it is not unaccountable. This was only the comIDencement of a series of striking proofs, that, in
first conveying to the people of this country
the Word of Life, Divine Providence would
dispense with what has been called "royal
sanction."
Certain individuals ncar the
tarone, and more enlightcned, had been
permitted to act, and Richard IDust have
allowed his Queen to have had considerable
influence, and so gratify her wishes; bnt,
independently of these parties, the King
himself, bent upon increasing the royal
prerogative, was no friend to any control
from abroad. For a hundred years past,
under the three first Edwards, the power of
the Crown, and the influence of the Commons, as a branch of the legislature, had
been increasing by slow degrces, and, more
cspecially, three memorable statutes had
been passed, viz.: those of Mortmain, Provisors, and Proomunire. Now, these,even under
this present monarch, had bcen not merely
recognised, but the power of the last two
generally strengthened.
Some parties having ventured abroad, to solicit their repeal,
Richard, by a proclamation, ordered their
return to England, on pain of death and
forfeiture of estate. Nor could these statutes cver be repealed. Why they lay inoperati'le or dormant for an hundred and
thirty years will be afterwards explained i
but there they were, as powerful instruments, to be wielded another day, by Henry the Eighth, upon the fall of Cardinal
Wolsey. As for Richard II., he drove on,
till the power which he sought rather to reduce than promote, at last, and through
Arundel, artfully secured his deposition, in
September 1399.
At the conclusion, therefore, of the fourteenth century, we concede to Petrarch, or
Boccaccio and his fellows, all that is demanded as to the revival of learning in
Italy; nor has England any occasion to be
ashamed of the contrast or distinction between the two countries. The pursuits of
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both were but in their infancy. In the
former, "imagining that all knowledge was
to be found in the ancient Masters," they
were beginning to seek after Mount Parnassus and their old Romans; but in the
latter they were in search of Mount Zion
and the fishermen of Galilee. The italian
had become eager after the wisdom ot
Greece, and the nervous oratorv of his
forefathers;
the .P~nglishman, after the
wisdom of God, and the course pursued by
the first planters of Christianity.
If any
of our countrymen were looking to Greece
-at all, it might be only to such as had proved
to "be the first-fruits of Achaia unto God,"
and if to Rome, it was only to those in the
imperial city, once so beloved, "whose faith
was spoken of throughout the whole world."
The manuscripts of Wickliffe's version
complete, are numerous still; and perhaps
not much less so than those of the New
Testament separately, not to mention differ-j
ent pieces, or entire books of the translation. Iu examining some of these, whether
in the Bodleian Library at Oxford, in the
British Museum, or in private collections,
we have been struck with their legibility
and beauty. They have all, inrliscriminatel~., ?een called "V~ckliffe's version, but vanabons of expressIOn are to be found in a
few; an,l it is not so generally known that
we possess two dist,inct versions, one under
Wicklitl'e's own eye, and another a reccnsion of the entire sacred text.
It is certainly a singular circumstance
that this translation of Wickliffe has never
been printed!
The New Testament, it is
true, was published by Mr. Lewis, in the
year 1731, or three hundred and fifty years
after it was finished, and once more by Mr.
Baber, in 1810; but the Bible entire, now
four hundred and sixty-four years old, has
never yet been published. By the time that
Tyndale was born, indeed, it would not bave
been intelligible to the people at large;
moreover, it was from the Latin Vulgate,
and the period had arrived when the translation must be drawn from the original
tongues. But still, even as a most interesting literary production, one could never
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have imagined that above twenty sovereign!
would have sat on the throne of England
since the invention of printing, before such
a work had issued from the press. By. Fabricius, a foreigner, as well as others, this
has been often referred to as a nation'Ll disgrace, but happily, the reproach, at last, is
in the conrse of being wiped away. Roth
these versions to which we have alluded are
now in the press, printing in parallel columns, at the Oxford University press, and
under the eye of Sir Frederick Madden
and the Rev. J. Forshall, of the British
Museum.
Thus then, whatever darkness reigned, or
enmity was shewn in this country, throughout the whole of the next century, thelle
precious volumes were preserved, and the
surviving copies remain, like so many veritable torcl1-bearers for the time being.
Thay may, and indeed must have shone often
in secret, or at the midnight hour, and certainly not without effects, to be disclosed
another day: but at all events, here is one
palpable exif ting distinction between this
country, and every other, at the moment.
It is one which stands in the finest keeping
with all that took place in the days of 'Iyndal~. The favor of God, even at tl1is .early
perIOd, had already begun to place th1S Island in that conspicuous position wbich it
was aftewards to occupy among the nationa
of Europe, with regard' to the possession
and the diffusion of his blessed Word.
Let this ever be regarded as the grand
distilletion of Britain.
And while the
Italian historian, down to the present hour)
continues to rejoice in the triumph of literature and the arts upon his native soil, ncarIy five hundred years ago; let not the
British Christian fall behind him in joy and
gratitude over that contemporaneous triumph which at last led his country to a
better hope and a brighter day. Let him
rather compare the two countries now, and
observe the too-much neglected, out ullsufficient reason, for tbe prodigious distinction between the two.
No storm, however, arose in Italy, nor
any cloud, to obscure the rising sun of her
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classical literature. On the contrary, though
Rome itself may still be troubled, that sun
is only about to burst upon the country in
all its splendor, and the men of Italy are to
be allowed ample scope still, for above an
hundred years, to do their utmost. Very
different was the reception given by our
forefathers, as a nation or as' a government,
to the voice of God. Hc:e at home, in some
resemblance to the visit paid by the AImight.y to Elijah, there must it seems be
first the wind, and then the earthquake, and
then the fire, before ever the "still small
voice" is heRrd with effect. Nay, and when
once it comes through Tyndale's version,
and is heard by the people, we shall find,
however strange, that no official man in
England will be able to divine from whence
it came, or by what mysterious conveyance
it had reached their ears I

...,
WASHING THE DISCIPLES' FEET.
There cll.nnot be a symmetrical growth
of Chrislian character without sympathy and
intercourse with the poor, espeCIally the
poorer brethren. What Christ did so much
of, must surely fOlm a Dart of our dnty.
One of his last and most signilical\t lessons
tf) his disciples, that of wa~bing their feet
and commanding them "so to wash one
another's feet," was not so much to teach
humility in the ordinary sense of the worri,
as to impress upon them a srnse of willingness to do even the mo~t lowly and troublelome service for each other. By nature we
stand aloof from each other, and try to slip
tbe noose of every menial office. Bnt Christ
came to reveal a love which must sacrifice
ease, carelessnl::s9,and selfishness, to do kindnesses, and to perform ev('n the lowliest ser·
-vices if ne('d bel for our brethren and each
other.

THE UNION OF CHRISTIANS.
NUBMER
BY ELDER

JACOB
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CREATH,
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MO.

6. I have made known thy name to the men,
whom thou gavost IDe from the world; thine they
we,e, and thou gavest them to me and thev have
kept thy word.
7. Now I have known that whatever thou hast given me was from thee. 8. For
the word, thou g"vest to m" I h"ve given to them;
lind thpy h"ve received them, and hltve known eertainly th"t I came from thy presence; and they have
'helieved tbat thou didot send IDe. ~. ADd 1 pray for
them; it is not f"r tho world that I pray. hut 1'ul them
whom thou hast given me, fur thoy are thio~. 10.
And all that is mine is thine, and what is tbine is
mine; and I am glorified in them. 11. Hencefurth I
am net in the w"rld; but these are in the werld and
I go to thee, Holy Father, keep them in that thy
name, which theu hast given to me; that they may be
one, as we liTe. 12. While I have been with th,m in
the werld, I bave kept them in thy name. "ho,e than
gavest me, I bave kepI; and none of tbem i8 lo,t bllt
the son of perdition, that tbe scripture mi:;ht be 1'111filled, ~3. ,But now I come to .thee; a,Dd tbew things
I ~pe"k In tne world, that my JOYmay be cou;piete in
them. 14. I have gi,en them tby words: allu the
world hath bated tbem, because they are Tlot /Sf the
world. even a, 111m not of the world. Iii, r pray not,
that thou woulds~ tnkethem out (,I' the world, out that
tholl wouldst keep tbem from evil. 16. Fol' they are
not of the world, even as I am not of the world. 17.
Father, ,,,nctify them by thy truth, thy word is trnth.
18. As thou did.t send me into the world, _ll bave I
••180 sent them into tbe world.
1~. And for their
sakes I sanr:tify my»elf, that they abo may be sanctified by tbe truth.- The intercessory p,'ayer n/ our Lora
and ~avio~ fur tM twelve Legat,s: 8urtac Translation.

My first object will be to rescue these
verses from the grasp of sectarianism. Like
a large portion of the divine witnesses,
they have Ilot been allowed to give in their
testimony, until they have first been placed
on the theological wheel and racked until
their joints are dislocated, to make them
support a cause which had no existence at
the time this prayer was uttered.
I, like
many others, was taught that this part of
the prayer was for the eternally elect persona.
I have an objection or two to offer agains~
thus wresting this part of the prayer. Jesus says, verse 12, "Those whom thou hast
given me, I have so guarded, (ephulaza,) so
protected, and none of them is lost, but the
son of perdition, that the scripture might
be fulfilled."
Psalm cix. 8. According to
Peter, Acts i. 20, the 109th Psalm was spokeD
with reference to Judas, verse viii. Psalm
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109. J~et another take his office-not his was divided in sentiment on account of unbishoprick, as the comm~n episcopalian ver- due attachment to men or leaders. 1 Cor. i.
sion s~ys, unless we desire to make Judas I am of Paul and I am of Cephas. The
the first bishop in the succession of papisti. apostles were united in their lives, and not
cal and episcopal prelates, as the J.mes' divided in their deaths. United they Jived,
. version do.es. So far is this eternal decree, united they died in their teaching.
We
concerning the elect, from being un change- refer to the Book of Acts as proof of this.
able, that according to this part of the There are but two events in the New Testaprayer one of the eternally elect was lost. ment of greater importance than the unity
The son of perdition signifies one who de- of the apostles and of the primitive Chrisservedly perishes: as a son of death, 2 tians, and they are the an~lUnciation and the
Samuel xii. 5; children of hell, Matt. xxiii. erection of the first Christian congregation.
15: and children of wrath, Ephs. ii.3 ; sig- Luke ii. Acts ii. The word name in verse
Dify persons justly obnoxious to death, 6, xi. xii. xxvi. In the Hebrew language
hell and wrath. Again, Jesus says, John the name of a thing signifies the thing itxviii. 8, 9, "I have told you I am he: if self. They that know thy name (God) will
therefore you seek me, let these go; that put their trust in Thee. Thou. hast a few
the saying' might be fulfilled. Of them names or persons in Sardis who have not dewhom thou hast given me, I have lost none;" filed their garmcnts. 'Ihe following note is
My second objection to applying these fr0m George Campbell, D. D., F. R S., of
twelve verses t.o all the eternally elect is Edinburgh.
N amp,is used in scripture for
that our Savior says here, I have manifest- person sometimes, Rev. 3, 4; sometimes for
ed 4hy name, in t~e petfect and past time fame, Psalm lxxvi. 1; and sometimes, when
or tense, which could not in truth be said of applied to God, for his power, or othcr per.
all the elect past, then pre~ent, and future. fections, Ps. xx. 1,7.
I will let these two objections suffice for the
When mention is made of making known
present, until some person obviates them. God's name to the heathen, we always unI have given them the 'words which thou derstand it to mean, declaring to them his
gavest me, that could not have been said of nature and attributes, as the only true God.
all the persons who llave lived since they It is surely to the heathen or those who bewere spoken, and who shall live hereafter. fore knew not God, that in the Old TestaFrom the sixth to the twentieth verse then ment, we find mention of revealing his
he prays for the apostles. And why pray name. But let it be observed that they
for the twelve apostles next to himself? were Jews of whom our Lord spoke, verse
. Because, they were next to him in import- 6, when he said, 1 hare made known thy
ance and authority.
They, immediately name to the men whom thou hast given me.
after his resurrection and ascension to his '£he sequel /ilhows he meant the apostles,
mediatorial
kingdom, were placed on who, before they became his disciples, were
twelve thrones, judging the twelve tribes, the disciples of Moses. Now, by making
ruling his church and people of which the known the name of God to those who en.
twelve tribes were a type. There is only joyed the old dispensation, is plainly sugone instance of disagreement among the gesled that additional light was conveyed to
apostles in the book of Acts xv. 39, and them which they could not have derived
that was not about doctrines, but about a from it. By manifesting God's name to
man. Paul and Barnabas disagreed re- them, therefore we must understand the
spectingJ ohn Mark. There was a paroxysm communication of those truths which pecuor fit of a fever. Paul and Peter had a liarly characterize the· new dispensation.
contest, which was on account of Peter's And as every revelation which God gives
dissimulation, not about doctrines. Galla- tends further to illustrate the divine chartians ii. 11, 16. The church at Corinth actcr, the instructions which our Lord gavo

,
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his disciples, relating to life and immortality, and tbe recovery of sinners through his
mediation, may well be cal~ed revealing
God, or (which in the Hebrew idiom is the
same) the name of God to them. When the
connection in this prayer, is considered with
any degree of attention, we must be sensible
that the words, the name of God, in verses
6,11, 12, 26, denote the same thing. If,
then, by the name of God, verses 6 and 26,
be meant the great foundations of Christian institution, the being preserved or kept
in it, verses 11, 12, must mean their being
enabled to continue in the faith of that reo
ligion. The great fOUI:dation of the Christian institution were the incarnation, truth,
life, miracles, sermons, death, resurrection,
ascension and glorification of the Son of
Goel. 't'hese he made known to the apostIes, and they to the world, and they continued in them, in these great facts; in
these diRtinguishing peculiarities of the
new dispensation.
The rapid propagation
of the gospel was owing, in a great measure,
to the unity, devotion, zeal, simplicity and
faithfulness of the apostles. I have explained thy nature and thy perfections, thy
merciful designs, thy will and worship to
the apoc,tles. They were one in theirteaching, and commissioned by one author~ty,
illuminated by the same Spirit, and their
labors all tended to one object, the glory of
God and the salvation of men. I llave
'declared to them thy new test nameLove. A little of the divine nature was
known by the works of creationj a little
more was known b:t the Mosaic revelatiunj
but the full manifestation of God-his
nature and his attributes, came only through
the revelation of Jesus Christ. That they
may be one, that they and all who believe
through the word which I have given them,
lIlay be one body, united by one spirit to me
their living head. The union which Christ
here pra) s for, is so complete and glorious,
as to be fitly represented by that union
which subsists between the Father and the
Bon. Had the apostles been divided as the
sects now are, and had they spent all their
strength on each other as the moderns are
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doing, and on dry speculations, abstractions
and ,metaphys,ics, they could not havespread
the gospel through the world before the
close of the first century. It appears from
the most credible records, that the gospel
was preached in Idumea, Syria and Mesopotamia by Jude; in Marmoria, Mauritania, Egypt and other parts of Africa, by
Mark, Simon and Jude; in Ethiopia by
Candicec, Euneh and Matthias; in Puntus
and Gallatia, and the neigh boring parts of
Asia, by Peter; in the territory of the seven
Asiatic ehurches, by John; in Parthia by
Matthew; in Scythia, by Phillip and An.
drew; in Persia, by Simon and Jude; in
Media, Cannonia and several Eastern parts,
by Thomas; through the vast space from
J orusalem to IIliricum, a distance of three
thousand miles, and also in Italy, Gaul,
Spain and Great Britain, by Paul. And
thus the gospel was preached to every creature under heaven, by tweh-e illiterate fishermen. He taught them that God would
save sinners through faith in and obedience
to them, and they taught these truths to
the world. Suppose all now called preachers of the gospel were as united as were the
apostles, what would be the result? It
would have a most convincing and powerful
effect on mankind. Our success is owing
to our unity. The apostles had one text
in every place-Jesus Christ crucified, risen
and glorified. This was the foundation they
laid in Jerusalem, Samaria, Ethiopia, and
in all the great marts of the Roman Empire.
I will now lay down some propositions predicated upon the two parts of the prayer thusfar
considered. First proposition: All the apostolic congregations planted by the apostles,
were united, intelligent Dnd happy, and
had no other creed than the New Testament, nor had the Christians of the three
first centuries and a quarter, till the year
325. The same cause will produce the
same effect. During this period the congregations were purer, and in a better condition than they have ever been since.
Second proposition: Original Christianity
stands upon original records, the New Testament creeds are parts and mutila-
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tions of this record, and are not Chris- not of God, and are therefore wicked, sintianity. 'l'hird proposition: The churches, ful, and ruinous to the souls of men. Elevcreeds, and religions, may be reformed and enth: Are they ever to cease, when, wheT8
improved, but the gospel of Jesus Christ and how; arc they to cease, or arc they to be
can ncither be improved nor reformed; we perpetuated?
Twelfth: 'rhey can cease by
might as well attempt to improve the brillian- ~etting aside every opinion and pratice
cy of a diamond, or the splendor of the sun, which has orignated since the death of the
or to improve any of the works of God. apostle John, in either accident or whim.
Fourth proposition.
The gospel as taught Thirteenth: If the line of Christianity could
and practiced by Christ and the apostles is be clearly drawn between human opinions
the only religion that can unite all good and the positi\'e dictates of revelation, and
men in its support. Fifth: The Christiani- one separated from the other, the way would
ty of the New Testament is the only reli· be prepar~d for a more intimate and harmogion that can become the universal reli6ion nious union among professed Christians.
of mankind. All other religions arc either They are now divided about that which the
dead or dying, or will die. Christianity is Bible is silent, not about what is in the Bigrowing, strengthening, and enlarging, and ble, but about what is not in it. Fourteenth:
will embrace all,that will be saved by it. Before Christians can ever be united, thege
It is the only religion now obligatory on partition walls which now divide the people
mankind, which has God for its author, and of God must be broken down; the sects mus.
without any mixture of error. Sixth prop- abandon their creeds. They must make muosition: The original primitive Christian tual concessions to eadl, and the best way to
congregations were built upon the gospel as do that is to abandon their creeds, and come
preached by the apostles; sedarian church- to the Bible, and the Bible alone, as they
es are built upon creeds, or profess to, be have said they would do. We must have
built upon the Bible, while they are built apostolic precept or example for our praoupon creeds and the Bible. Seventh: The tice. The diversity is in opinion, not in
plan of union as laid down in the New Test- faith.
ament is over 1,800 years old, and is inspired, infallible, and can become practicable
••••••
and uni versal. Most other plans of union
are about 300 years old, and are fallible,
human, and impracticable.
Eighth: Christ
never prayed that all sects might be uniTHE WORTH OF ADVANTAGES.
ted not that, tlley might be united on
any human crced. Ninth: There is only
"The greatest men have been those who
one Christian, universal, or aggregated con· cnt their way to Bucce~sthrollgh difficnlties.
gregation.
John. x. One fold, one shep- Moses, Elijah, Abraham, John the Baptist,
herd. 1 Cor. xii. Ephs. iv. One bedy or the giants of both Testaments; were not men
church. There arc many "voluntary socie- nul'tured in the hot-house ofreligioull advanties." These societies as they are now 01'- tages. Many a,man would have done good
ganized never can be united. If there arc if he had not a superabundance of the means
fifty ,)1' one hundred societies, there is only of doing it. Understllnll therefore tbe real
one Christian church, no more. If two amount of advantage which there is in remathematicalliues run parallelto each other, ligions privileges; necessuy especially for
10,000 miles, and never vary, they can nev- the feeble, IlS erlltchesare necessary, but, like
er meet, while thesc societies remain as they Cl'uthes, they often enfeeble thc stron~. l!'or
are, and ncver change, they can neyer thrive. evtr.1Jadvantage whichfucil-itates performa.nC4
Tenth proposition: The present divisions and supersedes toil, a corresponding price i,
of professed Christians are of men, and are paid ill loss."
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A PLEA FOR THE REFORlUTION.NO.Vm.
PREACHERS AND PREACHING.-NO.

VI.

In previolis articles enough has been
said, at least for the present, about spurious
preaching.
Our attention has also been
directed to those authorized to preach, and
their authority for preaching. The next
thing to be cor,sidered, is the preaching, and
the proper manner of preaching, in our time.
What should be preached?
In what manner should preaching be done? For an answer to these important questions, we apply
to the only divine source of informationthe example and teaching of our Lord and
his apostles.
"If any man speak," says a holy writer,
"let him speak as the oracles of God," (1st
Pet. iv. 11.) The minister of Christ can
not turn aside to infidelity, in any of its
bolder and more manly forms, much less to
any of the more sly, stealthy and insidious
forms, in shrinking from a single item at a
time; nor can he yield to any pseudo philosophy, that is everlastingly evading the
gospel, at one time setting aside its terrible
sanctions, at another time trying to find
some way to serve God, be Christians and
acceptable worshippers, without doin g his
commandments; and then, again, trying to
induce men to believe that there are some
direct communications from God, to he adhered to as a guide to heaven, in the form
of special influences of the :'pirit, Spirit
manifestations, or reason. " When they
say, Seek unto them that have familiar
spirits, and unto wizards that peep, and
that mntter, should not a people seek unto
their God? for the living to the dead?
To the law and to the testimony; if they
speak not aecording to this word, it is because there is no light in them." (Isa. viii.
19,20.)
This leaves no room for evasion.
IlW 0 to them who call evil good, and good
evil; who put darkness for light, and light
for darkness; who put bitter for sweet, and
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sweet for bitter." (Isa. v. 20.) Let us hear
the great apostle to the Gentiles: "I marvel
that you are so soon removed from him who
called you into the grace of Christ to another gospel; which is not another; but
there be some who trouble you, and would
pervert the gospel of Christ. But though
we or an angel from heaven, preach any
other gospel to you, than that which we
have preached to you, let him be accursed.
As we said before, so say I now aga.in.
If any man preach any other gospel to.
you, than that which you have received, let him be accursed. For do
I now pursuade men, or God? or do I
seek to please men? for if I yet pleased
men, I should not be the servant of Christ."
(Gal. 1. 6-10.)
There is no tampering
in this -no
man-pleasing spirit. It is
straight forward, decided and determined
language.
Let us again hear tho divine
scriptures: "I testify to every man who
hears the words of the praphecy of this
book, If any man shall add to those things
God shall add to him the plagues that are
written in this book; and if aay man shall
take away from the words of the prophecy
qf this book, God shall take away his part
out of the book of life, and out of the
holy city, and out of the things that are
written in this book." (Rev. xxii. 18, 19.)
To evade the force of this terrible language,
some have said, that it relates wholly to
the book of Revelations.
But we ask such,
if we may then add to, or take from the
writings of Paul, Peter, James or Jude?
Certainly not, for if we add to, or take from
any of the inspired writings, we shall do so
at the peril of our souls. The fiercest and
most terrible of the judgments of God will
be visited upon us.
Jude says, "I gave all diligence to writAJ
to you of the common salvation, and exhort
you, that you should contend earnestly for
the faith once delivered to the saints."
(Jude 3.) Even the prayers of the sainte
have reference to the manner in which the
gospel should be preached. Hear Paw,
directing the saints how to pray: "Praying
always with all prayer and supplication iD
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the spirit, and watching thereunto with all
perseverance for all saints; and for me,
that utterance may be given to me, that 1
may open my mouth boldly, to make known
the mystery of the gospel; for which I am
an ambassador in bonds; that therein 1
may speak boldly, as 1 ought to speak."
(Eph. vi. 18-20.)
Let us hear this old
soldier ot the cross, in a few words, in a letter to a young preacher, just before he
suffered martyrdom: "I am now ready to be
offered, and the time of my departure is at
hand. I have fought a good fight, I have
finished my course, 1 have kept the faith;
henceforth there is laid up for me a crown
of righteousness, which the Lord, th~ righteous Judge, shall give me at that day: and
not to me only, btlt to all them also that
love his appearing." (2d Tim. iv. 6-£.)
Hear his solemn charge to young preachers: "I charge thee therefore before God,
and the Lord Jesus Christ, who snaIl judge
the living and the dead at his appearing
and kingdom; preach the '!pord j be instant
in season; out of season, reprove, rebuke,
exhort with all long suffering and doctrine.
For the time will come when they will not
endure sound doctrine; but after their own
lusts shall they heap to themselves teachers, having itching ears; and they shall
turn away their ears from the truth, and
shall be turned unto fables." (2d Tim iv.
1-:l.) Hear the affectionate words of tllis
holy man again: "0 Timothy, keep that
which is committed to thy trust, avoiding
profane babblings, and oppositions of science falsely so called; which some professing have erred concerning the faith." (2d
Tim. vi. 20, 21.) Having guarded Timothy
against many of the distracting, speculative and mischievous questions that would
be liable to mar the peace of the church
•.nd tend to schism, he adds, "If any mau
teach otherwise, and consent not to wholellome words, even the words of our Lord
Jesus Christ, and to the doctrine which is
according to godliness, he is proud, knowing nothing, but doting about questions and
strifes of words, whereof cometh envy,
strife, railing, evil surmisings, perverse dis-.
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putings of men of corrupt minds, and destitute of truth, supposing that gain is godliness: from such withdraw thy~elf." (1st
Tim. vi. 3-5.
Let us now attend to some of Luke's
laconic statements in regard to the preaching, as found in a few instances, in his
"treaties:"
Speaking of Paul, he says,
"There came many to him into his lodging;
to whom he expounded and testified the
kingdom of God, persuading them concern·
ing Jesus, both out· of the law of Moses
and out of the propllets, from morning till
evening." (Acts xxviii. 23.) Another specimen is given in the last words of the same
chapter: "And Paul dwelt two whole years
in his own hired house, and received all
who came to him, preaching the kingdom of
God, and teaching those things which concern the Lord Jesus Christ, with all confidence, no man forbidding him."
Again,
speaking of the preaching of Philip, in Samaria, he says: "Then Philip went down to
the city of Samaria, and preached Christ
unto them." (Acts viii. 5.) Again, verse
12, he mentionS! his "preaching the things
concerning the kin~dom of God and the
name of Jesus Christ."
Of his preaching
to the officer of Candace, Luke says, verse
35, "Then Philip opened his mouth, and
began at the same scripture, and preached
unto him Jesus."
To JPreach Jesus, is to
preach the gospel of Jesus, or the things
authorized by him. To read Moses, was to
read the law of Moses, the things authorized by Moses. Christ is the foundation of
all true preaching, true religion and true
piety. The first preachers made him the
center and circumference, the beginning and
the end, the first and the last, the way, the
truth and the life, and maintained manfully
that no man comes to the Father but by
him-that
there is no other name given un·
der heaven, nor among men, whereby we
can be saved.
The reader will see from the specimens
given, that the first preachers had something
definite, tangible and intelligible to preach,
and something too, that they could express
in few words, so as to be perfectly under-
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stood. They called it "the faith," "the faith determination is a settled one; and he bears
of Christ," "the doctrine of the Lord," forward with a most unyielding, unwaver"the word," "the gospel." In describing ing and undying persistence in tbe work to
what was preached, they said, "He preach- which the J"ord has caLed him. He has
ed J esus"-"preaehed
Christ"-"preached
his one work, and he keeps an eye single to
the word"-"preached
the things concern- that one work. Anything that conflicts
ing the kingdom of God and the name of with' that one work, he withstands with evJesus Christ"-"preached
the faith which ery power, not because he loves opposition,
once he destroyed"-"preached
the gospel or strife, but because he can not see the
to them" -" reasoned of righteousness, cause he loves, for which Jesus died, and
temperance and a judgment to come." No emphatically, the causeof God, crushed down
account of any good man preaching his and make no resistance.
opinions, views, speculations or phifosoPaul, in describing what kind of a man
phies. Their language was, "The word is is suited to be an overseer in the congreganigh thee, even in thy mouth, aNd in thy tion of the Lord, says, "Holding fast the
heart; that is, the word of faith which we faithful word, as he has been taught, that he
preach; that if thou shalt confess with thy may be able by sound doctrine both to exmouth the Lord Jesus, and shalt believe in hort and convince the gainsayers; for there
thine heart that God hath raised him from are many unruly, and vain talkers and dethe dead, thou shalt be saved." (Rom. x. 8.) ceivers, specially they of the circumcision j
We do not now need men to improve on whose mouths must be stopped; who subthe gospel, but men who love it and him who vert whole houses, teaching things which
gave it, who are true to it, as a whole, and they ought not, for filthy lucre's sake."
also true to it in all its parts, who will (Tit. i. 9, 10.) This has more direct referpreach the gospel itself, with fervency, earn· ence to those in the church, ,than to preachestness and power, and enforce it on man- ing to those without. The work of the
kind, as the only means of saving a lost and preacher of the gospel is divided into tw~
ruined world. In this gospel of the bless- chapters, as we find in the commission:
ed God is contained the clearest, most mo1. To disciple all nations, baptizing them
mentous and enduring interest ever made into the name of the Father, and of the
known to a world lying in sin, under the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.
power of the wicked one. The preaching
2. Teaching them to observe all things
of this gospel is tQ.egreatest, the most no- whatever be"eommanded them.
ble and God-like of all the works to which
In laboring to disciple, or convert the nathe noblest gifts of the greatest and best tions, the great matter is more to present
men were ever consecrated.
Bringing the the gospel in its concentrated form, or to
authority of our Lord to bear upon the present Christ, as the embodiment, or livminds of men, bringing the authority of the ing personification of the gospel, and try
gospel, in all its ponderous force, so as to and win the souls of men to him. In his
induce them to turn to the Lord, is the sub- pure, spotless and holy life; in his kindlime work of the preacher of Christ. The ness, benevolence and humanity, he was an
man who does this work well, preaches not exemplification of what his religion is dehimself, but Christ and him crucified. He signed to make men. The great matter is
determines to glory jn nothing save the to induce the sinner to fall in love with
cross of Christ-to
make known nothing him, to become his disciples and follow
but Christ and him crucified. He will not him. This is the work of the fa:thful
be drawn aside by any worldly machina- evangelist of Jesus Christ. Then when
tions, schismatical questions or speculative the person has consecrated himself to him,
theories of men. He has before him his become his disciple and fully put himself
polar star; his purpose is firmly fixed j his under him he should be taught in detail all
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things that Jesus commanded, that he may sion to going into the water I" "Goats,"
observe them.
said another, "have an equally strong aversion to going into the water I"
A baptist preacher showing a strong disinclination to going out into a shower of rain,
a Pedobaptist said to him, "I am surprized
at you. I thought that you Baptists were
not afraid of water."
"In that," said the
POINTED THOUGHTS.
baptist, "you are right: but we despise
Immersion.
In immersion the whole sprinkling I"
body goes under the water: and the baptized,
bId brother John Smith, who has always
is "buried in baptism," and "his body washan
appropriate answer in readiness, as he
ed with pure water."
There is, therefore,
came
in out of a shower, was asked how he
in this case, no difficulty in respect to the
bore
the
sprinkling with so much apparent
application of water. But if immersion is
rejected, and sprinkling, or pouring sub- good will? "I thought," said the querist,
"No, instituted, to what part of the body shall the "that you despised sprinkling!"
water be applied? One may say, ·'to the deed," said brother Smith, not when it comes
forehead!"
But does God say so? None, from heaven I It is only when it comes
I presume will contend that he does. Unless from the fingers of a priest, that I despise
God names the portion of the body to which it I"
the water shall be applied, it would seem
By the by, brother Smith says, "he never
that the application of water on this principle, to any part of the human body, would intends to die while he lives I" There is a
As age apconstitute a valid baptism. For example; volume in this short sentence.
proaches,
too,
many
yield
to
it,
in
a good
should one say the foot, another the hand,
measure,
not
from
a
weight
of
infirmity,
but
another the forehead, how would you effect
Others,
a scriptural settlement of the question? In through the force of imagination.
no other way, that I can perceive, than by without the plea of old age, "die while they
demonstrating, that, in baptism, the subject live." All who are "lovers of pleasure, more
is applied to the water, and not, in any pos- than lovers of God," are dead while, they
sible case, the water 'to the subject ! John live I" How many corpses are in the church?
poured, sprinkled, or immersed the people Horrible I

•••••

in the river Jordan. The action of the verb,
baptized, terminates on the people, not on
the water: and if pouring is baptism, the
people were, consequently, previously to
baptism, converted into a liquid, in order to
be poured. John could dip the people, but
could not pour them! Better give it up I
One said, I know of no instances of immersion, recorded in the New Testament,
but that of the demons, which were permitted to enter into the swine '" "Yes,"
laid another, "and they have hated it ever
aince I"
'.'Sheep," said one, "have a strong aver-

A minister of another denomination, once
sent me the following query which he reo
quested me to answer in public: "Suppose a
sinner should make the good confession, at
the meeting house, and when in the act of
going to the water, a limb should fall on
him, andkill him, would he be lost?"
Ans. 1. Suppose I should be compelled
to acknowledge
total ignorance of the
man's destiny, would that be a sufficient
reason for preaching "another go,,-pel?" The
Savior says, that "he that believeth and is
baptized shall be saved," must I not still
preach this, and the whole gospel of Christ
whether I can tell the destiny, in any spe-
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cial case, of the unbaptized, or not? I will
preach it, and leave the unbaptized in the
hands of a merciful God.
2. But as God is merciful, and the in- THE ANNALS OR HISTORY OF THE
dividual in the case referred to had believed
ENGLISH BIBLE.
in, and confessed the Lord, and was on his
BY c. ANDERSON,
OF ENGLAND.
way, according to his best ability, to bap[Continued.]
tism, and a subsequent life of obedience, if
by any casualty, he should die by the way,
THE FIFTEENTH CENTURY.
I would hope for his salvation. I might
not be so well satisfied, as if he had obeyed
Although, strictly speaking, only a cen·
the Lord fully; but, I would at least tury of preparation, still the fifteenth must
hope, I might not be capable of giving sat- ever be esteemed more important than any
isfactory proof of his salvation; but God be- that had preceded it, and, in one point of
ing merciful, I would still hope.
view, more influential than any that hasfol.
3. But, said I, there is another side to lowed mnce. When it is observed that an
this question!
Suppose, a person sitting art, then first applied, though nearly four
on the way side, ridiculing the person in hundred years' old, is only now rising to
question-calling
the gospel Campbellism, greater power in this country every day,
and baptism a ducking, and a limb should and is evidently destined to be employed by
fallon him and kill him, I should, no mat- all the nations, no wonder that it should be
ter how loud might be his pretensions to S0 regarded. It is true that"in the wisdom of
orthodoxy and religion, have very little God, it pleased God by the foolishness of
hope of his salvation I Let those who sneer preachlDg," nay, and the preaching of what
at, and ridicule the apostolic gospel, and its was deemed foolishness, "to save them that
ordinances, take warning!
believe." This sovereign appointment reA brother who had not been long 8 pro- mains unrepealed-it
is but awaiting its
feasor, approached me to obtain some in- mightiest triumphs-God
will be his own
structions relative to the foreknowledge of interpreter, and make his purpose good.
God. Are )';OU, said I, a good swimmer? The power of the press, great as it is, will
He said "he was not." "I would advise yet be demonstrated to be far inferior to the
you, then, said I, not to go into deep wa- power of the tongue. The enlightening of
ters: for, you would be in great danger of the world depends not upon the ingengetting drowned. But the foreknowledge uity of man upon the march of intel·
of God, said I, is deeper than any literal wa- lect, of the school of arts, but upon the
ter, and has its dangers too. It is an ocean fixed appointment of Heaven.
Yet af·
without bottom or bounds; and, for myself, ter this is granted, it is evident that to this
I am afraid to venture into it. I have known new influence, as far as it goes, first employmany "drowned in the destruction and per- ed in the fifteenth century, there can be no
dition" by speculations on the fqreknowl- limits, short of the earth which we inhabit.
edge of God, and other kindred topics. Our In connexion, thereJore, with the Divine as·
safety, consists in believing what God testi- surances in Scripture, which of themselves
ies, and obeying what he commandlil. When are all-sufficient, it may be viewed as an ad·
we can compress the ocean within the· limits ditional indication, a providential hint, that
of a thimble, then may we comprehend the the knowledge of the true God is to be uniforeknowledge of God, or any other infin. versal. Of cours we refer to the invention
ity: but, questions of religious privilege and of printing.
duty, are plain, so that the wayfaring man,
This deeply iuteresting century throughthough a simpleton, need not err.
out must ever be viewed in two very differA. RAINES.
ent lights. Frst, as an ever-shifting scene
80
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of agitation among all the nations of Eu- ceded. It at last suggested the necessity
rope, in their connexion with Italy; and then for a General Council, so that, during the
as the era so distinguished for the revival first half of the fifteenth century, Council8
of learning and the invention of printing. became the order of the day. The first, held
HawaII this, so far as Britain was concern- at Pisa in 1409, tried to heal the breach by
ed, is to be regarded as only an introduction deposing both Pontiffs, (Gregory XII. and
to the printing of the Sacred Volume in our Benedict XIII.,) and choosing a third, 'or
vernacular tongue, will appear when the Alexander V., in which decision England
century has passed away.
acquiesced, but Scotland still dissented. AIGenerally speaking, it has been said, that exander, a ,feeble character, was succeeded
this was the period when "the relations of in 1410, or next year, by Balthasar Cossa,
governments with each other began to be or J( hn XXIII., a man as distinguished
more frequent, regular, and permanent." It for violence of temper as licentiousness of
was the season for great combinations, morals. Three :'years after he summoned a
whether for peace or for war, in which the Council to meet at Rome, but so far from
Pontiff must now come down, and form tbis city being attractive at that time, only
merely one of the parties on either side. a few attended to the call. The consequence
• This course operated powerfully in favor of was, that, although his Council sat from the
civil states, while no other authority in Eu- close of 1412 to the 11th of June following,
rope exhibited such occasional marks ofim- no other business was accomplished save
potence, or waning political influence, as some condemnation of the writings of Wick·
that of Rome.
Iliffe.
The fifteenth century, however, still reIn the year following a far more imposing
quires to be considered half and half, as there Council was held at Constance, wl,ere the
was a material difference between the first man who had sat in judgment upon W ickand the second. During the first, wc see the liffe must be himself condemned, though not
continuance of the great Western schism, on that account. John was deposed, how.
the union of the Eastern and \Vestern ever, and Gregory XII" who had stood out
Churches before they were shaken to the for five years, or ever since his deposition
ground, closing with the noted licentions at Pisa, abdicated; but Peter de Luna, Benjubilee, under Nicholas V., at Rome in edict XIII., still held fast by his claim; and,
1450. During the second, we are engross- whoever withdrew from him, Scotland would
ed by other affairs. The fall of the Greek not. Thus it curiously happened that, for two
Empire, the rapid progress of literature in years and four months, from July 1415, the
Italy, and the invention of printing in Ger- only Pontiff in existence was a deposed one,
many. All these were so many preparatives, and the only kingdom or province that adfor the emancipation of the human mind, or hered to him in the end, was Scotland!
It
that war of opinion by which the sixteenth was during this strange period that the mercentury was to be so distinguished.
its of Wickliffe were afresh discus8ed and
But to return, and commence with the condemned, not by an individual Pontiff,
great schism. It continued without inter- bnt a Gcneral Council; and to such an exruption for fifty-one years, from 1378 to ecrable length did they proceed, that though
1429, though the consequences were deep- our translator had now been in his grave
ly felt by the Pontiff for twenty years long full thirty years, they ordered his bones to
er. This could not fail to operate power_ be dug up, (ifthcl could be distinguished),
fully on the whole of Europe. It was the and burnt to ashes. Their spite was not, infirst"shaking" of the l1ations,before the com- deed, immediately gratified, for what reason
ing of Him, to whom all nations should turn. does not appear; but so mcan is the malice
This noted schism has been called great, to of the wicked, that,thirteen years aftenmrds,
distinguish it from all those which had pre- Martin V., whom this Council was about to
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elect, sent peremptory orders to have the
sentence strictly fulfilled.
Thus, nearly
forty.four years after his dissolution, they
attempted it, burning certain bones presumed to be Wickliffe's and throwing the
ashes into the Swift, an adjoining brook,
which runs into the Severn.
The bones of the ill ustrious dead having
been solemnly denounced, the Council then
proceeded to the living, or the well known
disciple of Wickliffe, John Huss: and on
the 6th 9f July 1415, they condemned him
to be burnt, as they also did his fellow-countryman, Jerome of Prague, in May 1416.
'lhese men of violence and blood, having
thus covered themselves with never-dying
infamy, were very eager to I.have rendered
their sittings periodical, and the Council a
pcrmanent branch of their church constitution; but at last having elected Otho Colonna as Pontiff, on the 11th ofN ovember 1417,
he took the name of Martin V., and the
Council broke up in April 1418.
This man,howcver,still had arival in BE'nedict, till November 1424; nay, in Clement
VIII., chosen as his successor, who did not
resign till July 1429. Martin dying in 1431,
before the close of the year, another Genereral Council had assembled at Basil, which
did not dissolve for twelve years. To any
P~)Dtiff, these were seasons of anxiety, and
by no means in favour of any claim to infal·
libility, but this Council assumed a tone
hitherto unknown.
Not only asserting the
supremacy of a Council, but divesting the
Pontiff of several highly-valued and acknowledged rights; they prohibited him
from creating new cardinals, and suppressed
a large portion of his reveuue, arising from
the first year's income on all benefices. Eugenius IV., the successor of Martin, at
length feeling this assembly so irksome
an-i untoward, tried to hold another Couneil, first at Ferrara, in 1438, and then at
Florence in the following year; ~o that as
there had been Pontiff against Pontiff for
many years, and each of them chcosing his
own cal'dinals j the world was now kept
awake by Council against Council, deDouncing each othp,r, and each of them
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choosing its own Pontiff!
The Council of
Basil, deposing Eugenius, chose for their
head the retired Duke of Savoy, who assumed the title of Felix V.
A moment such as had not occurred for
nearly seventy years, or since 13i8-a
moment favorable to the sovereignty of the
Pontiff, now at last arrived. It was the aecession of Nicholas V., in March 1447, as
the successor of Eugenius.
Even after
this, indeed, a rival still remained; but the
Emperor interposed, and in April 1449,
securing the retirement and renunciation of
Felix to all claims, the pontifical authority
at once rose to a height which it had not enjoyed for many years. The jubilee of 1450,
a scene of riot and licentiousness, to which
people from all parts of Europe came,
seemed not only to prove that Rome was an
attractive point of union still, but that the
Pontiff might lift up his head once more,
and say, "1 sit secure, and shall see no
sorrow." Assailed, for above seventy years,
from without and from within-from without by the influence of \Vickliffe and HIlSS,
and from within by men of the Pontiff's own
order-still
there seemed to be little or
nothing lost. General Councils had wrangled for many years, though, as such, they
had now failed, and there will be no General Council now, tilL long after a very
different scene has opened on the world.
But still though they had failed, it was
only in one sense. 'fhe principles then and
there broached could not die. The principIes maintaincd, especially at Basil, continued to operate throughout the rest of this
century, and in a way so obnoxious to Rome,
as to agitate every successive Pontiff. They
were these principles, and more especially
the tenet, that the authority of a General
Council was superior to that of the Pontiff,
which sug~e$ted to the Sovereign of France,
Charles VII., what was styled "the pragmatic sanction" in 1438, while Germany
had adopted it in 1439; both Sovereigns
having made it the law of their respective .•
kingdoms. Germany, indeed, had bowed
alleginnce before the jubilee, but France
would not. This "sanction," like the stat-
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utes of provisors and prremunire in Eng- valist of classical learning; and truly the
land, was meant to operate powerfully in first buds of promise in the fourteenth, were
preventing the wealth of France from flow- as nothing to the full blown garden of the
ing into Italy j a mode of resistance to fifteenth century.
In the first years of its
pontifical authority, to which that power commencement, individual natives of Greece
was ever most tenderly alive~ The King of were finding their way into that country,
France might occasionally waver, as did nay, from about the year 1395, their lanLouis XL, when Eneas Sylvias, or Pius guage was taught in Florence and Venice,
II., wept for joy j but then the Parliament in Milan and Genoa, by Emanuel Chrysoof Paris must now also be acknowledged, loras. The Pontiff chosen in 1409, Alexand they firmly resisted. One Pontiff after ander V., was a Grecian by birth. The
another might denounce the measure, as whole lives of Italian scholars, we are told,
they did also the English statutes, but still were now devoted to the recovery of anthere was no change throughout this cen- cient works, and the revival of philology;
tury. No change, till one obscure individ- while the discovery of an unknown manuual was raised up in this country, and an- script, was regarded says Tiraboschi, "11.1other in Germany, who, under God, were t.o most as the conquest of a kingdom."
But
accomplish a work, to which neither Kings "that ardor which animated Italy in the
nor General Councils wer~ equal or dis- first part of the fifteenth century, was by
posed.
no means common to the rest of Europe.
But if subjects such as these engrossed Neither England, nor France, nor Germany,
or agitated the masses of men; there was a seemed aware of the approaching change."
movement on the part of individuals, and So says Mr'. Hallam, in perfect harmony
these possessing no civil, no official power with Sismondi. Learning, indeed, such as
whatever j another influence of a far more it was, had even begun to decline at Oxpowerful, penetrating, and enduring charac- ford, but the eastern empire was now haster, by which this century was distinguish- tening to its end, and in 1453, came the fall
ed. In the midst of such a thorny maze, of Constantinople.
Long, therefore, before
or perpetual convulsion, on the Continent, the close of the century, the roads to Italy
it might certainly have been presumed that will be crowded with many a traveler, and
there was not one moment left for anything among the number we shall find that Engelse; but there is yet that other view of lishmen, though the most distant, were not
this century, to which any reader must now the last to hasten after classical attainbe glad to escape. Forming such a contrast ments. Native Italians, we are perfectly
to these broils, and going forward, not by aware, have been jealous of our ascribing
connivance, but in open day, it is like an- too much to the event just hinted, but there
other world; although, before long, both can be no question that, in its consequences,
courses will turn out to have been in per- it proved the first powerful summons to Eufeet harmony with the great end in view. rope to awake. On the sacking of ConAncient prejudices, and certain long-fixed stantinople, we know of five vessels at least,
associations of the mind, were shaken to that were loaded with the learned men of
the root, by the events at which we have Greece, who escaped into Italy.
Of course
• the entrance of they brought their most valued treasure, or
already glanced j but for
new ideas, and the notable reception of Di- their books, with them i and thus by one
vine Truth itself, Providence was preparing and another, as well as the eager Italian
at the same time, or throughout the entire himself, a stock of manuscript was accumucentury.
lated on Italian ground, which 'Yas just
The triumph oj Classical Learning.
about to be honored with a reception, very
We have already conceded to Italy the different, indeed, from that of being slowly
precedence which she claims, as the revi- increased by. the pen of the copyist! Italy
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thus became tile point of attraction to all
Europe.
But how singular that the scholars of the west, as with common consent,
should hasten t9 this one country for that
learning, over the effects of which, the
chief authority there, though so pleased at
first, was afterwards to bewail, nay, to
mourn for ages, or to the present hour I
While, however, Italian scholars were
thus busy, and leaving the Pontiff to fight
his own battles, they were but little aware
of what was preparing for them elsewhere.
They were in fact more ignorant of this,
than the western scholar had been of their
thirst for learning; and was there no indication here, of but one guiding, one allgracious power?
The Invention of Printing.
An obscure German had been revolving
in his mind, the first principles of an art,
applicable to any language on the face of
the earth, which was to prove the most important discovery in the annals of mankind.
At the moment when they were storming
Constantinople in the east, he was thus
busy; spending all his substance, in plying
his new art with vigor upon a book, and
upon such a BOOK! Neither Kings, nor
Pontiffs, nor Councils had been, or were
to be, consulted here; nor was he encouraged to proceed by one smile froJU his
own Emperor, or from any princely patron.
No mechanical invention having proved
so powerful in its effects as that of printing,
it is not wonderful that so much research
has been bestowed on the history of its
origin and progress.
The precise order in
which some particular cities first enjoyed
its advantages, still continues to afford room
for minute criticism, but the progress of inquiry has reduced the field of controversy
to a very narrow compass. A better history of the art, indeed, and more especially
of its curious and rapid progress throughout Europe, may, and should ~till, be written; but the general results already ascertained, have now approached to such accuracy, as to suggest. and justify several important and striking reflections. These
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results demand our notice at the close of
the century, as they will be found to involve
one important bearing on the subsequent
history of the Sacred Volume, when it
came to be first printed in the vernacular
tongue.
MENTZ,in the Duchy of Hesse (Mayence
or Mainz,) on the left bank of the Rhine,
and four hundred miles from Vienna, may
be regarded as the mother city of printing;
and although three individuals shared the
hcnor of perfecting the art on the same
spot, if not under the same roof, the invention itself is due to only one man. Henne
Grensfleisch, commonly called John Gutenberg, (.A.nglice, Goodhill,) the individual
referred to, was born in Mentz, not' Strasburg, as sometimes stated, about the year
1400; but. in 1424, he had taken up his
llbode in the latter city as a merchant.
About ten years after this, or in 1435, we
have positive evidence that his invention,
t'hen a profound secret, engrossed his
thoughts; and here, in conjunction with
one Andrew Dritzehen and two other citizens, all bound to secrecy, Gutenberg had
made some experiments in printing with
metal types before the year 1439. By this
time DrHzehen was dead; and in six or
seven years more, the money embarked being exhausted, not one fragment survives in
proof of what they had attempted.
Gutenberg, returning to his native city in 1445-6,
he found it absolutely necessary to disclose
his progress. More money was demanded,
if ever he was to suc6eed; and having once
opened his mind fully to a citizen, a goldsmith of Mentz, John Fust, he engaged to
co-operate by affording the needful advances. At last, therefore, between the
years 1450 and 1455, for it has no date,
their first great work was finished. This
was no other than the Bible itself !-th~
Latin Bible. Altogether unknown to the
rest of the world, this was what had been
doing at Mentz, in the West, when Constantinople, in the East, was storming, and the
Italian "brief men," or copyists, were so
very busy with their pens. This Latin
Bible, of 641 leaves, formed the first im
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portant specimen of printing with metal
Like almost all original inventors, Gutentypes. The very first homage was to be· berg made nothing by the discovery, at
paid to that SACRED VOLUME,which had which he had labored for at least twenty
been sacrilegiously buried, nay, interdicted years, from 1435 to 1455. The expensee
so long; as if it had been, with pointing had been very great; and, in the course of
finger} to mark at once t11e greatest honor busin.ess, after the Bible was finished, the
ever to be bestowed on the art, and infinite- inventor was in debt to the goldsmith, who,
ly the highest purpose to which it was ever though opulent, now exhibited a char:wter
to be applied. Nor was this all. Had it certainly not to be admired. He insisted on
been a single page, or even an entire sheet Gutenberg paying up his debt; and, having
which was then produced, there might have him in his power, actually instituted a suit
been less occasion to have noticed it; but against him, when, in the course of law,
there was something in the whole charac- the whole printing apparatus fell into Fust's
ter of the affair which, if not unprecedent- possession, on the 6th of November 1455.
ed, rendered it singular in the usual current According to Trithemius, one of the best
of human events. This Bible formed two authorities, poor Gutenberg had spent hill
volumes in folio, which have been "justly whole estate in this difficult discovery; but
praised for the strength and beauty of the still, not discouraged, he contrived to print
.paper, the exactness of the register, the till 1465, though on a humbler scale.lustre of the ink." It was a work of 1282 Having been appointed by Adolphus the
pages, finely executed-a
most laborious Elector of :Mentz one of his. gentlemen,
process, involving not only a considerabl~e (1:nfe,' aulicos,), with an annual pension, he
period of time, but no small amonnt of was less dependent on an art which to him
mental, manual, and mechanical labor; and had been a source of trouble, if not of vexyet, now that it had been finished, and now ation. He died in the city of his birth in
offered for sale, not a single human being, February 1468.
save the artists themselves, knew llOw it had
Fust 11ad,from 1456, pursued his advanbeen accomplished!
The profound secret tage, and with great vigor, having adopted
remained with themselves, while the entire as his acting partner Peter Schoeffer, (Anprocess was probably still confined to the glice, Shepherd,) a young man of genius,
bosom of only two or three!
already trained to the business, to whom he
Of this splendid work, in two volumes, at afterwards gave his daughter in marriage.
least 18 copies are known to exist, four on The types employed hitherto had been made
vellum, and fourteep. on paper. Of the of brass, cut by the hand. An advance to
former, two are in this country, one of the present mode of producing types by
which is in the Grenville collection; the letter-founding was still wanted, and the
other two are in the Royal Libraries of art of cutting steel punches and casting
Paris and Berlin. Of the fourteen paper matrices has been ascribed to Schoeffer.
copies there are ten in Britain: three in
The first publication of Fust and Schoefpublic libraries at Oxford, London, ~nd fer was a beautiful edition of the Psalms,
Edin burg, and seven in the private collec- still in Latin, finished on the 14th of Autions of different noblemen and gentlemen. gust 1457, and there was a second in 1459;
The vellum copy has been sold as low as but the year 1462 arrived, and this was a
£260, though in 1827, as high as £504 marked and decisive era in the history of
sterling
Eyen the paper Sussex copy this extraordinary invention; not merely
lately brought £190.
Thus, as if it had for a second edition of the Latin Bible, in
been to mark the noblest purpose to which two volumnes folio, dated 1462, and now
the art would ever be applied, the FIRST executed according to the improved state of
Boo!,; printed wifl~ moveable metal types, and the art; but on account of what took place
80 beautifully, was the BIBLE.
in Mentz at the same moment.
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A change had arrived, far from being an·, into Italy, to Jom the already awakened
ticipated by these the inventors of printing, Italian .scholars: Menlz also is takcn, and
and one which they, no doubt, regarded as the art of printing spreads over Europe,
the greatest calamity which could have be- with a rapidity, which still excites astonishfallen them. Gutenberg had been the father ment.
of printing, and Schoeffer the main imThis city, once deprived, by the sword of
prover of it, while Fust, not pnly by his the conqueror, of those laws and privileges
ingenuity, but his wealth, had assisted which belonged to it as a member of the
both; but all these men were bent upon Rhenish Commercial Confederation;
all
keeping the art secret j and, left to them- previous ties or obligations between master
selves, unquestionably they would have con· and servant were loosened, and oaths of
fined the printing press to Mentz as long as secrecy imposed under a former regime,
they lived. Fust and Schoeffer, however, were at an end. Amidst the confusion that
especially eager to acquire wealth, had reo ensued, the operative printers felt free to
solved to proceed in a very unhallowed accept of invitations from any quarter. But
course, by palming off their productions as whither will they bend their steps, or ,in
manuscripts,
that so they might obtain a what direction will the art proceed ?__
larger price for each copy. The glory of Where will it meet with its warmest welpromoting or extending the art must now, come, and in which capital of Europe will
therefore, be immediately and suddenly it be first established? 'l'hereadcr may aUlicitaken from them. Invention, of whatever pate that the welcome camc from Italy, but
character, like Nature itself, is but a name it is still more observable, that the first capfor an effect, whose c3;use is God. The in ital was Rome!
Yes, after the capture of
genuity He gives to whomsoever He will Mentz, Rome and its vicil1lty, the city of
but He still reigns over the invention, and the future Index ExpUl'gatoriIlS, gave IllOst
directs its future progress. At this crisis, cOl'dial welcome. The art, while in its cratherefore, just as if to make the refcrence to dIe in 'Italy, must be nursed under the inHimself more striking, and upon our part quisitive and much amused eye of the
more imperative, we have only to observe Pontiff himself!
what then took place, and the consequences
•
which immediately followed.
Fust and Schoeffer had completed their
first dated Bible, of 1462, but this very
year the city of Mentz must be invaded.
Like Constantinople, it was taken by storm,
WO~IAN'SINFLUENCEON THE OCEAN.and by a member too of that body, who in Forty-two captains of thc whaling fleet in
future times so lamented over the effects of the Pacific have their families on ship- board.
printing. This was the Archbishop, or The average catch of nine of these ships
Adolphus, already mentioned. The con- was seven hundred and fifty barrels, while
sequences were immediate, and afford an the average catch of the fleet was five hunimpressive illustiration of that ease with dred and seventy-five barrels. If the preswhich Providence accoumplishes its mighti- ence of a wife inspires a man with courage
est operations.
The mind of Europe was and enterprise on land, why may not her
to be roused to action, and materials suffi- power be equally great on the ocean? And
cient to engage all its activity, must not be may we not hope that her presence may so
wanting. But this demanded nothing more harmonize life on ship-board, that severities
than the capture of two cities, and these may be lessened, and the ferocities which
two, far distant from each other! If when have disgraced both cabin and forecastle
Constantinople fell in the east, the Greeks, disappear before her benign and redeeming
with their manuscripts and learning, rushed influence?
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THE SANCTITY AND OBLIG4-TIONS OF
OATHS.
"An oath," says Webster, "is a solemn
affirmation, or declaration made with an appeal to God, for the truth of what is affirmed. The appeal to God in an oath implies
that the person imprecates his vengeance,
and renounces his favor, if the declaration
is false; or, if the declaration is a promise,
the person invokes the vengeance of God
if he should fail to fullill it."
From another author we collect the fol.
lowing: "A solemn invocation of a superior power, admitted to be acquainted with
all the secrets of our hearts, with our inward thoughts as well as outward actions,
to witness the truth of what we assert, and
to inflict his vengeance upon us if we assert
what is not true, or promise what we do not
mean to perform. Almost all nations,
whether savage or civilized, whether enjoying the light of revelation, o~ led only by
the light of reason, knowing the importance of truth, and willing to obtain a barrier against falsehood, have had recourse to
oaths, by which they have endeavored to
make men fearful of uttering lies, under the
dread of an avenging Deity.
Among
Christians, an oath is a solemn appeal for
the truth of our assertions, the sincerity of
our promises, and the fidelity. of our engagements to the one only God, the Judge
of the whole earth, who is every where
present, and sees, and hears, and knows,
whatever is said, or d<>ne,or thought, in
any part of the world. Such is the being
whom Christians, when they take an oath,
invoke to bear testimony to the truth of
their words, and the integrity of their
hearts. Surely, then, if oaths be a matter
of so much moment, it will behoove us not
to treat them with levity, nor ever to take
them without due consideration.
Hence,
we ought, with the greatest vigilance to refrain from :mingling oaths in our ordinary
discourse, and from associating the name of
God with low or disgusting ima~es, or

using it on trivial occasions, as not only a
profane levity in itself, but tending to destroy that reverence for the Supreme Majesty which ought to prevail in society, and to
dwell in our own hearts."
"The administration
of oaths supposes
that God will punish false swearing with
more severity than a simple lie or breach of
promise; for which belief there are the
following reasons:
1. Perjury is a sin of greater deliberation.
.
2. It violates a superior confidence.
3. God directed the Isnelites to swear by
his name, (Deut. vi. 13-20.,) and was pleased to confirm his covenant with that people,
by an oath: neither of which, it is probable, he would have done, had he not intended to represent oaths as having some meaning and effect beyond the obligation of a
bare promise."
In connexion with the above, let the
following remarks be well considered:
1. Without true heartednes8, we can neither serve God acceptably, nor perform
well our duties to man, in the diversified
relations of life. "Let us draw near," says
the apostle, "with true hearts."
And he
could say, "We have corrupted no man, we
have wronged no man, we have defrauded
no man;" and "pray for us; for we trust
that we have a good conscience in all
things: willing also to live honestly."
How different from fal8e heartedness! A
man with a big black lie, or the principles
which give rise to it, in his heart, differs
from the true hearted, as an imp from a
seraph, or a demon from the archangel.
Lying is one of the worst attributes of Satan: and, hence, it is said in holy writ, that
"whosoever loveth, or maketh a lie, shall
have his part in the lake that burneth with
fire and brimstone."
2. True heartedness is a production of
truth.
"Sanctify them," said the Savior,
"thrcugh thy truth."
"Ye have purified
your souls," said Peter, "in obeying the
truth."
We "receive the love of the truth
that we may be saved." This truth, implanted in the human heart, produces "some
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thirty, some sixty, and some an hundred
fold;" and being at all points antagonistic
to faleehood, and having the mastery over
it, the individual thus receiving the truth,
has truth ingrained in,to, and a part of his
moral nature, is possessed of a true heart,
becomes a hater of lies, "abhors iniquity,
and cleaves to that which is good;" and,
consequently, in being saved from sin in
general, and from ordinary lying in particular, he is preserved infallibly, so long as
he loves the truth against perjury, which we
take to be the superlative of lying!-a
rank, and often a rankerous weed, sprouting from the moral rottenness of a mean, a
false, a degenerate heart!
What a pity, a
thousand pities, that truth, especially ·'the
truth as it is in' Jesus," has not been more
highly appreciated.
3. There is nothing in th" universe permanent, unless underpropped and sustained
by truth. The earth and the heavens will
flee away, but the word of the Lord endureth forever, What security for life,
character, property, should perjury become
general?
What security for liberty, either
civil or religious?
Without truthfulness,
in so far as human instrumentality is concerned, all our institutions, nay, all our
precious rights and privileges, are founded
upon the crumbling crust of a volcano of
monster passions and appetites; and obligations become a rope of sand, crumbling
at the toueh of every earth-born selfish interest. Go to France, and contemplate the
reign of terror, and witness an attempt to
govern a nation without the restraints of
religion, and you will perceive that without
religion to give sanctity and obliga'tion to
oaths, and to restrain the. evil propensities
of the human heart, civil government can
Dot be maintained.
4. "An oath, for confirmation," is said
by Paul, "to be an end of all strife,"-only
among those, however, who recognize in
their hearts and consciences, the tremendous obligations of an oath; only among
th08e, who like David's good man, in the
fifteenth Psalm, swear to their own hurt,
and never change!
Not among such as
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"swear to tell the truth, the whole truth,
and nothing but the truth," and to g.ive
their oath an apparent sanctity, and in compliance with the forms of law, say. at the
close, "So help me God," whilst their fixed
determination is, that in so far as their oath
might conflict with their worldly interests,
or partlalities, they will tell as little truth
as possible. Not among those who swear
with "a mental reservation,"
Those who
thus swear, practice a stupendous fraud in
the very act, the turpitude of which is as
broad as the interests involved, and as high
as is the throne of Him who is called to witness the transaction, llJld as black as the
nethermost pit of pitchy and eternal darkness. Call on God to witness that you are
telling the truth, when you know that you
are acting the part of a deceiver!
Call on
G~d to withhold from you all that is good,
and to inflict upon you all that is evil, if
you do not, "to the best of your knowledge, tell the whole truth," and then, deliberately, and with fixed intent, through
some sinister motive, withhold a part of
the truth I-he who would do this, we may
well say:
"Is fit for trea,ons, stratagems and spoils."

His oath confirm!! nothing but his own depravity; and, as such invokes the vengeance
of God, it is probable that they will, in due
time, ~rink to its bitter dregs, the unmixed
cup of the righteous wrath of Almighty
God.
.
5. The germinal principle of all sin was
a lie. It was hatched, by some mysterious
operation, in the bosom of an angel of
light, whom it forthwith constituted an angel of darkness. "He abode not in the
truth, because there was no truth in him,"
and becoming "the father of lit s," he became the father of sin. Hence, sin is said
to be "the works of the devil." First the
contagion spread among those angels "who
kept not their first estate." Theee were
cast down to hell. Next, our first mother
is deceived. Adam next conceives the lie
and falls. Thus the flood-gate of all abominations was opened upon our world to the
latest generation i the whole viperous
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brood having for their seminal principle a tively trivial occasions, and we need no'
lie. From its incipiency the tide of cor- wonder, if in innumerable instances, they
rUl'tion broadened and deepened, for more should have but little influence on the subthan sixteen centuries, and it is broadening sequent conduct of those to whom they are
and deepening still. A check was put upon administered.
In these respects a greai
it, in the first instvnce, by a flood of water, reformation is called for: and in all reand at the last, a perpetual end shall be put spects the fear and love of God are absoto it by a flood of fire. But whither do I lute pre-requisites to insure fidelity to our
roam '1 Sin is not a. thing to be parIied oaths. What we term honor, may, in many
with. It is like the letting out of water: instances, assist efficiently in this essential
at first, like a diminutive stream breaking work, but there ire so many counterfeits in
over the level; but, as it displaces the sand this department, that without an unfeigned
in it~ course, its volume becomes larger and faith, relative to the eternal judgment, it is
larger; it runs; it rushes with greater im not much to be relied upon.
petuosity. It dashes onward with resistless
To conclude: Whether an oath taken by
fury, and spreads terror and desolation and compulsion is binding, or whether a man
destruction in its course. So it is with sin. ought not to die rather than to take an oath
The pettiest theft may prepare for a great- by compulsion, with the terms or'which he
er, and this for a stilI greater, and so on ad does not intend to comply, are questions of
infinitum.
The first draught of ardent spir- casuistry, with which I have no inclination
its prepares for the second, and this for the to meddle, at this sitting. Brcthren, "grace,
third, and so on, until its victim dies a sot. mercy and peace to all who love our Lord
Thus one lie, or one profane oath, prepares Jesus Christ in sincerity."
for another!
The heart meanwhile "being
A. RAINES.
hardened by the deceitfulness of sin," until
the sinner being goaded on by passion, or
appetite, or both, rushes into the commis•••••
sion of perjury; and, it may be, if he escapes the temporal, or civil penalty due his
crime, will think that he has done a very
HOME DELIGHTS.-"N 0 man can tell,"
smart thing!!
A lie, cherished in the
says Taylor, "but he that loves his chilheart, enervates the whole moral constitu.
dren, how many delicious accents make a
tion of man; and, whether it exhibits itman's heart dance in their pretty conversaself in the breach of an ordinary promise,
tion: their childishness, their stammering,
or in that almost total want of punctuality,
their little angers, their innocence, their
which characterizes not a few of our race,
imperfection, their necessities, are so many
its primal principle is the same, and the
little emanations of joy and comfort to him
same its tendency and its goal!
that delights in their person and society."
6. The flippant manner in which oaths
are frequently, not to say commonly administered, is altogether in very bad taste. In
.the usual Gilpin style of running over the
words of oaths, t!lere is certainly nothing
to impress the mind with solemnity; and,
"I have always loved," says Lamartine,
it seems a question of very great doubt "to know the homes and the domestic cirwhcther even the mind of the administra- cumstances of those with wcom I have any
tor is much impressed. Hence, like many thing to do in the wodd. It is a part of
formalities, practiMd by many religionists, themselves; it is a second external physiit is utterly powerless. Add to this, the fre- ognomy, which gives the key to their disquency of oaths, administered on compara- position and destiny."
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REWIEW OF BRETHERN PENDLETON
AND ERRETT.
We aim to give our readers a pretty full
and fair exhibit of what is appearing, of religious interest especially from among the
brethren.
To do this, we have spread out
in full in our columns, oflast week and this,
the articles of brethren Pendleton and Errett, in defense of tl1eir previous articles,
nnder the head, "Communion with the
Sects," with their definitions of their posiLionand explanations, all of which, we trust,
has been carefully read. These are lengthy
documents, and we are assured there is more
yet to be said. Let us then, be patient,
take our time for it and examine what has
been said, before we trouble ourselves about·
what is yet to come.
I. The first thing to be noticed is the
original heading, "COMMUNIONWITH THE
SECTS." Bro. Pendleton has taken the responsibility of the heading.
He remarks,
"That the general heading in the case, neither affirms nor denies-it only suggests generally the subject eonsid.ered."
That is
certainly the case with a proper 11eading;
but when brethren Pendleton and Errett
(lome to define their position, they have
nothing to do with the question of "communing with the sects," and consider no
question of that sort. They do not consid.
er even the question of communing with sectarians, much less with the sects. When
pressed to the wall, and their position explained, they do not even allow us to say,
they invite or urge, sects or sectarians to
commune with us; but simply, that Chisnans from among the sects, when they meet
with us, may, on their own responsibility, the
church neither inviting nor debarring them,
a>mmune with us. And has no-t that been
admitted among us from the beginning?
Certainly it has, and we never doubted, nor
do we now doubt, that Cltristians, from
among the sects, or from any place,
may commune,. or participate in any other.
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blessing in the house of the Lord. But
when these brethren start to findtheil' Chris·
tians among the sects, they find them unimnursed, and their main defense is on the
ground, that these are unbaptizPd Christians,
and becanse they are Christians, they should
commune with the disciples. They do not
defend open communion or commuuion with
the pe·ople of the world, or any who are not
Christians. They perfectly agree with uS,that
the communion is in the house of the Lord
an item of worship, for Christians, the people
of God, and nobody elsc; but they maintain
that these are unbaptized Uhristians, peopIe of God, saints, and that they may commune because they an such.
Now a man ma.y discuss Ilny subjec under a certain heading, whcther indicated in
the heading or not, but a proper heading indicates the subject treated. It does not necessarily affirm, or deny, or even ask a question, but, as we have seen, the former head·
ing does not in any degree indicate the sub·
ject of the articles under it. It was, therefore, no "fallacious lJlay upon an accidentwhat logicians call jallacia accidentis." but
a complete misnomer in the heading. This,
however, is a matter of but little consequence
-a mere oversight.
We desire no confusion of ideas in refer.
ence to the position of brethren Pendleton
and Errett, and therefore, state farther, that
it is not in reference to there being a people
of God among the sects, in Ba.bylon, whom
the Lord calls upon to come out of her.
That thcre arc Christians among thc sects,
a people of God in Babylon, we have be]jeved, admitted, and committed to print
many years ago, and we believe the same·
now. That thcse have a right to commune
and enjoy, in common with all Christians,
all the blessings of the housc of the Lord,
we presume is not doubted by any brother.
The simple question is, are thel'c unbaptized
CMistians? This is short and easy, and all
the question there is in the case, so far as
we are concerned. We to not come forward
and volunteer to prove that there are no un·
baptized Christians, or to maintain or sustain
any negative propositron of that kind. The
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brethren stand in the affirmative, and, as the kingdom, in Christ, received of the Lord,
matter in hand is one concerning which we and pardoned before baptisn, or without
must practice in some way, we have nothing baptism, then it cannot be proved that they
to do but look for their proof, that there are are Christians before, or without baptism,
unbaptized Ohristians. If they will make and persons who cannot be shown to btl
this one matter clear, sustain this, their af- Christians, certainly cannot be shown to be
fimative, to our satisfaction-show that the communicants.
This brings us out to their
Lord has received unbaptized persons, par- last resort--to prove that there are Christiana
doned them, and that they are child;en of not baptized, or that persons become ChrisGod, we will not stop where they do, coolly tians without baptism. Thisis no new porefusing to invite or debar them, but will sitionj nor have these brethren introduced
maintain the{,. right not only to commune, any new arguments, or better than those we
but to be received into the full fellowship of have encountered from many others, especithe church. Hit can be clearly shown that ally Dr. Rice and Mr. Merrill.
the Lord receives persons without baptism,
III.
Grant the argument of the brethren
pardons them and that they are his children and the position to which it tends-that
-that
they are Christians-we
too, will there are Christians not baptized, pardoned,
unite in maintaining, that baptism "is not justified and accepted by the Lord, and the
unconditl:onally necessa,ry and essential," as a plan of salvation is unsettled, the terms of
prerequisite to a communicant, nor even pardon thrown into confusion, and the
membership in the church. We can not be- question comes up, When were they are parlieve that baptism can be an essential to doned? Yes, and other questions quickly
membership or communion, and not to be- follow, such as, Where were theypalidoned?
ing a Christian. Shall a church refuse to Where is the evidence that they were parreceive those whom the Lord receives? Who doned? How can it be shown that they
arc Christians?
were p;1i'doned? If it can be shown that
II. Bro, Errett's new heading evidently one man was pardoned, without baptism, or '
indicates more than he defends, and it may before baptism, and made a Christian, why
be, as in the case of Bro. Pendletoe, more may it not be shown that another and anthan h~ meant. As the reader will observe, other, and so on indefinitely, is also pardonhis twelve pages in the "Harbinger" are ed without baptism? And is not this openheaded, "LIMITS OF RELIGIOUS FELLOW- ing the flood-gates for the old system of
SHIP." If we understand him, he makes seeking, mourning and doubting-throwing
the communion and the limits of religious the entire matter into uncertainty, confufellowship extend to all Christians.
In this sion and mysticism, so that it can not be
we agree with him.
But when he under- determined who is in the kingdom of God
takes to find his Christians, he find the tallest, and who is not?' Is it not as certain as cermost exalted and praiseworthy of them un- tainty can be, that the result would be to
baptized, This narrows the argument down set the public mind to watching inward imto a single point, removes all obscurity pulses, dreams and voices, or anything and
from it and leaves it a tangiblce question. everything but the promise of God, fOT an
Can these brethren show that the Lord re- assurance of pardon. Unsettle the minds of
.ceives, or pardons persone without baptism, the brethren, in regard to the terms of paror before they are baptized?
If they can, don thus making it uncertain where the
then they are Christians, disciples of Christ, penitent comes to remission of sins, and
and in the kingdom, and not only have a open the way for the people to look for parright to commune, but an equal right to cn- don any place and every place, and one
joy any other privilege in the kingdom, or grand item of the labor of the brotherhood,
even to be'received into the church itself. during the past forty years, is sunk and disIf it cannot be shown that persons are in the carded forever,
The Lord promises the
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penitent pardon upon his confession and
baptism.
When, with his whole heart he
(Jomes, in the spirit of obedience, obeys
from the heart that form of doctrine delivered to him by the Lord, he comes to the
promise of the Lord, rests his soul upon it, and through faith in the promise, he
enjoys remission of sins. But he who tries
to make it appear that men are Ohristians,
or pardoned before they come to that
promise, in the Lord's positive appointment,
is, to the extent of his effort, throwing the
question of pardon into the confusion of
former times, and will immediately commence seeking, trying to produce, as well
as inducing others to seek and try to produce other evidences of pardon than the unfailing promise of God.
IV. The Lord has not set us to looking at
Clthe spirit of obed:ence" and "the hearts"
of men. He looks at these himself, and he
can act upon them; but"we can not. Henec
he has appointed visible actionS for men to
perform, in obedience to divine law; and
not merely that men should have the spirit.
• oj obedience, in which we can be so easily
mistaken, but in obedience itself. If the
Lord sees the heart of any mistaken soul,
possessing the spirit of obedience, receives
and saves him, all right; but he has certainIy given us no such rule to work by. His
language to us is, not that "he is the author
()f eternal salvation to all them who have
(he spin't of obedience," but "to all them
who obeg him." His language is not, that
"they who have the spirit of obedience shall
enter into the kingdom of God," but those
"who do the will of my Father," says he.Be does not say, that "they who have
the spirit of obedience shall enter by the
gates into the city," but they who do his
commandments. The commission does not
read, "He who believes and has the spirit of
obedience shall be saved," but "He who believes and is baptized shall be saved." The
Lord -did not say, "Except a man believe
and have the spirit of obedience, he cannot
enter mto the kingdom of God." but "Except a man be born of water and of the spi1'it
he cannot enter into the kingdom of God."
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[t is evident that persons must have the spirit of ob ience, but this is invisible to us,
unless evinced by obedience itself. We can
not see the spirit of obedience, especially so
long as a person continues in disobedience
to the clearest requirements of heaven.
V. 'fhe persons the brethren are trying
to prove to be Christians, who have never
been baptized, they excuse on the ground
that they do not understand baptism.
But
we should think that a person who cannot
be induced to understand the simplest and
easiestrequirement--a
commandment understood by thousands of Jews sufficiently well
to submit to it on the same day on which
they heard the first gospel sermon, certainIy would be but poorly prepared to understand the communion. It is surely, to say
the least of it, as easy to understand baptism, so as rightly to submit to the command to be baptized, as it is to understand
the cammunion so as rightly to observe it.
If any person's intelligenc~ is so limited, or
if the understanding is so darkened by prejudice and modern mysticism, that we can
not induce him to understand the mostsimpIe and frequently mentioned commandment
of God in the New Testament, such an one
has but little me for the communion; and if
the spirit of obedience is to be taken for ohedience itself, in the case of baptism, we see
no reason why we may not take the spirit of
obedience for obedience itself, in the case of
the Lord's Supper, and do the same in reference to every commandment of God, and
thus taking the spirit of obedience for obedience itself all the way through, we cna
have the land full of Christians, on the
ground of their having the spirit of obedience, without any obedience. Inaugurate
such a principle once, and we shall soon
have them feeding the hungry and clothing the destitute in the spirit of obedience.
VI. Bro. Pendleton says, "If I am to say
to the devoted Pedobaptist, "Stand back,
friend- the symbols of the Savior's sufferings and sacrifice are not for you;' ~ confess that I feel the want of something more
than the authority of my own poor judgment, to cover me from the charge of intel-
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lectual arrogance and self-righteous bigotry." This is stated in the most pr"udicial
form posAible, and when rid of this prejudicial form, nothing remains to make any
impression. Suppose the devoted Pedobaptist should present himself in the congregation in Bethany for membership;
would Bro. Pendleton say, "Stand back,
friend-the
church is not for you?' Certainly not. Would he receive him without
baptism? He surely would not. Would
he say, "I confess that I want something
more than the authority of my poor judgment, to cover me from the charge of intellectual arrogance and self-righteeus bigotry?" He certainly would not, nor would
he use the prejudicial language he employs
to prejudice the case. What would he do?
He wouid do as Aquilla and Priscilla did
with Apollos-he would teach him the way
of the Lord more perfectly. He would not
abruptly,
rudely and repulsively
say,
"Stand back, friend-the
kingdom of God
is not for you;" nor would he reject him on
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righteous bigotry," thought of in explaining their position. Why then, should any
be thought of in explaining what all in the
kingdom ought to know-that

the commu-

nion is in Christ, in the church, in the
kingdom and for those in the body, and not
for those without.
These brethren have
added to the inconsistency of even the Old
Landmark Baptists, for, while they agree
with them, that persons may be Christians
without baptism, but may not be membere
of the church, they disagree with them, and
are more inconsistent, in maintaining that
they may commune. The Baptists make
bapt~sm a little more essential than the
brethren, for they make it not essential t()
being a Christian, but essential to being a
Baptist. a member in the church, or a communicant, while the brethren, after agreeing
with the Baptists, that it is not essential to
beiug a Christian, mr.ke it essential to admitlance into the church, but not essentl:al to
the prwilege of communion in the church.

the authority of his own judgment, but
VII.
Bro. Pendleton says, "The true rule
kindly inform hiin, that the Lord says, and test are given us in the sCrIptures."
"Except a man be born of water and of the Certainly.
Where does he find it?
He
Spirit he can not enter into the kingdom of quotes from Paul as follows: "I myself reGod"-that
"He who believes and is bap- ceived of the Lord that which I delivered
tized shall be saved"-that
Paul says, "By unto you."
Who does he mean by the
one spuit we are all baptized into one word "you?"
The church certainty-aU
body;" or church-that
"so many of us as immersed. "I delivered to you, the church)
have been baptized into Christ, have put on that which I received of the Lord, how tha.t
Christ"-that
this matter is not left to us, the Lord Jesus, in the same night on which.
to our judgment, or the auth01'ity of our he was betrayed, took bread, and when he
judgment, but to the authority of the Lord. had given thanks, he said, "Take, eat."
But the true state of case is, that where Who did he command to eat? Any but
the gospel is properly preached, such a case those in the church-immersed
persons?
never occurs with persons of orJinary in- He procceds, "This is my body, broken for
telIi~ence. The people of any community you." In the same manner, also, he took
will soon understand that the invitations of the cup, after supper, saying, "This cup is
the gospel are to those possessing the spirit the New Testament in my blood: this do
of obedience, and that the way to come to ye." Who does he mean by the word,
the Lord is to come in obedience itself. "ye?"
Certainly the church and none else.
Brethren Pendleton and Errett find no Who then, did the apostle deliver the comtrouble in refusing to receive persons into munion to? That which he received of the
the church, or kingdom, without baptism, Lord? 'Ihe church, beyond dispute. Where
thus at once debarring them from the whole I thcn, can authority be found for delivering
church, and, if consistent, from all that is it, to others·? . VVe must have authority,
in it-no "intellectual arrogance and self- and that not the authority of our poor
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judgments," but divine authority. Where 1 of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit, who has
can it be found ?
~not b~ n "born of water and of the Spirit"
VIII.
We do not desire to examine the: -"baptized
into one body"-"baptized
into
oriticisms of Bro. Pendleton upon Bro. ElIy, Ohrist"-"baptized
into t::e na ne of the
especially the one out of which he labors Father, and of the Son and of the Holy
to manufacture the most capital-the
criti- . Spirit?"
Can he show that any man IS a
cism upon the expression, "avowedly born Christian till he is in the kingdom-in the
again." But there is a much more serious one body-in
the name of the Father, and
work for Bro. Pendleton, than criticising of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit?
If he
Bro. ElIy's use of terms, though it should I can, the sects will give him a premium, for
be shown that he was a little unfortunatc they have tried to do it for forty years and
in some expressions.
Criticising his Ian· failed.
guage, if the criticisms were admitted to
IX. After the comment of Bro. Pendlebe correct. though he makes some show of ton, on the language of Paul, 1st Cor. xL
argument, and may induce some to think he he adds: "How very minute and fearfully
has handled his opponent with much adroit- searching these awful announcements. They
ness and shown a fair amount of finesse, cover the whole ground and go to the very
may not disprove tlteposition of Bro. Elly, or root of the matter. Yet there is not one
prove any other. If Bro. Pendleton would word about "avowedly born again" in the
meet the matter fairly and squarely, let the whole passage. Neither lS there any allnword "avowedly," go for nothing, and at- sion to "immersion!"
Indeed! and why
tend to the main matter at once. Can he should there be, seeing that there were none
show that any man is a Ohristian who has there trying to show that pprsons not "born
not been born again? There need be no of water and of the Spirit," were Chriscircumlocution here. The question is easy tians, and trying to introduce, encourage
and proper. When that question is dis- and maintain the wholly unauthorized, unposed of, ff he please, let the following be scriptuml and inconsistent practice of enanswered: Oan he show that any man is couraging those who have never been bapborn of God unless born of water and of I tized into Christ, to commune? Why should
the Spirit? When he answers this, let the i the apostle, in addressing those who had
following be answered: Oan he show that. been immersed, were in the kingdom, in
any man has been born of water and of the Ohrist, in the one body, have said anything
Spirit, who has not been baptized?
Again, about "avowedly born again?" or about
can he show that any man is in the kingdom "immersion?"
There was no question beand not born of water and of the Spirit? fore his mind about persons not born again,
'rhere can be but one answer to these ques- not immersed, communing.
His eye was
tions. To be in the kingdom, is to be ina upon e~ils existing among thosein the kingstate of justification-to
be pardoned-to
dom-Immersed-on
account of which they
be a Christian.
Not to be in the kingdom did not discern the Lord's body, and thus
is not to be in a state of justification, not ate anti drank unworthily, and brought conto be pardoned-not
to be a Christian. The demnation upon themselves. Instead of
Lord says, "Except a man be born of wa- the apostle here lifting the flood·gates for
ter and of the Spirit he can not enter into I persons not born of water and of the Spirit
the kingdom of God." The apostle says" to eommune--those not in the kingdom_
"we are all baptized into one body"-"bap-'
he is showing that some in the kingdom_
tized into Ohrist"-"baptized
into the name! that had been immersed--by
eating and
of thQ Father and of the Son and of the I drinking unworthily, had been eating and.
Holy Spirit." Can he show that any man: drinking damnation to themselves, and the'
is in the kingdom, in the one body, in judgments of heaven had been visited upon
Christ, and in the name of the Father, and. them.
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X. Bro. Pendleton says, "It is remarka- of the Lord, to which they had not submitble in this, the most rlefinite teachin,g on ted, in the way leading to the Father, hEl
this subject which is delivered to us in the would have brought to their consideration.
New Testament, the criterion and the cau- If he could not have induced them to subfon are addressed not to the elders, nor to mit to that, he would not have troubled
those who minister at the table, but to the them with the communion. Paul's instruccommunicants themselves. It does not say, tions were to those baptized, Christians, and
let the elders see to it that none participate they must be careful and not partake unwho have not been immersed in water upon worthily, not discerning tlte Lord's body, and
a public avowal of his faith and repentance, those not Christians have nothing to do with
hut to all such as have obeyed tlte form of the directions of Paul.
doctrine, (?) dispense it without scruple,
XI. We now turn to the piercing quesfor they, and they only, are citizens of tions of Bro. Errett.
He comes at us with
Christ's kingdom and entitled to the ordi- a terrific parade of questions, seven in Catnances of God's house." The allusion echism part first, and a like sacred number
here is.to 1st Cor. xi. chap.' Who has con- in part second. The whole logic of these
oonded for anything such as here implied?" questions, if we understand the matter, is to
Why this change of the issue? this effort demonstrate that we do some things not auto throw the burden of proof on the other thvrized by scripture precept or example;
side? Why not come up to the work and and therefore, we may commune with
maintain his affirmative ground-that
per- unbaptized persons-pious
ones-without
sons not baptized, may be Christians and scripture authority.
But let us look at this
communicants?
Why the prejudicial allu- formidable array of que'stions:
sion to "'immersion in water?" \Vere not all
"1. Can any person be a Christian who
the first Chsistians immersed, yes, and in wa- is not in Christ?"
We do not know that
tel', at that?
Wby this prejudicial allu- such person can be a Christian.
Can he
sion to the expression: "obey tlte form of show that any not "in Christ," are Chrisdoctrine," italicised and followed by a pa tians?
renthetical interrogation point? WeIe not"2. Can anyone put him on who has
those to whom Paul wrote all immersed in not been baptized into him?"
Certainly he
water? Had they not all "obeyed from the can, if a proper subject, by being "baptized
heart" (why were the words, "from the into him." But, in fairness to Bro. Errett,
hoart," left out?) "that form of doctrine," we Ehall take it, that he was so enraptured,
which was delivered to them? There is a overwhelmed and absorbed, in the contema very good reason why such instructions plation of his stupendous, transcendently
as Bro. 'Pendleton name~ were not given to sublime, and all glorious galaxy of un bapthe elders. No one attempted to justify, or tized worthies, in their immorti\l splendor,
thought of such a thing, so far as we know, as he gazed after them ascending "on charias far a p~rson not baptized, not having ots of fire to the heavens," that, like PetElr
obeyed from the heart that form of doctrine in the mountain of transfiguration, he utterdelivered to him, coming to the Lord's ta- ed this question, "not knowing what he said."
hIe; but many who had been "immersed in We suppose he simply meant, "Raj> any
water," and had "obeyed from the heart one put him on who has not been baptized
that form of doctrine," came and partook into him?"
If this is what he meant, we
unworthily, and it was these with whom the know of no evidence that anyone has put
apostle was dealing, and not with persons him on who has not been baptized "into
not baptized. The latter were not under him." Can he produce :my evidences to
bis jurisdiction.
Had he been dealing with this point?
them, he would not have troubled them with
"3. Can any onc be freed, from sin who
the communion; but the first requirement bas not obeyed, the form of doctrine deliver-
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ed to him by the Holy Spirit?"
The ques:
tion is not whether anyone can be made free
from sin without obeying from the heart
the form of doctrine; but can Bro .. Errett
show that any person is made free from sin
without obeying from the heart the form of
doctrine?" If hecan, let him do so,'as thousands of sectarians will regard it as a great
work, and assume and keep stating that
there m'e Chrl:stians, who have never obeyed
from the heart that form of doctrine. He
adds, "If not, can be rightfully allowed to
8ing, pray, and give money, by the action
of the chur.ch?"
If a man is not made free
f'i'om sin, or pardoned, which is the same
thing, the action of the church has no jurisdiction over him, and what he does is on
his own responsibility, unless he can be induced to takc the proper steps to become a
Christian. What he does is an outside mattel' entirely, and the chruch has no action
in his case, unless brethren Pendleton and
Errett can show that the church should
open the way for such to worship with the
people of God.
"4. Uaa an unsaved and unpardoned person be allowed to sing and pray, and contribute money by church consent?"
The
church has nothing to do with any such
matters.
The church does not control, or
govern "unsaved and unpardoned men."
"5. Is baptism demanded of pentientf'l, in
order to pardon or sonship?
Do not the
prayers, and praises, and contributions, and
the Christian sympathies and friendskips of
God's house, J:.elong to the children?
And
shall we take the children's bread and give
it to the dogs ?" We answer the first two
of these questions affirmatively, but that
does not prove that we shall not extend
Christian
sympathies and friendshifps to
mankind everywhere, or that in doing so, we
give the children's bread to dogs.
"6. Did the first Christian show Christian love to unimmersed persons? And shall
"e deliberately do what we admit they did
not do?" In reference to the first question,
"e answer, that they did and to everybody
else; but this does not prove that they extended to them the worship of the house of
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God. The second ,.question, we answer in
tne negative.
"7. Did the first Christians receive money from unimmersed persons?"
We do no~
know. Did they ask unimmerlled persons
to sing, or pray, or give thanks? Not that
we know of, nor have we ,any authority for
doing so now. Can Bro. Errett produce an
authority for asking an unimmersed person
to sing, pray etc. ?
.
Weare now through part firot of our catechism, and shall proceed to part second.
"1. Do the scriptures recognize any as
Christians, or accept any to baptism, on the
na1'rution of a 1'eligious experience?" They
do not.
"2. Do they admit any to baptism who
come with an avowal that there sins have already been pat'doned?" Noone
came ·to .
them with any such avowal, that we know
of.
"3. Do they recognize admission to
church membership by subscription to human
articles oj faith?"
Oertainly not; neither
do we.
"4. Does the gospel recognize any baptism but that for 1'emissionof sins ?" Certainly not; neither do we. We have received some who, at the time of their baptism,
were mistaken about it, not knowing that it
was for the remission of sins.
"5. Did any come to the Lord's table in
primitive times who had not been baptized
jor the remission oj sins?" Certainly not;
but that they all understood all about the
design, at the time of their baptism; we can
not say. They.believed on Christ and did
what he cammanded, and were not received
on the spirit of Obedience, without the obedience itself.
"6. Did the apostles or first Christians
invite to the Lord's table 'all immersed persons, who have piety?'''
They had neth·
ing to with inviting. Paul says, "That which
I received of the Lord Jesus, I delivered to
you." The communion was delivered to the
church, whose members were all immersed,
"Did they have fellowship with immersed
persons,notmemoersofthe Clm:stian C/turch?"
There were no immersed persons .not mem~
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bel's of the church of Christ, unless they
had forfeited their membership by transgression. We speak not of a single congrelion, but of theclwl'ch, or ldngdorn of Chr'ist,
the body of Christ, containing all every·
where who are in Christ. "Did they receive
persons to membership who lwd been imme1'sed by uuimmersed persons ?" We know
of no account of any such, case. In many
instances, we are not informed who baptized.
"7. And shall we delil,erately do what
we admit they did not? Certainly not; and
jf it could be shown that we do this, in one
case, let no man think that a proof that we
may in another.
XII.
The main argnment of Bro. Errett
is to maintain that we have a condition of
things-such
a state of case-as did 'not
exist in New Testament times, and con5e·
quently not provided for in scripture; and it
.requires a procedure for which we have no
clear ,precept nor example-that
we have
to depart from primiti\'e practice to meet
this new condition of things. This he undertakes, to justyfy in several ways. One
expedient to which he has resorted for this
purpose, was to show that Bro. Elly and
myself, with the brethren generally, 'have
made similar departures.
This however,
proves nothing, if true.
Two wrollf)s do
not make one right. He then tortures the
Bible for precedents in departing from the
letter of the law of God, and finds a reliefin
circumcision, as others of Ms long list of
worthies and predecessors have done before
him; the passover being kept "otherwise
,than it waswrittenj" and the claim that the
"Savior overstepped the limits of the letter
of his commission." This, we confess, is a
specimen of argumentation that we did not
expect to be ealled upon to meet, in this
case. In extenuation of the same princi
pIe, it is urged that, "'in million of instances
the letter of this law (the law of circumcision) was violated without the visitation of
the penalty."
And, pray, what is reference
to these special cases, some of them caslls of
Decessity, and all peculiar, for? Why, to
satisfy the pe0plr of this generation, that an

item in the commission, the apostolic commission, tne general commission, for all the
world,:given by the Lord after all authority
was given to him, the ,concluding item in
turning to God, th., initiatory rite, or to express it in the Lord's own words, being
"born of water," and without which hesays,
a man, "cannot enter into the kingdom of
God;" in country, where the gospel is preached and all who have the spirit oj obed'ience,
may obey-the command to BE BABTIZED,
may be omitted, and no penalty be visited on
the transgressors!
N ay,JPore, that "w here
the spirit of obedience is found, a person is
accepted of God, even when failing to obey
positive commands, beeanse it was not 'in hi.
heart to disobey." Yet he would not "weaken the hands of those who are laboring to
induce all to enter into the kingdom of God
according to the scriptures!"
And what is
this all to prove?
Why, that there are
Christians among the popular sects who
have never obeyed the command to be baptized! On what ground, is it to be made
out that they are Christians, while they have
not obeyed the command to be baptized I
Why,on the ground that they have the spirii of obedience! Why, then, is it that they
will not obey?
Bro. Pendleton joins in the same strain,
and says, "There is no such connection between Christian baptism and the Lord's supper as to make one an unconditionally necessary and essential antecedent to the other."
Again, he remarks," Faith in ()hrsst, and
the spl:rit of obedience to him-these
are uncond/:tionally necessary and essential prerequisites in the participants."
This is not
new, but is another gospel, which is not another, but certainly a perversion of the gospel. The Lord does say, "He who hears
the sayings of mine and has the spirit of obedience shall be linked to a wise man," but
"He who hears these Rayings of mine and
does them," &c.-not "He who has the spirit
of obedience shall enter into the kingdom
of God," but "He who does the will of my
Father.''' "He who shall breal" one 0/ the least
commandments and teach men so,shall be called least in tne kingdom of heaven." This lat-
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ter expression, wal uttered in reference to
the law, but does not the same principle
hold good in reference to the gospel also?
If persons who did not submit to the baptism
of John, "rejected the counsel of I;od against
themselves, not being baptized by John;"
what shall we say of those who refuse to submit to the greater appointment of our Lord?
When Paul says; "The Lord Jesus shall be
revealed from heaven in flamiug fire, taking
vengeance on them who know not God and
()beynot the g()spel of our LordJ esus Christ,"
he makes no discriminations between the two
classes of disobedient-those
who have the
spirit of obdience, and those who have not.
If the Lord intends to make any such diseriminations, he certainly has not revealed
that intention, much less authorized any
manto preach it. !fhe has any such intention,
it is certainly in his "secret will," and Moses says, "secret things belong to God, but
revealed things to us and to oUI: children
forever." It would be well for us to attend
to the revealed will, and not presume upon
the secI'ei, for fear that we should find the
revealed and secret will both to amount to the
same.
XIII.
Bro. Pendleton says, "Mere Imman judgments-themselves
inferencl's-we
do not feel under any obligation to submit
to as divine law. nor to take any part in its
enforcement against others."
We perfectly
agree to all that. But is ita mere "human
judgment-itself
inference," that the communion is in Christ, in the body, in the
kingdom ?-that Paul delivered that which
he received of the Lord-the
communionto the church?
And is it a mere human inference that "Except a man be Dorn of water and of the Spirit he cannot enter into
the kingdom of God?" But why this shufling round to the negative?
The argument is not about excluding from the communion, nor from the church, but commun·
ing with unimmersed persons.
Brethren
Pendleton and Errett are in affirmative?
Their proposition, if they have any, is that
we may commune with unimmersed persons,
or when shifted round a little, that unimmersed persous having tlte spiru of obedience,
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may commune with us. Now brethren,
'mere humanjudgments--themsebes
infer(nccs-we do not feel under any obligation
to submit to as divine law, nor to take any
part in its enforcement."
Would you,
brethren, "make a mere opinion-a
logical
inference, of your own-a rule of faith or
practice to others?"
Come to the point,
brethren, and let us hear from you. Have
you auything to offer, in proof of your affirmative position, but "mere human judgments-themselves
inferenees? .Where is
your scriptuI'e authority for the practice you
set out to justify?
Are you not as conscious as that y011 live that you have nonethat you are trying to induce the brethren
to acknowledge a practice wholly unknown to
scripture, and that too, upon "mere human
judgments--themselves
inferences and nothing but inferences?
Are you not trying to
show that we may "overstep the letter of the
law?" practice "otherwise than it was written?" and offering in proof, that "in millions of instances," under a former dispensation, the law had been violated, without
thc pe'nalty being visited upon the violators?
vVhat have you offered but "mere human
judgments-themselves
inferences," in support of the practice you .maintain? Your
argument in favor of Pedobaptists is like
their argument for infant baptism-it is inference without anything to infer it from.
You then, like them, turn round, with a air
of triumph, and demand scripture for excluding Pedobaptists?
We have nothing to
do with excluding them, but demand ot you,
where is your scripture for receiving them?
Come up to the work; take the burden of
proof, n,nd show your authority-yes,
divine
authority-not
the authority of your own
judgments-themselves
inferences-fuers
"logical inferences of your own"-which
you would make "a rule of faith and practice for others."
XIV.
We come now to the hard placeprobably to the main trouble-that
which
is most trying to the spirits of these brethreno Bro. Errett says. "We trust our brethren are not about to plant themselves on the
position of ineffable diminutiveness accupied
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by the re2ular Baptists-that
baptism is a
mere prerequisite to church membership
and communion, while every other Christian rite and act offellowship may be shared
with the unbaptized."
We are inclined to
the opinion, that this is a pretty bad misrepresentation of the regular Baptists. We
do not think they ever h~ve maintained, that
"every other Christian rite (aside from baptism,) and act of fellowship may be freely
shared with 'the unbaptized," nor do we
think anything can be produced justifying
the statement; and we know that we have
assumed no such inconsistent ground, and
would no more undertake to maintain and
defend such a position, than we would the
u,tterly defenceless position of Bro. Errett.
What ground has he for intimating that we
make baptism a mere prerequisite to membership and communion? It is a prerequisite to pardon, to admission into Christ,
into the Kingdom; not "merely a prcrequisite to fellowship and communion," but a prerequisite to everything else in Christ.
To
deny this, is to set aside the entire force of
the gospel plea to induce men to come into
Christ, into his kingdom, unsettle the terms
of pardon, encourage disorder, by supporting the idea, that men may enjoy church fel
lowship without church responsibility-that
men can serve God in the kingdom or out of
it-that
"whatever a man thinks right, that
is right to him."
Bro. Errett has a terrible dread of Old
Landmark Baptists.
He says, "Whether
we shall not outvie the Old Landmark Baptists themselves in exclusiveness, and make
ourselves ridiculous before the whole religious world by the monstrous extravagance
of our assumptions."
What this sentence
would have been, had it been completed, we
cannot tell; still, there is enough of it to
show that our worthy brother has a great
horror of being rendered "ridioulous before
the whole religious world." This is a little
humiliating to 'human pride and worldly
feeling, we admit. It does not suit his taste
to belong to a churoh "everywhere spoken
against."
Again, having exhausted his
fine discriptive powers, and exercised his
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most vivid and splendidfmagination,
in extolling, lauding, and glorifying, his triumphal hosts of Pedobaptists, as he beheld them
on chariots of fire ascending to the heavens
in contrast with poor Baptists and ourselves
-mere dwarfs and pigmies-who should ask
the question, whether we might commune
witlt them--he says, '·To ignore their faith
and obedieI:\ce, and to deal with them, as
heathen men and publicans, will be indeed'
to wcaken the hands of the pleaders ,for reformation, and expose ourselves, byajudgment of extreme narrowness and harshness,
to the pity, if not the scorn, of' good men
everywhere."
But who, we ask, with painful regret, proposes to "ignore their faith and
obedience," or to detract aught from all the
good they have ever done, or said anything
of the kind?
Who has said one word about
treating them "as heathen men and pub-Iicans," or even intimated anything of the
kind, where fairly construed?
Surely no
one. Why then, this harsh and unfair representation?
Do we not give them ful
credit for all theirfaith ? and all their obe-,
diences too? Certainly we do. Why then,
by implication, this misrepresentation?
Because, where they did nat obey, we do not receive the unsupported assumption that
they had the spirit of obedience.jand then receive the additionol unsupported assumption, that the Lord accept{'d the spirit of obedience, for obedience itself, and then, join
him, in associating them with Paul's ancient
worthies, of whom the world was notworthy,
being wafted on chariots of fire the heavens;
and still farther, conclude with the assumption, that Pedobaptists, who cannot
be induced to understand and obey the
cleasest commandment the Lord ever gave,
have the spirit of obedience, which is to be
taken for obedience itself, and arc therefore
ChTistians, and per consequence may commune, but not be received into the church
-that the Lord haB received them, and will
waft them on chariots of fire to the heavens,
but they may not be received into the church
-thus making the entrance into the church'
more close and narrow than the entrance
into heaven itself!
This is not 'and
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would not be "rendering ourselves ridi- in thir-ty-five years, aclJieved more then any
culous before the whole religious world!" of them ever did in the same time? In the
The truth is there is nothing ridiculous most enlightened country in the world, and
about the position we maintain, and we have in the brightest spots in that country, in
nothing to do in making the law stringent defiance of the combined influence of all
or not stringent. The Lord established his sorts ofPedobaptists and Baptists too? Have
kingdom and· placed the communion in it, we not carried the reformation triumphantand declared that, "Except a man be born Iy forward?
Is not its prospects brighter
of water and of the Spirit he cannot enter now than ever before? Have not the whole
into the kingdom."
If a man desires to Pedobaptists demonstrated themselves to be
enjoy the peculiar blessings in the kingdom, perfect weakness before us. Shall we, then,
let him take the proper stel's of induction cringe and bow to them? No, never; they
into it. If any man does take these steps, have nothing for us to fear. If we desire
he does not enter; nor is he to be treated as to do good, and be hl)nored of the Lord, let
a heathen and publican, but according to his us maintain the divine and holy principles
character, as a man not in the kingdom. we have espoused, and the LOI'd who has
There is nothing harsh about this nor ex- brought us safely thus far, will be with us
elusive. We cannot change the law of the to the end.
kingdom, nor practice "otherwis~ than it
XV. When a Pedobaptist preacher comes
was written." If a man is an honorable gen- to unite with us, what are the steps to be
tleman of the world, treat him as such; if he taken?
He kcaps all the faith he has, all
is a Jew, treat him as such; if a sectarian, the penitence and the obedience-all
he has
treat him as such; but not as a heathen man authorized of Heaven-all
the good; but
and publican.
Give him due credit for all that in which he was wrong-wherein he had
his goud qualities as far as tney go; but do failed to do as commanded, he is required
not deceive hIm by any assumptions, sup- to set right, evincing the spirit of obedienc
ported only by the authority of "mere hu- itself. Like our gifted Bro. Walk, a few
man judgments-themselves
inferences," such weeks since, they confess Christ, and are
as that the spirit obedience will be taken for buried with him in baptism, and then, teach
obedience itself.
If I take out the initiatory others to begin according to the scriptures
steps to become a Mason, they do not treat --follo~ the example of the first Christians,
me narrowly, nor harshly, or say, "Stand not only in the initiatory steps, bu.t all the
off, I am holier than thou," or treat me as a other steps through the whole journey of life.
heathen or publican;when they maintain that
XVI.
Bro, Errett exalts Pedobaptists
I am not a participant of the immunities Of/to the heavens, and makes ourselves mere
that order .. There is nothing harsh, nar- dwarfs-pigmiesby the side of them, and
row or rude in the case. The kingdom Of,'thinks we should esteem it a great honor
God iii for all, and all are invited to come, for us to be permitted to commune with
aud the way is laid down in which for them them; a~d then, says, "Our reformation
to come, and if persons are not willing to movement is the legitimate offspring of theirs ."
come, or will not agree to the way pointed If our reformation movement is as much inout and come in h, the fault is not ours.
ferior to theirs, as he represents us inferior
What do all the fears of Bro. Errett, of to them, the tracing up of ancestry, in this
being "rendered ridiculous before the whole case, will be like that of some wretched,
religious world," amount to ? nothing under diminutive and almost useless creature, trythe shining sun, only that he has been look- ing to show that he had a great father, or
ing at his mighty phalanx of Pcdobaptists. grandfather.
In the case in hand, Bro. Erat a distance, till they have wonderfully rett gives much more credit and shows much
magnified in his vBsion, and obscured im- more affection to the parent than to, the offportant facts. Have we not rising up and, spring.
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XVII.
Bro. Errett, in arraying his Pedobaptist ranks before us, and calling for
our "immersed believers," in Babylon, comes
o the conclusion that there WHe but few
immersp.d. We simply state, that for the
first thirteen hundred years, all except clinics, who were but a small proportion of the
whole number, were immersed, and certainly, since then, there have been many immersionists all the time. It may be farther
stated, that in thousands of instances, among
his Pedobaptist heroes, wh.en they were professedly baptized. there was as little of the
spirit of obedienee, as there w~s of obedi·
ence itself. The cetmony was performed
before they knew their right hand fromtheir
left-in their infancy.
XVUr.
It will be seen, that our trouble
is not so much with the position of brethren Pendleton and Errett, whlln defined, as
we have done it, as with the arguments introduced to prove it. We do not anticipate any serious difficulty in our practice, or
any particular change, in reference to the
communion; but we do anticipate difficulty
with such arguments as they have resorted
to in its defense. ] f they can explain all
they have said to mean, about what we have
defined their position to be, or what Bro.
Richardson has defined it to be, there need
be but little mo~e said. Mercy and peace
upon the Israel of God.

•••••

. One of t~e. best. things which you can
g.lve,YourmlDlster ISto give him your at/entton ID the house of God. Itwill warm his
heart, b.righten his hopes, quicken his
efforts, give fervency to hiS prayers and
bring a blessing to yourself.
'
Not the truth which a man knows but
that which he feels and lives becomes' the
soul's .1i~e. .Truth can. not' bless, except
when It IS hved, proclaImed, and sutlered
for.
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THE ANNALS OR HISTORY OF THE
ENGLISH BIBLE.
BY

c.

ANDERSON,

OF ENGLAND.

One might very naturally have presumed,
that the enemies of light and learning, or
of all innovation, would have been up in
arms; and it is certainly not the least extraordinary fact conneeted with the memorable invention of printing, that no alarm
was expressed-neither
at its discovery, nor
its first application, even though the Vf~ry
first book was the Bible.
The brief men or
copyists, it is true, were angry in prospect
of losing their means of subsistence; and
in Paris they had talked of necromancy, or
the black art, being the erigin of all this;
but there was not a whisper of the kind in·
Italy. Indeed, as to an existing establishment of any kind, any where, no dangerous
consequences were apprehended, by a single
human being as far as we know; but most
certainly none by the ·reigning Pontiff himself, or even by the conclave with all its·
wonted foresight.
On the contrary, the
invention was hailed with joy, and its first
effects were reccived with enthusiasm. Not
one man appears to have perceived its bearing, or once dreamt of its ultimate results.
No, the German invention was to be carried
to its perfection on ltaJian ground. Residents and official persons in Rome itself, are
to be its first promoters, and that under the
immediate eye of Paul II., a man by no
means friendly, either to learning, or to
learned men.
Tliis curious incident is rendered much
more so, by one or two others in immediate
connexion with it. Even while the art was
yet a secret in Germany, the very first individual of whom we read as having longed
for its bein~ brought to Rome, was a Oardinal, Nicholas de Cusa; the first ardent
promoter of the press in that city was a.
Bishop, John Andreas the Bishop of Aleria
and Secretary to the Vatican Library.
He
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furnished the manuscripts for the press,
This Pontiff" named Peter Barbo, and a
prepared the editions, and added the epis- Venetian by birth, had no sooner com~ into
tIes dedicatory.
It had been on the sum- office, in 1464, than he immediately supmit of a hill, twenty-eight miles east of pressed the College of abUreviators and
Rome near Subiaco, and close by the villa turned out all the clerks of the brcves, reonce occupied by the Emperor Nero, that gardless of the sums they had paid for their
the first printing press was set up. In the places. And although this body was commonastery there, by Conrad Sweynheim and posed of the most distinguished men of
Arnold Pannartz from Germany, an edition genius and learning in Rome, he chose' to
of Lactantius' Institutions was finished in say they were of no use, or unlearned!
the year 1465; but next year, they remov- Yet now, scarcely two years after, the same
ed, by invitation, into the mansion house of man was sauntering into the printing office,
two kights in Rome itself. They were two nay, it is affirmed that he ,visited it frebrothers, Peter and FrancIs de Maximis. quently, and examined with admiration'
Here it was that, aided by the purse of An- every branch of this new art I"~ Would he
dreas, the first fount of types in the Roman have done this had 'he foreseen the conseoharacter, so called ever sincc, was prepared, quences? And ,,-hat must futnre Pontiffs
and ali other materials being ready, they have sometimes thought or said as to ,his
commenced with such spirit and vigor, that idle silliplicity, or his lack of foresight?
the Secretary of the Vatican "scarcely alMeanwhile, so zealous were these men,
lowed himself time to sleep." J~et him that in five years only, or from 1467 to
speak once for himself, in one of hi's dedi- 1472, they had printed not fewer than twelve
cations prefixed to Jerome's Epistles.
thousand four hundred and seventy five
"It was," says he to the Pontiff, "in your volumes, in twenty· eight editions, some of.
days, that among other divine favors this them of large size, and all beautifully exeblessing was bestowed on the Christian cuted. Among these we find the Lutin Biworld, that every poor scholar can purchase ble of 1471. It was the second edition with
for himself a library for a small sum-that
a dute, the first printed in Rome, and howth(,se volumes which heretofore could scarce ever beautiful in execution, well known to,
be bought for an hundred crowns may now be by no means distinguished for it~ accnbe procured for less than twenty, vcry wcll racy; a circumstance which ought, in comprinted, and free from those faults with mon modesty, to have infu~ed a forbearing
which manuscripts used to abound-for such or lenient tf'mper with regarJ to all future
is the art of our printers and letter makers, first attempts.
It by no means followed,
that no ancient 01' modern discov(;j'y is com- however, although Rome had taken the
parable to it. Surely the German nation lead, that it was also to furnish a ready
deserves our highest esteem for the inven- market for the sale of books. On the eontion 01 the most useful of arts. The wish trllry, the printers now labored under such
'of the noble and divine Cardinal Cusa is a load of printed folio volumes, that unless
DOW, in your time, accomplished, who earn- relieved,
they must have sunk altogethestly desired that this sacred art, which er, as no doubt they suffered, yet still,
then seemed rising in Germany, might be by the year 1476, twelve other works
brought to Rome. It is my chief aim in had issued from the press.
Among
this epistle to let posterity know that the these were the" Postils," or Notes of N ichart of printing and type-making was brought olas de Ly:a, the first printed Commentary
to Rome under Paul II. Receive, then, the Ion the scnptures.
But the Commentary
first volume of St. Jerome graciously,-and
brought them ~own! . They had bet~er have
take the excellent masters of the art, Con- never touched It, as It was by tbs huge
rad Sweynheim and Arnold Pannartz, Ger-I wor.k: in fivofolio vo.lume~, the~ were nearmans, under your protection."
ly, If not entIrely, rUlned m busmess. Such,
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however, was the fruit of only one printing
office, and in less than ten years. Ulric
Han, or Gallus, had commenced printing
Boon after these, the first two, and at least
thirteen other printers followed; so that,
before the close 'of the fifteenth century,
the different worlGS published in the Imperial cfty alone, had amounted to nearly one
thousand I
We have been thus particular as to the
capital of Italy, not forgetful of the place
it then occupied in ,the world, and especially afterwards, in the sixteenth century.
• The facts now mentioned place that power
in a point of view not unworthy of observation ever since. Before long, no invention
was to ol1casionsuch perplexity to Rome and
her conclave as that of printing, and yet
the art enters Italy, and the Pontiff himself,
as it were, cordially sanctions the insertion
of a wedge which all Italy will drive; or,
in other words, he breaks the ground, and
gives the first onset in a direction which his
successors have toiled in vain to arrest.
Little did Peter Barbo, the Venetian Pontiff', know what he was about, when wandering into the printing office 'for his
amusement. When examining, with a mixture of wonder and delight, the different
movements of the printing machine, had
he oniy suspected the mighty and irresistible consequences, how soon would he have
reduced th'e whole concern to ashes, and discharged the thunders of the Vatican in
every direction! But no, and in Rome itself, the printers, compositors and pressmen, shall go on issuing folio after folio,
and of works which still exist and enrich
the libraries of Europe.
Independently, howe'ler, of all this, what
signified Rome, when compared with the
extent to which the art had now reached.
Had a single city or town waited for the
concurrence or sanction of the Pontiff? So
far from it, Bnmberg in Franconia, and Cologne, had preceded Rome, and in ten years
only after the capture of Mentz, the art
had reached to upwards of thirty cities and
towns, incillding Venice, and Strasburg,
Paris, and Antwerp j in only ten years
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more ninety other places had followed the
example, including Basil and Brussels,
Westminster, Oxford, and London, Geneva,
Leipsic, and Vienna. With regard to Germany, the mother country of this invention
Koberger of Nuremberg was supposed to be
the most extensive printer of the fifteenth
century. Having twenty-four presses, and
one hundred men, constantly at work, besides employing the presses of Switzerland
and France, l1e printed at least twelve editions of the Latin Bible. And when we
turn to the native capital of the reigning
Pontiff, Venice, where printing had commenced only two years after Rome, what
had ensued in the next thirty, or before
1500? Panzer has reckoned up not fewer
than one httndred and ninety-eight printers
in VENICE alone, more than sixty of whom
had commenced business before the year
1480, and altogether, by the close of the
century, they had put forth at least two
thousand nine hundred and eighty distinct
publioations, among which are to be found
more than twenty editions of the Latin Bible. As the roman letter was first used in
Rome, so the italic was in Venice, where
ALDUS had offered a piece of gold for every
typographical error which could be detected in any of his printed pages.
In short, before the close of this century,
a space of only thirty-eight years from the
capture of Mentz, the press was busy, in at.
least two hundred and twenty diff-.:rent
places, .throughout Europe, and the number
of printing presses was far above a thousand! This rapidity, rendered so much
the more astonishing from the art having
risen to its perfection all a~ once, producing
works so beautiful that they have never
been excelled, has been oft~n remarked,
though it has never yet bee:: fully described.
To mark its swift and singular career
throughout
Europe with accuracy and
effect, would require a volume, and, to cer·
tain reader~, it would prove one of the deepest interest.
Such an extraordinary revival of the arts'
and of literature could not fail to affect
and greatly improve the external appear-
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ance of our Island. Witness those beauti- There is, perhaps,. no histo~y so sad. no
ful specimens of architecture in Britain pe- period, perhaps, during which the lot of
culiar to this age, and still regarded by so man appears to have been so agitated, Bubmany as its appropriate glory. Or, wha,t ject to so many deplorable chances, and
is more to our purpose, witness the encour- which so abounds in dissensions, crimes,
agement given to literature by such men as and misfortunes.
Another fact strikes us'
Humphrey Duke of Gloucester, John Earl at the same moment; in the political life
of Worcester, and Earl Rivers, and the deep of the greater part of these Republics, libinterest taken in William Oaxton, the father .erty was always growing less and less. The
of printing in onr native land. With the want of security was so great that the peoexception, indeed, of the Sclavonian or pIe were unavoidably driven to take shelter
northern nations, all others in Europe had in a eystem less stormy, less popular than
contributed to the interests of science; but that in which the state existed. Look at
in Italy, by way of eminence, the human the history of Florence, Venice, Genoa)
mind had been permitted to exhaust its Milan, or Pisa; in.all of them wc find the
power. The utmost that human ingenuity course of events, instead of aiding the 'proand patient perseverance could effect had gress of liberty, instead of enlarging the
been accomplished.
Works begun in one circle of institutions, tending to repress it
age, had been carried on and finished by -tending
to concentrate power in the
the next. Jlfan had been allowed to expend hands of a smaller number of individuals.
all his energy. The models left for his In a word, we find in these Republics, othposterity to admire, can only bc feebly and erwise so energ-etic, so brilliant, and so rich)
imperfectly copied, for as yet they have two things wanting-security
of life, and
never been excelled.
the progress of institutions."
But what then, we are now bound to invVhether, then, as to Italy or any where
quire, what had all this goodly array accom- else, we need scarcely again inquire, what
plished for the heartfelt refinement, the best had all this learning and refinement done
or true enlargeme'1t of the human mind? for the emancipation of the soul fro~ bondTo see such intellectual relish, such sensi- age, or its clear escape from tyrannizing
bility and taste spring up amidst general lust? What, for its way of acccss unto
ignorance and barbarity, was the wonder of God, or the only way of acceptance with
the age; but what had all this painting, Him? Absolutely nothing; nay, to speak
and statuary, and architecture. nay, this correctly, if the uses to which all things.
learning and printing, effected, and more had been converted be observed, far worse
especially for the masses, or the people as than nothing. Those venerated and consuch?
fessedly beautiful piles throughout Europe,
Let a recent intelligent writer answer the with all that they contained, and in many
question. "In looking at the history of the instances now contain, assume a very grave
Italian Republics, from the eleventh to the and sombre aspect, whenever it is rememfifteenth century," Bays Guizot, "we are bered that in them wc behold but the instruck with two facts seemingly contra- genious and laborious efforts of the blind,
dictary, yet still indisputable.
We Bee mistaking their way to "a house not made
passing before us a wonderful display of with hands, eternal in the heavens." They
courage, of activity, and of genius-an
stand before us as the professed and united
amazing prosperity is the result. We see homage of thousands, in their lifetime and
• movement and a liberty unknown to the by their dying testaments, to that Being,
re:st of Europe.
But if we ask what was before whom all external display, all outthe real state of the inhabitants-how
they ward adorning, the magnificence of buildpassed their lives-what
was their real ing or the melody of sounds-nay
the ex·
share of happiness--thc
scene changes. tended hands, the bended knee and the
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uplifted eye are as nothi.IJg. without the in· trophies of painting, music, and song, of
telligent exercise of the inward faculties.
sculpture and architecture, nay, and of
N ow, not to spe"k of other nations, what printing, for the first seventy years of its
in Britain had yet been done with regard to existence, would have been doing great inthe~e? Were the in ward faculties culti- justice to what was about to follow, in the
vated' or even allowed to be so? Was sixteenth century.
Of all these sources of
there any attention yet paid to a vemacular attraction, that singular power which held
literature which could interest or enlarge court and council at Rome, had been perthe general mind? So far from it, for any mitted to take the fullest advantage; nor
one man to read a fragment of Scripture in was she slow to perceive the power they
his native tongue, though yet merely in possessed, to charm both the eye and the
manuscript, was sure to expose to oppres- ear. Printing, however, was the most insion; and for the first half of this very tellectual of all the arts, and yet it will now
century, whether in England or Scotland, be manifest, that Infinite Wisdom was by
the barbarity of burning to ashes, and of no means in any haste to employ it. The
severe persecution for opinions held, had orators of Greect;l and Rome had heen albeen practiced by all the authonties.
Nor owed to try their skill once more in iillwere they, in England, diverted from such provir g mankind.
The classics were percruelty till engrossed by war with France. mitted to enjoy their second, and more
Then came those intestine divisions and splendid triumph, and appear before the
heartburnings-the
wars of the 'Vhite and world in a richer dress than they had e,er
Red Rose-those deadly feuds between the done; and since the colloquial dialect, the
Houses of York and Lancaster, when, as tongue spoken by the people, was not the
Fuller has expressed it, in reference to any language of what was called the Church, in
who thought for themselves, "the storm was any nation of Europe, and Latin alone was
their shelter."
These wars, however, so her language everywhere, then let that
far from affecting the hold which the Pontiff tongue, through the press, also enjoy unhad of this country, were only so many too precedented scope. Let no Pontiff, ever
evident proofs of the secret but prodigious after, have any reason to complain that aminfluence of his votaries, in murdering one pIe justice was not first done to his system.
man and setting up another. At the close Let him first have his fill of letters, even to
of the long conflict, therefore, by the down- overflowing. Let him richly enjoy the first
tall of Richard Ill.-after
thirteen pItched fruits, or the highest place, nay, t.he monopbattles-at
the expense of more than an oiy of all the arts, and even the printing
hundred thousand men-Henry
the Sev- press to boot; and before the close of the
enth, or the first prince of the House of fifteenth century, let there be issued from
Tudor, most dutifully allied hImself with the press, above an hundred editions of the
the paramount power of Rome; and began LATIN Bible, for such was the fact: and
to educate his second son as an ecclesiast;c, throughout Europe, let there be hourly
afterwards to be known as Henry the spoken still, more than "ten thousand
Eighth.
The father had, indeed, humbled words in an unknown tongue."
the Barons of England, while he himself
After all this, and with an especial referremained the devoted vassal of the Pontiff; ence to our native land, we now ask-could
and, at the end of the fifteenth century, the there have been a more marked approach
capital of Italy was still, in its own ancient towards the importation of Divine Truth
sense, the capital of the world.
into our Island, in the language then spoken
At the close, then, of this brief sketch, by the people, and spoken still? A more
however imperfect, it must now be evident impressive series of events, as introductory
that to have overlooked, what have been to the printing of the Scriptures in our verstyled by way of courtesy, the immortal nacular tongue?
The Sacred boon was

QUARTERLY
about to be conferred, and, at last, by millions of copies. To the inhabitants of
Britain, by way of eminence, and for three
hundred years, were about to be committed
the oracles of God j at least the translator
to be employed, was now growing up. But
before Divine Revelation is permitted to
assume the shape of a printed volume, are
we not now bound to look back, and do
justice to the manner of its introduction?
If there be certain points in the history of
of every country at which the inhabitants
would d0 well to pause; to us, at least, and
as living apart from the Cuntinent in the
adjoining sea, this was, or rather still is, one
of the first importance, as the commencement of a new and unprecedented epoch.
The mighty movement of the sixteenth
century was at hand. The outl"ard forms
of society had undcrgone a great change,
and this, it is freely granted, had produced
a class of less fearful thinkers.
But the
tide of human activity having been first
permitted to rise so high, and accomplish
80 little, ought
never to have been overlooked. The distinction was about to be
drawn, betwecn mere intellectual culture
and mental vigor, or in other words, between
all that man had been able to effect, and
what the Savior of the world was about to
do, by means so simple, and an agency soon
to be so deprecated by human authority;
or rather by only one selected individual
then so generally despised, and since so unaccountably forgotten!
Thus are we imperatively bound to distinguish between the oratory of Greece and
Rome, or the feeble language of literature
and the voice of Jehovah in his word, when
it once reachcd the ear or the eye of cur
forefathers, in their native tongue j to distinguish as carefully, between the power of
the press, and the power of what issued from
it; between printing, however splendid to
the eye, and what is printed, wnen addresscd by the Almighty to the heart j between
all the wisdom of this world, and that
which cometh down from above j between
printed books without exception, ~d "the
oracles of God."
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Twenty-fiva years of the sixteenth century hal'e indeed still to pass away, before
the New Testament in English, as translated
and committed to the press by Tyndale,
will be given to England and Scotland, but
these years will only render the event more
striking-an
evcnt which, even in our own
day, and at such a sigularly momentous period as the present, will be found to dCEerve
and reward far more thoughtful consideration, not in itself merely, but especially in
its consequences, than it bas ever yet, for
three hundred years, at any previous point
of time, received.

----------..._---POINTED THOUGHTS
Visit to a Library.-Said
the visitor to
the librarian, "Wha.t are thcse huge volurnes that fill the whole side 0:£ the library?"
"These," said the librarian," are the interpreters of the Scriptures."
"If," said the
visitor, "it takes all these to interpret the
Scriptures, they must have been very dark
formerly, and vcry clear at present. Do
there still exist any difficulties in the Scriptures?" " Almost as many," said the librarian," as there are lines!" "You astonish
me," said the visitor; what, then, have all
these authors been doing?" "These authors," returned the librarian,
" never
searched the Scriptures to ascertain what
ought to be believed, but to obtain proof of
what they did believe themselves.
'l'hey
did not consider them a book wherein were
contained the truths which they were under
infinite obligations to receive and obey, but
a work made to authorize their own preconceived theories!"
Comment. The speculation, or theory of the scct, is with that sect
the supreme law of the univer~e. God
and the Bible must bow in its august presenee, and be in all respects obsequious to
its mandates!
Application

was made to a gentleman for
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a subscription to build a Universalist meeting house. ,. I can not give any thing,"
replied the gentleman."
"How so," said
the applicant: "we had calculated that you
would give us a very liberal subscription."
"My reasons for not giving," said the gentleman, are as follows: If Universalism is
true, I can go to heaven without the meet·
ing house, and in such case, would rather
have my money than the house: but, if it
is not true, the house might prove a hindrance to my getting to heaven, and I would,
therefore, in this latter case, rather have
my money than the house; and so, in either
case, I prefer to keep my money, and leave
those to build the house, who choose the
risk."
Good, hard, common sense!

o

"'{'here are many men now living," said a
conccited sceptic, at a wedding party, "capable of making a better book than the Bible." A preacher who was present, think.
ing that he would take a little of the starch
out of the sceptic, replied, "you are
doubtless a considerate gentleman, and
would Dot hazard so serious an assertion
without due consideration!
The sceptic
said "he would not." "Tell us then,"
said the preacher, " where those smart infi
dels would begin the world of improvement,
and in what respects the better book would
differ from the Bible?"
The sceptic was
silent, and the young folks began to titter.
•• You are no doubt a gentleman of enlarged
intelligence," said the preacher, ,. and can
give some strong reasons for what you, a
while ago, so strongly affirmed. It is true,
however, that Jefferson, who was a Deist,
with all his intdligence, says, that Jehus
Christ Improved on all the systems of philosophy, which preceded him, but that, for
the last eighteen hundred years, no philosopher had improved on the system taught
by J eSllS Christ. "You, however, may
have light on this subject which Jefferson
had not. I ask, therefore, again, where
would your sceptics begin the work of improvement?"
The sceptic was mum! and
the young folks, and some of the old ones,

tittered louder than before!· For the time
bCIng, at least, the starch was out!
" I do not," said a young gentleman, just
from college, and covered with all the glories of his alma mater, " believe one word
of the Bible!"
0, yes, said I, I presume
you do. Thomas Paine admits that there
was once a man living in the land of Judea
whose name was .T esus Christ; and that he
was a good moral man, and preached a good
moral doctrine.
You believe this, said I,
do you not? "0 yes," he said, he "believed that."
Very well, said I, the Bible
is fu 11 of this doctrine . You believe, said
I, likewise, that there is but one only living
and true God: or, at least, whether you believe it or not, Mr. Paine professed to believe it. " Yes," he said, he also "believed that. " Well, said I, the Bible is full
of this doctrine.
You also believe, I suppose, that men ought "to deal justly, love
mercy, and walk humbly with God."" Yes," he said he also believed that."
The Bi ble, said I, is also full of this doctrine.
Why, said I, you must have been greatly
mistaken when you said that you "did not
believe one word in the Bible ;" for you
have already professed faith in a great part
of it. But, said I, to make short work of
it, will you be so kind as to inform me what
part of t1 e Bible, it is, in which you do not
believe? The poor fellow had never read
the Bible, and, consequently, knew nothing
of its contents, and '1\ as, therefore, incapable of picking a flaw, even had there been
flaws to pick! The gas escaped, and the
starch was limbered!
0 how much gaseous
talk is in the world I-gas and nothing else !I
0

Gibbon, the historian, reputed as among
the greatest of infidels, says, "The Christian religion is a religion that diffuses
among the people a pure, benevolent, and
universal system of ethics, adapted to every
condition in life, and recommended as the
will and reason of the Supreme Deity, and
enforced by the sanction of eternal rewards
and punishments."
Answer. If this is true, infidelity is

0
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false; or else the lie is better than the truth!
for, christianity and infidelity are eternal
antagonisms.
Christi:~nity, which according to infidelity, is the lie, diffuses pure,
benevolent principles, adapted to every condition of life-the
will and reason of God!
How wondrous this! Can all this, or one
single word of it, be said of infidelity, which
is the perfect negative of christianity?
Christianity, then, is a most marvelously
efficacious lie, suited as a purifier of the
corrupt. heart of man, and recommended by
the will and reason of the Great Supreme.
Well, the wise wiJ: take what the will and
reason of God approves, and infidels may
take that which is better, if they can find it.
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company, and I answered, I never thdught
of that before!
A. R.UNES.

A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION.
NUMBER NINE.
PREACHERS AND PREACHING-NO.

VII.

"Ve come now to consider the kind of
preachers and preaching wanted. This is
a matter of the first importance, and we
should he patient while we give it a careI. The British
Parliament," said an infidel ful consideration.
lady to Lord Chesterfield, ••consists of five
I. The preacher of the gospel, to be
or six hundred of the best informed men in really profitable to the cause and successthe kingdom.
What then can be the rea- ful, must be, in the highest sense, a good
lion they tolerate such an absurdity as the mun. A preacher might be limited, in talChristian religion?"
"I suppose," replied ent, in knowledge or learning, and still do
his lordship, ., it is because they .have not much good, be very acceptable and, even
been able to substitute any thing better in profitable, as a preacher. But, with all the
its stead; when they can, I do not doubt but talent, learning and knowledge a man can
that, in their wisdom, they will readily adopt have, and not be strictly a good man, we
it!'
So say I, and so says common sense, have no use for him as a preacher.
We
in regard to all things secular, civil, reli- have no confidence in the usefulness of nngious, political-have
you got any thing principled, t!nsound, tricky or slippery
better? I do not swap "unsight, unseen," men, no matter how brilliant-men
not
&8 the boys sometimes do!
Let me see it, sound at heart-designing
men, ready at
and assure myself that I would be benefit- any moment, when opportunity shall serve,
ed, and not worsted by an exchange!
to prostitute the cause to the lowest, most
corrupt and base purposes. Such men may
A brother said to me, do you believe that make a. little show for a time, and seem at
Iny of the people of the sects will be saved? least, to have an ephemeral success, but in
I answered, it is my opinion that many of the end, more evil than good i1l achieved.
them will be saved. " I, too, said he, might There can be no compensation for the defihave arrived at the:same conclusion, had it ciency in goodness on the part of a preacher.
Dot been for what Chri&t said to Peter." He may be shrewd, managing, artful and
lVhat is that, said I? "Why,"
said he, fluent, but if not, after all, a good man, the
"Christ said to Peter, whatsoever you shall world is all the worse for his being a preachbind on earth shall be bound in heaven, et. To be truly and properly a good man,
whatsoever you shall lose on earth is an absolute indispensible on the part of
ahall be lost in heaven."
"Now," said he, the preacher of Christ. One of the first
"if they are lost in heaven, how aTe you and greatest lessons of study, on the part
going to save them? I perceive that his ()f the man who would be a profitable minoomplaint was incurable-he
had the big- istor of the word, is /limply how to he flOod.
be••• and I was ashamed to expose him il;l. Like his. Divine Master, he muit literally
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~ about doing good. The truly good man adaptation to the masses of the people,
studies two great lessons:
1. To do no make an impression on the world that would
evil. 2. To do all the good he can. These la~t till the end of time. We want men
are snort lessons, but require a great that will speak to the people, the masses
amount of study and practice. Some pro- of the people, so that they can understand
nounce the merely innocent man, or the it. The ability to do this is one of the
man who does no harm, a good man. But most rare arts in the world. It is the highthat is only the negativa quality of a good est order of learning and 'talent. There is
man, standing in antithesis with the affirma- no danger but learned men and great men
tive, doing good.
of every grade will understand a man, if
II. He must have that rare commodity, the masses of the people can understand,
called good, hm'd, sound, common sense, him. If we intend to do good, we must
Without this, no matter what a man's ac- write and preach, not to great men, learned
quire:ncnts may be, nor what his advantages, mcn and philosophers, but to the masses.
he can not be a profitable and successful Preach to these and make them understand,
preacher. It is most lamentable to see some and there is no danger but the balance will
men who have had fine educational advantages understand.
and imposing surroundings, of whom the
IV. The preacher of the gospel should
public expect much, but in whom they 'arc understand the people, so as to know what
constantly disappointed, all for the want of to say, how to say it, and when to say it.
plain old-fashion cd common SCllse. When He must underlltand his community, what
they find they are not well received, but they most need and what they will endure
repulsed by the masses, they know not the at a time, or how long they must have milk
rea13on,and think it is because the vulgar before they can receive strong food. He
horde can not appreciate their greatness; or must also undertand his own influence, for
that the masses are all fools, while these what may be said by one man on one oecalIame vulgar masscs know them to be suelt, sion may not be said by another man on
and that too, the greatest and worst kind:lnother occasion. It is a mi.serable weakness
learned fools. Learning is a great and good for t\ man to miscalculate llis own influence
thing and greatly to be desired, but no and ability, so as to be constantly undertak·
learning can supply a deficiency in plain ing what is impossible to him. These are
common sense. In the preacher, if possi. matters of much importance, and must, be
ble, let us have both the learning and the carefully studied to be a profitable and sucgood common sense combined. Bat if com- cessful preacher. It requires as much genpelled to dispense with one or the other, let eralship to conduct a meeting well and
the learning go. The common sense we bring it off happily, as it does to manage
""1tsthave; the learning we O1lghtto l,a1:e. an armv.
III.
The preacher must have adaptation
V. "The preacher must be a man of faith.
to the people. We want preachers for the He must appreciate his Bible as true-·divine
people. Thisls one of the peculiarities of -from God. He must not look upon the
Spurgeon. He is a preacher for the masses. Bible merely as a good book, containing
The people of the old country-the
masses, good moral lessons and wise maxims. All
find, that at last, one man has appeared, that may be said of many other books bewho is emphatically a man for tlte people, sides the Bible. The Bible is true, without
Our American Beecher is als,) a man for. any error, and faithful from first to last.
the people.
If Beecher and Spurgcon It is the higbest authority in the universeknew the gospel, had thei.r souls committed the mighty autbority of the throne in the
to it, as divine, a system from God, bind- heavens. The God who gave it is a real
ing upon men, and the only system having being, a personal existence-the
eternal
any salvation in it, they might, with their Deity-the
I Am, Creator of all things,
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visible and invisible.
The one Lord Jesus undaunted and unyielding friend of the
the Christ, or the Anointed, whom it re- truth.
veals, is also a real eing, the Prophet of
The gospel of Jesus the Christ is our onall the prophets, the Priest of all the ly hopf'!. We have identified our all with
priests, the King of all the kings and Lord it. God has graciously committed it to our
of all the lords-God manifest in the flesh- hands, in this evil and faithless age, and
the express image of the invisible God and requires us to advocate, propogate and perthe brightness of the Father's glory-in
petuate it; defend, maintain and push it
whom dwells all the fullness of the Divini- through the world, not in a mutilated,
ty bodily. The preacher must have a con- maimed and imperfect form, but in the
stant realization in his mind, that man is purity in which the Lord gave it; and, at
lost; that the world lies under the power of the same time yield an implicit obedience to
the wicked one; that all are c(lncluded un- it ourselves, and demand the same of all
del' sin; that the Lord has declared man in others who would yield to its sacred behis unreconciled state, in unbelief, and that hests. Let there be no pseudo charity, behe that believeth not shall be damned-that
nevolence or philosophy, in shrinking fi-om
he that believeth not the Son shall not see an item at a time of the gospel. The adlife, but the wrath of God abideth on him. versary does not ask a man to give up the
He must ha>'e all confidence in the Lord's whole gospel at once, but encroaches a litplan of saving men according to the gospel; tIe at one point and then at another, thus
and that saving men means somethingaiming to subvert and overthrow the gospel
that it is not mere empty, idle and senseless by gai~ing one small item after another at
theorizinp;, about a nonentity; or salvation a time. Remember that a man can be just
from nothing in time or eternity, but a real as kind, lovely and charitable, while he
delivemnce
from utter ruin-banishment
yields no principle., but stands up inflexibly
from the presence of the Lord and the for the truth, the whole truth, and nothing
glory of his power forever. He must have but the truth, as any man in the world. It
a realization that this' salvation is so great is not love, to God or man, that starts back,
that there is joy in heaven among the an- skrinks, and deserts principle, or truth, or
gels of God over one sinner who repents. evades the plain and obvious wurd of the
The work of saving men must be a burden Lord. We care not what the pretext, how
on his soul, so that it will dwell upon bis plausible, nor what the apology may be for
lips and be the very anxiety of bis heart. dcpartures from the clear letter of the law
Ee will then speak like a man having a mis- of God, nor does it matter how slip;ht the
sian, and one too, of which he is not departures may be, the manifest tendency of
ashamed. He will not descend to empty, everydeparturewillconstantlybetostrength_
dry and insipid dit-ies withont soul, life or en the hands of men in disobedience, and
power, but diffuse the power of his faith all thus defeat the success of"the go~pel. The
round him. Nothing that we know of is so successful preachers of the gospel are faithutterly l'epulsive as a faithlcss, worldly- ful men, who maintain the gospel, defend
mind~d and popularity seeking preacher. sound principle alid adhere all the time to
He wil'l "Concede away, or comprom'se the the right from first to last. A man who
most solemn, grand and awful truths of thp. shrinks from his principles, soon convinces
volume of God. He will shrink and truckle his hearers that he cares nothing for them,
before the most frivolous, light and idle is unsound and insincere, and will have no
spirits the world contains. He will yidd good influence among men. The man of
the most imperative commandment God genuine integrity believes the Bible, and in
ever ga.vebefore the pressure of a giddy, an proportion to his confidence in the Bible
ignorant and thoughtless world. Such au will be his defence of it and his zeal in adone can never be Telied on all an inflexible, vocating it. It is unbdief that shrinks
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from sound and manly principle and refuses not in appearance merely, but in reality,
to stand up for it, especially in the day of the most i", earnest. The preacher must
trial, and not faith. The believing preach- realize the importance of his work, and
er talks in such a manner, in such confi- have his own soul impressed with it, or he
dence, and with such determination and will not have the earnestness, the solicitude
hope that he inspires confidence in all and deep concern necessary for this great
around him.
work, and will not work in such a way as
VI. The preacher of the gospel must to bring men to God.
be an earnest man. No .dry, prosing and
VlI.
The preacher must be a man
tedious reading, or talki1l9 over sermons, or of perseverance, endurancE!' and real unprayers, will arouse the people of this gen unconquerable persistence.
There must be
eration from the slumbers of carnal security no giving up. When he enters a communiin their sins. We want the eloquence, flu- ty, he must have the work -of saving men
ency and life of the best orators the world upon his soul, in his constant thoughts and
can afford. There is no reason, or even prayers, and enter upon his work with the
common sense, because the gospel is true, determination that it shall be dOlle. When
divine, and from God, in ilaving it murder- he looks upon men and women on the \Yay
ed, crucified and tortured, by the dry, life- to ruin, he must fix it in his mind, that
les8 and spiritless preacher.
Let it have tley can be saved and must be savecf-tbat
the advantage of the best eloquence, most the Lord has appointed him to the work
fluent and powerful orators, who can set it and it must be done. Who can view the
forth in its greatest grandeur, power and thousands all round us, rushing on in vast
glory. We want the animated, spirited and masses to eternity, in numerous instances
stirring speaker, 80 that there shall be no too, without the least thought or preparasleeping, gaping, yawning or laughing in tion for the judgment of the great day, and
the audience. Keep the audience busy, so not feel his whole moral and spiritual nathat they will not only not get out t,heir ture roused up and put in motion to make
watches and snap them at the preacher, as every effort in his power to turn them to the
signals tllat he should conclude, but not Lord. "Knowing the terrors of the Lord,"
even think of the time. Nothing is more says the apostle, "we persuade men." Let
ridiculous, than to hear a man professedly it not appear in the great day that we might
, preaching to save men, in a cold, dry and have saved many more-that
thousands
indifferent manner. We have heard some were lost on account of our neglect---but
men that appeared to have nothing in their letus be diligent and bring everyone to the
view, unless to save themselt'es from weori- kingdom of God in our reach.
ness and exhaustion. We have noticed that
VIII.
The ministry must be industrious
attorneys at law, when tbey would Cd.rry a and enterprising.
Nothing is more dispoint, that the politicians when they would graceful than an indolent, idle and loafing
control an election, and the statesman, when preacher.
The preacher should be a most
he would gain an object, speak with earn- active, industrious and enterprising man,
estness, life and animation. Shall not he constantly on the lookout and pusbing his
then, who would save men from ruin, snatch work. Let no man be more industrious, acthem as brands from the burnings and bring tive and ent~rprising than the preacher of
them to God, be equally earnest? nay, Christ. Besides four or five hours of read.
shall he not be more earnest? His is a ing, study, and writing, tbe preacber should
greater mission, and the point he is pleading spend several hours in visiting, talking and
to gain is higher and transcendently more imparting instruction from house to house
important than all others. His re~ponsibil- and preach from one to two public disit,y is tho mightiest of all the public men courses each day. He can not be a man
ia this world; and of all men he should be, leisure, or pleasure, unless he counts it his
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leisure and pleasure to do tho work of the have received of him abideth in you, and
Lord.
. ye need not that any man teach you:
•
but as the same anointing teacheth you all
things, and is truth and is no lie, and even as it
hath taught you, ye shall abide in him.
Are we Christians, possessing the character and sustaining the relations of those
addressed by Jude and John; this exhortaTHE FAITH.
tion is addressed to us-" That ye IJhould
earnestlyconttnd
for the faith, which was onC6
BY F. W. EMMONS.
delivered to the Saints.
The Apostle Jude, in his short Epistle,
What, now, is this Faith? When was it
~ddressed to "the sanctified by God the delivered to the saints?
Why, and how
Father and preserved in Jesus Christ and should we contend for it? Let us consider
eaIled," exhorts them to "contend earnestly these questions, And,
for THE FAITH, which was once delivered to
1. The term faith is defined by the apostle
the saints;" and on such heinvokesthemulto the Hebrews thus: "Now faith is the
tiplication of mercy, peace, and love. All substance of things hoped for, the evidence
"sanctified" ones, by God the father; are of things not seen:" Or according to the
Hints; and if "preserved and called by Jesus translation of Dr. McKnight, it is, lof e conChrist," they are Cltristians. The import fidence of things hoped for, the conviction of
of" sanetified "an? "saints," is set apart and things not seen." (Heb. 11: 1). And to
made holy; and the import of "Christians"
make this definition plain he pro'cecds to ilis, Cltristell or anointed-the
anointed by lustrate it: Throll~h faith we understand
the Holy Spirit, by which they are sealed that the wor! s were framed by the word of
as a consequence of their faith in and obed- God, so that things that are seen were not made
ience to the Lord Jesus Christ.
of thi;:gs which do appear."
(ver. 2.)John the Immerser, was a Saint, as were But how do we understand that the worlds
all the truly pious, who lived under the were framed by the word of God? Answer:
Patriarchal and Jewish dispensations, from Because of, and by its being so recorded in
Abel to his time. But none of them were the Scriptures of truth.
It is the first
ChristIans, nor was John; because he lived sentence and oracle of divine revelation,
before Christ had vanquished him who had that "In the begining, God created the heaven
the poweroi'death, before "all powerandauth- and the earth."
Because it is so written, we
ority in heaven and in earth were given to him, so believe-that is devine testimony, and this
and before his Kingdom on earth was es- is divine faith. Hence, it appears that
tablished.
Hence, our Lord, in speaking of faith is belief, and is the consequent or efJohn the Immcrser, declared him the great- feet of testimony.
"So, then," says Paul
est of them born of women; but less than to the Romanil, (10:. 17), "faith comes by
the least of those who should enter his King- hearing, and hearing by the word of God."
dom. "Nevertheless," said he to his disci- But how do we believe? Is it with the head
pIes, "I tell you the truth: it isexpedientfor -with
the understanding'! Answer, Yes;
you that I go away: for if I go not away, for testimony to be believed, must always be
the Comforter will not come to you; but if! understood. But isit with the understanding
depart,Iwill send him to you"(Jno.16;7.).
only? certainly not: for the Apostle to the
Hence, says the Apostle John, in his gener- Romaus had before said, "With the heart·
al epistle, to all his brethren in Christ, man believeth unto righteousness." (ver 10)
(2. 20): "But ye have an unction from the God looks at the heart and no percipient act
Holy One, and ye know all things." A~ain: merely, is by him regarded as either morally
(ver. 27): "But the anointing, which ye good or evil. The demODSwe are iDformed
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believe and tremble."
In so far as faith is before it, and to it all the abstractions and
merely a percipient act-an act of the intel epitomes of man have fallen and shall
1ect, they possess or exercise it, alike with fall.
the saints of God; but they believe not
"And that from a child you have known
with the heart. They believe and hate the the sacred Scriptures," says Paul to Timotruth; the child of God believes and loves thy, "which are able to make you wise to
it. Yes more, the very exercise of faith, as salvation, by the faith which is in Christ
moulded by the understanding in the heart Jesus."
And, he immediately adds: "All
is melted over and now comes out in trust Scripture, given by divine inspiration, is
and confidence. The Christian believes that indeed profitable f9r doctrine, for conviction,
God is and and that he is the rewarder of for conection, for instruction in righteounessj
them that diligently seek him'; and so be· that the man of God may be perfect-comlieveB, as to 'come to God' and 'seek him dil- pletely fitted for every good work." (2 Tim.
igcittly.'
He believes that Jesus is the 3: 15, 16).
Christ, the son of the living God; and as
"That the man of God may be perject"8uch, he embraces him with all the heart as Mark this. The Scriptures-all
the Scriphis Redeemer, Savior, Lord, and Master.
tures, if reccived by faith; understood and·
Such was "the faith," as to its origin and practiced according to their requirements;
nature, which was "once delivered to the will make the man of God pedect. They
saints," of which they all were participants. are able to make wise to salvation. '1'here·
And that "God is," that" in the beginning, fore we say, that the Bihle is our creed and
He "created the heaven and the earth," and confession of Faith, and this only; because
that "he is the rewarder of all them that it is perfect, and can make us perfect, and
diligently seek him," were among the firstar- which cannot be affirmed of any other book
ticles of this faith.
because it contains the articles, al1 the arHence, "faith in the exhortation of Jude ticles, and nothing more nor less than "the
imports more than simply believing, trusting, faith once delivered to the saints."
confiding-not as exercises, but as a BubThe term "saints," is a common designaject--; and, subjectively, more than these tion of the people of God, in all ages of the
articles of the existence of God and his reo world; whether sustaining the relation of
warding goodness. While they are first-- sons, or of. servants only. It belonged,
first propounded, first in importance and fun- therefore, to Abel, Enoch, and Noah; alike
damental to all rcligion: itimports the whole with Paul, John and Jude.
The creed of
system of divine revelation, all the truths the former and of the latter was the same,
and facts and doctrine, spoken and writen by in as much as it even embraced the whole
holy men of old, who spoke and wrote as of divine revelation extant when and whel"e
they were moved by the Holy Spirit.
they lived. To be a saint, sel"vant of God,
Where shall we find this faith in all its or Christian, God .and Christ could never
articles, as thus defined? Not in the con- require less than faith in all accessible, that
fession of the Westminister Assembly of had been revealed; for all the revelations of
Divines-not in the Thirty nine articles of God have ever been so attested as to be
the chnrch of England-nor
in any, nor credible, and worthy of all acceptation.
in all other writen or printed Creeds
But did not the apostles write a crcedor Confessions of Faith fabricated by man, an abstract epitome of Chrislian doctrine,
before or since the fabriclttion ofthese; but by which they tested the orthodoxy of those
in the Bible-the whole Bible, and no where who would make a profession of religion,
else, and in nothing else than the Bible.and which they delivered to the first
The Bible, therefore, isourereed-the
Bible churches to be used in like manner by
is our Confession of Faith. !tever ha~ been them? Answer: None-none but what is
and it ever shall be so regarded by us; and contained in the testimonies of Matthew,

QUAH.TERLY
?tlark, Luke and John-called
••the four
gospels,"-the
Acts of the Apostles, and
their several Epist~es, and the book of Revelll.tion. And they required the belief of
one of these, as much as another, and of all
as much as one. Paul says, that" all Scripture is profitable." Again:" If any man
think himself to be a prophen, or spiritual.
let him acknowledge that the things that I
write unto you are the commandments of
the Lord," (1 Cor. xiv. :>7.) And Peter
J,'anks the writings of. Paul with "other
Scripture," "In which," he says, "are
some things hard to be understood, which
they that are unlearned and unstable wrest,
as they do also the other Scripture to their
own destruction," (2 Peter iii. 16.) In saying, therefore, that "all Scripture is profitable," Paul said that such was the charac·
ter of Peter's Epistles, and that such was
the character of his own.
I am aware that there is extant a Uonfession of Faith, called" The Apostle's Creed"
-that
it is said to be very ancient; and
some have claimed for it the honor of being
composed and sanctioned by those ambassadors of Christ. But no mention being
made of it in the New Testament; though
we believe it, we believe not that it originated with them.
" Though we believe it." We believe it- every article: in other words, believe all
the words and sentences of it, and, in our
estimation, it is as good an abstract or epitorne of Christian doctrine, and as comprehensive as any other which has been formed
by uninspired men since the apostle's time.
But we believe it and in it, not as a substitute for the sacred Scriptures, nor as an ap
pendix to them; but as containing some of
their leading teachings. We believe it, and
in it, as we believe in any other abstract to
which we assent, as authoritative, just so
far as it contains the teaching of the word
of God, and no farther.
And how far such
is its character, or that such is the character of any other, we decide for ourselves,
grantin~ to all others the same liberty of
assenting and dissenting, of receiving and
rejecting, that we ourselves claim.
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The confession of faith called" tlte apoItle's creed," reads somcthing like this;
"I believe in God, the Father, Almighty,
Maker of heaven and earth, and in Jesus
Christ his only begotten Son, our Lordthat he was conceived by the Holy Spirit,
born of the virgin Mary-that he suffered
under Pontius PIlate, was crucified; died
for our sins, was buried--that he descended
into Hades-that
he arose from the dead on
the third ·day.-.:that he ascended up. into
heaven, and is there seatcd on the right
hand of God; whence he will come to
judge the world at the last day. I believe
in the Holy Spirit--in the holy universal
church-in
the communion of saints-in
the resurrection of the body, and in life
everlasting.
vVe believe this-every word and sen·
tence of this creed; because we so under·
"tand the Scriptures to teach. But good
and comprehensive as is this abstract, it is
imperfect; it contains not all the teachings
of the Bible, and, consequently, not all of
our faith, nor all the faith of any' other
Uhristian.
We believe, also, in the beginning God
created the heaven and the earth; that, in
the beginning was the Word, and the Word
was with God and was God; that all things
were made by him.
We believe that the Word was made flesh
and dwelt among us.
We believe that He, knowing no sin, was
made sin for us, that we might be made tho
righteousness of God in him.
We believe that, by nature, there is none
righteous; no, not one-that all have gone
out of the way, and we have together become unprofitable.
We believe that by the deeds of the law
shall' no flesh living be justified-that
by
the law is the knowledge of sin.
.
We believe that we are justified freely
by the grace of God, through the redemption which is in Christ Jesus, whom God
hath set forth to be a propitiation through
faith in his blood, to de~are his righteous.
ness for the remission of sins that are past,
through the forbearance of God-that he
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might be just and the justifier of him that short of the final "amen," at the end of
believeth in Jesus.
Revelation, having begun with the beginWe believe in justification by faith, with- ning of Genesis. I would put, "I believe,"
out the deeds of the law.
before every book, chapter and verse; for
We believe in baptism on a profession of such was "the faith once delivered to the
faith-baptism
for remission of sins; and saints."
that he that believes the gospel and is bapAm I now asked, How do you believe this
tized shall be saved; but he that believes or that, or the other article which you have
Dot'shall be condemned.
named? I answer: Just as it reads in the
We believe in baptism as an "immer. Book-according
to the most plain and obsion , " a "burial" , a "plantinO'0' " by the
auvious
meaning
of
the
sacred text·, under..
thority of Jesus Christ, into the name of the standing that literally which is literal, and
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy that figurative which is figurative.
Spirit-that
to be born again according to
But, that is the question, says one. What
John iii. 5, is to be born of water and of is literal? What is figurative·t Answer:
the Spirit.
Weare
to apply and be governed by the
We believe that Christ is exalted to the same rules in reading, studying and seeking
right hand of God. far above all principal- after the meaning of the Scriptures, that
ity and power, to give repentance and re- we apply and are governed by in ascertainmission of sins.
ing the meaning of any other book. "It is
We believe that all who are truly regen- only by allowing the word of God to lead
erated are the" elect according to the fore- us according to the meaning of its language,
knowledge of God the Father, through when legitimately interpreted, that we can
sanctification of the Spirit" unto obedience know the truth as it is in Jesus."
And
and sprinkling of the blood of Jesus Christ. whosoever will do the will of God, says our
We believe that the sheep of Christ hear Lord, "shall know of the doctrine, whether
his voice-that
he knows them, and they it be of God." (John vii. 17.)
follow him-that
he gives to the'll eternal
Had all Christians, and all professed
life, and they shall never perish, neither Christians, no creed but the Bible; were
shall anyone pluck them out of His hand. they all alike honest, sincere and d;ligent,
\Ve believe that Christ and the Father according to their ability in the pursuit of
are one.
truth; did all prize it as above hid trensWe believe that Christ being made per- ures of silver and gold-would
they sacrifeet, became the author of eternal salva- fice every thing to it, and it to nothing; and,
tion to all them that obey him.
then, would they all apply and be governed
We believe that the Lord Jesus Ohrist by the same rules of interpretation,
the
shall come again to this earth-':that He right rules-the
rules which every sound
shall be revealed from heaven with His philologist declares to be right; soon would
mighty angels in flaming fire, taking ven- there be no more Roman Catholics, nor
geance on them that know not God, and Protestants, for there would be nothing to
that obey not the gospel of our Lord Jesus protest against; nor Episcopalians, por PresChrist; who shan be punished with ever- byterians, nor Lutherans, nor Congregalasti-lJg destruction from the presence 01 the tionalists, nor Methodists, nor Baptists, nor
Lord and from thE glory of His power; Unitarians, nor Universalists, nor of any
when he shan come to be glorified in his other sect or denomination, as such; but all
saints, and to be admired in all them that would be Christians- Chri$fians, indeed.
believe.
The middle walls of partition that now eKAnd thu8 I might proceed on, for hours
""':'yes; for days and weeks-and
where
Church's Prize ES8ay on Religious Dis
could I 8top and say, all is told'! Nowhere, scnsions, p. 181.
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ist, would fall. The name Christian would book of Revelation was applicable to all
be sufficiently distinctive to designate all; the books of the Bible: "Blessed is he
and, "with all lowliness and meekness, that readeth, and th~ that hear the words
with long suffering, forbearing one another of this prophecy, and keep tho"e things
in love; while all would endeavor to keep which are written therein: for the time is
the unity of the spirit in the bonds of at hand. " For I testify to every man that
peace. Then there would be but one body, heareth the words of the prophecy of this
the church of Christ; one Spirit, the Holy book. If any man shall add unto these
Spirit; one hope, the hope of the gospel; things, God shall add unto him the plagues
one Lord, the Lord Jesus Christ; one faith, that are written in this book: and if any
that which was once deliT"ered to the saints; man shall take away from the words of the
one baptism. that instituted by Christ; and book of this prophecy, God shall take away
one God and Father of all, who is above all, his part out of the book of life, and out of
and tluough all, and in all--the Almighty. the holy' city, and from the things which
To the question, When and where was are written in this book.
"the faith" spoken. of by Jude, delivered
Why, now, we should "enrnesUy contend
to the saints?
We answer: It was deliv- for this faith," must be obvious to all-beered whenever and wherever holy men of cause it is a divine fa/:th. The testimony of
old spoke and wrote, as they were moved N alure produces natural faith-the
testiby the Holy Spirit--from the first to the mony of man, human faith-and
the testilast prophet of the Lord. Abel, the second monyof God, by the Spirit of God, faith
Bon of Adam, was the subject of this faith, supernatural and divine. All the knowlto the extent of the Divine testimony that edge that we have of God; of the existence
the Lord had given when he lived to· pro- in our own persons of a spirit, separate and
duce it. vVhether he received it directly capaLle of existing apart from our bodies;
from the Spirit of God, or through our first of other spirits; of our origin; of the oriparents, we are not informed; but, proba- gin of all things; of our relations to God
bly, through them. "Enoch, the seventh and our fellow creatures, to time and to
from Adam," was a prophet; and he proph- eternity; we know by fq.ith, and that faith
esied concerning" the filthy dreamers," of is the product of divine' testimony, recorded
whom Jude writes, "saying, Behold the in the volume of di\ ine reveJation--"the
Lord cometh with ten thou8and of Bis faith once delivered to the saints."
saints, to execute judgment upon all, and
We are aware that Ueists, and some Docto convince all that are ~ngodly among tors of Divinity professing to be Christians,
them of all their ungodly deeds, which they have supposed and taught that some of this
have ungodly committed, and of all their knowledge may ha\'e come from Nature'll
hard speeches which ungodly sinners have light by reason. But Paul attributes all
spoken against him." (Jude 14,15).
to ravelation and to faith. .,He that comes
This faith was progressive and cumula to God," says he, "must believe that he is."
tive, as was the Divine testimony-from
Again: "Through jaith we understand that
Adam to Moses, and from Moses to Christ the worlds were framed by the word of
and his apostles. When John, the beloved God." Reasonal:>leas is faith, and impossidiscil'le and the last of the apostles, closed ble as it is to eradicate from the mind this
his testimony and died, the canon of holy knowledge of God and ourselves when once
Scripture was completed. Then was given received there; yet, we are fully satisfied,
to the chu:ch and to the world all that may from the examination we have given of the
be expected, by way of Divine revelation, subject, that Nature's light and reason, untill the Lord Jesus Christ ngain appears in aided by divine revelation in words, could
person. '1'hen, what the apostle John said never have originated and given it to us.
. at the beginning and near the close of the
As we never saw or heard or felt a spirit
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-never
saw something produccd out of through fear of death, were all tbeir life
nothing, and can not draw the line of sep- time subject to bondage'-in
all the doaration between our "Physical, mental and mains of nature!
The king of terrors and
mo~al powers-c'ln not tell where one be- the terror of kingi'l, has an absolute sway
gins and another ends; the names, creator, over men, and beasts, and all crecping
creature, creation, spin't, and the like-as
things; over th.e fowls of the air and the
'well as the ideas which they represent, and fishes of the sea, arid there is none to arfor which they stand, must all have had a raign him, or to say, Why or what doest
divine origin. So I reason. It was well thou? 0 death, thy sling is fearful!
0
said by Dr. Fishback,* that "The powers grave, thou art victorious!
There is no
of the human mind, however penetrating and balm in nature-no
physician there, that
improved, can' produce no effect upon matter, can more than allay for a moment thc pangs
but through its laws anti properties;" and of di~solution, or protract but for a short
"any effect produced in this way is as dis- period, the declining life: The "iron scepsimilar to a creation, as the existence is tel' of death has unrestrained sovereignty.
dissimilar to the non-existence of matter;" Such is the ,-oice of nature, uttered from
consequently, that "There is nothing in the her thousand mouths, and by her thousand
natuml O1'der of things, appertaining to tongues."*
mind, which proves that it is anything more
But the voice of R~velation is, that there
than a quality of organized matter, under is a God, and he is SjJirit j that there is
the ir,fiuence of animal life."
a spirit in man, and the inspiration of the
I feel tempted now, as the book of this Almighty giveth him understanding; that.
deep thinker is open b~fore me; to give life and incorruptibility
are brought to
another and a little longer extract from him, light by the gospel. Such being the conas approposto this place. "Such," he con- dition of man "by favor;" and such "the
tinues, "is the humble situation of man by faith which was once delivered to the saints;"
nature, both in respect to his mind and is reaSl'n sufficient why we should contend
body; without a knowledge of God in the earnestly for it. But yet, we offer another
world, ignorant of his origin, and the ori- reason. It is this: As toe beliere, we act.
gin of all things, and of his own destiny;
If our faith be good, such is our conduct.
a creature of time, flesh, Rnd sense; a mere If our faith be false, our conduct is conse·
animal-an
athei.~t! The universal lan- quently evil. Bence it is, and it ~ver has
'guage of mturo, in respect to animal beings, been, that where the Bible is not where its
is death; the experience and observation of, light has not shone, and its teachings do
every day utter ,he same voice; from its I not govern; the people are in dl1rkness, and
cold. offensive embraces, there is no escape honor and honesty and iutegrity are not
in all the resources of nature; nor is there; found. "y'v,hatsoever is born of God,"
a solitary ray from the light of nature' says J "hn, "overcometh the world: and
which breaks through the deep, impenetra-I this is the victory that overcometh the
ble gloom of the grave, and points to an world, eren our faith."
And then, he trihereafter!
No light of life irradiates the umphantly asks: "Who is he that overcomhorrid mansions of the dead, nor redeems eth the world, but he that believeth that
humanity from its insatiable devourings! Jesus is the Christ?"
Her lesson is, 'Let us eat and drink, for toBow we should contend for this faith, we
morrow we die.' The last and best hope of are taught by the precept and example of
man, derived from the lessons and illumina- the divine teachers, who have taught and
tions of nature, has its final termination teach it. "Let the same mind be in you,"
here! Here is none 'to deliver them, who,
*"Philosophy. of the Human Mind," pp.
26,27.
*Philosophy of Religion, p. 24.
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says an apostle, "which was in Christ Jesus."
He was meek and condescending, and ever
actuated by love j the love of JUan, and the
love of truth.
Love for the truth and for
our fellow men, therefore, must always ac- FACTSOFNATUREAGAINSTATHEISM;
tuate us, in contending for the faith once
BY G. L., PURDY, ?fl. D.
delivered to the saints, if we would convert
them to it. We should prize it above every
Returning to the animal kingdom, and
thing else, because true and the tr th-beascending from the past towards the present,
cause it came from God, and it only can the geologist meets with a dwindling
convert to him. And .if we 0.0 not love away or 'falling off in the power of the dythose v ith whom we contend for this faith , nasty of the fish that have been the monvain will be all our efforts to benefit them archs of the earth for so many long and
by it. "Bu~ be gentle unto all men," says dreary ages, and comes in con tad with the
Paul to Timothy, apt to teach, patient in lowest form3 of the second or reptile division
meekness, instructing those that oppose of the fourth grand type of life-the vertethemselves, or place themselves in opposi- brate. In the upper formation of the cartion." Why so? The apostle ans\\"ers: "If boniferou5 system the first traces of this
God, peradventure, will give them repent- reptilian division are found.
ance to the acknowledging of ,the ,truth;
Ascending the stream of time still further,
and that they may recover themselves out of we find tha reptilian forms of life grarlually
the snare of the devil, who are taken capo. increasing-higher
and higher forms are
tive by him at his will." 2, Tim. ii. 24, 25, added--genera,
orders, and species, in26. We must love the truth better than crease-uutil
it finally replaces the dynasty
our own lives, here ill the flesh, and must of the fish. After the fish had lost its dylove our neighbor as oursclves; and then, ilastic power, it has, throughout the baland not till then, will we be suitably pre- ance of creation, continued to hold a certain
pared to contend 'as we ought, "eamsstlgfor
relation to the other four divisions of the
thefctith once delivered to the saints." "Bles- vcrtcbrate class. But in some of the charsed are they that do his commandments, acteristics of the fish, a great change was
that they may have right to tbe tree of soon to take place.
life, and may enter in through the gates inThere is a line occu~ring, and which dito the city."
vides the Permian system from the Triassic;
where life upon the earth appears to havo
become almost extinct. This line also di•••••
vides the great Paleozoic and st'ceondar!l
ages of the earth's geological history.
UNIVERSALSALVATION.- Where is the Here, at this line, a very great change has
dividing line which runs through all the taken place in the programme of creation.
gospels between the children of light and
Throughout creation, and in all its ages,
the children of darkness, the lost and the species have been of limited duration, and
found, the wheat and the tares, the wise vir- have interlaced
into eaeh other - the
gins and the foolish, the sheep and the lower with the higher-thus
forming a congoats, those on 'the right hand of the Son tinuous cord, made up of species interof ~an and those on the left? When and shaded into those immediately preceeding
where is this line obliterated?
Not herc, and following them. Aud, although 8peas all admit. Not at the judgment, for who eies are of limited duration-that
is, at a
has power to reverse the verdict, "These certain time in creation they "began to be,"
shall go away into everlasting punishment, and at certain other time became extinct,
but the righteous into life eternal."
forming throughout the immensely extended
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history of creation a continuous cord. "New
srecies," remarks Hugh Miller, "had come
into being ere the old ones dropped away
and disappeared j and there has been for
long ages no break or hiatus in the course,
just as in the human family there occura
no abrupt break or hiatus, from the circumstance that new generations come upon
the stage ere the .old ones make their final
exit." But from some cause, this continuous cord is twice abruptly broken, once as
already meptioned, and again at a line between the secondary and Tertiary ages.
Upon either side of these abrupt breaks the
Ilame continuity and interlacing of' species
obtains, as mentioned above.
Across this dividing line, but few species
of animal and vegetable life have passed.
'We might sayan almost new creation had
taken place, for on the secondary side of
the line but little of the old creation is seen,
and in its stead new and higher forms of life
are Inet with.
The cause of this abrupt break, it is
probable, man will never know j but that it
was a wise one, we have no causc to doubt.
The old and lower classes of life had fulfilled their mission in the great creative
plan, and the time had come for them to
pass away and make room for new and higher
classes,whicb the pl:og;'essive dcvelopmcntof
the condition of the earth now demanded,
and could sustain. Thus the old and lower
gave way to the new and higher, except a
few strands, that the cord of existences
might not be entirely severed.
This line not only brought to a close the
long reigning dynasty of the fish, but also
changed, in one universal feature, the new
classes of fish that were to continue and
bear a certain proportion to other classes of
life from that time to the present. All fishes, befure this time, were possessed of hertrocereal, or unequally lobed tails, caused
by thl1 back bone being prolonged into the
upper lobe. A few species of these crossed
the line, and have continued to the present
day. The successors to these old types of
fish were of a higher scale of organization,
having homocereal, or equally lobed tails-

the back bone terminating at the commencement of the tail fin. This genelal eharac·
teristic has remained a marked feature in
the fish from then until now.
Was the creative cause idle during thil'l
long time of dearth of animal and vegetable
life that occurred upon each side of this
dividing line? The geologist can truly answer this question with an emphatic, No.
He finds the evidence of another preparation for the coming man-a
pre'parati.on
made, as was that of the coal, when itwould
interfere' with life in the least degree. This
preparation was the storing up of those
vast beds of rock salt that are now found
in the Permian and Triassic systems, and
from which most of our supply is derived.
Its use in the economy of man, I need not
mention, for it is known by all. Now, was
this wise ~daptation of means to ends the
mere result of chance, or was it the effect
of intelligence?
'I'he record of the geologist· reads, that
from this time the reptile gradually gained
the ascendancy by new and higher speciea
being added as time rolled on, until the reptil ian form of life finally became the master
existences of the earth, and had their fullest
development in the Oolitic system. Among
this class of life were monsters huge and
dreadful to behol<1. The earth, within the
history of man, has presented no monster
reptiles as it did then. The crocodiles and
sharks of the present day are Lilliputs beside them. When we looked at the remains
here entombed, we can no longer say that
the "flying dragons" and other monsters of
legendarv lore are mere chimeras of the
brain, for here they were more than re(tlized
in the actual existence of nature.
.The
Pterodactyle was a huge reptile of the
Oolite, with the head and neck resembling
a bird's, a mouth somewhat like a reptile's,
the bally and tail of a mammifer, and leathern wings like those of a bat, with an expanse of eighteen feet, might well affect
the flying dragons of the olden tales. Among
the reptile tyrants of water, land, and air,
were some resembling sharks of the present
time, that were from seventy to o.nehundred
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feet in length, with jaws from six to eight
feet in length, set round with far more formidable teeth than shark and crocodile
can sport to-day. Ere the commencement
of the Oolitic period, and before the reptile
had received its fullest development, the
luccecding or tr.ird division of the vertebrate type of life-the
bird-was
introduced. We find their tracks in the sandstones of the Liassic system,-but
from
some cause their fossil remains are not found
in any abundance, until the close of the
Wealden period.
1'hough the tracks of an animal may seem
to be more perishable than .the animal itilelf, especially its bony parts, yet under
certain circumstances this is not the fact.
These tracks were made in the soft sandy
mud, and the mud hardened into stone before their effasure, and when once imbedded
in the stone, they would remain the same,
age after age. That these foot prints in the
stone are those of birds, there can scarcely
be a dOubt,-for the general formation of
the foot making the track, is that of the
birds at the present time. Even at this
great length of time after they were made,
they retain their original distinctions to
even the delicate marking of ridges and
furrows of the skin of the foot. Connected
with these tracks is another fact that may
appear more strange still to those unacquainted with nature's perfect laws,-this
fact is the record of the wind and storm,
of this remote time. Imprinted in the sandatone alongside these tracks are the marks
of rain drops which were made by a shower
coming from the south, and accompanied by
IS wind that blew the drops so they descended in an angle of about sixty degrees.
We again ascend the stream of time, and
IS we pass along up through
the Oolite,
and the shorter one of the Wealden, we
note the progre~s of creation's work. Age
after age has been left behind-the
reptile,
at the close of the Oolite has lost much of
its supremacy-in
the Wealden its dynasty has failed still more-and
in the Chalk
it is no longer the monarch of the eart.h,
its reign having come to an end.
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The remains of birds-the
succeeding
dynasty-are
from several causes very difficult of preservation, and therefore, their
remains have not been found in any abun'dance at any time, but notwithstanding
this, there can be no doubt of the fact tha~
the dynasty of the birds succeeded that of
the reptile, as the dynasty of the reptile
had succeeded that of the fish.
The system of the Chalk closes the grea~
secondary era of the earth, and brings us
up to the second abrupt break in the cord
of existence-a break that occurs just ere
the commencement of the great Tertia1'yera
-the age or dynasty (If the mammal and of
man. The time for the second and higher
great change in the scale of oJ<ganization
had now come-the
time for the introduction of the fourth great class of vertebrate
life, and the creation of higher classes, orders, and species of the old classes-hence,
they were permitted to die out, that the
new ones might take their places; thus
forming the abrupt dividing line between
the old and the new creation. This line,
says Hugh Miller, is crossed by none of
the oid creation, except the "microscopic,
diatomaceal, and one species of shell and
one of' coral."
For the reception of the higher classes or
life, the physical conditions of the earth
had to undergo a change to fit it for the
purpose; hence the almost entire absence
of life during the change. 1'hat this change
was wrought, "the testimony of th~ rocks"
will bear witness, and not only "the testimony of the rocks," but .the testimony of
animal and vegetable life bear witne~s upon
the point of a change in tIle condition of
the earth.
At this line, the fish again change in one
of their general charact~risticl7 Before
this period all fish had been divided into
two great orders-the
rlacoid' and the
Ganoid-having
an external armature or
bone, and an internal skeleton of cartilage.
From this time up to the present, the two
great orders of Gtenoid and Cycloid ha.ve
formed the great bulk of the fish family-
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tIle fish and the l-izard-hence
meaning fish-lizard.

the name,

At this line a great change also took
As t~e~e were monsters
in the several
place in the vegetable kingdom.
Back of .types of hfe,. that of the ~rustacean,
the
this line, all the true woods belonged to the fish, the repttle, and the bIrds, so we fi~d.
Coniferalof the Pine and Aracaurian fami- mons~ers among the mammal type,
I ~11I
lies.
From this line up to the present mentJOn two or three of the largest to gIve
time, the. Dicotyledonou,~ or hard wood trees some idea of their size .. The skeleton
of
have had th,e precedence.
the Newburg Mastadon weIghs 2,000 pounds.
.
,
.
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earth could support the hard wooded treeR
-as weU as higher types of life-which
it
.
would not before; for example, ~onslder the
barrenness of the soil upon which the Pines
'd
or sofl woods grow at t h e present tIme,
an ,
then, the productiveness
of that upon which
tho hard words" oale, tvalnut, 8u~ar, &c.,
grow, and we thmk your doubts Will be re-

and lower mammals are [adinO' out ~~d those
th a t are h'19 h er In
. th e orgamc
'" "1 sca e an d
more conformable to the wants of man taka
inO' their places' and foreshadowing'
the
'" perfect
more
ones, yet to come.
But we
pass on and approach the latter part of the
Tertiary period, whero we find the forms of
, II' lIe
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.
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moved.
:But we must ]lasten in our journey
of
investigation
and approach still nearer the
present time and a more recent state of oreated things.
How changed and improved
in the scale of organization
is the life of
the Tertiary
era!
:Beyond the dividing
line, the 'be-paddled
reptile was the pos8<:lSSOr
and tyrant of the seas; now the bepaddled mammal has taken its place.
In
the secondary era, a different class of reptiles, and the bird class, possessed the lands;
but in the Tertiary, the mammal reigned
lJuprp.me.
The introduction
of the mammal, like that of the oth~r classes, was gradual,-new
and higher species succeeding
each other 'in turn, until the fullest development of the class,-the
higher species of
the preoeding
class bearing some of the
characteristics
of the succeeding
one; for
instance, the reptile called the Ichthyosaurus
bears some of the characteristiCs
of both

tIe further on we find many of the conteropOl'aries of man,
At last, our journey up through the strata of the earth is almost done, and we meet
familiar
forOis upon every hand-such
as
are destined for the uso of man.
The earth
at last, after having undergone untold ages
of preparation,
is so matured or perfected
that the last great class of life can be sustained.
This class is man-intelligent,
reasoning,
godlike man-man
who stands at the head
of the long column of created existences,
and who is well entitled to the distinction
of creation's lord from the position he occupies of being highest of created things, in
both physical and intellectual
organization.
That there may be no break in the chain
of reasoning, as well as in that of allied existences, the remains of man has been found
in one instance in the fossil state-that
of
the stony skeleton
of Gaudeoloupe.
But

QUARTEULY
no remains of man in any state have been
found beneath the alluvial deposit-the
last of the geological systems, and occupying the eurface of the earth, and to which
man exclusively belongs.
vVith the assistance of the comparative
anatomist and physiologist, the geologist
now revicws, in a difI'rrent aspect, the chain
of existences from the beginning of life up
to man, and if possible, finds the manifestation of intelligent order, design, and progress from the lower to the higher, still more
striking.
He now compares thE brain--the
true test tJf standing in the scal e of organization-with
the spinal cord, in the great
classes of life, with the following results.
Down in the radiate class, among the
sponges and polypes, there is foundno traces
of a brain. 'When we ascend to the fish,
we find the brain in proportion to the spinal cord as 2 to 11; in.he .reptile, as 2~ to
1; in the bird, as 3 to 1; in the mammal,
as 4 to 1; and in man, as 23 to 1.
Now why this increase of brain-the
organ of intelligence-as
we ascend towards
man, and especially, in the case of reasonable and intelligent man. Is this fine and
increasing grade of organization the result
of chance, or is it the effect of an intelligent cause brought abont in the fulfillment
of a definite plan.
The geologist reviews these facts in yet
another aspect, and finds the dynasty of the
fish succeeding that of the crustacean, the
reptile that of the fish, and the mammal
that of the reptile in as "definite an order
as the four great empires of the Ancient
History of Rollin."
"Nor are the periods
when single families arose and sank less
carefully noted.
The geologist having finished his exam
ination of the facts in the creative history
of the earth, and having been denied any
assistance from revelation in his investigations, is now ready to sum up the evidence
and give us his conclusions. He finds a
time away back in the distant past or the
earth's history when "order did not existj"
he then ascends towards the present, and
finds a time when" order beqan to be, Now,
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from his acquaintance with science and
physical law he knows that matter can not.
create itself, nor can it, of itself, assume order when created by any cause. Chance,
in the signification it would have to assume
here, can have no existence, for as far as
man knows, every particle of matter is governed by law, and where there is law, there
can be no chance. From these conclusion~,
matter did not create itself, nor form itself
into order, and could not be the result of
chance.
This is the testimony of science. Sci.
ence in all its history does not present ·onc
instance of matter creating itself-of some.
thing springing from nothing-an
effect ex.
isting without a cause. 'The arrangement
existing in the order of these geological
facts is indicative of boundless intelligence.
Matter, of itself, is not intelligent and could
not have brought about this system of order. "Ve might with equal reason contend
that our dwellings, from the hut to the pal.
ace, created themselves--that all the materials of which they are composed, came together in a particular order of themselves-that in their order of construction, from
foundation to roof, they show no evidence of intelligence as a constructing
cause. There is as much sound reason and
logic in the latter position, as in the former
one.
Then we must look for some other cause
beyond or outside of matter for the creation and arrangement of these geological
facts, as we look beyond the dwelling for
the intelligent cause of its being built. The
character of this cause we must judge, as
we judge of the character of other causes,
by the character of its effects. We judge
of the intelligence and capacity of a 'Worl.man in any particular
'W01·!. by his 'Wor/.manship, and if he exctls in many differentbranches, his intelligence is increased in a
pl'oportionate ratio.
A man is judged by
his deeds, a tree by its fruits, and, in short,
every cause is judged by its effects. We
know nothing of a cause except through
this means! Now, in judging of nature's
cause, we must employ the same method,
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and the conclusion derived from thcse facts side the wisdom and power displayed in the
must be thp following two: First, as far as facts of astronomy and those of geolo~y,
we know-and the facts will amply sustain and let their mute te~timony of the intellithe inference-this
cause possesses all wis- gence and the unlimited wisdom and power
dom-is omniscient. This is shown by its of their first cause appeal to the inteBieffects, as displayed in the intelligent mech· gence of unprejudiced man.
anism of the earth, and its organisms.
N ow, to what conclusion does our geoloHere is wisdom beyond comparison. Wis- gist, or any other man acquainted with the
dom infinite and boundless in degree; wis- facts, arrive? Can it be any other than
dom unlimited in capacity; wisdom compe- this? that the facts of geology unmistakatent to devise and execute creation's won- bly indicate the intelligence of their cause,
drous plan; wisdom that has not faltered in and, also, that this cause possesses unany respect, or been necessitated to experi- bounded wisdom to design, and unlimited
ments, nor to destroy and rp.-perform a por- power to execute; and thcse powers being
tion of the work on account of mistakes, attributes of mind, must prove mind, and
for not a trace of these is found; wisdom that of the highest order we know. Now,
that advanced creation at every step, created from the legitimate deductions drawn from
a certain thing to accomplish a certain pur- these facts, the premises of our argument
pose, and ceasing with its accomplishment, are proved, and the conclusion, that "the
to be succeeded by a higher one for a high. works of nature prove mind" must be reer purpose, and so on, from the lowest crus- ceived as true, also.
tacean up to man--from the foundation to
What exalted ideas do these facts give us
the pinnacle of creation. What could be of the character of the glorious, eternal and
more wise than this steady progress of cre- infinite God? What perfection of a.ttributes
ation from the beginning to its completion. is here portra.yed? What a longing desire it
It is an infinite degree of the wisdom of implants in man to know more ltbout the
man manifested in the creation of the dwell. matchless Being that has portrayed the
ing alluded to, who proceeds in a definitemaje.ty
of His .nature in His works, and
and progressive order to erect it, after a thus lead him to the Bible that takes up the
plan well matured before it was commenced. grand theme where nature left it, and carHe does not commence at the roof and build ries it to the great termination that nature
downward; not at the middle and build each could not - man's moral and eternal
way, but commences at the foundation and relation to nature's God.
progresses after a definite order to the finishThis subject of man's moral and eternal
ings-troke. In fact, in all the arts, sciences and relation to God being something nature
literature, man has but followed the wise plan could not teach, but had to be a direct revof nature's intelligent architect, commencing elation from God, will be noticed at the
at the lowest and ascending to the highest close of the next article; the facts of aniparts--must first know the alphabet of art, mated nature.
science and literature, then, he can spell,
I would say to the true Christian, fear not
then read, and then, can master the higher, that I am trying to sap the foundation of
and the highest bra.nches, in succession. your faith, weaken your hope of immortalAny other plan will invariably fail.
ity, or detract any thing from the attributes
Second, That the cause of nature had a of your God, or to set up nature against the
powercommensuratewithitswisdomjapower
Bible. Far be this from me. I am trying
omnipotent in degree, for the execution of in my humble way, to exalt your ideas of
its plans, we have but to refer to the fact of the great God of all; to delineate to you
them all being executed. Nature does not the matchless perfections, wisdom and powpre~ent a single instance where it has failed. er of the great Jehovah; to show to you
.[n this connection we \till bring side by that the God of nature is the God of the
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Bible; but especially does the Bible show
EDITORIAL REMARKS.
man's relation to God as a moral being,
which nature could not-to
raise God's
We desire it distinctly understood; that
character above the point where many, in we grant most cheerfully and freely, that
their over zeal for revelation, have placed our very intelligent correspondent, Dr. Purit, namely, that the existence of a God can dy,_is sustaining most triumphantly the ponot be proved from nature, We would can- sition, t!tat the facts of natnre are against
didly ask whether they would have us be- Atheism.. In this sense, his argument is vallievethat
God can not, or does riot do as uable, and 'this is the main drift of all he
much as man in this r.espect-reveal himself has said. After a man has gained his poin his works? Is it possible that we can sition; his amount of light and intellinot see a maJ:ifestation of God in the feats gence, and has derived from revelation, the
of nature we have noticed? If these works idea of the existence of the Deity, the facts
do not show forth intelligence, then the of nature, as deduced by him, and thousworks of man do n<ltl The one we think ands more equally clear, accord with the
as susceptible of demonstration as the oth- idea, eorroborate and confirm it. But none
er, in the abstract.
If man will only inter- of these, nor any other facts in nature, ever
pret these foots correctly, as G{)d, in his did, or eve!; can, give the idea of one auown proper time, designed they should be, preme inielligence. The Apostolic position is,
he will not only "see GQd in clouds and that "the world by wisdom"-human
wishear Him in the winds," but wlll see Him dom and science,without revelation-"know
in every thing, from the minutest point in not God." The Athenians had been worcreation to the mightiest world that rolls shipping and supplicating numerous pagan
through boundless space,
deities, as the history of the case goes, and,
But as I have said before, and here re- through these pagan deities, had sought depeat, nature like any other book must be liveranc from a prevailing pestilence. When
reaa and-understood before it can benefit man. they had snpplicated all the gods they
Of wh:tt use would the Bible be to man if he knew, and obtained no relief, one of their
could not read and understand it? The wise men suggested, that there might be a
day is cominowhen it will be read and un- god some
place, with them they were not
b
•
derstood; then every man will know G()(l :u:quamted, and of whom they knew nothing,
as He ill; then we may hope for the millen- and that it might be well to make an offerni:!.l era, when the God of nature is surely ing to the unlGnowngod. It is said, that the
known to be ti:e God of the Bible, and the suggestion was received and acted upon, and
Father of all. Of one thing we are cer- the much ·desired relief was obtained. This
tain, there must be a great change in man is supposed to have been the origin of thc
toward God before the millennium comes, altar to the unknown god. When Paul apand this knDwing of Q1,d by his works, is peared in their midst; he said: "Him deas apt to produce it as any thing we know. clare I unto you; God who made the world
If there wall more nature in the reliO"ion and aU things therein, seeing that he is
of the day, and less" creeds" and" di:cip- ~ord of heaven and. earth; and dwelleth not
line," and quarreling over them, there would In temples made WIth the hands, as though
be more and better Christians and less he needed anything, seeing he giveth to all
atheism and infidelity abroad in ;he land.
life, and breath, and all things, and hath
It h as b een sal'd th a t "A n un devou t as- made of one blood all nations of men to dwell
'd rna, " an d I WI
'11a dd t 0 tl'11Sa on all the face of the earth, and hath detertronomcr IS
A n un devou t geo I'OglSt' IS mined the times before appointed, and the
k·m dre d sayIng,
ooundsof their habit..'ttion; that they should
a 1so ma d•
IS'
seek the Lord, if haply they might feel afLa em tatlOu 0
'.
, •
tel' hIm and fipd hIm, though he be not far
(0
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from everyone of us." Acts xvii. 24, 27. and in poor feeble science-a v~st chasm and
The apostle was here among as highly en- no means to get over it.
lightened and enlightened people as the
2. The idea of the infinite wisdom oj God.
world ever produced, without divine reve- Men of intelligence, in exploring the works
lation, or without the revelation of God con- of nature, discover a display of great wistained in the Bible. With all the light of dom-wisdom
so vast as greatly to humble
science, nature and the book of nature they them. Still, there is nothing in the entire
had been, till a short time before, worship- book of nature that points them to infinite
ping a plurality of gods. Nor were they di- wisdom. They say, the wisdom that planverted from the worship of a plurality of ned this stupendous universe is great, that it
gods, by the light of science, nature, or the is above their comprehension; but stiU,there
book of nature; but, as many would con- is nothing in nature that declares it infinite.
elude, by a mere accident, but, as we think, From anything they can see in nature to
by the invisible hand of Providence. When the contrary, though they see no imperfectheir attention was thus called to the wor- tions, or lack of wisdom; yet there might be
ship of one god,-the
nnknown god-they
imperfection, or it might have been more
supposed him to be simply such a god as wisely planned. As far as they know it is
those they knew-a pagan go.d-made by perfect, but they have seen but a mere speck
hands' of men. It was, therefore, left for of it, and their own understanding is imperPaul to declare to them God who made the feet, 80 that, in the nature of the case, it is
world.
impossible for them to know that the maAs we deem the matter in hand one of chinery of nature is perfect. They can not,
much importance, we shall now proceed to from any thing they can see in' nature, with
present a few items concerning the Deity, imperfect and finite understandings, known
clearly revealed in the Bible, and conse- that the designs plans and arrangements, in
qnently items of faith; which can not be de- nature, are infinitely wise and perfect, and
rived from any facts discovered by man in na- consequently they can not know that the
tnre, and briefly point out 80me of the rea- wisdom of the designer, or designers, is insons why they can not be dirived from na- finite. As far as I can see, my watch may
ture:
be perfectly planned, designed and arranged;
,I. The idea oj the existence of one God. but a man understanding more about it
Men of science, light and intelligence, can might at a glance see imperfections that I
see design in the earth, in the sea, among knew nothing about. The fact then, that a
the heavenly bodies, in the anatomy of the wise man can detect no imperfections in the
human body, and as far as man can explore, designs and plans of the universe, does not
throughout universal natui:e. But where in provs that there are none, but simply that
the whole book of nature is there one word he does not know of any. But as he has seen,
pointing to one designer ? We admit that and can see, buta mere speck of the vast uniwise designs, show that there must have been verse, he must admit that he knows but litone, or more intelligent designers. But tIe about it. He cannot, therefore, know
where is the chapter in the book of nature the design, plan and arrangement to be inthat points us to one designer? or how can finitely wise, and of course, cannot know
any man show that there were not a tllOus- the intelligence that planned it to be infi,n·
and designers?
What is there in that vast 1"te. Here is another dark chapter in the
and stupendous structure, ca.lJed the uni- back of nature, and of science, even when
verse, to lead any man, we care not what his read by the tallest, most learned and highly
intelligence may be, without the Bible, to giften. N either Hugh Miller (if he were
conclude that the whole was designed,plann- living) nor any other of the mos t profound
ed and put in operation by one being? Here of the sons of science, can find the words,
is a dark place in the book of nature infinite wisdom, or the idea contained in
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them, intelligibly written on a single pa~e or' even a sound scientific gentleman.
He
of the book of nature, in "Tre Testimony rejects the highest order of of testimony,and
of the Rocks," among the heavenly bodies, then believes the most groundless, unreasonor any other place in this universe, accessi- able end chimerical things ever heard of,
ble to man, till first derived from the reve without any evidence. The facts in nature
lation contained in the Bible. Great wisdom, when ~tudied and understood, by such men
is the loftiest thought inscribed any place in as Dr. Purdy, are against the entire docth~ book of nature, accessible to man, but trine of chance, and point to wise designs,
the schasm between great wisdom and infinite purposes, and plans, but do not center them
wisdom is immeasurable.
in one person, but simply in superior intelli3. The idea olthe t'nfinite power of God. gence, and the Bible, at thie point, comes to
It is easy to see that it required great pow- their aid and brings to their view, HIM who
er to construct this stupendous universe, to made all things-who
made the universe
put all its immense machinery in motion, and upholds all things by the word of his
and keep it running six thousand years. power-reveals
to us his existencc, his inStill, from all we can know of the universe, finite wisdom and power, all of which is
without revelation,it might have been great- corroborated by all the work of his hands.
er and required grerter power to construct
it and keep it in motion; yet there is nothing
to teach us that the power would have been
adequate in that case. We can only learn
certainly, that the power was adequate to
construct the universe as it is, and not that
it would have been adequate had it been
greater and required more power. The idea
of great pouer, is written on the works
of nature, but the idea of unlimited, or infin·
ite power, is not legibly written on a single
HANDSOMEL Y DECLINED.
page of the book of nature. That book
knows nothing of any such idea a3 infinite
The late Bishop Doane, of New Jersey,
power.
was strongly opposed to temperance, and
Still, when we have the idca of the exist- his side-board and tables were loaded with
ence, not mel ely ofsnperiorintelligence,withbrandy, wine, &c.
knowing whether it is one being, or in thirty
On one occasion Rev. Mr. Perkins, of the
thousand,llUt of one God-the
JEHOVAH Sons of Temperance, dined with the Bishop,
ef the Bible -the eternal DEITY, the facts who, pouring out a glass of wine, desired
in natlll'e, as adduced by Dr. Purdy, him to drink with him.
and uumerous
other facts of nature,
"Oan't do it, Bishop; 'Wine is a mockare very Cllllclusively and decidely against er.' "
Atheism.
He who can believe that this
"Take a glass of brandy, then."
\'a~t and tu pendo}lS universe, with all its
"Oan't do it, Bishop; • Strong drink is
wise, extended and harmonions arrange- raging.' "
ments, adaptations ofmeane to certain ends,
By this time the Bishop, becoming somedisplaying; designs, purpose5, and plans, all what restive and excited, remarked to Mr.
tending to the accomplishment of certain Perkinsobjects, came into existence by a merefl'eak
"You'll pass the decanter to the gentleof chance-that it all merely happened so-is man next to you."
beyond the reach of all argument, all reve"N 0, Bishop, I can't do that, 'W 0 unto
lation and all reason. He is too credulous, him that putteth the bottle to hiB neigh.
gulliblll, and ea13ilydeluded to be Ohristian, bor's lips.' "
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THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH
BIBLE.
BY C. ANDERSON, OF ENGLAND.

The opening 'of the sixteenth :century, a
period so big with interest to all Europe,
has been presented in very differe~t lights,
both by British and Continental authors.Some have very carefully brought into one
focus a number of concurrent events, and
then rested in this conclusion; that if there
had n~ver existed such men as those with
whose names we have been long familiar, all
that occurred, must have taken place. These
are believers in what has been styled, the
"force of circumstances," and though there
be a power which governs the world independently of man, they rise no higher; our
men of circumstances, can see nothing great
in individual character.
Other writers,
from too fond partiality for their native
land, and scarcely looking beyond it, have
assigned exclusive renown to their. own
great men. An Italian, on behalf of his
own Italy, assumes the undivided glory of
the revival of literature, philosophy, and
the fine arts; and then all the refinement or
enlargement of the human mind which ensued, he traces to this one source. While
a German author, in regard to the revival of
Ohristianity, insists that his country led the
van, and by that path in which others only
followed. He will, perhaps, admit Wickliffe, rising in England a century and a half
before, to be the morning star; but, after
this, Luther is his sun, or great planet, and
other countries have been regarded as stars,
revolving in wider or narrower circles around
it, like satellites drawn after it by its movement. The figure may be considered beautiful, and please the fancy, but it has the
disadvantage of being incorrect. It not
only violates the order, but obscures the peculiar character or glory of what actually
took place.
. "If," says an author, whose int~resting
work is not yet completed, "If we regard
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dates, we must then confess that neither to
Switzerland nor ta Germany belongs the
honor of having been first in the work, although, hitherto, only those countries have
contended for it. That honor belongs to
France.
This is a fact that we are the
more careful to establish, because it has
possibly, till now, been overlooked."
And
at this crisis, or the opening of the sixteenth century, as far as these countries are
concerned, he has proved his assertion.
But, on the other hand, if Britain be includedi we must be allowed to hold fast by the
fourteenth century; the age of Wickliffe,
or the translation of the Sacred V olumej
entire, in"to the language of the people.
From that period, to say nothing of the New
Testament separately, or of various beautiful fragments; possessing, as we do still,
about thirty copies of that Bible entire,
seventeen of which are perfect, we trace the
effects, from that early age down to the
days of Tyndale.
The reading of the
Scriptures in manuscript, however obnoxious
to the authorities, will, in the following history, link itself most distinctly with the
more eager perusal of those first imported
in print. Opposition to the latter, will bring
out evidence as to both.
.
All questions, however, as to priority or
dates, become of inferior moment when
compared with another ascertained fact. If
we look at the first quarter of the sixteenth
century, Lefevre in France, and Zuinglius in
Switzerland, IJuther in Germany, and Tyndale in England, appear before the world,
and to the eye'of man in this order; they
were contemporaries, living in their respective countries; Lefevre being by far the oldest of the four, and Zuinglius the youngest.
But then it is no less evident, that the first
impressions of these four men were altogether indep,endent of each other. They
were individually influenced by a power,
though unsee'h, equally pear to them all.
From that moment they were already destined to the work assigned them, but not
one of them had exchanged a single thought
with another.
"Germany," says the same
author, "did not communicate the light of
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truth to Switzerland, nor Switzerland to
France, nor France to England: all these
lands received it from God, jl.lst as no one
region transmits the light to another, but
the same orb dispenses it direct to the
earth."
We now speak of the origin, or
the one great though secret cause of all.
But the secret and universal Mover being
once acknowledged, upon advancing only a
single step farther, we instantly discover
that a marked distinction has been drawn,
between our own separate island, and all
other countries on the adjoining Oontinent.
In France, but more especially in Switzerland and Germany, there was the living
voice,.throughout life, of the man raised up,
calling upon his countrymen to hear and
obey the truth; and 80 God had ordered it
in England, a century and a half before, in
the case of Wickliffe. But, now, his procedure is altogether different, and out of
the usual course pursUE-d in other lanJs'l
Tyndale had lifted up his voice, it is true,
boldly, and with some effect, but he is withdrawn from his· native land, and never to
return. The island is left behind by him,
and left for good. In other countries the
man lives and dies at home. Lefevre, when
above a hundred years old, weeps, because
lie had not felt and displayed the courage
of a martyr; Zuinglius dies in battle for his
country; and Luther, ::.fter all pis noble intrepidity, expires in his sick chamber: but
Tyndale is strangled and burnt to ashes,
and in a foreign land. Englishmen, and
Scotsmen, and Germans, are gathered together against him; yes, against the man
who enjoyed the honor of having never had
a Prince for his patron or protector all his
days; men of three nations at least concur
to confer upon him the crown of martyrdom, so that, among all his contemporaries,
in several points of view, but especially as
a translator of the Scriptures, he stands
alone.
Whether, therefore, in England or in
Scotland, the consequence has been, that, at
this early period, we have no great or powerful character to present, as warring upon
his native soil, with the darkness, whether
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of ignorance or error, and leading on to
victory.
OUT
man is abroad, and is pursued, but can not be taken, till his work is
done; while the Almighty himself, appears
as so much the more in immediate contact
with this country. The work is, by way of
eminence, His own. Divine truth, it is
granted, is but an instrument, yet as an instrument, it was now shown to be perfect for
its purpose; and the design goes on, till
men of authority, and power, and wrath,
are baffled, overcome, and overruled. Moreover, there has been ever since a providential superintendence of this work, an uninterrupted care, lest it should be confounded
with any thing else in this Kingdom, all
which we are more bound both to mark ourselves, and point out to other nations.
'1'hat the eyes of his countrymen have
never been turned towards Tyndale, as they
ought to have been long ago, but more especially to that work which God did by him
in the midst of our land, is one of thosc
mysteries, which, at this moment, we do not
even attempt to explain; but it will be the
object of the following pages, to trace the
footsteps of our Tran~lator, from his origin
.to his end; and especially the history of
that Version which he first gave to his country.
Let anyone now direct his attention to
the first quarter of the sixteenth century;
let but the state of our native land be surveyed, but more especially the counties of
Gloucester and Worcester; and so far from
there being any, even the slightest token of
the Divine Word being about to be laid
open to the common people; the political
state of England, and the literary, such as
it was, but, above all, her intimate and complicated connexion with Italy, decidedly
forbade the idea of such a thing. Where,
then, throughout all England, was any individual to be expected, sufficiently bold to
cherish the noble design?
Now, it was such a time as this; it was
in the midst of hostile circumstances, nay,
it was in the very spot, or diocese, to which
we have already pointed, that a man according to God's own heart had already been
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found! It was in the centre of this diocese
that he was born! From about the year
1484, this district, above all others, had
fallen under the power of Italy, or, like a
ripe fig. into the mouth of the eater; but it
may now be added, "about which time
William Tyndale was born."
Tyndale was brought up, from his earliest
years, at Oxford, and as a scholar, where,
after a lengthened residence, he proceeded
in "degrees of the schools;" or, as Foxe
has said-;c By long continuance, he grew
up and increased as well in the knowledge
of tongues, and otller liberal art~, as espeeially in the knowledge of the Scriptures;
insomuch, that he read privily to certain
students and fellows in Magdalen College
some parcel of divinity, instructing them
in the knowledge and truth of the Scriptures."
ILis education" in grammar, logic,
and philosophy. he received," says Wood,
"for the most part, in St. Mary Magdalen's
Hall," immediately adjoining the College
of that name. At this Hall, first called
Grammar Hall, from the attention paid to
classical learning, and where Grocyn, as
well as W. Latimer and Linacre, had lectured, the members stood, as they do now,
on the same footing with those of the other
Colleges; their course of study, tuition,
length of residence, examination, and degrees, being precisely the same as the rest
of the University.
In those early days,
however, these Halls, having no exhibitions
nor endowments for scholarships, many of
the students lived at their own charge; and
since no man has ever once been mentioned
as patronising Tyndaie, throughout
his
whole life, the presumption is, that his expenses -while at College must have been defrayed by his parents. Tyndale's zeal, however, had at last exceeded the endurance of
his contemporaries, and exposed him to
some danger. There is no ground for supposing that he was expelled; "but," says
Foxe, "spying his time, he removed from
Oxford to the University of Cambridge,
where he likewise made his abode a certain
space," and, it has been vaguely conjectured, took a degree. At all events, his res-
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idence in that city had terminated by the
year 1519.
Possessed of such an education as he
must have then acquired, as well as of such
an ardor to improve, we can not here disturb the narrative by any discussion as to
its merits or extent. Sufficient evidence of
both will occur in the following pages. We
only remark here, that the incontrovertible
proof of Tyndale's erudition, whether as a
Greek or Hebrew scholar, is to be found in
the present version of our Bible, as read by
millions. "The circumstance of its being
a 1'evisionfive times derived, is an advantage
altogether peculiar to itself, and doubly valuable from that circumstance."
While, notwithstanding this five-fold recension of the
Greek and Hebrew original, large portions
remain untouched, or verbally as the Translator first gave them to his country. It is, _
indeed, extraordinary that so many of Tyndale's correct and happy renderings should
have been left to adorn our version, while
the terms substituted, in other instances,
still leave to him the palm of scholarship.
When the incorrect, not to say injurious,
sense, in which certain terms had been long
employed, is duly considered, the substitution of charity for love, as Tyndale translated, of qrace for favor, and church for
congregation, certainly can not be adduced
as proofs of superior attainment in the
original Greek.
In a historical point of view, however,
and independently of his merits as a translator, it would be of some importance if we
could ascertain what had been the state of
his mind, even before leaving the University, in reference to that great system of
impiety and oppression, which, single handed, he was afterwards to assail with such
decisive effect. Had he already seen through
its character?
Was he even already engaged in marldng it, as he never afterwards
ceasee to do? If he was, this would go a
great way in proving him to have been an
instrument raised up by God, as independently of Luther, as were Lefevre and
Zuinglius.
His lectures at Oxford, which
must have been about 1517, if not earlier,
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and his being obliged to desist, certainly and defending the Word of God, is happily
say as much as that he was in advance of still in 0xistence,-to
all such as may take
the age, but how far, from this source, we an interest in the following history, there
have no intimation.
If Tyndale himself is not a more heart-stirring spot in all Engwould afterwards give us but one hint, we land. The Halls of our Colleges, wherever
could not desire better evidence. By those, they stand, have never given birth to a dehowever, who are familiar with his writ- sign, so vitally important in its origin, so
ings, it must have been observed that he fraught with untold benefit to millions, and
very seldom has introduced his own per- now so extensive in its range, as that which
sonal feelings, with any precision as to ripened into a fixed and invincible purpose,
dates, not caring to establish himself, in in the Dining Hall of Little Sodbury Mapoint of priority, to any man: and yet there nor House.
is one passage, with which he casually concludes his Exposition of the Epistle of
John, which seems to glance as far back as
the year 1518, if not to some time before it.
He had been exposing the policy of the
hierarchy, in raising the cry of sedition or insurrection, in the days of Wickliffe,"And so," he adds, "the hypocrites say
TE LAUDAMUS DOMINE.*
. now likewise, that God's Word caulleth inFrom the meadows and the plain,
surrection; but ye shall see shortly that
From the fields of waving grain,
these hypocrites themselves, after their old
From the sacred leaf-strewn wood,
By the pine-tree solitude;
wont and ensamples, in quenching the truth
Where
the streamle( meels the vale,
that uttereth their juggling, shall cause all
Watering delicate Howers and palerealms Christian to rise one against another,
Comes this choral chant to meand some against themselves. Ye shall see,
Te laudamus J)omin~.
then, run out, before the year come about,
When the morning's waking sun
that which they have been in brewing, as I
Marks the day but just begun;
have mar/ted, ahove this DOZEN years. This
Or from his high meridian height
much have I said, because of them that dePours down the zenith's blaze of light;
When appears the twilight hour
ceive you, to give you an occasion to judge
Or when midnight storm-clouds lower;
the spirits."
ComeR in calm or storm to meN ow this language was published in SepTe laudamu8 J)omine.
tember, 1531; but" above a dozen of years,"
In the Springtime's path of flowers,
brings us back to 1518, if not to an earlier
In the golden Summer hours,
period. We leave the reader to form his
In the Autumn's mellow glow,
own conclusion; but, at all events, such a
In the Winter's realm of snow;
state of mind was in perfect consonance
Through the earth and through the sky,
Wherever grace and beauty lie,
with the course which Tyndale so immediA trihute voice speaks soft and frooately pursued, with all his characteristic
Te laudamus J)omi.ie.
vigor.
Wherever God and Nature preach,
Returning to his native country, Tyndale
Wherever thought has dared to reach;
was soon actively engaged, and so continued
Wherever Rpace and time can span,
to be, from Stinchcombe-hill down to BrisOr things affect the fate of man;
tol, to the close of 1522. As the place
In the heart and in the soul,
By affiiction's deep control,
where he lived, only eight miles south from
Sounds the dia-P8son freethat of his birth, is well known; nay, and
Te laudu'lI1IU8J)omine.
the house under whose roof he spent his
best and zealous exertions, in discussing
* We praise Thee, 0 God.
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POINTED THOUGHTS.
A gentleman of wealth, who had been
much addicted to frolic and sports, was converted, and became a member of one of our
congregations. This congregation had adopted the ad valorum principle, as a means of
defraying its expenses. In a few months
after this gentleman's conversion, the deacons waited on him in order to make their
assessments; and knowing that he was rich,
and that his proportion of the expenses
would amount to a pretty handsome sum,
they feared that he would not be willing to
bear it, and their demand might give him
serious offense, and prove an injury to him.
Hence, they approached tlleir business
with some trepidation and great caution.
At first he was at a loss to ascertain the
reasons of their apparent diffidence. The
deacons perceiving thill, became, of course,
more explieit. The gentleman was surprised. "What on earth," said he, "do you
mean? Did you suppose that I would be
unwilling to pay my full proportion? When
I was a man of the world, and united with
a company in any scheme of pleasure, I
would have deemed myself a mean man had
I not 'paid my full proportion of the expenses. Go to the assessor's book, and
put me down for my full proportion of the
expenses of the church. Do you think that
I intend to bl> a meaner man now, since I
have become a servant of God, than I was
when a servant of the devil ?" The reader
may make his own comments!
A preacher was sent for, by a man of the
world, to preach his wife's faneral.
In order to perform this duty, the preacher had
to ride fifty miles. The gentleman gave
him a good dinner, and repeatedly expressed the warmest thanks for the great favor
which he had conferred.
Finally, the
preacher mounted his horse, in order to return to his home; and the gentleman was
80 very much obliged that he could not re-

frain flom tendering
him his farewell
thanks. But now comes a poser. "I should
like," said the preacher, "to know how much
you are obliged"! The gentleman, taking
the hint, replied, "how much do you say?"
"I would say," said the preacher, "that you
are obliged about the amount of ten dollars."
The gentleman handed him the money, but
perpetrated no more thanksgivings, at least
on that occasion! The preacher served
him right. I, however, did not act quite so
well, in a case somewlJ.at similar. An old
gentleman, caned a brother, importuned me
during the space of three years, to go to his
section of the country, about the distance
of forty miles, to preach the funeral of his
son. Finally I comphed with his request.
I was a day going, and a day coming, and a
day in the neighborhood of the fu;neral. I
dined with the gentleman, and after dinner
he invited me around to the back of his house,
and after no little palaver, presented mewith a
silver dollar. This was bad enough; but
strange as it may a"ppear, upon "the reception of the dollar, I said, "I thank you, sir!"
I, however, afterwards repented of this, and
trust I received forgiveness!
He lived in
a good house, owned a pretty extensive
farm, and a number of servants.
I sat by, and heard two ladies arguing as
to the lawfulness of Christian parents sending their children to the dancing school.
For some time it seemed to be about so
good, and so good, on each side of the question. It was not long, however, until the
Methodist lady, by one single quotation,
vanquished her adversary. "Just as the
twig is bent, the tree's inclined," said she,
"as Solomon says." The Baptist lady
thought that it was, sure enough, Solomon, who said it, and hence in a short time
subsided. But we must not laugh at the
ladies; for I once heard a lawyer, who has
been also a Senator, say, "Every tub stands
on its own bottom, as the good book says!"
-he also being a church member! How
very few "have the word of God dwelling
in them richly, in all wisdom, and spiritual
understanding I"
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Mr. Barnes, a Presbyterian,
says of
truth, (Heb. iv.12,) "It is fiUed to lay open
the secret feelings of the soul. There is
not an effect produced in awakening a sinner, or in his conviction, coaverSIOn, and
sanctification, which the truth is not adapted to produce.
The truth of God is not
dead; nor fitted to make men worse; nor
designed merely to show its own weakness,
and to be a mere occasion on which the
Holy Spirit acts on the mind; it is in its
own nature fitted to produce just those effects which are produced when it awakens,
convicts, converts, and sanctifies the soul."
Ans. This, if it be true, removes a huge
obstruction out of the way of the seeker
for salvation. Many speak and write as if
they are of the opinion that the truth has
no nati'Je converting efficacy. The Spirit,
by its own native and resistless power, does
the whole work. Others seem to charge
imbecility upon both the word and the
Spirit. The word without the Spirit, and
the Spirit without the word, can not convert; but when they put their strength together-when
they become co-workers,
then, sometimes, conversion is effected. I
should like to know how much of the work
of conversion the unaided word is capable
of doing! If it can perform the whole
work, it is most highly exalted in my estimation. Nor would I detract from the
work of the Spirit. The truth is by the
Spirit, and has been confirmed by the Spirit. One thing, speculate as we may, is certain, "the word is living and powerful""the powerof God unto salvation."
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of me, and he will take care of them; I am
ready to depart, and to be with Ohrist."
How different thIS, from the death of an infidel! "I am afraid," said he, "that the
Bible is true. If I could know for certain
that death is an eternal sleep, I should be
happy-my joy would be complete. But·
here is the thorn that stings me. This is
the sword that pierces my very soul. If
the Bible is true, I am lost forever. Every
prospect is gone! aT'd I am lost forever !"
When a gentleman who was in the habit
of giving away some thousands was supposed to be at the point of death, his presumptive heir inquired where his fortune
was to be found. To whom he answered,
"that it was in the pockets of the poor."
This reminds me of the wife of the philanthropist, . Howard. Finding a balance in
his favor, after the year's expenditures had
been paid, he proposed to his .wife to use it
in a jou~ney to London. "What a pretty
cottage for a poor family it would build I"
was her answer. The money was appropriated according to her wish.
A young gentleman, a church member, in
an attempt to advocate dancing, said, "of
two evils"-meaning
danclllg on the one
hand, and the plays of the young folks,
on the other-"we must choose the least."
His preacher gave him a much better rule:
"Of two evils, choose neither;" for Paul
commands that "we shun all appearance of
evil."
A. RAINES.

••••••
A piouR Scotch minister being asked by a
friend during his last illness, whether he
thought himself dying? answered, "Really,
friend, I care not whether I am or not;
for, if I die, I shall be with God; if I live,
he shall be with me." A dying sister once
said to me, "Death was, not long since, a
great terror to me; but it is a terror no longer. It might seem hard to die and lcave
my two little children behind, in this world
of perils and snares; but I was left by my
mother, a poor orphan j and God took care

"N ature," says Foster, "has no influences
to transform the depraved mind. The be:'
nignant skies, the living verdure, the hues
of flowers, the notes of birds have no power
on selfish and malignant passions, on evil
habits, on ingratitude and hostility to God.
No; a transforming power is only found in
the blood of Ohrist, which cleanses from
sin, and the Holy Ghost, which renews and
sanctifies.' t
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THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF POPERY.
A TRACT,

By the American Protestant
Daniel vii. 7-25.

Society.

2 Theas. ii. 1-8.

We have refered to two passages of Scriptnre, because they reflect light on each other
-the words of Paul serving as a key to open
the meaning of the words of Daniel-and
both are supposed by all judicious commentators, to be descriptive of the rise and progress of the Papacy, of the "wound which
the beast receiverl" by the Protestant Reformation, and of the total overthrow which
yet awaits that monstrous system of corruption. Indeed, it is a settled and solemn
conviction of our mind, that the prophet
and apostle both point out the doom that
awaits the Church of Rome, as "the man of
sin," and "sop. of perdition."
It is not our
design, formally, to illustrate either of these
passages, but in the sketch of ecclesiastical
history which shall be presented to the
reader, there wi,ll, we think, be a manifest development of the words of the text.
It is necessary, however, to make an introductory observation on that passage of
Scripture taken from the writings of Paul,
in consequence of the un scriptural ideas of
!>Omemisguided persons, who say, that "the
world is nearly at an end-that
all God's
dispensations to the church are just about to
terminate-that
everything in Zion is becoming worse and worse, and that even onr
.missionary operations for extending Christ's
kingdom, are only the fruits of a self-righteous and pharisaic spirit." In the days of
the apostle there were also somd who either
misunderstood or wilfully misinterpreted a
-;sentiment in his first letter to the Thessalonians, that "the day of the Lord was coming as a thief in the night;" and from a false
view of these words they so far deluded certain members of that church, as to make
them cease from their ordinary avocations,
and in idle contemplation, expect the sudden dissolution of the world. The apostle,
in the second verse of the text, corrects this
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great mistake, and intreats those persons to
let no false teacher deceive them; for that
"the day of the Lord shall not come, except
there come a falling away firstj"-that
is,
till a great spiritual apostacy appear in the
church. And to those in the pre&ent day
who talk about the end of the world being at
hand, we would simply reply, that whiletbe
hour of each man's death is to him utterly
uncertain, and may be sudden and nnexpected, yet the dissolution of the world cannot
take place till this apostacy be consumed by
the brightness of Christ's coming, or till this
Gospel be first preached in all the nations of
the earth.
Without further introd uctory observations,
we shall take a survey of the RISE and PROGRESS of this "mystery of iniquity," that the
reader may see the absolute necessity which
existed for a thoroug~ reformation of religion.
In the days of the apostle, every ordinance
of the Gospel was marked with a simplicity
and purity, that form a mournful contrast to
the corrupt system of superstition that afterwards obscured the glory of Zion. And
whether you consider the purity of her ooctrines, the amazing zeal, and humility, and
laboriousness of the apostles, or the success
that attended them in their disinterested career, you are induced to exclaim in the beautiful words of Solomon, that she "looked
forth as the morning, fair as the sun, crear
as the moon, and terrible as an army with
banners."
The religious intrepidity of the
first Christians is evinced by the multitudes
who suffered for the truth, under the reign
of those bloody monsters, Nrro, and Domitian, and Trajan. In that age, God raIsed up
Polycarp and Ignatius, with a bright constellation of the early fathers; and by the
exertions of these servants of Christ, his
Gospel spread, so early as the second century, to the very extremity of Europe.
In
France, Ohristianity was professed by a
large proportion of the population.
The
cities of Lyons andl Vienne were distinguished by flourishing churches; bnt the persecution that burst forth against them has
not been exceeded, for the savage ferocity
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of its promoters on the one hand, or the ranks joined the persecuted followers of the
faithful endurance of suffering on the other. Lamb; till at last, about the year 313,
We learn from a letter preserved by Ense- UonstantinE' the Great was numbered among
bius, the ecclpsiastical historian, that the the splendid and bloodless trophies of OhrisOhristians were prohibitad from appearing tianity. The purity of his motives in emin baths, in the market, or in any public bracing the O'hristian religion, has been
place whatever.
They were assaulted hy frequently called in question. The canse
the people at large--shouts, blows, the drag assigned for the emperor's change, is, lacging of their bodies, the plundering of their knowledge, too romantic for my implicit
goods, and the casting of stones, were meek- faith. Marching from France to Italy, on
ly borne, with all the indignities that may a warlike expedition, which filled him with
be expected from a fierce and outrageous much anxiety, it is said that he felt it necesmultitude.
The fury of the governor and sary to have the protection of some god,
the soldiers was directea against those who and that for many reasons he preferren the
were pre-eminent in piety. The most bar- God of the Ohristians. He wanted some
barous indignities were inflicted npon SANC- sign, however, to convince him of the exTUB, a deacon, to induce him to renounce the istence and favor of Immanuel;
and after
name of Jesus; and under very intense suffer- earnest prayer, he saw in a cloudless sky the
ings, he displayed the spirit of his crucified luminous appearance of a cross, higher than
Master, by uniformly and calmly replying to the sun, marked with this inscription-"By
every question put to him by his tormentors this conquerl" It is no evidence of a skep-('I am a Ohristian."
Provoked by this tical mind to doubt the truth of such a rei ameekness to a greater degree of crUdity, tion, or that it waS the cause of his embrathey applied red-hot plates of iron to the cing the Christian religion. His sincerity in
most tender parts of his bOdy, till he was doing so may be unquestionable, without
covered with sores, scarcely retaining the resorting to this extraordinary exhibition as
appearance of the human form. BLANDINA,its cause; but it cannot be denied tha~ it
a female, weak in body', but strong in faith, was his interest to countenance the Chrissuffered unparalleled barbarities.
She was tians, and gain their assistance in the war
fastened to a stake, and a wlld beast was he had undertaken: for at that time, in many
let loose upon her, but the animal, more provinces, they outnumbereu the heathensmerciful than her persecutor2, it is said, was and the temples of idolatry were deserted by
restrained from touching hell Suspended immense masses of people, who had suffiafterwards in the form of a cross, she was cient physical force to turn the fortune of
engaged in vehemeut supplication; and con- war in favor of the emperor. This change
trary to the expectations of the heathen, the in his religious vie'ws produced a thorough
sight reminded her fellow-sufferars of Him revolution in the ecclesiastical affairs of the
who hung on Calvary, and inspired them whole Roman empire. He and his mother
With the greatest fortitude, having been tao Helena, espoused the cause of the "new reken down, she was scourged, and placed in ligion," w;th all the zeal of young prosela hot iron chair-then put into a net and ex- ytes; The temples dedicated to the heathen
posed to a bull; and after being tossed about for gods were converted into Ctlristian churches
some time she was dispatched with a sword!! -the wealth of heathenism was poured with
But in the midst of all this cruelty the an unsparing hand into the lap of Ohristianword of the Lord had free course and was ity-the bloody horrors of persecution were
glorified. The bush was burning, aud still changed for the smiles of imperial favorwas not consumed. It was then true of the and instead of the sighs and sufferings of dyChristian, a8it had formerly been oftheJewish ing martyrs, the ministers of Ohrist mingled
church,-the
more it was oppressed, the in the splendid processions oftheir royal conmore exceedingly it multiplied.
Men of all vert.
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In the midst of this brilliant scene, however, the religion of our Savior was retarded
and obscured. The doctrineil of Scripture
were corrupted by an admixture of heathenish error; purity of Christian. principle and
conduct was poJluted by the influence of
courtly licentiousness; and the glory of apostolic Ohristianity was sullied by a carnal and
ambitious spirit. Before this period the
church and state had been completely separate; nay, the state had exerted all its energy
to roo t the saints of God out ofthe land; and
yet, when the civil power was at war with
the church, and opposed all her interests, her
doctrines were most pure, her ministers were
most triumphantly successful, Bnd the faith
of her martyrs firm as the everlasting mountains. But now Oonstactine altered the
frame-work of the church, changed her poverty into gorgeons magmficence; and from
this period we may write ICHABODon her
walls, for the glory was. departing from Israel.
During the three first centuries, when poverty and persecution were attendants on the
ministers of religion, and wealth and worldly honor were unknown to them, no one
presumed to "lord it over God's heritage;"
-it was not yet forgotten that Jesus had
reprehended the ambitious spirit of Zebedee's children, who thirsted for an exaltedstation in his kingdom-had designated his apostles "brethren," eqaal in ran!c and authority;
and in the entire compass of revelation had
given no sanction to those semi-barbarous titles-Pope
and Oardinal, that were ilubsti·
tuted for the New Testament names of
"Bishop, Evangelist, Pastor, and Teacher."
In those early ages of tbe church, it is almost universally conceded that the laity
took a prominent part in all her deliberations
-that,
as the whc,le body of the people
elected Matthias successor to Judas (Acts i.
15,23, 26,)-and,
as the "whole multitude"
chose the seven deacons, (Acts vi. 5, 6,)
whom they set before the apostles for ordination-so
the people still chose their bishops as overseers, or ministers of the church:
but, when those ministers were enriched by
a misguided emperor, and became bloated
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with luxury, and giddy with courtly splendor and applause, they then, for the first
time, invaded that indepenrlence which
Christ had bequeathed to all the faithful
members of Zion; and, with a haughty and
tyrannical hand drove the laity from all
share in the administration of ecclesiastical
affairs. The reign of Spil'itual despotism
then commenced in alI its rigor; and a few
facts in the history of succeeding centuries,
will reveal with increasing clearness the
"mystery of iniquity," which was then exhibited to the world.
To establish himself more firmly on the
throne, Constantine made several changes in
the form of the Roman government.
He
created jour Prretorian Pl'rejects" as deputies nnder him in the management of state
affairs; an.:!, as the ministers of religion had
lost the inflexibility of principle that once
signalized their predecessors, they alIowed
him to bend and mould them into a form
exactly suited to the civil constItution.
Hence he cleated jo'ur preZates, whom he invested with an unscriptural authority over
all their brethren in the office of the ministry. Theoe venial aspirants after mitred
honors, he placed in the chief cities of the
empire; and different creatures of his will
he placed as exarchs and archbishops in regular gradations beneath them. In these
appointments which issued not from Calvary, but from Rome-not
from Jesus, but
from Constantine-the
prelate of the "imperial city" stood pre-eminent.
Several
causes contributed to clothe him with this
superiority.
He conducted the services of
religion in a building that was exceedingly
ml\gnificent in its architectural proportions
-his
style of living became proverbially
sumptuous; and a spring-tide of wealth
poured in to him from every quarter. The
whole Christian world; forgetful of the true
nature of religious dignity, was dazzled
with the splendor of the bishoprick of Rome.
It became the object of attraction to avaricious ecclesiastics; and bence, at the death
of Liberius in the fourth century, the most
violent commotions took place, at the election of a successor to fill the golden emi-
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nence. One party elected Damascus. and
another faction chose UrsicinuB, and by a
bloody massacre, they sanctimoniously decided on a suitable candidate for the vacant
see. From that time till the present, the
"chair of St. Peter" (as it is falsely styled,)
surrounded as it is by wealth and regal distinction. and the slavish submission of a deluded multitude, has been sought after, with
all the intrigue and ambition that such a
tempting object could present, to a priesthood who had lost the humility and spiro
ituality of the apostles of our Lord,
Between the four prelates appointed by
Constantine, and placed in Rome, Constantinople, Antioch, and Alexandria, there was
violent competition for superiority; but in
the race for preferment the two former gained the ascendency; and then, between these
two ecclesiastical combatants a deadly strug. ,
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Iy ambition, universal dissatisfaction was
mnrmured throughout all Europe.
About the year 751, another remarkable
event was permitted to occur in the providence of God, which still more glaringly
exhibits this personage as the Antichrist of
Scripture, The circumstance is related by
Roman Catholic, as well as Protestant historiana, Childeric III., king of France,
was not a man of strl'ng intellect; and Pepin, the mayor of his palace, was virtuallv
the ruler of the kingdom. Dissatisfied how'.
ever, with discharging the duties, withont
cnjoying the 'honors, of his royal master, he
formed the ambitious design of usurping the
supreme authority.
To give a coloring of
justice to this detestable project, the states of
the realm were convoked; and they decided
on consulting the bi~hop of Rome, to whom
the ambassadors of Pepin presented the foIlowing question-"Whether
the dl'vl'ne law
did not permit a valiant
and
warlI'ke
peo p J e
'
,
to dethrone a pusIIJammous and indolent
monarch who was incapable of dischargl'n g
any of the functions of royalty, and to sub·
stitute in his place one more worthy to rule ,
and who had
already rendered most impor,
tant servICes to the state9."
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quence, stripped of his royal robes, and Pepin crowned in his stead; and to consecrate
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usnrpel' as the rightful po~sessor of the
throne, The featules of AntIChrist are thus
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very great things, and changing times and
law~."
Pepin, feeling that he was in a great
measure indebted to the influence of the
Pope for his elevation to the throne, rewarded his corrupt venality by conferring
on him the exarchate of Ravenna; having
first wrested it from Aistulphus, one of the
kings of the Lombards.
And here observe
the verification of Daniel vii. 8, when one of
the three horns, or kingdoms, was plucked
up by the roots, or torn from its real possessor, and given over to the "little horn,"
or the growing power of the Roman pontiff.
One of the kings of Lombardy, whose predecessor had thus been robbed of his throne,
attacked the pope to regain possession of his
territories. Charlemagne, the son of Pepin,
who was superstitiously attached to the
pope, entered Italy with a formidable army
-overturned
the power of the Lombardsand either as an act of policy, or to atone for
the sins of his past life, gave Corsica, Sardinia, Sicily, and other districts to Adrian
I.; and thus, the second of the three horns,
or kingdoms, spoken ofby Daniel, was plucked
up by the roots, and added to what is falsely
styled the patrimony of St. Peter.
But the civil power of the Roman me·
tropolis, \lnd its adjacent territories, was still
in the hands ot the emperor, and the .pope
was merely a deputy in the management of
political affairs. Besides, the emperer ~ad
a veto on the appointment of the pontiff, till
about the year 876. Charles the Bald ceded
this imperial right; and either he, or his
predecessor Louis, vestedin the Pope authority over the Roman state, not only in spiritual, but temporal affai1·s. By this act, the
last of the three horns was plucked up; and
the bishop of Rome stood forth to the
world, in tlte double and monstrous chamcter
of a temporal prince, and pretended vicar
of Christ on the earth.
Notwithstanding this full revelation of the
"mystery of iniquity"-this
literal fulfilment
of the prophecies in the text-this
palpable
proof that the Roman pontiff is the Antichrist of Scripture-yet
the nations were too
besotted to resist his spiritual despotism.

/
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Robbed universally of the word of God, living under a reign of darkness that might be
felt, these arbitrary tyrants wielded an unlimited sway over prostrate Europe. Duriug the dark ages the government. of every
European kingdom lay at thei deet, and exalted rulers trembled before them. They
then usurped the very place of God himself
-they
raised up one "from the dunghill,
and set him on the throne of princes," and
cast the rightful monarch down, and absolved his subjects from all allegiance.
And if
there were no other ground for a refO!mation
in religion, this carnal power and lordly
domination of the popedom is amply suffi·
oient. ItR character, as a civil and ecclesiastical power in unchristian combination, is diametrically opposed to the con·
duct of the lowly Jesus, who, when an ignorant multitude would force him to become
their king, instead of receiving the honor
like the ambitious pontiffs, "departed into
a mountain by himself alone," John vi. 15.

_.POINTED THOUGHTS.
Dreams.-Spurgeon,
speaking of dreams,
says, "Dreams are the disordered fabrics of
a wild imagination; the totterings of the
fair pillars of a grand conception; how can
they be the means of salvation? You know
Rowland Hill's good answer. I must quote
it in default of a better. When a woman
pleaded that she was saved because she
dreamed, he said, •Well, my good woman,
it is very nice to have good dreams when
you are asleep, but I want to see how you
act when you are awake; for if your conduct is not consistent with religion when
you are awake, I will not give the snap of
the finger for your dreams.' Ah, I do marvel that ever any person should go such
a depth of ignorance as to tell me the stories that I have heard myself about dreams.
Poor dear creatures, when they were sound
asleep, they saw the gates of heaven opened,
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and a white angel came and washed their
sins away; and then they saw that they
were pardoned; and since then, they have
never had a doubt or a fear. It is time that
you should begin te doubt, then; very good
tjme that you: should; for if that is all the
hope you have, it is a poor one."- Gems, p.
220.
Comment.-Rowland Hill was, and Spurgeon is, a Baptist. They set aside, unequivocally, dreams, as not any part of experimental religio~.
Will our Baptist
friends, in this country, concur? Dreams,
and "Voices,and sights, when I was a youth,
seemed to be the stuff, of which, for the
most part, experimental religion was composed! But light has increased in the land;
and "a change has come over the spirit of
our dream."
Tell us; must we have a new
revelation, to convince us that our sins are
pardoned?
Memento.-Some of the significant sayings of old Brother Oreath often pass
through my mind, and I feel that it might
be well to commit them to writing. One of
them was, ·"never fling away a plate of salad, because of a withered leaf." Another
was, "never practice yourself, what you
think wrong, or disagreeable in others."
Another: "family government, as it regards
husband alld wife, should be conducted in
the spirit of compromise."
When he
doubted a man, especially a preacher, he
expressed it by saying, "I would not like
to put many goods on board his boat." Or
if he suspected a lady of being high tempered, he would say, "she has very black
eyes." Another saying, which much impressed me, was, "as I grow older, I the
more feel the importance of cultivating the
sunny side of my nature."
His dying words
Wire, "I am happy."
These sentences, to
the ingenuous, are a pretty good index to
the admirable character of Father Oreath.
I had intended to write his biography, from
his own mouth; but, having, through delay,
failed in that, I have not been able, sinell,
to do any thing in that line, that would at
all satisfy me.
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A Brother, either in reality or in imagin.
ation, has been badly treated by another
Brother-both
being members of the same
congregation. Does the offended Brother
go to the offender, according to the eigh.
teenth chapter of Matt., and seek an adjustment? Instead of this, he takes the "sulks,"
and absents himself for weeks, or it may be
months, from the worship of the congregation. In doing this, and in wantonly via.
lating the law of Ohrist, which says, "Forsake not the assembling of yourselves together."
Does he think that two wrongs
will make one right? or that his sin, in violating the law just quoted, is any better
than his Brother's sin, committed by the
violation of some other law? Does he think
it a nice thing to do evil that good may
come? If he may forsake the congregation because his Brother has sinned, may
not God forsake him because he has sinned?
When a man becomes so embittered as to
turn his back habitually upon the emblems
of a Savior's death, may not that Savior
turn his back upon him? Let this angry
Brother stop and think, before he farther
goes!
Want of punctuality is falsifying: you
promise, and do not fulfill. It is dishonesty: I may lose largely by your want of
punctuality.
It is bad manners. What
right have you to incommode and discom- •
mode me by your want of punctuality?
It
is a violation of the golden rule. As you
would not like that others should disappoint you, so do you be punctual in the fulfillment of your engagements with them.
It indicate~ a lassitude-a
general moral relaxation of the "inner man;" and being a
violation of the golden rule, is against all
"the law and the prophets I" "He who
offends in one point, is guilty of alL"
Take care!
A preacher had two calls-one to a rich,.
united church, capable of paying a large
salary; the other, to a poor, divided church,
which could not pay much salary. The
preacher was in a quandary. In this state
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of the case, a negro tendered his advice.
"Massa," said he, "do you go where there
is least money, and most' devil!"
I would
have said, "I will consider the affair, and if
-and if!"
John Newton was speaking of the death
of a lady. "0· sir," said a young lady,
"how did she die?" "There is a more im'portant question," said Newton, "which you
should have asked first, "How did slle
live."
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ting moments as they fly, you will be an
unpitied orphan in eternity.
"If we sow
sparingly, we shall reap also sparingly;" and
by parity of reasoning, if we sow not at all,
there will be no golden harvest in reversion for us beyond the tomb. If we "sQw
to the flesh, we shall reap corruption."
If
we recognize the crushing obligations which
are upon us, time would not hang heavily
on our hands;" we should rather ask, "How,"
within so small a span, "shall we do the
much that God has given to do?" Killing
time! The murdered moments will be swift
witnesses against you in the coming day of
solemn judgment!
A. RAINES.

Why is a certain rich man represented
by our Savior as being addressed, "Thou
fool?"
Because, 1. He preferred his body
to his soul. 2. Because he preferred the
world to God. 3. Because he preferred
time to eternity.
4. Because he lived as if
he should never die; and whilst presuming
WHAT A REFUGE!
. on many years, was exposed to all the horVarious are the kinds of refuge for comrors of sudden death, without repentance,
without forgiveness, without preparation, fort, sought by the weary of earth. The
gay lady of fashion seeks delight in the fasand without hope.
cinations of giddy, bewildering society, but
oh! how unsatisfying are its enjoyments!
Wisdom 0/ Solomon.-"He that is surety The man of pleasure drowns dllll care in the
for a stranger, shall smart for it." "He intoxication3 of the wine cup and card tathat hateth suretyship is sure." "A man ble, blindly, madly rushing on to that dreadful place "where the worm dieth not and the
void of understanding striketh hands, and fire is not quenched."
The poet and dreambecometh surety in the presence of his er encircles himself with beautifnl imagery
friends."
"Be thou not of one of those and air-castles of his own creation, shutting
that strike hands, or of them that are sure- out the substantiability of God's truth. and
ties for debts." Reader, are you wiser than constituting for himself a flimdy, etherial
heaven, npon earth, where he may enjoy
Solomon? If not, ponder well his admo- "trifles light as air." The miser and recluse
nitions. How many thousands are ruined finding contact with the world uncongenial to
annually, by wild pecuniary speculations his taste, retires to his loved seclusion, and
and securityship?
Ah, sir; among those there gloats with childlike fondness over the
shining treasures, his heart growing more
"who will be rich," mammon, a greater, a
contracted and selfish all the time. But oh!
wiser than Solomon presides ! Well, if they what a refuge has the Christian! Not only
will not follow inspired counsel, they must a lifetime refuge, but an eternal one-a
refuge which is not only satisfying and peace
take the consequences!
giving, bnt which contains such boundless
k'
1
stores of consolation that we can scarcely
One says," I am -Illing time!" Wou d conceive of all its blessedness. What a rest
it not be nearer the truth to say, "time is for the weary--to be met at the very seat by
killing you?" How swiftly it flies! Can a kind and sympathizing heavenly Father
you not turn each precious moment to some who will unburden our hearts and strengt)lgood account? In a few months or years en us for the conflicts of life. By fleeing to
,
It'
that refuge we are enabled to enjoy life's
at most, .it will all ..have sped away.
IS prose as we11 as Its
. poetry, to gat h er mstruc.
the seed tIme, etermt.y IS the harvest. If tion from ar!versity and to be content with
you turn not to a good account these flit- all things.
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without their faith, as set forth in their
creeds, men can please God; but without
faith, as set forth by the apostles, men can
A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION.
not please God. In their sense of it, "he
who comes to God must lJeliev'e," and "withNUMBER TEN.
out faith," or belief, "it is impcssible to
please him." More singular still, they main_
FAITH-NUMBER
ONE.
tained that a man might believe on Christ,
A t the time of the commencement of the believe the gospel, the New Testament, nay,
Reformation of the nineteenth. century, the Bible, and not have faith, or that to bethere were two errors in reference to faith of lieve the gospel was not faith; or that, on
vital importance:
the other hand, by the direct power or in1. An error in reference to what faith is. fluence of the Holy Spirit, a man might be,
2. An error in reference to how faith and frequently was made a believer, while
comes.
utterly ignorant of the contents of the
The first of these points, or the question, Bible.
what faith is, is the subject for consideraNoone point was more a question of detion in the present essay. The most com- bate, than the simple question whether faith
omon or popular theory,thirtyofive years ago, is an act of the mind-an act of the creawas, that faith is an inwrought principle, ture at all-and
in any degree connected
produced by the direct and supernatural with the will, or a direct gift of God, in no
power of the Holy Spirit. It is true, they way dependent on the will. It was mainhad creeds, confeesions of faith, formulas tained, on the one hand, that faith was an
and disciplines, of one sort or other, that inwrought principle, imparted by the direct
they required men to believe, even upon power or influence of the Spirit, independpain of excommunication, which they claim- ent of the will, and as much a miracle as
ed, contained their doctrine, or their faith; the creation of man from the dust of the
but it never entered into their minds, that ground. On the other hand, the Reformers
the belief of thoEe creeds was the faith that maintained, that the gospel is- presented to
saves the soul,or, as they expressed it, "the man, in an abbreviated form, in a clear, insaving faith."
Hence, they admitted, that telligible, and well attested proposition;
a man might believe anyone of all their and that the free, full and cordial assent of
human creeds, or believe all that is con- the mind, with all the heart, to that propotained in it, and not have "saving faith." sition and confidence in Him who is emThey admitted, that a man might believe braced in it, is faith. The act of tlle crea.
the creed, and not be a Christian, or, be a ture, in thus assenting to this proposition
Christian and not believe the creed. Or, and confiding in Him who is embraced in it,
with them, to believe their doctrine or the disciples maintained, was faith. The
creed was one thing, and have "saving others denied this and denounced it as a
faith," was another.
Hence they admitted most dangerous heresy. It wa,S deelaI'ed
that a man might have the genuine, true and insufficient, a delusion and most dangero'IIs
living faith, be a Christian and an heir of deception. Thus a clear and tangible issue
God, and not believe their creed at all. was made out; one side maintaining that the
The popular parties, even now, who have belief of the gospel, the act of the creature,
human creeds, containing their faith, admit was faith, and that those who did not believe
that other parties, who do not believe their the gospel, would be condemned; while the
creed, or recJive the faith contained in it, other side denied that faith is the act of
lire Christians. This is virtually admitting the creature, but maintained that it was a
that the faith of their creeds is not what the direct gift, imparted by the Holy Spirit,
apostles called faith, for they admit that without which a man could no mOTQ ~.
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lieve than he could make a world. There Lord was to do in him, or for him. In tellwas no room for compromise here. If one ing him what to do, the apostle commanded
side was right, the other was vitally wrong, him to believe. This was certainly somecalling that faith which was not faith at all, thing he was commanded to do himself.
and repudiating that which iii faith, as not Again, the apostle says, "He who comes to
faith at all.
God, must believe."
When the Lord says,
Having thus stated the issue, the way is "he must believe," it is useless and wicked
now clear for the discussion of the subject, for men to say, "he can not belil've. When
and the next thing in order is the argument. the Ethiopian officer said, "I believe that
1. If faith is a direct gift from God, by Jesus is the Ohrist the Son of God," he
miracle, and man has no volition in it; or if spoke of what he did himself-he believed.
man is the mere involuntary subject of it, as So in other cases, where it is said, they behe is of ague and fever, then there is an end lieved, it is clear that the believing was
to all accountability or responsibility con- their own act. Hence, John says, "These
nected with. believing and disbelieving.
If things are written that you might believe."
there is any thing self-evident, it ·is that a to give them the ability, or the privilege to
man can not be morally accountable for that believe.
over which he has no control. He can not
III. It is true, however, that there must be
be reasonably required to do that which he something reported by credible witnesses to
can not do, or condemned for not doing that be believed, before a man can perform the
which is impossible. If a man has no vo- act of believing. A jury can believe, but
lition in believing, his will or choice has not withont facts stated by credible witnessnothing to do with believing, and can have es. In order to the faith that, saves man,
nothing to do in it, it is self-evident that he the Lord presents the truth which must be
can not be condemned for not believing. believed-reports
it to man by the most
In that case, there can be no praise for be- credible witnesses ever heard. This is the
lieving and no blame for not believing. part which the Lord performs for all alike,
Thus he who maintains that man can not both good and bad, without any condition.
believe, no matter whether on the ground of He reports the truth, by the most credible
depravity, or any other unavoidable inabil- witnesses ever heard, which man must beity, on the part of man, excuses the unbe- lieve to save his soul. When the truth is
liever, apologises for him and makes him thus reported to man, the abllity is thus
as innocent in unbelief, as any man can be given him to believe. He can believe the
in belief. This contradicts some of the truth thus presented to him, and is, thereclearest statements of the Bible, such fore, censurable if he does not believe.
as that, "he who believes not shall be
IV. In the very nature of the case, that
damned," and "he who believes not the which all must believe, or be lost, must be
Son shall not see life, but the wrath very plain, easy and accessible to all. All
of God abides on him." The sin of unbe· would feel that it was unjust, unmerciful,
lief is so great, that it is mentioned by itself and cruel to require them to believe someas the ground of condemnation. It evi- thing profoundly mystical. metaphysical,
dently lirs at the bottom of a vast amount and sprculative, which only a fcw of the
of other disobedience.
clearest intellects in the world could appren. Faith stands in the form ofa require. ciate, on pain of eternal perdition. Supment-a
command. When the Philippian pose you were required to believe Oalvinjailor said, "Sirs, what must I do to be ism, or be lost; the first thing that would
saved?" the apostle replied, "Believe on the strike the mind would be, what is Calvinism,
Lord Jesus Ohrist and you shall be saved." that I may believe it? You procure the
Here the inquiry was in reference to what works of Ualvin, and read them; you hear
116 himself 1vas to do, and not what the men, said to be Oalvinists, preach, and puz-
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zle your mind over it, and again exclaim, They believed it so firmly that many of them
What is Calvinism, that I may believe it? died for it sooner than give it up.
The great Oalvin himself preached, wrote,
VI. That which was ·tobe believed, in 01'explained, and expounded, but to make it del' to salvation, was first couched in promintelligiale
was an impossibility.
The ise. "In thee and in thy seed shall all the
same difficulty lies in the way of Arminian- families of the earth be blessed." This
ism; those who can read, heard it preached, embraced Christ, and the entire New Insticonversed about it all their lives Olinnot tell tution, in promise; or it was the faiLh in
you what it is. N at one Calvinist in fifty promise; or, as Paul styles it, the gospel
can tell what the five points of Calvinism are; preached before to Abraham; or the gospel
nor can one Arminian in fifty tell what the in promise. All the holy men, from Abracountre-five points of Arminianism are. ham to Christ, believed this promise, and
That which a man must believe in order to thus believed the gospel in promise.
justification, must not be thus ab~truse, amVII. What was embraced in the promise
higuous, and unintelligible.
The faith by was afterward more clearly and fully develwhich mall is justified, is not for a few of oped in prophecy. This was the gospel, or
the most enlightened, elevated, and favor- the faith, not only in promise, but in a
ed, but for all; and it must be accessible to more advanced state-in
prophecy.
Holy
all. To an enlightened mind, the fact that men not only believed the promise, but the
"the faith once delivered to the saints," the more fully detailed and developed form of
"one faith," that which everyone must re- it in prophecy.
They believed God and
ceive, or be forever lost, is brought down to /lookeli for the good things to come, which
the commonest capacities of our race, so were not for themselves, but for generations
that the humblest, most lowly and illiterate to. come.
may participate and rejoice in it as much as
VIII. When the Savior was immersed by
any. We could not have a clearer evidence John in Jordan and ascended from the wathat a system did not come from God, than tel', the Almighty Father parted the hp.avto find it not adapted to the people at large. ens above him, while the Holy Spirit, in a
V. What men believed in the time of the visible form was seen descending and J estapostles, in order to justification, was cer- ing on him. In view of this, John says,
tainly very easily received and appreciated, "I knew him not; but he who sent me to
or such vast multitudes could not, on hear immerse, said, He, upon whom you ShitlJ ~ee
ing, as they did, in some instances, a single the Holy Spirit descending and remainir.g,
discourse, have at once believed and, the is the Son of God." 'While all present
same day, become obedient to the faith. were gazing upon the transcendently
subThose on pentecost heard Ii single dis- lime scene, the I Am, the Jehovah, the Incourse, learned what to believe, believed it finite One, from the excellent glory, introand turned to the Lord the same day. duced His Son to Ibrael, in the following
Those in Solomon's porch did the same. grandest, greatest, and most wonderful of
The Samaritan II, on hearing Philip, believed all oracles: "This is my Son, the Beloved,
and forthwith entered the kingdom. The in whom I am well pleased." Thls is the
same was true in' every instance where the faith that was contained first in promise,
ancient ministers of Christ preached. Men then in prophecy, and here expressed 'in a
did not hear them for years, without learn- single sentence, directly from the lip8 of
iog what they believed. That whieh they the Almighty, embodied in the living and
believed was clear, easy and intelligible, glorious person of our Lord-"the
Word
hence thousands upon thousands ascertained that was with God and was God"-that
"bewhat must be believed, in 'order to be came flesh and dwelt among us"-"tooknot
saved, and believed it, on hearing a single on him the nature of angels, but the seed
discourse, as firmly as any in the kingdom. of Abraham"-became
bone of our bone
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and flesh. of our flesh. Again, in the moun- ing is as follows: You are Peter; and on you,
The true
tain of transfiguration, while the three wit- Peter, I will build my church.
nesses, Peter, James, and John were present, church is built on the truth, stated by Peter,
beholding the scene; while the Lord chang- that Jesus is the Christ, the Son of the
ed 80 as to appear in his glorified form, living God; the apostacy is built on the lie,
The
in the throne, and crowned "Lord of all;" that the church is built on Peter.
true
builders
build
upon
Chri~t,
or
the
while Moses from paradise, and Elijah from
truth
that
he
is
the
Christ:
the
false
the glorified state, were present, and holding a conversation with the Savior in refer- builders build on Peter, or the lie, that he
ence to His sufferings which he was to ac- is the rock. Christ is our rock, or foundacomplish at Jerusalem, the eternal Father ti9n. "Other foundation can no man lay,
spoke again, repeating the oracle uttered at than that which is laid, which is Jesus tbe.
That which a man is to believe
the Jordan, ·with an important additional Christ."
then,
in
order
to be saved, is the statement
clause, "This ill my Son, the Beloved, in
whom I am well pleased; hear you him." that Peter made, that "Jesus is the Christ,
The command, to hear him, is here added to the Son of the living God."
x.. Unquestionably that which the aposthe previous oricle.
IX. Ina conversation which the Lord had tles preaehed was what the people believed.
with the disciples, he inquired of them, They did not always express the great prop"Who do you say that I the Son of Man osition, embracing the faith, in the samo
am ?"
Peter answered, "Thou art the words, thaugh it always amounted to the
Christ, the Son of the living God." The same thing. It matters not whether they
Lord replied, "Happy are you, Simon son of said, "he preached Jesus to them," "preachJ ona, for flesh and blood have not revealed ed Christ to them," or "preached the things
it t(} you, but my Father who is in heaven. concerning the kingdom of God and the
It mattered not
And I say also to you, that you are Peter; name of Jesus Christ."
whether
they
affirmed
that
Christ rose from
and on this rock I will build my church,
and the gates of hades shall not prevail the dead, or that he was the Son of God;
against it." Here is the rock of offense, for jf he rose from the dead, he is the Son
the stone of stumbling, rejected by Jewish of God. Paul says, he declared the gospel
builders and many others; but the same is to the Corinthians, and when he states
become the head of the corner; neither is what it was, we find that it was, that Christ
there salvation in any other, for there ·is no died for our sins according to the scriptures,
other name given under heaven, or among that he was buried and that he rose again
men, whereby we can be saved. Here we the third day according to the scriptures.
have arrived at th~ point where anti-Christ That everything rests on these transcendant
He
stranded, split off and wandered from God. facts, is evident from his reasoning.
says,
How
say
some
among
you
that
there
'rhe controversy is in regard to the meaning
of a supplement, as we have it in the com- is no resurrectiQn of the dead? He promon version. That supplement is the word ceeds, If there is flO resurrection of the
"it."
It should be this, as is clear from dead, then Christ is no~ raised; and if
what follows immediately after: "Flesh and Christ is not raised, our preaching is false,
blood have not revealed this, but my Father for this was the foundation of it. If Ohrist
who is in heaven," has revealed this. ThiS is not risen, he proceeds to inform them,
what? This truth, just stated by Peter, that their faith was vain and they were yet in
he is the Christ, the Son of the living God, their sins. If Christ rose from the dead,
and on this truth, he declares, I will build he is divine, the Son of God and Savior of
my church. This anti-Christ, or the man the world, for an imposter did not raise
of sin, as the reader may please to style himself from the dead, and God would not
him, denies, and maintains that the mean- have raised llim and thus aided him in
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posing an imposition on the world. The
resurrection of Christ, therefore, from the
dead, is the grand issue of all issues ever
known among men. Upon it hangs our
hope of a resurrection from the dead, of
eternal life. Upon it hangs the fate of the
Bible. If Jesus rose from the nead, the
Bible is sealed, for he was divine and knew
what was from God. His quoting all the
principal parts of the Old Testament, as
the word of God, or the language of the
Spirit, is an endorsement.
Hence 1'aul
says, "If you shall confess with your mouth
the Lord Jesus and believe in your heart
that GoJ has raised him from the dead, you
shall be saved." In the same view, Jesus
says, "I am the way, the truth and the
life: no man comes to the Father but by
me." The Lord is the beginning and the
end, the Alpha and Omega of the faith, or,
to the same amount, "the author and finisher of the faith."

•••••

THE HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH BIBLE.
BY C.

ANDERSON,

OF

LONDON.

A crisis was evidently approaching. The
priests of the country, clustering together,
began to storm at ale-houses and other
places; and all with one consent, against
one man. Whether the existing Chancellor
of the diocese of Worcester had ever feasted at Little Sodbury, does not appear; but
it can not be long before Tyndale will have
to stand before him. Fortunately the tutor bas left on record his own reflections as
to this period of his life.
"A thousand books," lilayshe, "had they
lever (rather) to be put forth against their
abominable doings and doctrines, than that
the Scripture should come to light. For
as long as they may keep that down, they
will so darl,en the right way wi.th the mist
of their sophistry, and so tangle them that
either rebuke or despise their abominations,
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with arguments of philosophy, and with
worldly similitudes, and apparent reasons of
natural wisdom; and with wresting the
Scriptures unto their own purpose, clean
contrary unto the process, order, and mean·
ing- of the text; and so delude them in
descanting upon it with allegories; and
amaze them, expounding it in many senses
before the unlearned lay people, (when it
hath but one simple lit<>ralsense, whose light
the owls can not abide,) that though thou
feel in thine heart, and art sure, how that
all is false that they say, yet couldst thou
not solve their subtile riddles.
" Which thing only moved me to translate the New Testament.
Because I had
perceived by experience, how that it was
impossible to establish the lay people in
any truth, except the Scriptures were plainly laid before their eyes in their mother
tongue, that they might see the process, order, and meaning of the text: for else,
whatsoever truth is taught them, these enemies of all truth quench it again-partly
with the smoke of their bottomless pit,
(whereof thou read est in Apocalypse, chap.
ix.) that is with apparent reasons of sophistry, and traditions of their own making j
and partly in juggling with the text, expounding it in such a sense as is impossible
to gather of the text itself."
Accordingly, "not long after this," says
John Foxe, "there was a sitting of the
(Italian) Bishop's Chancellor appointed,
and warning was given to the priests to appear, amongst whom Master Tyndale was
also warned to be there. Whether he had
any misdoubt by tl.eir threatenings,
or
knowledge given him that they would lay
some things to his charge, is uncertam; but
certain this is, as he himself declared, that
he doubted their privy accusations; so that
he, by the way, in going thitherward, cried
in his mind heartily to God, to give him
strength to stand fast in the truth of his
word." But let us hear Tyndale's own expreSSIOns.
" When I was so turmoiled in the country where I was, t.hat I could no longer
dwell there, the process whereof were too
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long here to rehearse, I thiswise thought in sey, had recently made him "Legate a lamyself,-this
I suffer, because the pritsts of tere" for life; the bishop was Julio di Methe country be unlearned, as God knoweth, dici, the future Clement VII., and who, withthere are a full ignorant sort, which have out even visiting England, had been made
seen no more Latin than that they read in bishop of Worcester by Leo X. The man
their Portesses and Missals, which yet many who had lately appointed the Chancellor to
of them can scarcely read. And, there- the diocese was Wolsey himself, who farmfore, because they are thus unlearned, ed the whole district for his Italian broththought I, when they come together to the er; and the Chancellor who had raised himale-house, which is their preaching place, self to this unenviable notoriety by so treatthey affirm that my sayings are heresy. Be- ing the man destined by Divine Providence
sides they add to, of their own heads, that to overcome all above him, as far as Rome
which I never spake, as the manner is, and itself was concerned; was a creature of the
accused me secretly to the Chancellor, and English cardinal, a Dr. Thomas Parker,
other the Biwhop's Officers."
who lived to know more of Tyndale's power
" When I came before the Chancellor, he and talents, than he then could comprehend.
threatened me grievously, and reviled me, Had such men only known who was then
and rated me as though I had been a dog; within the Chancellor's grasp, with what
and laid to my charge whereof there could eager joy would they have put an end to all
be none accuser brought forth, as their his noble intentions?
manner is not to bring forth the aocuser;
It is some alleviation to find that every
and yet, all the priests of the country were man in' the country was not of the same
there the same day."
opinion with the reigning, if not furious
Here thell was Tyndale, in the year 1522, Chancellor. "Not far off," continues Foxe,
brought to answer for himself; and having ·'there dwelt a certain doctor, that had been
aiready had so many discussions with dig. an old Chance:Jor before to a bishop, who
nitaries on Sodbury Hill, as well as argu- had been of old familiar acquaintance with
ments with the priests in other places, one Master Tyndale, and also favored him well.
might have supposed that something <leci- To him Tyndale went and opened his mind
sive was on the eve of accomplishment; on divers questions of the Scripture. lor to
but it turned out an entire failure.
him he durst be bold to disclose his heart.
Tyndale's future footsteps will frequent- To whom the doctor said-'Do
you not
ly discover him to have been a man, who, know that the Pope it very Anti-Christ,
in the history of his country stood lit- whom the Scripture speakcth of? But beerally alone; and here, it should seem, ware what you say; for if you shall be perthis pecuJiar feature had already be-' ceived to be of that opinion, it will cost you
gun to discover itself. As standing before your life;' adding, 'I have been an officer
the Chancellor of any diocese, we read of of his; but I have given it up, and defy him
no second individual, in whose appearance and all his works.' "
there were so many curious coincidences.
It was not long after this that Tyndale,
The reader will now recollect the thorough- happening to be in the company of a reputed
Iy ltalianised character of the district, as learned divine, and in conversation, having
formerly described, and the questions very brought him to a point, from which there
naturally present themselves-Who
was was no escape, he broke out with this exthis Chancellor?
Who the Oardinal that clamation, "We were better to be without
had recently appointed him? Who was the God's laws, than the Pope'sl"
This was an
non-resident Italian Bishop? nay, and who ebullition in perfect harmony with the state
the reigning Pontiff himself, the fountain of the country at the moment, but it was
of all this oppressive authority?
The Pon- more than the piety of Tyndale CJuld bear.
tiff walilAdrian Vr., who, to appease Woi- ,. I defy the Pope," said he, in reply, "and
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all his laws; and if God spare my life, ere
many years, I will cause a boy that driveth
the plough, to know more of the Scripture
than you do!" It was one of those significant bursts of zeal, which will sometimes
escape from a great and determined mind.
It meant even more than met the ear, for,
by this time, Tyndale might have said, with
Jeremiah of old, and perhaps did so, "His
word was in mine heart, as a burning fire
shut up in my bones, and I was weary with
forbearing, and I could not stay."
Just so, th' Omnipotent, who InrnsThe system of a world's concerns,
]i'rom mere minutiro can educeEvents of most important US8jBut who can tell how vast the planWhich this day's incident hegan?

After this, as might have been anticipated,
the murmuring of the priests increased more
and more. Such language must have flown
over the country, as on the wings of the
wind. Tyndale, they insisted, was "a heretic in sophistry, a heretic in logic, and now
1!lsoa heretic in divinity."
'1.'0this they added that" he bare himself bold of the gentlemen
there in that cQuntry, but that, nothwithstanding, he should be otherwise spoken to."
It was now evident that Tyndale could no
longer remain, with safety, in the county of
Gloucester, or within the Italian diocese of
Worcester.
He has therefore been represented by Foxe, as thus addressing his Master: "Sir,
I perceive that I 8hall not be
suffered to tarry long here in this country,
neither shall you be able, though you would,
to keep me out of the hands of the spirituality; and also what displeasure might grow
thereby to you by keeping me, God knoweth; for the which I should be rigthsorry."
Searching about, therefore, not so much for
an avenue to escape, as for some convenient
place to accomplish the determined purpose
of his heart, by translating the Scriptures,
he now actually first thought of Tunstal,
Bishop of London, one of the future b16rners of his New 'restament!
From Sir John
Walsh's intimate knowledge of the Court,
there was no difficulty III procuring the best
access to him; and 80 Tyndale must bid
are well forever to hi8 in teresting abode on
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Sodbury Hill. It was his first and last, or
only attempt throughout life to procure a
Patron, and he will, himself, now describe
his own movements.
"The Bishop of London came to my remembrance, whom Erasmus (whose tongue
muketh of little gnats great elephants, and
lifteth up above the stars whoever giveth
him a little exhibit.ion,) prajseth exceedingly; among other, in .his Annotations on the
New Testament, for his great learning.
Then, thought I, if I might come to this
man's service I were happy."
Such was
his impression in Gloucestershire,
when
moved by the blind superstitution of his
country" to translate the New Testament i"
and, till now, evidently unacquainted with
the atate of the metropolis; for "even,'
says he, "even in the Bishop of London's
house I intended to have done it!"
"And so I gatme to London, and through
the acquaintance of my master came to Sir
Harry Gilford, the King's Grace's Comptroller, and brought him an oration of
Isocrates, which I had translated out of
Greek intfJ English, to speak unto my Lord
of London for me. This he also did, as he
showed me, and willed me to write an epistle to my lord, and to go to him myself,
which I also did, and delivered my epistle
to a servant of his own, one William Hebilthwayte, a man of mine old acquaintance.
But God, which knoweth what is within
hypocrites, saw that r was beguiled, and
that that counsel was not the next way to
my purpose. And therefore he gat me no
favor in my lord's sight. Whereupon my
lord answered me-' his house was full, he
had more than he could well find, and advised me to seek in London, where, h~ said,
r could not lack a service.' "
This memorable interview between these
two individuals, happened about three or
four months after Tunstal's consecration as
Bishop of London; and before the reader
has proceeded much farther in these pages,
he will discover a singular propriety in
Tyndale having first called upon this man,
above all others, previous to his going
abroad. All parties agree as to Tunstal's
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attainments in learning-the
specimen pre- busy they were, as they yet are, to set peace
sen ted to him was a translation from the and unity in the world; though it be Bot
Greek of Isocrates into English; and, after possible for them that walk in darkness to
receiving it, the Bishop replied,-"Seek
in continue long in peace; (for they can not
London, where you can not lack a service." but either stumble; or dash themselves at
If there was any meaning in the words em- one thing or another, that shall clean unployed, it was this,-"You
are a competent quiet altogether;) and saw things whereof
translator from Greek into English,"
Tyn- I defer to speak at this time; and underdale, it is true, was now evidently led by a stood, at the last, not only that there was no
blind man, by a way that he knew not; but room in my lord of London's palace to
it certainly was something~ to have received translate the New Testament, but also, that
suoh an answer or attestation to his scholar- there was no place to do it, in all England,
ship from such a man, before he proceeded as experience doth now openly declare."
farther with his intended work. It was
There is here not a little expressed, but
equal to the Bishop having said, Go forward far more implied, when coming from such a
-though, if Tunstal had only divined what man as Tyndale.
Had he been nothing
was the main object in view, no such answer more than a scholar, and merely the trans·
had been returned; nay, an authoritative lator of the Scriptures, it would have been
stop would have been put to all farther out of place to have noticed other affairs.
progress.
But since all his other writings were so
Meanwhile, and on the contrary, by the powerful at the moment, as to excite th~
advice, and therefore the authority, of the dread of these very prelates, and thus enBishop of London himself, Tyndale was joyed the honor of public denunciation;
now authorized to seek for some situation since he was the first, if not the only man,
throughout the metropolis. No ecclesiast- who gave such a masterly exposure of the
ic, however, afforded him any permane~t whole policy of Wolsey, and now, without
abode; but, in a little time, and for fully knowing it, was about to enter on a twelve
the last six months of this year, namely, years' war with the powers of darkness;
1523, he was most kindly entertained under we owe it not only to himself, but more esthe roof of Mr, Humphrie Monmouth, a pecially to the Scriptures he translated, to
wealthy citizen, and future Alderman of watch the course of Divine Providence in
London, when he used to preach at St. Dun- the world. It may only be remarked here,
stan's in the West, Fleet street. Although once for all, that for seven years to come,
he sought in vain for a Jlituation, "almost a while Henry VIII. had one object in view,
year," yet the residence itself was 'not with- his .t'rime Minister, Cardinal Wolsey, was
out its value in future life. It had a simi- frequently pursuing another. There was
lar effect upon him, which a visit to Rome almost always an under-plot which may now
had upon some others, and tended not only be detected; and it is not difficult to do so,
to ground him more firmly in his views of throughout this present year, or 1523.
Divine truth, but to inflame bis zeal for
translating the Scriptures.
He had oppor.
tunity for more closely observing many
things which he had never seen before; and,
in reference to the scene around him, wit••••
ness his own language, in 1530:
"And so in London 1 abode almost a year,
and marked the course of the world, and
heard our preachers, how they boasted
themselves and their high authority; and
beheld the pomp of our prelates, and how
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very revolting description; he trampled on
all decency, and justbe, and religion
~ , in

THE RISE AND PROGRESS OF POPERY, providing for his numerous progeny; and
A TRACT,

By the American Protestant

Society.

But the moral character of the Romish
clergy forms another overwhelming argument for an ecclesiastical change. Roman
Catholic as well as Protestant historians,
unanimously testify, that their lives were,
before the Reformation, most dissolute and
degraded. In Protestant churches there
are, no doubt, cases of clerical immorality
which are exceedingly to be deplored, because they give reason to the scoffer to
speak reproachfully, and are amongst the
greatest obstacles to the prosperity of Zion.
But cases of unsullied mo.rality among the
clergy were nearly as remarkable then, as
cases of profligacy now. Century after
century their vices rose in disgusting accumulation; and the pagefl of history during
the dark ages, are polluted by the shocking
recital of their enormities.
Living in the
splendor of courts, and spending their tIme
in the gratification of a luxurious indolence,
they who should have promoted every virtue, became moral nuisances in the domestic intercourse of life. 'The country swarmed with the spurious offsprings of ecclesiastics; and the daughters of cardinals were
publicly and pompously unite:l in marriage
to the sons of noblemen. Hundreds of the
most exalted personages, who had neither
talent for the cabinet, nor courage for the
field, entered into the church, which they
prostituted to the acquisition of wealth,
and the gratification of the sinful propensi:
ties of fallen nature: and their children in
the days of infancy, were nominated to the
richest bishopricks;
while, during their
minority, the parents reaped the fruit of an
accursed simony. Iniquity seemed to have
risen to the highest pitch in the papacy,
during the pontificates of Julius 11., and
especially of Alexander Vr., who has been
termed a Nero amongst the popes, for crueIty and immorality. His crimes were of a

he perished by unknowingly taking a
draught of poison, which had been prepared
for others, by his own infamous son, Cresar
Borgia! !
'rhe ignorance of the clergy was then also
as remarkable, as their profligacy was disgusting.
When
ecclesiastical
benefices
were openly put to sale, or bestowed on the
illiterate and unworthy minions of courtiers, we do not wonder that the church was
defiled by ignorant and degraded characters.
Many dignified ecclesiastics could not subscribe the canons of those councils in which
they sat as arbiters of the true faith; and
learning must have sunk to the lowest ebb,
when one of the questions put to candidates
for holy orders was, "Whether they could
read the Gospels and Epistles?"
And the
great Alfred complained that from the
Humber to the Thames, there was scarcely
a priest who understood the liturgy, or
could translate the easiest piece of Latin
into his mother tongue. When ignorance
and profligacy thus went hana in hand, then
were the words of the prophet Isaiah litcrally fulfilled: "We look for judgment,
but there is none; for salvation, but it is
far off from us. In transgression and lying
against the Lord, and departing away from
our God, conceiving and uttering from the
heart words of falsehood. And judgment
is turned away backward, and justice standeth afar off: for truth is fallen in the street,
and equity cannot enter. Yea, truth failoth; and he that departeth from evil
maketh himself a prey." .Isaiah lix. 11,
12. In the midst of the spiritual darkness
that hung over the nation, any error might
then be unblushingly promulgated; as the
people, and even a great proportion of the,
clergy, were robbed of the book of God,
the only infallible test of divine truth: nay,
the laity were rigidly watched lest they
should even get into their hands the catechisms that had been composed and approved by the church, The priests took
away the key of knQwledge, and buricd it
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under the rubbish of ages, having set a
seal to the entrance of the temple of truth:
and when a famished creature asked for
bread, they oast him a stone; when he asked a fish they gave him a serpent. The
gold, and silver, and precious stones, were
carried away from Jerusalem; and wood,
hay, and stubble, were piled in their stead.
Notwithstanding the boasted unity and purity of the Romish Church; yet from her
bosom came forth the heresy of Arius, who
denied the divinity and atonement of the
Lord Jesus, and held that the Son was essentially inferior to God the Father; and in
the sixth century this error was lamentably
prevalent in Europe, and Africa, and Asia.
In the eighth century, the worship of
images was carried to the greatest excess;
and the controversy concerning it, not only
rent the churoh asunder, but spread abroad
civil dissension; producing devastation and
death in several quarters of the Roman empire. The members of the falsely termed
infallible and united ohuroh were ranged
into two fierce parties, under leaders determined to push the controversy to the most
violent extremities.
The valiant Leo headed those who opposed image worship, and
who were styled Iconoclastre, becaulle they
oonsidered it a sacred duty to destroy statues and piotures, that were the occasion of
idolatry. The ringleaders of the other factien were Popes Gregory II. and III., who
taught the multitude to fall prostrate before
the dumb idols; and were hence called
Iconoduli, or lconolatrre. When the haughty pontiffs failed in argument, they resorted
to heartless and cold-blooded assassination.
By a sentence of papal exoommunication
fulminated against Leo, he was out off from
the rites of Christianity; his subjects, under the pain of eternal torment, were com. manded to resist his imperial authority,
and multitudes of exalted and enlightened
persons in his dominions were massacred for
their attachment to scriptural truth.
But
such was the overwhelming influence of superstition, that Leo, for his opposition to
idolatry, and his defence of the rational
service of God, had a cup of poison given
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to him by his own wife, the bigoted Irene;
who, of course, according to the doctrine of
the times, believed that under such circumstances, the murder of her husband was an
acceptable service.
In the midnight of the dark ages, the
monstrous doctrine of transubstantiation was
established in the Church of Rome. At
the fourth Lateran Counoil, assembled by
Innocent III, in the the year 1215, the seal
of infallibility was· set to the revolting
dogma, that a poor sinful creature could
transubstantiate
a wafer into the body,
blood, soul and divinity of him who hung
on Calvary's cross. Thus a mock sacrifice
must be daily offered by the Romish priest,
which virtually imputes imperfection to the
one perfect sacrifice of our Redeemer. Thus
the laity are deluded by an unbloody sacrifice, contrary to the words of the I1post~e:
"Without the shedding of blood there is
no remission." (Heb. ix. 22,) and if it be
so infallibly right to adhere to. the letter
of soripture with regard to the eating of
the bread, must it not be infallibly wrong
to rejeot to the drinlcing of the cup, in this
solemn ordinanoe? Previous to the thirteenth oentury, the barbalous epithet, transubstantiation, was unknown in the ecc1esiastical world; but Innooent, a bold innovator, attacked the liberty of the Christian
in his sweetest oommunion with his Lordsubstituted
oarnal seme for enlightened
faith-and
was too blind to understand that
the words of Jesus were "spirit and life."
And when suoh a tenet was submitted to by
a degraded people, it is not a matter of surprise, that the same pontiff, about the same
time, could also successfully introduce the
novel aud spurious ordinance of auricular
confession to a priest. Before this period,
the Romish clergy had fleeced the country,
not of a tenth, but of nearly one holf, its
riches; but by this enactment they entered
into the arcana of conscience, extorted the
secrets of men in all the relations of life;
and not oontented with remitting merely
ecclesiastical offences according to the comIDand of Christ, they impiously raised their
hands, to drag from his throne the Prince
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of Life, who only can give "repentance to fearless reformers, Rebanns and Scotus EriIsrael, and remission of sins."
gena; and especially with Claudius, bishop
But space would fail us to describe the of Turin, who, in the ninth century, oprapid progress of error in the dark ages. posed, with apostolic zeal, the errors that
Like a downward torrent it dashed over surrounded him; and lived and died, in the
every I obstacle, and barrenness and death belief of the great Protestant doctrine of
marked its desolating course. The tower of justoification by faith alone in the Lord Jesus
this Popish Babel was raised to the clouds Ghrist.
of heaven, and tlle indignation of the AIWhile the venerable bishop of Turin held
mighty was ready to burst upon its build- forth the lamp of divine truth in the west;
ers. The nations lost all sense of the true a large body of protesting brethren arose at
knowledge of God-rites
and ceremonies, the same time in the east, under very interthe most revolting, were substituted for the esting circumstances.
If we were to judge
doctrines and duties of Christianity-the
of them from the writings of their enemies,
iron yoke of spiritual despotism was galling we would stigmatize them as Manichelln
the inmost souls of men-and
the moral heretics; but let it be remembered, that afwretchedness of a ruined church called for ter the way Romanists call heresy, so Luther
a great spiritual change.
and Calvin and all the Reformers worshipltV e shall now endeavor,
in the second ped the God of our fathers. The hand of
place, to delineate that extraordinary change, Providence is strikingly displayed in their
the Protestant Reformation.
origin. A Christian deacon, who had been
The former darkness and superstition cast into prison by the l'tiahometans, eswere not more manifestly from beneath, caped from his cell, and in his flight, arrived
than this blessed Reformation was, in its at the hospitable, though poor abode of one
grand outline. the design and doing of the Constantine, near Samosata. In return for
Lord. Let it not be supposed, however, the kindness of his host, the deacon at his
that there were no witnesses for the truth departure presented him with a copy of the
of God-none to oppose the man of sin in New Testament.
It was like water to the
his diabolical career, till the sixteenth cen- thirsty ground. He studied it with great
tury. In the darkest period of ecclesiasti- eagerness; his mind became enlightencd,
cal history, there were maIlY valiant sol- and his soul cheered by the lively oraclcs of
diers of the cross raised up to testify against truth; and out of the "abundance of his
the prevailing corruptions.
And when you heart," he began to proclaim to his perisharc insultingly and ignorantly asked, "Where ing countrymen the nnsearchable riches of
was your religion before Luther ?"-you
Christ. Multitudes flocked to hear the
may reply: not merely in the word of God message of a free salvation; and Asia was
and amongst the fathers of the three first soon filled with the simple doctrines he
centuries; but it lived amidst the persecu- propounded. Hisfollowerswere called Paul.
tions that raged in after ages, and it was icians, from their peculiar attachment to the
borne up by the groans and the shrieks, or epistle of the great apostle of the Gentilcs.
the deathless fortitude of dying martyrs. Their ministers were all on a perfect equali.
We are identified with the multitudes who, ty, having no difference of rank amongst
in Britain and Ireland, France and Italy, them; their views of the ordinances of bapprotested against the ambitious prctensions tism, and the Lord's supper, were truly
of the Roman pontiff, as a secular prince scriptural; the worship of the Virgin Mary,
and universal bishop. Weare willing to be the adoration of the cross, and all the
classed with Leo the Isaurian, and the thou- splendid forms of superstition, they entirelands in hi8 day who were massacred for ly rejected; and they acknowledged no metheir opposition to image worshipj and we diawr but the Lord Jesus Christ. But the
claim the closest consanguinity with those spirituality of their doctrines, and the puri-
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ty of their lives, excited the hatred of the
supporters of idolatry; aud we may judge
that they had taken aeep root in the land,
when for an hundred and fifty years they
stood all the horrors of persecution; till at
last the inquisitors of the cruel Theodora.,
like blood-hounds, hunted them througp
Asia Minor; and by gibbet and fire, and
sword, about a lwndred thousand of these
devoted servants of God were elevated to a
martyr's crown I!

THOUGHTS AS THEY CA)IE UP,
Bno. FRANKLIN :-This world, in which
we live, is full of wonders and mysteries.
That things are, we know; but the how and
the why are often deeply involved in mystery. In what endless mazes should we be
lost, dill not faith come in to illumine our
darkness, and to teach us thllt in the wisdom
and goodness of our great Father, all things
were created and arranged, and that as respects the works of the Creator, we may
say,
"In spiteof pride,in erringreason'sspite,
One truth is clear,whateveris,is right."
Not so, however, the works of man. Thi~
world, it seems to me, is sadly out of joint.
I do not accustom myself to dwell longer
thau might be profitable on the dark
side of questions; but stilI there is
much, not only in heathendom,
but
also in our self-styled Chri~tendom, to discourage the philanthropist.
"Truth,"
we
say, "is mighty and wiII prevail;" but
falsehood also prevails; 'and in how many
instances are the votarists of error exceedingly more zealous than are the advocates of
truth! "The gospel is the power of God
unto salvation," but let a man of eloquence
put a human gospel in opposition to it, well
interlarded and adorned with thnlIing anec·
dotes, and having the prestige of fashion
and prejudice, and what· becomes, in multiplied instances of the gospel of the grace of
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God, in the comparison?
Hence, it often
comes to pass, that a bawling enthusiast
will make more converts, than the sedate,
enlightened, e1egant, aud godly teacher of
divine truth; and the converts, whether
made by the one class of teachers or the oth·
er-how many of them are bO;t little improved by cODversiop-still as ignorant as
ever-still as worldly!-days
it may be for
the flesh, lind only hOltrS or minutes for the
spirit-dimes for Christ, and it may be not
even dimes: but dollars by tens, often by
hundl'eds, for "the lust of the flesh, the lust
of the eye and the pride of life." If things
were, in Paul's day, as they are now, I wonder not that he said, "For all seek their own,
not the things that are Jesus Christ's," nor
that D~vid should have said, "I have seen
an end of all perfection."
It is strange to·me that men should recognize, in theory, the divine authenticity and
authority of the scriptnres, and at the same
time be practically and experimentally, so
little influenced by them. For example: I
can go into almost any section, with which
I am acquainted, and r('ad Peter's discourse,
delivered on the day of Pentecost, and tell
the peopltl that Peter shall be their only
preacher on that occasion, and that I will
act the part of an exhorter only, and that
God requires them to believe all that thitl
apostle testifies, and to do all that he commands without note or comment, and snch
a meeting as it will produce is astflnishing!
To your tents, 0 sectarillndom! They who
have turned the world upside down have
come hither also! I have experimen(ed in
this way frequently, and many have beeu the
wrathful excitements which I have seen produced among the professen.people of the Lord,
by a presentation of the terms of pardon, as
propounded by the apostle Peter, without
addition or diminution, in this Christian
country, in the full blaze of the light of the
nineteenth century.
Is not this a little
~trange? Is it not somewhat discouraging?
Indeed, there can be no reasonable dou bt,
that if the old apostle were in this country
now, and 8 member of anyone of the selfstyled orthodox churches, and were topreach
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as he did on the day of Pentecost, and was footing of good feelings, good wishes, .~~
not known to be the aposUe Peter, they' good intentions, mixed with a portion of
would promptly and indignantlyexcommuimperfect sincerity, without this excessi"e
nicate him.
strenuousness in regard to being "doers of
But are we, who style ourselves Chris- the word?"
tians, better than they'! We have, I doubt • Many do not seem to llave arrived at the
not, a better knowledg~ of the terms of par- kno"wledge that "the word of God is livinlr~
don than they; and in all respects, 8 more and pOlVerful"-that "the truth as it is in
scriptural theory of religion. In regard to Jesus,"has life heat in it, and hence, they mispractice, however, do we not come exceed- take the animal heat," and stentor voice,
ingly short? Do we read the scriptures and frantic rant of the orator, for the living
more than do the people of the sects? In energies of the divine word, if not the Holy
the day of small things we did, when we Spirit! The result is, that their minds, with
were poor and persecntfld? But how is it respect to the means of salvation, are like
now, since we have become numerous, and the fool's eye 'in the ends of the earth, or
"rich and increased "ingoods?" And do we wherever else it ought not to be, if they
find no non-essential commands in the in- would receive the full saving influence of
Ilpired code of Him whom we denominate the glorious gospel of the blessed God.
our sovereign Lord and Lawgiver'! A happy
But from the past, we may hope in regard
thing it is if we are not treating the com- to the future. A great work has been done,
mandments of Christ, which enjoin Chris- within the last thirty years, incansing the
tian practice, as others are tr'.lating the scales of sin and sectarianism to fall from
terms of pardon propounded in the gospel. the eyes of hundreds of thousands of our
The practice which "the ;erfect law" enjoins fellow travelers to eternity; and only eternity
requires self denial-the
mOl'tificati0n of can reveal the fruits of the lahors of those
the flesh-a following of Jesus through evil who faithfully sought a restoration of the
as well as through good report. The way apostplic order of things. We must not
of reformation is a pathway that leads up "fret ourselves because of evil doprs," nor
hill-a
voyage against the current. It is become discouraged on account of the imcomparatively easy to enlist in the army (}f perfection of Christians.
"Everyone shall
the faith; but, "to fight the good fight of receive his own reward according to bis own
faith" afterwards, requires that we "give all labor, ", "and in due time we shall reap if we
diligence, to add to Ollr faith courage"-and
faint not." Having respect to the recomall the Christian graces and virtues. It is in pense of the reward, as did the ancient men
this department that mauy whO'have berated of faith, will buoy us up, amid tIllS world's
the sects (or making baptism a non-essential, perils and a:f£l{ctions,as it did them; and
find a score or more of non·essentials, such when the spirits of just men shall be made
as, "Let every man speak truth with his perfect, we with them, shaH meet in the full
neighbor;"
"Bring up your children in the fruition of an eternal weight of glory.
nurture and admonition of the Lordi" "Let
In couclusion, I was qnite surprised, and
your conversation be without covetousness;" much pleased to receive, not long since, the
"Forsake not t11e assembling of yourse1 ves first number of your "Quarterly,"
It is
together, as the manner of some is;" "Ex- gotten up in very bec"oming style, and is
hoTt one another daily, while it is called to- certainly very cheap. It ought to be extenday;" "Let not the sun go down upon sively patronized: and will be, I doubt not,
your wrath."
Let these for the present suf- unless the war excitement destroys, "in the
fice. Are these command~-I
mean obe- multitude, all taste for religious reading, I
dienee to them-essential
to salvation? If wish you great success in every scriptural
not, why should obedience to any commands enterprise. Grace, mercy and peace.
hy not go to heaven on the
A. RAINES.
"
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into tile name of the Father," &c. Let us,
who mltintain the ancient practice, use Eng.
lish precisely expressing what we practice,
TRANSLATION-IMMERSION.
and not imme1'se, and yet he ashamed to say
Those who sprinkle or pour, for baptism. "I immerse you, " &e. The man who sprinkhave never maintained that baptizo ought to les, is ashamed to say, "I sprinkle yOll," &c.,
be translated sp'rinkle. or pour, though they though sprtnkliug is precisely what he does.
have a thousand times argued tha.t it so
means. Nor ':10 they ever, in administering.
say "I sprinkle you in the name of the Father," &c. Immersionists show that they believe what they preach, for, without hesitation, they translate baptizo, immerse. This
POINTED THOUGHTS.
is right. B(Jptizo, or baptize, as we have it
An old man one day taking a child on'
transferred in the common version, means
his
knee, entreated him to seek God now-,
immel·se. The only difference is, that one
to
pray
to him-and
to love him. The
is English and the other is Greek. If an
child
looking
up
to
him,
asked, "But why
apostle would rather speak five words in his
own tongue, that bis meaning might be nn- do not you seek God." The old man, deepderstood, tban ten thousand in an unknown ly affected, answered, "1 would, child; but
heart is hard." Yes,
tongue, why should we not give our own my heart is hard-my
t(\ngue the preference? We have long since sinner, and your heart is being daily, more
advocated translating every word into mod- and more, hardened by "the deceitfulness
ern English.
This is right. There is now of sin." How near may be the hour when
another item to advocate, and that is, that you will say, too late, too late !~when your
in our private conversation, preaching, wri- heart will have become too hard to be peneting' and administering the sacred rite, we trated by the truth, or softened by the love
adopt the practice of using the English of God? How few of those who have
word immerse. It may be argued, that lived in sin till old age has overtaken them}
baptize is also an English word. It is true. ever make a profession of religion! and, it
it is now canonized and defined as an Eng- is worthy of remark, that if they make a
lish word; but th~ meaning has changed, so profession, they can then accomplish but
that it does not mean what it did originally, little, either for God or their fellow men.
It meant immel-se, in the time of the aposA preacher of my acquaintance was sent
tles, and nothing else. The people so understood it and so practiced. 'Then, as we for, by a dying man, who wished to see him,
have an English word that means the same ere he departe'd to his fiord account. The
th ug. and as we practice the same, let us preacher complied with the request, and
nse that English word, in conversation, in was introduced into the presence of the dypreaching, writing and administering the ing man; but, how must he have been surrite, and thus show that we can talk precise- prized and overwhelmed to meet with the
following address: "~fr. M.," said he, "I
ly what we practice.
Our opponents can not translate baptizo, have not sent for you for the purpose for
sprinkle, or poy,r. They are ashamed to at- which you are often summoned to the bed
tem pt it. Yet,no man can give a reason why it of sickness, to administer consolation to the
can not be done if it means sprinkle or pour. dying; for you can give me DOconsolation.
They can not when they administer, say, "I I am an old man, and, against light and
sprinkle you in the Dame of the F!\ther," &c. knowledge, have spent my life in the seryet that is precisely what they do.vice of Satan; and I would deem it an act
We can say, and should, "I imm~rse you of meanness, of which, wicked as I am, I
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am not capable now, when I can serve the
devil no longer. to offcr my filthy self to
God! I wish you to use my case as a warning to sinners. Tell them of my awful
death; and warn them, as they would shun
perdition, to shun the pathway that leads
down into that pit, wherein is no water,
and where there is weeping, and wailing,
and gnashing of teeth!"
Oomment.-There was at least a semblance of a high sense of honor in this case,
which but rarely manifests itself in connection with the death of the wicked. Spend
your life in the service of sin-r6pent on a
deathbed-go
to heaven--receive the plaudit, "well done, good and faithful servant."most detestable! No, sir! no, sir! It is infinitely dishonorable I Calculations such as
these are the result of strong Satartic delusion; the way to hell, leading down by
the chambers of rleath!
THE CHURCH.-J ohu Wesley, speaking
of the death of Ananias and Sapphira,
says, "This is the first time (Acts v. 10) it
is mentioned, and here is a native specimen
of aNew 'restament church: which is a
company of men, called by the gospel,
grafted into Christ by baptism, animated
by love, united by all kinds of fellowship,
and disciplined by the death of Ananias
and Sapphira."
Remarks.-l.
The first act of discipline,
in the first church, had respect to a money
transaction. 2. These persons, by insincerity and lying, in regard to a pecuniary
transaction, and committed a crime worthy
of death. 3. Is it not just as criminal now
as then, to set up false pretenses, for not doing our duty, in a pecuniary point of view,
to the church?
4. The age of miracles
being gone, we need not expect the merited
punishment to be suddenly inflicted now;
but will it not be inflicted in God's own good
time, upon all who hypocritically excme
themselves, through covetousness, for not
discharging their pecuniary obligations to
the church? 5. "Great fear," we are told,
"fell on all the church, and upon as many
as heard these things."
"And of the rest
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[hypocrite3] durst no man join himself
unto them."
This infliction of punishment, therefore, had the most salutary effect. 6. Hypocrites of every gra'de may
shield themselves from the execution of'
the law of Christ, as administered by the
church here, but cannot escape the infliction
of the penalty, as it will be inflicted by the
inexorably righteous Judge, hereafter.
Dr. Rush was a great enemy of theatrical amusements. He was once in conversation with a lady, a professor of religion,
who was speaking of the pleasure she anticipated at the theater in the evening; and
she invited the doctor also to at[end. He
replied, "I never will publish to the world
that I think Jesus Christ a hard master. and
religion an unsatisfying portion, which
should do if I went on to the devil's ground in
quest of happiness." The doctor's reason will
hold good with respect to all worldly amusements. Those who have at heart the faith,
hope, and love, with which the gospel inspires the genuine Christian, receive a fund
of happiness, as a fruit of their religion,
which elevates them above all dependenee,
for happiness, on the sickly, frothy, evanescent fountains of carnal enjoyment.
'rhe United States Congress, shortly after
the declaration of independence, passed the
following resolution:
.
,.Whereas, True religion and good morals are the only foundation 0: 'public liberty
and happiness;
R.esolved, That it be, and hereby is, earnestly reccmmended to the several states to
take the most effectual measure for the encouragement thereof, and for the suppression of theatrical entertainments, horseracing, gaming, and such other diversions
as are productive of idleness, dissipation,
and a general depravity of principles and
manners."
Oomment.-If true religion and good
morals are the only foundation of public
liberty and happiness, is he either a patriot
or a philanthropist, who has neither true
religion nor good morals? The answer must
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be in the negative. If Christians are either
patriots or philanthropists, it would be well,
therefore, that they should seek to fill our
political and civil offices with men who will
act in harmony with the above resolution;
with patriots and philanthropists, who have
within themselves the foundation of public
liberty and happiness. Acting in opposition to the spirit of this resolution, has filled our country with the terrible implements
of war, and with "confused noises, and garments rolled in blood 1"
"1 s it sinful," said a young lady to a minister of the gospel, "to dress fashionably?"
"That will depend," said he, ,lOll circumstances. If there be nothing immodest in
. the fashion, and if you do not. expend money, in a chase after the ever variable fashions,
which might be better appropriated i~ some
other way; and if a love of fine dressing
does not cause you to waste time before the
mirror, which might be occupied in the improvement of your mind, or in other beneficial pursuits; and if it does not make you
proud, and cause you to think yourself
above worthy persons, who cannot dress so
fashionably as you, it IDay all be very well.
I have found it, said he, difficult to be finely
dressed, without thinking ourselves better
than our plainly dressd neighbors, who, in
many instances,are better than we. 'But,' addcd the preacher, "if we would take a wise
view of the subject, there is nothing in fine
dressing of which we should beprond. The
material of the finest hat is the production of
a homely animal.' The finest coat was once
the coat of a sheep. The beautiful silken
fabric, in which' the beauty rustles, and
which may be her chief adorning and glory,
is the production of a loathsome worm.
Our dwellings are composed of dead stone,
or of dead clay, or of dead wood. We
dwell in houses of clay,and our foundations
are in the dust. Our mortal body is a body
of sin and death; and our souls, if unpardoned, are doomed to death eternal!"
Ah,
thought T, why should mortal, sinful man
be proud? How many, alas!' how very
many are proud of their exterior, whose in-

ner man is clothed with the ragged habili.
ments of shame and sin!
A. RAINES.

- ...
MENTAL CAPABILITIES.
Love of music, love ot the beau ties of nature, a poetical temperament, lively imagination, active conscience, love of reading
and knowledge and various other facultie~
and acquirements are so many avenues'
through which to "glorify God and enjoy
him forever." We may devote all the fruits
of our attainments to him and then fail to
render what is due for his great mercY'and
goodness.
Christianity dignifies and exalts. every
thing which will come under its influence;
and is the only thing worth the absorption
of all our energies.
In the prosecution of
.this work, the peace of God, which passeth
all understanding, not only more than compensates, but encourages and stimulates to
still greater exertions, and instead of the
mental resources becoming exhausted, they _
are by God's grace and help expanded. T.ne
capacity of the heart for enjoying religion
is kept in activity by conflicts, besetments,
temptations, and by being continually impressed with the unsatisfying Mture of earthly things compared wIth heavenly. Dispensations of providence, which at first appear
grievous, are to create desires for larger
draughts from the fountain of eternal truth
and love. If onr hearts are properly engaged in this high calling, we may expect
to be so abundantly blessed as not to rely
on earthly sources, for that abiding contentment which is found only in the path of unflinching duty. But with all man's glorious
gifts and capabilities of effecieney how abo
ject and utteIly dependent upon the all
powerful hand of God to uphold and sustain
in weakness. If left to our own weak and
wandering resources we could never hope to
regain Adam's lost estate, and if that disirable end is ever consummated it will be owing to the compassionate and undeserved
mercy of that being who gives strength to
our feeble endeavors.
:M:. B.
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REVOLUTION AND REFORMATION.
BY JOHN F. ROWE.

No reformation can be carried on without
We profess to stand where the apostle.
revolution.
In fact, the word reformation stood. There is where we ought to stand.
itself implies revolution.
As a people, we What was the attitnd\e of the apostles?
largely boast of being identified with a They were the most uncompromising men
.great reformation-one
involving more is- the world ever saw. Every citadel of ersues, and counting on more results, than ror was besieged by them. Pharisaic bigeven the antecedent reformations of the otry •.nd priestly intolerance were constant.
16th and 17th centurieR. In so far as the ly rebuked by Christ and his apostles. The
identification of the chu~'ch of Christ is insidious Sadducee was transfixed by the
concerned, and the dislodging of tradition barbed arrows of the keen satire of the inand church despotism, our plea for reforma'i vincible Paul. The fatalistic JiJssene waa
tion indicates the ultimatum.
No people obli~ed to run the gaurtlet of the flaming
can go beyond what we propose. We have. sword of almighty truth. 'The un' lipg
taken high ground.
We have a mighty I and unsocillol stoic danced high under tb.
foe to combat. A revolutionary people are fiery denunciations of God's natural and
unpopular with the leaders of parties-with
positive laws. The libidinous epieure d
nabobs and aristocrats, hypocrites, time· camped from the tents of foul f. astiBg an.
servers and conservatives.
Revolutionists death dealing d~bauchery, under the raking
are agitators-disturbers
of society. Wick· I' fire of God's warninga and threaten ·ngs.
cd men don't like to be agitated-jostled.
The wise man of the world was bearded in
Errorists don't, like to be shaken. Conse'l his own den; the rich man was commanded
quently, when reformers begin to agitate to become rich toward God; the ICI/> ed
the world, they incur the displeasure of that man must sit at the feet of Jesus; the
party whose crookedness they want to make proud man must humble himself under the
straight, and whose roughness they try to mighty hand of God; ~e murderer must be
make smooth. They incur the malice and told there is a hell; the thief must be told
vindictiveness of every religious party, and there is a j udgmellt day; the ex tortioner
court the anger and spite of every ungodly must be pronounced guilty before God;
man. For there is not a religious party in the hypocrite must be told that broad' is tho
the world, whose body is not morally de· way that leadg t.o death. Contrasled with
formed in some part, and not.a wicked man I the apostles, what is now our a 'tude? If
under the sun but what needl'! correction our mission as a people means anything, ii.
and chastisement.
I mellns that we must dis80lvp the alliance
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that exists between state politicliJand church graces and refinements of the church, bepolitics, and that we must precipitate all longs, as we conceive, to another class of
combinations of priestly craft, ignore dog- workmen. And these Ohristian artizansbe found in the
matic theology and traditional error, disin- amateurs in religion-must
tegrate good and wise men-heroes
of the constituted churches themselves. But our
truth-and
from the facts of the gospel, and preachers of to-day, like our heroic preachfrom the beauty and glory of the gospel, ers (If thirty years ago, are the radical and
eliminate all that is noxious and degrading, legitimate revolutionilits of this eventful
and all works of human device. It requires and mighty age.
Weare radicals-revolutionists-deny
it
strong hearts to initiate such a reform, and
as
we
may.
Some
of
our
quasi
representamen of iron nerve to sustain it, and
men of indomitable courage to hold it fast. tive men are afraid of the word radical or
But in view of all this, there seems to be revolutionist, as if it were odious in the
a tendency on the part of some of our sight of God and man. They act and arspeakers and writers to settle down on a gue as if conservatism were a pretty thing
kind of let-alone policy--as if the battle to play with, and just the thing. In it
had been fought and won, and the trophies proper application it is a handsome word,
gathered, and that now all we have to do, is for the word conservative means, ,"one who
to lovingly and gently aud sweetly nestle aims to preserve from ruin, innovation, indown on a lragrant bed of crushed roses, jury, or radical change; one who wishes to
draw up our feet ala Twrk, and complacent- maintain an institution, or form of governly smoke the pipe of peace to all the world. ment, in its present state." We are thereBut as certain as there is a God, if we prove fore the conservators of what we have alrecreant to our grand and glorious mhlsion, ready attained; but in the religious world,
and loll over into the Spdan chair of luxu- and among sectarian corporations, and in
rious ease, (otium cum dignitate,) God will the midst of a crooked and perverse generaraise up to himself a more royal priesthood, tion, we are progressives-radicals-innovamuch so as were the
a more peculiar and better people, more tors-agitators-as
heroic
apostlesthemselves.
This strong tenzealous, more aggressive upon the domains
I should
of Satan, and more destructive to sin and dency toward conservatism-yea,
sinners. Let the past be' our warning. rather say, this mawkish proneness toward
True, we want and must have the esthetics conciliation, is manifesting itself in a manof Christianity-the
true, the beautiful and ner we lIttlc expected of an independent
sublime. Nor have we any abjection to and representative people. It robs us of
The word radical, I
the esoteric doctrine-of
a particular few half our prestige.
know
full
weU,
is
unpopular.
The Latin
plunging into the profundities of religion,
term,
radix,
means
root.
Hence,
reformers
and of surveying the transporting scenes
are
supposed
to
take
things
up
by
the roots,
and delights of God's ideal world. If the
and
in
doing
so,
somebody
is
hurt,
is offew can scale hights inaccessible to the unfended,
scandalized,
outraged!
Modern
concultured mass, and can penetrate depths unservatives-conciliators-both
in
church
fathomable to the timid adventurer, let
them do it, but in a circle by themselves. and state, love to deal in generalities, and
As man is endowed with reason before he make commerce of abstractions, while the
receives God's revelation, so the concrete radical reformer deals in specifics, and says
precedes the abstract, and the ideal grows to the transgressor, 'Thou art the man.
out of the tangible.
But reformerl!l must Conservatives take 'care of what we have.
They never can make representative men.
deal with things concrete .and tangiblethat which is apprehensible to the common Conservatives keep pace with the peoplemind of the world. The labor of building reformers lead the way, and say to the mulup the church and perfecting men in the titude, come on I Conservatives are content
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. to enjoy what we have in the present-rethem that are bound, and because there
formers sacrifice in the present to obtain seems to be a consentaneous as well as sponsomething better in the future. Conserva- taneons rise of God's elect throughout the
tives are men of smooth faces, of tender world, they jump to the conclusion that we
hands, of delicate nerve, and all their plans, are about to become passive in the hands
like their ideas, oval-shaped; while revolu- of the potter, must hold our hands upon
tionists are men of angularity, of penetra- our mouths, and be silent witnesses of a
tion, of decision, and the world moves at startling ev·olution in the moral government
their .approach.
Who builds your rail- of God. That is the very time when our
roads? who moves your commerce? who caution and prudence will be brought into
builds your institutions?
who rears your requisition-just
the time when a more intowns and cities? who fights your battles? sidious foe shall be fouad lurking in our
men of angularity-men
that jostle the path-just
the time when the weakness of
world. Luther, Cromwell,Whitefield, Knox, our defenses will be most exposed, and the
and all the reformers, were men of angu- very time to invite the enemies of the
larity.
The world was polarized by them.
church of Christ to invade our territory and
It is very true, we know, that reformers lay waste our city of refuge. No, the
are liable 00 fly off on tangents-to
rUbh to Christian warrior must ever fight-fight
extremes, and sometimes frustrate the very on-persistently
fight. To him there is no
thing designed to be accomplished.
Many furlough this side the grave. But the Chrisan abuse grows out of a radical reform. tian hero can only figbt with the burr-ished
Still the fact remains just as palpable that armor of heaven, tt'mpered and polished in
revolutions are just as necessary to the reg- the armory of the skies, and made life proof
ulation and purity of society as storms are against all the fiery darts of satanic assault.
to the renovation of the incumbent atmos- Our fight IS not against flesh and blood, but
phere, although many apparent evils attend against principalities and powers, against
the storms. When God moves the founda- the rulers of the darkness of this world,
tions of the earth by an earthquake, or against wicked spirits in high places. In
prostrates the forest by a. raging storm, or this combat there is no armistice. Whether
swells the bounding river by a sudden in- we preach affirmatively or negatively, it
undation, wreck and ruin follow in the matters not. Every inch of ground we gain
train, and the faint hea.rted think that all is by dint of hard fighting in hotly contested
is lost; and yet these mighLy agents are fields. "Ve are opposed singly and unitedthe fixed and immutable conservators of our ly by the drilled forces of sectarianism,
existence on earth. We have now too many whether we preach what the gospel is, or
cramped-toed, taper-fingered, smooth-hair- what it is not. We must debate. but we
ed, silver-toned reformers, who would over- are not a debating peol)le from choice, for
turn the world by the art of finesse, senti in not shunning to declare the whole counsel
mentality, platitudes and beatitudes. Some of God, some partizan somewhere is ever
6uppose that because the power of the pope ready to bristle up against us. It was ever
is broken, and the bulls of the Vatican so with Christ and his apostles. The very
have ceased to thunder, and churches have attitude we assume makeiJ us a debating
ceased to dogmatize, and ecclesiastic courts people. So that whenever we make an asare despised. and creeds can no longer bind sault upon the existing institutions of the
the liberated conscience, and clerical des- age, we expose ourselves to an immediate
potism is paralyze.d, that therefore we have attack of the enemy, and therefore we must
filled our mission, and the ~reat day of de- be prepared to entertain any' challenge the
liverance is inaugurated.
Because God in belligerents may be provoked to institute.
his providence is loosing t1.e bands of the True, representative men are always decaptives, and opening the prison doors of baters. Luther was a representative man,
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Melancthon was not; Zwingle was a repre- Romanism with Bishop Purcell forever in
sentative man, Erasmus was not. Carlstadt, this country has paralyzed the risin~ power
Ecolampadius, Wickliffe, and Tyndale, and of the great usurper of human rights. AIKnox, were representative men. And like exander Hall's debates on Universalism
the apostles before them, they "turned the stabbed that black and blear-eyed beast,
world up side down." It was the disputa- and stretched her body on the ground
tions of Luther in Germany, and of Zwin- at full length. Benjamin Franklin's degle in Switzerland, that renovated those bates on Episcopal Methodism, and against
States, and that laid the foundation for all ber spiritual despotism and clerical arrosuccessive Bible reformations. Never in the gance, have crippled that leopard body in
world's history did controversy run so high every limb, Imtil her wail of woe is heard
as in the days of Queen Elizabeth-so
high from a thousanrl tongues. Isaac Errett's
that the abuses of it furnisned Butler with debate on hpiritualism proved a signal overwit, and sarcasm, and irony, and spleen throw in this western country, of that voenough to fill his Hudibras bloating full. luptuous daughter of licentiousness-the
And yet we have a class of weak-jointed stench of whose pntrified carcass has now
Christian gentlemcn, who, by some fortui- well nigh passed away. We have had othtous concourse of circumstances, have found er equally valuable debates, and quite anuma place among us, and who would procced bel' of a lesser magnitude that have won
to palliate all the ills of life, and arrange great victories for the truth. In fact, nearall the discordant elements of society, and Iy all of our preachers, who at all are worth
soothingly appease the wrath of all men, by any tlling to the cause, debatc on the pulpit,
a preparation of mint julip, or by painless and if they have not a real antagonist, they
laxatives, or by temperately-toned tonics, or dispute with an imaginary one.
by gently balanced caressing.
When we teach thtl doctrine of justificaOllT representative
men-debalers-have
tion, but not by faith alone, some body geti
made us chiefly what we lire. They have mad; for the opposite doctrine is foisted
given to us a name and a conspicuity we upon the poople; if we preach that faith prenever could have attained by ulterior mcans. cedes repentance, and prove it to be so scriFSmall men in small debates we also depre- ttHally, logically, and according to the nndecate, and conceity empyrics, growing prema- viating process of the mind, some body gets
torely smart, should every where be snubbed. mad, for they teach the contrary opinion;
But every well instructed man knows that if we declare that the life-gi ving power of
every stronghold we now possess, was the Holy Spirit is exerted only through
taken by the pointed sword and by charge God's word-and
we may do it ever s()
of the bayonet. Romove our debates out of kindly and wooingly,-somebody
get~ mad,
the way, and where would have been the because this comes in conflict with the theolboundary lines of our progress? What a ogy of the day; when we positively ll11egf)
mighty impulsion Campbell's debate with that there is but one baptism taught in the
Owen gave us! Alexander Oampbeil dared Scriptures, some body gets mad, because
to meet the chafinlr lion of infidelity. The this is antagonism to others flho think one
marches and movements of that earth·mon- way just as good as another; and when we
liter have been clandestine ever since, and plead for Ohristian union, upon tbe basis of
her intrigues have been in complicity with the Savior's prayer and apostolic precept,
wicked spirits in high places. Campbell's some body gets mad, because this project
debates with McCalla, Walker, and Dr. Rice carried out wonld spoil the craft of theologhave made an innovation upon sectarianism ical doctors, and sour the bread and rancidand upon the assumed prerogatives of the ize the butter of their rich and racy church
.tarched clergy that will tell WIth cumula- living. All this we must do, as above desiglive power in ages to come. His debate on nated, to entitle us to the name reformers,
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although the buzzing consequent opon it,
and around our ears, become world wide.
At the mention of these things conciliators
draw in their attennae (horns) and squeam.
ishly wheeze out,-touch
the ground tenderly-walk
on tip-toe-don't
rustle a leaf
-speak
whisperingly-and
before you fire,
withdraw the bullet from your gun! A
faint hissing noise is the result.
Our work is to overturn the world if we
are the true and Joyal representatives of the
King of kings.
Says tbe Lord, "I will
overturn, overturn, overturn it: and it shall
be no more until he come whose right it is;
and I will give it him?
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before Lnther?" direct the inqnirer to the
Waldenses, those renowned heralds of the
Reformation, who flourisped in the eleventh
and two followinq centuries. Point to the
mountains and valleys of Switzerland, where
Nature seemed to have built her mighty
fortresses for the defence of civil and religious freedom, and to protect these sainted
worthies from the murderous attackS of
Rome. Their history forms one of the most
interesting periods in the church of Christ.
Peter Waldo, who signalized himself as their
leader, was a rich merchant of Lyons, and
filled with horror at the corruption of the
Papal hierarchy, and with love for the souls
of his fellow men; like the early Christians,
he 801d his property, divided his wealth
amongst the poor, and went forth as an apostle, preaching the gospel to great multitudes.
Snch a general commotion excited the fury
of the reigning pontiff; and Alexander III.
TRE RISE AND PROGRESS OF POPERY. anathematized him and his disciples, and
commanded them to be exterminated by fire
A. TRA.CT,
and sword. In consequence of this, they
fled in all directions; but, though their eneBy the American Protestant Society.
mies "meant it for evil," yet their dispersion,
During the eleventh and twelfth centuries, like that which occurred at the death of SteGod raised up several eminent men, who phen, tended to the dissemination of their
boldly testified against the doctrine of the principles.
Wherever they were scattered,
real presence, purgatory, the consecration of they carried with them the knowledge of
churches, and tbe adoration of the images Christ-churches arose in various directions,
of Christ and the saiLts. The Cathari, and you may judge, not only of the iitrength
wllOse character and tenets are violently as- of their faith, but of the extensive diffusions
sailcd by Roman Catholic historianri, spread of theil tenets, from tbe awful fact, that upat this period over Germany, France, Italy, wards of two m~llions were pItt to deatlt in the
and the greater part of Europe; and, though Waldensian persecution alone. The whole
all their theological tenets may not have artillery of Popish fury was opened against
heen purely evangelical; ret, even their en- them; and men, women, and even innocpnt
emies confess they had a deep veneration children, were expo~ed to indiscriminate defor the sacred Scriptures, which snpp0l'tp.d struction.
And what W:lSthe crime that
them onder the barbarous treatment they thus called for papal vengeance? The defendendured for year!'; and if the rejection of ers of Romanism charged them with dispriestly absolution, and the complicated pe- gusting criminality, Rnd branded tLem with
euliarities of the popish ritu!ll, the love of the most odious names; but all unprejudiced
God and onr neighbor, and faith in t.he suf- historians eulogize them for singular purity
ferings of the Lamb of God alone for sal- and simplicity of moral as well as elevated exution. constitute the features of true Prot- perience in spiritual rel!gion. And, though
estantism: then, the Cath:lri are peculiarly several centnries have rolled away since tbeir
entitled to that appellation.
confessions of faith were published, to us it
When asked-"Where
was your religion is peculiarly interesting to refer to them, in
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consequence of the exact coincidence between imparted peculiar force to his declamation.
he exthem, and the doctrinal articles for which The doctrine of Transubstantiation
pounded,
with
a
simplicity
and
clearness
our church is distinguished.
They beheved
in one God-the
Father, Son, and Holy that has not been exceeded by any ProtestSpirit; they acknowledged, as canonical, the ant divine; and it is said, that even then one
same books of the Old and New Testament, third oj the English priesthood considered
wbich we receive as the inspired revelation tbe bread and wine as mere 1'epreientations of
of God--that there is no other mediator or the body and blood of Christ. Uornmisadvocate with God the Father, but the Lord sioned by his sovereign Edwl'rd IlL·toproJesus Christ,-"that,
after this life. there ceed to Rome on an important emba8~y, like
are but two places, one for thoee tbat are Luther, he was increasingly disgusted by
saved, the other for the damned, which two his ':lsit, with the gorgeous 8'pJendor and
we call paradise and hell, wholly denying superstitious rites of Popery; and on his rethat imaginary purgatory of Antichrist, in- turn he inveighed against it with still greatvented in opposition to the truth. That the er vehemence. This called forth the tbunsacraments are signs of holy things, or visi- ders of the Vatican against him; and
ble emblems of invisible blessing,--and that according to the (}hl'istian method of sithere are no sacraments of divine appoint- lencing an opponent, to which Popery in
ment but Baptism and the Lord's Supper: tbat age invariably resorted, Gregory XI.
masses are impious, and it is madness to commanded him to be seized, imprisoned,
say masses for the dead; the .invoking and and brought to trial for his damnable hereworshipping 'of dead saints is idolatry; so sies. Edward, his royal patron, and tbe enmany orders of the clergy are so many marks lightened nobles of the land, felt that he
of the bt<ast; and the Church of Rome is the maintained truth, in opposition to tlle profwhore of Babylon. That is the church of ligacy and spiritual despotism that aboundChrist, which hears the pure doctrine of ed; and they threw over him the shield of
Christ, and observes the ordinances institu- their protection. In the controversy that
ted by him, in whatsoever place it exists." rage:1 between him and the abettors of idolSuch were the sentiments of these persecu- atry, it is amusing to observe the harsh epited people of God, that spread like light- thets they sometimes lubstituted for arguning through Europe in the midst of the ment. Wickliffe was callea by his adversasurround~,ng gloom; and, though not distin- ries "a lim b of the devil, an enemy of the
guished by the name of Protestants, yet they church, d~ceiver of the people, idol of herwere patterns of purity for all the churches etics, mirror of hypocrites, author .of
schisms, and inventor of lies." But in the
of the Reformation.
Abont the same tIme, WiclclijJewas raised midst of this calumny, be proceeded in his
up in England by the great Head of Zion, work and labor of love; and his translation
to witness against the abominations of the of the Scriptures into tbe English tongue,
"Man of Sin." He bas been justly styled for a people who had been cruelly robbed of
the "Morning Star" of the Reformation; and them, is a standing monument of his perseis celebrated for his extensi ve learning as well verence and zeal. And one of the most reliS his genuine piety.
His talents raised him markable things concerning him is, that afto the Chair of Theology in the University ter a life of such reforming activity, and in
of Oxford. During the week he was em- tbe midst of so many infuriated ecclesiastiployed in opening the great truths of reve- cal persecutr,rs, he should have died in peace
latton to his students, while on the Sabbath under his own roof. Yet even this, perhaps,
he preached with extrl\ordinary energy and was intended to show the bloody spirit
sou.l
success on the principal error~ of the Church which then reigr.ed in Babylon,-his
of Rome. He attacked the vices of tbe cler- was in the bosom of Abraham, beyond tbe
gyand the degradation of their character rage and impotence of mani but his bones
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were dug out of his grave, and with two hundred volumes of his works, were burnt in
the flames.
At the same time, the Lord raised up Joltn
Huss and Jerome of Prague, to testify against
the errors of Popery. They were both men
of superior mental endowments. and full of
zeal for the canse of tru th and holiness.
The writings of Wickliffe found their way
into Bohemia, and were the means ~f drawing these worthies from spiritual delusion.
But in the mysterious providence of God,
they were not long engaged in his service,
till the Popish inquisitors were permitted
to seize them; they were cast into prison,
and loaded with irons: and after they had
enlightened a great part of Germany with
scriptural knowledge, their purified spirits
were wafted in the flames to the mansions
of eternal bliss. Being urged to recant, a
short time before his death, Huss, like a
fearless martyr, said, ""Vhat I have written and taught, was in order to rescue souls
from the devil, and to deliver them from the
tyranny of sin; and I do gladly seal what I
have written and taught with my blood."
Jerome, at his death, displayed the most heroic courage. On his way to the place of
execution, he sung the Apostles' Oreed, and
Rome hymns, with a cheerful countenance.
The executioner approached the pile to kindle it behind his back; he exclaimed, "Uome
forwal d, and put fire to it before my face! "
When dreadfully scorcbed, he was heard to
cry-"O,
Lord: have mercy on me! have
mercy on me! "-and
the wind parting the
flames, exhibited his body to the spectators,
covered with large blisters, while his lips
were moving in fervent supplication.
But,
though these valiant men died, the cause of
God survived and prospered. In this, as in
many similar cases, the blood of the martyrs
was the seed of the chnrch. Their followers were called Lollards. In England they
amoun ted to nearly one-half the population:
they numbered amollgst them several pereons of the highest rank; and continued for
nearly two centuries to suffer in the Savior's
cause.
Thus, according to the striking language
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DBniel, (Daniel vii. 21, 22,

25,) l',nd of John in the Revelation, (Rev.
xi. 7, and xiii. 7,) it was given to "tlte beast,or
the horn," or the Popish power, that was
"more stout than his fellows to wear out
the saints of the Mo~t High-to
make war
with them, and to overcome them." Thousands, and tens of thousands, of holy men,
with the arm of God as their only protection, and his eternal truth ••s their support
and shield, had gone forth with undaunted
courage, a~ "sheep in the midst of wol ves."
From tbe six th to the sixteenth cenl ur)', host
after host had arisen, as followers of the
Lamb, to oppose the mystical Babylon; but
they were successively hewn down by the
fury of their persecutors; and rivers of the
most precions blood were shed in every
kingdom of Europe, "until the Ancient of
days arOse. and gave judgment unto the
saints of the Most High;" till, what is peculiarly termed, the period ot the Protestant
Reformation had a.rr'ived, when "the saints
possessed the kingdom."
Before this peri@d, the witnesses for the
truth had been scattered over the earth,
without any point of concentration-the
rays of Scriptural light that shone forth,
were partially obscured by surrounding
darkness-and
means were not yet prepared
by Providence for giving the "wound to the
beast that should never be healed." But in
the sixteenth century God's time had come-the
river of divine truth broke over the embankments that had long im peded its progress, and
carried life and salvation as it rolled along.
Clusters of STARShad twinkled during the
long and dreary night of Popish darkness; but
then, the SUNof Righteousness came forth
in celestial effulgence, and the cry was heard
over all Ohristendom, "Arise, shine; for thy
light is come, for the glory of the Lord is
risen upon thee."
It is a most interesting study for the trne
Christian, to trace the ca11sesthat immediately produced this mighty event-the
PROTESTANTREFORMATION.In the preceding ages, many reformers as enlightened
and fearless aF Luther had arisen, but they
sncceeded in effecting only a partial and
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transitory change; because that combination
of circumstances had not yet taken place,
which, under the guiding hand of Providence, terminated in this amazing revolution. It cannot he questioned that one of
the cllief means of promoting the Reformation, was the degeneracy of the Church of
Rome; the cup of its iniquity was filled to
the very brim; and by the disputer. which
arose about the papal chair, the contending
pontiffs, with their own hands, tore off the
veil of pretended infallibility, and exposed
themselves to the nations in all their antichristian tyranny.
In 1159, two parties
frantic with rage, and like men fighting for
the wealth of a kingdom, actually elected
two Popes, Alexandar III, and Victor IV.
France
acknowledged Alexander, while
Germany and Italy bowed to the authority
of Victor. Again, in 1278. the card'inals
split into two jactions; the one elected U rban VI., while the other chose Clement
VII., as the true vicar of Christ. Rome
was the residence of Urban, and Avignon of
Clement; where they spent their time in
sanctlmoniously
fulminating
anathemas
against one another. The same factions
shortly afterwards elected Benedict XIII.
and Boniface IX. to the Papal chair, at the
same time; and thus that church was rent
asunder, that falsely boasts of UNITYas her
distinguishing characteristic; thus the "great
western schismj that separated the Ureek and
Latin church, was produced by the ambi·
tious struggles of there contending pontiffs;
and for about fifty years, the nations beheld
two infallible successors of St. Peter, not
preaching peace and brotherly love-not
the vicars of a holy and humble Sl1vior-but the agents of him who "goeth about as
a roaring lion, " endeavoring to destroy the
church of God. The mind of the most
credulous was excited to enquire, whether
!lDchcharacters were Dot "wolves in sheep's
clothing;" and the eyes of the blind were
opened to see in these ecclesiastical combatants, the Antichrist of Scripture.
But, as if to rouse to the highest pitch the
indignation of men who were longing for a
spiritual change) they carried, at this very
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time, the sale of indulgences to a scandalous
extent. The person who made the most
singular figure in this affair was a Dominican monk named TetzeI. By the indnlgences which he sold under the papal com lIIission, he administered the pardon of all ~ins,
past, present, and to come, no matter how
aggravated, if money were forthcoming to
strike the infernal bargain. By thiH ~oulde8troying traffic, the mind was tnrnel\ from
the finisbed work of Jesus. to purchase the
remission of sin by the glittering dust of
tbe earth. contrary to the express word~ of
Scripture--" Ye were redeeme(l, not with
corruptible things, as silver and gold, but
with the precious blood of Chri~t, as of a
Lamb, without blemish and without spot."
1 Pet. i. 18.
The soul shudders at the bare recital of
some statements respecting these im\ulgencies. One of their ad vocates declared, that
ONEDROPof Christ's blood was slIfficilJnt to
redeem the world; THE REMAINING
QUANTITY
shed in the garden and ou the cross was left
as a legacy to the church; in addition to
which, all the good works of the saints, over
and above those which were necessary for
their ownjustification, were deposited in an inexhaustible treasury, whence in,ltll~ences
were to be drawn by the Roman Pontiffs."
And to such extravagant lengths was Ihis
device of Satan carried, that they not only
pardoned the sins of the Ii ving, but stretched
their authority over the invisible and eterual world; for they taught, that the souls
confined in purgatory, for whose redemption
indulgences were purchased, as soon as the
money tinkles in the chest, instantly escape
from the place of torment, and ascend to
glory."
Such was the state of monstrous degener.
acy into which the Romishchurch had sunk,
when God raiseJ up MARTINLUTHER,to
burst the chains by which the nations were
enthralled. He was the son of a poor man,
as were almost all of the Reformers; for in
carrying on this mighty work, as at the first
propagation of Christianity by the apostles,
God chose "base things of the world, and
things that are despised, yea, and things
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that are not, to bring to nought the things
that are," 1 Cor. i. 28. Luther having become an Augustinian friar, retired into a
convent, where he found in the library a neglected copy of the Holy Scriptures.
All
otber pnrsnits were abandonerlj and he
stur!ied the ·Word of God wIth unq uenohable
ardor. The fame of his sanctity and learning raised him to a Chair of Philc)sophy,
and afterwards to that of Theology, in the
University of Wiltemberg. From this commantling sitnation he saw the whole church
prosfrate, nnder the despotism of Rome.
His soul was especially agonized by the ruinons conseqnences of the sale of iudulgences; and haVIng the great God liS his director
and his shield he attacked the blasphemous
imposture, and kindled against it a flame of
indignation throughout all Germany and a
great p;lrt of Europe.
But all his effort~, like those of former
Christian 1V0rthias, would have proved abortive, and left the Papal edifice standing in
all its strength, had he not been aided by
two powerful elements in the work of reformation:-the revival of literature, and tlte
invention of the A1't of Printin.fJ. Before
this period the human mind had long slept
in profonna lethargy, but the ancient Greek
una Roman authors were then bronght forth
and studied with ardor. Men began to tbink
with frpedom on every topic, civil and sacred; tbe claims of the Roman bierarcby
were tried witb great boldness, by the infallible test of Scripture; and tbey who, in a
former agl', would at once have hunted Luther down, without examining his arguments, now embraced him as the advocate
of reason, and the friend of truth and rightsousness. Beside3, his writings and those
of the other reformerJ, which, in preceding
centuries, would have beeu totally unknown
or confined only to a few, were then, by the
invention of the Art of Printing, circulated
in vaJious languages, and in rlistant countries: they were greedily perused, not merely
by the rich, but by the poorest of the people; and produced a sudden and general impression in favor of the "new doctrines."
By these two causes, in conjunction with
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otber concurrent circumstances, tho slaves of
papal tyranny !lnd delusion acquired an independence they had not felt before-the
reign of ghostly terror began to declinethe form of man became ertlct--his soul
waxed warm-and
the general stirring of
the nations betokened a speedy resurrection
of the cburch of the living God, from the
sepulchre of superstition in which it had
been buried for ages.
'
We break off here, and must refer onr
readers to tbe worklDg of the Holy Spirit
on tbe children of men, until the completion
of the Lutheran Reformation.

.-.. OLD HUNDRED.
In a rustic old cburch opposite, while we
write, a company of worsbipers are singing
the old, old hymn:
"Be thou. 0 God, exalted high I"

The air is old, also-tbe
immortal "Old
Hundred."
If it be true that Lut.ber composed that tune, and if the worship of mortals is c'arried on the wings of angels to
beaven, how often be beard the declaration,
"'rbeyare singing 'Old Hundred' now,"
The solemn strain carries us back to the
times of the Reformers-Luther
and his dE.voted band. He doubtless was the first to
strike the grand old cbords in the public
sanctuary of his own Germany. From his
own ster~torian lungs they rolled, vibrating
not through vaulted cathedral roof, but along
a grander arcb, tbe eternal heavens. He
wrougbt into eacb note his own sublime
faitb, and stamped it with tbat faith's immortality.
Hence, it cannot die! Neither
man nor angels will let it pass into oblivion.
Can you find a tomb in the land where
sealed lips lie that bave not sung that tunc?
If tbey were gray old men, they bad heard
or sung "Old Hundred." Iftheywcre babes.
they smiled as their mothers rock them to
sleep, singing "Old Hundred."
Sinner and
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saini have joined with the endless congregation where it has, with and without the pealing organ, sounded on sacred air. The dear
little children, looking with wondering eyes
on this strange world, have lisped it- The
sweet young girl whose tombstone told of
sixteen summers, she whose pure and in nocent face haunted you with its mild beauty,
loved "Old Hundred." and as she sung it,
closed her eyes and seemed communing with
angels who were so soon to claim her. He
whose manhood was devoted to the service
of his God, and who with faltering steps ascended the pulpit stairs with white hand
placed over his laboring breast, loved, "Old
Hundred."
And though sometimes his lips
only moved, away down in his heart, so soon
to cease to throb, the holy melody was
Bounding. The dear, white-headed father,
with his tremulous voice, how he loved "Old
Hundred."
Do you see him now, sitting
in the venerable arm-chair, his arms crossed over the top of his cane, his silver locks
floating off from his hollow temples, and a
tear, perchance, stealing down his furrowed
cheeks, as the noble strains ring out? Do
you hear that thin, quivering, faltering
Bound now bursting forth, now listened for
almost in vain? If you do not, we do; and
from such lips, hallowed by fourscore ye!l.rs
service in the Master's cause, "Old Hund·
red" sounds indeed a sacred melody.
You may fill your churches with choirs,
with Sabbath prima donnas, whose daring
notes emulate the steeple, and cost almost
IlS much, but give us the spirit-stirring
tones
of the Lutheran hymn, sung by young and
old together.
Martyrs have hallowed it; it
has gone up from the dying beds of the
saints. The old churches, where generation
after generation has worshiped, and where
many scores of the dear dead have been carried and laid before the altar where they
gave themselves to God, seem to breathe of
('Old Hundred" from vestibule to towertop-the very air is haunted with its spirit.
Think, for a moment,of the assembled com·
pany
who have
at different times,
and in different places, joined in the
familiar
tune?
Throng
upon throng
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--the stern, the timid, the gentle, the brave,
the beautiful, their rapt faces all beaming
with the inspiration of the heavenly sounds!
"Old Hundred I" king of the sacred band
of ancient airs, never shall our ears grow
weary of hearing, or our tongues of singing
thee! And when we get to heaven, who
knows but what the first triumphal strain
that welcomes us may be-Be thou,O (}od, exal ted high!"

-.WHAT IS A VALID IMMERSIONl
It sometimes, though rarely, becomes a
serious question with a person immersed under peculiar circumstances by one of our
own brethren, whether he should not be
re-immersed.
It very frequently happens,
that persons immersed by sectarian preachers apply for membership in our churches.
In both cases, the validity of the immersion
is a practical question to be settled by
preachers or congregations, and there is a
necessity for !Somewell defined standard by
which to decide it. Some developments
made in the course of a recent controversy
have admonished us that we need to make
this a subject of special inquiry.
I therefore open the question, with the hope that a
satisfactory conclusion may be reached.
The question, What is a valid immersion? implies that there may be immersions which are not valid. And this, again,
implies that something more than a mere
immersion is necessary to the religious ordinance which bears this name. The question, then, has reference to those antecedent" or adjuncts, which constitute the difference between the ol'dinance, and a mere
immersion in water.
There are certain things appointed in the
New Testament to precede, attend, and follow the immersion in water, each one of
which must be regarded as necessary to its
own special purpose. We have no right to
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divide the,e appointments into essentials
and non-essentials, seeing that God never
appoints anything {or nothing. Yet we
must be careful not to confound their purposes, so as to make one necessary tl) the
purpose of another.
The ordinance contemplates an agent and a
subject.
'{'here are some things appointed for the agent, and others for the subject.
The duties enjoined upon the immerser, we
cannot transfer to the person to be immersed,
nor vice versa. Whatever is commanded to
each, is essential to the discharge of his
duty in the premises, though it may not be
so that of the other. And so, when either
has performed all that is enjoined upon
him, all the essentials of the ordinance, as
it concerns him, are complied with, and its
design in reference to him is a(Jcomplished.
If these positious be correct, when the
party immersed has complied with all that
is required of him, his immersion is valid
so far as he is concerned. And in as much
as the benefit of the institution is intended
for him alone, we are bound to conclude
that he reaches it, whatever failure the immerser may have made in the discharge of
his duty. In this case, it is clear that the
immersion should not be repeated.
But on
the other hand, the duty enjoined upon the
immerser is designed for the benefit of the
immersed, and therefore, if the latter, for
any cause, fail of the benefit, there can be
no impropriety in a repetition of the ordinance, though the former may have done
his whole duty.
We have now but to properly classify the
various appointments pertaining to the institution, by referring each to the party for
whom it is intended, and we will be prepared for a practical application of our conelusions to all individual cases.
In one point, the act of immersion, the
duties of the two parties unite. The agent
is commanded to imrner.~e,and the subject
is commanded to be immersed. Neither
party. therefore, can be excused for neglect
of this action. But antecedent to this, the
subject is commanded to believe the gospel,
and t() repent. His immersion cannot be
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valid unless it is preccded by obedience to
both these commands. A failure, however,
to obey either or both of them, does not
necessarily invalidate the action of the im·
merser, or involve a failure in the discharge
of his duty.
It is also made the duty of the agent to
require a confession of faith in the Lord
Jesus, preparatory to the immersion. This
necessarily renders it the duty of the subject to make the confession when called upon.
But if the confession is not made bicause it
was not called for, the fault is in the agent
and not in the subject. Such an omission,
therefore, does not invalidate the obedience
of the subject. This conclusion is further
evident from the obvious design of the confession. Being a declaration to the immerser, who is restricted to the immersion
of believers, that the party does believe, it
is clearly designed for his satisfaction, and
that of others who may be interested witnesses, and not for the candidate.
If the
immerser proceed without this scriptural
method of ascertaining whether the candi.
date is or is not a believer, he commits a
fault; but clearly this fault cannot attach
to the believer, who stood ready to give any
assurance of his faith which might be required.
The penitent believer is commanded to be
immersed "in the name of the Lord Jesus
Christ."
His immersion is not valid, therefore, unless he is led to it by the authority
of the son of God. It must be an act of
obedience rendered to him, and not to any
other being.
Again, each candidate is to be im·
mersed "into the name of the Father,
and of the Son, and of thel Holy Spirit." But the duty indicated by these
words is enjoined upon the immerser,
not upon the candidate. When Jesus says,
"Disciple all nations, immersing them into
the name of the Father and of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit," he points out the duty
of the immerser, and designates, so far as
the candidate is concerned, only the effect of
his immersion. That effect is, a complete
subjection to the authority of the Fat ..er,
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the Son, and the Holy Spirit. If the immersion, so far as it affects the subject, is
valid, such is its effect in every case. If
these words of the Savior were intended also to give the apostles a formula by which
to immerse, a failure to pronounce that
formula would not prevent. tbis effeut of the
immersion. If the im llIer~ion of a proper
candidate brings bim into the name of the
Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. my failure to
declare tbat fact in the act of immersing,
certainly cannot prevent It from occurring.
Yet, my failure to do so would be a defect
in the discharge of my own duty.
As for the design of immer,ion, which
expression means merely the blessing prom.ise(l to those who are immersed, it involves
no duty either of the immerser or of the
immersed. It belongs to God and not to
man. Having promised it on certain conditi"n~, when the conditions are complied
with he will be as good as his word, and it
would be uost unreasonable to suppose
that he would withhold the blessing, simply because I do not know that I am entitled to it. A man, therefore, cannot forfeit
the blessing by mere ignorance of the
promise, unless a knowledge of the promise
is found to be a condition of its fulfillment,
which certainly will not be assumed by any
reader of the New Testament.
We must qualify this last remark by the
further observation, that while a knowledge
of the' design of the institution is not made
a eondition of the fulfillment of that design,
it is made the duty of the administrator to
inform the candidate of the blessing which
is promised him as a sequence of his immersion. A failure to discbarge this duty is a
sin on his part, but for his sin we cannot
suppose that the innocent candidate shall
suffer the forfeiture of the promised remission of sins. We conclude, tben, that the
sins of the immersed may be remitted, notwithstanding his ignorance of the fact.
A man in possession of any blessing, and
ignorant of the fact, necessarily fails of the
enjoyment which a knowledge of the fact
would afford him; as one to whem a fortune has been deeded, must remain unaffect-
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ed by it until the fact is made known to
him. In the present case, the ignorance of
the pardoned man prevents him from being
so happy as he should be, and to this extent
he suffers through the fault of the immerser;
but that he is really forgiven cannot admit
of a, doubt, and all that is necessary to complete his happiness, is to inform him of the
blessing which God has given him.
Weare now prepared to classify the appointments in question, as follows. It is
the duty of the agent to satisfy himself
that the candidate is a believer, by taking
his confession. He must then im.merse him
into the name of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit, teaching him that
the penitent believer, when immersed, will
receive the remission of sins. It is the duty of the subject to believe in Jesus Christ,
to repent of his sins, to make the confession when required, and to be immersed.
That we may have a practical application
of our conclusions, let us now suppose that
a Baptist presents himself for membership
with us, and we attempt to decide upon the
validity of hili immersion.
We find that
he was a believer, and a penitent, before he
was immersed. He did not make the confession, in express terms, but it was because
he was not required to do so, the preacher
having become satisfied of his faith through
other evidence. He believed that his sins
were pardoned before he was immersed, and
said so; but thIS was a mista7~e, not an
omission of any duty, unless it be the duty of
understanding the scripture.
But this duty
is not peculiarly connected with immersion,
and we have seen that its omission cannot
invalidate the immersion. Now, then, the
man had performed every duty appointed
for him in the scripture, and, as we have argued above, it is most unreasonable to suppose that his sins are stilI unforgiven. The
Baptist preacher who immersed him, did
wrong in not taking his confession, and in
deceiving him as to the time at which he
was pardoned.
He also induced him to
weep and pray at the mourning bench,
which was not required of him. But grievously as he may have failed of his duty in
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these particulars, his failure cannot attach
to the immersed who did his whole dUfy. 1
conclude, therefore, that the supposed Baptist brother is a pardoned man, though he is
mistaken as to the time of his pardon, and
should be instructed upon this point.
The case of a man immersed by a Pedo·
baptist preacher differs from this, only in
the fact that the immerser, in addition to
the faults committed by the Baptist preach·
er, has neglected to be immersed himself.
These faults, however, it is out of my power to amend. If I were to attempt it, by
re·immersing the candidate, I would be making him 1'epeat a duty which he had al·
ready fully performed, in order that I might
amend the faulty performance of the preacher. The case would be the same, if the
preacher should repent of his former faults,
and, having been himself immersed with an
understanding of the design, should attempt to amend his former immersion of
the supposed subject. The immersion being valid to the subject, may not be repeated.
We eoilClude, with all confidence, that
the brethren have been doing right, to receive into fellowship all, who, with faith and
rep"ntance, have been immersed, and have
since led a reputable Christian life. In doing so, however, they are not to be understood as endorsing the action of the preachers who immersed them, or admitting that
scriptural appointments which they omit·
ted, may be omitted with impunity.
We
simply place the responsibility of these
omissions upon the preachers who are really
the guilty party, relieving the subject who
has done his whole duty, from all censure.
W 0 are still under obligation to teach
preaohers the way of the Lord 'more perfeotly, and warn thelp of the'reckoning that
awaits them in eternity.
'Ve also conclude, from these premises,
that there is no inconsistency in admitting
tho right of such immersed persons to the
ordiuances of the Lord's house, though we
deny it to the unimmersed prea:Jhers who
immersed them.
J. W. McGARVEY.
June, 1862.

NOW I LAY ME IOWN TO SLEEP.
" Now I Jay me down to Eleep,
I pray the Lord my soul to keep;
If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord, my soul to take."

Who are you, man or woman, for whom
this prayer has not old, sweet associations;
who, hearing its words, hear not, too, the
"memory bells" ringing up from the golden
plains of your childhood, and feel not the
soft gales from the, morning land of your
life, sweeping over your soul?
You may be a man now, in the pride and
strength of your years; you may have carved out for yourself an honorable name and
destiny in this world--mayhap you are the
owner of broad lands and proud homes, and
your heart has grown hard in its battle
with the world.
But stop a moment, and listen to this lit·
tIe verse, so simple that the merest babe
who learns to lisp the words can eomprehend them, and so grand in its sublime significance and faith that the wisest shall
only have learned fully the true lessons of
life when the soul utters them as it did in
its infancy.
Let us see! how many years ago was it?
twenty, thirty; no matter, at the old sound
of "Now I lay me, " they have rolled back
their massive doors, and you go down
through them to the old red one.story
house, where your life first took its morning. You see the:little window on the right
side, close under the rafter; ah I you slept
a sounder slumber, and dreamed sweeter
dreams in that old garret than you ever did
in your lofty chambers, with the gilded
coiling and snowy draperies; and what matter if your bed was a starw one, and your
coverlat made of red and yellow "patches
of calico," you naver snuggled down so
contentedly on your spring mattresses and
under Marseilles counterpanes.
"Now I lay me," how softly sleep would
come and weigh down your eyelids, as yOIl
repeated the words after her; ah ! you may
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hear her very tones now staaling across
your heart though it is so many years since
death silenced them; you feel the soft
LITERARY CHARACTER OF THE
touch of hcr head on your pillow, and the
BIBLE.
tender lingering of her kiss upon your lips
-you break down here, proud man as you
God made the present earth as the home
are-this
memory of your mother is more of man; but had he mea~t it as a mere lodgthan you can bear. If she had only lived, ing, a world less beautiful would have servyou would not have been what you are now; ed the purpose. There was no need for tlie
but thanks be t') God, she left you somc- carpet of verdure or the ceiling of blue-no
thing holy and beyond all meaning; some· need for the mountains, and cataracts, and
thing that can not grow old and dim, not forests-no
need for the rainbow-no need
even in the "unspeakable
brightness" be- for the flowers. A big, round island, half
yound the shining gates; the memory of a of it arable, and half of it pasture, with a
loving, praying, Christian mother.
clump of trees in one corner, and magazine
Reader, it may be many years since you of fuel in another, might have held and fed
repeated this prayer, or, alas! it may be ten millions of people; and a hundred isthat in the din and and struggle of life, you lanas, all made on the same pattern, big and
may have forgotton to pray at all, and that round, might have held and fed the popunight after night, you have lain down on lation of the globe. But man is something
your pillow, ~e\'cr thinking of: the shining more than the animal which wants lodging
ranks of angels that God's mercy stationed and food. He has a spiritual nature full of
around, or thanking Him for the day, or keen perceptions and deep sympathies. He
for the night.
has an eye for the sublime and the beautiBut come back, we beseech you, to the ful, and his k.ind Creator has provided man's
old prayer of your childhood.
You can abode with afRuent materials for these nohave outgrown that---no
matter if yonr bIer tastes. He has built Mount Blanc, and
hair is frosted with the snow of life's De- molten the lakes in which its shadow sleeps.
cember, and if your years are three-score He has intoned Niagara's thunder, and has
and ten. Kneel down by your bedside, breathed the sephyr which sweeps its spray .
. and utterillg these words, see if something He has shagged the steep with its ced~rs,and
of the old peace and faith of your child- spraad the meadow with its king cups and daihood does not come back to you; if some-I sies. He has made it a world of fragrance
thing of its dew and blessing fall not upon and music-a world of brightness and symyour slumber.
I metry--a world where the grand and the
And remember that, sooner or later, you graceful, the awful and the lovely, rejoice
must "lie down to sleep,', when this prayer I together. In fashioning the home of man the
will be all your soul can take-all that willi Creator had an eye to something more than
avail of your rank, or wealth, or fame, convenience, and built not a barrack, but
whatsoever you most prize in this world, a palace-not a work house, but an Alhamwhi.ch is but the shadow of eternity.
Ah! bra; something which should not only be
we shall soon pass the
very comfortable, but very splendid and
"Greenthresholdof our eommongraves;"
very fair-something
which should inspire
but the little prayer, the first, it may be, the soul of its inhabitant, and even draw
that we took upon our childish lips, shall. forth thp- "very good" of complacent Deity.
follow us as w') sail out under the solemn
God also made the Bible as the guide and
arches of the "River of Death;" follow us oracle of man; but had he meant it as alesa sweet, faint, tender air, from the shores, son book of duty, a volume less various and
and when we shall cast anchor,
less attractive would have answered every
" The Lordour soul shalltake."
end.
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A few plain paragraphs,announcing God's
own character and his disposition towards
us sinners here on earth, mentioning the
provision which he has made for our future
happiness, and indicating the different duties which he would have us perform-a few
simple sentences wovld have sufficed to tell
what God is, and what he would have us do.
There was no need for the picturesque narrative and the majestic poem-no need for
the proverb,the story and the psalm. A chapter of theology, and another of morals-a
short account of the incarnation and the
great atonement and a few pages of rules
and directions for the Christian life, might
have contained the main truths of Scripture,
and have supplied us with a Bible of simplest meaning" and smallest size. And in
that case the Bible would have been consulted only by those rare and wistful spirits
to whom the great hereafter is a subject of
anxiety, who are really anxious to know
who God is, and how themselves may please
him. But in giving that Bible its Divine
Author had regard to the mind of man.
Re knew that man was more curiosity than
piety, more taste than sanctity; and that
more persons are anxious to hear some new,
or read some beauteous thing than to read
or hear about God and the great salvation.
He knew that few would ever ask, What
must I do to be saved, till they came in
contact with the Bible itself, and, therefore,
He made the Bible not only an instructive
book, but lln attractive one-not only true,
but enticing.
He filled it with marvelous
incident and engaging history-with
sunny
pictures from the old world scenery ,nad
affecting anecdotes from the patriarch times.
He replenished it with stately argument and
thrilling verse, and sprinkled it over with
sententious wisdom and proverbial pungency. He made it a book of lofty thoughts
and noble images-a book of heavenly doctrine, but withal of earthly adaptation.
In
preparing a guide to immortality Infinite
Wisdom gave not & dictionary nor a grammar, but a Bible-a
book which, in trying
to catch the heart of man, should captivate
his taste; and which, in transforming his af-
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should also expand his intellect.
The pearl is of great price; but even the casket is of exquisite beauty. The sword is of
etheral temper, and nothing cuts so keen
as its double edge; but there are jewels on
the hilt, and fine tracery on the scabbard.
The shekels are of the purest ore; but even
the scrip which contains them is of a texture
more curious than that the artists of earth
could fashion it. The apples are of gold,
but even the kasket is of silver.
And here we would only add one remark
wilich it is important to bear in memory.
The rhetorical and poetical bea~ties of Scripture are merely incidental.
Its authors
wrote, not for glory nor display-not
to astonish or amaze their brethren, but to instruct them and make them better. They
wrote for God's glory, not their own; they
wrote for the world's advantage, not to aggrandize themselves.
Demosthenes composed his most splendid oration in order to
win the crown of eloquence; anr! the most
elaborate effort of'ancient oratory.:..-the panegyric to which Isocrates devoted fifteen
years-was just an essay written for a prize.
How different the circumstances in which
the speech on Mars hill was spoken, and the
farewell sermon in the upper chamber at
Troas. Herodotus and Thucydides composed their histories with a view to popular
applause; and Pin dar's fiery pulse beat fastter in prospect of tbegreat Olympic gathering and tIle praises of assembled Greece.
How opposite the circumstances in which
the seer of Horeb penned his faithful story,
and Isaiah and Jeremiah poured forth their
fearless denunciations of popular sins. The
most superb of modern historians confesses
the flutter which he felt when the last line
of his task was written, and he thought that
perhaps his fame was established.
A more
important history concludes: "These things
are written that ye might believe that Jeis the Christ, the Son of God; and that believing ye might have life through his
name."
Remembering, tIlen, that the Bible contains no ornamental passages, nothing for
mere display-that
its steadfast purpose is,
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"Glory to God in the highest," and the
truest blessedness of man-I
repeat, that
that Bible abounds in passages of the purest
beauty and stateliest grandeur, all the
THE CONTRAST,
grander and all the more beautiful because Between the Spirit of the Friends and Enethey are casual and unsought. The fire that
mies of Uhrist, as Illustrated in the H,stoflashes from the iron hoof of the Tartar steed
ry of St~ph(m, the first Christian Martyr.
as he scours the midnight path is grander
A practtcal, matter-oj-fact Argument in
Javor oj CMistianity.
than the artificial firework;for it is the casual
effect, of speed and power. The clang of
NO. 1.
ocean as he booms his billows on the rock,
According t6 prophecy and the apostolic
and the echoing caves give chorus, is more commission, the gospel was first preached,
soul-filling and sublime than all the music after the death of Christ, at Jerusalem.
of the orchestra; for it is the music of that Jerusalem was the place of beginning j'
main so mighty that there is grandeur in all Pentecost, the time. Christ died at the
it does, in its sleep a melody,and in its march Passover, a feast of the Jews, which was
a stately psalm. And in the bow which celebrated in the spring of the year. The
paints the melting cloud there is a beauty feast of Pentecost was kept fifty days therewhich the stained glass or gorgeous drapery after, at wheat harvest. On that memorable
emulates in vain; for it is the glory which day the Holy Spiritdepcended, and the aposgilds beneficence, the, brightness which tIes were endued with power from on high, to
bespeaks a double boon, the flush which go into all the world and preach the gospel
cannot but come forth when both the sun to every creature.
The first sermon preachand shower are there. The sty Ie of Scrip- ed by Peter, under the new commission, reture has all this glory. It has the graceful- snlted in the conversion of three thousand
ness of a high utility; it has the majesty of Jews. Then and there the kingdom of
intrinstic power; it has the charm of its own Christ was established-the
reign of heaven
sanctity; it never labors, never strives, but commenced-the
church of Christ was
instinct with great realities, and bent founded. This church was made up of
on blessed ends, has all the transluccnt Jews, foreign and native. The Jews of
beauty and unstudied power which you Palestine were called Hebrews, bccause
might expect from its lofty object and all. they spoke what was called the Hebrew lanwise Author.-Extract
Ji'om a lecture by gu~ge; the foreign Jews were called HelJames Hamilton, London.
lelllsts or Greeks, because they spoke the
Greek language.
Thc truth had made mighty triumphs and
multitudcs both of native and foreign Jews
'had been brought into the church. In the
•••••
6th chapter of Acts, it is said, "And in
those days, when the number of the disciples was multiplied, there arose a murmuring among the Grecians or Hellenists,
PLEAsuRE.-Thcre is not a little general- against the Hebrews, because their widows
ship and stratagem required in the manag- were neglected in the daily ministration."
ing murs!:)alling of our pleasures, so that In the equal distribution of the common
each shall not mutually encroach to the de- stock into which they l:ad voluntarily
struction ofal!. For pleasures are very vo- thrown their property for the common good,
l'acious, too apt to worry one another, and as a mere temporary expedient suggested
each, likc Aaron's serpent, is prone to swal- by Christian benevolence and the character
low up the rest.
of the times, but certainly founded upon no
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divine injunction.
To secure a proper eluded to meet him in the field of honorable
distribution of the common provision for discussion. But here they were foiled; ute
the benefit of all, the apostles called the terly defeated. "And they were not able to
disciples together, and directed them to sc- resist tIle wisdom and spirit by which he
lect seven men "of honest report and full spake."
What then, ought they to have
of the Holy Spirit and wisdom," whom done? Oertainly they should haveacknowl.
they might appoint to attend to this busi- ed their defeat, and like honest men, have
ness. "The saying pleased tJ:.ewhole mul- carefully examined the arguments of Ste.
titude; and they chose Stephen, a man full ph en, and received the truth in the love of
of faith and the Holy Spirit," and six oth- it, that they might have been saved. But,
ers, "whom they set before the apostles." no I They had no ear to hear the truth;
And the apostles prayed for them and laid no heart to love it. "They loved darkness
their hands on them, and thus set them rather than light, because their deeds were
apart to the work to which they were called. evil." They had a party to support; an
This is our introduction, in the sacred his- end to gain; and right or wrong, it must be
tory, to Stephen.
But we shall soon hear gained.
more of him. In the 8th verse of this 6th
They have tried fair means, and have
chapter of Acts, we learn that "Stephen, been utterly confounded and overwhelmed
full of faith and power, did great wonders by the wisdom and spirit of Stephen.
and miracles among the people." In imme- What is to be done I Men who have a bad
diate connection with this it is written: cause to sustain, and who are determined to
"And the word of God increased, and the sustain it, themore clearly you show them the
number of the disciples was multiplied in absurdity of their position, the more bitterly
Jerusalem greatly, and a great company of they will hate and persecute you. It was so in
the priests were obedient to the faith." this case. Stephen was their enemy because he
This was too much to be endured by the told them the truth; truth which they hated
enemies of the cross. It was mortifying and were determined to reject. And to get
enough to see the common people, "the clear of the offensive truth, Stephen who
vulgar herd," even such as they said "knew spoke it must be put down; put down too,
not the law, and were accursed"-coming
by means the most vile and wicked,
to Christ, and renouncing Judaism.
But
"Then they suborned men, who said, we
to hear of multitudes of the Priests, the have heard him speak blasphemous words
leaders of the people, forsaking their cause, against Moses, and against God." What
and embracing Christianity;
this was more blasphemy was this against this man of God
than they could bear. And as Stephen was and the God whom he adored! What!
very prominent in this work of turning Stephen, that man of God, full of faith and
away the people and the priests from the the Holy Spirit, speak blasphemous words
religicn of their fathers, he was fiercely as- against 1\1oses, the great law-giver and
sailed. "Then there arose certain of the prophet of Israel, and the meekest and best
synagogue, which is called the synagogue of men? Never; certainly never! A baser
of the Libertines, and Oyrenians, and Alex- slander was never uttered. But base lind.
andrians, and of them of Cilicia and of wicked as is this charge, even this is not the
Asia, disputing with Stephen." These per- worst. They say he speaks blasphemous
sons spoken of here, who disputed with words against God! 0, horrible I What!
Stephen, were foreign Jews, who had come this son of Abraham, this believer in the.
up to Jerusalem to worship, and were so- divine legation of Moses; this Ohristian.,
journing in Jerusalem.
They seem to have evangelist; full of faith in God, and in thehad a synagogue of their own, in which Sa.vior whom he sent; this man who "did
they met to worship. Uonfident of their great wonders and miracles among the peoability to overwhelm Stephen, they con- pIe j" who so successfully preached Christ>:.
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and him crucified, turning many from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan
to the living God! This man blaspheme
the name of God!! And yet these wicked
men, because they cduld not meet Stephen
in argu:nent--could not resist the wisdom
by which he spoke, gave men money to make
these false and wicked charges against ·him,
and to swear to them!! These enemies of
Stephen and the truth, who were foiled by
him in argument, were not disposed to make
these reckless charges against him themselves, but they could give their money to
induce others to swear to these lies, which
they put into their mouths, and thus perjure themselves?
They were therefore,
doubly guilty-guilty
in originating the
lies, and guilty in giving men money to
swear to them. There was method in their
meanness. They wanted Stephen put out
of the way, and they used means adapted to
that end. They knew the devotion of the
Jews to Moses, and to the Temple, and to
their law, and the God of Israel who gave
it. Hence the character of the charges they
prove, by their false witnesses, carefully
blending truth with falsehood, yet in such a
manner as to make a false impression, and
thus designedly mislead. Their can be no
lying without an intention to deceive-to
mislead, to carry a point. However much
truth, therefore, may be mixed up with
falsehood, if the whole is so stated as to
make a false impression, and is so designed,
that is lying. Let us look at these charges
in their various phases. 'rhe witnesses subOrDed at first say, "We have heard him
speak blasphemous words against Moses and
against God." 1'hat was sufficient to excite
the mob. "And they stirred up the people,"
by these false charges, "and the elders
came upon Stephen, and the scribes, and
caught him and brought h:m to the council,
and set up false witnesses, who said this
man ceaseth not to speak blasphemous
words agaiBst this holy place and the law:
for we have heard him say, that this Jesus
of Nazareth shall destroy this place, and
shall change the customs which Moses delivered us." Here was some truth, but t~uth
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introduced to prove falsehood. It was true
that Stephen and all the teachers of Christianity taught, that Christ would change
the customs which Moses delivered to the
Jews-that
the Temple would be destroyed.
But this was not speaking blasphemous
words against God, or Moses, the Law or
the Temple. Certainly not.
Before we note the defense of Stephen
before the council, and the final catastrophe,
let us contemplate the scene before us.
Stephen has been taken by a mob, and
brought before a Jewish council little better
than a mob, as the sequel discloses. What
a scene for a painter!
The high priest as
the president of the council, in his priestly
robes takes his throne, in the exterior semicircle, in the Temple with his deputies on
the right and left, and the grave elders or
senators of Israel ranged in order on each
hand. With compressed lips and stern,
lowering countenances, which ill disguise
their prejudices and bitter hate, they scowl
upon their helpless victim. In the interior
semi-circle of the Temple, appointed fer
spectators and witnesses, toe gaping, ex~
cited mob, with the accusers of Stephen,
and the perjured witnesses, assemble. The
accusers, or prosecutors of this holy man
look on with countenances which indicate
a deep interest in the result of the trial
about to come off, while through the windows of the souls of the perjured rascals,
who testify against Stephen, their meanness
is manifest. But look at Stepnen!
What
a contrast between the appearance of the
accused and his judges and prosecutors!
While they look daggers, and vengeance
and death-are full almost to bursting with
ragt', Stephen is calm as a summer's evening, and happy in the consciousness of the
divine favor-in
the assurance that all
things work for good to them that love God.
Happy in the enjoyment of a conscience
void of offense towards God and men-in
the assurance that he is falsely accusedthat as a Christian evangelist he has labored to serve and },onor God, and do good to
his fellows-to save them. Hence, though
he has nothing to expect from his judges
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and accusers but violence and death, he has
everything to expect from the divine favor;
and therefore, he is calm and happy .• ,And
all that sat in the council, looki,lg stcadfastly upon him, saw his face as it had been
the face of an angel."
JOHN ROGERS.

-.A PLEA FOR

THE
NUlI1BER

REFORMATION.
XI.

FAITH-NO. n.
In a previous article, on faith, an effort
was made t1)develope what a man must believe to be a Christian, or what the faith is
-tho "one faith."
As justification is by
faith, and no man can be justified, please
God or come to him without faith, too much
pains cannot well be taken to determine
what faith is, or what a man must believe to
be saved. There is one faith that is divine,
the faith by which men are justified, or
saved from their sins, and but one. All
others are deceptions) delusions and impositions, and should be repudiated as soon as
possible by all good men. Everything in
Christ dep"nds on the faith. The question
then, what is the faith? is to be farther
considered in the present paper.
1. In Paul's address, in the Athenian
court, alluding to the ignorance 100fore the
gospel, he says, "In the times of this ignorance God winked at," or did not hold men
strictly accountable, "but now"-since
the
light of the gospel has come- "he com·
mands all man everywhere to repent."
A
command like this, for "all men everywhere," mnst have some foundation, or it
must be backed up by authority.
It must
have a reason. The apostle, therefore, assigns the followlDg reason: "Because he
has appointed a day on which he will judge
the world in righteousness by that man
whom he has ordained."
This is a good
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reason why all men everywhere should
repent, if Christ is tbe Son of God. for if
he is t.he Son of God, he will judge the
world? '\That assurance has God give
that,Christ is the Son of God, or that he
will judge the world?
Paul answers:
"Whereof he bas given assurance to all
men in that he bas raised hIm from the
dead." The logic of the apostle stands
thus: God has raised Christ from the dead.
This is an assurance to all me~ that he is divine, or the Son of God, and consequently that
bewilljurlge the world in ri:shteousness. Thill
is the reason why God commands all men
everywhere to repent. This makes the
faith, that Jesus the Christ the Son of God,
the foundation, or the basis on which every
thing rests. The man who received this received everything else in it. The man who
rejected this, rejected everything else in it.
II. It would be well for us to inquire of
Paul what men must confess, in coming to
God. He says, "If thou shalt confess with
thy mouth the Lord Jesus alid believe in
thy heart that God has raised him from the
dead, thou shalt be saved; for wil h tho
hear. man believeth unto righteousness, and
with the mouth confession is made unto
salvation." This confession embraces everything. It embraces Old Testament and
New, the proptets and the apostles. It. is,
therefore, emphatically, the confession of
faith, embracing what every man must believe.
III.
It may be that an example would
be more satisfactory.
Let the reader then,
imagine himself back to the time of the
apostles, and to be standing at a convenient
point and see the Ethiope~n with the evangelist Philip sitting by his side in the chariot,
as he comes to "a certain water." The
officer says, "Sec here is water, what
doth hinder me to be imm()rsed?" "The
preacher replies, "If you believe with all
your heart, you may." The officer proceed8
to tell him what he believes, in the following words: "I believe that Jesus is the
Christ the Son of God." The belief that
Jesus is the Christ the Son of God, was the
faith on which this man was received, and
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is now the faith on which the Lord is will- byterinn preacher say, "He who believe.
ft
shall be damned r
ing to receive cvery accountable human be- not Presbyterianism
ing in this world. What apology can any He does not, neither does he so think.
man make for requiring any person to be- Why not? Because he knows that Presbylieve more than this? Less than this, all terianism is not the gospel. While he admit~
that he who believes not the gospel will be
admit will not save any man.
IV. What is it that constitutes any man damned, he does not for one moment allow
a sceptic? It iii not that he does not be- himself to think that he who believes not
will be damned. Why
lieve Calvinillm, for Arminians do not be- Presbyterianism
not?
Because
it
is
not the gospel.
lieve this, and nobody styles them sceptics.
What
then,
we
demand,
is it that constiNobody believes Calvinism but Oalvinists
tutes
a
man
an
infidel,
or
sceptic'!
It is not
themselves.
It is not that he does not bethat
he
does
not
believe
Calvinism,
Arminlieve Arminianism, for Calvinists do not beianism,
Unitarianism
or
Trinitarianism,
Uniliev(this, and no one styles them sceptics.
It is not that he
Nobody believes Arminianism but Armin- versalism or Shakerism.
ians themselves. What ill it that consti· does not believe the Augsburg, Westminster
tutell a man a sceptic?
It is not that he or Philadelphia Confession. It is not that
does not believe the Presbyterian Confession he does not believe Presbyterianism, Methof Faith, for Methodis!s, Baptists, and odism, Baptistism, Episcopalianism, for none
Episcopalians do not believe this, and no of these are the gospel, and the Lord never
one styles them infidels. Nobody believes required any man to believe anyone of
the Confessian of Faith but Presbyterians. these, or threatened to condemn any man
It is ~ot the Methodist Discipline, for Pres- for not believing anyone of them. What
byterians, Baptists and Episcopalians do then, is it that constitutes a man a sceptic!
not believe the Discipline. Nobody believe3 It is to "efulJe to believe th, gospel. The
the Discipline but Methodists.
When the man who believes the gospel and is immersed,
Lord says, "but he that believeth not shall the Lord says shall be saved, and the man
be damned j" he does not mean, "he that who believes not the gospel shall be damned.
V. What then, is the gospel? Paul
beheveth not the Methodist Discipline shall
be damned."
Methodists themselves do says, "I declare to you the gospel." What
not believe this. He does 'not mean, "he is the gospel? He answers, "that Christ
that believeth not the Presbyterian Confes- died for our sins accordin~ to the scriptures,
sion of Faith shall be damned." If he that he was buried, and that he rose again
does, then all but Presbyterians will be the third day according to the scripturcs."
damned, for none but them believe the Con- How do you make this equivalent to the
fession of Faith. What then, docll he mean? statemen L, that Jesus is the Christ the Son
He mcans, that "he who believes not the of the living God? It is equivalent only
gospel shall be damned. This we all be- in this way. If it be true that Christ died
lieve. "Go," says he, "into all the world for our sins according to the scriptures, that
and preach the gospel to every creature. He he was buried and that he rose again the
who believes and is immersed shall be saved, third day according to the scriptures, he is
but he who believes not shall be damned." the Christ the Son of the living God. The
What were the apostles commanded to one proposition involves the other; or the
preach? They were commanded to preach former statement can not be true, and the
the gospel. What were the hearers to be· latter not be true. The proposition then,
lieve in order to be saved? That which that Christ rose from the dead, or that J ewas preached-the
gospel. He who believes sus il'lthe Christ the So~ of God, is what a
To renot shall be damned. Believes not what? man must believe to be a Christian.
fuse
to
believe
this
proposition,
is
to
be a
Believes not that which was preached
sceptic.
Thill
is
the
foundation
of
the
kingevidently-the
gospel.
Does any Pres-
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dom, of the new institution, of our hope, of ed Jesus," "preached Christ." When all
all piety and all obedience. When sceptics is collected together and summed up, tho
would strike down Christianity, they must preaching was to convince men that Jesus
strike out this rock from under it. This is is the Christ the Son of the living God;
what the entire superstructure rests upon. and when we sum up and put together all
VI. Here a grand item is claimed for the expressions in reference to what they
the Reformation-that
it has developed the believed and confessed, the amount of it
faith-the common-ground faith--which all was, that Jesus is the Christ the Son of the
admit a man must have or be lost--and at living God. This was what they believed,
the same time rid it of the theories, specu- were persecuted for, and what thousands of
lations and philosophies of men, so that them died for. This is the faith, and in
honest and sincere persons can receive the view of it, the Lord said, "I am the way,
true faith, in aU its fullness, enjoy it and be the truth and the life; no man cometh to
saved by it, and not be compelled to receive the Father but by me." And, again, "I, if
with it any of the traditions of men. Here I be lifted up, will draw all men to me."
is an important issue the Reformation has
VIII. Some years ago the Trinitarians
from tho beginning made with its opponents. was fearful that we would not sufficiently
It has maintained from the start, that a man honor the Savior; but how much do they
may believe that Jesus is the Christ the Son honor him, when they deny that to believe
of the living God, be justified by the belief on him with all the heart is a sufficient faith
that Jesus is the Christ and obedience to to justify the sinner? The scripture says,
him, without receiving anything in addi- he was before all things, and by him all
tion, in the form of Calvinism, Armenian- things consist--that the Father has comism, Trinitarianism or Unitarianism-that
mitted all things into his hands-that
all
upon the belief that Jesus is the Christ the authority in heaven and on earth is given
Son of God-with all the heart-a man may to him-that he is the express image of the
come to the Lord, in his own appointed acts invisible God and the brightness of the
of obedience and be accepted of him. This Father's glory-that in him dwells all the
their opponents have contested at every ad- fullness of the Godhead bodily-that
he
vance at the point of the sword. They have who sees him sees the Father; and now
maintained that this is not sufficient--that a these same Trinitarians deny that to believe
man must have something more than the with all the heart that he is the Christ the
belief with all the heart that Jesus is the Son of God-that to believe on him in
Christ the Son of God.
whom all fullness dwells, with all 'the
VII. We are certain that we are right heart, is not sufficient faith: Who is it
in this, for we have followed the inductive now that honors our glorious Lord J esul1
plan of investigation.
We have followed I the Christ; those who look to him as the
the apostles and evangelists through aJl grand center of attraction, the foundation '
their labors, as found in the sacred record, of the faith, the soul of the Bible j the livand observed what they preached, what ing and gloriQus embodiment and personifithey required men to believe and what they cation of all that is divine-the hope of all
did believe, in every case, and Pl:t it all to- nations, and kindreds, and tongues, and
gether. We have found the preachers avow- tribes, and peoples of the whole earth, and
ing, that they determined to know nothing believe on him to the salvation of their
but Ch£ist and him erueified-to
glory in souls and are determined to obey him; or
nothing but the cross of Christ--declaring those who maintain; that to believe on him
that the preaching of the cross is the wis- with all the heart, is not a sufficient faith-dom of God and the power of God. We that you must believe something more?
find the historian telling what the first min- Who honor him most, those who rally
stersofChrist preached-that they "preach- around him, as their head and leader, devote
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right, we are willing that they shall think
we are wrong.
III. "Ve are compelled to examine the
speculations and metaphysics ofthe timcs, if
not absolutely to refute them, to show their
inutility, impracticable nature, and injurious tendency in religion. 'rhe popular
pulpit is filled with this kind of pteaching.
and while the people do not understand it,
and can not, they think there is something
deep and profo\lnd in it, from the very circumstance that they can not understand it.
There are thousands of men who would
rather have something mystical, speculative, and metaphysical, which they can Dot
understand, concerning which they can do
nothing, or which they can turn to no practical account, than something clear and intelligible.
IV. We take this as a good opportunity
to clear up and explain some matters that
could not otherwise be turned to so.good an
account.
"THE RELATION
OF REPENTANCE
Having thus bll'iefly stat~d four reasons.
AND FAITH."
for giving publicity to this pamphlet, the
We have lying befo,e us a pamphlet of next thing is to state objections to it.
sixty-four pages, entitled ".ilfetanoia et Pis·
1. The first objection here made to the
tis, or Essays on the Relations of Repent- pamphlet, as a whole, is, that it is not intelance and Faith, By H. St. John V <tnDuke." ligible to tile masses of the people. Nine
We promised a few days since to give this out of every ten who will read it, will be impamphlet a careful perusal and lay before pressed with nothing so much as' the fact,
our readers the result of our examinations. that they can not undarstand it. Their con'Ve have now progressed far enough to come stant inquiry will be, what does he mean?
to the conclusion to lay the entire contents or what is he aiming at? Repentance is
of the pamphlet before the readers of th~ Dot intended merely for a few, but for "all
Weekly Review. "Vc do this for the follow- men everywhere," and must be intelligible
ing reasons:
to all; and any thing about it that can not
1. We desire to maintain a tolerably wide be appreciated, by the masses, to say the
and free range of investigation, and risk least of it, can not be profitable to them.
the popular mind in coming to the right "All men every where" are commanded to
conclusion.
. repent, because God "has appointed a day
II. Bro. Van Dake has thought himself in the which he will judge the world in
treated badly for many years past, that he righteousness by that man whom he has 01'has not had a full and fair hearing on this dained."
Nothing in reference to repentsubject. We desire to give him the full ance, or any other subject, intended for the
benefit of a hearing, and if he can convince people at large, can be of any value to them.
any body that he is right, let him do it. that they can not understand.
That they
We have all confidence in letting the peo- can not understand his .essays, they will
ple hear and judge for themselves, and if generally admit, when they read them.
we cannot convince the people that we are Whether his theory be true or false, one

themselves to him, will receive what he
teaches from first to last and no more;
make him the great center of attraction, union and fraternity; or those who
make not him the center at all, but confederate around a new center of attraction--a mere peculiarity in church gave
ernment--as the Presbyterial form, the congregational form, or the Episcopal form of
ch1lrch government?
These latter are entirely outside of the orbit, so to speak, aud
have formed an orbit of their own, a new
center of attraction, around which they
are reYolving, not a divine but a human
center.
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thing is certain, and that is, that it can do
no man any good who cannot understand it.
Whether we are right or wrong, we have
one comfort, viz: that the people can understand us. They can tell what we mean, or
what we are aiming at.
II. The second objection here made to
the theory advocated in these essays, is that
it is of no pra<:tical value if true. Preaching that repentance precedes faith, or that
the sinner repents before he believes, in
turning to the Lord, can have no tendency
to lead any man to repentance either before
or after faith. Theorizing on the question,
which takes place first, repentance or faith,
or which a man does first, in turning to the
Lord, believe or repent, no matter whether
the theory advocated be true or false, never
did and never can lead one sinner to repent·
ance. A man can not have the two laid before him and be induced to repent by the
conviction that faith comes before repentance or after. There is no inducement in
such a considefation to lead any man to repent. Theorizing about which comes first,
faith or repentance, has nothing in it to lead
any man either to believe or repent. Suppose a man were convinced that repentance takes place before faith, what is
there in that to lead any man to rflpent?
The reason Paul placed before men to
lead them to repent, and the reason why
God commanded all men every where to repent, is that God has appointed a day in the
which he will judge the world in righteousness by that man whom he has ordained,
and not that repentance is before faith, or
after faith. Peter commanded men to
repent and be immersed for the remission
of sins, and not because repentance is before or after faith. Jesns says, "Except
you repent you shall all likewise perish."
Men repent that they may not perish, and
not because repentance is before faith or
after.
III. It is objectod in the third place, that
the essays are of no use, as theorizing on
the question which comes first, cannot invert
the order. If one stands in the relation of
cause to the other as the effect, no theoriz-
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ing can invert them, and cause them to oc·
cur in a different order. If it be true that
the chopping causes the tree to fall, no theorizing can invert the order, cause the tree
to fall first and the chopping to follow. It
it be true, that faith, in fact, precedes repentance, and causes men to repent, no theorizing can invert the order, and cause repentance, in one instance, to precede faith
and lead men to repent before they believe.
If' faith is that which causes men to repent,
in fact, as we believe it is, then no theorizing can invert the order, placing the repentance, in fact, before the faith, and make it
the cause and faith the effect. If the Lord
has ordained repentance as the means to
lead men to believe, or the cause to induce
them to believe, then the repentan~e must
as certainly go before faith as the cause
must go before the effect. In turning men
to the Lord, then, there is no danger of doing the work wrong, or there is no danger
of inverting the order of faith and repentance and doing the wrong thing fint. If
faith is the cause of repentan~e, and repentance a result of faith, repentance can not
exist before faith. If, on the other hand,
faith is a result of repentance, faith can not
exist before repentance. A result or effect
cannot exist before the cause, or without
the cause. If we can find repentance where
there was no faith, men may repent before
they believe. If, on the other hand, we can
find faith where there was no repentance,
men may believe before they repent.
Men may get the order wrong in thoir confused minds, and preach that the effect is
before the cause, but in reality, the cause
must go before the effect, whether preacbed .
right or wrong. They never can induce
the two acts, of believing and repenting, to
occur in the wrong order, or the wrong one
to occur first. Some things cannot be done
wrong, no matter how wrong men may have
them in their minds, or how wrong they
may theorize in reference to them. The
cause must always go before the effect. If
a man should not only preach that what iA
known to be really the effect, goes before
the cause, but that it is in reality the cause
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itself, as we think Bro. Van Dake has done,
II. A kind of indignant thrust is made
in making repentance the cause and faith in the very first paragraph, at "Reformers
the effect, he never could induce, by such who suppose themselves reformed from orpreaching, an effect to occur before the thodoxy," that illy comports with the calm
cause. No matter whether the cause is a and deliberate investigation necessary to
long or a short time, before the effect, it is the ascertainment of truth.
The brotherunequivocally before the effect. The swal- hood are as willing a people as can befound
lowing of the poison is certainly before the in this world to hear argument, or to be
death eaused by it. The unbelief of a convinced by Scripture, or argument; but
man is unequivocally before the injury they are not to be convinced by any un.
caused by it. The belief of a man is une- pleasant flings at "Reformers," the "ancient
quivocally before the good caused by it, or order of things, &c.
resulting from it.
III. Bro. V. starts out with the followIV. It is objected, that the theory advo· ing: "A complete restoration of the ancated in these essays is not only useless if cient order of things," demands a return to
true, but really not true. We find where the "form of sound words."
This he folthe holy historian says, of certain persors, lows with the words, from the Savior, "Rethat they "believed on him." In the same pent and believe the gospel," and to the
connection, we are informed that "they did language of Paul, to both Jews and Greeks,
not confess him for fear of the Jews," and where he testified "repentance toward:God
it is added of them, that "they loved t.he and faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ."
pmise of men more than the praise of God." Has any man, called a reformer, changed,
These certainly did not repent, yet, it is or proposed a change in the order of the
said, they "belicved on him." This belief words as they occur in these expressions?
on him was certainly before repentance, for Certainly not, so far as we know. Weare
there is clear evidence that they did not re- perfectly satisfied with the f01'm of the words
pent. It is not only faith before repentance, as they here tand, and have no need of
but faith without any repentance at all, any return to the form of sound words, for
either before or after faith. Can anyone
we have never departed from it. We take
produce a case of repentance where there these expressions, as they stand, at their
was no faith? Let the believers in repent- full value, and then find as proofin them that
ance before, try it. 'Ve have produced a case repentance comes before faith. The order in
of faith where there was no repentance at all, which words occur is not invariably the oreither before or after faith. This is une- der in which the events take place, and,
quivocally faith before repentance.
therefore, the mere circumstance that "conWe shall now proceed to the review of fess with the mouth," in Paul's language,
the essays, contained in the pamphlet be- occurs before "believe in the heart," does
fore us.
not prove that the confessing with the
1. The charge of "special ignorance," in mouth actually takes place before the bethe first paragraph, to say the least of it, is lieving in the heart. The fact, if it be a
in bad taste, on the part of one who would fact, that repentance really occurs, before
correct so many whom he considered in er- believing, must be proved by some other
ror. Such charges have never been receiv- evidence than the mere circumstance, that
ed as convincing argument, and sometimes in a few expressions it stands first. The
account for a man'sfailure to be heard when. circumstance that, in the expression, "he
otherwise he might receive respectful con- will have all men to be saved and come to
sideration.
We shall leave it for the read- the knowledge of the truth,"
salvation
ar to decide where "special ignorance" is comes before the knowledge of the truth,
exhibted, after we shall have given the sub- does not by any means prove that a man is
ject a pretty full examination.
saved first, and that he then comes to the
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knowledge of the truth. In argument, the
thing to be proved is not to be inferred or
assumed, but should be proved.
IV. Did the apostles, or first preachers,
so far as reported to us in Scripture, ever
cemmand anyone to repent first and then
believe! They certainly did not. If any
person says, they did, let him produce the
instance.
On the other hand, when
three thousand persons heard an apostle,
were pierced in their hearts, by the trutb
uttered, they inquired, "Men and brethren,
what shall we do?" These persons believed
what they heard, or believed the gospel, as
preached by Peter, or they would not have
been pierced in their hearts, or inquired
what they should do. Yet they had not
repented, for the apostle commanded them
to repent. Here we find, from the lips of
the apostle, addressed to persons who be·
lieved, a command to repent, which shows
that the believing was before the repenting.
When Paul addressed the Philipian jailor,
who had neither believed or repented, he
commanded him to believe on the J~ord
Jesus Christ."
Had repentance been first
in order he could not have failed to have
commanded him to repent. This shows,
that so far as apostolic commandments are
concerned, the evidence is that faith precedes repentance.
V. Can a case be found under apostolic
practice, where it is clear that repentance
existed before faith? Such a case can not
be found. Let him who thinks different
produce one. On Pentecost, faith did exist
before repentance, and when pierced in the
heart by the truth believed, and thus induced to inquire what they should do, they
were commanded to repent. The facts in
the case, show that the faith existed before
the repentance.
This is a standing refutation of the repentance before faith doctrine.
VI. Bro. V. has learned to affirm backwards. He says, that
e affirm, 1st. That
Christian faith does not precede evangelic
repentance."
Why does he affirm a negative? Is it easier to reason backwards than
forwards? Why does he not walk up to
the work, and say, "We affirm that Christ-
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ian repentance precedes evangelic faith, in
point of time?" "Why the prefix, "Christian," to the word, "faith?"
Why the prefix, "evangelic," to the word, "repentance?"
Why these qualifying termB? Let us understand each other. Weare speaking of
the faith and repentance, then, required in
turning to God, or required in order to jus.
tification. Why then, does he not affirm
that the repentance required, in order to
justification, is, in point of time, before the
faith required in order to justification? He
would then have clear work in proving a
clear proposition, and one too, which we
think no one ever did, or ever can prove.
But his "Ohristian faith," and "evangelic
repentance," puts one on the look out, for
fear there is a dodge in the matter.
VII. Bro. Van Dake says, "In point of
time, faith begins when we repent, and
neither before nor after. The beginning of
an effect is coeval with its cause. "That
is a pretty fair start for a compromise, after
starting with such a flourish of trumpets
about "sound speech," and the erring reformers 1 "In point of time, faith is neith.
er bpjore nor ajter repentance! Still, he has
the cart before the horse. He will have it
that repentance is the cause and faith the,
effect, but the cause and the effect are cee·
vall That is a new idea. No matter how
little difference there' may be, in point of
time, the cause goes before and the effect
follows most unequivocally.
In order to
give repentance, the precedence, he says a
man must repent of the sin of unbeliel before he can believe. This is literally a mistake in metaphysics.
A man must believe
there is such a sin as unbelief before he can
repent of it. He cannot believe this, till he
believes the gospel or believes on Ohrist.
He must be conviced of sin, before he can
resolve to abandon it. It is faith to be convinced of sin, for nothing but faith in Christ
can convince men of sin.
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LIVE AND LET LIVE.
I have frequently thought that it would
be profitable to call the attention of the
brethren to certain lessons taught by Paul
in the 12th chapter of Romans and the' 12
of 1st Oorinthians.
Selfishness, one of the
chief sins of our frail nature, often obtrudes
itself, like Satan among the sons of God, into the very midst of our religious services.
Paul discovered its brazen front even among
the bretbren in Rome and Corinth who
were possessed of spritual gifts. It was
causing some to think more highly of themselves than they ought to think, and some
to think much less of others than they deserved. Some that had the gift of teaching
were not content to exercise it, but constantly aimed at exhortation; some that
could prophesy were much discontented because they could not work miracles; and
some that could speak in tongues, because
they had not the gift of interpretation of
tongues. Sometimes the eye would say to
the hand, I have no need of you; and sometimes the foot, through the same inordinate
'self-consequence would say, Because I am
not the hand I am no part of the body,
The lapse of ages has not witnessed the
death of this feeling, nor its banishment
from the place it had usurped among holy
things. We see some manifestations of it
at the present day, and I trust that if I take
the liberty to point out some of them, I
will not be considered too censorious, especially as I have the example of Paul to
sustain me.
When this Reformation was in its infancy,
It was glory enough for a speaker or writer
to be able to teach the most elementary things
of the gospel effectively. But as time advanced, and brethren studied the word of
God more profoundly, finding in the meantime, a vast number of congregations gathered together who needed to be built up
nearer the measure of the stature of the
fulness of Christ, they saw the necessity of
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making some advance upon the subject matter of their former teaching.
It was easy
to see, that such preaching as was merely
suited to filling up the congregations, was
not well suited to bltilding them up; that the
youth would starve upon the milk that had
nourished the child. Various efforts were
made to supply this defect. Some ofthe brethren entirely abandoned the preaching of
what had been styled "first principles," and
sought for entirely different themes. Others, skrinking back from the bold advance
made by the reformation, began to seek, in
a partial return to the old forms of orthodoxy, the means of edifying the churehes.
Both these parties united in the most contemptuous denunciation of a third class,who
were content still to hammer away upon
first principles: and it became a common
thing to hear brethren:express themselves as
entirely disgusted with preaching "faith, re~
pentance, and baptism."
Even to this day
preachers and writers, who, either through
preference, or through want of information,
still cling to the old themes, are sneered at
by these classes of brethren, as though
they would silence them altogether if they
could. Like the dog in the manger, they
will neither preach first principles themselves, nor permit others to do so.
8uch brethren seem not to be aware that
they are pursuing the very course condemned by the apostle in the passages above
referred to. Admit, if you please, that the
preachers who know nothing more than first
principles, hold the humble position in the
body represented by the feet: yet the eye
cannot say to the foot, "I have no need of
thee." They are doing a good work, a ne·
cessary work; and. it is certainly both foolish and wicked to discourge them from doing this, simply because this is all they can
do.
The folly of these denunciations is still
further manifest, from the fact that the laborers denounced arc the very men who
plant the came in new places, and gather together the congregations upon which the
more skillful laborer may employ his talents. Without them, the progreoSs of the
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truth would have been checked long ago,
and the churches might have sunk back in-'
to the dignified coldness and deadness of'
Presbyterianism.
A frozen corpes seated
upright in an easy chair, is a fit emblem of
the churches and preachers we would soon
have. if the zeal and fervor of those who
love to propagate the elements of the gospel were expelled from our pulpits and
presses.
The denunciations of which we speak are
not only wrong in spirit and policy, but they
betray a very contracted and entirely mistaken VleWof the whole subject. The man
who expects to go on to perfection in the
edification of a church, by abandoning entirely the preaehing of first principles, is
like the teacher who would expect to have
no further use for the alphabet after his
claeses had commenced learning to read, or
. for addition and su.btraction when they had
reached equations. The elements of any
science cO'nstitute the skeleton upon which
all the parts are adjusted and all its movements depend. When you have exhausted
the combinations of which the English alphabet is capable, you have exhausted the
thoughts and sentiments which the language can express. Not less true is it, that
when you have exhausted the themes, faith,
repentance, and baptism, you have exhausted the whole gospel, the whole Bible. The
specific objects of faith include all the facts
and promises of the whole Bible; and the
examples of faith,all the:personal narratives
of its holy men and women. All the goodness and severity of God displayed in the
entire volume, are means of inducing repentance; and the obedienne which begins
with immersion, when extended to its full
limit, reaches all the duties of a godly life.
The preacher, therefore, and the writer,
who would perfect the disciples in the
knowledge of the truth, so far from abandoning these themes, will find them growing up before him as he studies more deep.
Iy the word (,f God, until they reach out to
every departmeLt of religious duty, and
link themselves to all the enjoyments and
all the hopes of the Christian's heart. The
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trouble with those who have grown weary
of thinking and speaking upon them, is
really that they have studied them so suo
perficially, and followed so parrotclike the
utterances of other men, that they have nevel' learned how to think of them and speak
of them as they deserve.
Let such
men bend their
minds
down to a
c:oser an'd more detailed investigation
of all the connections of thought that
clill.2to these simple clements, and they will
begin to learn the secret which enabled the
apostles and primitive evan!;elists to dwell
upon them with unwearying interesLAmong
the latest of all the epistles of Paul, he
gives us his most elaborate dissertation
upon faith, and in all his letters to well
grown congregations, his allusions to im.
mersion, to repentance, and to the good canfession, are frequent.
The very best writers and speakers among us have as yet only
skimmed the surface of these deep themes,
and he will prove himself most successful
both in the edifieation of the church, and in
the propagation of the truth, who studies
them the most profoundly.
I must add to these suggestions, that the
dogmas of sectarianism will never be supplanted by scriptural truths, without a vigorous and persistent discussion ofthe issues
involved. No truth ever was or ever will
be propagated by saying nothing about it,
nor will silence ever uproot any error. If
the friends of truth say nothing about immersion, tho people will be sprinkled forever.
And if you say nothing against the erronenous teaching and practice of your neighbors,they will conclude that you consider the
difference between you and them one of mere
preference, not of principle. All the advantage that the Reformation has gained over
the opposing sects, has been by discussion;
and whenever we begin to ignore the questions at issue, our progress will be checked.
There was a series of years within the de·
cade that terminated with 1860, in which
it had become quite unusual to preach first
principles, and brethren were bccoming
restless, and looking around for every kind
of invention to cure the prevalent evil. Some
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were for going back towards orthodoxy;
flOme for a more Presbyterial organization
of the churches; some for abolishing the EIdership and substituting a Pastorshipj and
flome pronounced the Reformation a failure.
Most fortunately,
at this juncture Bro.
Lard's caustic and brilliant review of Jeter
made its appearance, filled with original and
bappy thrusts at the idols of orthodoxy
which fome brethren had begun to worship,
and with a most triumphant defense of those
"first principles" which others had learned
to despise. It immediately started a new
pulse thrilling through the veins of the
brethren.
A strong reaction in favor of the
primitive doctrine and practice was almost
immediately apparent,and the course pursued
by several of our periodicals has steadily
sustained it to the present time. 'The result
has been a degree of progress, both in the
increase of numbers and the spiritual growth
of the churches, unprecedented. in our history.
The disparagement of brethren who know
nothing but first principles, is not less objectionable than the disparagement of writers of inferior literary attainments.
Brethren sometimes complain bitterly that our
periodicals are filled up by authors who
cannot write grammatical English,and whose
ideal:lare frequently as uncouth as their style.
Now a man of generous spirit, not disposed
to be a pestilent fault finder, upon observing
such a state of things, would be likely to
reason upon it somewhat in this way. Certainly our editors are not disposed to prefer
ungrammatical
essays to those that are
written in better style; and it cannot be that
brethren who buy the papers prifl'r an inferior literature.
Why then is it that both
the editor and the reader ltre compelled to
put up with that which they do not prefer.
Clearly, it is from one single reason, that
the better class of writers will not do the
writing that is required.
The columns of
all the papers are open to them, and their
contributions are solicited, yet they refuse
to write, and still grumble at the incapacity of those who do write. Thus again do we
see the dog in the manger. If we are to have
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a better literature! it will never be secured
by snarling at the papers and periodicals we
have,but by taking hold of them and making
them what they ought to be. We could have
a periodical literature wbich would be an
ornament to us, if the talent which we have
for writing would only take hold and work.
There is an almost boundless field of usefulness open here, and the Lorr! calls tor
laborers to enter the field. "To him who
knows to do good and does it not, to him it
is sin."
But upon this subject, as well as upon the
preaching of first principles, ma&y brethren
commit a very serious mistake. To decry a
writer and try to cripple his influence rnerely because he writes ungrammatically,
is
like denouncing the general who wins a battIe because he did not do it according to
the maxims of military science. It very often happens that the most powerful writers
are men of little education or literary taste,
whilst the very men who would criticise
them most severely, if for a moment put in
their places, would be found the perfection
of weakncss. Some of us can recollect such
events as the starting of new papers for the
avowed purpose of introducing a higher order of literature, soon proved not only sickly and short
lived, but positively inferior in lit.erary merits to the papers
which they were designed to supplant. After all, the true test of excellence in either
a writer or speaker isthe degree of influence
for good which be can ex crt. I recollect
oncc holding a meeting with a brother whose
method of reading the scriptures and hymns
before the congregation was so decidedly
objectionable to me, that I resolved to take
some favorable moment to give him some advice upon the sll'bject. But about the conclusion of the fueeting, quite an intelligent
brother, in ,~onversation about our sermons
etc., remarked to me: "Bro. McGarvey, I
see that Bro. E. beats you badly in one
thing, and that is in reading." I was considerably taken back, and felt very glad that
I had not yet made my criticism to the
brother.
The truth is, it takes all kinds
of people to fill up a world, and it takes all
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kinds of preachers and writers to suit the
peculiarities of these different kinds of men.
God has made us all, with all our peculiarities, and has adapted each one of us to a
particular work that no one else can do so
well. We are not, therefore, to make the
excellences of anyone a standard for all;
but, demanding of each only that he shall
be honest and speak the truth, bid him work
on idustriously with the tools that God has
given him.
J. W. MCGARVEY.
Lexington, Ky., April 30,1862.
REMARKS

ON THE ABOVE.

The above is from the Pioneer, edited and
published by brethren Howard and Wright,
in Lindley, Mo. We have seen nothing
more appropriate and opportune for a long
time. That which adds to its importance,
is the fact that it comes from one of the
I:!earest-headed, finely educated and best
informed men in the ranks. Education, extended information and natural ability are
of immense value, when consecrated to God
through Jesus Ohrist our Lord; but for a
man to assume that .he is educated, and
thil.t, because he is educated, he is worthy
of great consideration, while the uneducated should be frowned from his pre!ence,
when he has never succeeded in any great
undertaking, nor achieved anything valua·
ble, is an utter absurdity.
What does education amount to, if it does not adapt a
man to the world in which he is placed,
and show itself in the accomplishment of
anything great and good? Some men are
mad with the church and the world, because
assl1med learning, knowledge and ability
that have never achieved anything valuable,
are not appreciated, and they fall into angry,
illnatured and bad tempered criticisms upon
the men actually doing what is done in the
great and good work of the Lord. But
were it not arrogant for one to attempt to
teach their superiors, or even make a suggestion to them, we would suggest to the
class alluded to, that there is an open
door before them; the Lord has spread out
the great field-the
world-to
their view,
and bids them come and occupy. He has
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use for all the learning, the knowledge and
talent they possess. He has use for all the
labor they can perform, and invites them to
come and labor. Let them, then, enter this
great field of the Lord, and do this higher
order of work of which they are so frequently talking-do
it in the superior style
of which they speak, and thub, by actual
service, usefu.lnes8, and work done to the
honor and glory of God, convince the
world of their superior ability. If a man's
learning, knowledge and ability, will not
gain for him position, put him in advance
of the ignorant, the uncouth and uneducated, and make his usefulness known, in
moving tbe world toward God and spreading righteousness among men, no matter
what the cause may be, unequivocally there
must be a screw loose some place-incapacity of some sort is at the bottom of it.
If the educated, well informed and most exalted in talent cannot surpass, excel and get
in advance of the uneducated, ignorant and
unrefined, then indeed education, information and talent are not as potent as we have
been accustomed to think. Such, however,
is not the fact. Real education, knowledge
and talent will be appreciated by the people, and will succeed; real worth will be
acknowledged and rewarded; but mere assumed education, will not be appreciated,
acknowledged or rewarded, especially where
the people cannot see that anything valuable is achieved.
The people have a simple way of their
own of reasoning On these subjects. When
they hear any wan criticising an illiterate
preacher, who is very successful, they inquire why does not the critic go into the
field and do better work? Why does he
not supercede the preacher whem he criti·
cises, and show his superiority by doing
better work and more of it? When the
people hear a man criticising writers and
editors, they inquire, why does he not write
something better? or why does he not edit,
publish and give us better publications?
Any man may criticise work done, and sholt'
imperfections in it, but we have a right all
the time to demand of him, to come and do
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better work. The learning, know ledge and
talent never dis{llayed except in criticising
the work done by others, or never displayed
in doing better work, will never be valued
high ly by the people, and never should be.
Men who possess real learning, knowledge
and talent, and consecrate all to the Lord.
find abundant scope for all their learning
and talent in works of righteousness, labor,;
of love, in a united effort with the people of
God to push the cause onward, and they
have no time to carp upon humble, sincere,
good and working men, who are constantly
pushing the cause onward. Nothing is
more injurious to the cause of righteousness than for the few more favored men
among us, to throw discouragemen.t upon
the vast number of humble, devoted and
laborious men, who work for small pay and
achieve such a vast amount. VlTe rejoice
that we have men of talent, learning and
extended information, who are humble, unassuming and pious. Theseare doing great
eervice for our adorable King, and richly deserve the position the Lord has given them.
We also thank the Lord for all those faith
ful, true and devoted servants of God, who.
with but little learning, limited knowledge
and talent, in spite of derision, mocking nnd
ridicule, from within and without, have gone
forth, knowing nothing but Jesus and him
. crucified, and brought thousands to the
kingdom of God. The Lord has use for
all, and let all labor to honor and glo~ify
his name. Let the brother of high degree,
rejoice in that he is ~ade high, and the
brother of low degree rejoice in that
he is lifted up. No man will be honored for learning, knowledge' and talent that accomplish nothing, no matter
how often assumed. They will concludr
that it is either assumed, and not really
learning at all, or that if it is learning, un
wieldy, unavailing and useless, and in either
case will not admire it. But if a man will
launch out in~o the world, and do good
service, he will get fu'll credit for all his
earning and ability.
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ADDRESS

BY J. W. McGARVEY:

Intellectual Subordinate to Moral Culture.
The object of what is cOlLmonly called
an education, is not gained in acquiring the
thing itself. It is itself a means; not an
end. The only value that it possesses is its
utility in assisting to attain an object beyond
itself. It is true, there is some gratification, a slight recompense in the way of enjoyment, attendant upon the very acquisition of knowledge. WIlen the mind has
~truggled through some laborious problem,
there is frequently a beauty in the process,
and a triumph in the accomplishment,
which afford some pleasure, and a degree of
self gratificat.ion. But this is only a momentaryand incident.al gratification, afforded the student to give some relish to the
di~eharge of his onerous duties. Like the
pleasure which eatinp; and drinking afford,
though it does not fully compensate for the
III bor of providing food and drink, it renders
a pleasant task of that process by which a
necessary object is attained.
. Education, then, being the means of obtaining an end, whether it is desirable that
(lne be educated or not, depends entirely upon the nature of the end to be attained.
If
t,he end be a good .one, then education is desirable, et vice versa.
Education is the acquisition of knowledp;e, Ilccompanied by a cultivation of the
mental faculties. It is neither the one of
these, nor the other, exclusively; for they
cannot be separated. The very acquisition
of knowledge involves, by necessity some
mentttl culture; whilst it is impossible for
the mind to be cultivated at all,' without
som~ knowledge.
But this know ledge, like every other
means placed in m~n's posse~Bion, may be
used eil her for good or for evil.
If its use is to result in good, then it is
~ood to possess it; if it is to result in evil,
it were better to be without it.
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Knowled~e is power. It is desirable to
possess power over other men, if you use it
for their good; but if not, you had better
never possess it. 'Vhether, however, you
will use it for good or for evil, depends
upon the further question, whether you
yourself be good or bad. The utility' of
an education, then, depends entirely upon the character of its possessor. If he
is a good man, he will use it for the good
of himself and his fellow men. If he
is a bad man, he will use it for the injury, if
not of himself, at least of his fellow men;
80 that just in the ratio of his goodness is it
at all desirable that any man should be edilcated.
You are ready to say, that llccording to
this proposition, I should select the good
men and women of the community and educate them, but abandon the vicious to ignoranee and superstition.
By no means. I
would endeavor to make all good, and educate them as I made them good j and my
effort to educate should not advance one
step further than my efforts to moralize.
Thus I would keep that power which knowl·,
edge imparts, confined to the hauds of
those who would use it aright, and each individual's portion thereof should correspond
precisely with his own share of goodness.
An objection to these positions, might be
suggested by the following inquiry: Does
not the enlightening and refining influence
of education, in itself impart that amount
of niiJral culture which will lead the possesSOl' to use it aright?
To decide this question we must i!1quire whether pure intellectual culture, or the acquisition of purely
scientific knowledge, has any direct in·
fiuence upon the moral character of man. I
assume that it has not: and in order to
sustain this as~umption, which is rather
paradoxical, I must offer a few suggestive
arguments.
~ I would ask, what is there in tIle nalure
of a proposition in l\'Iathematics, the purest
of the sciences, to awaken a sense of moral
obligation? The proposition that the ineluded angles of a triangle are equal to two
right angles, or that all the points in the
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circumference of a circle are equi-distant
from the center, has no more connection
with anyone
of the ten commandments,
than it has with the light of the moon. It
is a pure intellection, in which the moral
sense is not in the least degree interested.
And just so with every other purely scientific truth. The fact that the earth revolves
around the sun; that the atmosphere we
breathe is composed of oxygen, hydrogen
and nitrogen; that there are fourteen tissues in the human frame; that the subject
of a verb is in the nominative case;
not one of these, nor all of them, could
any more suggest the idea of love to God or
man, than the sound of the violin could
suggest the colors of the rainbow; or the
odor of the cologne, the sensations of a
shower bath.
'The reason is, that the
conceptions are such in their very nature,
that there' is neither resemblance nor
contrast betweeu them by which one
could suggest the other. This proves to a
demonstration, that the acquisition of purely scientific knowledge is incapable of improving the moral nature of man. If any
other proof were needed, we might find it
to profusion, in the characters of many men
whose intellects have been great by nature,
and cultivated to the highest degree of art.
To mention only the names of Hume, Gibbon. and Voltaire, is sufficient to recall a
class of such men whose "name is legion."
Or if you called for the living proof on a
larger scale. you have but to glance at mod.
ern France in the days of her revolution,
or at ancient Greece in the palmiest days
of her philosophy.
No two nations ever
exhibited such intellectual activity and culture, yet at the same moment, not the most
benighted savage tribe on earth ever exhibited moral pollution so deep-seated and so
all-pervading.
We may add, that the devil, whose eye is
undimmed, and his strength unabated by
the study and activity of at least six thousand years, ishimself with all his wickedness, a being of most gigantic and cultivated intellect.
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May I not now safely conclude, that if
we would have men good as we make them
wise, we must have a department of educa·
tion adapted to the culture of the moral
nature? And when we remember that
without such culture, scientific knowledge
but imparts greater powerto do evil, beooming a curse instead of a blessing, we at
onoe peroeive the superior importance whioh
must attaoh to this department of study.
I am not forgetting to admit, that in the
oourse of a soientifio education as pursued
at the present day, some moral influences
are generally brought to bear upon the stu.
dent. His teaoher, while pointing him to
the sublime visions of Astronomy, will
sometimes direot his gaze still higher, to
him who built the heavens.

I

In the study of Chemistry, Natural Philosophy, and Physiology, the traoes of
God's wisdom and goodness are pointed out
at every step by the faithful teaoher; and
even in Philology, while aoquiring the languages in whioh ancient and modern sages
have written, the moral truths to which
they gave utterance find a ready entranoe
into the heart. But this is a mere accidental oonneotion with the pursuit of knowledge, by which is brought to bear an ad·
ventitious influence not inherent in soientifio
truth itself.
The admission of its existenoe, therefore,
does not invalidate my main proposition.
At the same time, the fact that it is accidental renders it liable to be aocidentally
omitted, and still further establishes the
neoessity for an unfailing department of
study, for the oultivation of the heart.
.Perhaps you are ready to reply just here,
that there is in every educational course, a
department of moral science, whose speoial
object is the one for whioh we are now contending. I have not forgotten this; neither
have I forgotten the fact that all the light
whioh shines from works on Moral Science
and Natural Theology, is borrowed light.
I would as soon rest contented with the
light of the cold moon, and never have the
sun to rise, as to walk by the light of such
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works, if a warmer light can be found.
They teach much moral and religious truth,
but they present it in a form ~o abstraot
that it possesses neither warmth nor authority. If you will add to them all the
catechisms and creeds of Christendom, you
will add but little to their utility.
Metaphysical theology is almost as devoid of
moral power as pure Mathematics.
A man
may study it to eternity without one warm
emotion. Therefore the study of no scien.
tific system of theology ever converted a
single soul. The demons are as profound
theologians, and perhaps as orthodox in
all their opinions, as any living men. A
system of abstract religious truth may be a
splendid product of human study. It may
glitter like a palace of ice under the beams
of the midnight moon; but it will be as
lifeless. We must not depend u on any,
nor upon all such, if we would have the
heart of the educated man as warm as his
intellect is clear and sparkling.
We must
bring him away from the sickly light of the
moon, and let the warm beams of the great
Sun of Righteousness shine fairly upon the
garden of his heart, ere the bloom of holy
affections, and the fruits of a righteous life,
shall adorn it.
You now perceive that the object of all
these remarks is to show. the importance of
bringing the student, whilst acquiring an
education, under the direct influence of the
word of God. It is important that man's
moral powers be strengthened with the
strength of his intellect; it is equally important that the progressive steps in each
should be commensurate with each other.
I therefore hold, that in order to insure a
moral, commensurate with the intellectual
department of the rising generation, the
Bible must be made a class book in every
school, and kept in the hands of the student
from the moment he learns to read, until be
finishes his collegiate course. I am happy
to congratulate you, young ladies and gentlemen, that such is the course pursued in
this institution; and I congratulate myself
that your experience here will enable you
to fully attest some further remarks, on the
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superiority of the Bible to all other systems bend in wonder over the helpless babe tha~
of moral instruction.
lies in a manger; you follow him with a
God's method of teaching the great throbbing heart, through a life whose every
truths of religion is quite different from the step is marked with mingled sorrow, majesty
methods most popular among men. Men and love; you groan with him in Gethsemlove to collect these truths into systems, ane, and on the cross; you weep with Mary
and express them in abstract terms, that Magdalene and the other Mary over his sithe mind may take them all into vicw, in lent tombj you run with Peter and John on
all their relations, at a single glance.
the third morning to see if that tomb is reSuch is not the wisdom of God. He ally cmpty; you rise with him to the heaven
!catters the same truths broadcast over the of heavens, and see him seated on the
pages of a large volume; and interweaves throne of God,
them with the lives and fortunes of living
"With .ountlessangeJproundhimthrong,
men; substituting for the coldness of metaAndswellthe chorusof his praise,"
physical proposition, all the warmth and en- Borne upon the current of the lofty theme,
ergy of real narrative.
This gives the Bi- you despise the emptiness of all human
ble, as an instrument for the moral renova- systems, and feel, in the very dimness or
tion of man, its great and peculiar power. the mighty outline, in the very heavings of
Instead of leading you through a series of the infinite ocean on which you are tossed,
abstract propositions, which you might pur- a thousand-fold more of God, than all the
sue with as much indifference as you would systems of earth could express.
solve a problem in Mathematics, it brings
Amid the throng of human beings who
you into immediate company with a host of move before you, se.duced by devils or en.
living beings assembled from heaven, from couraged by angels, you see the wicked and
earth, and hell; and in a moment your soul the righteous intermingled for a time, till a
is kindled into the liveliest sympathy.
An burning city, a desolate country, or a lonely
innumerable company of men and women grave, tells of bitter separations, and whisof every age, climate, country and condi- pel's of that.~eternal night whose darkness ill
tion, throng before you, intermingled with an- made more hideous by weeping and gnash.
gels from Heaven and demons from the ing of teethj or a hymn of praise interruptSpirit land, while God and Satan alternate- ed by weeping, makes you lift your tearful
ly cast light or darkness over the passing eyes away to where "the wicked cease from
scene. You have here, no system of The· troubling and the weary are at rest." You
ologyj but you see the Spirit of God mov- tremble with the dying wretch who has sin.
ieg upon the waters of old chaos, speaking ned away his life; you weep with the pubthrough the mouths of prophets and priests, lican in the temple or with the harlot at the
descending ffl·m heaven in the manner of a feet of Jesus, over the guilt of your own
dove, and appearing in demonstrations of souls; you climb the mountain side with
almighty power and infinite wisdom by the faithful Abraham, and as the wood is laid
hands and lips of humble fishermen. You upon the alter, the only child bound with
hear the great Jehovah speak the heavens cords, and the bright blade lifted in the air'
and earth into beingj you see him descend for the fatal stroke, you feel your own faith
in a tempest of fire and smoke, to thunder in God grow stronger. With Daniel in the
forth the fiery law to Israei, making bare, lion's den, or Peter walking the Waves or
at times, his strong right arm to deliver his Galilee, or Stephen, lifting his dying eyes
people, or to crush an empire; at times to heaven, and saying, "Lord Jesus, receive
dwelling in inapproachble light, and again my spirit," you catch the inspiration of that
enthroned in blackness of darkness. Wli heavenly hope, which>enabled them to en.
have no dissertation upon the mysterious dure such "a great fight of afflictions." In
union of the Father and the Son; but you going about to do good; WIth the Man of
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borrows, your heart expands to a large philanthropy, and you begin to feel that love
.which greets a friend in every human being,
and quecches the rage of every human foe.
A SERMON-BY N. J. MITCHELL.
There all cords of the human heart are alternately touched, and as the lessons of the
In the Review for March 4th, 1862 is a
Great Teacher pass in rcview before us. the sermon by Bro. N. J. Mitchell, on John 3:
hand of God wakes every note into harmo- 5-8. In it are the following words: "Repenny with the praises of men and angels.
tance signifies amendment of life. ThereYou are happy, young ladies and gentle- fore he that believes and is baptized has
men, in that you have been introduced to amended his life. His faith led him to obethis great school book of the Living God. dience; and the very first act of obedience
Will those of you who are about to leave in pursuance of his faith is the first act of
these halls forever, bidding adieu to your amendment of life, and preciscly at this
teachers and to one another, that you may point, and in this moment his sins are ·parput to action in the world the power you doned,"
have here acquired, receive the advice of a
Then repentance or amendment of life
friend, and take that good book with you as consists in action, and as this amendmen~
your vade mecum along the jouraey of life? of life cannot begin befole "the very first
It will make you as good as you may be act" of amendment of life, it follows that
wise and great; and thus your education repentance does not begin before baptism.
will be a blessing to the world, not a curse. The words "amendment of life" 1ut feebly
To those of you who expect to renew, ere express( s the idea of repentance.
We had
long, the sunny scenes of your school-day as well retain the old, familiar term, and
lif'e let me commend that blessed volume, teach too that repentance is a prerequisite of
as the chief of all your studies. It is above baptism, instead of teaching that it does not
all others, as God is wiser than man, as eter- begin until baptism.
nity is more lasting than time. I need
Bro. M. has nothing to say on the words
scarcely say to the President and the Fac- "That which is born of the flesh is flesh,and
ulty, the seed which you are sowing is living that which is born of the spirit is spirit," alseed which will abide forever. The reaper though he quotes them in his text. There
will follow the sower, and the harvest of are many expositions of this verse. Withyour present labors will be rich and pre- out investigating any of them in this article,
cious in the great day of God.
the writer will attempt one which he has
not heArd or read only as it may be gathered from the Scriptures.
The Savior was
conversing with a Jew, a child of Abraham
according to the flesh. He was a participant in the Covenant to give the land of the
Canaanites, etc., see Gen. xii: 7; xv. 18; xvii
7-8 and Neh. ix: 8; and in the Covenant of
BEAUTIFULTHINGs.-Bell.utiful things are Circu~cision, see Gen. xvii: 9-14 and Acts
suggestive of a purer and higher life. They vii: 8; and in the "Covenant from mount the
have a graciousness that wins us, and an ex- Sinai, see Cal. iv: 21-31. He had a part in
cellence to which we involuntarly do rever- these covenants because he was a child of
ence. If you are poor, yet modestly aspir- Abraham after the flesh. In the new coving, keep a vase of flowers on your table, enant or kingdom which was then at hand,
and they will help to maintain your dignity, a fleshly birth would profit him nothing,
and secure fOJ:you consideration and delica- (see John vi: 63.) The promises in the
new covenant are to the children of Abraham
cy of behavior.
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or the children ot Israel, as the promise was children.]
For it is written, [in Isaiah liv.)
renewed to 1saac, Gen. xxvi: 4-5, and to Rejoice thou barren [woman, or new coveJacob, Gen. xxviii: 1 *. But in the nr w nant,] that bearest not; break forth and cry,
covenant the children of the flesh are not thou that travailest not; for the desolate
counted for the seed.
Will the reader lwomen, or new covenant] hath many more
please to read the following scriptures, first children than she which hath an husband
without the words in the brackets, and then [the old covenant, see J er. xxxi: 32.J Now
with them, as they may some of them be we, [Christians, children' of ,the new covenecessary to supply ellipses, and some only nant,J brethren, as Isaac was, are the childby way of comment.
"For they are not all ren of promise. But as then he that was
Israel [according to the promise] which are born after the flesh, [IshmaelJ persecuted
of Israel [after the flesh.J Neither because him that was born after the Spirit, e'tlenso it is
they are the seed of Abraham, [after the now. [How so? The Jews, the children of
flesh] are they all children, [according to Abraham after the flesh, persecuted the
the promises,J but in Isaac shall thy seed Christians, the children of Abraham after
be called. That is they which are the the Spirit.]
Nevertheless, what saith the
children of the flesh, these are not the child- Scripture, [Gen. xxi: 10J cast out the bondren of God; but the children of the promise woman [Hagar, or old covenant;J and her
are counted for the seed." Rom. ix: 6-8. son, [or children, born after the flesh,J for
"Know ye therefore that they which are of the son [or children,] of the bond-woman
faith, the same are the children of Abra- [old covcnant,] shall not be heir, [or heirs,]
ham," Gal. iii: 7. "And if ye be Christ's with the son [or childrenJ of the free·wothen are ye Abraham's seed and heirs ac- mnn, [or new Covenant.J So then, brethcordi.ng to the promise," Gal. iii: 29. "Tell ren, we [Christians,] are not children of the
me, ye that desir~ to be under the law, do bond·woman, [old covenant,"] but we are
ye not hear the law? For it is written children,]
of the free [woman, or new
that Abraham had two sons; the one [Ibh- covenant,] Gal. iv: 21-31. The childmael, the representative head, in this alle- ren of the old covenant were born of,
gory, of the children of the Sinai covenant,] or after,
the flesh, but
the child·
by a oond.maid [Eagar, the type of the ren of the new, "as Is(i.'ac was, are the childSinai covenant,] the other [Isaac, the re- ren of promise." And "ds Isaac" "was born
presentative head of the new covenant,] by a of, or after th6 Spirit," thenso are Chrisfree-women [Sarah, the type of the new tians born of, or after the Spi1·it. The words
eovenant. 'But he who was of the bond-wo of the Savior are in harmony with ,these
men wag born after the fl.esh, but he of the passages from Romans and Galatians. If we
free-women was by promise. Which things consider the expression elliptical the meanare an al!egory; for these [two wo- ing will be plain "That which is born of the
men] are [the types ofJ the two covenants, flesh [is flesh,] and that which is born of
~he one [covenantJ from the Mount Sinai, the Spirit is [Spirit."] There is another paswhich gendereth
[children] to bondage, sage, in J'ohn vi: 63, which cannot be unwhich is [typified byJ Agar. For this Agar derstood without filling two ellipses. "It
is [the type of the covenant from] Mount is the Spirit that quickeneth; the flesh proSinai in Arabia, and answereth to J erusa- fiteth nothing; the words that I speak unto
lem which now is, [was, when Paul wrote,] you, they are [the words of the] Spirit, and
and is in bondage with her children. they are [the words of] life." See verse
But Jerusalem which is above [as Sarah lxviii. Pet~r says, "Thou hast the words of
was above, or superior to Hagar, and as the eternal life." But without ar~uing any furanti-type is above the type as the new cov- ther as to whether the verse should be conenant is above the old,] is free which is the sidered elliptical, and lea-ving the reader to
mother of us all [i, e, all the new covenant judge for himself, let us supply the ellipses
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in the most natural manner, and in which
no violence will be done to the meaning.
When the subject is that ofa begetting and a
birth, what is it that is begotten and born?
A child, is the answer at once, and by every
one. Then, "that which ilt born oj the flesh
u [a child of, or ajter tlte] flesh, and that
which is born of the Spirit ilt [a child of, or
after the] Spirit."
That which is born of
the flesh is a child of Abraham after the
6esh, a child of the old covenant, or covenants, and that which is born of the Spirit
is a child of Abraham, as Isaac was, born
after the Spirit, a child of the new cove·
nant.
3. In the sermon we read "Obj., 1. Does
not the Savior himself say tha~ the new
birth is mysterious? Don't he say 'the wind
bloweth where it listeth, and thou hearest
the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence
it cometh and wither it goeth; so is every
one that is born of the filpirit.' The objector will please to observe that the comparison is not between the operation of the
wind and that of the Spirit. 'So is every
one that is born of the Spirit.' Not so is the
operation of the Spirit of whom one is born.
But so is everyone that is born of the Spirit.
How is everyone that is born of the Spirit.
Let the objector answer this question in order that his mind may be diverted from the
error into which he has fallen, in supposing
lb.at the Savior had said the operation of the
Spirit in producing the new birth, was as
mysterious as where the wind ,comes from
and as to where it goes. This he never
aaid."
Ifthere is acomparison in the verse, "every
one that is born of the Spirit," being one of
the terms of comparison, the other term
must be either the "wind," or the "thou"
(Nicodemus) Bro. M. dontinform us which
he thinks it is. But the objector may take
either one and follow it out according to the
tenor of the verse, and he will find it sllfficient to "divert" his mind.
The word "SO," does not always, in the
Scriptures express comparison. It pNbahly, more frequently, expresses manner;
meaning' "in this way." "The wind bloweth
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where it listeth, and thou hearest the sound
thereof, but canst nottefl whence it cometh,
and whither it goeth; so (in tltis way) itt
everyone (born, or begotten) that is born
of the Spirit."
According to Bro. M., to be
begotten or born of the Spirit, is to have
faith produced in us by the Spirit, in:which
he is undoubtedly correct. Now without
calling in question the translation, let UI
see whether there is any great mystery
found in it, when we say that we nnd in it
the manner, or an explanation of the manner, in which we are begotten by the Spirit.
We may take the language just as it stands
in the text and affirm of the Spirit, what is
affirmed in it, of tlte wind. But first it may
be observed that the advocates of mystery io
this verse' have never yet been able to find
in it any thing about "feeling" the wind, or
"seeing its effects." Although we may feel
the wind and see its effects, yet the Savior
said nothing about either. Then have we
any right to drag them in? There were two
things which Nicodemus could not tell; the
"whence" and the "whither."
There was
Ilfterward more made know than the Lord
told Nicodemus.
The promise of sending
the Spirit from the Father was afterward
made and fulfilled. But the two things,
mentioned in the conversation, which Nicodemns knew, were "the wind bloweth,"
and "thou hearest the sound thereof." So, let
us pass the "feeling," and "seeing the effects" which are not mentioned, and also the
"whence" and the "whither" and confine
our investigation, as we should to the two
things which Nicodemus knew, "the wind
bloweth" and "thou hearest the sound thereof," and instead of the great sectarian mYlltery we have a clear statement, or explanation of the manner in which faith is produced by the Spirit. Are these two things
applicable to the Spirit? The word "blow"
is defined by Webster "verb transitive; to
sound a wind instrument; as blow the trumpet. To spread by report."
"Sound" is
defined "noun, noise; report; object of hearing; that which stikes the ear, etc." The
Spirit "spreads by report," gives a "sonnd"
or "report" which we h~ar. Two questioU8.
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HJW does the Spirit give a sound or re- sent
down from heaven," 1 Peter i. 12.
port? And what is that sound or report? "But they have not all obyed the gospel.
The Savior promised his apostles that he For Esaias saith, Lord who hath believed our
would send them the comforter, the Holy REPORT. SO then faith cometh by hearing,
Spirit, which proceedeth from the Father. and hearing by the word of God. But I say
He told them that when the Spirit was come have they not all heard!
Yes vQrily their
11ewould teach them all things, .bring all SoUND went into all the earth, and their
things to their remembrance, whatsoever he words unt) the end of the world," Rom. x.
had said unto them, testify of him, convince 16. 19. Our two questions are answered.
the world I)f sin, of righteousness, and of The spirit gives. a sound or report by speakjudgment, John xiv: 16,17, 26-xv: 26-xvi: ing by the apostles. And that sound or re1-15. "Howbeit when he the Spirit of Truth port is the gospel; and "faith comes by
is come, he will guide you in'to all truth; hearing" this sound. I'll this way is every one
for he shall not speak of himself; but what- begotten, that is begotten of the spirit.
soever he shall hear that shall he speak; and
ALLEN HICKEY.
be will show you things to come. He shaH
glorify me; for he shall receive of mine and
shali show it unto you. All things that the
Father hath are mine; therefore said I that
he shall take of mine and shall show it unto
you," 13-16. The spirit, according to the
promise was to speak. This promise was ful
MODERN REVIVALS.
filled on the day of Pentecost.
"And they
Our attention has recently been directed
were all filled with the Holy Spirit and began to speak with other tongues, as the spir- to an article, extending over some twentyit gave them utterance," Acts ii: 4. Then three pages, large double column, in the
1860,
the spirit began to give a report, or sound Westminster Review, for January,
headed,
by speaking by the apostles. "Be this American Editor, vol. 4, No.1,
The
known unto you and hearken to my words." Art. No. VI; Christian Revivals."
T. 14. "Ye men of Israel hear these words," article, as would be reasonably expected,
v. 22. "Men and brethren let me freely appearing, as it does, in a publication of
.peaTeunto you of the patriarch David," 29. such great notoriety, is well documented
"This Jesus hath God raised up whereof we and written with great ability. On reading
all are witnesses. Therefore, being by the this article, we are more deeply than' ever
right hand of God exalted, and having re- before impressed, with what we have to
eehed of the Father the promise of the s.ome extent felt and lamented for many
Holy Spirit, he hath shed forth this which years, viz: The continued and increasing
ye now see and hear," 32, 33. "Now when tendency of the injfuences of these times to
they heard this they were pricked in the infidelity. In view of this article, and much
heart." 37. "Then Peter said unto them re- more of a similar kind which has fallen unpent," etc., 38.
"With
many other der our eye, we are well satisfied that the
words did he testify and exhort saying save following propositions are true:
I. That modern revivalism, as found in
yourselves," etc., 40.
"Then they that
gladly received his word were baptized," the various instanc€s noticed 'n the quota41. In the epistles we read "Which things tions in the article alluded to above, and in
also we speak not in words which man's numerous other instances, of which we have
wisdom teacheth but which the Holy Spirit seen accounts, is not only not Christianity,
teacheth; comparing spiritual things with but is injurious and detrimental to its high8piritual," 1 Cor. ii: 13. The Apostles est interests.
II. That the Westminster Review has dono
"preached the gospel with the Holy Spirit

- ...
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great injustice to Christianity,
in identify-! eratcly, with fuil purpose of heart and with
ing these modern revivals with anything: a fair understanding.
Never since the
. existing in apostolic practice. or in connec- world was made, did people know better
tion with the early propagation of Chris- what they were doing, act with more settled
tianity.
determination of mind or fixedness of purIII.
That modern revivals furnish ma- pose; nor were human beings ever more
terial covenient for infidels to employ, in steadfast in their purpose, than was the case
their efforts to bring the religion of Uhrist on the part of those who became Christians
into discredit.
under the preaching of the apostles. There'
IV. Tha.t the conclUSIon to which the was nothing wild, phrenzied or fanatical
writer for the Westminster Review comes, in among them. They entered the profession
ascribing jerks, falli'ng, swooning. fainting, deliberately and maintained it with selftrances, spasms, &c., ~c., as found to exist possession and determination till the last.
in some modern revival scenes, to hysteria,
III. No such extravagant, strange and,
is certainly, to say the least of it, a most unaccountable things accompany the preachfanciful and imaglllative speculation.
ing of the gospel now. Where the gospel
We do not profess to be able to explain is preached now, in its purity, as it was by
the strange manifestations and develop- the apostles, the same anxiety for salvation
ments, as found in the various revivals, ac- is produced and the same inquiries are elicitcounts of whieb are found in the numerous ed. 'rhe same answers are given, the same
extracts in the articles before us, nor do we things are done. But under the pure and
feel under the least obligation to explain or holy influence of the gospel, preached as it
defend them, for we chee1'/lllly admit that was at first by the apostles, there is no fall- ,
they are no result of the influence of the ing, rolling, tumbling, jerking, dancing,
Spi1'it of God, 01' the preaching of the !lOS- barking, swooning, fainting, &c. Everypel. We give three l'en,sonsfor this cOllvic- thing is calm, meditative, and considerate.
tion, as follows:
The solemnity and calmness of death preI. There is no account of any person be- vail in those instn,nces where the greatest
ing struck down, fn,lling senseless, jerking, success obtains.
fainting, swooning, tn,king spasms, the
We, therefore, maintain that the West"dancing exercise," the "barking exercise," min8ter Reviewer has done the Christian reo
or of anyone jumping, rolling, tumbling, ligion great injustice, in identifying the
or screaming, as we have seen in, modern re- strange phenomena found existing in modvivals, under the influence of the Holy ern religious revi vals with Christianity, or
Spirit, in all the accounts connected with anything in Christianity.
Christianity is
the religion of Christ, during the first cen- no Jllore responsible for these strange and,
tury. N a such results followed even the all we think, deplorable things, than it is for
miraculous displays of the power of the the scepticism of the Westminster Reviewer.
Holy Spirit of God, even during the period The religion of Christ produced no such reof the founding of the kingdom of God.
sults and is to be held responsible for none
II. In all the accounts of apostqlic of them. However men may account for
preaching, there is not an instance of a per- them, one thing is settled, and that is, they
son, from the influence of their preaching, are no part, parcel, or result of Christianorin any way connected with it, fainting, ity. When persons, in modern revivals,
falling, jumping, jerking, taking spasms, fall, swoon away, faint away, become speechdancing, barking, screaming, laughing, be- less, fall lifeless, in spasms, jerk, bark,
coming speechless or senseless. lone word, scream, roll, tumble on the floor, &c., &c.,
their preaching never deprived a man of his call it hysteria, or what the reader may
senses, or required him to do an uncomely please, but do not call it Christianity,
tho
thing. Every step taken was taken delib- influence of the Holy Spirit, or of the gosl
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pel, and do not in any way hold the gospel, shout, and the people believe in shouting,
or its influence, responsible for it. Weare there they shout. We have seen a whole
willing that any thing found in the time of company of shouting women and girls dethe apostles, resulting from their preaching, liberately lay side their bonnets, combs, and
or anything resulting from preaching the other damageable articles, and enter the
same gospel now, shall be ascribed to it and room, commence in the noise, engage in the
identified with it. But that which was born rolling, tumbling, clapping the hands,jumpcenturies since, bearing no similitude to the ing, &c., &c., as deliberately as a company
gospel, or anything resulting from the gos- ever entered upon the floor for a dance, and
pel, is not now to be charged upon the gos- with about as little rational and intelligible
pel. Let modern revivalism take care of view of the true worship of God. We saw
itself, but let not the gospel be held respon- in the town of Newcastle, Ind., now full
sible for any of its extravagances.
20 years ago, probably fifty men on one side
Religions that need revivals every now and as many women on the other, in a Methand then, are not like that practiced by the odist watch-meeting, in one general mass
apostles and first Christians.
Their r~lig- on the floor, some prostrate, others sitting,
ion never died, and did not need any revivals. some on their knees, and some standing, in
Hence there is not a word about a revival, the midst of every imaginable form of sound
or a revivalist, in the time of the apostles. possible for the human voice to make, in
Revivals and revivalists, in religion, belong one general rolling, tumbling, and squeezexclusively to modern times. There were ing conglomeration.
This was regarded as
successful preachers in the first church "a work of grace," "the influence of the
who turned vast number~ to the Lord, but Spirit," a "great manifestation of power,"
they were not revivalists of religion and &c., &c.
were never styled such, and the work they
The time was, in this country, when a
did was not a revival of religion, in the man risked being put down with the rankest
modern sense, and never styled such. They mfidels if he dared to doubt that all this
addressed t\J.e understandings of the people, was the direct power of the Holy Spirit.
their reason, and demanded the belief of an Yet it is true, and we take the responsibility
intelligible proposition-that
Jesus is the of stating deliberately, that instead of all
Christ the Son of God-and
demanded a this being the influence, or work, of the
submission to his authority.
The response Holy Spirit, nothing in this country, has
made, was rational and the submission ren- contributed so much to the increase and perdered was in accordance with what was de- petuation of infidelity. And while we are
manded in the preaching.
We have no ac- thus speaking, we may as well go farther,
count of anyone
falling, being struck and say, what we have long been satisfied is
down, jumping, rolling, tumbling, swoon- the truth, that this "converting power,"
ing, fainting, taking spasms, becoming that is supposed to come directly from hoavspeechless, senseless, screaming, clapping en and make so many converts in popular
the hands, dancing, jerking, barking, &c., revivals, is not far from heaven-not
the
&c., under the apostles preaching and that work of the Holy Spirit at all. Let it be
of the first evangelists of Christ, nor have understood what we say. We do not deny
we any thing of the kind now, where the that there is, in these revivals, converting
gospel is preached as it was at the begin- power, great power, and that many are
ning. That all such manifestations are of, "powerfully converted;" this we admit and
the flesh, and not of the Spirit of God at believe; but we deny that it is from heaven
all, we have been just as well satisfied for -the influev.ce or power of the Holy SpiriJ.
years, as we have of any proposition.
They The "converting power" prayed for, and
are under the control of the people entire- received, in a Presbyterian meeting, conly. Where the preachers teach them to verts all to Presbyterianism.
It makes
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Presbyterians and nothing else. It never,
in a Presbyterian meeting, makes a Methodist, or a Baptist. The converting power is
then, beyond all dispute, Presbyterian converting power. The converting power, or
direct influence prayed for, and received, in
a Methodist meeting converts all to Methodism and nothing else. It never makes a
mistake and converts some to Presbyterianism. The converting power in a Baptist
meeting, converts all to Baptistism and
nothing else. Now does the Holy Spirit do
all this? Is all this to be considered the
work of the grace of God? Does the Holy
Spirit enter a Presbyterian meeting and
make Presbyterians, then enter a Methodist
meeting and make Methodists? Shall this
work be ascribed'to the Holy Spirit? Certainly not. Suppose we should go to a
Presbyterian meeting, in the midst of a rc·
vival, join in with them, aid them and do
everything in our power to make Presbyte.
rians; then go to a Methodist meeting and
do the same for them-do all in our power
to make Methodists-and
so on to a half
dozen others; what would be said of us? It
would be said, and justly too, that we were
a man of no principles at all. Such a course
would destroy the character of any man.
Shall we believe then, that the Holy Spirit
does that which would ruin the character of
.a man? Surely not. The converting pow·
er that converts men to Presbyterianism,
Methodism, Baptistism, &c., is not from
heaven, not from the Holy Spirit at all. It
is from men. It is human power, not divine
power. Presbyterians put forth Presbyte.
rian converting power, and all converted by
it are converted to Presbyterianism.
The
Methodists put forth Methodist co erting
power, and all converted by it are converted
to Methodism, and so on with all the others.
These are different converting powers, or infIuences, as certainly as that the results are
different, and as certainly human as that the
isms to which they are converted are human
and not to be ascribed to the Spirit of God
at all. A man converted by anyone of
these human converting powers) to anyone
of these humanisms, needs converting to
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Christ just as much as a man of the world.
The gospel is the power of Ged to salvation to everyone who believes. The preaching of the cross is the wisdom of God and
the power of God. When the gospel, the
wisdom of God and the power of God to
salvation to everyone
who helieves, is
preached by a man who is himself a Christian; has himself been turned to God hy
the preaching of the gospel, and men are
converted, they are simply eonverted to
Christ; to Christianity.
They are the children of God; the people of God :md nothing else. Christ is their leader and they
aim to follow him.
The strange phenomena, such as jerks,
barking, laughing, &c., had its origin in the
Presbyterian church, as much the same phenomena d.id in the Episcopalian church in
the time of the V\T esleys, and seems to have
been a kind of result of a reaction from
the coldness, lifeless and utter dearth in devotion, in the Presbyterian church, in the
one case, and of the Episcopalian in the
other. In hoth cases the strange phenomena followed the reformers; but in the case
in Kentucky those who rose among Presbyterians, soon advanced beyond the narrow limits of Presbyterianism,
to the ancient gospel and primitive practice, when
the strange phenomena entirely ceased to
have any connection with them. They are
now as goad a people as we have in this
country, have prospered and became strong,
while the Presbyterians from whom they
came have continued to dwindle away before them, till at present they do not num.
ber more than eight or nine thousand in the
entire State. The Methodists, on the other
hand, have never advanced any in light,
and still; where they have any success, they
have the same, or similar confusion and disorder as in the time of the Wesleys.
At
present Methodism appears to be enjoying
a considerable slumber, or recess. How
long it is to last, or whether the sleep is to
be perpetual, is yet to be decided. It be.
ing a system of the world, is under the control of the world, and when any greatmovement or commotion of the world occurs, it
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is liable to be swept away by it. We have the Lord, who should be made known to
no objection how long nor composed its the nation through his baptism.
The first thing that strikes our attention
slumber shall be.
in this mission, is the preparation of a people for the Lord. What does this mean?
Evidently to make known to the people, the
••••••
coming of one whose greatness and majesty
John 'ignified by saying, "One cometh after
me mightier than I, whose shoes I am not
THE MISSION OF JOHN THE 1M·
worthy to carry." A knowledge of the
MERSER.
Jewish scriptures would have led them to
Much has been written on this subject. I suppose this person to be their Messiah.
have not rcad a tithe of what has been writ.- His character was well portrayed by John,
ten. Perhaps, if I had, I would not now when he said of him: "Whose fan is in his
add another page. Still, I think there is hand, and he will thoroughly cleanse his floor;
room for something to be said yet. What the wheat he will gather into his garner;
I may have to say may not be received, yet but the chaff he will burn up with un·
there may be some addition made to our quenchable fire. He will baptize you in
stock of knowledge.' But this depends' on the Holy Spirit and in fire."
our present information.
If no more, what
This preparation of the people was to be
may be said may serve a purpose in defining effected by their repentance and baptism,
landmarks, which have not been very distinct- confessing their sins, through which they
ly drawn in the minds of many readers of the enj oyed the remission of their sins." This
divine record. What I propose to myself was a new proclamation to the Jewish
is to ascertain what was the design and pur- people. They who had, for so many ages,
port and limits of the mission on which offered on their altars the blood of animals
John was sent. That he was ·a prophet as an atonement for their sins, now had the
sent by God, has been settled beyond all remission of sins preached to them through
dispute by the Lord himself. His mission repentance and baptism. This proclamawas It subject of prophecy by Isaiah and tion by divine authority, virtually set aside
Malachi. The language of Isaiah, John the whole Jewish service-sacrifices
and
himself quotes as applying to himself: "1'he ordinances for sin, and introduced another
voice of one crying in the wilderness, re- method. The preaching, then, of John,
pent for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." although under the existing reign of JudaThe language of Malachi, "1 will send to ism, was no part of Judaism.
As he was
you Elijah the prophet before that great the harbinger of Christ, so was his mission
and dreadful day of the Lord comes," was ap- the harbinger of Christianity.
plied by Jesus to John the Baptist. The
But how was a people to be prepared for
purpose of his mission the angel settles the Lord ? Were they unprepared, and
when quoting from Malachi: "And he shall from what cause? They were unprepared
go before him in the spirit and power of because they had forsaken God, and gone
Elijah, to turn the hearts of the fathers to away, following their own devices. Thcy
the children, and the disobedient by the had left the word of God, and were followwisdom of the just, to make ready a people ing the traditions of the elders, and many
prepared (well disposed) for the Lord." were disbelievers of their own scriptures.
Luke i. 17. When he appeared on the The Sadducees had rejected all idea of a
banks of the Jordan preaching and bapti- resurrection-disbelieved
in the existence
zing, thousands flocked to him to hear him of spirit or angel; and the Pharisees, aIpreach, and to be baptized. The object in though still adhering to these truths, ba~
view, as stated, was to prepare a people for "made the word of God of none effect by
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their traditions."
The terrible woes he
pronounces against all the leading men of
the nation, show to what an extent they had
forsaken God, and were following their traditions and reason. They indeed needed
to be converted again to GoJ, th~t they
might believe the scriptures he had given,
and that they might recognize and believe
in their Messiah when he should make his
appearance.
The Jew of the present day
is laboring under the saine blindness and
unbelief, and so long as this is the case,
they cannot be converted to Christ. If
they disbelieve their own scriptures, which
speak of their Messiah, how can they receive him, when he comes to them "attested
by the law and the prophets?"
Talk to a
Jew now, and he will tell you he does not
believe all that Moses wrote; nor any part
of their writings which does not commend
itself to their reason. They have thus becorne infidels, and must first be converted
to Moses and their prophets before any
hope can be entertained of their receiving
Christ. In such a condition John found
the Jewish people. They were puffed up
by being regarded as the chosen people of
God.
But far otherwise was their estimate of
Uod. He knew their hearts had gone
away from him; and in this condition, that
they would never rllceive his Son. He,
therefore, before he sent his Son, sent his
messenger John before his face to prepare
the people to receive him. This preparation could be accomplished in no other way
than by bringing the people back again to
God, from whom they had wandered away
in their hearts and lives. For if they had
believed in God and in their sacred scriptures, in which was foretold to them the
coming of their Messiah, and in which his
character was so distinctly drawn as scarcely to allow of a mistake; had they examined
their scriptures clearly, and the circumstances which should attend his birth, life,
death and resurrection, which were so well
defined, they would have been prepared in
their minds and hearts, to have heard and
examined the pretensions of anyone claim-
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ing to be their promised :Messiah. God, in
his wisdom, saw that his son would be rejected by his people far more generally
than he was, and he provided against this
by sending a messenger before him, who
would prepare the people for the coming of
the Lord. To do this, John 'came preaching and saying, "Repent, for the kingdom
of heaven is at hand," and "the axe lies at
the root of the trees, and every tree which
does not produce good fruit is to be cut
down, and cast into the fire," and no longer
presume upon the favor of God because you
are "the children of Abraham, for God is
able to raise up children to Abraham of
these stones."
This announcement was calculated to
startle t4e thoughtful and cause them to
weigh the words of John with great care.
T4ere is no respect for persons; for all who
no not produce fruits worthy of repentance
are to be cut down and cast into the fire i
for the axe now lies at t.he base of every
tree, ready to execute the judgment of God.
But what were the people to do? First,
they are commandcd to repent, as we have
it in the common version, or reform, as in
'naqdmuQ '0.18' lq pa~wa 'UO!~UlSUU.1~aq'J
A vast deal has been written on the word,
metanoia, here translated, repent; and o~
metamelomai, also translated repent, and by
some regret. The decision appears to be as
far off as ever. The difficulty arises from
our own language, as we have no word
which fully represents the meaning of metanoia. Our word, repent, by no means exhausts its meaning, and is therefore, an inadequate term to express all that was intended by the Greek. Its primary meaning
(that is, of the Greek word,) is a change of
mind. But our minds may be changed
without a corresponding change in conduct.
Th~ word reform embraces the change in
conduct. Now, as true repentance is always followed by a change of conduct, it
would seem that this word would exactly
meet the demands of the original.
It
would, if the original word embraced in its
meaning a change of conduct, as well as a
change of mind. Epistrepho expresses a
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change of conduct; and as no cbange of context has much to do in settling J;he
conduct takes place without a change of meaning of a word. But it is not the only
mind, this ought to have been the word meanS we have of determining the use anq
used. But this could not have been done. meaning of a word. There is another
Neither the Greek nor the English would source of light which ought not to be forhave allowed it. Since the word reform em- gotten, that shells more light frequently on
braoes the idea of a change of conduct, it the meaning of words, than the connection
cannot represent a word which has refer- in which it may be used. Every science
erence only to a change of mind. And and art has its technical words, which cannot
since our word repent does not exhaust the be understood by one unacquainted with
Greek word, it cannot be a faithful repre- that science or att. 'Christianity has its
sentative of the original. This difficulty technicalities, and these cannot be fully ap_in the word has been felt by all who have prehended without a knowledge of Christhought closely on the. subject ; and it has tianity as a system. The science or the
been proposed to give a new or an addition- art, or the system, gives a shade of meaning
al meaning to the word repent, ill order that to a word which it has in no other connecit may .meet this acknowledged want. It tion. We must therefore expect the same
has been proposed that we 'embrace in the word to assume different shades of meaning
meaning of repent, a dete?'mination to do unqer different aspects of a subject, an.d
Letter; and that, when we use the word, we' such a thing as uniformity of translation is
mcan sorrow for past conduct, and a full not possible in a book where the same great
determination on our part to abandon such system is presented under quite different asa course of life. In some places in the peets, and so diverse as to require a freer
scripture this is evidently the meaning of use of the word than is warranted by its
the word. One instance may be lSufficient. primary signification. The general scope of
Luke xvii. 3. "And if he trespass against a subject also gives color to the meaning of
thee seven timeB in ~ day, and seven times words, and this color cann'ot be seen unless
in a day turn again to thee and sayIrepent,
the general scope of the subject treated of
thou shalt forgive him."
be grasped as a whole. Thus the mission
But there arc other passageB in the Bcrip- of John's having certain great purposes in
tures where thiB word occurs, which will view, which purposeB stand in intimate connot a:low thiB definition without obscuring nection with others of a kindred nature
much of the force of the passage; and the gives a meaning to the word metanoia, which
inBtance now under consideration iB one of should harmonize with this object and purthem. It obscures because it docs not ex- pose; and a definition which does not hal'
haust the meaning of the original. Let us monize with the purpose of that mission,
paraphrase John's proclamation by in Bert- roust fail to be a correct representative of
ing the definition for the word, and see how the word used by the preacher.
far short it will fall from giving UBthe true
AB the object of the pr~acher was to turn
and fuU meaning of what he meant and in- the people to God again, according to the
tended. "Repent of your sins and deter- prophecy of Malachi and the words of the
mine to live a better life; for the kingdom angel to Zachariah, we would expect to find
of heaven is at hand."
The reason of this some command in hiB preaching which emchange and determination of the mind braced thiB object. ThiB object, the word
may be a hatred of our paBt life, or translated repent, fully sets forth. If, then,
a fear of its consequences.
But I ask, we paraI!hrase the proclamation in the light
is tbis enough?
Does this exhaust of these facts, we have a fuller meaning for
John's meaning?
If we have been cor- the Greek than in our English repent.
reet in what we have stated to have been Substituting the definition for the word, we
the object of his preaching, it iB not. The translate his proclamation thUB: "Turn to
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God, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand." thor at once by this translation, a brother
N ow, the turning to God here meant refer- for whom I have the most ardent attach·
ence to the state or condition of the soul ment. But this translation has the same
-the mind and heart of man-which turns objection to be urged against it, that· the
from its wanderings and alienation to God, word reforll). has. There is but little differin all the fervency of its energies, to love enCll between these translations; but that
the Lord as the law commanded, "with all little difference is in favor of the former,
their heart, with all their soul, and mind and is more definite. But it also has referand strength.'"
Thus turnin~ to God· in erence to conduct, and not primarily to the
the mind and affections, confessing their state of the soul, which is indicated in the
sins and being baptized, they should enjoy change the mind undergoes.
I insist that
the forgiveness of their sins, and thus be the original word has no reference to conprepared to receive the Lord when he came, duct, only so far as the state of tIle soul
and to become his disciples. With this expressed by it necessarily leads to a change
idea of turning to God, the rest of his in the conduct. The end in view is the life
prea·ching fully accords. For he says fur- -the conduct of the person; but t1e means
ther to the multitude that came to his bap- is a change first in his affections and mind
tism, "the axe lies at the root of the trees, -a turning about of his whole soul, carry.
and every tree that does not produce good ing him from his alienation of mind and
fruit is cut down,"-every one who does not heart to a hearty embrace of God through
turn with his whole soul to God, confess his law and ordinances.
his sins, be baptized, and produce fruits
This return of the soul to God taking
worthy of s~ch a return to God, will be re- place, the people readily received:immersion
jected by the Lord when he comes, and at his hands, and expected the advent of
consumed by an "unquenchable fire," for the Messiah according to his announcement;
he will come with hili)"winnowing fan in and through baptism, on a confession of
his hand," and he will gather such as pro- their sins, they enjoyed the remission of
duce good fruit around him to be his disci· these sins. But all those who would not
pIes, and those who will not, he will destroy thus turn to God, rejected his baptism; and
with a terrible destruction.
their subsequent history, appearing here
For I indeed baptize you in order that and there in the gospels, shows that their
you may turn to God and be accepted by rejection of John resulted from the fact
him; but he will baptize you in the Holy that they had rejected God by not turning
Spirit and in fire; meaning by this, that to him, as John commanded. And such
those who would· thus be ready to receive persons did not receive Christ when he
him, should, under Jesus' reign, enjoy the came. Many of them, especially those high
fellowship of the Spirit, and those who in position, plied him urgently with queswould not, be destroyed; which happened tions "to entrap him in his words," and
at the overthrow of their city and temple persecuted him whenever opportunity preand worship, and sent those wanderers a by. sen ted itself, and cast out of their synaword and hissing among all nations, who gogues all who did receive him. And the
escaped the destruction that overtook that same men were foremost in every effort to
city, in the year 70, A. D. All this cor- destrl;!y him; and when he was apprehended;
rob orates the idea intended to be «onveyed they were jubilant and active in condemn.
in the command, repent, as interpreted in ing him to death. The same persons conthe light of all the facts. The author of' tinue their persecutions against the aposthe translation of a portion of the gospels tIes and disciples after they began to preach
which appeared in your paper during the in his name; and many of the same men
past winter, translates the word metanoia, were baptized by Jesus in fire, when he de"amend your lives." I recognized the au- str?yed the city of Jerusalem by the army
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of Titus. "For all the blood shed from the
death of righteous Abel to the death of'
Zachariah shall be required of this generation. "
The reason urged by John why they
should now turn to God, was that the kingdom of heaven was at hand. The reason
accords fully with the purpose of his misIlion; for he was urgent that all should be
,prepared to enter it, and enjoy the blessings
of the new reign, under which there would
be no respect for the persons of the Jews.
This purpose was the main and principal
object of his preaching and baptism, and
as incidental thereto, the introduction of
the Messiah to the whole nation in a public
and miraculous manner. John knew not
that his cousin, Jesus of Nazareth, was the
true Messiah. He was confident that he
was a most exemplary man, in whom he had
never seen a fault. But he knew not his
true origin. But God had told him, "upon
whom you see the Spirit of God de~cending and abiding on him, the same is
he who baptizes in the Holy Spirit."
In
this way, John became a witness to Jesus,
and this testimony every man on the banks
of the Jordan at his baptism, llad likewise.
If they had believed John, they would have
received Jesus. This was all the evidence
that John had that he was the "Lamb of
God, which takes away, the sins of the
world."
After J csus was baptized, John continued
his preaching and baptizing but a short time.
He was soon cast into prison by Herod, and
not long after that, he was beheaded.
lie said to the Jews when pointing them to
Jesus, he must increase while I decrease. I
must wane while he rises. I am but his
messenger that has gone before him, and
am not worthy to carry his sandals.
The historian says, when Jesus had heard
that John ,was cast into prison, he departed
into Galilee. And leaving Nazareth, he
came and dwelt in Capernaum.
From that
time Jesus began to preach and to say,
"Repent, for the kingdom of heaven is at
hand." llbtt. iv. 12, 17. John also says,
(chap. iv. 1-3,) "When therefore the Lord
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knew that the Pharisees had heard that
Jesus made and baptized more disciples
than John (though Jesus himself did not
baptize, but his disciples,) he left Judea,"
&c. From these passages, it would appcar
that, after John was imprisoned, Jesus took
up his mission and preached the same proclamation: "Repent, for the kingdom of
heann is at hand."
And he not only
preached this, but he also baptizcd; and
what immersion could he have administered
but that of John? The same command is
proclaimed "turn to God," and tbe same
reason given for it: "for the kingdom of
heaven is at hand." He also sent seventy
disciples out on the same mission. The
proclamation had the same object in view as
John's; and it was, to all intents and purposes, John's mission continued by Jesus
and his disciples. In this way he made disciples for himself, and gathered around him
disciples who became his almost constant
followers. All were directed to the approaching reign of 'heaven, and urged to
be prepared to receive it. But as Jesus
was to be the reigning king of that kingdom, he more pointedly and particularly
drew the attention of the people to himself
by his teaching and miracles which were designed to confirm his teaching, as authorized by God. During his personal ministry
he illustrated the princirles on which the
new administration would be conducted, by
many parables. To a chosen few he explained more fully the charactcr of his
reign and the manner in which it should be
brought about; how that he himself was
'the king, but should first suffcr death at the
hands of men, and afterwards he would be
raised again the third day.
He continued preaching the mission of
John, "Repent, for the kingdom of heaven
is at hand," until the close of his pcrsonal
ministry.
The "twilight" of John's mission went down in night at the death of J esus; and the new day arose when Jesus left
the tomb. The periods are distinctly separated by the death of Jesus. Here the
mission, which granted forgiveness of sins
through baptism on their return to God in
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heart and mind, ended. It perished in the
death of Jesus, and knew no resurrection.
It belonged to the personal ministry of Jesus while on the earth, and while Be, as II
"Son, learned obedience by the things he
suffered."
When he arose from the dead
and ascended up on high, all authority in
heaven and earth was given into his hands,
and all the angels of heaven were commanded to fall down and worship him. He was
no longer that Man of Sorrows, who bore
such contt:mely from men; who never spoke
on his own authority, but only as he was
commanded by the Father; but was no~ a
glorious chieftain who had triumphed over
all his enemies, and was now constituted
Lord and King of the Universe. Henceforth, all things were to be done in his name
and by his authority.
The kingdom of
heaven caIlle when he was crowned its king
in the heavens, and an entirely new order of
things was established.
What was authorized under previous ages was now annulled
or incorporated.
He forgave sins while he
was on the earth by the simple declaration,
"your sins are forgiven," and by the immersion which he preached. Now he forgives
sins as the constituted sovereign ot the universe. Then he could say to tbe thief on
the cross: "This day you shall be with me
in paradise."
N ow he has commissioned
men to preach in his name, "repentance
am! remission of sins" among all nations,
"baptizing them into tbe name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit."
The proclamation which John preached in
the wilderness and along the banks of the
Jordan, andwhich J eSliSpreached over all
Judea during his personal ministry, is now
issued in the name of Jesus of Nazareth.
To the first proclamation no name was at·
tached; but now they are baptized into
the name of Father, Son and Holy SpirSpirit. The command is still to repentturn to God-forsaking
their alienation of
mind and heart and turn to God with all
their soul, and to be immersed that the same
blessings may follow the remissions of sins
and an entrance into the hingdom of hcaven. Before his death and resurrection, all
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who received John's or his baptism were
privileged to enter the kingdom of heaveD;
and now all who believe in him and turn to
God, shall have the forgiveness of their
sins and entrance into the kingdom of
heaven. Before, nothing was asked in his
name; now, all petitions are presented and
granted in his name. And as they were
commanded before to believe on him who
should come, faith in him who has come is
pssential to their repentance and baptism.
All who had received him during his
ministry, and had become his disciples,
were now gathered into the Ekklesia-the
church.
"'The wheat he gathers into his
garner," and the chaff he will soon burn
with unquenchable fire.
It is an important question whether or no
those who had been baptized before his death,
were again baptized with Christian baptism
before they could be admitted into the kingdom of heaven?
We have no record that
they were. The presumption is strong, if
it is not positively certain, that they were
not again immersed. The apostles were not;
nor the rest of the one hundred and twenty
assembled in Jerusalem to await the promise of the Spirit. The five hundred, who
saw him at one time after his resurrection,
are called brethren by Paul. They were
regarded as brethren in the Lord.
But it is still more evident from the case
of the twelve brethren at Ephesus.
Paul,
on gomg down to Ephesus, found certain
disciples there who had been baptized unto
John's babtism, and he comma~ded them
to be immersed by Christian baptism. This
is the only case of re-immersion recorded,
and the reason appears to be this: Apollos, who was powerful in speech, an cloquent man, came down to Ephesus and made
and baptized some disciples. But he knew
only the baptism of John. and consequently he immersed his disciples in John's .baptism. Priscilla and Aquila took him aside
and explained to him the gospel more accurately. Paul, in commanding them to be
i~mersed in Jt'he name of the Lord Jesus,
recognized the baptism of John as valid un·
del' his mission. But now, since Jesus was
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crowned, and all authority was given into
his hand, and everything was done in his
name, it was no longer valid, and those who
had been immersed by John's baptism after
the resurrection had to submit to Christian
immersion, before they could enjoy the
blessings of Christ's reign.
It will be observed that the same means
are announced by which men can be accepted
by God, and that an additional blessing is
added, the gift of the Holy Spirit. Peter
says to the convicted multitude on the day
of Penteeost, "Repent and be baptized every
one of you in the name of the Lord Jesus,
and you shall receive the gift of the Holy
Spirit."
The same word metanoia is here used by
Peter.
Its use here confirms the meaning
given to the word in these pages. The persons who had cried out "men and brethren,
what shall we do," were certainly convicted
in their hearts on account of their sins, and
were evidently anxious and determined to do
whatever thtl apostle should command them.
This was manifest in the fervency of their
question, and Peter certainly meant something more then a sorrow for sin' and a determination to do better, when he commanded them in the face of these facts, to repent.
But their was no evidence before his mind
that they had turned to God with all their
Boul, and therefore it was proper to enjoin
on them in connection with the faith they
thus had in the Lord Jesus, and baptism.
If I have succeeded in drawing the lines of
distinction clearly between the mission of
J ')hn and the full reign of the kingdom,
and shown wherein the Rame principles are
inculcated, with the' same objects in view,
I will have done what I intended when I sat
down. The want of such distinctions is the
source and cause of many errors in the
world. When their is confusion of things that
are disticnt, there will be many errors, or
many truths greatly obscured. I do not
offer the reading of metanoia; here given as
a substitute for our word repent. I have only
endeavored to reach and express the thought
that was intended in the use of the word.
Your brother,
H. C.
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A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION.
FAITH-NO. III.

In previous articles, under the above
heading, it has been shown, that faith is
for all-for the people at large-the mass~s
-high
and low, rich and poor, bond and
free-in
one word, for all who are ever
brought to God, or ever converted-all
ever justified, are justified by faith-that
"he who comes to God must believe"-that
"without faith it is impossible to please
God." This being shown, it has also been
shown, that the precise thing to be believed
-that the question, statement, proposition,
or whatever it is that must be believed,
must be tangIble, clear and intelligible to
those required to believe. The necessity of
the case demands this. If salvation is by
faith, and all saved at all, are justified by
faith, and without faith it is impossible to
please God, then all who come to God, must
come by faith, and that which a man mnst
believe, on pain of condemnation, must be
of the clearest, most tangible and intelligible character. This has been shown to be
the case. It has been shown that the statement to be believed, is that, Jesus is the
07wis! thf; Son of God. To believe, then, in
the New Testament sense, is to accl'editwith
all the. heart, or most confidently, cheal/ully
and cordially, the t1'1dh, that Jesus is the
Christ the Son oj God. He who confesses
not that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is
not of God. "Every spirit that confesses
that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is of
God; and every spIrit that confesses not
that Jesus Christ is come in the flesh is not
of God." See John iv. 2, 3. "He who believes that Jesus is the Christ is begotten of
God." See John v. 1. This shows that
the figurative expression, "begotten of
God," literally means, made a believer.
"Begotten of God," is made a bel'iever of
God, or by God. It is simply, that God
mal.es Ii believer. This brings us to the
matter to be considere'd in thi article,
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fiz: How does God make a believer? or of it j or if the Lord made them believers
how does God induce men to believe that by some other means, we shall find an aeJesus is the Christ the Son of God? What count of that. We must start out as if we
are the means to be employed to make men knew nothing about it and search in the
believe? The question is not whether God oracles of God to learn all about it.
makes men believers or not j all admit that
1. Isaiah says, "By hearing you shall
IJe makes believers, but how does he do hear, and shall not understood; and seeing
this?
you shall see, and shall not perceive j for
In reference to this, there are two theo- this people's heart is waxed gross, and their
ries as antagonistical as is possible to con- ears are dull of hearing, and their eyes they
ceive. One answers, by declaring that God have closed j lest at any time they should
makes believers by a direct power, or influ- see with their eyes, a,nd hear with their ears,
ence of his Spirit upon the soul. Those and should understand with heart, and
who advocate this theory some times say, should be converted, and I should heal
that he employs the preacher and the word, them." See Matt. xiii; 14, 15. On this
but that the sinner is totally corrupt, or language, the Lord makes the following redepraved, so that he can not believe or do mark: "But blessed are your eyes, for
any good thing, till he is quickened, or they see; and your ears, for they hear."
made alive by the direct influence of the Jesus, introduces the language just quot~d
Spirit. They maintain also, that the word as follows: "Therefore speak I to them in
is a dead letter, entirely lifeless and power- parables j because they seeing see not; and
less, till it i~ quickened, or made alive, by hearing they hear not, neither do they unthe direct influence of the Spirit. At other derstand, and in them is fulfilled the prophtimes they maintain that God makes believ- esy of Isaiah."
ers by the direct power or influence of the
The following things should be observed
Spirit, without the word, independent of, in cOIIsidering this important language from
and separate from the word. In both the Lord and the prophet:
cases, it is maintained that the sinner ean
1. That Dr. Conant, in the revised verno more believe than he can make a world, sian, as published by the Bible Union, intill he has this direct influence or operation stead of "should be converted," has given
of the Spirit. These all agree, in the end, us, should tum. They were to do four
that faith comes by a direct influence of the things themselves, and the Lord was to do
Spirit, and without this there can be no one thing for them. 1. They were to see
faith, either with or without the word. with their eyes. 2. Hear with their ears.
Another class answer the question, how 3. Understand with their hearts. 4. Turn.
does God make believers? by declaring, The one thing the Lord was to do for them,
that he does it through the word, or the was to heal them.
gospel-that
what man must believe is de2. It is a fact then, that the eyes have
clared to him in the gospel, by credible something to do in coming to God to be
witne~ses, and that man can believe it, healed. That something, which the eyes
without any miraculous power, or direct in- have to do, is simply to see-"see
with
fluence of thp. Spirit, to quicken him or the their eyes."
word. How is this question to be settled?
3. It is equally true that the ears have
How shall we determine how God makes 'an office to perform. The persons must
believers? There is one way that is infalli- "hear with their ears."
bly safe, Rnd that is to institute a regular
4. The heart also performs an office.
illduction of all that can be found bearing The persons to be saved) must "understand
upon the subject in the New Testament. If with their hearts."
men were made believers by a direct influ5. Seeing with the eyes, hearing with
cnce of the Spirit, we shall find an account the ears and understanding with the heart)
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are voluntary.
Men can close their eyes,
as the Savior said the Jews had done, stop
their ears, as the J ew.s did when the martyr Stephen was preaching to them, and
darken their understanding.
6. The act of turning is also voluntary.
A man can turn, or refuse to turn. This in'volves responsibility.
7. The Lord so states the case, as to
show their wicked design in the voluntary
acts, of closing the eyes, &c. He shows
that they had a design, or purpose. in closing their eyes, &c. Why did they close
their eyes? The Lord replies, "lest they
should'see with their eyes." Why did they
make their ears dull? Lest they should
hear with their ears. Why did they darken
their understanding?
Lest they should understand with their' heart. Why did they
not turn? Lest the Lord should heal them.
Or to put it all together, in the Lord's own
words, "lest they should see with their
eyes, hear with their ears, understand with
their hearts, and should turn, and I should
heal them."
8. The eyes and ears have nothing to
do with a direct influence of the Spirit, for
i~ can neither be seen nor heard.
II.
In' explaining the parable of the
sower, the Lord shows that the seed represents "the word of the kingdom."
The
word then, is the seed of the kingdom,
from which faith springs.
Without the
seed, most indisputably, there is no grain.
When Paul plants, Apollos waters and God
gives the increase, we may expect the product; but certainly no sensible man ever
thought that God would give an increase with.
out any seed sown. Most assuredly then,
where the seed of the kingdom, the word of
God, is not sown, there is no faith. This
is not only shown to be true by the parable
in review, but by grave matter of fact.
Not a case has ever been found where a human being became a believer in Christ who
never heard or knew anyt ing of the word
of God, or the word of the gospel. Thousands of times have men been challenged
to produce a single instance of one soul be-
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lieving on Christ witbout the word of the
gospel, or who knew nothing of the word.
An instance has never been produced. The
Lord says, "The seed is the word of God."
Let that tben, be set down in the mind first,
that the seed from which faith proceeds, or
from which the Christian springs, "is the
word of God," and where the seed is not
sown, or the word of the Lord is not in
some way made known, there is no faith, or
none turned to the Lcrd. The next thing
to be considered is what the Lord means by
the different kinds of ground:
1. The wayside gro7tnd. The wayside
ground represents a certain kind of hearer.
He is the man who hears the word, but
does not understand it. He is not the man
who has some "common operation of the
Spirit," which the devil straightway catches
away, or endeavors to counteract in some
other way. He is a man who has heard the
word, but, being the poorest class of hearers
does not understand it; and even in that
case, the devil sees prospect enough of good
to be aroused and make an effort to counteract the good about being accomplished.
The Lord says, "then cometh the wicked
one and catcheth away that which was sown
in his heart."
In another plaJe, we find a
fuller report, as follows: "Then cometh the
devil and catcheth away the word out of
his heart, lest he should bel·ieveand besaved."
This shows that the word is preached, and
thus sowu in the heart, that the m'an
may believe and be saved. The adversary,
to counteract this, caught away the word
out of the heart. As soon as this is done,
there is an end to all idea of faith. Catching
away the word out of the heart, would not
prevent men from believing, if faith were
imparted by a direct influence of the Spirit.
Faith could certainly be imparted by a direct influence of the Spirit, if that were the
medium through which men are made belicvers, without the word.
2. The stony ground. This represents
the man 'IT ho hears the word, joyfully reo
ceives it, but soon finds that he will have to
suffer persecution because of the word, and
he becomes offended and abandons the word.
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This is an end to all faith and all religion, I the different kinds of ground-the
word of
on his part.
~God The reason it grows in some instances
3. TIw thorny ground.
This represents: and not in others, is that t,he ground is bet. the man who receives thc word, but the ter in some instances than in others. Some
careR of the world and the deceitfulness ef' ground· is so bad th:.tt no seed, however good
riches choke the word of God, and he be- it may be, will grow in it. The seed can
comes unfruitful.
Thus again, it is seen, not grow by the wayside, on stony ground,
that whatever drives the word of God out or among thorns.
It can only grow on
of the mind, destroys faith and all piety. ground-in
a good and hone.st heart, that
No dirert influence of the Spirit will give undcrstands it. Here it britlgs forth fruit
a. man faith, when once the word of God is to the honor and g~ory of God.
out of his heart.
4. The good ground. This represents
the man who receives the word into an honest and a good heart, understands it and
brings forth fruit, or obeys it. The commencement of the work is in receiving the
word of God into a good and honest heart,
THE CONTRAST,
and understanding it. Without receiving
the word into a good and honest heart, and Betwe-n the spirit of- the friends and enemies
understanding it, there is no faith, no obeof Ch1'ist, as illnstmled in the history of
Ste/1hen, tlte first Cltristian martyr. A
dience, and consequently no turning to God.
prat·tical matter-of-fact al-gument in favor
The Lord divides this good ground into
of Christia'fI.1·ty.
three classes, thus showill~ that all the
NO, II.
hearers are not upon the one common level
Having noticed in a former No. the arof total depravi y, but that there is good,
better and best. Some of the good ground raignment of Stephen, and the charges
produces thirty fold. That is good. Some brought against him, in this number it is
of it produces sixty fold. That is better. proposed to notice hi/! defense and the seSome of it produces an hundred fold, That quel. In this we shall see the spirit of Steis best. The thorny ground is bad. The phen, and that of his opposers in contrast.
stony ground is worse. The wayside is In the original indictmcnt, there were two
worst. We thus find six classes: good, charges: 1. Speaking blasphemous words
better and best; bad, worse and worst. against Moses; and 2. Against God. The
Paul makes the same classification under a charge, however, was blasphemy in both
different figure, where hc compares persons cal:les, and the offen~e charged was one deBut as Stethat may be introduced into the church, to manding capital punishment.
the different kinds of material that may be phen's defense was cut short by the vioput into a building, as gold, silver, precious lence of his enemies, we cannot appreciate
stones. wood, hay, stubble. Gold, silvcr its design and application as we could have
and precious stones are good material. done had he been permitted to finish it.
Wood, hay, and stubble are bad meterial. Doubtless his design was, not only to vindiPrecious stones are good material. Silver cate himself against the foul charge of blasis better, and gold is best. Wood is bad phemy, but like Peter on Pentecost and at
material to be put into a building to be tried Solomon's porch, to convict his audience of
by fire. Hay is worse, and stubble is worst, sin in betraying and murdering the Just
This gives us the same as the Savior has in One, that they migLt be led to repentance
the parable of the sower, six classes. The and be saved. The first preachers had bnt
Lord uses the same means to make believers one grand and all absorbing theme, which
in all cases. He sows the samc seed on all was Christ and him crucified. They preach-
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cd not, themselves, but Christ Jesus the oh was in force; of his exposure at the age
Lord, and themselves his servants for Jesus' of three months; of his being found and
sab. Their personal care, honor, will, cared for by the dau~hter of the very king
everything was made subordinate to the who had decreed he should die; of his because of the Master. If thl'y spoke in ing brought up as the son of Pharaoh's
their own defense, it was only that they daughter, and learned in all the wisdom of
might the more effectually and succe~sfully the Egyptians; of its coming into his heart
defend and honor Christ. They counted all at the age of 40 to visit his brethren, the
things loss for the excellency of the knowl- children of Israel: of his seeing one of his
edge of Christ Jel;us the Lord, for whom brethren wrongfully treated, and taking his
they had suffered the loss of all things, and part, he slew the Egyptian, his oppressor;
did count them but refuse, that they might supposing that his brethren would have unwin Christ.
With these general remarks, derstood that God purposed by his hand to
let us glance at the principal points in Ste- deliver them-but they understood It not;
phen's defence.
of his attempting the next day to reconcile
He takes up the history of their nation. two of his brethren who were in conflict,
and gives a most graphic outline of it from saying, sirs, ye are brethren; why do ye
the calling of Abraham to the time of the wrong one to another? But he who did his
Messiah.
He speaks of the sojourning of neighbor wrong, who was the aggressor,
Abraham, Isaac, and JacoD in the land of spurned the mediation of Moses, and said
Canaan, which God had promised to their wilt thou kill me, as thou didst the Egypseed; of the covenant of circumcision which tian yesterday? of the fleeing of Moses into
God gave to Abraham; the envy of the the land of Midian, where he had two sons;
Patriarchs of their brother Joseph, result-. of the angel of the Lord appearing to him,
ing in his being sold as a slave in Eg,ypt; at the end of forty years, in a flame of fire
of God's wonderful providence in regard to in a busb; of God's speaking to him out of
Joseph, giving him favor in the eyes of the bush, saying: I am the God of thy faPharaoh, so that he made him ruler over thers, the God of Abraham, the God of
his household, and next in authority to him- Isaac, the God of Jacob: I have seen, I
&elf; of the seven years famine, which came have seen the affliction of my people, and
over all t11e land of Egypt an~ Canaan; of am come down to deliver them. And now
the ample provisions which had been made come, I will send thee into Egypt. This
in Egypt to meet the dearth of which Ja- Moses, says Stephen, whom our fathers reo
,cob had heard; of his sending his sons into fused, sa) ing, who made thee a ruler and &
Egypt to procure sustenance; of Joseph's judge? the same did God send to be a ruler
b~ing made known to his brethren upon and a deliverer by the hand of the angel,
their second visit; of Joseph's making which appeared to him iJi the bush. By
known his kindred to Pharaoh; of Joseph's this Moses, did God deliv.erhis people from
Bending for his father and all his kindred, the bondage of Egypt, and brought them
three score and fifteen souls; of the death into the promised land, after he had showed
of Jacob in Egypt; of the subsequent mul- wonders and signs in the land of Egypt and
tiplication of God's people in Egypt, until in the Red sea, and in the wilderness forty
l new king arose who knew not Joseph, and years.
This is that Moses which said unto
considered not the obligations the nation the children of Israel, a prophet shall the
was under to him for its preservation and Lord God raise up unto you, of your breth.
prosperity; of his exposing the young chil- ren, like unto me; him shall ye hear. This
dren of the Hebrews to death, lest their is he that was with the church in the wil.
great strength might, in time, endanger the derness, with the angel which spake to him
stability of the throne of Pharaoh; of the birth in Mt. Sinai, a.nd with our fathers; who
of MOlle B,while this cruel decree of Phara· received the lively oracles to give unto \1S:
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whom our fathers would not obey, but
thrust him from them, and in their hearts
turned back again into Egypt, saying unto
Aaron, make us gods to go before USjfor as
for this Moses which brought us out of the
land of Egypt, we know not what has become of him. He then speaks of their
subsequent idolatry in worslnping the golden calf which Aaron had made; of God
giving them up to worship the host ofheaven; of their captivity in Babylon, on account of their idolati'Yj of David's purpose
to build a house for the Lord: but Solomon
built it by the command of God. But God
is not confined to houses made with hands.
Heaven is my throne, and earth is my foot·
stool: What house will ye build me?· saith
the Lord,-or what is the place of my rest?
Hath not my hand made all these things?
What follows in this chapt. from the 51st
to the conclusion, is a severe rebuke of the
Jews for resisting the Holy Spirit as their
fathers did, and their great wickedness, in
puttin~ Christ to death, as their fathers had
put the prophets to lieath, together with Stephen's dying prayer for himself and. murderers. 'Ne may safely conclude that, in
his defence, the martyr proposed to accomplish these three ends:
1. To prove that he had not spoken blasphemous words against Moses, and against
God.
II. That Jesus Christ is the Son of God,
and Savior of sinners. And
III. Thus convict his hearers of sin, fearful sin, and convert or turn them to God,
that they may be saved.
1. As to the first of these objects, his accurate outline of the history of God's people, according to the Jewish scri ptures is
proof that he reverenced the sacred writings, and the God who inspircd them, and
Moses the lawgiver of Israel, who wrote the
five books of the law, or the Pentateuch.
His frequent references to Moses, and to
God's wonderful providences in preserving
him, and having him trained up in the very
palace of the king, who sought and decreed
his death; to be the instrument of the salvation of that nation, which the king sought
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to crush; and to be the instrument of the
destruction of that king who had decreed
his death. These are, it seems to me, most
conclusive proofs, that he had not spoken a
disrespectful much less a blasphemous word
either against Moses, or the God of Moses.
He showed, that while he had never spoken
a word that could, by any possibility, be
construed into blasphemy against Moses or
God, that thc Jewish people, in various pe.
riods of their history, notwithstanding
all
God's wonderful interposition in their behalf, had turned their backs upon Moses
their lawgiver, and Jehovah their God, and
had been guilty of the mosHearful. practical blasphemy against both Moses and God,
in making and worshiping idolsj and that
God had punished them terribly for their
wickedness.
II. As to the second object, he shows his
hearers that Moses their great lawgiver and
prophet had written and spoken of Christ;
had represented himself as a type of Christ.
A prophet, said the great and blessed Moses, shall the Lord your God raise up unto
you, of your brethren, like unto me·; him
shall you hear in all things. Now then they
must believe in Uhrist, or, to be consistent,
rej ect Moses. Jesus said to the Jews, if
you believed Moses, you would believe me,
for he wrote of me. So Stephen's hearers
were shut up to the necessity of receiving
Christ or rcjecting Moses. Moses was sent
to save Israel from the bondage of Pharaoh; Christ was sent to save a world from
the infinitely more fearful bondage of sin
and death. Moses, to prove his divine mission as the Savior of Israel, performed a
great variety of miracles. So Christ: The
miracles of Moses werc performed that the
Israelites might believe on him as their
Savior. So the miracles of Christ: Believing in Moses they forsook Egypt and their
taskmasters, and followed Mose.t. So sinners, believing in Christ, forsake their sins,'
abandon the service of the devil, and resolve to follow Christ. The Jews were,
upon their believing in Moses as their Savior, baptized into Moses in the cloud and in
the Red Sea; whereupon they were saved
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from their enemies, their former oppressors.
So the sinner, upon his believing in Christ
:md confessing his name, is baptized into
the name of the Father, the Son, and Holy
Spirit; whereupon his sins are washed away
in the Red sea of the Savior's blood. As
the literal enemies of Israel were drowned
literally in the Red sea; so in the baptism
of a true penitent, with a new heart, his
spiritual enemies are figuratively drowned,
or washed away.. When the JewR were
baptized into Moses, they became Moses
disciples, and were bound to hear him in all
things, as the lawgiver of the Jews. So
they who are baptized into Christ become
his disciples, and are bound to observe all
things, whatsoever Christ commands. But
we have no room to trace these beautiful
and highly instructive analogies any further here.
Tile proof then of his second propositio~ is clearly made out; the hearers of Stephen must succumb and accept Christ, or
resist the Holy Spirit as their fathers had
done. Stephen, I judge, could see from
their countenances, they had little idea of
yielding. He is therefore moved to try the
result of severe reproof. Ye stiff-necked
and uncircumcized in heart and ears, ye do
always resist the Holy Spirit, as your fathers
did, so also do yeo He proceeds to show
how their fathers and they both resisted
the Holy Spirit. They resisted it by refnsing to hear the prophets, and by putting
them' to death. You resist the Holy Spirit
in that you crucified the Lord of glory, and
refuse to hear his. instructions.
You accuse me, as if Stephen had said, of speaking
against Moses, and yet, though you have
received the law through ranks of angels,
you have not kept it.
We have now reached the culminating
point of this controversy.
So far as argument is concerned, Stephen is perfectly triumphant. His enemies feel it; they are silent, but full almost to bursting with rage.
Logically they are defeated, but Stephen is
their prisoner, and they are determined to
try upon him the logic of stones, and beat
out his brains, and thus rid themselves of a
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troublesome opponent: When they heard
these things, they were cut to the heart,
and they gnashed on him with their teeth.
But he being full of the Holy Spirit, looked
up steadfastly into heaven, and saw the
glory of God, and Jesus standing on the
right hand of God; and said, behold, I see
the heavens opened, and the Son of man
standing on the right hand of God. Then
they cried with a loud voice, and stopped
their ears, and ran upon him with one accord, and cast him out of the city, and laid
down their clothes at a young man's feet,
whose name was Saul. And they stoned
Stephen calling upon God and saying Lord
Jesus receive my spirit. And he kneeled
down, and cried with a loud voice, Lord, lay
not this sin to their charge. And when he
had said this, he fell asleep. Here we have
presented in perfect contrast, the anti-christian and the Christian spirit. The one infuriating its VlCtims with rage, culminating
in a most savage murder; the other inspiring Stephen with the calmness and serenity
of Christian faith, hope and love, enabling
him to commend his spirit to Jesus, his divine Master, whom he loved and served,
and for whose sake he was giving up his
life; and culminating in a prayer, (the last
words he ever uttered,) for his murderers:
Lord, lay not this sin to their charge. Stephen was killed and his enemies survived;
but who was the true victor in this controversy? Stflphen, unequivocally.
He lost
his life, but he has kept it unto life eternal.
They saved their lives, but all of them,
who failed to repent, are lost forever-they
shall not see life, but the wrath of God
abideth on them. Stephen's name is first
upon the list of Chri13tianmartyrs; his enemies among the first upon the list of murdercrs. I trust that none of us will be callcd upon to die, as did Stephen, by violence;
thatwe may have the happiness of dying, and
inspired by the hope of heaven, as he was
commending our spirits to the Master, and
breathing out a prayer for the .salvation of
sinners.-Amen.
JOliN ROGERS.
Carlisle, July 11th, 1862.
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They say thus: we will not receive each
sect at all to any Christian communion,
yet we will obtain the same end, the glory
of God, by another way as good. bince
THE UNION OF CHRISTIANS.
we are of this opinion, and you of that opinNUMBER THREE.
ion, you make you one church of Christ,
BY ELDER JACOB CREATH, OF PALMYRA, MO.
and we will make us another church of
Christ. or a branch of that church; and
"And
it is not for them onl,V that r pray, bllt also
brethren A, B, and C, will make them other
for tbo>e who s"all believe in me thro,,~h
thd,'
dis'
course;
that they all may be oue; as th'un my Fttther
branches ot the same church, and we will
art in me and I in thee; that they also rna.!' b~ one in
have no fellowship with each. We will not
us; so that tbe world III", believe Ihat tholl didst .end
me,
And the glory which thon gavest me I have riven
receive
you, nor do we wish to be received
them; that they lIIay be one. I in them and thuu ill
rne; that they Illay be pe, f e!ed in one., and that
the by you; yet we will live in love and peace,
wurld lIIay know that Ihon dids! send me. and that I hun
and see you can get to heaven by the shorthast loved them as also thun hast luved Ille.
j<'aLhe,' I
d~sire that tho,e whom tboll hast given n,e may albo be est route.
But it is horrible thus to divide
WI h me
here I am; Lhat tbe, may see th t glory of
the
body
ot'
Christ. Nothing can be more
mille which thon hast given rre, a, tbon Juve.d.t me
befure the funlldaliUIi
of the world.
My righle"".
contrary to the nature and design of the
Father
the "arid
bath not know"
thee; 'Lilt I have
For, as Christ
known thee and these have knuwnlhat.
Ihon d,dst .enll gospel than su<;h divisions.
me.
,I have made known to them thy name; a",i I will is but one head, he never designed to have
maken
known tolhum
sotha' t~e love with whieh I/,"n
On this principle, howevlovedst.mema~
bei" them and I in them.'
John xvii 2/1, but oue church.
20.-[ I'he intereessol',' 11I'a,\CI' of ""l' ~avill JesllS Cbrist. er, we may not only have five churches; but
for the nnit.y, eO'''l'erallun
and glorifleatilln
uf eli i>five hundred or five thousand churches.
t'alls ,WhJ shllnld believe on him thrunl(h tbe testiwOIIY,
teae' 109 or word of the apostles.]
For some dissatisfied member of these five
This prayer is naturally divided into three branches' may say, we disagree with you;
divisions. In the first six verses he prays we will have us a branch or a subdivision
for himself. From the sixth to the twen- as necessary as the tirst branch, and on this
tieth inclusive, he prays for the apostles; principle all the same arguments are offered
from the twentieth verse to the twenty-sixth, for the five hundred chur<;hes, that were
·for all Christians, who believe on him offered for the first, and so on, atl infi11itum.
through the apostle's discourse. Three If difference of opinion will justify us in
plans of union have been tried to unite the making new sects or churches, by carrying
people of God. The first plan tried by the out that principle it will come to pass at
man of sin was to force all men to think as last, that. there will not be any two members
he did-to be of the same opinion; to mea~- of the same sect; for if all things relating
lire all men by the iron bedstead of Pro- to Christianity were to be cultvu8sed,.there
crustes, Those who were too short must are not any two men in the 'world of the
be strerched to the full length of tbe bed- sa:ue opinion in all things. If all Chrisstead, and those that were too lon~ must be tians are to sit down and canvass f!.very
sa wed off, so as to ha ve them all the same verse in the Bi ble, and have the same opinlength. To accomplish this desirable end, ion about each verse before they can fellowhe used reason, fire, faggot, and all manner ship each other, then no two Christians will
of cruelties. 'lhe effect of this plan was, ever fellowship each other. There has alhe made some hypocrites, some apostates, ways been a variety of religious opinions,
some refugees, and many martyrs, H~ filled and there always will be, and no force can
the world with war, blood and misery. and prevent it. :But there is no necessity tor
turned Christendom into a shamble or ha.ving as many churches as opiuiuns. This
slaughter-house.
Thus much for the first converts the church of Jesus Uhrist into a
plan of union. The second plan of union rope of sand. If there was now but one
is the one the protestant sects have been communion as there was at first, the present
trying since the J,utheran Reformalion. strifes and janglings would quickly cease.
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Now. altar is set against altar, and steeple murder and revellings."
Galatians v. 20,
agdnst steeple, and the war is perpetual. 21. Fifthly, our Savior says a family or
The arguments, the scriptural arguments kingdom di vided against itself cannot stand.
against such a state of things-against
the He saJ s if Satan cast out Satan, he is divided
present exhibition of Christianity through- against hi:l;self: how then doth his kingout Christendom, are these: It is at war dam stand?" Matt. xii. 25,26, 27. I wish
with this prayer of the Lord J eaus Christ, the professed people of G,od were as united
the blessed Son of God. It is in the face of as the devil's people.
it; it is in defiance of it; it is casting this
"0 shameto menJ devil with devildamnedI
. prayer behind our backs; it is trampling it
Firmcoward.hold I menonlydbagree
under our feet; while we say, Lord, Lord,
Of creaturesrational; though underh(\pe
Of heavenlygrace,and (hd proclllimlD<;
pea.ce,
f
h
I
and do not the things whic
pray '01',
Yet ltvein bane " enwityand strife
which I command you to do. The present
Amongthemselve',and levelcrud war3state of religious society is in direct violaWastingthe enth eachotherto dcstroy."
tion of the following passages of Holy
[MILTON.
Writ. Roms. xv. 5,.6, 7. "And may the
The defenders of .this plan say we may
GodtOf patience and consolati.on grant you live in peace, thou~h we renounce each othto think in harmony one with another, in Je- er communion in religion. We see by
BUS Me~siah; so that with one mind and one three hundred years experience that this is
mouth you may glorify God, the Father of not practicable. Look at the heartburnings,
our Lord Jesus Messiah. Wherefore,rehatred, emulations and bitter zeal which
ceive you and bear up one another, as also the parties do always show against each
Messiah received you to the glory of God." other. Sixthly, the present divided state of
Secondly, Paul prayed the Corinthians not religious society is positively contrary to
to admit of such a state of things.
1 Cor. that new cummandrnent of love which onr
I-H). "And I beseech you, my brethren, Savior has ~o emphl/tically and so repeatedby the nam.e of our Lord Jesus Messiah, Iy enjoined on his followers, in the 13tp,
that to you all there may be one bnguu!l:cl; 14th, 15th and 16th chapters of J(lhn's
and that there may be no divisions among gospel, and which the apostles have inculyou'; but that you may become pl.'rJectly of cuted with equal earnestness in their wrione mind, and of one way of thinking." tings, as greater than faith and hope which
Thirdly, Paul exhorted the Christians at pardons a multitude of Rins, and wh;ch is
Rome to avoid all such as plead for such a the golden key that unlOCKSthe palace of
.state of things.
Roms. xvi. 17, 18, 19. e ernity. Christ commands his people to
"And I beseech you, my brethren, that you live in peace, and to love as hrethren.
The
beware of them who cause .divisions and present state of religious society is therestumblings among you. aside from the doc- fore at war with the letter and spirit of the
trine which you have learned: and that you gospel, and with all the above plain and
stand aloof from them. For they who are Chri"tian precepts-and
is insufficient and
such do not serve our Lord Jesus Messiah, ought to be abandoned by Christian people.
but their own belly: and by bland speeches
The heathen cities that worshipped sevand good wishes they beguile the hearts of eral gods, would sometimes make a leagtle
the simple."
(Syriac translation.)
But of peace and say: do you worship your god,
your obedience is known to everyone.
and we will worship our god, without medWhere Christianity is in this divided state, dling with one another's religion. This init is next to a dissolut'on or annihilation al- tercommunity of the worship of different
together. Fuurthly, Paul says, "They who gods, was very popular in ancient as well
perpetuate these things, such as divisions I as in modern times. But it is horrible so.
and discords, do not inherit the kingdom ofl to divide the congregations of Jesus Christ.
God,and all the like things as drunkenness, There are three classes of persons to blam~
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for the present divided state of religious
society. The first class of persons who are
culpable are those who originated these divisions. And it would be easy to show
from history that these sects originated in
the worst passions of the human heart, such
as lust, politics, blood, ambition and war;
and they bear the deep impres8 of the countries, the individuals and circumstances under which they spring into existence. The
second class of persons to blame for these
parties in religion, are those who have perpetuated and transmitted them to us. The
third class of persons to blame for these
unhallowed sects and antichristian hierarchies, are those who now defend and maintain
them against light and knowledge-who
thereby serve their own appetites, pride, interest and ambition.
God, in dealing with men, treats them in
the connection in which they are founddeals with them according to the company
they are found in. Witness the Antidelu.
vians, Sodom and Gomorrah, Korah, Dathan and Abiram-the
Canaanites, Ishmaelites, Amelekites and others. A man may
be a very respectn ble private character individually; but if found in company with
counterfeiters and murderers, he will be
treated as such. Men act in the same way;
they treat men in the same way.
Some of the Popes of Rome may have
been very respectable characters in the
course of ages. But, because they stood at
the head of the grand rebellion or apostasy
from the pure gospel of Christ, they will go
into perdition. And if the church of
Rome, which certainly stands at the head
of the grand rebellion of 1260 years duration, shall sooner or later go into perdition,
will not all other churches, of whatever denomination, whether established, tolerated
or persecuted, which partake of the same
lipirit of rebellion, or have instituted doctrines and ceremonies inimical to the pure
and unadulterated gospel of Christ, share
in the fate of that immense fabric of human
. ordinances and abominations?
What is to
hinder them? See how rebellion against
human governments is dealt with. And is
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it nothing for puny mortals to throw off
the government of the Majesty of heaven
and earth, and institute laws, ordinances
and governments of their own? Is the
God of heaven the only one who will pass
over such offences with inipunity?
It is
unquestionable, that as protestant parties,
we have various things in our ecclesiastical
establishments which cannot be defended
on the pure principles of the gospel of the
Son of God. It is very true, that the
chur!,h of Rome i5 Babylon the Great and
the mother of harlots, and abominati,ons of
the earth. But have no other churches
copied her example?
But have no other
people taken deep and intoxicating sips,
from that golden and cercean cup, w'tterewithal she bewitched all the nations of the
earth? Can there be a mother and no children? Who are the children of ,this meritricious old lady? It is a question of some
magnitude, whether there is the most sin,
mischief and danger in these various heresies, tenets and opinions, to the souls of
men, or in the divisions, separations, excommunications and renunciations of each
others communion? Which has been the
most ruinous to the souls of men-the
greatest stumbling block to the ungodly?
Those denominations who have no articles
of subscription, or the fewest, who are the
best fitted and prepared to obey the apostolic injunction, "Wherefore, receive you
one another, as Christ also hath received
you to the glory of God.': Roms. xv. 7.
(Wesley's translation,)
All the apostolic
congregations were one or united in belief
and practice, externally.
This unity was
based upon the facts of the New Testament
and obedience to these facts. There was an
external or constitutional unity. They had
one constitution, the New Testament; they
had one legislator, Jesus Christ; one kingdom or church. They were internally united
in love, affection, the truth. Truth, union,
love, peace-all these are indispensable to
the accomplishment of the prayer.
The
first division was not on account of doctrines
of faith, but undue attachment to leaders,
Paul, Apollos, Cephas. The pride and am-
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and in doing so, he apparently incidentally
makes a clear statement showing how faith
comes. He says, "I pray not for these
alone, (the apostles,) but for them also who
shall believe on me through their word," If
there are believers who were made such by
some other means than "through their
word," the Lord did not include them in
this prayer. But this is not the case.
There are no believers on him who do not
believe through their word. He aimed to
pray for all the believers and did pray for
them, and includes them all, when he prays
f9r them -also who shall believe on him
through their word.
II. rfhe apostle John says, in giving us
his object in writing his gospel, as it is generally styled, "Many other signs did Jesus,
in the presence of his disciples, which are
not written in this book, but these are written that you might believe." This book
, contains a record of his testimony, as a witness of Jesus, and he declares his object, in
----writing it, or recording it, to be that the
reader might believe. This shows, beyond
all dispute, that testimony, in written words,
was deemed necessary, as the means through
A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION,
which man is enabled to believe, or might
NO. XIII.
believe, by the inspired apostle John.
\Vhen he says, "these were written that you
FAITH NO. IV.
might believe," it is implied that men could
Having clearly determined that the great not believe without testimony, in some way
foundation truth, that "Jesus is the Christ conveyed to the mind, and this is done that
the Son of the living God," is that which they might believe, or have the privilege of
must be bel1eved; and that to accredit this J:lelieving.
with ill the heart, or to accredit this cheerThere are two parts in faith; a human
fully, cordially and freely, is to believe, in and a divine part; or what God does, on the
the New Testament sense, and, still farther, one hand, and what man does on the other.
demonstrated that "the seed is the word of The L'1rd gives the truth to be believed,
God," from which faith comes, and that and the testimony, or means of conveying it
where there is no word of God, there is no to the mind and rendering it credible.
faith, the present paper will be a still far- Hearing the truth, considering the testimother effort to set forth the scripture teach- ny, accrediting or believing it, is the human
ing showing how men are made believers. part, or what man does. Here is wherein
We have seen that the Lord has anticipated the will has much to do with believing.
and clearly intimated how persons are made The hearing must be secured, or no faith
believers in the parable of the sower. Let can be produced. The most sublime and
us then proceed with the argument.
important truth ever uttered, accompanied
I. In the Lord's last public prayer before by the best testimony in the world, never
he left the world, he prays for the believers, made and never can make a believer of a

bition of leaders fostered, matured and widened the breach. See Rome and Uonstantinople, or Constantine's city-the
Greek
and western Roman church. All who assist
in healing the present breaches in Christendom, render most acceptable service to the
Christian religion, and the salvation of men's
souls. Happy are the pacificators said the
great Master of assemblies. Thereis a millIltone,of guiltattachlld to all those who binder,
divide, or break the unity of Christ's church.
There is no one thing that is oftener commanded, inculcated, and prayed for by Christ
and his apostles, than the unity of Christians. On the other hand, no sin is more
surely forbidden, none that is represented
more mischievous, none more terribly threatened, than divisions and whatever breaks
the unity of the church.
J. CREATH.

_
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man who will not hear or consider the testimony. No truth can have any force on
the mind till heard and considered. Persons can refuse to hear, or consider, and
thus prevent the truth from having any
force on the mind; or, having heard, and
even considered, they can be blinded or
prejudiced by sin, so as to act the most unreasona ble and unfair part, in deciding both
in reference to the truth, and the testimony
sustaining it. Here is precisely where
human accountability is incurred. The gospel of Christ is placed before the world,
chaIleni!ing the credulity of mankind. The
matter is of sufficient importance to dem:wd
attention, in any way a man can look at it.
If a man closes his eyes and refuses to see
the most important matter ever brought to
the vision of mortals, stops his ears and reo
fuses to hear the most astounding things
ever heard; darkens his understanding, thus
failing to understand the most stupendous
and wonderful things ever brought. before
the world; he is, in 80 doing, incurring as
great guilt as is possible for man to incur;
and it was in view of this that the Lord
said, "He who believes not shall be damned." The fact that the Lord has given eyes
to see, ears to hear, a mind to understand,
and a judgment to determine, involves guilt,
if we do not see, hear, understand, and decide in reference to the matters the Lord
has placed before UB.
III. 'rhe apostle Peter says, "God made
choice among us, that the Gentiles by my
mouth should hear the word of the gospel
and believe." If there were not anotber
expression in the Bible, sbowing now men
were to be made believers, this one should
scttle the question. If we should find one
clear expression in scripture, stating that
"God made choice that the Gentiles by a
direct uperation

of the Spirit Rlwuld belifve,"

it would settle the entire question; IJutthere
is no sueh passage, or anything equivalent,
nor can there be consistently, so long as the
apostles language declares, that "God made
choice tcat by mymouth the Gentiles should
hear

Every

the word

attempt

of the gospel

and believe."

made to show that

faith
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eomes in Borne other way, than by the word,
or that the faith that comes by the word is
not the true faith, not sufficient and that
man must have something more, to constitute the justifying faith, is an attempt to
depreciate the Lnrd's own plan, maintain
that it is insufficient and bring it into disr('pute before the world. An attempt of
tbis kind, is an attempt to set aside the
clearest teaching of the word of the Lord,
for the vagaries of men; to set aside the
Lord's own method of makin~ b"elievers,
and substituting a human method; to set
aside the only true faith, which comes from
thc word of the Lord-the gospel of the
grace of God-and substituting a poor weak
human imagination, arising from a vague
impression that we have experienced a direct influence of the Spirit, and thus be"en
made a believer. But what do those" believe, who claim thus to have been made'
believers? (Jan they tell what they beheve?
Not one in a thousand of them. '''hy not?
Because, in reality they do not believe anytbing. They are not believers at all. They
are simply deceived. The sum of the matter is, that they ha,ing been, it may be,
drawing upon their imagination for days,
and lookinlo{for a direct impression, have
imagined that they have experienced one.
They have felt an impression. This they
call faith. Bilt ask the man the next hour
what he believes!_and he cannot" tell you. He
can tell what he felt and bow he felt, but
no matter it' it is all true, it is' not faith.
The man is deceived and induced to call that
raith, which i~ not faith at all, anfl to repudiate that which really is faith, as no faith
at all. There ca.n be no worse deception
than this. Mormonism is not a worse delusion.
I V. Let us hear PauL on the question,
how does faith come? He answers, "Faith
comes by hearing and hearin~ by the word
of God." If it be true, as here asserted,
that faith comes by hllaring and hearing by
tbe word of God, it does not come by sering,
feelil1g, or a di'rect impnssion
of the Spirit
witbout words. But the apostle was not
,ontent to state, by apostolic authority, how
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faith comes, but he gives us some very ten ~y the apostle.
Paul say$, to the Corinplain reasoning upon it. He quot.es the thians, 1 Cor. iv. 15, "1 have begotten you
language of the prophet Joel, "And it shall through the gospe1." Here the begetting
come to pass that whoever shall call on the is ascribed to the apostle, and, at the same
name of the Lord shall be saved." He time, said to be "through tI~e gospel."
We
then proceeds as follows: "But how shall are said to be "born (or begotten) of the
they call o'n him on whom they have not :Spirit," John iii. 8, and" born (or begotten)
believed? and how shall they believe on of God," 1 John v. 1. Thus it is seen that
him of whom they have not heard? and the s'ame result is ascribed to four causes,
how can they hear without a preacher? and or whatcver is meant by the figurative exhow can he preach excQpt he be sent ?" pression, begotten, is ascribed to God in
The reasoning amounts to this:
If the some instances, in others to the Spirit, again
preacher had not been sent by the Lord, he to the apostle and lastly, to the word. How
eould not have preached the word; had hc is this to bc harmonized?
It is ascribed to
not preached the word, men could not have God as the author, the Holy Spirit as the
heard; if they had not heard, they coulL! agenl, the apostle as an under agent and
not have believed; if they had not believed, the word the instrument.
The begetting
they could not have called on the name of in all these cases is the same, and the manthe Lord; and if they had not called all the ner in which it is accomplished is the same.
name of the Lord, they could not have been It is not that one man is begotten of God,
saved. The apostles were called and sent anuther of the Spirit, another by the aposthat men might hear the gospe1. The ob- tie and another by the word, but everyone
ject of tbeir hearing was that they might begotten at all, is begotten of Gud, by the
believe. Their believing was that they Holy Spirit, by the apostle and by the
might call on the name of the Lord. The word. Theword is from God, given by the
design of their calling on the name of the Holy Spirit, tbrough the apostle, and the
Lord was that they might be saved.
result of it', when received into a good and
V. Weare said to be begotten by the honest heart, is that the person is begotten
word. The literal import of this is, that of God, by the Spirit, the preacher who
we are made believers by the 'word. This proclaimed the word, and by the word, or,
will now be shown by mtroducing sevet.al in literal language, the person is made a bepassages where the expression occurs. "Of liever, by God himself, through the agency
his own will begat he us with the word of of the Holy Spirit, who was in the apostle
truth,"
This is not an incidental expres- and spoke through him, by the apostle, who
sian, in relation to how a few are begotten, preached the gospel, and by the gospel, or
but a general expression, telling bow all are the word, when preached.
The begetting
begotten of God-that
it is witb, or by the is the same in all cases, no matter whether
'Word "f truth.
See J as. i. 13. Peter says, ascribed to God, the Spirit, the apostle, or
"Being born again, not of corruptible seed, the word. N a man is begotten by the Spirit
but at incorruptible, by the word of God, without God, the apostle and the word; nor
which lives and abides forever."
1 Pet. i. is anyone begotten by G{)ll, without the
23. The word, born, here, is from t.he orig- Spirit, the apostle and the word. When
ina.! word, anllagenao, translated begotten, the apostle said, "1 have begotten you
1 Pet. i. 3, and should be so translated in through the gospel," the amount of it is, 1
the passage just quoted. In these passages have made you believe thTou.9h tlte gospel.
we have the expression, begotten by the Making believers is the work of God. It is
word.
In the letter of Paul to Philemon, done by hIm; but he does it by his IIoly
verse 10, we have the followin~: "My son SpIrit, as his agent, who inspired the apos·
OnesilUuswbom I hat'ebegutleninmy~onds."
ties and spoke through them; and he does
In this case, Onesimus is said to be bp.g;Qt-it by the apostles, as agents under the Spir-
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it, who preached the word, and by the word
itself; as the instrument.
God is the first
cause of' this begetting, or making persons
believers, as the author of' it. The Holy
Spirit is the cause, as the agent, through
whom he does it. 'rhe apostles are employed as agents through whom the word is
preached, and the word is the instrument
throngh which the wOTk is accomplished.
It is then, the work of God, the work of
. the Holy Spirit, the work of the apostle,
and the work of the word of truth, or the
gospel.
This view of the subject accords with the
apostles' practice and the commission under
which they preached. They were commanded
to "ge, and disciple all nations"-to
"preach
the gospel to every creature," and this is followed with "he that believes and is immersed
shall be saved, and he who believes not
shall be damned."

..THE DESIGN OF THE CONFESSION.
In my recent article on the question,
what IS a valid immersion, I argued that the
omission of the confession, when caused by
neglect of the administrator to require it,
does not invalIdate the immersion. In support of this position, I assumed that it was
the duty of the immerser to require a confession, and the duty of the candidate to
make the confessiou when called up'on to
do so.. Bro. Joseph Franklin calls this first
assumption in question, by asking, "Where
is it made the duty of the agent to require
a confession?"
I answer, it is made so by
the example of Philip in the case of the
eunuch. It was not at the instance of the
candidate in this case, but at that of the
administrator, that the confession was made.
N ow the example of Philip, in requiring
the candidate to make the confession, makes
it the duty of all preachers under the same
circumstances, to do the same.
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I endeavored to sustain the same conclusion by the design of the confession. I assumed that it was designed to satisfy the
administrator, and other interested witnesscs, that the candidate does believe. Bro. F.
asks where is this taught. I answer, it is
obvious from the very nature of the confession. What is the confession but a declaration to the administrator, and to others
present, that you believe? And for whose
satisfaction is it made? It cannot be for
the satisfaction of God, for he already knows
your faith; nor of yourself, for with you it
is a matter of consciou~ness. TheTe are no
other interested parties, but the administrator and the witnesses. Moreover, in making
the confession you speak 10 them, and what
you Bay is of course designed for them.
So it was with the eunuch. He desired to
be immersed, but Philip would not immerse
him unless he believed; in making the confession to Philip therefore, his obvious and
only object was to satisfy him that he did
believe. We have, then, the nature of' the
act of' confessing, and the example of the
eunuch, to sustain our assumption.
We
might further fortify it, by Paul's allusion
to the fact that Timothy "confessed the
good confession before many witnesses j" and
the Savior's promise to those who should
confess his name "befoTe men." All these
expressions indicate that the confession has
reference to other men, and is designed as a
declaration to them of our faith in Jesus
Christ.
Seeing now, that it is the duty of the
administrator to require a confession, it
necessarily becomes that of the candidate
to make the confession. But this duty of
the candidate, being designed for the satisf'action of the administrator, the omission
of it is a loss. to the latter, leaving him
without the scriptural evidence thlit his candidate is a believer; but the candidate himself loses nothing. If the omission had
occurred through the 1'ejusal of the candidate to make the confession, this refusal
would be a sin on his part which might invalidate his subsequent action. But occurring simply throuzh the failure of the im-
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merser to require it, the fault is his and his of sins. The question 'implies that nothing
alone; and the fault being his, the candi- is to be required of a sinner, except such
date must not be held responsible.
things as are conditions of pardon; while
If it were the duty ot the candidate, in- the truth is, that we are to· require everydependent of all other human bl'ings, to. thing which the scriptures require, whether
make the confession, as it is to believe and it be a condition of pardon or not. If we
to repent, then no circumstances could jus- should find, then, that the confessioJ:. is not
tify its omission. If a sinner were left a condition of pardon, we must still require
alone upon an island, it would be his duty it under the guidance of scripture prece·
to believe, and to repent; but it could not dents.
be his duty to make the confession, simpl y
The second question, I answer in the af·
because there is no one there to hear it. It firmative. Hthe three duties-faith,
confes·
became the duty of the eunuch to make the sion, and immersion, are, in this order, condiconfession when Philip called for it; but if tions of pardon, we must req,uire them in
Philip had not called for it, he would have the same order, of all who seek our fellowcommitted no fault in omitting it. So in ship.
'l'he whole discussion, therefore,
every other case. It being a duty, not ab- turns upon the first question.
solute, but dependent upon the instruction
Is the confession, then, a condition of the
and requirements
of the evangelist, its remission of sins? Paul says, With the
. omission is a sin of the candidate only mouth confession is made eis sote?'ian, in
when it is reguired, and he refuses.
order to salt·ation." This is merely a stateI believe that my general proposition; ment of a fact. It became a fact in this
that when the candidate has done all that way. Under the apostolic teaching, no one
is required of him, the immersion is valid, was admitted to immersion for the remisalthough the immerser may not have done sion of sins, who did not make the confesall of his duty, is undisputed.
Granting sion. Hence it was made in order to salvathis, and the positions above established, tion, because it was preliminary to that act
the conclusion inevitably follows, that a which brought the party into the enjoyment
failure to make the confession, when caused of pardon. It certainly ought to be so still.
by the a<)tion of the administrator alone, No preacher ought to imll}erse anyone un·
does not invalidate the immersion.
til he makes the confession; but some
Bro. Franklin desires me to reconcile this preachers do it, and the question is, whose
conclusion, with the statement of Paul, that fault is this, the preachers or that of the
"with the mouth confession is made unto candidate? Evidently the preacher's. Now,
8alvatiori." He seems to think that this in all such cases, that circumstance which,
statement makes the confession a condition with the apostles, caused the confession to
of pardon, like faith and immersion. He be made in order to salvation, is absent by
therefore asks three questions:
the fault of the preacher and not of the
1. Are fa.itk, confession with the mouth, candidate; hence the preacher must rnswer
and immersion, in this order of succession, for a sin of omission, but the candidate is
conditions of the remission of sins?
innocent. The confession, then, can be re2. If so, should they not be required in gar?ed as only conditionally a condition of
this order of suocession, of all who seek pardon. It depends upon the other concliour fellowship?
tion, that the administrator of the ordinance
3. If anyone of the items is not such a does his duty. In this case it is a condicondition, is it right to demand it in any tion. In case he fails of his duty, his failcase?
ure relieves the oandidate, and throws tho
To answer the last question first, we reo reponsibility of a perversion of tho gospel
ply, that it might be right to demand it, soheme upon his own shoulders.
even if it were not a oondition of remission
We must qualify our position, by the fol.
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lowing observation: It may sometimrs llappen that the candidate is better informeJ
upon tbe subject than the a.dministrator. In
that case. it would be his duty to call upon
the administrator to receive his confession.
This I argue simply upon the ground that
we should not permit a brother tu omit an
important duty in our presence, without a
remonstrance.

sing him, I would call on him to con/ess tl,at
he did helie'te before he was immersed.
In conclusion, I would remark that Bro.
Franklin's orjection strikes what I conceive
to be the weakest pomt in my former article,
and if he, or any other brother, after reading this, still considers it weak, I would be
glad to con~ider any well studieJ objections
that may be urged against it.
During a protracted meeting which I atJ. W. MCGARVEY.
July, 1862.
tended a few years ago, a gentleman sentus
word one morning that he had concluded to
be immersed, and wished it to be done before the hour of meeting. A group of brethren and sisters were soon called at the water,
and the brother who was immersing led him
in, and was about,to pronounce the formula
of immersion, when I called to him and remarked "you have not taken his confession."
THE CHRISTIAN PREACHER AND HIS
He immediately stopped and received the conMISSION.
fession as they stood in the water, and then
A. DISCOURSE BY ELD. W. H. TAYLOR.
immersed him, NowifI had notinterferect,the
man, who stood ready to make tbe confes- Delivered at the Ordination of Hil'am Woods
sion, would have been immersed without it,
and John Darnell, at R'ipky, Ohio, .May
31,1862.
not through any fault of his. but through

.... -

forgetlulness on the part of the immerseI'.
Who would say that he should have been
re-immersed before we shouI'd receive him
into the church?

'How beatltiful are tbe feet of tbem tbat preach
'be !!/)"pelof pence, and bring glad tidings of good
tbing8!" Rom. x. 15.
HIS

SOCIAL POSITION.

1. By universal consent, a high social
position is accorded the ·Christian preacher.
His office is jURtly regarded as a high and
a sacred one. His relation to society is of
such a character as to exempt him from suspicion, and almost wholly from the time
and care usually required, in every other
avocation, in gaining public confidence and
po~ition in society. By virtue of his position, he comes on the stage endorsed by his
brethren, and by all the holy aod sacred
pledges of ;ove and purity which spring
from the divinity of the commission he
bears, and the cause he pleads, as well as
from the name of Christ, by whose authority he acts, and whose servant he claims
to be. No tedious trial in winning his
When a man applies for membership who way to place and honor is demanded of him.
did not confess before he was immersed, if I It is sufficient to be introduced, simwere to undertake to mend the matter, in- ply, as a preacher of the gospel. The
stead of taking his confession and re-immer- young preacher in thill, though uneamJ~est it should' he supposed that I pre·
sume too much upon the ignorance of can
didates, ill the above .argument, and attach
too much consequence to the negligence of
the administratior, let it be remembered that
thousands are immersed whose want of education renders them entirely dependent upon
the instruction of their preachers. It is impossible that. they should know t~eir own
privileges, or the duties of the preacher,
farther than he instructs them. Practically, indeed, the mass of disciples, having
been inattentive to the scriptures previous
to their conversion, are dependent upon
preachers for a knowledge of the steps to be
taken in becoming a Christian.

QUART.J!]H,LY REVI
ed it may be, finds a ready passport to the
hearts and homes of every Christian family.
To him will be committed, in generous confidence, many a sacred trust. To his society
.and guardianship will be given .the sweet,
the innocent, the artless and the young.
And with all this will come responsibility,
and with all this may come temptation.
Pardon me for the admonition-preachers
are only men. Ordination services impart
no spiritual or miraculous gifts. Whatever
attainments you malle, either of intellectual
or moral advancement, ml.:st be gained by
industry and watch~ulness~fro~
the Bible
and the closet. It .IS possIble for u' to forget that we have Intellects and hearts of
our own' to improve, in our watchfulness
and care for others.
CHARACTER
OF HIS MIFSION.
II. It is the highest, the holiest, and the
greatest ever ordained on earth. It enfolds
in its angel purpose the .sa'lvation of the hu·
man race. Beauty, health, love, honor,
truth, glory; immortality, eternal life-all
this in the heaven of heav.ens, in the home
of angels, in the presence of God, by the
side of Jesus-all
this forever!
"Go, preach my gospeL" The Christian
preacher acts by the highest authority in
the universe.
"All authority is given unto
me in heaven and in earth. Go ye therefore and teach."
Michael and Gabriel act
upon no higher a commission than this.
Autbori2ied of heaven's great sovereign
you, my brethren, go forth with the sweetest story, the most stupendous truths and
the most astonishing facts ever uttered, and
with heaven's own offer and terms of eternal
life to erring, sinful, dying man.
All the pure and benevolent of earth, and
all the exalted and glorified in heaven, sympathize with you. Angels, your fellow laborers, are profoundly interested in this
work, and will be untIl they come with
their Lord, the world's great Judge, to reap
the world's great harvest, and to gather to
their heavenly rest the saints of the Most
High. Christ has not commissioned one
of his angelic hosts to preach the gospel j

,,~W.
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I he gives

them only a second position in the
work of salvation. "For unto the angels
hath he· not put in subjection the world to
come whereof we speak." . They watch over
those you bring into the kingdom. 0, how
surprised must Gabriel be to see a preacher
falter and go back from the field, when the
field is whitening to the harvest I
HIS

MOTIVES.

III. Man's motives ever should be honOJ'able. But the motives of a Christian,
and especially a Christian preacher, should
be more than honorable.
His motives
should lie beyond the orbit of earthly rewards. Let no young man enter this field
if he has ambiti~n for the world's applause.
If he desires ease. or wealth, or fame, let
him pursue them sn the name of earth.
A nd if he finds, as find he will, that he has
grasped shadows, he will not say heaven has
cheated him. Let no young man enter the
field if he would as sOon follow something
else. But if he can say with a full and
swelling heart, I must preach, I cannot be
happy unless I do preach, let him go forth.
If you, my young brethren, have made up
your mind to confront toil and hardship,
anrl if nepds be, poverty and neglect, go
forth to the batt'e.
If you can take Christ as you model. go
forth and tell the immortal story.' And as
you go, remember the self deuial and the
patient love of him,
"Who o'era lost world wept."

Remember he left wealth, ease, honor,
friends, home and heaven. Thirty-three
long and weary years,· in spotless purity
and innocence, he lived among men in a
corrupt and an ungrateful world. Can we
not imagine that heaven was . less joyful
during his absence?
Can we not believe
the seraphim were restless for his presence,
and that angelic choirs laid their golden
harps at the foot of the throne until the
coronation morning? Can we doubt tnat
earth looked dark and sorrowful and cheerless to him? Can we realize that he was "a
man or sorrows and acquainted with grief?"
Can we doubt his longing desirIJ to go back
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, to his beautiful home in the skies, when he
prayed, "Father, glorify me with thin'e own
self, with the glory which I had with thee
before the world .was?" Why all this? For
man. He came to tell of a Father's deathless lave for hIS alien children; to awaken
within the dreary, sunken waste of human
affections, the lost memories of a sinless
home; to water with his tears the faded
Eden of the human heart; to cancel by his
blood the crimson stains of sin; and to
point the ever restless, trembling heart of
earth's pilgrims to a sweet rest and home in
heaven.
Paul could exclaim, "God forbid that I
should glory, save in the cross of our Lord
J esllS Christ, by whom the world is crucified unto me, and I unto the world !"
Again, I count all things but loss so that I
may win Ohrist, and be found in him," &c.
If you can adopt this language a~ the expression of your feelings, "go preach the
word."
OF MANNER.

CHRISTIAN

Is a classical education indispensable to
success? It would be of great advantage
for every young man to have a knowledge
of polite literature, but it is not an indispensable qualification. 1r1ust the young
preaeher wade through all the standard
theological books? No, a knowledge of
the various systems may be well, in order
that we may see,' and help others to see
their
"Emptine~B and vanity."

but can be of very little consequence beyond
this. You ask me to say what is necessari.
ly indispensible.
We answer, a simple
knowledge of the gospel of our Lord Jesus
Christ; a warm he,art and a clear head.
Add to this, a correct use of langage, and
a meek and teachable spirit, and you have
excellent qualifications to begin with. You
will perhaps inquire, "Is not the study of
the old scriptures necessary and valuable?"
We answer, incalculably valuable, and
should largely engage your attention as
long as you iive and preach. It .was the
old scriptures that .Paul referred to when
he said to'Timothy, "And that from a child
thou hast known the holy scriptures, which
are able to make thee wise unto salvation
through which is in 'Christ Jesus."
And
we doubt not when Paul exhorted Timothy
to "study," he included the old scriptures.
Paul desired that Timothy should preach
and study boh. He did not hold Timothy
back until he learned everything.
At the
same time Paul knew there was great advantage to be gained by an uninspired man,
attentively studying the inspired word.

IV. It is related of the distinguishea
Garrick, that a certain preacher, who had
been to hear him, and who had witnessed
his wonderful power over the emotional nature of his great audience, inquired of him ,
"How is it that you can move the people
more with fictions than we can with truths?"
To which Garrick replied, "You tell truths
as if they were fiotions, and we tell fictions
as if they were truths."
There is a world
of meaning in this anecdote. A stiff and
formal manner may chill and repulse the
hearer, and certainly cannot move him.
But when the moist eye and-tremulous voice
Paul did not know' what some very reo
speaks to heart and eye, an auditory cannot markable young men in modern times have
remain unmoved. In this was Whitfield's discovered, viz: that idleness and ignorance
grea,t power.
are no obst~cles-that
if a man is only a
HIS QUALIFICATIONS.
"Holy Ghost preacher," he has only to
V. Shall the young preacher learn every- "open his mouth and depend upon the Lord
thing before he begins to preach? No, such to supply his lack by a direct inspiration;
an one would be too "smart."
We have therefore he encouraged Timothy to study.
enough of that class now. Don't need any As an indispensable qualification,
you
more. We need young men who will "study should start with the faith that inspired
to show themselves .approved." We can Paul to say, "I am not ashamed of the gosdo without those who have got through with pel of Christ, for it is the power of God untheir s ~loLdies.
to salvation to everyone that believeth."

QUARTERLY
A man who has this faith will never
preach philosophies, politics, opinions, speculations nor human creeds. He may have
his views on all these matters, and may like
other men express them, on all fitting occasions, but he will never expect to convert
anyone to Christ by preaching them.
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would have known who, and what m:tnner
of woman this is that toucheth him: for she
is a slUner." We shall see many in heaven.
Simon-doubtful?
I~ will be your duty to
visit men when they are happy and prosperous; to mingle with the joyous and the
gay in their social enjoyments, as far as
VI.-HIS DUTIES.
they are chaste and temperate; and to be at
His duties are numerous, we can scarcely the marriage feast, and thanksgiving dinattempt to enumerate them. All might be ncr. But it will be more frequently your
summed up in a single sentence. vVho duty to go to the house of mourning, and
gives himself to the gospel gives himself to the couch of afRiction. Your presence
away-to God and man.
will be welcome and cheering in the house
It is but a poor imitation of Christ to of poverty, bereavement,
sickness and
confine our attention and love to a choice death. There you may soothe many a bitfew, and to seek the abodes of wealth and ter pang; whisper courage in the hour of
refinement. Christ doubtless loved some irresolution; and give assistance in the hour
more than others, but his mission was to of need.
the world: "to, seek and to save the lost."
You may stand by the side of the lonely
The blind Bartimeus was of equal value in and stricken orphan, when he sheds blindhis mind with Nicodemus, with all his learn- ing tears at the grave that is closing over
ing and official dignity,
His apostles were the pale form of a mother that tenderly
mainly chosen from the humbler callings of watched him while on earth, and who has
the age. The dearest spot he ever found on gone to watch for him in heaven. And
earth was the humble abode of the dear when he turns away from that grave, feelorphans of Olivet. He seldom entered the ing that sorrow and darkness are as boundlordly palace. The rich aristocrat, in flaunt- less as the great wide world that lies being arrogance, scorned him; and derisively fore him, and asks his own heart, silently,
spoke of his poverty and humble parentage. who will care for me now? 'fhen you have
"How hardly shall a rich man enter a work which an angel might covet. You
the kingdom!"
"And the poor have the can take that orphan's hand,in your own
gospel preached unto them," were sayings and tell him things he ought to know, and
of Christ. If you desire to win the hearts give advice he ought to receive. You' may
of many to Christ, you must mingle with all find a home,ifyou have none to give, for him.
classes as Christ did. There are many vaAnd in the great day when the heavens
rieties and phases of human life; in all and the earth are fled, you may see that orthese varieties there are men and women phan boy, now an heir of glory, crowned
that may be saved. Sect-proud fools may by angel hands, and hear him tell his joysneer, and talk of the "lower classes," and ful mother in that happy land it was you
boast, as we have known them to do, of that led his erring heart to Christ, and his
having all the wealth and fashion in their wandering feet to that blissful home.
societies. Well let them strut; but we
0 how many good and kind things may
should like to read them a story' from an be done in Christ's name, and for his sake.
old book, about a "Rich man who fared But he who waits for calm skies, snd transumptuously every day." And another of'quil seas, to do good on a wide and splendid
a rich Pharisee whose good opinion of scale, may never do anything. If all things
Christ was very much shaken because he re- worked just as we could desire; if everyc3ived the meek, and penitent and loving thing moved in harmony; if all men were
Mary Magdalene. Simon said within him- what they ought to be; and this world were
self, "This man, if he were a prophet, sinless; then would Christ have 110 use for
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evangelists; then should we have no use for shore. When a brave and determined
ordination services. "The servant is not struggle would have carried them into an
greater than his lord; neither he that is sent open sea. Every enterprise has its obsta·
greater than he that sent him." It was a cles, and may come behind the 'glowing vismiserable race for which Christ died. It ions of youthful fancy. But JOU cannot
was a fearful and astormy mission on which fail if you keep the honor and glory of
he came. He knew men would scorn him Christ as your pole star in the voyage. You
in life, and curse him in death. He knew will sometimes be told, by faint-hearted
that h~s earthly pilgrimage lay through a brethren, that you can do nothing in their
thorny maze. He plainly saw earth's blind· community, believe it not. Tell them the
ness and stupidity.
He expected to meet gospel is "the power of God," and that itis
bigotry, falsehood, cruelty, ingratitude, and always in order to preach it. "Preach the
perfidy; It was under the pressure of all word in season and out of season," is apoll'
this, that passionate wail of sorrow was tolic injunction.
We have been chilled by
wrung from his divine heart, when he cried, such suggestions once or twice in our time,
"Now is my soul troubled and what shall I but we have got over it now. Preach!
say?"
Father, save me from this hour:" Preach! Preach! some honest heart will reo
As much as to say, it is no use to die, my ceive the engrafted word. Preach! every
father, 'the world hates me to the end; all is man must hear the gospel. Men will not
going to ruin; then spare me the bitterness find the gospel, but the gospel must find
of dying amid the fury of a mob; take me them.
back to thyself, and the dear ones that wait
They t1Iat go forth bearing precious seed
for me in the skies-if
it can be thy wi!1. shall return at last with the sheaves rejoie·
But then he remembers the grandeur and ing.
the greatness of his mission, and exclaims
VIIl.-HIS
RESTRICTIONS.
"But for this cause came I unto this hour."
"My gospeL" Not man's gospel. Not a
You too may, and will be, treated unkindI)'. gospel. Not acreed. Not an ism-nor a cism,
Yes-and bittercst of all-you may have to but the gospel of peace." There is no peace
bear the unmanly and evil insinuations of in a party gospel. You cannot unite the
pretended brethren who have neither the world on Luther, Calvin or Wesley; nor
courage, nor generosity to approach you and upon their views of the gospel.
tell of a fault-if
you should possess it. If
Our Lord Jesus Christ never authorized
you meet none of this class you will be any body of men to revise his gospel, or to
more fortunate than we have been. These make a codicil to his will. You are not to
men are always remarkably jealous for the preach opinions, but facts, gospel facts.
gospel, and if you do not preach just as You are not to preach politics, soul sleep.
somebody else, you may be condemned for ing, nor spirit-rapping.
These can only repreaching politics or something else. But suIt in strife and confusion. No! no! the
care for none of these things, only so preach love of Christ to a dying world; the mercy
and act as to gain the approbation of the and peace and compassion of heaven will
giorious author cf the gospel.
' be your theme.
VII.-HIS
DISCOURAGEJlIENTS.
"Go proach."
It is as important that
Perhaps I should not speak of discourage- tho gospel be preached as that Christ should
ments. And yetitmayserve to prepare you die; for, "How can they believe on him of
to meet. them. No position in life calls for a whom they have not heard?" Simpletons
higher manhood, a nobler heroism, than the may speculate as much as they will about
position you take to-day. As a usual thing faith as a direct gift, we know that the faith
young men are left, in the start, to struggle which has a living, moving energy upon
alone, and jf they lack manhood or courage the mind, heart, and lives of men, comes,
they go down amid the breakers in sight of as Paul says, by hcarin~. By hearing what?

QUARTERLY
The decrees of councils, the dogmas of ecclesiastical conventions? No, by the "word
of God." By receiving into the heart the
"incorruptible
seed that lives arod abides
forever."
IX.-HIS

REWAIm.

"If any man's work abide which he hath
built thereon, he shall receive a reward."
God never enjoined labor without reward.
Strange to tell, He offers a great reward to
man for being what it would be right for
him be to excl usi ve of all consideration of
merit. There is, perhaps, no such thing in
the world as absolute disinterestedness.
We all have wants that must be met, or
we are undone. To these God appeals.
We want to live and love forever, And
God says, "do and live." And Christ says,
"If any man luep my sayings he shall never see death."
The ancient saints had
"regard to the recompence of reward" that
lay before them. Paul was cheered and
upborne by the motives of a promised
crown. Christ himself, for a joy that was set
before him, endured the cross and disregarded the shame.
With all this before us can we not bear
hardness as good soldiers?
The crown that my S"vior bestows,
Yon permanent ~un shaH outshine.

When earthly diadems crumble and decay, my crown and yours will burn with immortal and fadeless lustre. And then think
of God's approval in the great day, "Well
done good and faithful sorvant."
And then
~he gratitude of the redeemed ones we led
to Christ on earth, and cons€quently to
their Father's bome in heaven. To stand
in the presence of God, ant! his Son, in
whose presence there is fullness of joy, and
at whose righ t hand there are pleasures forever more, will be the exceeding great reward of the faithful preacher.
"They that
turn many to righteousness shall shine as
the stars forever and ever."
X.-HIS

FIDELITY,

Of all things hopeless and fearful, that
of an apostate preacher is the most dreadful and gloomy. Men may select their purauits, and abandon them, as interest or
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pleasure may direct, with honor, and perhaps with the approbation of their own
judgment.
But a true preacher of Christ may never
hope to enjoy a clear and happy heart who
lays off his armor, ond lays down the sword,
(the word,) and throws up the commission
committed to him by his Captain. I never
knew a man to ieave the 'ministry for some
promise the world made him, who did not
wear in his very face the expression, "I am
a deserter."
,
It is true all Christians should make it
their first, and highest, and last object
to promote the interest and honor of Christ's
kingdom. Yet it is equally true that the
world is expecting more of those who are
the professed teachers and guides of the
people than of the taught.
The verdict upon the life and labor of the
Christian preacher will be a rigid one. In
traveling over the great State of Ohio we
can still distinctly trace the footprints of
apostate preachers who crushed the bloom
of promise in the community where they
fell. We could name several of these men,
but we choose not to do or say anything
that would rescue their names from the
shadows of oblivion that are gathering
around them. We have a host of true
brethren in the field; we gladly welcome
you to a participation in the glorious work.
We hand you the commission: "Go preach."

--------.. ..

_---...,--

A GO-BETWEEN.-"There is perhaps not
a more odious character in the world than
of a go-between; by which we mean that
creature who carries to the ears of one
neighbor all the injurious
ob~ervations
which happen to drop from another. Such a
person is the slanderer's berald, and is altogether more odious than the slanderer himself. By his vile officiousness he makes the
poison effective, which else were inert; for
three-fourths of the slanders in the world
would never injure their object except by
the malice of go-between, who, under the'
mask of trouble friendship, act the part ot
double traitors."
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RELATION OF REPENTANCE
FAITH.
NUMBER

o

AND

TWO.

Brother
Van
Dake's pamphlet on
the "Relation of Repentanoe and Faith."
The reader will bear in mind that the lauor
of the pamphlet is bestowed to prove that
repentance actually precedes faith, and is
the cause of faith. The issue we make
with him, is that he has the matter wrong
end foremost-the
cart precisely before the
horse. We turn the matter exactly the
other way, and maintain that faith, in the
order in which the events occu;, goes before
repentance and is the cause of repentance.
Without faith preceding, repentance is impossible-a
philosophical
absurdity and
impossibility.
"In point of time, faith begins when we repent, and neither before
nor after," says Bro. Van Dake. If it is,
in point of time, "neither before nor after"
repentance, that a man begins to believe,
why does he try to prove that repentance is
first? There can not be a clearer truism
than that an event that is neither before nor
after, in point of timf', can not be first nor
last. If, as Bro. Van Dake here states, "In
point of time, faith begins when we repent,
and neither be/ol'e nor after," why does he
try to prove that repentance is before--that
it does come first--and that the Reformers
have departed from the form of sound
words? If faith, in point of time is neither
before nor after repentance, the Reformers
are precisely as near right in putting faith
before as he is in putting it after. In trying to show that repentance is before faith,
if it is neither before nor after, he is certainly as far wrong as the Reformers.
But
we take direct issue with the statement that
"In point of time, faith begins when we
repent, and neither before nor after."
Unequivocally it must be before or after.
Though we do not agree with him which is

CHRIST IAN
the cause and which is the effect, we agree
this far, that one is the cause and the other
is the effect, and we maintain most unequivocally that if there is a manifest truism, or
a self-evident proposition in this universe,
it is that, in point of time, no matter
whether much time or little, the cause goes
before the effect. If repentance is tho
cause of faith, it goes before and produces
faith.
Bro. Van Dake says, "Forasmuch, then,
as repentance is the immediate cause, (on
our part,) of the cessation of sin, and particularly the sin of unbelief, and because to
cease from un belief is to begin faith, the
beginning of faith is coeval with repentance, its immediate cause, and so, neither
is repentance without faith its immediate
consequent, nor faith without repentance,
its immediate antecedent; but the two are
as inseperable, as any cause is from its
effect." Here is something a little nice in
the way of metaphysics.
Repentance is, on
our part, the immediate cause of ceasing to
sin, particularly the sin of unbelief. There
is but one way to cease the sin of unbelief,
and that is to believe. Bro. Van Dake
says "to cease from unbelief is to begin
faith."
What, then, can repentance be?
It is the immediate cause of ceasing from
sin, particularly the sin of unbelief, which
is precisely the same as to say, it is the
cause of believing, for there is no way to
cease from the sin of unbelief, only by
believing. What, then, we again demand is
repentance? If it is the cause of believing,
as Bro. Van Dake says it is, it exists before
believing.
What, then, can it be if it
exists before believing? It can not be
regret for sin, for a man can not regret sin
till he believes he is a sinner, or as the
Scriptures express it, till "convinced of
sin." Nothing short of faith can convince
a man of sin. It can not be a change of
mind or purpose, to cease sin, for this a
man can not have till conv:inced of sin, and
a man in unbelief can not be convinced of
sin. It can nO,tbe reformation from sin, for
a man cannot reform from sin till convinced
of sin, and can not be convinced of sin
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without faith, or in unbelief. What, then, is itself not an uncaused cause, but an effect
is the repentance that a man can have with- of some cause before it, as it is claimed to
out faith, or in unbelief? Or what repen- be oelore faith and the cause of faith, what
tance can a man have before faith, or with- is its cause? VI! e are perfectly aware, that
out faith,· that can, as an effect, produce we are taught in the Bible, that the goodfaith? We should like to see some doctor, ness of God leads to repentance; but the
who maintains that repentance precedes goodness of God can not lead any man to
faith, and is the cause of faith, who can tell repentance who does not believe in God and
us what that repentance is which a man the goodness of God. God and his goodcan have without faith, or before faith and ness can only be brougtlt to bear upon man
which produces faith! If Bro. Van Dake by faith, and can not lead any man to
and those agreeing wIth him are fond of repentance till he believes and is thus
metaphysics,
myatical
speculations and moved by the goodness of God. The goodphilosophical theorizing, they shall have a ness of God has no power on a man who
liberal share of them. Let them, then, knows nothing of his goodness, or believes
corne up to the work and tell us what the nothing of it. Or to give the matter more
repentance is that can be had before faith, point, if possible, we ask
or without faith. It is not from Christ, for
1. Is the goodness of God the cause of
a man can receive nothing but condemna- repentance, or that which leads to repention from him so long as he is in un belief. tance?
It is not from the Scriptures for a man can
II. Can the goodness of God be the
receive nothine; from the Scriptures till he cause of repentance, or lead a man to rebelieves them. It is not from God, for pentance, before he believes, or while he is
nothing in Ohristianity comes from him in unbelief?
except through faith. This repentance,
Ill. Must not a man be made sensible of
then, that is claimed before faith, or with- the goodness of God befere it can have any
out faith, that causes faith, is the immedi- power or influence on him to lead him to
ate cause of ceasing from sin, particularly repentance?
the sin of unbeliof, not being from God,
IV. Can a man be made sensible of the
Christ, the Scripture, or of faith, is a queer goodness of God in any way but by faith?
thing and we should like to know what it Or can a man, without faith, be made sensible of the goodr.ess of God? Or can a
is. Can any man tell?
Again, we do not desire to push any man man know anything of the goodness of God
to the wall, too severely, ·nor to press him without faith?
V. Can a man have any inducement to
cruelly, still our inquisitiveness is excited
to know several things more about that turn away from sin till he is convinced of
repentance possessed before faith and with- sin?
VI. Is there an inducement that can be
out faith, and IV hich causes faith, in this
new theory of "sound words."
Will some laid before man, such as the goodness of
kind brothel', agreeing with Bro. Van Dake, God, or any other, that can cause him to
turn away from sin, till he is convinced of
or he himself answer the following:
I. Is that repentance which is before sin?
VII. Was any man ever induced to turn
faith, or without faith, and causes faith, an
uncaused cause? Or is it caused by some- away from sin who was not first convinced
of sin?
thing else before it?
VIII. vVas any man ever convinced of
II. If it is caused by something before it,
what is that cause, or something before it, sin, or can any man ever be convinced of
sin, without faith, or before belie!?
which caused it?
Again; repentance is a commandment . .A
We can not believe that repentance can
be an uncaused cause. If then repentance commandment always comes with authority.
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God commands all men every where to wheat, the same III kind as a thousand
repent. He who obeys It commandment bushels, and nothing but wheat, even if so
recognizes the authority of him who com- weak that it will not grow, it is wheat. So
mands, and appreciates, what is command- the smallest conviction is faith, even though
ed. This leads us again to the following so weak as to produce no repentance.
inquiries:
1. Can a man without faith, or, which is
the same, before he believes, recogn"ize the
authority of God as a commander?
_ • _
II. Can a man without faith, or before he
believes, appreciate the obligation to obey
the command to repent?
III. Can a man, without faith, or before LITTLE MEN WITH PET NOTIONS.
he believes, render to the IJord an acceptable act of obedience?
Very few men can get outside of their pet
IV. Is not repentance an acceptable act notions and crude fancies. Prejudices stick
of obedience?
to them like leeches. It is hard telling
The true state of the case is, that the sometimes which sticks the faster, the horse
first act of the soul in turning to God, is to the leech or the leech to the horse.
the cordial, cheerful or willing assent to Some men's coat of mail consists of' prothe truth that Jesus is the Christ the Son porportionate parcels of bigotry, suspicion,
of God. This act of the soul, is not re- and envy. It is as hard to separate the bigpenting, but belie,ing.
Before this there ot from these as to pry open a bivalve with
can be no acts or act of repenting, or any a cambric needle. This class of men view
other acts acceptable to God. That God every object from one stand point. If a
must be recognized before there can be an sign chance to be green on one side and
act of obedience toward God,· or in refer- blue on the other, and they should approach
ence to him, or in submission to his author- the sign from the green side, they will posity, is as true as the statement of Holy itively dcclare the sign to be green on both
Writ, that "he who comes to God must sides, and no counter testimony can modify
believe," no matter whether he comes in the decision. \Vhatever position they asrepentance, or any other divine requirement. sume is governed, not by the exercise of
It is selfevident that whatever is done in judgment and justice, but by their selfish
obedience to God, must be done in faith, inclinations.
Such men never walk around
and that without faith it is impossible to an object, but always to and from it. They
please him, in repentance or any thing else. love to examine things in the dark. They
Reasoning with a man of righteousness. live and breathe in an atmosphere of mist.
temperance and a judgment to come, if a The course they pursue is always inexplicaman believes it, has an influence to lead him ble. They remind me of the six blind men
to repentance; but no preaching of righte- of India, who went on a long journey to
ousness, temperance, and a judgment to see an elephant.
Arrived at the place, one
come, repentance, or anything else, ever feels his way up to the side of the elephant,
had any influence to lead any man to repen- and upon examination declares the monster
tance who did not believe. The conviction to be a wall; another gets hold of the big
produced by the truth is the first impres- flopping ear, and thereupon pranounces the
sion as certain as certainty, and the very elephant a fan; another seizes hold of the
first conviction produced is faith, no mat- trunk and says, why, this elephant is. a
ter how little, weak or small in degree, the snake; another takes a reconnoisance of the
same in kind, faith and nothing but faith, leg, and instanter declares the beast to be a
. as certainly as that one grain of wheat is, tree; and in the same manner, the fifth one
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taking hold of the tusk, exclaims, why is
it possible that this elephant is a spear; the
sixth man grasps the caudal appendage, and
lustily cries out, I've got a rope. That's
the way little men, with pet notions, di~sect religion-dissect
politics-dissect
everything.
Every such man is guilty of image worship. In the innermost chamber of his
heart he has a little idol before which he
pours his daily libations, before which he
adoringly bows, a~d around whiph his dearest affections cllister. His devotion to this
talismanic idol steals away all his manhood,
and robs him of all power of mental independence. His theology consists of anise,
mint and dill. Justice, mercy and faith
nauseate him. His employment is to hunt
up exceptions to general laws-he
finds a
screw loose in the machinery of nature;
positive law is unreasonable; civil law is a
mere contingency; moral law is unequally
balanced; social law gravitates in the wrong
direction.
He feeds upon the putrefaction
of decayed bodies. He is too selfish to
love, too envious to admire, too jealous to
praise, too stingy to he generous, too intolerant to forgive.
It is this class of men that give a vast
amount of trouble to church and State.
The preacher is constantly harassed by
them. The editor of a religious periodical
never finds rest from their vulgar attacks.
The statesman has to run for his life
to keep clear of them; and if he takes
broad and independent grounds on some
question of general good, the wolfish little
man is there ready to obtrude his pet notion. When a man stops his paper, you
may be sure that he is troubled with a pet
notion, of his own ideality, with squint
eyes, a stub nose, and a prodigious mouth.
He stops his paper because his little pet is
not smoothed down and dandled enough, or
because perchance the editor has severely
pinched the pet's ears and made it squeal.
This slave to his own conceit subscribed for
the paper with the view of having the interests of his pet notion advanced, built up,
strengthened and perfected.
He would
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snatch up his paper in expectation of finding clothes and cosmetics with which to
dress up and make his dear little pet more
lovely and attractive.
Beyond this supposed pet notion, the editor may advocate JUIitice, mercy, love, and faith, and plead the
cause of the poor, butall that weighs nothing
in the understanding o( the bigot. He has
mounted his horse Hobby, and that horse he
will ride-to perdition! The editor in ques·
tion may possess an unimpeachable character,
may advocate the cause of righteousness,
may sacrifice largely of his own means, and
even jeopardize life and health, and bring
under contribution every power of the
mind, but what is this to the brusque bigot
of one idea, of the size of a grain of sand.
Should the editor express an independent
thought on some new matter of expediency,
the force of which might serve to neutralize the pet notion of the pet patter, the
man with the petted and patted notion will
forthwith cry, "stop your paper!" How
small must be the horizon of such a man's
mind. His mind is still in slavery--the
truth has never made him free. I know of
a good many faniilies where the wives and
children are deprived of even one good paper. just because the big burly husband
caught a wild notion and tamed it for his
own diversion and cupidity.
When a man
or woman (for women 'will do such things)
leaves church huffy in the time of service,
you may be 'sure that the offended individual loves some religious .pet notions the
preacher has impaled, more than the good
manners he has just been the transgressor
of. I have seen a man start out of church
very abruptly with his pet notion Arminianism, and almost stamp his feet with indigna.
tion because the preacher made the gospel
overleap the boundaries of his little pet
dog-matism. Rather than abandon that, he
would abandon the gospel. I have seen
men carry with them Calvinism wherever
they have gone-walk
with it, eat with it,
drink with it, sleep with it, hug it, fondle it,
pray with it, worship with it, die with it.
It is the world they live in, the only country they ever discovered, the bounds of
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their spiritual existence, the only object of er their ideal conceptions harmonize with
affinity that ever approached them. Again; the laws of God's moral government, or
if you think you can reason with a man come in conflict wish the great scheme of
who believes himself to be the honored man's redemption, or run counter to the
recipient of special revelations, you are fixed laws of the physical universe, so that
simply mistaken. Why, sir, that is his pet they may enjoy with interrupted bliss the
notion. The gospel is a distant planet to exuding sweets of their own created crudithat man. You will find yourself beating ties. Why, indeed, there arc people who
the air, if you try to enlarge the scope of really have an antipathy to the discovery of
that man's vision. He has removed himself truth, except where dollars and cents are ininto a misty world, and in mist he vows to volved. They love to .grub in the dark.
live interminably.
You lead that man out When they. read a book they prefer not to
upon the wide and extended platform of the understand it. They would rather examine
gospel of Christ, and so dazzling and be- opaque than luminous bodies. They actuwildering will the effect be upon him, that ally take pleasure in what is obscure and in
forthwith he becomes an alarmist, and runs comprehensible.
They adopt an ancient
back again to the sombre shades of mist, Roman dictum, "that language was given
and there upon an outstretching limb of to man to conceal his thoughts,"
The less
the tree of orthodoxy, he cunningly cracks such people understand of what a speaker
and complacently eats his oily nut. I have says, the better satisfied they seem to be. I
seen men turn pale and look perplexed have seen them chuckle with deep delight
at the mention of the word immersion. over profound obscurities.
If you make
Why thus offended? Because father be- a subject plain and lucid, they manifest irlieved in sprinkling, and was himselfsprink- ritability and chagrin.
Such people live in
led; the church practiced sprinkling; learn- a world not larger than the tub of Diogo.
learned men consecrated sprinkling; I my- nes.
self have been sprinkled; therefore sprinkI have seen some of those men seated
ling is a great institution.
That man has under the ministry of the gospel from day
been traveling in one direction ever since to day, watching like hungry hawks for
his birth into this world, and as he goes he something to be said on slavery, Anti or
leads his pet notion by his side at the end slav~ry Pro, and if it were not done, they
of a long string; or rather I would say, that would look daggers and inwardly swear that
the pet leads him as the blind man is lead that preacher must be ostracised.
The
by his faithful dog.
preacher might go right along, imitating
Some nations worship the sun. It is to the examples of Christ and his apostles, and
them the source of light and life. It is the preaching faithfully, and ardently and concenter of their adoration. They shut out scientiously, the whole breadth and extent
the whole universe beyond that. Some na- of the gospel, and because he has not in
tions make the earth the object of their some way or other interwoven the notions
worship. They claim be born of the earth, of these pettish men into the thread of his
to be nourished by the earth, and at death discourse, and made them the most promito be received back into the embrace of nent features of the gospel theine, they
mother earth. The earth forms the center are burning to cry out. Away with him.
of all their devotions. The earth is the Manifestly all they want of the gospel is to
univ'erse to them. Their conceptions never make of it a dark back ground, where on
travel beyond the boundaries of the earth. the dancing pet may appear the more conBut we need not repair to heathen nations spicuous, and strut around to better advanto find examples of men who idolize an idea tage. Such men patronize none but partiof their own crude conceptions. It is of very zan preachers and papers, and never travel
little consequence to this class of men wheth- beyond the latitude of a bigot's brain, who!e
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dictates they blindly follow, nor transcend
the periphery of the squalid little cribbed
cabin they dosily sleep in. They minister
to the priestess or craft, whose vestments
WILLIAM TYNDALE,
are wrought out of attennated threads, spun
from the co-coon of the brain of Madame TIle author of the Common Version of the
Superstition.
Bible, on the word Repentance.
Some men see war in everything; some
"Ooncerning this word. Repentance, or as
. dont see war in anything; some see war they used penance, the Hebrcw hath in the
where the preacher or editor never meant it; Old Testament generally (sob) turn or be
others are ready to shake their fists and converted. For which the translation that
stamp their feet with holy indignation, be- we take for St. Jerome's, hath for the most
cause they think they see the red.fire flash- part (converti) to tUrIh to be converted and
ing eyes of the god Mars flaming out ven- sometimes (agere penetentism.)
And the
geance and retaliation from every declaration Greek in the New Testament hath perpetuof the speaker.
The enunciation of the ally (metaneo) to turn in the heart and
word war is music in some men's ears, whlie mind and to come to a right knowledge and
to others it is the slow-lengthening peal of to a man's right wit again. For which
the death knell. Some think this world (mitaneo) St.J eromes tranElation hath someshould be all peace; others think it must be times (ago penitent;sm) I do repent. Someall war. Both are right. But little men times(penileo)1 repent. Sometimes(penileor)
with little notions will not accord to one an- I am repentant. Sometimes (habeo penitenother the merit of bei~g riO'ht even on one tism) I have repentance. Sometimes (poenextreme.
One says we havoethe war of na. ilet) it repents me. And, Erasmus uses
ture's elements without peace; the othe: much this word (resipisco) I came to myself,
says we can have peace beyond the war of or to my right mind again. And the very
the elements.
One says purity without sense and signification both of the Hebrew
peace; the other says peace without purifi- and also of the Greek word is, to be concation. One says the gospel and the sword verted and turn to God with all the heart
-the other says the gospel and peace. They to know his will and to live according to his
start. off on these diverging lines and never laws; and to be cured of our corrupt nature
return. One hobbles offwith cause; the oth- by the oil of his Spirit, and wine of obedier ymps off by the side of effect. Every- ence. to h.is .doctrine, .which conversion or
thmg they see after this is seen inverted. turmng, If It be unfeIgned, these four do
No preacher can please such men-no writer accompany it and are included therein.
can conciliate them. If you ask them to Confession, not in the priest's ear, for that is
investigate a question the opposite of what but man's invention, but to God in the heart,
they positively know to be right, or even in- and before all the congregation of God;
sinuate that an examination might materi- that we are sinners and sinful and that our
ally modify their notions, you may be sure whole nature is corrupt and inclined to sin
ofprovoking the profound disgust of these and all unrighteousness, and therefore evil,
hirsute gentlemen.
wicked and damnable and his law holy and
The fact is, the whole man has got to be just by which our sinful nature is rebuked.
"upset," just as as a blacksmith upsets an And also to our neighbors if we have
old ax to give it a new edge.
,offended any person particularly.
Then
This has been a nervous subject to me- contrition, sorrowfulness that we are such
I have been under a pressure-but
I feel a damnable sinners, and not only have sinned
good deal better now.
but are wholly inclined to sin still. Thirdly.
JOHN F. ROWE.
Faith, (of which our old doctors have made
no mention at all in the discription of their
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penance) that God for Christ's sake, doth
forgive us. and receive us to mercy, and is
at one with us, alld will heal our corrupt
nature.
And, fourthly, satisfaction or
amends making, not to God with holy works,
but to my neighpor whoII} I have hurt, and
the congregation of God whom T have
offended if any open crime be found in me,
and submitting a man's self unto the con·
gregation or church of Christ and to the
officers of the same to have his life corrected and governed henceforth of them accordinO' to the true doctrine of the church of
Christ. And note this-that as satisfaction
or amends making is counted righteousness
before the world. and a purging of sin; so
that the world when I have made ful
amends hath no further to complain-even
so faith in Christ's blood is counted righteousness and purging all sin before God.
Moreover, he that sins against his brother
sins also against his Father, Almighty God,
and as the sin committed against his brother
is purged before the world with making
amends or asking forgiveness, even so is the
sin against God purged through faith in
Christ's blood only." Writings of Tyn·
dale, page 311-2.
DR. UHALMERSon Repentance.
Much
mischief has arisen from mistakes respecting the meaning of the term repentance.
The word repentance occurs with two different meanings in the New Testament, and it
is to be regretted that two different words
could not have been devised to express these.
This is cJ:1argeable upon the poverty of our
language, for it is to be observed that in the
original Greek the distinction in the meanini!" is pointed out in the words. The employment of one term to denote two different things has the effect of confounding and
misleading the understanding;
and it is
much to be wished that every ambiguity of
this kind w~'e cleared away from that most
interesting point ill the process of a human
soul, at which it turns from sin unto righteousness, and from the power of Satan unto
God. When in common language a man
says. I repent of such an action he is understood to say, I am sorry for having
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done it. The feeling is familiar to all of us.
How often does the man of dissipation
prove this sense of the word repentance
when he awakes in the morning, and oppressed by the langour of his exhausted
faculties looks back with remorse on the
follies and profligacies of the night that
is past. The word repentance, so applied, is
about equivalent to the word regret. In
Matthew xxvii: 3. The wretched Judas
repented himself of his treachery.
Now
here lies the danger to practical Uhristianity.
In the above cited passage to repent is just
to regret, or to be sorry for; and this we
conceive to be by far the most prevailing
sense' of the term in the English language
But there are other places where the same
term is employed to' denote that which is
urged upon us a duty-that
which is
preached for the remission of sins that unless we have it we shall all likewise perish.
To save the practically mischievous effect
arising from the application of one term to
two different things, one distinct and appropriate term has been suggested for the
savin~' repentance of the New Testament.
The term repentance itself has been restricted to the repentence of mere sorrow,
and is made equivalent to regret; and for
the other able translators have adopted the
word reformation. ,The one expressive of
sorrow for our past conduct; the other expressive of our renouncing it. It denotes.
an actual turning from habits of life that
we are sorry for. Now we have much the
same kind of kind of exception to all edge
against the term reformation that we h:ve
alledged against the term repentance.
Tho
term repentance is inadequate-and
why?
Because in the common usc of it, 'it is
equivalent to regret. and regret is short of
the saving change that is spoken of in the
New Testament.
On the very same principIe we count the term reformatwn to be
inadequate, we think, that in common
language a man would be called reformed
upon the mere change of his outward habits
without any reference to the change of
mind and principle which gave rise to it.
Let the drunkard give up his excesses, the
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back biter his revilings, the extortioner his
unjust charges, and the mere change of
their external doings, we call them reformed
men. There might be in each of these cases
what the world calls rrformation; yet no
scriptural repentance. There is no single
word in the English language which occurs
to us as fully equal to the faithful rendering of the term in the original. Renewedness
of mind, however awkward this phrase
may be, is perhaps the most nearlyexpressive of it. Scriptural repentance, therefore,
is that deep and radical change whereby a
soul turns from the idols oj sin and self unto
God, and devotes every movement of the inner
and the (luter man to the captivity of obedience." Chalmer's Introduction to Baxter's
Oall to the Unconverted, pages 5 to 10. I
have not room to add anything of my own.
Tyndale and Chalmers are two master
spirits.
JACOB CREATH.

•••••

SECTARIAN PROGRESSIVENESS.
The necessity for the distinctive position
and plea of the present reformation, is to be
found in the condition of the religious
parties of the day. \Ve plead for a return
of primitive doctrine and discipline.
Hthe
mass of religious parties are already near
enough to that standard to answer the ends
of human salvation, it is both unnecessary
and wicked for us to raise a quarrel with
them, or to separate from them. And even
if the general tendency of their teaching
and practice is towol'd the primitive standard,
we ought to be giving them all the encouragement in our power, instead of trying to
rend asunder their organizations, and gain
proselytes from their membership.
In order to determine their status, and
the direction in which they are drifting, we
should not confine our observation to exceptional characters among them, who may
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have risen above the peculiarities of their
party, and who therefore owe all that distinguishes them, to influences not felt by
the mass of their own brethern.
This
would be a deceptive induction, because it
would be drawn from cases, which, though
found among the parties, are not of them.
We should rather make an induction from
their representative men; men who breath
most intensely the spin't of tbe party and by
their popularity, show that there is a strong
sympathy between them and their brethern.
Such a man in a pre-eminent degree, is
Henry Ward Beecher. His sermons and
lectures are, no doubt, listened to by more
men, and with higher admiration , than those
of any other man in America. His publications are eagerly devoure<l by sectarians
of every class, and the New York" Independent," of which he IS the life and soul,
boasts of the largest weekly circulation in
tlle'world, among religious journals.
He is
therefore, the best representative of the
most popular and taking phase of modern
sectarianism, and we may safely judge the
tree by its fruits as developed in him.
A copy of the ., Independent" was placed
in my hand recently, containing a sermon
by Mr. Beecher, the reading of which has
suggested the present article. His text is
the last verse of the 11th of Hebrews "God
having provided some better thing for us,
that they, without us, should not be made
perfect."
He begins, by saying, "this
eleventh chapter contains a list of Hebrew
worthies,-the
best they haa: very poor indeed, as specimens of "ipe and perfect manhood; but, as specimens of relative excellence, judged from the time in which they
lived, the influences under which they were
reared, and ti:e special heroism of individual
action, a very noble band." This is certainly a very poor compliment to Enoch,
Noah, Abraham, Moses, David, and the remainder of that worthy host. It is also a
poor compliment to Paul's judgment, for he
thought they were men "of whom the
world was not"worthy," yet Mr Beecher says
they were "very poo" indeed as specimens
of ripe and perfect manhood."
Paul, how-
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ever,was one of those weak-minded Jews who
always looked backward for "the golden
age of religion."
They looked back to
David, to Moses, to the patriarchs, and
esteemed them as enviable for their privileges and attainments."
In doing this,
Paul and his brethern failed to appreciate
as they should, some better "specimens of
ripe and perfect manhood" that were in
their midst. There was NicodemuR, for instance, to whom not a single compliment is
paid by New Testament writers; and there
wasJ osephof Arimathea, of whom one writer
is so unappreciative as to remark that he
was a "disciple of Jesus, but secretly far
fear of the Jews," yet Mr. Beecher has dis·
covered something in these two men that
exalts them far above the heroes so admired
by Paul. He says," No man can read the life
of Jacob, and not feel that Joseph of Arimathea was a much more spi1·tualty adtJanced man than he. I believe Nicodemus
to havc possessed much higher moral culture
than Isaac. John Baptistfar surpassed, in
all elements of higher manhood, King David.
While, as for Solomon, I would be sorry to
see the day come again, in which such a
barba'ric prince should be esteemed great."
Poor Solomon! Jesus Christ commended his
wisdom and his glory, yethe was nothing but
barbarian, and the age which calls Napoleon
a great man would have to degenerate wofully before he could" be esteemed great."
What a wonderful progress men have
made in their appreciation of" higher manhood," and (, moral culture,"
since the
days of Christ and his apostles!
But this is not the only particular in
which Mr. Beecher and his friends have
progressed beyond the apostles. 'They not
only know better how to judge of « higher
manhood," but they are actually better
« specimens of ripe and perfect manhood,"
than were the apostles. He says .• It is
no more irreverent to say that the apostles
were far bekind our times, than for them to
say that the patriarchs were far behind
their times." *
As the Jewish
fathers and prophets, noble and eminent,
were yet but advanced a certain way, so the
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disciples and apostles, though far beyond
their predecessors, were yet to be outstripped."
I,et not the reader innocently
imagine that all this has reference to the
invention of railroads, steam boats, telegraphs, &c.; for it is moral and not material progress of which our preacher is
treating.
He says "Although,
perhaps,
not a man can be found that surpasses ancient saints in the force and heroism of
individual will, and in the personal glory
that comes from endowment and individual
energy, yet there are many that by force of
circumstances, both know mOl'eand do more
than any individual man did or could do in
the early church."
Again, in more definite
terms, he says, ., Weare not, perhaps, in
advance of the apostles, in a vivid appre.
hension of the Saviour, who was personally
present with them. They had the aid of
their senses, in forming a conception of him;
but we have a better appreciation of the
11tOraltruths which he taught, than they
that saw him, and heard him speak."
It
is, then, in respect to the" moral truths"
taught by the Saviour, that we have out·
stripped the apostles, and in this particular,
that they are as" far behind our times," as
the" patriarchs were behind their times."
The idea that we should go to the apostles
to learn the" moral truths" taught by Jesus
Christ, is preposterous: for in the present
age" there are many that by force of circumstances, both l.now more and do more
than any individual man did or could do in
the early church."
If you want to be "a
spirtually advanced man," don't go back to
Peter and Paul, but go to Plymouth Church
in Brooklyn, rent a pew at $150 a year,
and listen to Hcnry Ward Beecher, and it
will not be long before you will find yourself
a much better ,( spl'cimen of ripe and perfect manhood" than those old barbarians
so much admired by Paul.
Indeed, you
will soon have "a hetter appreciation of
the moral truths which Jesuil taught,
than they that saw him, and heard him
speak."
Our knowing and progressive preacher
does not stop at these vague generalities
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but boldly proceeds to specify the moral prompted the original church in Jerusalem
truths which he and his brethern appreciate to offer all their property for the common
so much better than the apostles. He says good, is only about one ten thousandth
"The world's history and revolutions have part as ardent as that now existing among
been changing' and deepening, and broaden- the members of Mr. Beecher's great church
in,9 our ideas of justice; of the grounds and in Brooklyn.
True, they don't show their
principles of government; of the nature of love in the same way, for that would be besin and of 'remedial methods. The world's hind the age; but you must not doubt
history is God's theological seminary, and the existence of it, for that would be to
in that he has been evolving great mo'ral doubt the word of Mr. Beecher.
doctrines to meet the wants of the age."
That particular manifestation of love
Paul wrote a good deal upon justice, upon which has reference to parents, has been
the nature of sin, upon the government of developed in a degree which attracts espeGod, and especially upon remedial methods: cial attention from our preacher.
He says,
but his writings are too far behind our "Father and mother mean to us more than
time, to serve as a text book, in the the- they meant in Jerusalem,
* Fatlter
ological seminary, in which Mr. Beecher and mother! Two thausand yearshave been
has studied. In this, the" world's history" augmenting the literature of these two
is the test book, and by the study of it, words; and when they sound out now in
those crude and misshapen ideas learned their amplitude, in their stores and riches,
from Paul on all these subjects, have been they represent what Ohristianity has devechanged, deepened, and broadened. Not loped in that direction.
We stand on a
only so, but in this course of study, God pla,{form vastly higlter than that on whic".
has been evolving great moral doctrines to the apostles themselves stood." This may be
meet the wants oj the age." Jesus Christ, a little surprising to those who have read
then, was mistaken, in saying that the Holy about children being stoned to death in
Spirit would guide the apostles into all the Jerusalem for mistreating their parents,
truth; and Paul was a mere bigot, in say- and that the "platform"
of the apostles
ing that if even an angel from heaven reads," Ohildren obey your parents in all
preach any other gospel than that he preach- things;" but you see, Mr. Beecher has
ed, he should be accursed, For God has studied in the school of Young America, and
evolved to Mr. Beecher some great moral stands on a platform vastly higher than that.
doctrines that the apostles knew little or He don't tell us exactly in what points the
nothing about; and by these has met the words father and motlter have changed their
wants of the age in a manner to which meaning, but it is very evident that he tells
the antiquated gospel preached by Paul the truth, for the very words themselves
was entirely unsuited.
have given place, in the lips of Young
One of' the great moral doctrines evolved America, to the more progressive titles,"
in this theological seminary, is LOVE. There "the old man," and "the old woman."
are some silly people who imagine that And the old apostolic idea that children
Jesus and the apostles understood this doc- should obey their parents in all things, has
trine very well, and put it into practice in a long since been exploded. We stand on a,
way worthy of our imitation.
But Mr. platform vastly higher than that.
Beecher says, " The world is learning more
The above are not all the great doctrines
and more about love. There is more power evolved in "God's theological seminary."
of loving, and there is to be more in ages Our preacher further says, " Vi e have also
to come, ten thousand times, than there was developed into incontestable eminence cerin the days of Ohrist, or in the period in- tain great ideas that are fundamental to the
tervening between the days of Ohrist and progress of mankind; as, for instance, the
our time." The lore of one another which Universal Fatherhood of God. The doc-
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trine is coming to be generally received that in our times and among our people."
MiGod is the God of all the earth."
'This rabile dietll!
What a fall for a people of
doctrine sounds very much like some things whom it had just been said, that "We
we have read in the Bible, and 1\11'. Beecher stand on a platform vastly higher than that
admits that some such words were used by on which the apostleli themselves stood."
sacred writers, but insists that they did not And then, after complimenting his audience
know what they were talking about. He on their great superiority to the apostles in
says, "Although
we find declarations to appreciation of the " universal fatherhood
this effect from the beginning of the Bible of God," see whata slap in the face he gives
clear down to the end of it, yet in the ac- them in the following words. " Weare arceptance of the men of the early, the mid- rogant in supposing that God died for
dIe, and the later dispensations: God has not Anglo-Saxons; and that, as for that great
been so much the God of all the earth as the and growing mass of humanity in our
God of particular nations. He was a local midst, the Africans, he m.ade them to be
God." Now this is a blow not merely at rugs on which to wipe our feet. We have
the patriarchs and the Jews, "men of the as much pride as the old Jews had, who
early and middle dispensations," but at the would get up a mob at any time, if they
apostles of the later dispensation.
For the heard a man say that God had mercy for
preacher proceeds to say, "There is a re- Gentiles. They could stand the arguments
lationship between every man and God, and of the apostles and old christians, but the
God owns that rclationship and accepts the moment Paul said" Gentiles," pop went a
man.
There is in this fact, that God is the stone at him. And so we can stand an imGod of every member of the human family, mense amount of philanthropy, and philand not of those who suppose themselves to osophy, but the moment the fact is probe advanced near to God, more tlwn I shall claimed that God has a peop~e among. the
!IOW stop to develop.
There is revollttion in black folks, we express, with an ineffable
it. There is in it disturbance to tlie f01m- snuff of scorn, our dissent from any such
dation oj men's believing."
With these detestableism as that."
In this paragraph
last two remarks we most heartily agree. the preacher must have reference to his own
There is certainly in this doctrine 1'evolul'ion congregation especially; for we of the West
to those brought up in calvinism, as was 1\11' have not progressed quite that far. We still
Beecher; and there is in it, to those who hang back with the old-fashioned ;postles,
llave been taught to believe the Bible, dis- and actually receive Africans into the felturbance to the very foundation of their be- lowship of oar congregations.
lieving. In othcr words, there is 1tnriverThe reader must not think too much of
mlism in it; or, to spcak still more to the these contradictions
in this sermon.
It
point, there is outspoken infideUty in it. would have been ruinous to one of the
And so there is throughout the whole of the apostles to have contradicted himself, but
"ermon. No man could deliver such a ser- they were a long way behind our times.
mon who is not at heart an infidel.
vVith one of your more "spirtually
adSuch is the doctrine of the first half of vanced" "specimens of ripe and perfect
this characteristic discourse. It represents manhood," such as 1\11' Beecher, the fact
the present generation, as far advanced be- that the last half of the sermon contradicts
yona the apostles in almost every virtue, the first half, is mere circumstance. It is,
especially, in love and in proper conceptions indeed, a characteristic of your men of proof the" untversal fatherhood of God."
The gress, and you will be considered an old
reader will be a little surprised to see all fogy if you stop to criticise matters of so
this contradicted in the latter half of the little moment.
lermon. He says, "The feeling of arroIn conclusion, I would submit to the
gance and snperio1'itl/ was never 91'eate" than brethern, had we not better cease our war-
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fare upon a sectarianism the tendencies of
whic·h, as developed by this sermon, are to
advance us so far beyond the apostles!
Surely none of us will fight it so violently
any longer, unless, we are so far behind the
times as to be in favor of Jesus Christ and
the ap<-stles.
J. W. Me GARVEY.
August, 1862.
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acquainted with the matter doubted that
the G)'eek word, "Baptist," is immerser,
in English, nor is there the least difficultly in so translating it. It was known, too,
that a world of trouble at this time was
manifested by a clamoring class of weak
Baptists, "so-called," about their Scriptural name, Baptist. Whether this clamor
had any influence on Dr. Conant or not,
it is a fact, that he made an attempt to
retain the word, "Baptist,"
and that he
and
other!:!
tried
to
justify
him
in so doing .
•••••
The trouble we felt in the matter, was not
the importance in the rendering of the
word, in itself, bnt the importance
of
h:wing the translators stick to their pub.
BIBLE TRANSLATION.
lished and boasted principles.
We did
We have seen in a recent print a notice, not desire the opponents of the Union to
informing the public that the Revision of be able to say, that the translators
had
the English Scriptures, as being prepared manifestly departed from one of its most
and to be given to the world, by the cherished principles.
If the right now
American Bible Union, will not retain the prevails, it is one indication in the right
word, "Baptist;"
but instead, we are to direction.
have the word, Immerser. No authority,
There is, however, much reason to
however, is given for this, if our memory regret a want of faithfulness in other
is correct, but a private conversation with matters of much more importance than
Dr. Hacket.
",Ve have seen no account of the one of which we have been speaking.
it from any official source, and do not There is a vast difference between the
desire to be decided in any way till we readings, "immersing them in the name,"
know certainly what the truth is.
It &c., and "immersing them into the name,"
would be an easy matter, if the Bible &c. The most natural conclusion to which
Union desired to give the public any such anyone could come in reference to the
information to do so. Still, we throw no meaningof"immersing
them in the name,"
doubt over the matter.
It may be that &c., would be, "immersing them by the
the profound position of Dr. Oonant, and authority of the Father, and of the Son,
his reason for it, have been repudiated by and of the Holy Spiri.t." Still, that can
the Bible Union and that better counsels not be the meaning, for just preceding
have prevailed.
Still, it is a late date for these words, we have the words, "All
anything of the kind to occur. The mis- authority in heaven and in earLh is given
chief that has been done has been im- to me," and he adds, "Go, ye, therefore,
mense. Oonfidence in the Bible Union and disciple all nations."
All authority
has been injured; not because the matter, was given to Ohrist, all things were comin itself, is one of so much importance, mitted into his hunds and "repentance
but because it is such a manifest violation and remission of sins were preached in his
of one of the clearest principles of the name," or by his authority. He did not
Union. Nothing was more frequently command them to."immersebytlte
authordeclared, emphasized
and maintained ity of the Father, and of the Son and of
than that every word shonld be translated the Holy Spirit.
How, then, can we
·into corresponding terms in English, or understand
"immersing
them in the
#oS near it as possible.
No one the least name," &c.? We see but one remaining
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idea anyone can have, and that is that aI's, as good as any in the brotherhood,
"in the name," is equivalent to "in Christ," . are shortly to meet, review, revise and
"in the body," or in the kingdom. This perfect the translation, in progress, to
would suit the idea of becoming Chris- which we have been inviting attention
tians, or entering "into Christ" first, and from time to time during this year. We
being immersed in Christ, or in the king- rcfer simply to a new translation of the
dom. Th~s makes the rite a "church New Testament, which, from all we can
ordinance," a ceremony in the kingdom, a learn, will be completed this year. The
rite for the observance of a Christian-"a
version is now about made and the brethChristian duty." But this, with people ren who are to review it, assist the transwho understand the New Testament, more lator and aid him in perfecting it, are
ridiculous than marrying people who are expected shortly to get together and dealready in the married state. The mar- vote themselves excJusively to their work
riage ceremony is not for those in the till it is completed.
married state, but for those not in itWe do not care about seeing a translathey are married into the new state. So tion come out with a flourish of trumpets
immersion is not for those in Christ, in about great names, great libraries, or
the kingdom, but for those not in the great time consumed in its consummation,
kingdom-they
areimmersod "into Christ" but we desire to see a correct version, that
"into one body" "into one body" "into the can be defended on its own merits. Wickname of the Father, and of the Son, and liff made a translation in the midst of
most bitter and hissing persecutors and
of the Holy Spirit."
We have seen many evidences that preached from once to three times a day,
men intensely sectarian can not give us without being many years at it too.a pure version of the Scriptures.
'l'he Tyndale did the same and paid for his
true state of the case is, that no man can translation with his life. Luther probe prepared to translate the Scriptures duced a new translation of the Scriptures,
till he assumes, maintains and stands preached a great deal and left more than
upon the genuine reformation, or Chris- a volume for every year of his entire life,
tian ground-that
is till he abandons, when he died. We mention these things
abjures and utterly repudiates all systems, to show that a translation can be produced
theories and dogmas in religion, and in a short time, in the midst of busy and
comes to the feet of Jesus and the apos- active engagements, and without the pontles to learn of them, till he shall so place derous preparations
and expenditures
himself religiously, that he can open the talked of in certain quarters.
Scriptures with a single desire to discover
The work now to be done is mainly·
the will of God and give it to the world. translating. The immense labor bestowed
He should have nothing to care for only in perfecting manuscripts, and securing
to be certain and translate faithfully.
He accurate and pure copies of the original .
should have no p0culiar views to guard, has been such that no set of men now,
no doctrine to defend, and no interest to even in a lifetime, need think to add much
protect, only simply to see that the truth, to it. This is a department that has not
the whole truth, and nothing but the been much impeded by sectarianism and
truth, be fairly laid before the world. He about all that can be done has already
should believe nothing but the gospel, beel'. done in it. The matter now in hand
have a concern for nothing else and de- is to take the best copy of the original
sire simply to give it to the wOl'ld as he and translate it into English. This is not
finds it in the divine originals.
a work requiring a vast amount of time
We have a translation, in a forward or an immense library. The helps at
state, and understand that several schol- hand are abundant and the work can,
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Bro. Evan, wtthin a dozen years, has had
two or three "tilts" with us, in each in
stance, as we thought, and still think, on the
wrong side. Still, he is a worthy man, a
man of abilitp and one whom we esteem
very highly. We should dread to encounter him, in any contest where be is in the
right. We should have no hope of success;
but we do not believe that he can bring
something out of nothing, or that he can
produce evidence where there is none,or that
he can convince people without evidence ..
True, he talks plainly, but we like him all
the better for that. We do not intend to
become angry nor to be thrown off our
guard.
1. Bro. Evan complains, that we did not
attend to many examples produced in Ilis
previous article. But, if our memory is not
at fault, he will see that we did not attempt
a reply to him, or a review of his article, but
THE RELATION OF REPENTANCE AND
simply made some remarks on tbe same
FAITH.
subject. We were perfectly aware that we
noticed but little of what hesaid, but treatNUMBER THREE.
ed the subject much as we should if he had
REMARKS
ON BRO. EVAN.
not said anything, and that too, without
knowing,
as we now do, who the article was
Some two weeks since we inserted an arfrom.
ticle over the signature, "Evan," under the
II. We regret the allusion of Bro. Evan,
amusing and somewhat paradoxical heading,
"Faith not always Faith."
We have prom- in the following words: "And I ask in faithised Bro. Evan and those agreeing with ful brotherly kindness that the columns of
exerts so greatanillfluhim, that they shall have a fair hearing. your journal-which
With,us, all is safe when the people have a ence over the minds of so many whose opfair and full opportunity bf hearing, reserv- portunities and tastes limit them to its ediing the pri vilege of deciding for themselves, torials as the chief source of their r<lligious
purged from so foul a blot."
If, when we are heard, we cannot convince information-be
the people that we are in the right, we are We should like to know what opportunities
willing that they shall think the other way. they can be that limit so many to our editoIn the matter in hand, we have no prejudice, ri'lls for their religious information! Oeror prepossession any way. We had just as tainly those who receive our sheet are no
soon be convinced that repentance is before more limited to our editorials, by opportunifaith, and so preach, if that is the true state ties of any sort, than to thc numerous able
of the case, as to remain under our present correspondents whose articles are spread bevery decid<ldconviction.
But we happen to fore them in our columns. Why too, should
be of the unfortunate class who can not believe there be an insinuation in reference to the
without evidence; and, that rep'entance pre- tastes of our readers? This is not a wise
cedt:s faith, or that a man repents before he start, to obtain from them an unprejudiced
believes, we have seen no testimony, and up hearing. It is not necessary to complain
to this wr:ting, we are satisfied there is of the tastes of our readers, when a man
would get a hearing from them. We have
none.

and, we trust, ;Will shortly be accomplished.
With such a translation as we hope we
shall soon have, accompanied
by the
prefaces, introductions,
and appendix,
prepared by Bro. A. Oampbell and published in connection with the Family
Testament, and a few other works easily
obtained, a young man of good mind,
devotion and piety, can in one year know
more about the Scriptures than ninetenths of tho preachers of this generation.
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seen a few insinuations before, touching
taste, refinament, a higher order ofliterature,
&c., &c., but they amount to but little, and
and certainly do not move us. Our readers
have taste enough, and soulld judgment to
appreciate all flings of this kind.
III, Bro. Even excepts strongly to our
statement, that "some things are settled
among the brethren, and whoever undertakes
to unsettle them will find himself mistaken."
He thinks this was calculated to forestall
investigation.
Such a conclusion might
have claimed aome justification, if we had
written the paragraph quoted by him, and
excluded his articles; but inserting his articles, with the assurance that he should have
a full bearing, is a complete refutation of all
tbis. We have all confidence in the correctness of the matters to which we referred,
and made the firm and decided statement in
que~tion, in advance, so that at the outcom·
ing, all :concerned might look back to tbe
commencement and see whowasin the right.
We still claim that some tflings are settled,
not to cut off investigation, but simply because we'see season so strong that it amounts
to certainty. It is settled that no man will
ever invent a perpetual motion. '1'he thing
is an absurdity, a natural or physical impossibility. We do not say this to cut off investigation, or prevent expenmenting, but
simply because WE: are so certain of it, that
we expect nothing only that eTery man who
tries it will exhibit his own folly. It is a
settled matter that the earth revolves on its
own axis once in twenty-four hours, and he
who controverts it will only show to men of
intelligence his own folly. It is now a settled matter, that the earth performs an an·
. Dual revolution round the sun, and he who
undertakes to unsettle the public mind in
reference to this matter, will unsettle the
minds of the people in reference to his
soundness as an astronomer.
We do not
say this to cut off inveetigation. Men may
investigate till doomsday, but they will never unsettle the public mind in this matter.
In the same way, we say, some things are
settled among the brethren. But we say not
this to cut off investigatioD, but simply as a
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kind hint to some brethren who are constantly wavering in regard to some of the clearest things ever utrered, that instead of their
coming out reformers, like the editor of "the
glorious Christian Baptist," they will find
their own feet tripped up and their own follyexposed.
Havd we come to the point, when we may
not say, "some things are settled among the
brethren"-that
"among these things is the
process through which to pass in turning to
God, or the steps to be talien in becoming
a ChristaiR and the order in which they occur?" Is it our duty, in speaking of these
matters, to speak of them in an equivocal
manner? Must we hold these things as unsettled, in dou bi and uncertainty?
In these,
the simplest matters in the gospel- things
that thousands of Jews learned on hearing
a single discourse-are we to be "ever learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth?"
We havc heard much
said about "too much preaching on first
principles," ., going on to perfection," &c.,
&c., but when the steps to be taken to enter
the kingdom of God, and the order in which
they ocr.ur, may not be considered settled, we
can not say much about going on to perfection. We shall, however, take it, that "the
terms of pardon, as presented by the disciples for the past thirty-five years, have been
tested by as learned, shrewod ann wily opponents as any principles ever had, and they
have stood the test and will stand it till the
last trumpet shall sound."
We say not this
to cut off investigation, but because it is the
deep and settled conviction of onr heart,
and, at the same time, to challenge inTastigation-the
most rigid scrutiny-that
all
may see whereof we affirm. We abate nothing of what is contained in the paragraph
in question. If we may not affirm that
"some things are settled," we had as well
confess scepticism at once.
IV. Our brother, under the ficticious Bignature, Evan, starts out under the heading.
"Faith, not always Faith."
When the ellipsis is supplied, it will read, "Faith is nol
always faith," or "In the New Testllment,
faith is not always faith." This, as a prop-
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osition, is about as consistent as white is not or what, is never, in any other place, styled
always wbite, or black is not al ways black. unbelief. If it be said, of the same persons,
When our brother is ready for argument, in one instance, that '·tbey belive on him,"
he changes his proposition so as to read as and in another instance, that they did not
follows: "The term faith, or belief, I show- believe, that is a very different proposition,
ed clearly, as I thought, like the word grace from the Bible calling that unbelief which
and multitud'ls of other words in scripture, sometimes it calls faith. The same persons,
has various meanings, and that he who con- on one occasion, may perform the exercise
founds these meanings mnst of necessity called faitb, and on another occasion, or even
confound himself also." A man who con- on the same occasion, perform a very differnot see .he difference between the proposi- ent exercise, in reference to the same thing,
tions, "Faith is not always faith," and the or something else, called unbelief; but this is
term "Faith has various meanings in scrip- not calling that unbelief which the Bible
tnre," may well demur at our saysing, "some sometimis calls faith.
things are settled," at least so far as he is
Evan alludes to the words, "How can yon
concerned. Who ever denied that "the term believe who receive honor one of another,
faith has various meanings in scripture?" and seek not the honor that comes from God
No onf' that we are aware of, ever doubted only?" John v. 44. These he affirms are
this. But that, faith is not always faith," "the same characters" said to have "believed
we do dispute, as ·one of the most palpable on him," chapter xxii. 42, 43, and then
absurdities tbat can be found in the same adds, derisively, "Theile are the editor's 'benumber of words in any instance. Wheth- lievers,' 'actual believers.'''
Why did he
er Evan is always Evan, or not, unequivo· not, in the same derisive manner, say,
cally '1aith is always faith," no matter how "These are John's 'believers,' 'actual bevarious the meanings of it. That the word lievers?'"
J obn says, "many believed on
faith, is always used in the same sense, in him." We took it that John's statement
scripture, or that this word always has the was true, aud so take it still, and not that
Bame meaning, we have never affirmed; but believing on him, was unbelieving! Does he
no matter how many meanings faith may show that the many who believed on him,
have, or how many senses the English word were the same persons to whom th(>question,
faith, or the original from which it comes, is "How can you believe?" was addressed?
used in, most unequivocally faith is always He assume that they were "the same charfaith.
When Evan can prove t.hat white is acters," without any proof, and then as-.
black, and that black is white, he may prove sumes,' not only without proof, but without
that "faith is not always faith"-not
before. the possibility of proof, that the same exerV. Evan says, "the Bible does sometimes cise alluded to, in the words, "many believed
call that unbelief, which sometimes it calls on him," is somewhere else called unbelief!
faith." In the utmost kindness, and wiih
VI. Evan makes an ado about the fear of
no feeling of unpleasantness toward our the brethren, for which, by the way, there
brother, we most une'luivocally deny this was no ground. Why daes he write over a
proposition.
A more absurd proposition fictitious name? Certainly not on account
can not be written~ unless he intends, which of the fear of the Lord! Why then? For
he evidently does not, to affirm that the Bio fear of tbe world? Certainly not. Why then?
ble contains the most clear and palpable Why not come to the light? Whatever
contradiction.
Faith, or, whichis the same, may be charged against us besides, it will
belief and unbelief, are llS exact oppoEites as certainly not be charged that we fear the
can be found, and the two words never are brethren, or that we fear man; but we should
applied to the same exercise, in scripture. greatly dread and fear the Lord, to give
That precise exercise, ~o matter whetherit be birth to such a speculative, mystycal and unstyled assent of the mind, trust, confidence, meaning document as the one signed Evan,
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liBhed and popularized.
The latter is
himself a refurmer, doing the work of
reformation,
pushing the principles of
reformation into new regions, defending, .
maintaining, and perpetuating them. He
is not extolling, eulogizing and lauding
battles fought by others, victories won,
and principles established, to glorify himself and get praise from popular opinion,
to which he is merely catering; but he is
fighting battles himself, gaining victories
PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION,
and reforming the world, for the good of
NUMBERFOURTEEN.
the millions not yet born.
THE REFORMATION.-NUMBER
ONE.
,Ve have, many of us, for many years
A plea for reformation is one thing, and past, been speaking of something, we
a plea for the Reformation is another thing. have called "The Reformation of the
A plea for reformation is general, giving Nineteenth Century." Is this a reality? or
range as wide as could be desired by any is it merely an imagination?
Is there a
talker or orator, extending to politics, Reformation of the nineteenth century?
medicine, religion-everything.
A man Many write and speak as if they were in
might talk on reformation'for a year, talk doubt on this matter.
We are laboring
the truth, talk popularly and well, as under the imprgssion, and have been for
D'Aubine does in his History of the Re- many years, that there is areal reformation
formation of the Sixteenth Century, with- of the nineteenth century, of momentous
out having the least reference to the and transcendent importance to mankind,
Reformation of the nineteenth century; or occupying a different ground from all the
he might do all that and have no heart in reformations before it and rising entirely
the Heformation of the nineteenth century, above them-that
it is emphatically THE
or even regard it as a mere innovation, a REFORMATION
OF THE NINETEENTHCENheresy or mischievous' movement. The TURY.. It differs from all the reformations
principle of reformation in general, in that have preceded it, at least in the folProtestant
countries, is a very popular lowing particulars:
theme, and any man, with the ability,
1. It was not an attempt to reform any
may deliver fine orations on it, or write one church organization, change it and
essays, without in the least ruffiing the make it better, or more acceptable to the
smooth surface of the placid sea of popu- people, or more Scriptural, but, in the
lar opinion. But to take up the princi- shortest possible way, to return to the
pIes of a new' reformation, the reforma- primitive model in all things and have
tion of our time, the life principles of every thing as it was at the beginning.
which are aggressive, and even subver- It is not the intention, in this great move!'live of popular principles and establish- ment, to improve upon the form of the
ments all round us, clearly define them, Lutheran, the Episcopal, or any other
make the issues, ta}re the ground, main- modern church, but directly return to
tain, defend and perpetuate it, against all the primitive form and follow the original
odds, is a very different affair.
The form in all things.
former is merely the work of the popular
II. It was not, in its incipiency, nor is
o1'ator, or essayist, getting feathers in his it now, undertaking an improvement upon
cap, by expatiating upon and eulogizing the Episcopal form of church government,
men who have won their laurels, are dead the Congregational, or Presbyterian, but
and gone and principles already estab- at once to return to the New Testament

especially that pa trof it in which he demurs
so stoutly at our considering "some things
settled," and intimate, as we now do again,
that he cannot unsettle them.
B. F.

.... -=
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form of church government, in all things,
and have all things as they were at the
beginning.
In this grand movement, the
matter is not to produce a church government that will suit the people better than
the forms in use, but at once to return to
the Lord's own form of government, as it
was at the beginning, and suit ourselves to
. it, or conform ourselves to the Lord's form
of government.
In the place of spending
time in inventing and forming systems of
chU1:chgovernment, and trying to prove
them to. be right, or nearer right than
other systems, the true reformer takes it
for granted that the form of church government given' by the Savior, delivered
by the apostles and practiced in the first
Christian congregations, is infallibly right,
and he spends his time in making himself
thoroughly acquainted with it, acquainting others. with it, enforcing it upon
them, advocating, maintaining and defending it.
III. The reformers of the nineteenth
century did not staz't out in an effort to
point out the defects in the existing
creeds and make a better creed than any
of them, or an effort to improve upon the
creeds now in existence. They could not
hope to make a better creed than the wise
men before them had made. But they
discarded all creeds, confessions, disciplines and formularies, of every sort and
name, of human origin, not because of
defects, which they pointed out in them,
but because they were of human origin,
and utterly without divine authority. They
saw that the people of God could never
be united on anyone of them, for they all
stand on an equal footing-all human and
imperfect, and conscquently no one of
them could havo any claim above another;
and they saw further, that if the people
of God should unite upon anyone
of
them, that it would not be acceptable to
the Lord, as he never authc,rized any of
them, or union upon any ono of them.
They, therefore, rejected, discarded and
repudiated the whole of them, because
they were human creeds, all more or less
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imperfect, and all utterly without divine
authority.
IV. They came under Jesus and chose
him for their only leader, lawgiver and
king, and his law, the New Testament,
as their only law. This ground they
found to be wholly unassailable from any
quarter, for the following reasons briefly
stated:
1. If they meet the unbeliever, they
show that Jesus is divine; that he is
Lord of all; that he rose from the dead;
that he lives forever and ever. When this
is proved, they are done proving; all he
said is true, all divine, or of divine authority.
.
2. They show that all admit that Jesus
is Lord of all; the only lawgiver, "the
King of kings and Lord of lords," and
that this being admitted, his law must be
the only law.
3. They show that all admit that the.
New Testament is the law-given by Jesus
Christ, and that the Ilian who receives
the New Testament receives the only law
authorized by the Lord.
4. They show, what is generally admitted, that for the first three hundred
years of the church she had no creed but
the law of Christ and that the law of
Christ was then her creed, her only
creed.
5. They show that they dare not depart from that law, make any other constitution or law, adopt it and form a new
and separate organization or confederation
under it; that to do this would be treason
in the divine government.
6. They show that· the law of God is
common ground, where all can come,
without any sacrifi<;e of truth or conscience; that all the religious truth in the
world, all the divine authoriiy, is in the
Bible, the law of God, that all can unite
on this law who are under the one lawgiver.
V. 'l'his reformation maintains that a
man can be converted to Christ, constituted a Christian, made a Disciple of
Christ, and nothing more; that the Luth-
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eran,
Episcopalian,
Presbyterian,
or
Methodist, can be omitted, and should be.
omitted in every case, that the entire work
of the minister of Christ, is to bring men
to Christ, turn them to God, make Christians, disciples of Christ, children of God,
no more, nothing else, that making mere
Methodists, Baptists, Episcopalians, Lutherans, or Presbyterians,
is 150mething
in addition; the work of the partisan and
the work that divides the people.
YI. The genuine reformer of the nineteenth century devotes himself to building
up, edifying and sustaining the church of
God, founded on Christ.
He knows no
other church, has no labor to bestow upon
any other and strives to identify no one
with any other. He has no work but
one, the work of God.
VII. One grand item in the' work of
the genuine reformer is to gather all the
people of God, the true and faithful
friends of Jesus, the true Israel of God,
into the one fold, under the one shepherd
the great shepherd of the sheep, who laid
down his life for the sheep, that there
may be one fold and one shepherd.
This
is a work that no previous reformation has
attempted, yet a work now progressing
most gloriously and triumphantly.
It is
no longer a mere matter of theory, but a
matter on which we have practical demonstration.
Thousands upon thousands
have been gathered and are being gathered from all the parties around us, united
and made one, under Christ, their living
.head, their all glorious and all conquering king; and no people since the time of
the apostles have ever been more perfectly of the same mind and the same judgment.
Large numbers from the world,
too, are being gathered into the one fold,
made one under Christ their common
head, and the Lord of all. Those thus
gathered are now found in all the States
of this Union, in the distant territories,
in the Canadas, in England, Scotland,
Ireland and Wales; in Jamaica and Australia, and, by the blessing of heaven, we
believe the time is not far distant, when
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they will be found in every part of the
civilized world.
YIII. That the faith once delivered to
the saints, the new institution by Christ,
the Christian religion, is a complete systern, perfect and divine, is certainly a
proposition that no man should be required to prove at this date, by anyone
who believes the Bible; and that this
system is the only one now authorized
for the human race, is equally certain.
To admit all this, and then maintain that
we can not tell what the religion of Christ
is, is not only to take an unreasonable position, but to throw all into doubt and uncertainty.
For, if we can not tell what
the religion of Christ is, there is no certainty, in any thing else, and if we can
tell what the religion of Christ is, theril
can be no excuse for taking any thing
else. We, therefore, maintain the following propositions:
1. That we can tell what the religion
of Christ is-that
it can, in all its parts,
be separated
and distinguished
from
every thing else.
2. That a person can become a Christian, a disciple of Christ, or child of God,
without anything more or less, or anything different, and that this is precisely
what the Lord now requires of all mankind.
3. That those who are Christians, diseiples, the people of God, the true Israel
of God, are the church of God, the pillar
and support of the truth.
.
4. That this body is styled, in Scripture, the kingdom of God, the body of
Christ, God's building, the house of God,
the temple of God, the church of God,
the church of Christ.
5. That this body has no law but the
law of the Lord, the word of God, the
Scriptures.
6. That it is the· duty of all good men
to make a grand effort to convert all
mankind to Christ, bring all mankind to
the one foundation, which the Lord has
laid for the one building, one temple.
In this })aper we have briefly sketched
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a few of the principal items to be discussed under the foregoing heading.Thousands of good men have devoted the
energies of their lives to the discussion of
these principles, their advocacy, maintenance, defence and perpetuation, and
more are enlisting continually, and 'we
expect a. glorious triumph.
Let us put
our hand to the work, while we have it in
our hearts, and with every energy push
it on till the holy prayer of Jesus, that
those who believe on him through their
word, may all be one as he and his .Father
are one, that the world may believe that
the Father has sent him, shall be answered and the united praises of the sfiints
shall rise up to' him who sits upon the
thl'one and to the Lamb forever and
ever.

•••••••

CON VE 'R S ION.
NUMBER

ONE.

BRO. FRANKLIN:-Dear Sir:-I propose
to write some essays on conversion, and
to point out some of the principal differences between scriptural conversions and
popular conversions.
Conversion, convert, to change from one
state to another; to turn from one religion
to another, or from one party or sect to
another, as to convert pagans to Christianity; to convert royalists into republicans. It, is derived from converto, con
and verto to turn-Webster.
In a theological and moral sense, a change of heart
or dispositions, in which the enmity of
the heart to God and his law, and the
obstinacy of the will are subdued and are
succeeded by supreme love to God and
his moral government, and a reformation
of life. A change from one religion to
another religion, as the conversion of the
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Gentiles. Actf> xv: Webster. Acts xxvi:
20. Cruden, in his large Concordance,
says: "Conversion is the turning or a
total change of a sinner from his sins to
God." Psalm Ii: 13. "And sinners shall
be converted unto thee." God is the author of this change, who, by his Spirit,
puts repentance, faith, love and every
grace into the soul. Jeremiah xxxi: 18.
"Turn thou me." "No man can come unto
me except the Father draw him." John
vi: 44. The word of God is a means or
instrument of conversion.
"The law of
the Lord is perfect, converting the soul"
Psalm xix: 7. Ministers by the preaQhing
of the gospel are also instrumental in
this change. 1 Corinthialls iv: 15. "In
Christ Jesus I have begotten you through
the gospel." And particularly Christians
by private admonitions and exhortations
are sometimes a means of this change. Jas.
v: 19,20. "Brethren, ifany of you do err
from the truth, and one convert him, let
him know that he which convertcth a sinner from the error of his way shall save a
soul from death, and hide a multitude of
sins." I believe Cruden was a Calvinistic
Baptist.
Conversion, says the great Charnock, is
to be distinguished from regeneration
thus: Regeneration is a spiritual change,
conversion is a spiritual motion; in regeneration there is a power conferred; conversion is the exercise of this power; in
regeneration there is given U8 a principle
to turn; conversion is our actual turning.
In renewing us, God gives us a power; in
converting us, he excites that power.'
Men are naturally dead and have a stone
upon them. Regeneration is the rolling
away the stone from the heart and a
rising to newness of life; and then conversion is as natmal to a regenerate man as
motion is to a lively body. A principle
of activity will produce action. In regeneration man is wholly passive; in con·
version he is active. Regeneration is the
motion of God in the creature, conversion
is the motion of the creature to God. By
acts of believing, repenting, mortifying
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quickening do spring. In all these a man hand, and he is as incapable of his COllis active, in the other he is merely passive. version before his regeneration as this
Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge, pen in feeding me, or as it is in curing
Article conversion. There are as many me of a disease. Instead of the Word of
witneslSes to popular Oalvinistic conver- the Lord being an instrument of conversion as are required by the law and sian like a man. The Biblc says: "By
gospel too. These are all on one side; we the Word of the Lord were the heavens
must examine some on the other side of made, and all the hosts of thcm, by the
the Bible, after sifting these witnesses. breath of his mouth. The two great and
It is the same old Oalvinistic song tune powerful institutions of the law and the
and chorus which was taught to me from gospel were brought into existence by the
. my infancy; for as the common version Word of the Lord. The voice of the
says of pure Phariseeism that I was Lord is full of power; it breaks to pieces
taught after the most straightest sect of the majestic cedars of Lebanon; it shakes
Oalvinism. The sinner is dead, a stone the wilderness of Kadesh. Ohrist said
lies o~ him, which he cannot roll of(him- the dead should hear the voice of the Son
self and which God will not roll off unless of God, and they hearing shall live; and
he is one of his eternally elect, and if he the time is coming when all that are in
is one of these elect he will regenerate their graves shall hear his voice and shall
him bya
secret, irresistable, effectual, come forth.
individual, personal operation of his
If the Word of the Lord has done, and
Spirit upon the sinners naked spirit, and does do, all the above named things, thell
then he will move, turn and act, but not it is still the seed of faith, of regeneration,
till after this nondescript regeneration; be- the word of, or ministry of reconciliation,
fore which regeneration the English Biblc the word of salvation, and does, and can,
is as unintelligible to him as a Hebrew save all who believe and obey it. He
Bible, and, after this regeneration, as useless that belicves that Jesus is the Ohrist; that
as a fifth wheel to a wagon. This tradi- he died, was buried, and arose from the
tion makes the Word of God of no effect dead, and is immersed into Ohrist, is rein the sinner's conversion. It is true he generated, is a new creature, is converted
uses it as he does the conversation of a to God. The sectarian preachers ascribe
poor feeble, sinful man, as a means or an to the Spirit of God, detached from the
instrument instead of the instrument, the Word of God, what the divine writers
power of God to salvation, which works abcribe to the gospel of Jesus Ohrist.effectually in those who obey it. The They ascribe to a mysterious, miraculous,
Word or law of God, which converts the and supernatural operation upon each
soul; which Word of God is sharper than sinner for his conversion, what the Scripany two-edged sword, and is a discerner tures ASCRIBE to the truth.
They substi·
of the secret purposes of the heart; a fire tute the phy~ical operation of God's
and a hammer to thaw, melt and break Spirit upon the naked spirit of the sinner
the sinner's heart. Here lies the princi- in the room and stead of the truth or the
pal difference between the gospel of Dort, gospel. They render the Bible as useless
the five Oalvinistic points published and in the regeneration of the sinner, as the
confirmed in the year 1618, and the gospel papists do in their system. The priests
publisbedand confirmed by the Apostles are to the papists what the prophets and
in Jerusalem, Symaria, and throughout apostles were in their day to the people.
the Roman empire, in the first century of The priests are channels now through
the Ohristian era. In this theory of re- which God reveals the Bible or his will
generation, the sinner is as wholly and to the Oatholics. So the Spirit of God in
completely passive as this pen is in my the Oalvinistic system now regenerates
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the sinner the samc as if there were no feiters are always angry when their tricks
Bibles in existence. The papists, with all are discovered. Sectarianism and the
the Bibles in Ohristendom, are without papacy are both counterfeit coins. The
the will of God; except they have a priest Bible, the whole Bible, and nothing but
to reveal the Bible to them; so the Cal- the Bible, is the genuine coin; no alloy in
vinists, with all the Bibles in the world, the word of God. Traditions are the supcannot convert a sinner till the Spirit of ports of error. The first and most dis.
God rolls the stone off of him.
tinction between sectarian conversions
The Bible, to a sinner in sectarianism, is and Scripture conversions is-in the foras uscless in conversion, until he is re- mer he iseonverted by the Spirit, and in
generated as the Bible is to a Oatholic the latter he is converted by the Word
sinner, until the priest comes to his relief. and Spirit of God. The second difference
The priest first, the Bible second. With- in the two conversions is, that in sectarian
out the priest the Bible is the cause of all conversion
the sinner is passive, in
the hercsies on earth; it is useless, a poison ScrIpture converSIOn the sinner is active.
and a pestilence.
In sectarianism, the If conversion is passive, then there is no
Holy Spir:t first in regeneration, ,vithout obligation resting on the sinner to turn
the Bible, without or beforc faith-the
to God; he has nothing' to do but
Holy Spirit first, the Bi\:Jle second. Ac- stand still till he is converted. The comcording to sectarianism, the sinner, with mon version tells him to be converted.
the Bible in his hands, can no more find Acts iii: 19. But the common version is
his way to heaven than if he had no an Episcopal, Calvinistic and Pedo-baptist
Bible till he is first regenerated-no
more version. The Greek verb epistrepho octhan a papist can find his way to heaven curs thirty-nine times in the New Testatill the priest first opens his eycs., After ment, and is an active verb, as much so
the priest opens his eyes he has to keep as to walk, and should not have been
them open, and guide him to heaven; so rendered passive, to make the Bible bow
he takes the Bible away from the people to the King's orthodoxy; to do violence to
altogethcr, and is consistent in doing so. philology, to grammer and common sense,
The papists take the Bible out of the as they have done by rendering active
hands of the people. ' The sectarians take verbs passive-where
they have said at
it out of the peoples hearts or heads, the end of the parable of the Sower, that
For, if the Holy Spirit, has to regenerate they should be converted, and in the
the sinner, without the Bible, he can guide above passage. The Greek says: "Repent
him to heaven without the Biblc; there- and return to God, lest they return and
fore the Bible is as useless to a sectarian I should, forgive their sins." God never
as to a papist. If a sinner can neither told a man to be converted since he made
understand nor do what he is commanded him. That implies passivity, and that he
until regenerated, then he is as well off is resisting some foreign influence, which
without the Bible' as with it. By the is the sectarian idea of conversion. The
traditions of sectarians and papists the apostolic conversions were all active; secBible is of no effect. "In vain do you tarians are all passive. As one apostolic
worship me, teaching for doctrines the convert was made so were all made. If
commandments of men. Their worship one was active, all were active. The first
of me is dictated by human authority." three thousand were active; they were
'fhey have shoved aside the Bible to make commanded to repent themselves and be
room for thcir traditions.
They have immersed, both of which are activo. They
substitutel their systems in the place of were all activc in turning to God.
the Bible, as counterfeit coin is substituted
J. CREATH,
n the place of genuine coin. Countcr·
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RELATION OF REPENTANCE AND
FAITH.
NUlIIBER

FOUR.

REVIEW OF EVAN,-NU'MBER

TWO.

We have divided our review of Bro.
Evan into two parts because we desired
to occupy about as much space as he has,
and do not wish to fill the Review with
such long articles. ""Ve are laboring
under the most unwavering conviction
that we are entirely in the right, and consequently that we need no advantage' of
any sort. We have started out with the
intention of giving the few brethren who
think repentance, in the order in which
the events occur, precedes faith, a full
satisfaction, but do not desire to fill the
Review with it. As the article of Beo.
Evan contains something a little nice, in
the way of mQtaphysics, we beg leave to
take an excursion with him.
I. If faith, in any sense, precedes repontance, then repentance is not in the
order in which the events occur, before
faith. Therefore, if our brother, intended to affirm that a man repents before he
believes, in any sense, he should have so
stated. Or, if he only intended to affirm,
that man repents before he believes in
some certain sense, he should have so
defined himself. This would have been
intelligible.
Under his heading, "Faith
not Always Faith," he finds, or thinks he
finds, the word faith used in some six
senses. Suppose he had fbund the word
faith used in sixty, instead of six senses,
would that have proved that "Faith is
not Always Faith?" By no means, but
only that the word faith is not always used
in the same sense. This latter, no man the
least acquainted with the subject would
have doubted, while the former would be
regarded as one of the most palpable
absurdities.
II. Bro. Evan gives, as one sense in
which the word faith is used, "A convie-
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tioD of the mind by the testimony of
Bible history."
",Vehave, no doubt but
"a conviction of the mind," is the primary
meaning of the word faith. If the conviction of the mind is i'trong, deep and
satisfactory, it is strong faith. Where
the conviction of the mind is cordial,
cheerful and joyful, it is faith, or belief,
with all the heart. Where the conviction
of the mind is slight, weak and undecisive, it amounts to no more than "opinion or persuasion of the mind." This is,
however, the same in kind, though not in
strength.
The impression is weak, or the
conviction is weak, either because the
evidence is weak, not clear, decided, or
not appreciated.
It is only a different
shade of faith.
We do not like the third definition
given by Evan. It is "a yielding of'the
mind under the flush of momentary im-'
pulse." John ii: 22, 23 is given as an
illustration 'Of this meaning, which reads
as follows:
"When, therefore, he was
risen from the dead, his disciples remembered that he had said this to them, aJ?d
they believed the Scripture, and the word
which Jesus had said. Now when he
was in Jerusalem, at the passover, ou the
feast day, many believed on his name,
when they saw the miracles which he
did." There was as certainly a conviction
of the mind in this case as in any other
'recorded in Scripture, not yielding under
momentary impulse, but yielding from
the force of the most convincing testimony-the
Lord's resurrection,
in the
one case, and his stupendous miracles in
the other. Whatever "flush of momentary impulse," there was, only resulted
from their faith, but did not produce it.
Bro. Evan gives, ail his fourth sense, in
which the word faith is used, "a better
understanding ,of the meaning of Scripture." John ii: 22 is given as an illustration. We do not find his meaning in the
passage. "When he was risen from the
dead, his disciples remembered what he
had said to them, and they believed the
Scriptures and the word which Jesus had
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said." His rising hom the dead is given sense as in the expression, "He who beas the cause of their remembering what lieves and iil immersed shall be saved,"
he had said and the Scripture. He had and the expressions, "If you believe with
told them that he would rise, and referred all your heart you may." "I believe that
them to Scripture where it was promised, Jesus is tbe Christ the Son of God" "that
and when he did rise they believed what you might believe tbat Jesus is the Christ
he had said and the Scripture.
The be- the Son of God." "Believe on th\) Lord
lief, in this instance, was as much a con- Jesus Christ and you shall be saved."
viction of tho mind as that in any other The fa,ith, or belief i.n these examples is
instance.
the conviction or' the mind, "that Jesus
In his fifth instance cited, his "undoubt- is the Christ the Son of God." The reing reliance," is nothing more or less than pentance in question is that alludeu to in
a full and clear conVICtionof the mind, or the expressions: "that repentance and
a belief so firm that it could be relied on, remission of sins r:,hould be preached in
resulting in accepting the promise, and his name among all nations."
"Repent
his "unwavering trust," in his sixth ex- and be immersed everyone of you in the
ample, is simply an unwavering eonvic- name of Jesus ,Christ, in order to the retion of the mind, resulting in an accept- mission of sins." "Repent, you, thereance of the commandment.
The accept- fore, and be converted that your sins may
ing of 'the commandment is not faith, but be blotted out when the times of refresha result of faith. 1V'"hen the matter is ing shall come from the presence of the
carefully considered, "A conviction of 1,he Lord." It matters nothing how many
mind" is faith, and" a conviction of the senses faith or repentance may be used in,
mind," that Jesus is the Christ the Son of nor how many meanings they may have,
God, is the faith, in its primary meaning, in this investigation, we have nothing to
and trust, reliance, acceptance, are not do with any sense in which these words
. strictly speaking, faith but results offa,ith. may be used, or any meaning they may
The conviction of the mind that Jesus is have, except the sense in these passages.
the Christ the Son of God, results in our Therefore, none of the parties need give
trusting in him, confiding in him, relying themselves any trouble in regard to the
on him, &c., &c. Repentance, as a result, speculations on the different senses in
is as necessarily and inseparably con- rhich the wonl faith may be used, or the
nected with faith as trust, but that does different meanings it may have. We have
not prove that repentance or trust is nothing to do with any but the one meanfaith." 'We are not to conclude that the ing.
results of faith are faith itself, or we can
IV. The faith, or belief, which we
make our entire obedience to the Lord, maintain a man must have before he
faith, for it all results from faith.
repents, is the conviction of the mind that
III. We now proceed to tIghten the Jesus is the Christ the Son of God. This
reins a little and thus put a stop to this conviction of the mind is faith, and when,
rambling all over creation.
The limits of like the faith of Noah, it is strong enough
this controversy only extend to the faith to move a man with religious fear, or
and repentance required in the case of strong enough to move him to repentance,
the sinner turning to God. The simple confession and immersion, it is strong
matter to be considered is in the steps to enough to save him, and when it is not
be taken by the sinner in turning to God, strong enough to move him with religious
whether he bPlieves before he repents.- fear, or to induce him to yield obedience
Does the sinner, in turning to God, it is not strong enough to save him. Still,
believe before he repents? The word it is faith, nothing but faith, no matter
believe ij> to be taken in the same how small, or weak the faith or convic-
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tion of the mind. Our position is, that
thiil faith, or conviction of the mind, that
Jesus is the Christ the Son of God, must
/ exiilt before the repentance required in
conversion, or, which is the same, in turning to the Lord. Does Evan, or any other
intelligent man, deny this?
V. 'l'his couviction of the mind or faith,
no matter whether weak or strong, is
produced. by presenting the truth to be
believed, that Jesus is the Christ the Son
of God, and the testimony sustaining it.
Since Bro. Evan speaks so approvingly of
"the glorious old Ohristian Baptist," but
sneers at the. teaching contained in it;
that faith/is produced by testimony, we
invite his attention to a few examples.
We rcgt'et the necessity of making these
citations to anyone claiming an acquaintance with "the glo!'ious old. Ohristian
Baptist."
Still, such is the retrograde
movements in certain quarters, that it
becomes necessa!'y to brush away some of
the old mists settling do\vn over ce!'tain
minds .. We shall only present a few
examples as they may occur to us from
memory, and if opposition enough to demand it shall be evinced, we will institute
a regular induction of the tcaching of the
Sc!'iptures on the subject.
1. The records ofMaLthew, Mark, Luke
and John are records of their testimony
concerning Christ. What did he make
these reco!'ds or write them for? John
says, of the things recorded in his testimony, "these things are written that you
might believe." This shows that belief
has to be produced by testimony.
See
John xx: 30, 31.
2. "In whom you also trusted, after
that you heard the word of truth, the
gospel of your salvation; in whom also,
after that rou believed, you were sealed
with that Holy Spirit of promise."-Eph.
i: 13. This belief, it is clear, came from
the word of truth, the gospel of their salvation.
3. "I told you, and you believed not;
the works that I do in my Father's name,
they bear witness of me." John x: 25.

What is bearing witness or testimony tor?
Certainly to convince tlte mind. Then the
Lord intended that faith should be produced by testimony.
4. "When they heard this, they were
pricked in their heart."
Acts ii: 37.
When they heard, or believed the testimany of Peter, they were pricked in their
heart. They certainly were not pricked
in their heart without believing.
5. Nicodemus said, "We know you are
a teacher from God, or we believe, for no
man can do these miracles which you do
unless God be with him." John iii: 2.
The works that J csus did, testifying of
him, convinced the mind of Nicodemus,
or produced faith in him, that Jesus was
a teacher from God. Examples of this
kind can be produced to any reasonable
extent, showing that faith comes l!'om
testimony, or is produced by testimony.
While we are on this poin,t, we have
one little matter for our brother, or any
who agree WIth him. Will they produce
an instance of faith where there was no
testimony? or without testimony?
We
are not extravagant, and only ask for one
instance of faith without testimony.
We
do not mean an instance where the testi-·
mony was not mentioned, but an instanee
where there was no testimony. Do not
forget what we are in dispute about-the
faith required in turning to God-the
conviction of the mind that Jesus is the
Christ the Son of God. If that is too
hard, produce an instance of faith in any
sense, without testimony.
VI. Will Bro. Evan, or anyone, produee, f!'om Scripture, an instance of
repentance
before faith-an
instanoo
where any person repented before the
mind was convinced that Jesus was the
Christ the Son of God. We do not mean
an instance where the word repentance
precedes the word faith in composition,
but an instance where a person actually
repented before belieVing. We have furnished an instance of believing where
there was' no repentance at all either
before or after believing. We now make
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the reasonable del!land that they produce,
from Scripture,
an instance; only one
instance is required,
where any person
repented before the mind was convinced
that J eSllS is the Christ the Son of God,
This is a plain matter, and' the requisition is easily complied with, if there is
any such case. 'Ve want no speculations
about "faith not always faith," but we
want one instance where some person
actually repented before believing that
Jesus is the Christ the Son of God, and
that is the faith that gives life through his
name.

A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION.
NUMBER

FIFTEEN.

The Converting Power.
NUBMER

ONE.

Weare perfectly aware that the expression, "the converting power," is not scriptural, or that no such expression is found
in Scrip"ture. We say not this because we
desire to say something startling to those
who have all their lives long been accustomed to hearing of "the converting power," "powerful conversions," and prayers
to tha Lord to "send down the converting
power;" but we say it for the purpose of
causing those to think who may not hitherto
have thought carefully on the subject.
The first thing will be to find out what
the New Testament means by the word
COllvert.

1. The Greek word, epistrepho, occurs
thirty.nine times in the New Testament,
Eight times it is translated convert, In all
the other plaoes it is translated, turn, return, turned, or something' equivalent, as
in the following examples: Matthew ix: 22,
"Jesus turned him abQut." Matthew x: 13,
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your peace return to you." Matthew
v: 30,' "Turned him about in the press."
II. The Greek word, epistrophee, is found
but once in the New Testament, Acts xv:
3, as follows: "Declaring the conversion of
the Gentiles."
III. The Greek word, strepllO, is found
eighteen times in the New Testament.
It
is translated, converted, once in the common
version; turn aga'in, turned, or something
equivalent in the remaining
seventeen
places. Matthew xviii: 3, it is translated,
converted, in the following expression: "Except ye be converted," &c. The following
are examples, where it is translated, turn,
turned, &c. Matthew v: 39, "Turn to him
the other alsoj" vii: 6, "Turn a.qat·n and
rend you." Acts vii: 42, "Then God turned
and gave them up." Acts xiii: 46, "To return to the Gentiles."
IV. In not one instance, where man is
the subject, or the being turned, or convert.
ed, is the turning, or converting, ascribed
to GoJ, to Christ, or the Holy Spirit, In
most instances, it is clear that the person
turned or converted, turned, or converted
himself.
See the following: Matthew ix:
22, "Jesus turned him about."
In this
case, Jesus evidently turned himself.Again, Mark v: 30, "Jesus turned him
about in the' press."
In this case,
Jesus
certainly turned
himself. Once
more, Acts vii: 42, "Then God turned, and
gave them up," In this case, God rurrled
himself. Still, again, John xx: 16, "She
turned herself," &c.
V. The turning, or converting, is, in flome
instances, ascribed to the preacher, Acts
xxvi: 18,' "To t1l1'n them from darkness to
light."
In this case, Paul was to turn, or
convert them. Again, James v: 20, "He
who convtrted the sinner from the error of
his way."
Once more, Luke i: 16, "Many
of the children of Israel shall he turn,"
and verse 17, "To tU1'1! the hearts of the
fathers to the children."
This turning, or
convorting, was done by J olm, the ImmerseI', In the same sense in which the reach.
er turns the sinner, the Lord turns him,lfor
the Lord turnll him by the preacher.
"Let
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VI. In turning to the Lord, and that is pho, is used where the turning, or convertthe kind of turning we are now consider- ing, was the wrong way. See the following:
ing, there is a sense in which the preacher Galatians iv: 9, "How turn you again to the
turns the sinner, and there is a sense in weak and beggarly elements of the world."
which he turns himself. When it stands Again, 2 Peter ii: 21, "To turn from the
in the form of a commandment, it must hoJy commandment."
Once more, 2 Peter
have reference to the sense in which a man ii: 22, "The dog is returned to his vomit."
turns himself, as for instance, "Repent and A man may, then, be converted, or turned,
be converted that your sins may be blotted either way, to the Lord or from the Lord.
out," Acts iii: 19. This, when properly When we are considering the inducements
translated, reads as follows: "Repent and laid before men, to lead them to turn, and
tTlm, that your sins may be blotted out." the agencies employed and in~trumentaliThe difference between these two render- ties, we ascribe the turning to these agencies
ings, is that the· former appears to give and instrumentalities.
The sacred writers
countenance to the theory, that the sinner did the same. They said the preacher was
is passive, while the latter makes him active. sent to turn them from darkness to light
In the same way, Matthew xiii: 15, "And and from the power of Satan to God."
bhould be converted," should be rendered When we look at the sinner's own act, as
as Dr. Conant has done it, "Should turn, an agent, acting freely and voluntarily, we
and I should heal them."
say, and the Scriptures say, he "turned to
VII. In what sense is it, in which the the Lord."
The Lord, through the preachLord by the preacher, turns a man? and in er, through the gospel, lays before man the
what sense docs he turn himself? The inducements to lead him to turn, and, when
preacher presents the gospel to the sinner, he is thus made willing to turn, he has the
containing the intelligence-the
induce- ability to perform the act-to turn-and
ments, the considerations which produce the consequently is censurable if he does not do
change in the mind,in the heart, or the it. This is the Bible view of it, and this
affections, disposing him to turn, or creating makes man an accountable being. He can
within him a willingness to turn. When come to the Lord. This harmonizes all
the sioner is convinced of ein, shown that such scriptures as the following: "How
he ought to turn, the preacher nrges him to oft would I have gathered your children,
tarn, exhorts and persuades him to turnbut you would not." "To whomsoever you
to do what he knows to be right. In this yield yourselves servants to obey, his ser-.
sense, the preacher turns, or converts the vanta you are to whom you obey." "To as
sinner. But the act of turning, the sinner many as received him, to them gave he
must perform himself. He must himself power to become sons of God." "He has
turn to the Lord. See the following exam- made of one blood all nations of men to
pIes: "And all who dwelt at Lydda and dwell on all the face of the earth, and deSaran saw him, and turned to the Lord." termined befdre the times appointed and
Acts ix: 35. Again, Acts xi: 21, "A great the beunds of their habitation that they
number believed and turned to the Lord." should seek the Lord, if haply they might
Again, Acts xxvi: 20, "Should repent and feel after him and find him." "The Son of
turn to God." Once more, 1 Thessalonians man came not into the world to condemn
i: 9, "How you turned to God from idols." the world, but that the world through him
In all these instances, it is evident that the might be saved." "If any man will come
persons converted, turned themselves, or that after me, let him take up his cross daily
the turning was their own act-they turned, and follow me." "Turn you, turn you,
and not they were turned. They were why will you die?" "The Spirit says,
active and not vassive in turning.
come, and the bride says come, and let him
VIII. The same original. word, epistre- who hears say come, and whoever will, let
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him come." "lie is not willing that any
should perish, but that all should come to
repentance."
These, and a vast number
more expressions of Scripture are uttered
in view of the fact that man can turn to the
Lord, and if he does not do it, he will be
justly punished.
For the sake of distinction, some have
styled that which the Lord does, in laying
before man the considerations which induce
him to turn, the divine part, and the act of
turning, which the man performs himself,
the human part. The truth is, that all that
is done, according to the divine direction,
is divine. But, in view of this distinction,
we proceed to inquire into the divine part,
or what the Lord does, to induce man to
turn, or how he puts forth his power to
move man to turn.
IX. There will be but little trouble in
ascertaining the truth in reference to this
matter, if we shall enter the Bible for the
sole purpose of finding truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth.
For the
purpose of waking up a little reflection, we
beg leave to make a few nega tive statements
and, if any man in the nation desires to
make an issue with any of these statements,
we have plenty of room in our broad
columns for his objections. The statements are as follows:
.
. '
1. We never read, III the Scnptures, of
"regeneration by the Holy Ghost," or "conversion by the Holy Ghost," or of the
'converting power of the Holy Ghost,"
The men who use these expressions are not
.
tauo-ht in the school of Jesus.
'"
2. The Savior never taught any man to
wait, or look, for a.ny direct power, or .influence, to convert hIm, or to enable hIm to
understand the Scriptures or turn to God.
3. In all the preaching of the apostles
to the world, they never intimated to any
man, that he needed any direct puwer, or.
influence from heaven, to enable him to
understand the preaching of the apostles,
the Scriptures, or to tnrn to God.
4. They never taught any saint, in the
kingdom of Christ, to pray for the Lord to
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"send down converting power," or "to come
down and convert sinners,"
5. They never taught any sinner to pray
to the Lord to "send down converting
power," or to "come down and convert
them."
6. The apostles never prayed themselves
to the Lord to "send down' converting power," or to "come down himself and eonvert
smnelS.
7, In short, there is not in the preaching,
exhortations, prayers or 'writings of apostolic times, one word, or intimation, about
any converting power coming directly
down, 'Thi5 is a thing belonging entirely
to our time, and wholly unknown in the
time of the apostles.
If we desire to know precisely what kind
of power, or influence, was brought to bear
upon men, arId how it was brought to bear
upon them, in the time of the apostles, to
induce them to turn to God, the only safe
course to pursue, is to refer to the sacred
record, examine the account there given,
consider al: that is said, all that was done,
and all the results. The power, or influence brought to bear upon the people then,
certainly may be brought to bear upon them
now, To whatever power, or influence, we
shall find conversion ascribed then, it may
be ascribed now, The same means employed to turn men to the Lord then, where
th e war k IS
. con d uc t e d accol'(j'mg t ate h WI'II
f G dId
W'th th'
o
0,
are emp oye now.
1
IS exI
t'
d t . t't t
.
p ana lOn, we are rea y 0 ms 1 u e our Ill.
.
qUIry.
X Wh t
th
. fl
.
a was
e power, or In uence
.
d
'
that mduce men and women to turn to the
Lord in the time of the apostles?
1. "I am not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ, for it is the power of God for salvation to everyone who believes, to the Jew
first and also to the Greek."
Romans i:
16. This passage does not affirm that the
gospel "is power of God for salvation,"
or "a power of God for salvation," but in
the broadest, most full and comprehensive
sense, "the power of God for salvation."
It is not simply "the power of God for salvation" to a few, but to "everyone who be J
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lieves," not to the Jew only, but "both to words." Again, when he is further adthe Jew·and Greek."
If it is "the power vanced in his discourse, he says, "Let me
of God for salvation to everyone who be- freely speak to you," and still further on,
lieves," none certainly ur·e turned to God, he says: "He has shed forth this which you
row See and hear." To what was the effect
or saved withou tit.
2. "After that in the wisdom of God, ascIibed? The sacred writer says, "When
the world by wisdom knew not God, it they heard this" (Peter's discourse) "they
What was it that
pleased God by the foolishness of preaching were cut to the heart."
pierced
them
in
the
heart?
Certainly it
to save them that believe. For the Jews
was
what
they
heard.
What
was
the rerequire a sign, and the Greeks seek after
wisdom, but we preach Christ crucified; to sult? They inquired, '"Men and brethren,
the Jews a stumbling-block, and to the what shall we do?" He answered, "Repent
Greeks foolishness, but to them who are and be immersed, everyone of you, in the
called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the name of Jesus Christ, for the remission of
power of God and the wisdom of God." 1 sins, and you shall receive the gift of the
Luke adds, "As many as
Corinthians i: 21-24. This passage asserts Holy Spirit."
that it pleased God, by the foolishness of gladly received his word were immersed and
preaclting to save them who believe, and the same day, there were added to them
To what
that the preaching of Ohrist is the wisdom about three thousand souls."
power
is
this
great
work
ascribed?
Cerof God and the power of God. This is the
tainly
no
one
can
well
mistake,
when
he
power to which God ascribes salvation, and
considers
that
the
apostle,
entreated
them
the power to which we may ascribe it.
3. In the last commission, the IJord said, to hearken to his words, and when the his"Go ye, therefore, and disciple," or con- torian says, "When they heard this, they
vert "all nations." He did not tell them were pierced in their hearts·, and as many as
to go and pray for the Lord to send down gladly received the u:ord were immersed.
thE' converting power, or "the irresistable What did the people hear? The gospel
What did they believe?
grace," to convert, or disciple all nations, unquestionably.
but to go and disciple all nations, or make Certainly they believed that which was
disciples of all nations. He sent them to preached. What did they obey? :Most
do this, and not to ask him to do it. How assuredly the commandment given o·n the
were they to do this work? They were to occasion, "Repent and be immersed." What
do it by preaching repentance and remission did they obey that commandment for? Beof sins-preaching
the gospel to every crea· yond doubt, for the reason given by Peter,
ture, and immersing the believers into the "For the remission of sins." The whole
name of the Father, and of the Son, and of" matter is easy, when we simply go to the
Scripture to learn the truth as set forth in
the Holy Spirit.
4. We next turn over to the account of Scriptul"J, and not to hunt proof of some
the commencem!lnt, under this commission, doctrine or theory outside.
to ascertain what power was brought to
bear upon the people to turn them to the
]~ord. The first thing brought to bear upon
them was a public discourse. In this discourse,
the apostle addressed their understandings,
appealing to their prophets, David and Joel,
showing that their predictions had been ful·
filled; that Christ had risen, gone to heaven
and was seated at the right hand of God. In
the introduction to his discourses, he said,
"Be this known to you, and hearken to my
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The Converting

Power.

'Christian dispensation.
It involves the
NUMB~R TIVO.
plan, and sets out, at least, an item of
In a previ\-us article we commenced a the means to be cmployed in converting
regular induction of all the cases of con- all nations.
version recorded in the New Testament.
3. If, in the general plan, the instruWe desirc the truth, the whole truth and mentality of men is employed, so that men
nothing but the truth.
We, therefore, aim open the eyes of the people and turn th,em
to find everything therc is 'in the Book of from darkness to light and from the power
God on the subject. Before proceeding of Satan to God-disciple them-no theory
with our induction throngh the Acts of can be adopted which. strikes the instruApostles, we illvitc attention' to the com- mentality of the apostles out.
mission of the Apostle Paul, in connection
4. The commission, requiring- the aposwith the commission of the Twelve.
tIes to disciple men-to
turn them to the
1. In the commission of Paul, he was Lord-also
implies how they were to do
commanded "to opcn their (the people's) this w~rk-it requires the apostles to open
eyes and turn thcm (collvert them) from their eyes and turn them from darkne s to
da.rkness to light, and from the power of light-to preadl tile gospel to them.
Satan to God."
See Acts xxvi: 18. In
5. This involves, in the Lord's genera
the commission of the Twelve, the Lord plan fur converting and Ba,ying men, two
Baid, "Go you, thlJreforc, alld disciple all things: 1. Thc instrument!1ity of men.
nations." Matthew xxviii: 19. Upon these 2. The instrumentality
of the word of
passages, we 'have the following observa- God. Any theory of conversion striking
tions:
.out one or both of these instrumentalities
1. The requirement was subst.antially the is false.
same il1 both cases. To "disciple all na6. Thc theory th~t the Lord convertB
tions," is thc same a9 to "turn them from sinners by a direct power or influence oftbe
darkness to light and from thc powcr of Spirit, sets aside tha instrumentality of the
Satan to God." This is equivalent to a apostles and the preaching of the gospel,
j:Dmmand to convert them, or turn them to I giving neither any part or lot in the
the Lord.
work.
2. 'fhis requirement, laid upon men, to
II. Bow can conversiol~ he asqrwed to
oonvcrt men, being in the commission. is diffaent th.ings? It can be done in thc folgeneral, for all nations and throughout the lowing way:

I
I
I
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1. It can be ascribed to Goel as the Author version to them, or say, they turned us to
cf it.
the Lord.
2. It can bc ascribed to Christ as tI:e
In contemplating the instrumentality of
Mediator of the New 'Testament-the
the word, or the gospel, we ascribe. our
Apostle from God-the Savior of the world conversion to the word. But, speaking of'
through whom God brings this great work the whole together, Gad saves e\'ery man,
about.
I saved at all, according to the New Testa3. It can be ascribed to the apostles, in men t, through Christ, the Holy Spirit, the
view of their office and work, as ambassa- apostles, the word, faith, repentance, condors of Christ, in Christ's stead, beseeching fession, immersion, and calling on the name·
men to be reconciled to God.
of the Lord.
4. It can be ascribed to the word which
The work of God, Christ, the Holy
the apostles preached, as that word is the Spirit, the apostles and the Word, is pre.
means through which the will of God is sent in the conversion of every man. In
brought to the understanding.
the same way we are begotten of God, of
5. It can be ascribed to the Holy Spirit, the Spirit and of the word of truth, Paul
in view of the work of the Holy Spirit, says:
inspiring
the apostles,
and
through
"I have begotten you, through the Gosthem, communicating the will of God to pe1."
man.
This latter expression explains what is
But, in every instance, w"\lere a man is meant by the figurative expression, "begotturned to the Lord, God turns him, through ten." The amount of it is, simply, that "I
Christ, the Mediator, through the Holy have made you believers, through the gosSpirit, who revealed the will of God, pel." We ar~, then, begotten or made
through. the apostles, by whom the Holy believers, by the Lord, through the Holy
Spirit spoke, and through the word spoken. Spirit, through the preacher and throngh
God is never left out. .Christ is never left the word.
out. The Holy Spirit. is never left out.
It is not that God makes one man a beThe apostles are never left out. The Word liever, Christ makes another a believer, the
is never left out, in a single case. In Holy Spirit another, the preacher another
speaking of any man's conversion, we may and the word another; but God makes
say, in view Of God, as the giver of every every man a believer, who is made a believer
good and every perfect gift-who
gave his at a11,through Christ, through the inspiring
Son-his
grace-the
entire plan of re- SiJirit, who spoke through the apostles
'demption, with all the means to save us, through tile apostles and through the word"
that he converted us. But, when speaking It is n&Verdonc without the word, without
of our Savior, and the part he performed the apostles, who preached the word, within the great work of his Father, in bringing out the Holy Spirit, who spoke through
us to Goel, we say that he converted us; but the apostlcs, without Christ .who gave the
not without what his Father had done: avostles the word, or God who gave Christ
When speaking of the Holy Spirit, in view the word.
.
of his wonderful work, inspiring tbe aposIII. Vve are now ready to proceed in the
ties and stupendous displays of miraculous examination '~f the account found in the
power, and, indeed, spenking through the third chapter of Acts, of the conversion of
apostles, the Word 'Yhich the Father gave a large number to the. faith of Christ.the Son, and the Son gave the ap(lstles, we What were the meam present and employed
can ascribe our conversion to the Spirit. in this case?
In looking at the work of the apostles, in
'Ve must inquire into this case as Wl'
preaching the gospe I and persuading men to would any matter of fact. \Ve must ta.ke
be reconciled to God, we ascribe our con· that of which we have an account and nut
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that of wI-ich tee have flO accQunt.-1
IV. The next case of which we find an
What was present on the occasion in ques- 'accouut, is the conversion of the Samarition?
tans, under the preaching of Philip. found
1. Two apostles were present, acting under Acts viii:' "Vhat means have we an account
the commission to convert men-turn them of here? We find the following:
from darkness to light and from the power
1. The preacher of the gospel. They
of Satan to God. They were not then were not then in Samaria, converted withconverted without the instrumentality of out the preacher.
the apostles, and certainiy not by a di;ect
2. The preaching of the gospel. They
influence of the Spirit, separate from the were not then converted without 'preaching
preacher and the word.
the word.
2. The word was present, in the gospel
Luke's account of the conversion of the
preached by Peter. They were not con- Samaritans is very brief. He says:
verted without the word then.
"Philip went down to the city of Samaria,
3. The Holy Spil'it was present, speaking and preached Uhrist to thpm .• And the
through the apostles.
They were not bon- people. with one accord, gave heed to the
verted without the work of the Holy Spirit things which Philip spake, hearing and
then, but through his word, spoken through seeing the miracles which he did." Acts
the apostles.
viii: 5,6.
4. Christ was present. for Peter ascribed
What they heard and saw is the reason
the healing of the cripple at the Beautiful given for their giving heed. In the followgate to him.
ing, believing the things preached,' l1y
How was the conversion brought about? Philip. is the reason given for their eIlubThe Lord heilJed a lame man. This arrested mission to Christ:
the attention of the people, directed it to
"But when they believed Philip, pl'eachPeter and John, gave them a hearing and ing the things concerning the kingdom of
proved to the people that God was with God, and the name of Jesus Christ, they,
them.
.
were immersed hoth men and women." It
The apostles, under the influence of the is stated of them afterward, that they "had
Spirit, preached the word.
When the received 'the word of God." We must
word was spoken and the p'eople had an ascribe their conversion to influencrs known
opportunity to believe, the apostle com- to be present and not to influences not
manded them to repent and be converted, known to be present. The preacher of the
or turn, that their sins should be blotted gospel was present, exercisin~ his power, or
out.
influenre, and the gospel was present, exerHow did the apostle open their eyes, cising its power; the people believed the
turn them from darkness to light, or disciple things spoken, gave hred and were immersed.
them?
.
As the Lord commissioned the preacher to
He brought the preaching of the gospel open the eyes of the people-to tUrD them
to bear upon thew; the pteaching of the from darkness to light and from the power
cross of Christ; the power of God and thA of Satan to God-to dIsciple them; and, as
wisdom of God--thc gospel-the
power of the gospel was present, the power of God
G-odunto salvation to everyone who believes. for salvation to everyone who believes, we
This power was present and was brought to must ~scrihe the work to the power, or
bear upon them and this is declared to be influence, to the causes known to be
God's power for salvation. How utterly present and not to some cause not menunreasQnable to ignore a power known to tioned. The Spirit was present in the
be present and aSsume that the work was preacher, and through the preacher and
accomplished by a means not me.ntioned at the word, the people believed and were
all!
imlllerEed. The work done must not then
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be ascribed to a direct power or influence, West .. Th ink of these great fncts, b1',ethDot mentioned or known to have been pre- ren, and theil' untold consequences, and
labor and pray and spend your money
sent.
accordingly.
The first proposition.Any attempt
to unite the people of
God, upon any other book than the Bible,
is as uselcs8 as seven suns in the firmament of heaven, or is like an attempt to
I'evolutionize the heavenly bodies. Second
proposition:
Any attempt to unite the
people of God upon a human creed is
incompatible with the natur& and eir-.
THE UNION OF CHRISTIANS:
eumstance8 of mankind, and is an effort
NUMBER FOUR.
to frustrate and defeat the prayer and plan
Bno. F"RANKLIN:-Deflr Sir:-The
third of the Lord Messiah, and to subvert his
plan of Union, which I shall name, is the throne and ~ovel'llment.
Third proposiScriptural
one; that
which anciently tion: In this prayer, in the seventeenth
united Jews, Samaritans and Greeks of of John, the testimony of the apostles,
every school.
They had one rule for the Union of Christians and the converU ninn, the Bible; ono foundation for' sion of the world are bound ~ogether by
Un~on, Jesus, the Christ; one plan fOI' thelovo and wisdom of the Father and by
uOnionfaith in him and obedience to all his tile devotion and philanthropy
of the
conxnandments, institutions and procepts. Son, and by the advocacy anJ agency of
The present divisions in Christendom are the Holy Spirit.
The words 'of the aposlike a millstone about its neck. It will tIes are laid as the founda~ion, the Union
sink it unless it is cut . loose from it.of Christians as the result· and the (july
There are several significant facts, which succe~8ful means of convertinj tho world
I will specify, in connection· with this to the llcknowledgement
that J eSllS of
subject.
Nazareth is the }/[essiah, the Son of God
The first is the llfan of Sin, the Roman and the Savior of the world. Fourth
Hierarchy, the most tremendous, fearful proposition:
The will of the Father and
and appalling power tho sun ever shone the Son and the Holy Spirit is, that all
upon, was born, after the ancient Chris- that believe on Jesus, through the apostle's
tians were divided.
It ai'ose upon the word, should be one. The words of tho
ruins ofLhe ancient church.
United they prayer de.monslrate this. All who bestood against the gates of hell, divided lieve in any creed are not onc; they are
they fell under this awful power. 'l'his cut into sects, called churches. Our Savioi'
is a momentous fact. A second fact iI', prays in fact ,and in plain terms,· that
that Mahommetanism
arose in Arabia lhose who believe on him through any
upon the heresies, schisms and partisan other medium may be divided or may
strifes and idolatries of the ancient Chris- not be ond. Fifth proposition:
To attians.
This is a fact pregnant
with tempt to unite the people of God on any
meaning.
It has been a widespread and hurnan platform is to overrllle the will of
an awful scourge to our race, and is so Hea\'en,
to subvert the throne. of the
yet. A third fact is, that Mormanism Great King, and is rebellion and treason
has acquired its present proportions from against Jesus the Son of the Blessed God.
Anti-Christian .sects. They are, one and Sixth proposition:
If the people of ·God
all, fully represented at Salt Lake, and could be united on any creed, Popish or
without a speedy reformation, it may rise Protestant,
that creed would be mOro
llpon the ruins of sectarianism
in the, hOllored than the New Testament.
He
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has }Jroscribed creeds forer.
They are with di1lg1'actJ all the attributes of ~od.
aimed at the cethronemcnt
of/the apos- This is treason of the highest order. Are
ties. Seventh proposition:
The conver- n0t Catllolies and Protestants of all parsion of the wodd is planned and ordered ties laboeing to build up the Shibboleths
by the will of God, to be dependent on of their parties. And il:l not each party
the Union of Christ,ians, and the Union of thl;)cause of God? What are colleges and
Christians is dependent on the testimony schools for but to build up sects? All
of the apostles:
If divisions among these pa: tics operate against tloe accomChristians hinde~ the conversion of sin- plishment of this prayer.
The world can
ners and of the world to J e'sus Christ, as not become Christian while these parties
they most certainly do, then what a fear- remain as they are. Twelfth proposition:
ful responsibility does evelT person incur The only question to be decided, is the
who remains in these parties.
Eighth plan of Jesus in this peayer, for the Union
propOf:iition: Any attempt
to com-ert uf Christians and the conversion of the
pagans to believe that Jesus is the l\Jes- world, the better one, or that of Catholics
siah before Christians are united at home and Protestants?
Acts speak louder than
is an att.empt to fl'Ustrate this pl'ayel', and words. Have not Catholics as good a
to subvert the throne and g.)vernment of eight to their plan as Protestants have to
God. We may as reasonably expect that theil' .plans? God's honor, glory and
Indian corn will grow in the open fields, faithfulness are bound up in this order,
in the midst of the frosts and snows of truth, union and the conver"ion of the
winter, as that pagan nations will be con- world. 'Who will dare to prefer his own
verted before Christians
arc united at plan to God't;? Thil,teenth proposition.
home, Ninth proposition:
Our Savior God is bound not to hear nor answer
made tbe Union of Christians essential to prayers for the conversion of'the world,
the conversion of the world, and he that nor to bless ota: labors, while these parties
attempts it, by any other means, sets him. continue as they are.
None are now
self against the wisdom of Jes,us and converted LO Christ on Scriptural }leinciaims, t.hough unconsciously at overturninf§ pIes. .I!'ourteenth proposition:
It is an,
the throne and government of the Great undoubted sign of a state of corruption
King.
If the wol'ld is not converted who· alld carnalit.y. 1 Corinthians iii: "Arc
will be to blame for it? Tenth propos'i. you not carnal and walk as men?" They
tion: Should Christbns
ever be united are divided ltbout that of which the Bible
on any human creed, then the plan of is silent. The diversity is in opinion, a
Heaven will be defeated, the apostles dis- word not foand ill the Bible. If faith anr1
graced and dethroned, the Savior's prayer baptism were undecstood it would go fur
will be unaoswel'ed and the whole order to unite the people of God; would go far
of Heaven frastrated
and the throne of to heal the present divisions in Christenthe Universe subverted.
Eleventh PI'O- dom. \Vhen it is once ullderstood that
position: He that advocates the necessity faith comes fl'om hearing the 'Word .as
of human cl'eeds to the Union of Chis- necessarily as the oak comes feom acorn,
tiaus, impeaches
the wisdom of God, 01' the stalk from the gt'ain of corn. Then
arraigns the benevolence of our Savior all the jargon abou~ the Holy Spirit pro·
and censures the revelations of the Holy ducing faith without the word, and being
Spirit. Without reflection, he attempts the author of all the sects, will cease,
to remodel the empire of reason, morality When it shall be understood by God's
and religion, to rise Dot only above the people that immerflion belongs to the very
apostles but the Savior himself, and arro- essence of baptism, and without it there is
gates to himself a wiRdom and philan- nO baptism, and that immersion is no
thropy which
fur surpasses and covers circumstance or mode, but the very act
,
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itself, and' that the cbange of it into dous influenco such an announcement
sprinkling by the .•Papists was ~ virtual would have on human society? W'hat a
abrogation of God'tI ordinance fur a shaking it would produce among the dry
human device. Then all devout and bones? Who would be able to stand beGodfearing men and women will obey the fore it? What an irresistible and overgospel ~r be immersed. It was a master whelming evidence it would be in favor
strok-e of policy in the devil when he of the truth of the gospel? All the aposmade his servants tral1sfer the Greek verb tolic congregatior:s were thus constitwionbabtizo from the Greek Testament into the ally and internally united in faith, love
Latin Testament or Vulgalc version and and obedience'at the ueathof tbe Ap0tltlc
from that version into all the modern John, at the close of the first century of
versiolls, and thereby made the pcople the Christian era. Thus it was then, and
believe that one word covered the three thus it ought to be, and will be again.
acts of sprinkle, pour and imlllerse, and What a grand mOl'al spectacle was this?
that all the three acts meant baptism, and "Behold, holYgood, and how pleasant it i8
were all scriptural and equally pleasing for brethren to dwell together in unity!"
to God. I say tbis was a master 8troke Tbe success of the first Christians was
of policy on the part of the devil. Tbere- owing to their unity. Other foundation
fore we need a new version for the three- for Union can no man lay than that which
fold purpose of the Union of Christians, God bas laid in the Bible. Union is
the conversion of the world, and the per- strength, division is weakness. We need
fection of Christian character.
The Bible a return to piety cnd good sense or reason.
ought to be as'plain to the English reader Schism is an immcllse evil. A return to
as it was to the Greek reader. The rule the SCl'iptures can alone remove those
of Union to Christians is the Bible plainl)· misundcl'standings wllich have parted the
transla~ed into English. Tbe fOl1ndation body of Christ. It cannot be imagincd
of their Union ill Jcsus Christ. The that a torn church should be eminently
conditions of that Union are faith ill Jesus prosperoutl that it should be favored, as
Christ, and obedience to all that he and t!he instrument of diffusing the gospel,
the apostles have said. Fourthly the im- with triumphant success, and on a large
portance of that Union. It must preccde scale among the nations of the earth.
the conversion of mankind.
There are Tbe Head of the congregation holds his
but two events in the New Testament of admonitions in higher esteem than to put
more importance than tbe Union of Chris- extra honor upon those who love their
tians. The fil'st is the annunciation of the opinions or idols more than his combirth of the Messiab,. and the second is mandments.
Christ never prayed for the
the crection of the first Christian congre- Union of seets as such but against them.
gation. Acts ii: Fiftbly, the arguments Sixth I? ,Ve will now speak of some of
against divisions I have already consider- the advantages of that Union of Chrised. He who canuot lie has said a king- tians. The divisions among' Christians
dam divided cannot subsist-his congrega- are one great cause of the progress and
tlon is nearly dissolved or annihilated by success of infidelity. The Union of Christhese parties warring, upon each other. tians would take out of the hands of infiUnited his kingdom stood against Jews dels one of the most powerful and sucand Paga~s, divided we are the reproach cessfu! weapons which they now use
of infidels, and a stumbling block to the againdt the gospel. When we approach
conversion of mankind.
Suppose all the them, and urge upon them tbe claims of
sensible and devout people in Christen- Jesus of Nazareth, t ey reply. You are
dam were united to-day, and it wus 80 divided into a hundred different sects, and
announced in the pa,pers, what a tl'emen- arE5at variance among yourselves, and we
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The name
do not know which ~f" you are right, union is nat to be perpetual.
show us which of these hundred sects of Jehovah is to be thronghout the earth.
must cease.· The Uniun of
profess the truth, and we examine your Disunion
The attenpretensions, and perhaps embrace your Christians mu'st commence.
cause. But until this is done we must tion of the religious public must be called
stand aloof and witness your assaults to this subject; we have begun the work.
upon each o·ther. You cannot expect us The walls which separate the different
must be demolto joiu you before peace is made. These religious denominations
It
nre specious arguments.
We plead guilty ishedj·the creeds must be abandoned.
to the charge in part. And reply that we behooves them, one and all, to make
are not to b~ame. for these sects, that we mutual concessions to each other by
have dune all we could to destroy them, abandoning their creeds as we have done.
that we stand on original ground, that E\'ery opinion and practice' must be set
infidels themselves are not united, that aside which has no foundation in the
J: CREATH.
there are skeptics of various names and Word of God.
schools, that divisions among Christians
do not prove that the gospel is not divine
any more than difference among physicians proves t~at there is no virtue in
medicine-difference
among lawyers does
not prove that Lhe.~ is no such thi ngs as
justice
in Courts of law-differences
among politicians
do not prove that A PL..I!:A FOR THE REFORMATION .••••
there is no such thing as human governNO. XVII.
ment; and so among farmers and mechanThe Converting Power.
ics and other classes. We confess that
these parties are a great disadvantage
to
NUMBERTHREE.
the gospel and hinder our success; but
we cannot prevent them. Another adIn our previous article, on the convert- .
vantage of the Union of Christians would ing power, we had p.roceeded in our regbe, it would greatly tend to remove the ular induction so far as to embrace the
deep-rooted pl'ejudices of the Jews against Samaritans.
The next case in order is the
Jesus of Nazal'eth,
especially
if the conversion of the Ethiopian
officer, an
nations pl'ofessing
Chl'istianity
would account of which is found, Acts viii: 26.
defend these bloody enactments against In this induction, we are searching for the
them and stop those cruel and unjust wal's power exercised in turning sinners to the
against them, which have almost exter- Lord.
.
minated them in some countries.
We
It is to be remembered that thos~ tnrnowe them an immense debt of gl'atitude, ed by the preacher, through the word, or
under God, for our Scriptures, and for the the gospel, are turned by the Lord, as
Messhh, the prophets and apostles were truly as if he had turned them without
Jews. "Salvation is of the Jews," said any preacher or gospel. It is also by tho
our Savior.
The Union of ChristIans Spirit, when done by the preacher, through
would have a benign influence on the the word, as truly as if it had been done
nations of the earth.
It would produce without any preacher or word.
The
peace and good will among mankind.
It word came from God, through Christ, by
would aid in the cause of univcrsal edu- the Spil'it, through the preacher, so that
cation; it would discountenance wars. It the effect of the word in turning man to
would assist greatly in the diffusion of the Lord, may be, as it is in some cases,
knowledge throughout
the world. Dis- ascribed to the word, or, as it is in other
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cases. to the preadler
who B1Joke tIle
word, to the Spirit who inspired the
apostles and brought the word to their
retllembrance,
to the Lord who called
and seut the apostles, or to God the
author of the entire scheme. With this
explanation, we proceed with Our induc·
tion.
1. The conversion of the Ethiopian
.offic~r.-What
power was exercised' ill
turning the otficcr to the Lord.
The fullowing might be truly oqserved in reference to it.
1. The work was of Goel.
2. He employed an angel, in bringing
about the work.
3. He employed the Spit·it.
4. He employed a preacher.
5. He employed the word.
6. He required the man himself to do
something'.
7. God did something
directly fur
hi.m.
This opens the way for the folluwing
inquiries:
1. What did God accomplish by, the
angel? He did not, by the angel, directly,
turn the man to God. Indeed, the angel
did not go to the man to be converted at
all. What then, did he do? He went to
a preacher and commanded him to go
down the way leading from Jerusalem to
Gaza. This was everything the angel did,
so far as the nan'ative informs us. The
Lord, then, by the angel, directed the
preacher in the way to the man to be con·
verted.
2. What did the Lord accomplish by
the Spil'it directly?
He· did not by the
Spirit, directly, or immediately, turn thc
man to the Lord, or convert him. The
Spirit dId not go to the man to be can
verted at all, directly, or immediately, to
turn him, or for any other purpose, so far
M the record
informs us. What, then,
did the Spirit do toward bringing about
his con\'et'sion?
The historian gives us
the sum of the matter, as follows: "The
Spirit spake to Philip and said, join thyself to this {:hariot." God, by the Spirit,
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directed the preacher to join himself to
the chariot.
Buj;li no power
has yet
touched the sinner, to turn him to the
Lord.
3. What did the Lord accomplish by
the preacher?
The preaeher went directly to the man to be eonverted, or turned
to theLord.
He jmmediately commenced
opening the way to bring the eOllverting
power to bear upon him. As the officer
was reading the fifty-third chapter of
Iaaiah, the preacher inqllired', "Do you
understand what you read?" The officer
replied, "How can I except some man
guide meT' He also inviteu the preacher
to take a seat with him in the chariot.
The preacher then commenced his work
in good eflrnest. "He began at the same
Scripture and preached to him JCI'iUS."
He thus brought the gospel, ·'the power
of God for salvation to everyone
who
believes," to 'bear on tho- man to be converted.
As the preacher was thus engaged, "They came to a certain water,"
when the offic(,r inquired "'Vhat hinders
me from being immersed?"
The preacher
replied, "If you believe with all your
heart, you may.'~ The officer responded,
"I believe that J esns is the Chri;;t the Son
of God." "They botb went down into the
water, both Philip and the officer, and he
immersed him."
Philip, then, preached
Jesus to him and immersed hill!. Thus
the Lord, by the preacher, turned Mm to
the Lord.
4. What did the Lord accomplish by
the word? He furnished him the gospel,
containing the light, or intelligence, that
changed his mind and induced him to
turn. It contained the truth to be believed-the
power of God for salvation.
It was the Spirit of God, putting forth hill
power, through the preacher of the gospel and through the word, which was
pre'\ched, and tuming the sinner to God.
This power was from God, from Christ,
and the Holy Spirit, was present, only in
the word, and operated in turning the
officer to God. Shall we ascribe the converE'ion to a power know'l to havo boon
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present and operating? or to a direct or an wo,'d of God." Thus we find, tho word
immediate power of t1:e Spirit, about was present.
which not one wOl'd is said in the entire
3. The next thing to be noticed is the
history of the casa, or known to have presence of a preacher.
In this case,
been pr~sent at all?
then, a's in the former eases, we find the
5. \Vhat did the IJord require the man presence of the preachel' and the wOl'di
himself to do? He rcquired him to hear but no account of any direct, immediate
the word, undol'stand
it, believe it, re- or abstract powel" or influence of the
pent, confess Clll·ist and be immersed. Spirit to turn him to the Lord. .
This the man coulu do, and this he did
4. vVhat did he do hinlself, to turn to
joyfully and freely, and thus turned to the the Lord? He believed tho word spoken
Lord.
to him, repented and was immersed.
He
6. What did God do directly fur him? did all things appuinted for him todo, to beHe pardoned his sins and imparted to him corne a Christian, the same ~s others-bethe Holy Spirit.
This the man could not licYcdthesamegospel,repentcdthcsameas
do for himself, and this the Lord did for others, confessod Christ and .was imhim.
mersed.
II. The conversion of Saul of Tarsus..5. The Lord did the same for him as11e
An account of' the convcrsion of this did- did for all others, so far as his becoming
tinguishcd man will be found, Auls, chap- a Christian was concerned, and notbin~
tel'S ix: xxii: xxvi. In this case wo find the more. Anything more than this related
following:
to making an apostle and not making.a
1. The Lord appeared to him.
Christian.
•
.
2. The Lord spoke to him and told him . In tbis case, as 'in all the other cflses, we
who be was.
ascr:bc the turning to the power known
3. The Lord sent a prea(;her to him.
to be present, and not to some power not
4. He was required to do s~mething mentioned at all, or known to' have been
himsclf.
present.
5. The Lord did something directly for
III. The next case in course is the coohim.
version of Cornelius and his· family, un
This lcads us to the following inquiries account of. which is found in Acts, chapand answers:
len; x: !tllll xi.
This is :.l C<llSedell1<lIJU1. Wl;at did the Lord appear to Saul 'iug spedal
attention.
The following
for? The Lord answers this in the follow- inquiries and answers readily come into
ing words: "I have appeared to thee for view:
this purpose, to make thee a 'minister and
1. What converting power was present?
a witness, both of these things which thou, 1. The preacher of the gospel was prehast seen and ofthose things in the which sent, and appears to have beer,indiRj
I will appear to thee."
Let no man set pemmble; for though an angel appearod to
this aside and say he appeared to him for Cornclius, he was not shown what to do
some other purpose.
The Lord appeared to become a Christian and did not take
to him for this purpose, to make him a min- the first step till tbe preaQher was at
ister and a witness.
hand. The circumstance, too, of' sending
2. W hat did the Lord speak to him the some forty miles for a preachel', shows the
word for? Because he inquired who he necessi~:;- of the human instrnmentalitywas, ancl the Lord replied, "I am Jesus of the preacher of the gospel. If the I~ol'd.
Nazareth whom you persecute."
When intcnded to convert men by some direct
he heard this, he believed it, and could power from heayen, why wait some thrc~
justly say, as he does, .Rom. x: 17, "faith days to send forty miles for a preacher'!
comes by hearing and hearing by the
2. Tho word of God, or the gospel, hud
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an instrumentality
in saving Cornelius. sort any place in the New Testament?
Hence, when the angel commanded him We have seen that the miraculous influto !lend for Peter, he added, "when he ence served anotber purpose-the
purcomes, he shall tell you words by which pose for which it was dcsignJtl-to
conyourself and house shall be saved.;' No vince Peter that he should call no man
matter how many other things were con- common, or that be should receive the
cerned in his salvation, one thing is cer- Gentiles.
4. The salvation of Cornelius
tain, and that is, that be was saved by il:!ascribed to the words that were to be
words. Unequi\'acally then, he was not spoken by Peter.
saved by a direct power' without words.
5. We find the same at the bouse of
2. Thegospel was present, as prcachcrl. Cornelius as in every other place: 1. We
by Peter.
'iVhen we know that the gos- have the preacher of the gospel. 2. We
pel was present, preached by an apostle, have the same gospel preached.
3. Tho
the power of God unto salvation to every sume things believed, or precisely the
one who believes, and we have the lan- same faith. 4. The same repentance.
guage of .the angel, ascribing his salva- God granted them repentance unto life.
tion to words, why should we ascribe 5. The same immersion.. Peter says, "He
his salvation
to some other power, to made no difference between them and us!'
the exdusion of that known to be pre- -the
Gen tiles and th; Jews. 6. God
sent?
gave the same evidence of acceptance of
3. Was not the miracu ous outpouring the Gentiles as he did of the Jews.
The
of the Holy Spirit the com'erting power Gentiles were, then, saved by Christ, by
at the house of Cornelius? We think not, the Holy Spirit, ill Petei', and speaking
for the following reasons:
1. The out~ words through hilll, by which Cornelius
pouring of the Spirit is not there, or any and his house were saveu, by Peter, the
place, said to be the converting power. 2. preacher pf the Word, and by the Word
The sal vati~n of Corneli us is not ascribed preached, believed and obeyed.
to the miraculous power of the Holy
Spirit .. 3...•.•
Ve have conclusive evidence
that the miraculous display of the Holy
Spirit, on that occasion, was ta convince
·Petel' that he should receive the Gentiles ..
Hence, when Peter was rehearsing the
I

_. -

matter to his Jewi~h brethren, .aftcr his
"I AltI."-God Joth not say, I am th~ir
return, after speaking of the I!lIraculous light, their guide, their strength, th Jir
gift of the Spirit, exclaims, "'iVhat was I,tower, but onlJ I Am. He sets, as it we 'e,
that I should withstand God?" Or, to le.tj'hi~ hand to a blank, that his peop.le may
Peter explain himself mOI'e fully see the wnte under wh~~ they please that IS good
.
'for
them. As If he should say, Are they
follOWing: "Fo:asm~ch,
then,. as God weak? I am strength.
Are thel poor?
gave them the !tke gIft as he dId to us, I am riches. Are they in trouble?
I am
who believed on the IJord J csus Christ, comfort. Are they sick? I am health.
what was I that I should withstand Are they dying?
I am life. Have they
God?"
,
nothing't
1 am all things. I am wisdom
.
.
.
and power. I am justice and mercy. I
4. Why not aSCrIbe the salvatIOn of am graee and goodness. I am glory, beauty,
Cornelius to the mil·:J.culous outpouring of' holiness, eminency, supereminency, perrecthe Holy Spirit? For the followirw rea- tion, all-sufficiency, eternity.
J·ehovah.
HOns: 1. His salvation ib not ascribed to I a~. Whatsoever is amiable in it~elf', or
.
.
."
deslrab e unto them, that I am. \\ hatsothIS U1.11'acu.l~us
outpourlD~ 111 th.e .sacre.ell~vcr is great or p\'easant-whatsoever
is
narrative.
2. No person s salvatIOn IS good or needful to make men happy, that I
ever ascribed to miraculous gifts of any am.-Bishop
Beveridge.
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scnse made them contribute to the power
of the gospel. Paul was anything else
but a brawling politician, or a blustering
PAUL'S

POSITION

I

AS A PREACHER

war man, or a scientific lecturer, or an
honorary mcmber of some moral reform

Is summed up In one verse to Ins Cor- society. He was a mathematician and
inthian brethren.
"For I determined bot mathematically understood thatthe greatto know anything among you, save Jesus or included the lesser, and that no acciChrist and him crucified." Paul was ad- dental exception could· be substitnted for
dressing himself to a very polished peo· a general organic law. Ris highest ample. He knew thcir anteltedents. He bition after his conversion was to be styled
was 31socognizant of their then present an humble servant of the Lord Jesus
position. He kncw tbat they loved phil- Christ.
osophical discussion and subtlc disquisiPaul could have instructed the Corintions. Their tendency towal'd the graces thian church on many themes outside of
and accomplishments
of life-of
feasts bis specific and restricted mission, but he
and finery, he was well apprised of. determined (by the grace of God) to make
Their gravitation toward the utilities and known nothing among them but Christ
materialitief> of this world, he everj and him crucified. (Macknight's version.)
'where recognized.
Their admiration of He maintained his exclusiveness·among a
painting, statuary and architecture, and peoplo mbre excitable than ours; among
their soaring aspirations after the Beeting surging masses more tumultuous than
fancies of an earthly existence, such as ours; among political intriguers more cororatory, poetry, philosophy, elo~ution and l'Ullt than ours; in the midst of the whirl
metaphysics, he doubtless knew all about. of war more savage than ours; and in the
Paul wad an extraordinary
manj he was midst of· feasLing and fashion more dem:lster of more than an ordinary educa- moralizing them· We lament. One would
tionj his ollportunities in life were trans- suppose that Paul, (an inspired man at
cendent. With his natural llower and that) in addition to preaching the gospel,
prestige, added to his profound knowledge could have found time enough to have
of men and things, together with his won- digrcssed into almost any topic on the
derful versatility of mind and flexibility public tapis. We have no record that be
of temper, he could have been a mighty ever did. But in these last days we have
and popular leader or' the :Koman peuple. uninspired men who find ample time to
With his sagacity, and penetration and preach the gospel, and dip into the pool
geneml fitness, he could have been a of politics, and leap into the literary
representative statesman of the first 01'- world, and whoop the war cry \"hcnever
der; the Nestor of the Roman courtj could they please. Let them be one or the
have been the Demosthenes of the nation other in a legitimate way. I once heard
lind tho Lycurgus of their councils; could of an ancient king who was sorely affiicthave risen to a military dictator and con- ed witb a chronic diseasc. A. variety of
tl"olled the fate of kingdomsj could have physicians swarmed around him, each
llbollDded in· wealth and stood as chief of proposing to effect a cure. The king was
the arit>-tocrucy of his race; might h.f\ve puzzled. These gentlemen of the medibeen an honored philosopher like Plato cal pharrnacopceia were distinguished.
or Aristotlej and as a literary character The king concluded to settle the matter
might have stood where Cicero's fame by taking down all the prescriptions at
culminatcd.
But all these he subordinat- one dose, supposing that there was some
~u. A.s a minister of the gospel he took Bpecific in some one or all of the doses
advantagc of them and in a subsidiary that would' reach his case, und send joy to
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his heart. In a similar way preachcrs in the time of the apostles; 80 it was in
have a notion in this day that thpy must the reformation; so it was in tbe l\lomdraw sCllllethingft'om every department
vian missiOlJs; so it has been in all reviof the world in order to cure sinners cf v~t1sof religion,
Th~re is a power about
the diseafle of sin, Never was there a that kind of preaching which philosophy
greatm' hallucination.
The simple, un· and human reason have not. "Christ if!
adorned go"pcl is the only specific that God's great ordinance" for the salvation
will reach the case of sinners.
of the world; and we meet the crimes and
But I must quote from Rev. Albert. alleviate the woes of the world, just in
Barnes something still better than any pl'oportion as we hold the cross up as
thing I have said. Speaking of Chl'ist appointed .to overcome the one, nnd to
and f;im crucified, he says, (1.) "That f Illl I' thu balm of consolation into the
this should be the resolution of every otber."
,minister of the gospeL This is his busi.
In view of Paul's positiQn llnd practice
ness. It is not to be a politician; not to it doel'! seem stl'ange, and tho question
engage in the strifes and contl'oversies of inexplicable, that we have preachers of
men;Jit IS not to be a good farmet·, or talent among us 'Nho are longingly look8cholar.merely; not to Iuingle witll his ing for, and nervously seeking place and
people in festive circles and enjoyments; {)ower, in Cesar's kingdom.
'l'hey wani.
not to be a man of taste and philosophy, fest an itching desire to be ranked among
and distingui';}led mainly for refinement the legislative benefactors of our "comof manners; not to fle a profound philoRo- mon countl'y," or to obtrude themselves
pher or metaphysician,
but to make into the councils of our nation as Christian
Christ cl'ucified the grand object of his Statesmen, or, if that is not accessible, to
attention, and seck always and every figlll'e as plumed officers on the battlewhere to make him known.
field of blood and carnage.
I have heard
(3.) It matter,s not what are the amuse. these religious politicians (or political
ments of society al'Gund him; what fields religionists, which?) extenuate their con.
of science, of gain, or ambition, are open duct by alleging that if Christians were
befol'e him, the minister of Christ is to sent to the centers of law. and power,
know Christ and him crucified alone. If they would soon be in a condition to neuhe cultivates science, it is to be that he tralise the influence of base men, and
may the more successfully explain and clean out the Augean stables of con'upvindicate the gospel. If he becomes in tion.
any manner familiar with the works of
'rhey have boasted how they conld give
art, and of taste, it is that he may more prominence to the gospel, and how that
8uccessfully show to those who cultivate they would make their political promotion
them, tbe impel'ior beauty and excellency the occasion of promoting the cause of
of the cross. If he studies the plans and Christ in the halls of legislation.
N urnthe employments of men, it is that he bel'S have gone to those coveted places of
may more successfully meet them in those power. Alas! instead of neutl'alizing the
pia us, and more succesOifulIy speak to influence of bad men, bad men have I,euthem of the great plan of i-edemption. tmlised them; instead of elevating the.
(4.) The preach'ing of the cross is t.he gospel over all; our sacred colors have
only kind of preaching that will be at- been drawn down at half mast; and in.
tended with (mecess. That which has stead of absorbjng political men in tbo
much in it respect;ng the divine mission, elements of tbe gospel, they themselves
tho dignity, the works, the doctrines, have been abRorbed in the great whit'l(doctl'ine?) the person, and tbe atonement pool ot politics, and they never rise again
of Christ, will be successful. . So it was to their former religious place of power
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and influence, I know of entire churches strepgth and solidity.
TMse ought ye to
wasting :~way under this baleful, mias- observe, but the weightier mattet'R indimati£) influence,
Have not these men cated above ye should in no wise despise.
discrimination enough to know, and does Pl'eaching on nice tllemes to please and
not history inform them, that the alliance placate evel'y body is 11 virtual abandonof church and State in former ages was ment of the fundamental principles of the
consummated by gradual moves and im- g08pel.
perceptible agencies? Many ministers of
While, in point of scholarship and genthe gospfll have risen as high officially in eral literal'y attainment, we are advancing
the church as the church is capable of beyond all precedent, must OUI' preachers
raising them; but still eagel' for greater gl'UW Il?ssdevoted, lells al'dent, lesR C:lmest
conRpicuity, 'and intent upon more daz~ less Christ-like?
We have too much pulzlin~ glories among their co-adjutors, they pit piety, and not enough private devoabandon the drudgery (?) of a common tion; too much piety for public posts and
minister of Christ, to become, perchance, patl'onage, and not enough sympathy for
the favored and fawning ministers of a God's poor, and for a poor wl'eckeJ and
more refulgent kingdorn-in
which im· ruined world; 100 much eommnnion with
perium in imperio) their rewards of toil men in high places, and not enough assoshr.lI be more tangible, and in wLich tb~ir' ciation with Clll'ist and 11 is poor people in
merits shall receive larger jncreme'1ts of low placep; too much dalliance wiC~ the
the plaudits of an appreciative
world! fancies and fashions of the ~a'y, anJ not
All devotion, and piety, and self-denial enough wrestling against sin in high life;
and Chri<ltian fervor are parulir.ed in the!5e tva much display of learning, and talent,
ch.urches where the political element }1er· and wit and elegance, but not enough of
meates.
the thunder bolts of God's tl'llth hurled
You are recognized there by the cheer- Jown into the hearts and consciences of
less appellation of Mr', or Mrs. instead of wicked and perverse men. As a people
by the forOler warm salutation of brother we have labol'ed severely and assiJ uously
or sister; and instead of rising or kneel· to purify the pulpit of these disol'ders.
ing to pray in the time of worship, they We have not abandoned that work. A
remain sitting upon their seats lazily and few have apostatii:led-if
indeeJ they ever
irreverently.
What an abomination in approached to the true standard-but
the sight of God!
sillgular as it may appear, while we must
All thifl may account for the strange confess to partial signs of apo~tasy, our
and startling
attitude of many of our religious contemporaries
see with alarm
young preachers just fl'esh from some of the decay of their own pulpit POWC1', and
OUI'high places of learning. They preud, al'e at this time strenuously. urging renearly everything elso except Christ and fOl'm. Let me quote a few extracts fl'om
him crucified. Instead of the atonement a discourse by Rev. Joel Hawes, entitled
and sacrifice of Christ, his sufferings and "Decay of Pou'er in the Pulpit."
death, the resurl'ection
and justification,
II~ says: "Does It not savor more of
the pardon of sins and reconciliation, und the school of Gamaliel than of Christ,
judgment, and death, nnd hell and eterni- more of high literary culture than of a
ty, they deliver scientific theses geologi- deep, mellow-toned piety, figuring more
cally, astronomically,
logically, ethically, ill thr..t excellency of speech anel of wisesthetically, botanically, horticulturallyJom, which Paul abjured when he went
transcendently!
The reader will please to preach the gospel at Corinth, than in
pardon this awful array of expleth'es. those elements of the doctrine of Christ
But manner and style, among our buoyart, cl'Ucified, which he intendod to make the
benedictines, have well nigh displaced burden of his ministry?
The pulpit is,
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no doubt, more leal'lled and tasteful and
aCf'omplif'hed than formerly; -but is it not
less bold, direct, and home in its dealings
with the souls of men? Its topics are
more multiform and varied, but are they
not less fraught with evangelical truth
and doctrine; discussed more elegantly,
but less impressively; in a style more
elab::>rateand finished, but less suited to
reach the conse~cnce, and stir the deep
springs of feeling and action i~ the inner
man?
• 1nRtead of coming- right out in the
strength of God, with the naked sword of
the Spit'it to dO'battle with sin and error,
it is too common for the preaching of our
day to study to be ingenious, original,
elegant; to make literary set'mons, great
sermons, popular sermons, as one says.
To this end, instead of confining itself
within its proper commi8sion, that of delivering God's message in God's way, it
ranges abroad over creation to find novel
and str;\nge subjects; and then it seeks to
handle them in a new and original way;
decking them out in tropes and figures,
and all tine things; just suited to make
the whole exhibition elegant and popular,
it may be, but utterly ineffective and
powerless as to all Spiritual impression."
The above is a pretty lucid description
of what takes place at some of our annual meetings. This explains why so few
(:onverts are made in c13rtain localities,
where big guns, with a large bore and a
long range, are selected to do all the
firing. They over-shoot in ,almost every
instance. Give me the bayonet and short
sword yet for execution.
Here is another extract from the same
writer:
"There is, too, a tendency in the pulpits
'of our day to cover ovet' and dilute the
truth of God; to soften and bring it down
from its high unbending demands, and so
to mix it up with other things as to keep
its point and edge out of sight. It may
still be the sword of the Spirit, but it is
the sword so muffied up and decked out
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with flowers and ribbons, as no longer to
show what it is, or for what purpOtle it is
to be used."
I sometimes think: that we must all go
back to the days of the Ohristian Baptist
and leal'll the lesson and design of this
reformation over again. Must we indeed
go back and reconsider the whole ground
of controversy? 1Anot the whole religious
world moving, slowly, I confess, but in
the right direction? ,I have documentary
evidence of th:;t fact before me. Shall
we now retrograde?' We are not guilty as
a body, but there is a visible. sloughing
off. We have individual defections, but
the great temple of God is surely and
unmistl\kably going up. We have a host
of God-fearing men among us, whose
minds and motives, and lives and living,
and plans and principles, are wholly engrossed in Ohrist and his blessed' work.
But, notwithBtanding
this, I know of
some places where our once invincible and
uncompromising cross bearers of thirtyyears ago, cannot now preach, because
those delicate, silky, simpering, .spoiled
churches, say .warningly to those weatherbeaten veteran~, "If you preach here you
must do so and so, for other churches do
so &nd so. You must conform somewhat
to the customs und peculiarities of other
ohurches around us; there is nd necessity
why we Rhould offend the more cultivated
ears of our religious neighbors; we must
pursue :m easy policy and fraternise
them."
Abomination of desolaticlls! In thoBO
very churches you will find the cause of
this moral monstrosity in the fearful fact,
that sundry persons are ensconced there,
(couchant as Iions and penchant as wol ves)
strategetically
planning for office and
political preferment, or commercially and'
speculatively seeking their own aggrandisement.
0 for a second Daniel to rise
in judgment"
.;
.
And then we have paid preachers"
preaching for a particular few, subjecte<l
to the control of a one man power that
I ft:arfully
contracts' the individual
and
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monopolises all church authority.
His loosing- caste, arc apprehensive
of want
government
must be their government; and beggary, and are so fearful of doing
his discipline their discipline; his policy wrong that they refuse to do right.
~Jet
their policy; his freaks their fan r·,ies; his them present a bold front, an unbroken
preacher their preacher; his standard of phalanx, and declare a war of extm'minaright their standard;
his finality theil' tion again::Jt these apostasies in the church.
conclusion.
He selects the pr~acher and Let there not be such an isolation as theJ'e
the church must hear him; he selects has been hitherto, but let every preacher
themes for the preacher and the preacher came out of his hiding place, and exmust dilute them.
change sentiments witp. every preacher he
This obliges the cramped and crimped may meet, and let there be a general
preacher
to study the science of the ministerial co·operation, and a mutual
world more tban the science of hcaveD; und<:rstandillg in all their counsels, let all,
to roam the fields of literature more than learned and unlearned, attend our conthe rich fields of prophecy; to sketch and ventions, and be present at Our annual
paint scenes of human sentimentality
meetings; and let them courageously and
more than the blood and SOrrows of the cordially discuss every qUE;lstioninvolviLg
garden of Gethsemane; to soar upon the the welfare of the church; and let there
buoyant wings. of ideality more.than l!pon be a blending of their sympathies, and a
the outstretched wings of love and mercy. mutual recognition of each other in all
The Lord deliver preachers from toady positions of life; and let there be a generism! It is theRe lordly prelates that en- ous and lovmg correspondence inauguralgender and foster ch urch aristocracy, ed and established among the preachers of
rrhese moneyed prelates become so re- the gospel, and then, withont fear or favor
fined and subiimated
that an honest, at the hands of any man, they can reo
humble minister' of tho church of ,Jesus' drcsil all grievance!:', rectify all mistakef',
Christ becomes almost a nuisance in tbe popularisc every corrcct principle, and
august presence of a pampered few in consnmmate
eveJ'Y grand
end. Let
these pam pe~'ed churches.
Nothing short preachers use this friction and abrasion in
of a President or Professor of some dis- the church, and 'then very sqon every
tinguisbeu institution of learning, or some "monstl'um !tOrrer/drum" in the sanctuary
literary celebrity, can preach to them, of the Lord will be squelched.
They facetiollsly say that those rough old
Let Christ'and him d'ucified be the Eolo
pioneer prcacher& will do for rough places, business of preachers.
I presume to sny
where the people. prefer to h.ear nothing tlYat within the limits of the last year we
but the first principles of the gospe1. have had more accessions to Our body of
Indeed!
Wpy, then, yo~ would exclude people than all other religious bodies
Paul and Peter, for they were pretty combined. And faets and £igu\'es attc8t
rough chaps, and so was John Baptist, that wherever our preachers have preachyes, and so was old man Elijah! I know ed exclusively the gospel, tha: right there
of a preacher, recently sloughed off from we have been blessed in the ratio of our
our body politic, who invirluously stated exclusive <;levotion to the supreme cause
of another preacher that all he knew to of Christ, while eimverselYl where the
preach, was Christ and hiITl: crucified!' gospel has had an admixture of' a little of
The demons in hell must have chuc.:lded every thing else,. the w?rk of the Lord
just then, the angels of heaven must ha've has bJen retard.ed corre,spondingly ..
l!tood aghast with blanched cheeksl
. The awful sins of the world, the lying
Tho preaehel's themselves nre largely hypocrisies of men, the plutonic malignity
culpable for all this state of things.
Too of rebels against God, the insiduouR dis.'
many lac!r moral courage, are fearful of pisers of J esns Christ, and the defeetious
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and apolStm;ies of the church, demand of
this ag~ a l'epl:oduction of such invincible
moral horoes as Elijah, J obn Baptist. Paul
'and 1'oter, n,nd Knox and Luthel' and
Campbell, and a thousand otber expurgators of human society.
How hmg,
Lord, how longl
JOHN F. ROWE.

°
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CONVERSION.
NUMBER

TWO.

Buo. FRANKLIN:-Dear
Sir.-I
will
l.'ndeavor to contrast popular 01' sectarian
con'vcrsions with scriptural conversions.
I use the words convert, conver::lion in
their popular acceptation as equivalent to
tut:,n, turning,
returning to God.' 'fhe
Greek word epistrepho properly means to
turn, to return to a path from which one
has gone astray, and then to turn away
from sins, Ol' to forsake them. The word
is generally useu to denote the whole turning of the sinner to God, body, soul and
spirit, to be guided and gO\'erned by the
woru of GOll.
1I1al) turned away fl'om God's law like
l\ man leaving the plain broad fl'equented
path for the wrong road. Now tlien, he
must 1'eturn to the right road; to tbe road
he left before he can reach· the place of
destination.
Sinners have tUl'neu away
from G-od's law and gospel, fl'om obedi·
ence to the same to disobedience.
Now
before they can enjoy his favol' and the
blessings at' the go~pel, they must returD
to faith, to the road of' penitence, confes·
sion, submiRsion, obedience.
'l'his is rea·
sonable and scriptur:xl.
Tbis turning
away from God and returning to him are
both active and not passive. ~'1.an turned
away from God and man must return to
God,
The devil devised a plan, a weU 'adjust-
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ed schemo to turn men from God, and
God has devised a plan in the gospel, by
which man may return to him. There is
no such idea as passiv:ty ill man's turning
hom God, nor in his returning to God as
there is in tbe popular conversions-all
is
activity, nothing passive. All is voluntary
011 the part of man, nothing
involuntary.
It is all of his own free will ami accord.
'fhis is tho first point of contrast 1>etween
sectarian conversions and scriptural conversions.
Two or tlnce witnes::les from
the Old Testament js sufficient to prove
that this was the uniform teaching of all
the prophets.
Jeremiah xliv: 5. "But
they harkened not nor inclined thcir ear
to turn from tbeir wickedness."
Jeremiah
iii: 12. "Return thou backsliding Israel."
22nd verse, "Return and I will Ileal your
baekslidings."
iv: 1, xv: 19, x,iii: 7, 8. "If
that nation turn from their evil." .Moscs
says, Deutcronomy
iv: 30, 31. "If thon
turn to tho Lord thy God." Samnel says,
"If' you return to the LQl'd with ull yonI'
hearts."
1 Samuel vii: 3. Job says "If
thou return to the Almighty thou shall be
built up." xxii: 23 Illaiab says, "Let tbe
wicked forsake his way, and let hi m return to the Lord."
Ezekiel says repeatedly, "If the wicked will turn from all
hig sins." xvii i. throughout and. the xxxiii.
xviii: 30, 32. "Repont and turn or
~onvert yourselves from all YOUl' tL'ansgrcssions."
'rhe passage equivalent to
t.his in the ·New Testament
iR rendered
thuR, "Repent anu be converted."
. Acta
iii: 19. 1I06ea says yi: 1. "IJet us return
to the Lord."
xiv: ~1-2. "0, hl'ucl, return to the Lord." Joel ii: 12,13. "Therefore, ahlO now says the LOl'd, 'rurn yon
to me with all your heart.
Zechariah
says: "Thus says the Lord of Hosts,
turn you unto me. i: 3, ix: 12. Solomon
in his prayer said, "When thcy in trouble
diu turn to tho LOI'd." God saw the
works of the Ninevites, that they turned
from their evil way.
Jonah
iii: 10.
"Turn yon to him from whom the children have de~ply revolted."
Isaiah xxxi:
6. David's Psalms 7, 12, 13, "If tbj
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wicked turn notGod will whet his sword." did it. Peter converted three thousand by
"Everyone
turned to his course as the one ~ermon. Acts 2. Pa,ul was. sent to
borse rushes into the battle." Jeremiah turn the Gentiles to God. Acts 26. He
viii: 5, 6. Hosea xi: 5. This is the uni- turned or converted thousands. One person
form language of the Bible. It is written con verts or turns another. James v. 19.as with a sunbeam throughout the Scrip- Brethren, if any of you do err from the
tures.
The holy prophets make it in- truth one convert or turn him. These three
variably the duty of saint and sinner to points are all scripturally settled, then.turn or convert themselves, the sectarian Sinners turn themselves. Preachers turn
preachers make it G;od's duty or part to sinners to God. One person turns another.
turn the sinner; the sinner has no more Let no one who believes God's word object
agency in his turning to God than the to it. These things are all according to the
dead man has in rolling a large stone from common practice and good sense of mankind
his grave.
This is another importarit as instanced in the following things.
contrast between
sectarian conversions
1. In the great temperance movement onq
and scriptural
conversions.
'Vhen God man turns anotherfrom intemperance to temcommands men to do any thing in the perance.
Bible, wheth!=Jr to believe, repent or obey,
2. One person turns another from dishonbe expects them to do it, without their esty to honesty.
waiting and expecting him to prepare
3. One person reforms another from falsethem to do it, or waiting for him to 1'(;'- hood to truth.
generate them before they can do it. All
4. One person turns another from lewdness
persons in authority when they give com- to chastity.
mands they expect to be obeyeu wbetber
5. One person converts another from igfathers, masterfl, teachers, generals, or norance to intelligence.
governors, witho~
any delay, so doe's
Persons COilvert or turn others on all the
God expect every rational and responsible follo,wing subjects: medicine, law, politics,
being to do or to refrain f['om doing what- agriculture, gardening, mechanics, philos,oever he commands in the Bible, while ortbo- phy,rcligion.
doxy d,oes not allow that a man can can· 'Oile person or person,s C0nvert othcrs from
vert or turn himself once in a li?etime. Judaism to heathenism, from heathenism to
Our Savior says, "If our brother (urn to Junaism.
The historical books of the Bius seven timeR in a day, saying I repent hIe are full of instances of it. Persons are
thou shalt forgi ve him."
Here our SaviOl' turned from Judaism to Mahometanism, and
allows a man can convert himself and fe'jvice versa. They are turned or converted
pent seven times a day. The divine from the Greek sect to the Latin or Roman
teachers make it the duty of the sin ner, sect, and vice versa; and from both to J udato turn and repent, the popula[' preachers ism and Mabometanism.
They are turned
make it God's duty to tum the sinner. or converted from popery to Episcopacy, and
Preachers turn sinners according to the vice vel·sa. They are converted from EDisScriptures.
Two or three witnesses on copaey to PresbyterianiRlD', and vice ve;sa;
thiA point will suffice. They that tUl'll from Baptistism to Methodism, and 'l:ice
maI)y to righteousness.
Daniel xii: 3.
versa-and all of tbem are fully represented
Elijah shal! turn the hearts of the fathers in Mormonism.
Jews, Samaritans and
to the children. Malachi 4-6. It is said of' heathens of every sehool were turned to the
John the ImmerseI': Many of the children gospel anciently. All these facts are undeof Israel did he turn to the Lord. Matt. 3. uiable; every scbool boy is supposed to
Luke 1, 3 chaps. What do our Oalvinistic know them. Now comes a tough question:
Baptist Brethren say to preachers COilvert- What converted these persons.
Who turned
iog sinners? All the prophets and apostles them? As an example of the whole list:
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Does the Spirit of God mal,e a man a papist, and afterwaros find that he made a
mistake and did not make right, and has to
undo his work, or do it over again, and has
to make him an Episcopalian, a Presbyterian. or something else, before he is right.Does he make a man or a woman a Methodist, and after while finds ont his mistake, and
has to make him over again? If be made
right at first, why alter him? Come, you
religionists, and enlighten us poor deluded
creatures on this subject. Yon all claim to
have been converted by the Holy Spirit.Why are you not one, as were the New Testament Christians?
"Ve will show in Ollr
next what converted the ancient Christians,
and that their commissions were uniform.
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"A General "Viewof tl~eRise, Progress,
and Corruptions of Christianity, by th~
.Most Rev. Richard Whately, Archbishop
of Dublin."

:By J. M.

HENRY.

Several months since there appealed an
article in the Weekly Revip-w, afterwards
copied in tbe first No. of the Quarterly Review, by W. T. Moore, on the above work, so
just and appropriate as to have made me anxious to see another article that wa's promised
the reader from ·the pen of the same able
reviewer. To the present time, my expectation of it has not been realized. Believing that what the Archbishop says on the
Causes of the-Corruptions of Christianity,
and the Sufficiency of the Holy Scriptures
for the Faith and Conduct of the Primiti¥e
Church. would be appreciated and highly
valued by many, and especially by those who
aro pleading for the completeness of Divine
Revelation for I, all things that pertain 0
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life and godliness," I have concluded to lay
his remarks before the reader~ of the Review, as well as I can. I trust also that my
endeavor to do this will not discourage nor
embarrass any intended effort of brother
Moore to meet my own anxiety to hear from
him again on this very valuable work of the
Bishop.
The Bishop says, in reference to the Corruptions of Christianity and their causes,
that "these two general rules, then, are to
be kept in the mind :-"
"1st. That whatever opposed Christianity
the outset, afterwards tended to mix itself
up with the Religion, and corrupt it."
"2dly. That as far as any corruptions depended on local and temp01"a7'ycircumstances, so far they 'would be likely soon to
die away, without spreading widely; but so
far as they were connected with Human Nature, we may expect to find' them appearing
again and again in various countries."
Under the first of these two general rules
he enumerates, as forming the chief opposition to the Gospel, the five following
causes:-"(1,) Judaism j (2,) Pagan Superstitions;
(3,) Heathen Philosophy; (4,) Immorality
of Chara,ter;
and (5,) Worldly Policy."
,( And the spirit of Judaism, Paganism, &c.,
afterwards found their way into Christianity
and tended to corrupt it."
"(1.) It has been pointed out in an earlier part of this Dissertation, how much opposed the prevailing Jewish notions were to
the religion of Jesus Christ. And accordingly, one of the very earliest attempts to
corrupt Christianity was made by the J udaizing teachers, who were continually endeavorin!!; to bring the Gentile believers under
the yoke of the Mosaic law. (Acts xv,
Gal. ii., Phil. iii.)"
Many in the present day think they see
in the Church, effects of Judaizing that possibly escaped the Archbishop's notice, viz.:
the practice of infant baptism as the anti·
type (If circumcision. The Jews not only
circumcised their children, but insisted thai
except Gentile adults were circumcised they
could not be saved. Infant baptism now, as
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th~ anti-type of infant circumcision under
the, Mosaic lawl has filled churches established by law, and wherever it is extensively
practiced, with multitudes of the :ungodly,
thus contributing somewh,at to strengthen
his 4th and 5th cau!'es.
"(2.) Then, again, of the opposition of
the Pagan worshippers to the Gospel,}Ve
find many instances mentioned in the book
of the Acts of the Apostles; especially in
chap. 16:' 20, 21; and 19: 26,27. And we
find from time to time, attempts made to incorporate into Christianity
superstitions
borrowed from Paganism, or of a similar
nature.
The earliest, perhaps, of these corruptions of Christianity, was introduced by
those very ancient heretics, the Gnostics,
whom the Apostle John was particularly occupied in opposing, both in his Epistlcs and
in the opening of his Gospel."
,
"These men, it is well known, blended
with Christian doctrines manyof the notions
of the Pagan, of the Persian, and some
other eastern nations. The religious system
of these nations eonsisted in acknowledging
and renouncing two beings of equal powera good and an evil god,-whom they called
Ormuzd and Ahriman.
And some of their
descendants, in the same regions, at this day,
are said to retain this faith, said to be worshippers principally of the evil god. The
Gnostics accordingly taught, among other
things, that thc world was not created by the
flupreme God, but by an evil being, or by a
certain inferior god."
The truth and propriety of the ab,),e reo
marks are obvious to every informed historian on Pagan innovations and corruptions
of the religion of the Bible. For the vestal
virgins of Paganism we have had incorporated with Christianity nuns and nunneries
in the Roman Catholic church. Instead of
Pagan priests, to whom alone the sacred
mysteries of their religions were known, we
have under the name of the religion of
Christ, priests to whom the truth of tlle
Gospel of Christ is alone made known, and
who carefully guard against its free communication to the m~sses of the people. In·
/ltC/ad of the worship of dead heroes, w'
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have the invocat,ion of reputed saints. For
the dedication of children to a pr,iesthood
of abominations and ohscenities too gross to
be mentioned, we have an early immolation
of children to the' domi~ation of a class or
spiritual rulers who bina them in the. chains
of religious bigotry and scriptural ignonnce and hand them over for Episcopal and
Papal ruins.
"(3.) The ancient heathen philosophers
again, who believed little or nothing of the
popular superstitions, were no less opposed
to the Gospel, which they derided as . fool.
ishness. And many of them, when theyaf.
terwards embraced Christianity, endeavored
to reconcile it with their philosophical spec.
ulations, and thus to be wise above that
which is written. It is evidently to this
danger that Pa,ul is alluding, iIi many passages; especially when he warns the Collossians, 'B~ware, lest any man spoil you
through philosophy and vain deceit, after
the rudiments of tli'e world, and not after
Christ.'· (Col. 2: 8. See also 1 Cor. 1: 20.
28.) "
"It appears, therefore, tb:lt even in the
Apostolic age, men had begun to introduee
into Christianity presumptuous speculations
on matters not revealed in Scripture, and to
make the Gospel a field for the exercise ~f
their philosophical ingenuity. But in later
ages this evil prevailed to a far greater degree."
On this, oqr author, commencing on page
204, adds: "Philosophy is not at all opposed to true religion, as long as men confine tI1eir speculations to matters which properly come wittin the province of reason.
(It is remarked by Locke, that those who
are for laying aside the use of reason in
matters pertaining to Revelation, res~m ble
one who should put out his eyes in order to
make use of a telescope. ~Note.)" .
"But in what relates to Divine Reyelation, reason should be confined to these two
point~ :-lst,
to judge of the grounds on
which any professed revelation should be
received./Jr rejected, as being 'from Hea,cn
or of meni' and, 2dly, to determine what it
is that 'll'eare enabled and required to learn
I
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from the Revelation which God has actually
given."
"The restless spirit of philosophising,
however, was not easy to be subdued, or to
be confined within these limits. Even during the times of ,the Apostles, and still more
after -their departure, many philosophers;on
embracing Christianity, transgressed their
proper limits, and sought to exercise tl::eir
ingenuity on that subject-'onc of so much
interest and importance-in
order to maintain their s'uperiority ov'er the vulgar, even
in the knowledge of divine mysteries. They
Il.Cknowledged, for the most part, that the
Christian Revelation had made known things
pert:tining to God, which could not otherwise have been known; but these things
they seem to have regarded as fresh materials for human reason to work upon; and
when the illumination from heaven-the
rays of revelation-failed
to shed 'full light
on the Gospel dispensation, they brought to
the dial-plate the lamp of human philosophy."
.
.
In a foot-note we find :the following:
"Some persons have been so much struck
with the resemblance between some of Plato's speculations, and those of certain ancient theologians, respecting the Trinity, as
even to imagine that he must have received
some 'revelation from heaven. But instead
of concluding that Plato had imparted to
him by inspiration,
knowledge beyoad
what was commnnicated. to the Apostles-or
at least beyond what they were
commissioned to teach-we ought rather to
infer that those theologians had co.rrupted
the simplicity of' the Gospel by mixing up
with it Plato's philosophy."
"Accordingly we find in very early times,
curious questions raised concerning the incarnation, and the nature and person of the
Lord Jesus. One system, so ancient as to
be alluded to by John in his Epistle, represented Jesus Christ as not really' come in
the flesh,' but as a man in appearance only.
Other systems made Jesus to have been born
It mere human being, on whom, at his baptism, a certain emanation (which they called
Christ) from the div:ine fulness, descended
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and dwelt in Him. And endless were the
questions raised, and the different hypothesis set up, as to the manner in which the
divine nature was united with the human in
Jeaus Christ; whether He was properly to
be called one person, or two j whether the
Virgin Mary were properly to be styled the
Mother of God j whether Christ should be
regarded as of one substance, or of like substance with the Father; whether the Deity
suffered at the crucifixion j in what way the
sacrifice of Ohrist was accepted as a satisfaction for sin; 'Why this sacrifice was necessary; besides (in later times) an in'finite
number of equally subtle speculations as to
the nature of the Trinity-the
divine dec9'ees-and, in short, everything pertaining
to the intrinsic nature of the Supreme Being, and the explanation of all his designs
and proceedings.
And yet the motions of
the earth, and the circulation of the blood,
were not discovered till many ages after.
The cause ot the vital warmth in anim~ls,
philosophers are not yet agreed upon j nor
is it decided whether light, heat, and
electricity, are substances, or qualities of
bodies. But as to the substance of the Supreme Being, and of the human soul, many
men were (and are still) confident in their
opinions, and dogmatical in maintaining
them; the more, inasmuch as in these subjects they could not be refuted by:an appeal
to experiment."
"All those various systcms of philosophical theology were discussed in language
containing technical terms more numerous
than those of almost any science; some of
them taken from the sacred writers, (we
may say, in every sense of the phrase, taken
(l'om them, since hardly any theologian confined himself to their use of the terms,) and
others not found in scripture, but framed
for each occasion. These were introduced
professedly for the purpose of putting down
heresies as they arose. That they did noi
effect this object, we know by experience}'
which, indeed, would lead us to conclude,
that heresies were by this means rather multiplied. We are inclined to think, that if
all Christians had always studied the Scrip-
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tures carefully and honestly, and relied on
these more than on their own philosophical
systems of divinity, the Incarnation, for instance, and the Trinity, would never have
been doubted, nor even named. And this at
least is certain, that as soientific theories
and technical phraseology gained ground,
party animosity raged the more violently.
The advocates of the several systems did
not, like the ancient heathen philosophers,
carryon a calm and friendly dispute, but
(to the disgrace of the Christian name) reviled, and (when opportunity offered) persecuted each other with tile. utmost bitterness. For each of them having not only
placed the essence of Christianity in faith,
but the essence of faith in the adoption of
his own hypothesis, and strict adherence to
his own use of the teclmical terms of his
theology, was led hence to condemn all departures from his system, as invol vinf(' bIasphemy against God, and danger to the souls
of men. And they' employed accordingly,
that violtnce in the cause of what they believed to be divine truth, which Jesus himself and his A postles expressly forbids in
the cause of. what they lenew to be divine
truth.
'The servant of the IJord,' says
Paul, 'must not strive, but be gentle unto
all men, in meekness instructing them that
oppose themselves, if God peradventure will
give them repentance to the acknowlerlging of the truth.'
(2 Tim. 2: 24, 25.)
But those who loso sight of the real charactel' and design of the Christian Revelation,
generally lose also the mild, patient, and
forbearing spirit of the Gospel."
" There is no one of the numberless sys• tems we have alluded to that has not been
opposed, and strongly condemned, by the
advocates of some different one j but they
have not been nsually condemned on what
appears to us to be the right ground."
., The proper objection to the various philosophical systems of religion,-the
differeot hypothes~s or theories that have been
introduced to explain the Christian Dispensation,-is, not the difficulties that have been
urged (often with good reason) against each
separately; but the fault that belongs to all
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of them equally. It is not that the Arian
theory of incarnation, for instance, is wrong
for this reason, and the N estorian for that,
and the Eutychian for a'lothel', and so on;
but they are all wrong alike, because they
a1'e theories, relative to matters on which it
is vain and absurd and irreverent to attempt
forming any philosophical theories whatever."
.
"And the same, we think, may be said ot
the various schemes (devised either by those
Divines called Schoolmen, or by others) on
which it has been attempted, from time to
time, to explain other religious mysteries
also in the divine nature and dispensatione.
We would object, for instance, to the .Pelagian theory, and to the Calvinistic theory,
and the Arminian theory, and others, not
for reasons peculiar to each one, but such
as apply in common to all."
"Philosophical
divines are continually
prone to forget that the subjects on which
they speculate are, confessedly, and by their
own account, beyond the reach of the human faculties. This is ~o reason, indeed,
against our believing anything clearly revealed in Scripture j but it is a reason against
going beyond Scripture with metaphysical
speculations of our own. One of the many
evils resulting from this is, that they thus
lay open Christianity to infidel obje'ctions,
such as it would otherwise have been safe
fro~."
pp. 204-210.
This long extract has so many just reo
marks on the evils of philosophising, that
no intelligent reformer will, I trust, fee~
weary by.reading it. The Archbish(\p objects to Calvinism, Arminianism, &c., not
because of anything peculiar to anyone of
them, but beC€lI£Sethey are theories.
"(4.) As for moral depravity, no one can
doubt how much this must have led Dlany
persons to shut their ears against the evidences for a religion which requires them to
reform their lives."
"The description given of Felix, the
Governor, would no doubt have suited a
great many others. ' When Paul rea~oned
of righteousness, temperance, and the judgment to come, Felix trembled and said, Go
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thy way for this time; when I have a (fon- says, "we h'ave in Scripture no record of'
any of these."
Again on the flame page,
venient season I will call for thee.' "
<, But when persons of this character
be- he says, "And there is nothing in the
came members of the Church, as it appears Christian religion, considered in itself,
many did, even in the time of the Apostles. that stands in the way of such a procethey naturally sought to accommodate the dure, is plain fro.1:Othe number of works.
religion to their own corrupt characters. of this description which have app'Jared
This seems to have been more particularly from the earliest time'l, (after the age of
tho
the case with those Gnostics above mention inspiration) down to the present-from
ed; for they taugJ.tt that men are to be saved writings tlntitled the 'Apostle's Creed,
&c.
by what they called' knowledge of the Gos- and tbe 'Apostolical Constitutions,'
(compositions
of
uncertain
authorl:l,
and
pel,' while living the most immoral life, and
yet having no sin (that is, nothing imputed amidst the variety of opinions respecting
to them as sin,) but being ~ccounted righte· them, never regarded as Scripture) down
and Confesous without' doing righteousness.'
1John: to the model:n .Formularies
3. And this it was thitt made the Apostle sions of Faith."
"There is nothing in the Christian reo
John so vehement in his censure of them."
"But there are many ,allusions in the ligion, considered in itself, that stands in
Apostolic Epistles to others besides these the W&y of creeds, catechisms, &c." From
Gnostics, who sought to 'hold the truth in this we would be led to suppose that the
Arch·bishop was about to introduce arguunrighteousness.'''
(Rom. 1: 18.)
(5.) Lastly, wordly policy was evidently ments for creeds, catechisms, &c., that
But strange
one of the chiet causes which, in the out could not well be answered.
set, acted as a hi)ldrance to the reQeption of enongh, he saTs, that of the n~merous
Christianity.
It is plain, fr9m the very na- works of this description, none appeared
Beseems
ture of the case, that all views of worldly t ill after the age of inspiration.
ambition-all
desire of worldly profit or ad· to feel the necessity of apologizing for
vantage of any kind-all
consideratior.s of modern creeds and formularics, and at the
supposed political expediency-mullt
have s"ame time justify the Primitive Church in
been, at first, arrayed in opposition to the havlUg no other known formulary than
The Church of EngGospel: And every part of the sacred nar- the inspired record.
rative confirms this. vVe find the Jewish land Confession, and its "beautiful cererulers influenced by the fear that' the Ro- monies" may have exerted over him a
mans would come aItd take away their place power of which the subjects of ecclessiasand nation:' We find them urging before ~ical dominion are not always conscious.
Pilate, that' wlv)soever maketh himself a The truth docs UJt seem hidden ft'om tbe
King, speaketh against Cresar.' And we find Bisbop, but he sees more than tbetruth,
the same sort of plea repeatedly used to the in a light that leads him to attempt the
of patristic tradit;on and
Roman Governors, and often with effect. reconciliation
the certain teachings of the apostles of
Actl:l 17: 7, and 19: 23."
Sad to tell, but fearfully true, the Church Christ. To present all Le says on this
at length employed worldly polLcy for re- su bject would lengtben. tbif! paper too
I will, therefore, endeavor to
cruiting her numbers. Now, all these origi- much.
the more
nal causes of of position have become her select from his dissertation
characteristics, as .seen in the numerous rival prominent portions.
"N or, again, can it be said that thero
ecclesiastical e,tablishm~nts.
On the subject of creeds, <;ateehisms WllS anything in the founders of the re- and forms of prayer, and of the adminis- ligion moro than in tbe religion itself,
tration' of tbe sacrameuts, the Bishop's which, humanly speaking, should seem
statements are somewhat peculiar.
He likely to preclude them from transmitting
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to us such compositions. On the contrary mitted to posterity, with the'most scruputhe apostles were brought up Jews; ac·· lous and reverential
care. The conclucustomed, in their earliest notions of re- sion, therefore,
seems inevitable,
that
ligion, to refer to the books of the law, as either no one of the numerous elders and
containing
precise statements of their Catechists ever thought of doing' this,
belief, and most minute directions as to or else that they were forbidden by the
religious worship
and certmonies.
So apostles to execute any such design, and
that, to give complete and regular in-each of these alternativcfl seems alike instructions as to the character and rcquis explicable by natural causes,"
itions of tlre new religion, as it would
"Since then no one of the first promulhave been natural for anyone, was more ~ators of Chrjstianity
did that which
especially to be ex.pected of these men."
they must-:-some of them at least-have
Why, then, did not the apostl~s, or been naturally led to do, it follows that_
some others who were inspired, give the they must have been supernaturally with"precise statement.~" and "minute direc· held from it; how little soevcr we m!',y be
tions" concerning th~ir belief and religi- able even to conjecture tho object of the
ous ceremonies?
The Bishop answers prohibition.
For in respect of this, and
this question very well. He proceeds as several othor (humanly speaking, unacfollows:
countable) circumstances in our religion,
"How comes it, then, that no one of the it is imp)rta-nt to observe that the arguelders
(Presbyters)
of any of thes'e ment thence derivable in favor of the
Churches should have written down, and divine origin of Christianity,
does not
afterwards submitted to the revision of an turn on the supposed wisdom of this or
apostle, that outline of catechetical in- that appointment,
which wo conceive to
structlOn-that
elementary
introduction
be worthy of the Ddty, and thence infer
to the Christian faith-which
they must that the religion must have proceeded from
have received at first from that apostle's Him, but on the utter improbability of its
lips, and have afterwards em ployed in the having proceeded from Man; which leaves
instruction of their own converts? Why its divine origin th!3 only alternative.
The
did none of them record any of the pray- Christian Scriptures considered in this
ers, of which. they must have heard so point of view, present to us a standing
many, from an apostle's mouth, both in miracle; at least, a monument of a' mirathe ordinary devotional assemblies, in the cle; since there are in several points snch
admin istration of the sacraments, and in asw'e may be sure, according to all natural
the 'laying on of handEl,' by which they causes, they wonld not have been.
themselves had been ordained,"
He thinks the apostles and Presbyters
"Is it not strange, then, that these ver- in the Primitive
Church had forms of
bal directions should nowhore have been prayer and compendious
statements of
committcd to writing.
Thfs would havoe doctrine, but did not commit them to
seemed a most obvious'and effectual mode writing lest they should be superstitiously
of pt'ecluding
all future disorders and and blindl y followed in succeeding ages of
disputes; as also the drawing up of a the Church; and Ie, t they should discourcompendious statement
of Christian doc- age the study of the Holy Scriptnres; and,
trines, would have socmed a safeguard again, because no forms would be adapted
against the still more important evil of to all climates and circumstances of men.
heretical error.
Yet if any such st~te. He says men we;enaturallyinclined to write
ments and formularies had been dt'awn out tho se forms and ceremonies but were
up, with the sanction, and under the re- supernaturally restrinod from doing so.
vision of a,n apostle, we may be sure they This would seem a good reason then why
would have been preserved and trans- they should not write them out now. The
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evils which the Bishop says would have scribed and was accordingly given by
foll<lwed their record do follow those that divine authority.
The gospel of Christ
are written now. The creed is studied to was intended for all nations and countries
the neglect of the study of the word 01 and was divinely arranged with reference
God. The ceremonies are observed with- to its Universality.
There is in it, as
out inquiring int.o their divine, authority, recorded On the inspired page, all the
and a cola and lifeless repetition of the flexibility and precision
necessary
to
litrirgy takes the place of the earnest wor- attain the order and decency the Lord
ship of a grateful heart.
If it is right to requires of His church.
Did the Lord
have a written creed and formularies, th, intend that two or' more creeds should be
apostles could have either written such an p:qfessed by one nation in the same age of
one, or sanctioned one written by some its existence? If he did, what becomes of
one of the numerous Elders who were the argument for creeds and ceremonies
"naturally" led to do so, and added a pro- being changed, to meet various climates
viso for its aIteratio'n whenever and wher- and circumstances?
And how is it that
ever the climate and other circumsta,nces the people of the same nation' have many
should render it necessary; so that the creeds and ceremonies, each claiming for
evil of blindly and superstitiously foIIow- itself divine authority? Would the Bishop
ing it to the neglect of the Sacred Scrip- proscribe PJ'esbyterians,
Bapti~ts, Indetures would be avoided. That they did pendents
and. Quakers, because thcir
not do so is a proof of the divine origin creeds differ from the Episcopalian?
And
of the Christian Religion.
Their conduct yet all these aro in existence.in England.
'in this respect is also a proof that no W 0 llavo a greater number of religious
human creed is of divine origin and not parties in this country, each one claiming
necessary to the success and good order for its creed that it is neal'er to the Scripof the Church of God.
tures than any of the others. One of the
The Bishop thinks he finds approbation consequences from these creeds is what
for the introduction of Some "things not the Bishop conectly Rays would have folprecisely laid down in the sacred record" lowed from the apostles having written
in the Savior's language, concerning the one. "In fact, all study, properly so caIl"Scribes and Pharisees," who satin 1\'108es' ed, of the rest of Scripture,-all
lively
seat; "that is, they are his successors in interest in its perusal,-would
have been
tho office of making and enforcing regu· nearly superseded by such an inspired
lations for theJ ewish Church "whatsoever compendium of doctrine; to which alone,
they bid you observe and do, 80 do yej but as far the most convenient for that purdo not ye aftcr their works; for they say, ~ose, habitual reference would have been
and do not.'
I find not in Jesus' lan- lade' in any questions that might al"ise.
guage here any authority for the Scribes ~olh would have been regarded, indeed,
and Pharisees to make regulations for the as of divine authority, but the COJIlpendiJewish church, I do find in another place urn, as the fused and purified metal; the
that Jesus charged them with maldng other, as the mine containing the crude
"void the word of God by their traditions." ore. And the Compendium itself, being
This is what has been done by some more, not like tho existing Scriptures, that from
by othors less, by every creed from the which the faith is to be learned, but the
"apostolic creed" to the latest effusion of very thing to be learned, would havo come
moonstruck spiritualists.
•
to be regarded by most with an indolent,
Judaism and its ritual were designed unthinking veneration, whieh would have
for one nation and one country and for exercised little or no influence on the
that reason a more precise ritual and character.
worship could not with propriety be prePrecisely so. And tbis is just what
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creeds. ha;e done. If from the Scriptur~s
the faIth IS to be learned now, why was It·
not sulficient in the apostolic age? The
Bishop seems to admit that the Scriptures
were sufficient then and we conceive that
they are sufficient still.
We must learn
Our faith from the Scriptures if we would
avoid "an indolent and unthinking veneration" for a petrified Orthodoxy under
either Prelatical or Presbyterial domini<lD.
The inspired word was sufficient for three
hundred years, and now afber a long dark
night under the dominion of creeds for
fifteen hundred years the proof is being
again furnished to the world of the sufficiency of the Scriptures for the faith and
manners of the children of God.
I conclude this long article by l:epeating
the argur.J.ent for the Bible, without human
creeds, as sufficient.
If a creed has more in it than the Bible,
it has too much; ifit has less than the
Bible, it has too little; if it isjust like the
Bible, then it is the Bible,' and that we
have already.

•••••

CONVERSION.
NUMBER

THREE.

BRO. FRANKLIN:-Dear
Sir:-Accord-,
ing to the book of aposblic conversions,
the Acts of Apostles, there is but one wayto tU!'n a man to Jesus Christ.
The scriptural way of conversion is uniform, the
sectarian way of conve!'sion is multiform,
many. This is important
to be known.
The circumstances leading to the conversions in the Acts were different, but the
end or issuo was the same, they were all
converted in one way. For example, the
circumstances
leading to the turning of
the three thousand pentecostians
were
diff~rent from any others in the Acts.
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Yet as they, the three thousand, were co~verted, so was every person converted by
the apostles.
They believed' in Jesus the Christ, the
Son of God crucified, buried, risen and
ascended to God, they abandoned their
sins and their Judaism and were immersed
for remission of sins; so were all the
apostlolic converts.
'1'he seconu e){ampIe,
Peter healed the crippled man, in Acts
the third, and explained the miracle to
them in we'rds, as he did the miracle of
tongues in Acts second, they believed in
a risen and ero"Yned Savior, repented of
their sins, returned to God in immerElton,
and their sins were canceled or blotted
out Acts iii: 19. The number became five
thousand.
The' circumstances
of their
•
conversion differed from the two miracles
but they mire ill the same way. The circumstances leading to the conversion of
thB Ethiopian differed from the other two,
but h'e was converted in the same way,
He believed and was immersed and was
converted as the thl;ee thousand were.
So of Cornelius, the Jailor, and Paul.
"In conversion, as in all his other works
God observes a certain order of process,
which is the settled arrangement
of his
own wisdom and mercy. We have no
authority to expect him to work out of
that order. Take an illustration.
In the
granite quarries of India immense blocks,
six feet deep and eighty feet in length,
are separated from' the solid rock by this
simple process. In the direction of the
intended separation, a groove is cut with
a chisel a few inches in depth.
Along
this groove a narrow line of fire is then
kindled, and maintained-the
rock below is
thoroughjy heated, immediately on which
men and women, each provided with a
bucket of cold water, suddenly clear off
the ashes and pour the wate'r into the
heated groove, when the rock' at once
splits with a clean fracture.
In this
beautiful and wonderful process, let us
suppose either of the measures inverted,
suspended or neglected, it is plain the result would not take place. The result is
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produccd by the influences which God has
put already in the fire and water, but he
will not let these influences operate to
producc the phenonenon without
the
agency of man :md the use of mcans.
Suppose these men poured the wn-ter before thcy hcated the ro,::k, or heated the
rock befol'e they cut the groove; and suppose they did all and neglected to pour
the water, the granite rock would never
have been dii>placed, In such a case, no
one would ascribe the failure'to the'ab,
sence of Divine influence from the fire, or
their withdnlwment, fl'om the water, but
all would ascribe it eitber to the unadroit·
ness and carelessness of tbe wOI'kmen, or
to their inattention to tbe order of measures which God himself had adjusted.
rt the laborers prayed anp, expected that
the fire would do what the waUl;' was to
effect or God himsclf to do what they as
laborers ought to do, they would inevitably fail. If they had put either the fire
or watel before they cut the groove the
rock would never have split off. If all
the laborers in Christendom were to kneel
and pi'ay to Gall to split, off the rock by
mere pOIVer till their knees grew as hard
as leather the rock would nevcr split off,
Just so in conversion.
In the process of
convcrsion
there are four agencies in
operation-the
agenry of truth on the
mind, the agency of the church in supplying the truth, the agency of the sinner
himself and the agency 'of the Holy Spirit.
If the operation of either of these agen.
cies be inverted, suspended or neglected,
or if we make the truth, the Rpil'it or the
sinner to change place, or the church or
eithel' do the work of the other, it is a
fact as certain as the existence of yester.
day that conversion will not take place,
N eithcr God nor man can, without altering the moral order of the universe turn
the world without the instrumentality
of
truth and the co·operation of the Church;
and the Holy Spirit cannot convert by a
direct act of physical Omnipotence, for he
has limited his influences to the presence of truth, and to the abeDcy of
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Christians.
Hence, in conversion it is of
the last importance that there be a union
of method and order between the Holy
Spirit and the church."
The apostolic conversions were all uni{orm"wcre all made t6 Jesus Christ. The
popular conversions are m e in diverse
ways to men, to systems, to sect~, and not
to Jesus Christ.
The convcrts made by
Jewish prophets and the apostles were
active, they turncd themsclves, modern
converts fire passive, tbey al'c made by the
Holy Ghost in many ways. The word
convert, converted does not occur, I betiev&, but three times in the Old Testament, and then it would be better rendered turned or return.
Ps. 51 13. Then
shall sinners return to thee. Is. vi: 10.
Lest tbey should return to thee and I
ilhould heal 'them or forgive their sin.
The word convert should ne\'er be used
while it retains its present signification.
According to the Scriptures, what is it
that turns a man to God? David has told
in outl ine. The law or doctrine of J ehovah is perfect, converting or restoring the
soul. Peter revealed the whole secret when
h0.said, Be it known unto you all, and to
all the people ofIsracl that by the name of
Jesus of Nazareth, whom you crucified,
whom God raised from the dead, even by
him doth this man stand here before you
whole. This' is the stone set at naught
by your builders, which is bccome the
head of the corner. Acts iv: 10, 11. ~1ir·
acles did not convert the people till they
wcre explained in words. Men of Israel
hear these words, Acts ii: Truth, reason,
argument, miracles explained in. words
produced apostolic conversion.
Popular
conversions are produCled from one sect to
another 6ect, by interest, motives, excitements, by th~ superior trutbs which it is
snpposed one sect has over another sect.
Waldo the French Reformer, and Luther
wcre awakened by theil' companions being
I,illed by their side, by lightning.
Uost
of the apostolic Fathers wel:e co.nverted.
by reading the Scriptures like tbe Eun uch
and Bereans,
Now it is all. done without
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the Scriptures.
If
mankind
are ever
'turned what will it be from and wbat to?
Will tbey be turned from Popel'y to Protestantism,
or from Protestantism
to Popery?'
From Episcopacy
to Presbyterianism or from the lutter
to the forll1f!r?
W hat will the converts
be called, Jews,
Mahometans,
Oatholics or Sects?' Will all
men ever be Ohristianized?
When, before
Or after the second advent of Ohrist? Will
it be done by mil'aclcs
by the residue
of
theSpirit,
his outpourings
or by ordinary
meani:J? On the plan pursued
for the last
three hundred
years,
how long will it
take to make
all men Ohristians?
Do
things look much Iil,c the conversion
of
all men at present?
Answer
these questions, brethren,
and oblige yours truly,
JACOB OREATH.
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RELATION

.
OF REPENTANCE

AND

FAITH.
The question whether, in turning to the
Lord, the sinner repents before he believes is
not, strictly bpeaking, a question of reason.
ing or logic, bllt a qllestion of fact.
Can we
find an account in the scriptures
of any person repenting before believing, or, which is
the same, j'epenting w-itlwut faith?
There is
Qn&method of settling this question beyond
controversy,
and that is to examine
every
place where the word repent is found in the
New Testament, and see if there is a single
instance where repentance did actually occur
before the subject believed; or witlwut faith.
When this is done, we can tnrn the matter
. the other way, anr] SlltJ if there isany instance
where faith actually occurred before repentanee, or without repentance. _ If we can find
an instance of anyone repenting before beHeving, or without faith, that caSe will stand
as ccnclusive
evidence.
If, on the other
hand, we can find an instance of any person
believing
before repenta:J.ce, or without re-
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pentance, that case will stand as conclusive
evidence.
With
this statement of the case,
we are now ready to proceed with a regular
induction of all the cases in tbe New Testament.
1. The first Q.ccurrence of the word, re-pent. is found in the following:
"Repent ye
for the Kingdom of heaven is at hand."Matt. iii. 1. In this passage J uhll the 1mmerser give's the reason why they shouI,l repent.
That reason is ''for.'' or because, "the
Kingdom of Heaven is at hand."
A man
can not repent "because the Kingdom
of
I-leaven is at hand,"
till he believes the
Kingdom of Heaven is at hand.
The faci
that the King(lom of Heaven was at hand
was the reason the Irhmerser gave why they
should repent.
This could not he effective
in leading any person to lepent who did not
beIie~(1 the fact, that the Kingdom of Heaven was at IlllDd. In this instance, unequivocally, the belief of the good news, or the
gospel, that the Kingdom was lit hand, was
before the repentance, and induced them to
repent.

n.

The next repentance mentione,l is in
the following:
"Generation
of vipers, who
has warned you to flee from the wrath
to
come?
Bring forth therefore, fruits worthy
'of repentance."
We do not see anything in
this passage, isolated from all others, determining which occnrs first, believing or re- '.
penting; but, alS it is the same repentance referred to, verse 1, of the same chapter, the
~ame reason for repentance exiEts, viz: "faT
the Kingdom of Heaven i~at hand."
The
belief of this fact was the cause of their repentance, or the reason why they should repent.
'l.'his reason, lea~ing to repentance,
cer~ain]y existed before the repentanre.
Ill. Matt. iv. 1'1. we finel the following:
"Repent;
for tbe Kingdom of Heaven is at
hand."
In this Cdse we have the beginning
of the preachil)g of Jesus.
He preached to
the- people, commanding
them to repent,
adding, 'lor the Kingdom of Heaven is at
hand."
The fact that the Kingdom
of
Heaven was at hand, was the reason he gave
why they should repent.
This fact, or reason, they must have believed before it could
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have led them to repentance.
We defy hu- composition,
saved- first, and then coming
man ingoenuity to show that they repented to the knowledge of the truth. The real
first and tlBli believed the good news that state of the' case is, we cume to the knowl·
the Kingdom was at hand.
They believed edge of the truth first, and are saved after·
first, the good news, or the gospel, that the ward.
Gngdom was at hand, and repented because
2." If thou shalt confess with thy mouth
the Ifingdcm was at hand.
the Lord Jesus, and believe in thine heart
From' these cases we find that John the that God hath raised him from the dead,
ImmerseI' and Jesus both urged the same thou shalt be saved."
Rom. x. 9. Hers
reason for repentance; that the Kingdom of we have, in the order of words, confebsing
Heaven is at lwnd. This was not the rea· with the mouth first, and believir,g with the
sOn in an isolated case simply, bnt in el:ery heart afterward;
yet we all know that the
case--all the time. The unvarying reason believing was first and the confessing afterfor retJentance, as urged in all their preach- ward.
ing, ~as that the Kingdom oj Heaven is at
3." Except a man be born of water and
kand. Sao the following: "Now, after that of the Spirit, he cannot enter into the KingJohn
was put in prison,
Jesus came into dom of God."
Being born, or begotten of
Galilee,
preaching the gospel of the King- the Spirit, is simply being made believers;
dom of God, and saying, "The time is fnl-and
all admit that the sinner is begotten
of
fil~ed and the Kinga:>m of God is at hand; the spirit, or made a behever, before being
repent ye, and believe the gospel."
Mark i. born Iff water. or bei ng i m meised . Yet, in
14. Here stanas the same reason for repent- the order of the words, b:)I'n of waters comes
iUI{. "The time is fulfilled, and the King- before born of the Spirit.
dom of God is at ·hand."
This J~sus and
4. Titus iii. 5., we have the words, "washJohn preached, as the reason why men should ing of regeneration
and renewing oj the Horepent.
It conld not he a reason why any ly Spirit."
In the order in which the words
man should repent, or could not lead any occur, here we have the washing of regenerman to repentance,
till he believed.
The ation first, and renewing of the Holy Spirit
passage just quoted gives us a sElmple of the afterward.
Renewing
of the Holy Spirit
preaching of Jesus.
That which was preach- evidently in the order of events, taltes place
ed was what was to be believeu in all Cases. before washing of regeneration.
W t su ppose
Jesus, then, preached that the time was fu1- that no clear expositor
(Jf scriptnre
will
filled, and that the kitigdom
WRS at hand.
doubt that "renewing
of the Holy Spirit,"
This was what men were then teguiriJd to amounts to the same as born of the Spirit,
believe.
They lI'ere commanded
to repent begotten or made believers.
This certainly
because this was trne, or because the King- occurs before the washing of regeneration.
dom was at hand.
5. 2. Tim. i. 9, we find the following:
IV. The mere circumstance tlat the word "Who
hath saved and called us with a holy
repent, occurs before the word believe, in calling."
In the order of worus here we
this passage, alld a few other cases, does not have sa'Jed before culling; whereas in the
prove that the repentance actually occurred real order of the events, they were called
before believing.
In some instances
both first, and afterward saved.
in scripture and other good compositions,the
These specimens
are deemed sufficient to
order in which things are mentioned. is not show that the order of the words,in the sen'
the order in which the events occurred. tences where we find the expression,
"Re·
'This we shall now demonstratc
from
few pent and believe," prove nothing in regard
clear examples from scripture.
to the order of events.
If, in the case the
1. " Who will have all men to be saved sinner
turning
to God, he actually reand to come unto the knowledge
of the pents before he believes that fact mnst be
truth."
1. Tim. ii. 4.
Here we have, in proved
by some otber circu mstance than

a.
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. the mere order of the words.
The IHJ ments of Bro. Van Dake, from what he calls
"the style of scripture," therefore proves
nothing.
He gives lis the following: "Repent change your minds - become, wiIling to
obey God-make up your minds to do what
God require~." A co~mand to do all this
would have wonderful force on a man who
does not believe! What is the inducement
to change the mind-to
become willing to
obey God, while in unbelief?
The idea of
a man changing his mind, becoming willin~ to obey God, while in unbelief for absurdity is uneq ualed in all the absurd things of
these times.
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sider all persons involved in the heavy
denunciations of our Sa,ior above, who
have added anything to the word of God by
way of traditions, creeds, confessions, subscriptions, councils, decrees, persecutions,
erroneous interpretations;
or who have
taken away the key of knowledge and interpretation from the people, or in any way
added to the word of God, or diminished from
the word of God. The word offend, signifies to cause anyone to fall from his faith,
to apostatize by any means whatever; and
against all such as make use of either
violence or artifice to terrify or sedUCEthe.
sincere and humble disciple from his faith
and obedience to his Divine l\'Jaster, the
severest woes, and the heaviest punishments,
are here denounced.
J do most earnestly recommend this text
of scripture to the serious consideration of
all such persons as have plead tor divisions
THE UNION OF CHRISTIANS AND THE among ~hristians; and I would also most
EVILS OF EECTARIANISM.
earnestly caution all those who have not
been guilty of it, to avoid it with the utNUMBER FIVE.
most care, every degree of it, and every apBRO. FRANKLIN.-Dear
Sir:-Having
proach to it. It is a crime ,often touched
in my former numbers spoken of the Union upon in holy writ; but less noticed, or at
of Christians, and the advantages arising least less enlarged upon by divines, preachtherefrom, I shall now name some of .the ers, and moralists, than perhaps any other
evils which have arisen from the divisions sin of the same magnitude.
"It were better
among professed Chr.istians. These evils for him," says our Savior, "to have an upare numerous, multiform, and ruinous to pel' millstone ti(~d about his neck, and to
the souls of men. Woe to the world, be- be cast into the depths of the sea."
cause of stumbling-blocks, or snares laid in
The first evil which I will specify, is the
the way of men. Stumbling-blocks there alic'natiolL of professed Christians from each
must be; but woe to them who put them in other. Sectarianism has burst asunder the
the way of men's conversion, Ta Skandala, bonds of Christian love and affection, and
means temptations to sin, stumbling-block, prevented that harmonious
intercourse
offences, provocations to sin, apostacy.among professors, which is one of the chief
And though he represented, such things as enjoyments andornmaJIlents of Christianity.
necessary in respect of the hercise and im- It has infused jealousies, fanned the flames
provement which they afford to virtue, and of discord, set friends, families, brothers,
unavoidable by reason of the pride, anger, sisters, parents, and children, and relations,
revenge, malice, vanity, and other jarring and neiphbors, at varian?e w~th.each other.
passions of meo, he did not fail to s'et forth All thiS IS not only anti· chrIstIan, but untheir evil nature, in their dreadful punish- natural. Sectarianism has shattered civil
ment. Woe unto him through whom they communities into factions and parties. It
come. Unspeakable misery has been brOUghtl has burst the ties of natural justice. It
in mankind .through the malignity, weakness, has led the professors of Christianity to
folly, and wickedness of professors. I con- violate the plainest dictates of humanity
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and common justice. This is an immense that is deiicient, who is to· supply that deevil.
iiciency?
The second evil which I shall name, is
5th. Oould we fly with the swiftness of
the worst. The needless waste the sinful an angelic-messenger, through the various
waste of m~ney, in which Secta~ianism has assemblies co.nvened o~ Lord's day, while
occasioned in erecting separate places ef they are offer~ng up th~lr prayers to heaven,
worship in Ilvery village, hamlet, town, and what a r.epulslve and. discordant scene would
city; which money, if employed in building present Itself; whe.n we b~hold. :he leade~s
one commodious house of worship, and in of the sec:s co.nfiOln~ their pet.lhons t~ theu
employinO' one good man to teach the people own votanes, Implonng a specwl Messmg on
the script:res, might do mUQhgood, but af> them~elves,-as
if they ~ere the chief
it is, neither party can pay a man to teach. favor~tes of he~ven, lan:en~lDg :he error~ of
them and thus much evil is done to the heret1Os, throwlDg out mSlDuatlOns agamst
morals of the people. Pride, ignorance, rival s~cts, taki~g ~redit to themselves, as
and biO'otry is the ca.use of much evil in the the chief deposltones of gospel truth, and
world.b
,
thanking God for their superior attainments in Christian perfection.
How unlike
Look at the unnecessary waste of money tho noble, benevolent, expansive spirit,
in erecting separate school-houses, colleges,
which Christ inculcates.
academies, universities, and employing Sec6th. The additions, subtractions,
and
tarian teachers. What a shameful waste of perversi(\ns of the scriptures, are three
money in printing separate hymn books, great and fruitful sources of corruption.
commentaries, sermon books. tracts~ Sunday
7th. Sectarianism has introduced a phraschool books. 'iVbo can enumerate the sums seology and language altogether different
of money wasted in fitting out different
from the New Testament, as .different from
missionaries and their enterprizes, to teach it as German is from English.
Each sect
the heathens Sectarianism.
has a dialect peculiarly its own, as each
Sid. Sectarianism has engendered and nation of men has a peculiar dialect of its
established inquisitions,
jails, pillories, ow-n. No two of them speak the same redungeons, bastiles, racks, and tortures of ligious dialect. The dialect of Baptists is
every discription, for the purpose of not that ~f the Methodists.
They differ as
destroying, burning, torturing, and mas- widely as Italians and French; and so of aU
saereing. banishing, and imprisoning here- the others.
tics; plundering and hanging them. l\!any'
8th. Sectariat)ism has hindererl the con·
.eminent and illustrious Christians, for their version of sinne~s to the gospel. The union
virtues, such as Tyndale, Huss, Jerome, of of Christians must precede the triumph and
Prague, and others, have fallen victims to diffusion of the gospel, accordi ng to John
such'unchristian
and infernal barbarities; 17. The sects are not united among them~
all done under the garb of religion. vVho selves, and they will not unile "ill.us,nor
can count the sums 01' money. expendcd in will they agree to unite on t he word of God
Europe by Protestants waring on and kil- There are now three great Anti-Christa
ling each other for "the faith?"
reigning ovar mankind,-Papal
or Roman
4th. Sectarianism hasinfected the prayers, Anti-Christ; Mahometan Anti-Christ, and
the songs, and sermons of all the &ects. If Sectarian or Infidel Anti-Christ.
These
God had answered the prayers of anyone of three great Anti-Ohrists leave but a small
them, probably no other sect would have portion of mankind for Jesus the Claist, to
been !!pared. These sects cannot all be reign over. J oho said there were many
right. They may all be wrong. There is Anti-Christs in his day. There are a great
but one Christian religion, and that stands number now. '{he remedy for all these
(,Inthe pages of the New Testament.
If. evils is a return to the language, the teach-
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ing, the simplicity, the purity, the institutions, the precepts, the faith and the
obedience of the New Institution.
God
grant tlIat I and a11 my readers may have a
share in.that Kingdom, whose law is truth,
whose King is love, and whose duration is
Eternity. Amen: and Amen. These essays
are ended.
JACOB CREATH.
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In brother Van Dab's No. V, on page
14, he IT akes extracts
from brethren
Campbel1 and Scott, to sustain the position
that repentance is a change oj mind. In
this he may be eorrect, in his position, but
he certainly does not prove his position by
his quotations. Still we shall notcontrovert
his definition of repentance-a
change oj
mind.
But, for the sake of argument,
granting that he is right in this-that
repentance is' a change of mind-then
the
question springs up, what i' it that produces
this change in the mind and induces the
sinner to resolve to change his life? .There
must be a c&.use for this change, There
must be a motive producing this change.This change is caused by something, or elsc
it is an effect without a cause. This latter
i3 absurd. Assuming now, that repentance
is a change of mind-a
resolve to turn to
God,-what
is the cause of it? what produces it? Is there any thing in unbelief to
produccit?
What cause ean there be to
produce it before believing? We do not
desire to speak defiantly; yet we feel tempted
to defy any man to refer to any adequate
cause for this change in the mind before
faith, or, which is the same, without faith.
The change of the mind, from unbeliif to
belief, is simply the act of believing, and
not repenting. Brother Van Dake does
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not 11imself, maintain that believing and reo
penting are the same, else he could not argue
that repentance is before faith, nor could we,
in that case, have the expression, "llepent
and believe the gospel."
Repent, is one
thing and believe, is anot1ler. The change
of the mind from unbelief to belief, is simply
to believe, and not to repcnt. 'Ve defy any
man to show anything that could cause a
man to change his mind,. or that could produce so much change in his mind, as to
amount to a resolve to turn to God, liefore
faith, or without faith, Yet a change in
the mind, amounting to tf resolve (0 turn (0
God, is certainly the least that brother Van
Dake himself could possibly call repentance.
This brings the matter to a point. Can a
man resol ve to turn to God. without faith?
If he can, 1I hat can induce him thus to reo
solve? We can easily ,see .how faith could
induce a man to resolve to turn to God.Anyone of ordinary intelligence can see
how th'e goodness of God can lead anyone
who belietes to resolve to turn to God. But
we can not see how the goodness of God
can have any effect on a man to induce him
to tnrn to God, who is in unbelief, or without faith. We can easily see an induce.
ment in the expression, "Except you repent you shall all likewise perish," to lead
a man who believes, to repentance, or to reo
solve that he will turn to God; but there is
certainly no motive in it to induce any man
to thus.resolve who does not believe.
Brother Van Dake occupies his article,
No. V., maiuly in criticising brethren
Campbell and Scott, on their definitions of
repentance and faith. We shall not attempt to justify or defend them against his
arguments, but, in a shorter way, rid th'e
subject of a11 difficulty.
In order' to
tills, in accordance with what we have said
above, we grant him as fo11ows:
1st. We grant him his own definition of
repentance-a
change of mind-amounting
to a resolyc to turn to God.
2nd. We grant, that faith that does not
move·a man, like Noah's did, with religious
fear·; that does not induce him to repent- .
to resolve to turn to God-is
dead, beillg
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alone. There need, therefore, be no trouble
about definitioI1s.
Still, we maintain, that the faith that
moves a man with religious fear-that
brings the goodness of God before him so as
to lead him to repentance-to
re~olve to
turn to God, is as certainly before repentance, as that any weak faith, dead faith, or
ineffectual faith of any description or degree,
is or ever was, is before repentance.
It reo
quires as true, genuine, and strong faith,
to induc~ any man to resolve to turn to
God, as to do anything any man ever did in
obedience to God. T ere is nothing that
any man ever did, in obedience to God,
harder to perform, than to resolve to tU1'rito
God, and a grander absurdity in all the erroneous teaching apd theorizing of modern
times, does not exist, than that a man can
perform this. t1J.emost· difficult and trying
of all gospel requirements, without faith.
We defy any man to think of, and write
down, a greater absurdity than that a man
can comply with a gospel requirement, aeceptably, before fqith, and consequently
without faith, and that too, not dead faith,
but livl:n!Jfaith.
The faIth that is before
.repentance, leads to repentance, by bringing the goodness of God before men, is the
living faith, the only div,ine faith, and the
faith that saves the soul.
Brother Van Dake says, page 18th, Repentance and Faith, "The Pentecostians
were convinced of sin, asked what they
should do, and, after they were told what
to do, 'gladly received, the word; and thus
·they became true believers, .according to
the definition which requires in faith and
joyful consent to the truth and reception of
it."
We should be happy to know where Bro.
Van Dake got the item of information, that
the Pentecostians, a.fter they were told what
to do, 'gladly received' the word!" Where
is the evidence that they, after they were
told what to do, gladly received the word?
The historian says, when they heard thisthe discourse of Peter,-tMy
wete prick:ed
in their heart. Were they pricked in their
heart before they believed? Certainly not.
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"Vere they pricked in their heart and induced to cry out, "Men and brethren, what
shall we do?" before they believed? Surely
not. Still, it is true, that after they were
pricked in their heart, and after tpey cried
out, "Men and brethren, 'what shall we do?"
Peter commanded them to repent. The
historian, then, referring back to what had
taken place, says, "As many as gladly received the >,'ord were baptized, and the
same day, there were added to them about
three thousand souls."
Nothing is clearer than that the hearing
was the ground of their believing, and their
believing was the ground of their resolving
to turn to the Lord, and their resolving to
turn, was the ground of their obedience.
Whether repentance means a change in the
mind, amounting to a resolve to turn to God,
or reformation, a man had as well, in our
estimation, try to prove that water runs up
stream, that the attraction of gravitation is
in the oppo~ite direction from the centre, or
that slaking of thirst goes before drinking,
as that any man ever resolved to turn to the
Lord before he believed. A change in the
mind is an effect, and an effect was never
produced without a cause. vVe defy any
man to refel' to any cause that is adequate
to produce such an effect-to
change the
mind, so as to amount to a resolve to turn
to the Lord, before faith, or which is the
same, without faith. Accept any definition
you may of repentance, and then nothing is
more difficult for a poor, weak, and sinful
worm of' the dust, tha.n to repent and to say,
that he can perform this greatest, most rmportant, and difficult of aJI the requirements
God has ever laid on him, before faith, or,
which is the same, without fa1th, for absurdity, can not be transcended.
Or to say
that he can perform this. great and imp ortant work, without whioh he must perish,
and thus please God, with only a dead faith,
a bare assent of the mind, or with anything
short of the genuine faith that saves the
soul, is no less absurd. There is no greater
act required of poor, sinful man, than to repent, and to say that a man 'can do that
without faith, or before faith, is to saYi th.at
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he can serve God, and plea&e him, in com- the Bible, a~d to the Bible alone, we must
plying with on~ of his most important 1'0.-ever look for all the terms and conditions
quircments, before he believes, or wjthout on which life and implOrtality have been
faith. To say, that he can do this with offered to guilty man.
dend faith, a mere assert to the tr]1tb, or
Some of these al'e, in their nature and
anything short of the genuine faith that character, positive. That is, they depend
saves the soul, is no better.
wholly on God's legislative appointment;
and may therefore be changed, by Divine
authority, according to "circumstances.-'fhe offel:ing of bloody Eacrifices, for example, was, for many years, made the
duty of every patriarch. He was required
to offer frequently bleeding victims both
FAITH AND INFIDELITY.
for himself and for his family. But the
NUllfBER
ONE.
law of M.oses restricted this privilege to
Faith.
the house of Aaron.
N one but the
with
all
thine
priests,
under
the
Sinaic
covenant,
.could
And Philip said, If thou believest
heart thon mayest.-.-\ctsviii: 37.
lawfully officiate at the altar. Numbers
Fnr \lith the h, art man believethuntn righteons- iii: 10, and xviii: 3. Al}d since the COllness.-Rumans x: 10.
ing of the Messiah, the legal ·custom of
'l'here is, perhaps, no truth more fully offering animal sacrifices haR been wh~lly
illustrated in the whole Bible than that abolished!
Spiritual
sacrifices are the
God requires every man who hears the only kind that is now required.1.Pet.ii:5.
Gospel to do something, as a test of hiB
But other conditions again are immuloealty, and as a condition of his enjoying table. Founded, as they are, in the nuthat salvation which Christ bas purchas- tu-re of things, and in the moral relations
ed with his own blood. Almost every of man to his Crcator, they are essentially
page of the Living Oracles contains some the same in all, ages and nnder all cirprecept that is to be obeyed, in order to cumstances.
Faith is one of these condithe enjoj~me)1t of some blessing that is tions. It has always been required as a
promised.
Even in Eden, Adam was 1'0.- condition and .means of sah-ation.
It
qnired to abstain from the fruit of the was required in the Patriarchal
age; it
Tl'ee of Knowledge, as a condition of his was requireu in the Jewish age, and it is
having free and continned 'access to the required in the Christian age. A.nd so it
'free of Life. So, too, were the Israelites, ever must, and it ever will be required.
in the wilderness, required to be obedient "For he that cometh to God," says Paul,
i:l all things, as a condition of their en ter- "must believe that He is, and that He is the
iug into the Promised Land. And in like rewarder of them that diligently seek
mannel', Christ offers rest to all who are Him."
Hebrews xi: 6.
weary and heavy-laden, on condition that
But it is important to observe just here,
they come to him; take his yoke upon that· God never requires of any man,
them; and continue to lell.rn of him.what is impossible. ' If He requires us to
What these termS and (;onditiorts of en- behold His glory in the fir'mament, it is
joyment are, can, of course, be 'learned because he bas given to us both light and
only from the Holy Bible. It is the only the powers of vision. Ifherequires
u~ to
revelation that God has ever rp.ade to man beal"ken to the sweet melodies of nature,
on the subject of his salvation from sin. it is because He has given us an atmosOn this point, nature is ~ perfect blank; phere to conduct sound to our ears, an9.
and all human philosophy is as silent as auditory nerves to communicate it to the
the grave.
And hence; it follows, that to !lensOrium. A.nd just so, if he requires
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us to belie,c, it is because he has endowed
us with the necessary faculties, and given
us, art tbe same time, the most reliable
and indubitable testimony.
'l'his is a
matter which Christ himself places beyond all doubt.· In speaking· of His rejection by the Jews, He says, "If I bad
not come and spoken unto them, they had
not had sin; but'now,"
He adds, "they
. have no cloak for their sin." J obn xv:
22. And again He says, "If I bad not
done among them the works which no
other man did, they had not had sin; but
now they haye both seen and h~ted both
me and my Father."
John xv: 24.
The first thing then that God requires of
every man who hears the gospel, is evidently
to study it; and to weigh well the evidences
of its Divij!e authenticity. It is here that
every l'uccessful attempt at reformation
must begin. For without testimony there
is no faith; and withou~ faith, it is impossible to please God in any thing "for
whatever is not of faith is sin. Homans
xiv: 23.
We cannot, then, study the Bible too
diligently.
We cannot too earnel:ltly impress it on the tender minds and hearts
of the rising generation.
We ca.nnot
sacrifice too much in our efforts to send it
to the benighted nations of the earth; to
those that are perishing through the
ignorance that is in them. It is the germ
of immortality, which, when planted in
the soul, buds, and blossoms, and brings
forth the peaceable fruits of righteousness and love.

,.

I wish, however, to say here very empb~tically, that something more than the
mere study of God's word, is essential to
the perfection and consummation of our
faith. A man may read his Bible more
or less every day; and be may study with
much care and logical precision. the-varied
and multiplied evidences of its genuineness, its authenticity, its integrity, and
.its inspiration; and still he m~y come far
short of the faith that the gospel requires.
For as the Spirit itself testifies, "It is
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with the heart tbat man believeth unto
righteousness."
It is not my purpose to give, in tbis
essay, an analysis of the powers and susceptibilities of the human mind; nor to
go into a logica-l or metaphysical disquisition respecting the in telleet and the heart
of man. This is not necessary for my
prcsent pUl'pofie. :My readers, no doubt,
all sutficiently undcrstand this matter.
They know that it belongs to tife intelle~t
to think; and tothe heart to feel. They
know that the former is the seat of perception, memory, imagination, and reason;
and that the latter is the seat of tl{e emotions, the affections and the desires.
Th~y know, mo.reover, that these t~o
facultJes of the mlOd do n?t always act III
concert ~nd harmony WIth eac~ other;
that t.he mteUect, fa: exam~le, ,IS often
~xerclsed on -one object, w~llie tne heart
IS. firmly fixed on. somethlll,g .else. Of
thIS all are COnACI?Us.Ana ~a~'y, at
least, are also conscIOus, that thIS dlstrac-.
tion of mind occUrs more frequently on
the subject of religion than on anything
else. God has so multiplied the evidences
of Christianity, that a man in this country, might about as well attempt to shut
out the light of the sun from his eycs,
as to sbut out the light of the gospel from
his understanding.
These evidences are
seen in the Bible itself; they are seen
in profane· history; they are seen in
thc fulfillment of prophecy; they are seen
in the effects of the gospel 01L society,
they are seen every·where. And hence it
is, that almost overy intelligent person in
this country, is willing and ready to give
an intellectual assent to the Divine mlthenticity of the Christian religiou. But
how many of us, like the eunuch, believe
with all our hearts? Ah, thisisthequestion.
Before any man can do this, his heart
must be set free from its eartbly attachments, and allowed to accompany his un·
derstanding in the investigation of the
truth. This is the one thing needful, so
far as it respects human agency. When
this is done, we may say that all is done.
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The intellect then, immediately conveys 1 feel a corresponding change in our whole
the truth to the heart; the heart then in-' mental and moral constitution. How oft.
fiuences and directs the will; the will con- ern,fOl' example, have we felt that our
troIs the hand, the hand opens the purse; hearts were being gradually weaned from
and the purse, 'properly directed, sets in the world and its vanities, while we were
motion the whole machinery of society attending a protracted meeting while we
for the glory of God and the good of hu wore list.ening to the pleadings of thesancmanity.
And hence it is, that the trt'le tuary; or to the i:'ongs of Zion; or to the
believer has no compromise to make with prayers of God's children?
Under these
God. He novel' stops to inquire how circumstances, we have felt, that it is
much he must do, or how little he may do, good to be with Jesus; and like Peter,
in ordor to get- to Heaven. His only James and John, when they saw His gloquestion is, "Lord, what will thou have ry yn the Mount of Transfiguration,
we
me to do?" When this is ascertained be may pel'haps have wished for tabernacles
no longer confers with flosh and blood.
in SOme secluded spot, where we might
Through floods aod flames if Jesus lead,
be permitted to remain with Him forever.
He'll follow where He goes.
• But oh, how very different are the inTo set our hearts free, then, fl'om all fiuances of this v.ain world.
When we
the undue and evil influences that t~e neglect even for a short time the ordiworld, the flesh and the Devil, have n:.nces of Ged, and allow our affections
thrown around thorn, is evidently the sec- tions to be absorbed in the things of time
ond, and, I may add, the pal'amount duty and sense, how very hard and insensible
of evel'S man, who hoars the gospel of our hearts soon become; and how greatly
the grace of God; as it is also an essen- changed is the appearance of every thing
tial condition of that faith which work~ else, both within us, and around us! The
by love, and which purifies the soul. I heavens above us seem to lose much of
do not say,
at it is made the duty of their brightness;
the church too, loses
any man to do this simply by his own many of her charms and attraction; and
unaided efforts; nor do I say, that any Jesus himself, it may be, is no longer to
man, whatever may be his capacity, can us the one altogether
lovely. And all
do all this, solely in and of himself. In thiR, be it remembered, has been brought
this respect, we have no ability to do any about be a change.of circumstances which
thing.. "Without me,', says Christ, "ye are in a gl'eat measure under our own concon do nothing."
John xv: 5. We can trol. 0, yes, we have an agpncy in thesQ
, not even live a single moment without matters. Otherwise, God would never have
Him. But nevertheless, he has allowed said to each of us, "Son, give me thy heart;"
us to havo some agency in tbe preserva- Proverbs xxiii: 26; otherwise, He would
tion oj our own lives as well as in the never have commanded us, "to watch over
lives of others.
And just so it is with our hearts with all diligence." Provo iv. 23.
respect to the discipline and government
Let us then, dear reader, give good h~ed
of our hearts.
We can never control and to these admonitions. Let us ever remempurifiy them by our dovices. But with bel' tha·t it is not a mere cold assent of the
the proper' use of the means that God has understanding that will save us from our
himself provided, and with the gracious sins;,that will serve to make us purl' and
assistance that Ite has promised to give holy; that will unite us to G-od as the
us, we may all do so, and do so most ef- children of His adoption; and that will give
fectually if we will.
.
us a title clear to mansions in the skies.It is only necessary to change our cir- 0, no; it is with the heart, as well as with
cumstances, and to place ourselves under the understanding, that man believeth unto
the influence of Divine grace, in <!rder to righteouness.
It is this living principle,
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that; through the agency of the Holy penting. Most assuredly the preaching dill
Spirit, fills the soul with love,and joy, and not lead to repenHng till the preaching was
peace, and long-suffering, and gentleness, believed.
II. Mat; ix: 13, we find the word, reand goodness, and fidelity, and meeknells,
pentance,
as follows: "For I am not come
and temperance.
It is this, that prepare
to
call
the
righteous but sinners "to repen~
us for the solemn hour of death; and that,
ance."
What
effect would a call to rethrough the infinite grace of Gpd, gives us
pentance
have,
from our Lord, on 'those
an abundant entrace into the everlasting
who
d~d
not
believe
on him? Manifestly
kingdom o.f our Lord and Savior Jesus
n~ne in the world. So far as there is an.y
Christ.
While then God is giving us life and evidence in this passage, it is in favor of the
reason, and while he is aiding us and warn· position that faith goes be-fore repentance.
III. Mark i: 4, we have the following:
ing us, bv His Spirit and by His providence,
"J
ohn did immerse in the wilderness, and
let us all be more diligent in turning our
hearts from the unsatisfying vanities of this preach the immersion of repentance for the
world, to Him who, of God, has become un- rrmission of sins." Here we have the
to us wisdom, and righteousness, and sanc- design of "the immersion of repentance," a8
tification, and redemption; so that when He stated by Mark, "for the remission of sins."
who is our life shall appear, we also IDay Could a man come to John's immersion (Jf
repentance for the remission of sins, before
appear with Him in glory.
R. MILLIGAN. faith, or without faith? The repentanc0,
Mark i: 15, has been considered with iti!
paranel in a former article. The repentance, Mark ii: 17, is the same as' Mat.
ix: 13.
IV. Mark vi: 12, we have the followin~:
·'And they went and preached that men
sllOuld rep£'nt.'~ This, so faras anything can
RELATI().N OF REPENTANCE AND be inferred, implies that the act of believing
is before the act of repenting, because they
FAITH.
must believe that men $lzould rl'perl! before
vVe. commenced, in a previous ;l.rticle, a they repent. The preaching of the immerregular induc·tion o£ all the passages where sion of repentanee for the remission of sins,
the word repent, is found, to see if there is Luke iii: 3, is the same as that already
one case where the repentance occurred be- noticed, Mark i: 4 The expre~sion, Luke
fore believing. We shall now procec~ in iii: 8, "Bring fortll, therefore, fruits worthy
of repentance," has already been alluded tEl,
order as follows:
1. "The men of Nineveh shall risc in as f(}und in Matthew, as c(}ntainlng nothing
in itself, isolated from other passages,
judgment with this generation, andsllalJ
condemn it; because they repented at the bearing upon the question which comes
preaching of Jonah; and behold a greater first, faith or repentance; but it being John's
than Jonah is here." Mat. xii: 41. The immersien of repentallce, other passages
expression, "repented at the pre.aching of show that tlle faith in every case, was preThe expr.essioB,
Jonah," when fairly appreciated, amount~ ceded by repentance.
Luke
v:
32,
is
the
same
;eferred
to above.
to this: They repented when they believed
v.
Luke
x:
13,
we
have
tlle
fellowing:
the preaching of Jonah. They certainly
"W
oe
to
you,
Chorazin!
woe
to
you
Bethdid Dot repent at the preaching of Jonah,
saida!
for
if
the
mighty
works
had
been
done
.or on hearing the preaching, without believin
Tyre
and
Sidon,
which
have
been
done
ing the preaching. The language clearly
implies, that the preaching led to the re- in YO~,they would have repented long ago,
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sitting in sackcloth and 'ashes." 'Why rise from the dead on the third day: and
would they have repented if these miracles that repentance and remission of sins should
had bcen done among them? Because they be preached in his name among all DaLions,
In this language,
would have believed. But the Jews did beginning at Jerusalem."
not believe, when these works were done in repentance and remission of sins 'are contheir midst, and, therefore, did not repent. nected together, and the repentance is in
This passage is a clear evid!lnce that per· order to the remission of sins, and certainly
sons must believe before they repent. The no man can repent, or do anything else in
expression, Luke xi: 33, "for they repented order to remission. of sins, who does ot
at the preaching of Jonah," has already believe in the institution appointed for remiSSion. But this, beingin the commission,
been considered.
is
the same as Acts ii: 38, when they heard
VI. Luke, xiii: 3, 5, we have the expreswhat
was preached, were pricked in their
sion, "Except you repent you shall all like·
wise perish."
What force can the expres- heart, or believed, and were then, comIlion, "you shaH all likewise perish," have manded to repent and be immersed for the
to induce any man to repent, who does not remission of sins. In this case, then, bebelieve the s~atement? This passage is a lieving unequivocally is shown to occur be·
clear evidence that a man '!Dust believe be- fore repenting.
IX. Acts iii: 19, we have the following:
fore he repents, that he must repent or
peris4. The belief that he will perish if '~Repent _ye therefore, and be converted,
he does not repent, is an inducement to re'· that your sins may be blotted out." What
pent. The expression, Luke xv: 7, "I say does this' word, ·'therefore," refer to?to you, that likewise )oy shall be in Evidently to what the Lord just said, as if
h.eaven over one sinner that repents more he had said, "seeing that what I have said
than ninety·nine just persons, who need is true, repent and be convered, that your
no repentance," throws no light on the sins may be blotted out." This case shows
conclusively'that
they must have believed
question in ny way.
The expression,
VII. Luke xvi: 30, we find the following: before they repented.
"And he said, Nay, father Abraham: but if Acts v: 31, "to give repentance to Israel,"
one went to them from the dead, they will furnishes no evidence on the question in
repent.
And he said to llim, If they hand, on either side. The same is true of
bear not :Moses 'and the prophets; neither the expression, Acts xi: 18, "granted reo
will they be persuaded, though one rose pentance into life," and that other expresfrom the dead." In this case, the rich ma·n sion, Acts xiii: 24, "the immersion of reargues that if one from the dead would go pentance to all the people of Israel."
X. Acts viii: 22, we find the following:
to his brethren, they would repent. To
"Repent,
therefore, ofthis, thy wic.kedness."
this Abraham replies, that if they hear not
Moses and the prophets, neither will they This was not in a case of conversion at all,
be persuaded, though one should rise from and, t erefore, does not bear on the case.the de'l.d. This implies that they would Still, it is evident, Simon believed what
not repent unless they first were persuaded, Peter said, from his imploring Peter to pray
<>rmade believers, and thus is a clear evi. for him, and tbat the belief was before the
dence that faith must precede repentance: repentance and intended to lead to repent'1'he expression, l~uke xvii: 4, "and seven ance.
XL Acts xvii: 30, we have the following:
times in a uaS turn again to thee, saying, I
"But
now he commands all men every wher9
repent; thou shalt forgive him," furnishes
to
repent."
In the times of the ignorance
,no e\'idence any way touching the quesLion.
before
the
gospel-when
they did not have
VIII. Luke xxiv: 46, in the commission,
the
light,
and
pould
not
believe-the
lJord
we find the following: "Thus it is written.
did
not
hold
them
strictly
accountablc.and thus it behooves Christ to suffer, and to
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But, now, since the gospel has come-th~ and have taught you publicly and from
means offaith-he
commands all men every- house to house, testifying both to the Jews
where to repent; because he has appointed and also to the Greeks, repentance toward
a day in the which he will judge the world God and faith toward our Lord Jesus
What would his having shown
in righteousness, whereof he has given as- Ohrist."
surance to all men in that he has raised him them and taugl.t them publicly, and from
from the dead. This Paul preached to the house to house, have amounted to, if they
Athenians, that they might believe it, be- had not believed what was taugh"t and shown
fOl~ethey repented, anJ as a reason why them? The fact in the case is, when they
they should repent. The expression, Acts heard Paul preaching, teaching and showxix: 4, "immersed with the immersion of ing them, all about the gospel, they bel'ieved,
repentance," is the same as we have alluded and their faith led to repentance an<l every
to heretofore, and needs no further com- act of obedience.
ment pow.
4th, Before this passage can be conclnsive
XII. Acts xx: 21, we have the following: proof that repentance occurs before faith,
"Testjfying both to the Jews, and also to the following points must be established:
the Greeks, repentance toward God and 1st. 'That Paul was testifying both to the
faith toward our Lord Jesus Christ."Jews and also t~ i the Greeks, their repentThis passage has been confidently relied on, ance toward God and faith in our Lord
lis proof, by thosel who maintain tllat the Jesus Christ, and npt his repentance toward
sinner, in turning to God, actually repe ts God and faith toward our Lord Jesus
before he believes. We mnst,' therefore, Ohrist. 2nd. That the order in which the
give it a passing notice. We dispose of the items are named in narative, is the order in
case as follows;
which the events occurred.
Srd. That the
1st. It is maintaiged by high authority, repentance actually did occur before the
that the apostle was simply speaking of his faith. It may be that none o~ these things
own repentance toward God and faith in our can be established.
Lord Jesus Cbrist. This may be so, or
XIII. The only remaining passage found
not, we shall make no defence of it. But
in Acts, is chapter xxvi: verse 20, which
before it can be used in argument, to prove
reads as follows: "But showed firht unto
that repentance is before faith, this must be
them of. Damascus, and at Jerusalem, and
set aside.
throughout all the coasts of Judea, and
2d. Before this' case can be used in arguthen to the Gentile's, that they should reo
ment on the question in hand, it must be
d
G d"
D'd h h
t1
.
.
pl:nt an turn to o.
I
e s ow em
shown that the order of words lD naratlve
.
1
· tli'e or d er 0 f t h e events d'letal e d . Th ere that they should,
revent and turn to God, !JeIS
.'
'.
·
. .
.
fore tltey beheved?
He most uneqUIvocally
IS no proof lD the passage that the smner, d'd
. Iy b eI'leve d w)a
I t he
·
•
•
I
not.· Th ey cer t am
lD turnmg to the Lord,
repents
before
he'd
h
Id
h
h
th
.
.
sal or e cou not aye s own em th a t
beheves, only that the word, repentance'
,
"
h
d f:' I
Th"
they should repent and turn to God, or do
occurs b e,ore t e wor , alt).
IS IS no
h'
I
.
certam. proo,f fior we h ave gIven
sun d ryex- anyt mg e se.
.
amples where that which is mentioned first
We have now exanuned every place
evidently occurred last: This we beHeve where the word, repent occurs, o~ repentto be the true solution of the matter in ance, to the last of Acts, comlllg from
harid.
.
rnetanoia and rnetalloeo, and find no instance
Srd. The connection shows that the faith' in which repentance occurred before faith,
was before the repentance. The verse pre- but find conclusive· evidence tllat, in all
ceding the language in question, reads as rases, faith must precede repentance.
follows: "And bow I kept back nothing
In OUI' next we'shall continue our regular
that was profitable for you, but have showed, induction through the New Testament.
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of Goa, of the appearance of the Christ, of
the day of Uod's wrath upon the wicked,
wrought powerfully upon the people. The
traditions, the customs, the mode of thought
METANOIA.
common to the Jews were all violently
In the times of the Sa,vior, there were broken up by the sudden incursion of
two great parties; the Pharisees and Sad- truths so momentous. As many as believed
ducees. Each of these parties had its the Immerser were immersed into a new
peculiar mode of thought, argumentation, state of mind, a new mode of thought, into
reasoning, which constituted what we cali a state of mind the very opposite of that,
the mind of the party. The Pharisaic which distinguished the Pharisee, the,
mind differed from the Sadducean in im· Essene, and the Sadducee. A r.ew body of
portant particulars.
But each mind was men arose at once, possessed 01 a new mipd,
opposed to the mind of the Christ. The a mind filled with the expectation of the
Pharisaic mind, 'as lo·ng as it remained coming Christ. I immer~e you in order to
Pharisaic mind, could not believe in the repentance; that is, in order that having
. Christ. Its mode of thought was not such your minds renewed by the hope of the
as disposed it to receive the Christ.
The Christ" you may be prepared to receive
same may be said of the mind of the Sad· him at his coming. Accordingly, we pnd
ducee. There was a third party, not men- that. all the people and publicans justified
tioned in the New Testament, distinguished God, by having been immered with the imfor their austere manner of life, and general mcrsion of J ohl1: but the Parisees and the
opposition to the Pharisees and Sadducees. lawyers rejected the counsel of God, which
These were the Sssenes. These parties was for their benefit, in not being immersed
were professed believers in (tad. But as by hini. As many as were immersed by
already said, their state of mind, their John were prepared for, and received the
mode of thought was such as to make them Christ, bOut the Pharisees, in rejecting
hostile to the mind of the Christ. Profes J aIm's iUlm,ersion, remained in their former
sing the highest veneration for the law of Pharisaic mode of thought, and consequentGod, they had rendered it null by their ly rejected the Christ.
Now it is evident from the above facts,
traditions.
Such indeed was the corrup'
tion among the Pharisees and Sadducees, that without a change in the mode of
that the Savior and John the Im~erser, thought and feeling, the jews could not be~
nam((d them serpents, generation of vipers. lieve in the Christ. It is further evident,
The state of mind being such, we see the that this change of the mode of thought
necessity for a metanoia, change in the and feeling, was based upon their belief in
mode of thought and feeling, which. we call and acknowledgmeIllt of God. Hence the
Savior said: Repent and believe the Gospel.
repentance.
In accordance with this necessity for a Therefore, the order of truth requires faith
change in the mode of thought and feeling, in God, repentance toward God, faith in
John makes his appearance on the banks the Christ. God is the lawgiver: you .have
of the Jordan, and calls on the people to reo sinned against God: now, in order to remispent; that is, to change thcir mode of sion of sins, repent, change your mode of
thought and feeling. And in order to pro- thought and feeling towards God, believe
duce this effect, he announces the coming in him whom God has sent as a lamb, a sinof the Christ, and of the Kingdom of God. offering, to take away your sins. Gentiles
John came to prepare a people for the Lord, were full of religious feeling and action:
and taught them that they should believe but this, as in the case of the Jews, was
A change in the modc of
on Him who was coming after him. The misdirected.
annunciat.ion of the coming of the Kin'gdoUl their though.ts and Seelings was as necea·
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Bary as in the case of the Jews. Hence, a directed to him. 'If an ambassador is slain,
repentance toward God, and faith in the the nation that kills him, must satisfy.the
Lord Jesus Christ. The Gentiles were government, whIch sends hIm, or suffer the
worshippers, full of religious feeling .• But penalty of such a crime. Jesus, Christ was
they knew not what or whom they "orship" God's ambassador to the Jcws. They
ped. The mind of the GentIles was idola sinned directly against God in putting
trous. Hence a change of mind. Whore Jesus to death. A government is insulted
this religious feeling was sincere among when its ambassador is rejected. God is
Gentiles, the annunciation of the Gospel insulted when Jesus is rejected.
was giadly received. There was a feeling
In the study of the oracles of God, it
of want, a real want of something far better, sometimes happens that the mind becomes
something satisfactory, something, on which confused with the multitude of objects, and
the mind could rest with certainty; and the fails to observe their proper relationship,
Gentiles.readily turned away from the ef. the one to the oth~.
1Ve look upon an
fete forms of idolatry to the service of the extended landscape and s'ee a multitude of
Living God. The an~unciation of the ex· objects. We can group the whole in one
istence of the Living God, 11ada power view. But if we would know the exact reo
among the Gentiles, which we can not latillnship of one object to another, we
realize. They were worshippers of life'les; should give attention to each. In the study
idols. They were, many of them, sincere; of the oracles, this confusion of mind arises
but felt the vanity of their worship. When from the want of attention to the relationthe Living God wa~ made known to them, ship of truths. We must attribute the conand this, authoritatively, by mighty deeds fusion in some minds, on the subject of
and' wonders and signs, they repented, that faith and repentance, to the want of atten.
is, changcd their thoughts and feelings with tion to the relationship of truths.
The
joy, and believed in the Christ as the whole is made up of the parts, and all the
Savior of men.
parts make the whole such as it is. As a
Indeed, no man can ever really embrace harmonious whole must consist of the
with joy the Gospel of .Jesus, who dees not proper arrangements of the parts, sO a conknow himsclf to he a sinner against God.- fused whole consists of the improper arThe first great Gospel fact makes this evi- rangement of the parts. The system of
dent. Jesus died for our sins: Who cares divine truth is perfectly harmonious, symfor this truth, unless he feels that he is a metrioal. But the misfortu.ne, or if the
sinner? When we see that we have'sinned reader please, the fault of a want of sense
against God, and that there is no help in of harmony, of symmetry, lies in us. We
ourselves, then we joyfully turn to the take the oracles of God and attempt to arChrist. God is our C!'eator, our Preserver., range for ourselves, and loose ourselves in
our Benefactor, e"er kind and benevolent: a labarynth.
We must let 'each part ocagainst him w,esin: our repentance must be .cupy the place which God has given it; and
directed to him. And when this is the then we shall have no trouble in arranging.
case, He points us to his Son as the sin But if we place immersion before faith, we
offering by which all our sins: are taken shalImar the work of God. If we place
away. All repentance is based on our faith repentance before faith, we shall be guilty
in God; and our repentance is directed to of error, and produce
confusion.
To
Him, and not to Christ: for Christ is the change our mode of thought and feeling
sin offering by which our si~s against GlJd towards a being, in whom we have not
are taken away. Did not the Jews sin I belieVed, is simply impossible. Such an
against God when they crucified the Christ?, arrangement is a violation of the laws of
Surely they did. Then, their sin being I thou~ht.
Such a person shows himself to
against Gou, their repentance must be I be unacquaint~d with the law of Moses and
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the Gospel; unacquainted with reason and
philosophy; and he should be treated JlS
one who is unfortunately confused in mind,
and, if' possible, lead _along gently to ':1
change ill his mode of thought and feeling.
Nothing is so unfortunate as mental confusion, an aberrati-on of thought.
Such
persons should be treated with kindness,
fed on milk, and their eyes should be
anointed with eye-salve that they may see.
This article is in all kindness offered to
lIuch persons.
lJIOS ANDROS.

P. S. That there may be no misunderI!tanding with respect to the argument in the
above article, I will add a few thoughts.The Apostle Paul, in his address to the
Athenians, said: Men of Athens, I perceive
that, in all respects, you are more reverential toward deities than others: for as I
was passing through and examining the ob·
jeets of your worship, I saw an altar with
this inscription: To the unknown God.Whom, therefore, you ignorantly worship,
him I make known to you. Here we observe that the Athenians had faith in some
object
of worship. Wherever, indeed,
worship exists, faith must exist.
For
worship is an effect of faith.' It matters
not, then, how crude the conception of a
God, in the mind of a f.l·entile, may be, the
conception exists, and the faith in that conception exists. Two things are done by
the preaching of the Apostles:
1. The
crude conception is removed, and a true
knowledge of the Living God is given; This
establishes faith in the true and Living God.
2. Then follows the repentance towards the
true God: and faith in the Christ whom he
has ·sent. As said above, the Gentile mind
was fuy, in many instances, of a religious
feeling toward their objects of worship; but
this was misdirected.
T!}.ifl religious feel·
ing was founded on faith in what they eon·
ceived to be God. Hence the readiness
with which the Gentiles received the
knowledge of the true
God, repented
toward him, and beheved in the Christ.
I~ is well known, (the reader will pardon
the comparison,) how zealously_ many sec-

tarians of our day worship Gud. These
men worship what they conceive to be God;
but they have need of a real metanoia, repentance, change of their mode of thought
and feeling toward God. \Vhen they are
induced to hear the oracles of God, and can
understand them, then their knowledge of
God is enlarged, their modes of thought
and.feeling are changed, and they believe
in ~he Christ.* whom th'e Apostles preached,
and find great joy from such repentance and
faith.
Preaching should be adapted to the condition of men. If we meet with those who
do not believe in God, then, we must argue
the existence of God, that such may believe; when 'such men believe, repentanee
toward God follows; we then pt:esent Jesus
crucified, as the sacrifice which takes away
their sins.
I will conclude this article with saying
that in Acts xx: 21, there i~ an arrangement of tbe Greek wards which will, in my
estimation, justify the following translation:
The re;Jentance that leads to God, and faith
that leads to our Lord J eSIiSChrist. And
this will be obvious, when-we consider, that
metanoia existed as a Greek word, and in
that language, meant after thought, change
of mind, purpose, but was not, by any means,
confined to things religious
In the New
Testament its .sense is fixed uualterably
and its application is to things religious.The reaMr of the Greek will notice the
position of the article:-ten
eis /Un theo,~
metunoianj
literally-the
toward God
repentance, which is called the attributive
construction, and is very emphatic. ThJ
change of the mode of thought and feeling
in man, leads to God. lIenee, Metanoia,
being thus fixed in meaning, must express
that change which is thorough, lasting and
effective.
DIOS ANDROS.
-'There are many' Christ's im~gillorl by me~.
true Christ is the UlJrist vf apostd,c history.
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ies were enabled to work righteousness, obtain promises, stop the mouths of lions,
queneh the violence of fire, escape the edge
of the sword, gain strength in weakness,
FAIJH AND INFIDELITY,
- become valiant in fight, and put to flight the
NUMBER
TWO.
armies of the aliens. Hebrews xi.
It is evident then, as Sir Humphrey Da- .
Formalism.
vy well remarks, that "fai~h is one of the
"Having n formof godliness,but denyingthopower greatest and best gifts that God has ever
thereof," 11 Timothy,iii: 5.
bestowed on man." As a means of enjoy,The subject ormy last eSS:1Y,as my re~d- ment, nothing else will compare wit~ it, It
ers will all remember, was faith;-the faith is the eye of the soul that enables it to pcrof the gO,spel;the faith which. works .by ceive and to appropriate the beauties and
It is
love; which p~rifies the hcart; and which the glories of the spiritual universe.
the ear that fills the soul with the melodies
overcomes the world.
It comes, says Paul, by hearing the word of heaven. It is the taste that gives us a
of God; that is, by and through the careful relish for the bread and the water of eterstudy and critical examination of the testi- nal life. It is the olfactory sense that reo
mony that God has giv!ln to mankind, in gales us with the sweet oders of Paradise.
his Holy Oracles, concerning his only and It is the spiritual touch that brin¥s us into
well-beloved Son. And hence, as I endeav- direct contact with the invisible world; that
ored t.o show in my first article, it always fills the heart with peace, and love, and joy;
begins with the understanding. Afterwards, that brings us into the enjoyment of a
it reaches and pcrmeates the heart; and whole universe of pleasure that lies far away
through the heart, it influences and controls beyond the regions of mortal sense. And it
the will. And thus i~ is, that it finally is, in a word, as Paul testifies, the substance
brings our whole persons, with all their at- or foundation of all our hopes, and the detributes and accidents under the dominion monstrati0n and realization of things that
and government of our blessed and adorable are unseen. ·Hebrews xi. 1.
N a wonder than, that infidelity is everyRedeemer.
And hence it is, that the faith of the where regarded and represented in the Bigospel always implies the oheJlcnce of the ble, a~ one of thc greatest evils that can
gJspel. "tVhen Paul says, fur exallJpie, that p05~ibly befall any man. True indeed, it is
It is the mere absence of
the gospel is the power of God for salvation a mere !legation.
to everyone that believes it; he' does not faith; just as darkness is the absence of
mean ,to say that it is the power of God for light; and just as cold is the absence of beat.
salvation to everyone that merely yields But nevertheless, it has, on everyone that
an intellectual assent to tb'e truth of the is subject to it, a very positive inflnence for
proposition, that Jesus of Nazareth is the evil. It deprives thc soul of all the happiMessiah, the Son of the liviug God. Nay ness that faith imparts to it; and finally, it
verily: for he says afterwards, in the same consigns both soul and body to tbe. blackletter, thilt it is with the heart that man 'be- ness of darkness forever and ever.
It is not, however, as some seem to SYplieves unto righteousness.
Romans x, 10.
And in his letter to the Hebrcws, he says, pose, a fixed and definite negation. Like
that it was by and through this ever active, its prototype darkness, it bas every possible
vivifying, and fruit-bearing principle, that grade and shade of intensity, from the first
Noah was moved to build an ark for the decline of faith in its full-orbed glory and
saving of his house; that Abraham was in- splendor, to its absolute extinction in the
duced to oft'er his son Isaac upon the alter; human soul. And hence it is, tbat it is so
aDd that many of the other ancicnt worth- very difficult to describe Ihis Chamleon' Cl
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Proteus-like
negation; to enumerate and Formalism is not now confined to the Cath.
classify its phases; and to treat of it witl: o)ics. It exists to a most alarming extent'
Indeed it
any degree of logical precision and accura- among all classes of Protestants.
cy. And indeed it is not often necessary to would be difficult to give a more perfect disdo this. 'The best way to remove darkness scription of modern Christendom, than the
from a room, is to fiJI it with light. And apostle has given in this short paragraph.
the best way to remove all infid~ity from These are certainly perilous times. There
the soul, is to fill it with faith which comes is also now a great amount of selfishness in
to us through the multiplied evidences of the church, and COVf'tousness. Many who
prefess to be the followers of Jesus, are
God's love.
But sometimes there is an advantage III "boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient
looking at the negation, as well as at the to parents, unthankful, unholy, without napositive side of a question. And there are tural afrection, truce-breakers, fal;e accucertianly some prominent features and SOl'S,incontinent, fierce, dispirers of those
forms of infidelity which all persons should that are good, traitors, heady, high-minded
endeavor to understand.
If a knowledge lovers of pleasure more than lovers of God;
of them does not serve directly to promote baving a form of godliness but denying the
a,nd to increase our happiness; j.t may do so power thereof."
.But wherever Formalism exists,whcther
indirectly, by guarding us against the
snares and vices into which tlley are ever among Jews or Gentiles, Catholics or
prone to betray the unwary. If it does not Protestants, it alwrys proceeds from one
fill the soul with the joys of the redeemed, and the same cause; it may always be
it may at least help to save it from the ago- traced back to one and the same source.
nies of the damned. To the very brief con- It is, in all cases a compromise between
sideration, then, if some of the most prom- conflicting principles; between the natural
inent and popular forms of infidelity, J now tendency of the soul to worship God, anJ
alienation of the heart
respectfully invite the attention and consid- the preternatural
from
m.
The
fact is manifest, that
eration of my readers.
The first of these is that to which the mankind will worship something; and it
apostle refers.in our introductory quotation is, mOl'eover, just as manifest, that they
from his second letter to Timothy. It is will worship this real or imaginary divincommonly called Formalism; and as its ity, whatever it may be, under Rome
name implies, it consists in having the mere material form or through some material
Such is man's nature, and such
form of godliness without its power. It is medium.
But under the fnll blaze
the body of religion, or rather, it is its is his history.
men are almost comlifeless carc~ss without its soul. It is a di- of Christianity,
pelled to assent to the claims of its evisease of the h'eart.
As a form of infidelity, it is peculiar to dence. They concede that it is from God;
nO time or place. Wherever true religion and many are constrained to accept and
But the
has prevailed, there Formalism has to some to adopt its form of worship.
extent prevailed also·. 'The ancient Hebrews misfortune is that in many cases, their
were often charged with it, Isaiah i. 10-15, hearts are not in it. Their &pirits do not
and xxix. 13-14, so too were the Pharisees. lay hold of it, and appropri~~te it as a
Matt. xxiii. 23-28. But it is in the Church means of union, communion, and fellowof Rome, that Formalism has receind its ship with God, through Christ. Like the
ancient Israelites, many of us are still
fullest and most complete devclopemcnt.And it is 'probable, that it is to this phase prone to worship God with our lips, while
of it, that Paul particularly alludes in his our 11"eartsare far from him. Isaiah xxix:
to Timothy. ii. Tim. iii. 1-5. But be this 13,14.
And hence it is 'evident that Formalas it may, one thing is very certain, that
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wherever found, is utterly
, ism,
'We might. as well attempt to

worthless,
satisfy the
appetite, and to su pply the wants of t.he
body, with the mere pictures or shadows
of bread and water, as to satisfy the desires of the soul with the empty fiwms
and ceremonies of any system of religion,
So teaches the Holy Bible. Isaiah i: 1015. John iv: 24. So teaches all sound
philosr,phy,
and so teaches all human
experience.
Indeed a merely formd profession of
religion is always worse than useless. I
know of no cOlJdition that is so much to
be dreaded l)S that of the formalist, as
that of tbe man who is nominally alive
in the chur<;h, but who is really dead in
spirit,
it is bad enough to go down
into perdition under any circumstances;
even amidst the en-aI's and darkness of
heathen super:;tition,
But to hear the
awful anathema, "Depart ye cursed into
everlasting
fire," after we have been
baptised into the sacred name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy
Spirit, after we' have had our names inscribed on the ro]]s of the eh urch, and
been allowed to participate
in ..all hel'
rites and ordinan<;es,-this,
it seems to'
me, is the vcry consummation of human
woe! 0 wretched state of deep despair,
how can anyone endure it!
The very thought of such a "tate
seems to us dreadful and honible in the
extreme.
But it is rendered doubly so,
from the reflection that many of 11S will,
in aJI probability, have to endure it, unless we amend our lives, My dear hrother
I ought not to conceal from you the can·
viction, that I fear for you, and that I fcar
for you my dear sister. Indeed I fear fol'
myself. 0, brethren, "ivbat a contrast
there is between the cold and heartless
formality of our lives, and the standard
of piety and practical godliness that is
required by the Holy Scriptures!
But let us not be discouraged.
God
our ~'ather loves us and pities us' Christ,
our elder Brother, bas died for us, nay
more, he Iives for us; aud he has sent his
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Holy Spirit to comfort us, and to help our
infirmities.
We have, moreover,
the
blessed Bible to guide Ul:!. And all that is
now necessary, and that is now required
of us, is, that we giv~ up our hearts to
God; thqt we be united to Christ; that we
believe itt him, and love him and servo
him with all our heat'ts, and with all our
souls, anri with all our strength, and with
all our understanding.
Let us do this, and then all will be well.
For, then, indeed we can'say with Paul,
that all things m;e ours, whether Puul, 01'
Appollos, or Cephas, or the world, or life,
or d~ath, or things pt-esent, or things to
come, all are ours, and we are Cbrist's,
and Christ is God's. Then, indeed, life
with all its cares and labors will be but a
pleasure to us; ,and death itsclf will be
but a calm sleep, a state of sweet repose,
from wliich we will ·finally wake up to·
partake of the joys, and honors, and
pleasures of God's everlasting kingdom.
Then, there is rest for the weary soul;
then, there is flliness of joy; and then,
there are pleasures for evermore.
R. :M:ILLlGAN.
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RELATION OF REPENTANCE AND
FAITH.
1. Romans ii: 4, we find th~ following:
"Or despisest the riches of-his goodness,
and 'forbearance,
and long·suffering; not
knowing that the goodness of God leadeth
thee to repentance."
This passage, we have
already introduced, to show that tbe goodLlessof God could not lead to l'epentance,
unless men believed in the goodness of God.
.The goodness of God certainly dtd nut lead
any man to repentance, or tu any other act
of obedience, who did not belieye.· The
passage, 2 Corinthians, xii: 21, sheds no
light on the subject. The same is true of
2 Corinthians vii: 9. But the expression'
2 Corinthians vii: 10, has a bearing on the
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question, ,. For Godly sorrow ,worketh been more successful. Let us try wherepentance
not to be repented, of.- ther we can see through this bundle of
We should be pleased- to know how mist.
L Can any man fail to see that repenGodly sorrow worlced
repentance before
tance
before faith, is repentance without
faith or without faith! Who ever knew
f.lith?
Is not the inference correct then,
any man to have Godly sorrow sufficient
that
every
thing else is withvutO faith; that
to lead to repentance, or to work repentance,
is
not
preceded
by faith?" or, to express it
before faith, or without faith?
forwards
instead
of backwards; is not every
II. The remaiuing twelve passages, where
thing
else
without
faith; that is befm'e faith?
we find metanoio, are all 'in Revelations, and
If
repentance
is
bejore
faith, is it not withllhed no light on the question in hand. The
ant
faith?
If
anything
is self.evidently
remaining places where metanoia found is
are 2 Timothy ii: 25; Hebrews vi: ]; verse true, it is that repentance befm'e faith, is
6; xii: 17; 2 Peter iii: 9, and shedding no repentance without faith., There is no such
auditional light on our que~tion. We have thing as covering this with a long parade of
thus completed our induction of all that is words. Any man can see it.
2. Noone thing that sinful man can do
~aid about repentance, in the New Testais
more pleasing to God than to repent. If
ment, and find no instance of repentance
he
can do this before faith, or without faith,
actually occurring before faith, or where
he
can please God befor faith, or without
there was no faith. Instead of repentance,
faith.
in the process of the sinuer turning to God,
3. As to any sanction, or endorsement of
as the regular rule, occurring before faith,
we can find no instance of its existence at all that old veteran, "Faith alone," we do not
before faith, or in any person who was not see it, in any positiorl we have taken. No
a believer. Let him o'Ontrovert this who faith can save, or just,iry, that does not lead
to repen tance, or indeed, to a full submiscan.
III. We now proceed to notice Bro. Van sion to the Savior. '1'he faith alone proDake's essay, No.6, commencing on page nounced, "dead," is not the faith preceding
19 of his pamphlet.
He says, "Because repentance, and leading to repentance, but
'without faith it is impossibh to please God,' the faith of the man maintaining that he
it has been inferred, with much assurance, can be saved by his faith without obedithat faith is before repentance, or any other ence to the Lord. The only evidence we
compliance with Divine requisition.
The know t.hat faith is strong enough to save, or
inference rests upon the hypothesis, that to be acceptable to God, is when it is strong
everything else is without faith, that is not enough to lead to repentance and full subSo long
preceded by faith; and it assumes, that faith mission to Christ in everything.
IIlone,' is pleasing'to
God; for, if we can 's faith remains alone the subject is not
not please God by 'fi1ith alone,' then, we justified, but when it leads to a compliance
can not please God without sumething else with the gospel, the man is justified. No
beside faith, and then the logic of the in· man can be justified by faith, so long as
ference above, places that something else, faith remains alone. The best faith in the
,whatever it may be, before faith; and how world, and the faith by which man is justimany things that logic will require us to fied, brings him to no justification, till it
conclude antecedent to all other things, is first brings him to repentance, confession
not requisite just now to enumerate.'!
We and immersion. Still, a man can no more
suppose our worthy brother was aiming to repent without the faith, or before he has it,
express himself clearly and to remove all than he can be immersed and pardoned beambiguity. But had he been aiming to fore, or without faith. This position do~s
bury the argument in a bundle of words, not, therefore, "assume that 'faith alone' is
we can not conceive how he could have pleasing to God.': No faith pleases God
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that does not move man to acts of obedience, and the faith that does move to acts
of obedience, is not faith alone.
Bro. Van Dake admits that repentance
can not exist without faith, though ·he maintains that repentance precedes faith and
causes it; yet, in point of time, there is no
precedence. This is coming as near right
as possible anll not be right. There are
but two errors in this:
1. That repentance is first.
2. That repentance is the cause of
faith.
These are both errors in teaching, but
can not be in practice.
No matter how
long, how zealously and ably a man preacbes
that repentance precedes faith, he never can
cause repentance, in.. a 'single instance, to
occur before faith. In the same way, he
may, till the day,pf his death, preach that
repentance is the cause of f~ith, but be
never can make it cause faith in a single
instance. To invert cause and effect is a
natural impossibility and one of the great·
est absurdities.
At the close of Article No.6, Bro. Van
Dake blends faith and repentance together,
making bot.h the same thing. He says,
"Repent,-repent
of your disobedience to
G:od,-your sin in rejecting Jesus Christ,
·whom he sent; change your mind from the
rejection to the reception of the Messiah,from unbelief to fai h." ·What.is it to
"change your mind from the rejection to
the reception of the Messiah-from
unbelief to faith?" Is't
anything more than
simply to believe? Certainly not. Is that
what the command to repent means? . If it
is, the command to repent, means believe,
and the command to believe, is repent.
This makes believe and repent the precise
same thing. It is 'simply to' change the
mind from unbelief to faith, which is simply, when properly expressed, to believe.
According to this, the expression, "Repent
and believe the gospel," means "change
your minds from unbelief to faith," which
is simply to believe, and believe the go~peL"
This is jumbling and mixing, but certainly
explaining nothing. It puts us in mind of
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the 'doctor, who was inquired of, what he
did, with all kinds of remnants of medicine; when he replied, that he put them all
together in one jar. The question was then
put to him, what be did with this mixture
of ali kinds of medicine. He replied that
he occa'\ionally found a patient and could
not tell what the ailment was. In a case of
that kind, be said he used medicine from
the jar containing all kinds, and he was
certain to kit the disease. In the same way,
Bro. Van Dake mixes faith and repentance
till repentance is faith, and faith is repentance. His repentance is simply to ohange
tbe mind from unbelief, to belief', which is
to become a believer, or to believe. Seeing,
then, that faith is repentance, and repentance is faith, we may easily understand
Bro.·Van Dake, when he says, "repentance
and faith are inseparable," and maintains
that the one can not exist without the other.
Certainly if to repent, is to "change from
unbelief to faith," a 'man cannot believe
before he repents, or repent before he belie'l'es, for then, to repent is to believe, and
t.o believe is to repent.. If there is anything
intelligible in this we can not understand it.
But there is nothing in it. It is not true,
however. No two things are more distinct
in the New Testament than faith and repentance, in both Greek and English. .The
conviction of the mind, that Jesus is the
Christ., the Son of God,. is faith, and not
only faith, hut the faith of the New Testament; and to call this repentance, is an
utter disregard of tbe meaning of words.
'Repentance, to say tha least·of it, must contain a resolve to turn to God-to
cease to
do evil and learn to do well. This is not
faith, nor the act of changing the mind
from un belief to beli'ef, but a man is led
to thus resolve by faith. Believing tbat
Jesus is the Christ the Son of God-that all
authority in heaven and earth is given to
him,' the man is ready to receive the
command to "all men everywhere to reo
pent."
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HOW TO EVANGELIZE.
There are some egregious blunders com·
mitted in the attempt to evangelize the
world and build up Churches. The firSt
radical defect consists in the fact that we
are too much inclined to de8pise humble in·
strumentalities, and leave untouched those
small means which God in his providence
has placed at our disposal. And in pursuance of this very transgression, in our attempt to exalt ourselves, God is abasing us.
We have comparatively few Churches in
large places. Our Missionary Boards have,
at sundry ~imes and in divers manners,
made attempts at revolution in centers of
power and influence. Pr~achers of acknowledged ability, and of commanding
talents, and of brill iant powers, have been
furnished those places. Abundance
of
means "and money has been lavished upon
our clerical genii to spur them on. The
pulpit performance has been splendid. In
their oratorical flights they have leaped to
heaven and stormed down to hell. They
have dipped, they have plunged, they have
swooped. 'I'hcy have gravitated, tl1ey have
oscillated, they have undulated.
Coruscations flew up in ail directions; scintillations
were struck off at every gilded point. The
preachers may have been prepossessing, it
may be, attractive in style, graceful in manner, convin'cing in logic, anrI overwhelming
in Scriptnre knowl~dge.
But their long
range overshot the gap,ing mass below.-'What were they firing at? Do you see in
the haziness of the dim distauce that long
troop of "bulls and bears," stocks and dividends, rents and interest, wealth and arise
tocracy, fame and fashion? That's what's
the matter. The gospel has been preached,
but invested with so much of human
drapery as to disfigure the very object
sought to be made lovely and attractive.
At those meetings a sensation is produced;
the meeting is a "suocess;" the multitude
have gone off wondering; the pageantry of
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the dissol viog scenes has awed a few of the
"baser sort" into obedience; the clerical
genius leaves the pulpit, (oot the pcople)
and sails for another port; his dignified and
prudential patrons of the higher sort steal
back to their homes of comfort and con·
geniality, and in luxurious ease wonder
what's the matter! The fact is that these
big (sensation) meetings, in big places, by
big preachers, are pitched at such a high
key, that unless thcse sopranic preachers
are continued right along, so as to play upon the silver cords of the golden hearts of
the picked populace, every subsequent tune
on the minor key, by minor men of the
baritone, proves an inevitable failure, And
suppose you get up a Church.by these inflated means of artifical heat, a Church composed of picked men, you get up a carnal
institution of "pride, fulness of bread, and
abundance of idleness," spiced off with just
a~ much of the poor man's gospel as to give
it the semblance of home and heaven.
•
But if you want to build a Church for
the people permanently and profitably, in a
large place or in a small place, send a
working man there-one
that moves in'
society and through. the world, around all
corners and at all points; one that speaks
to every man, and labors for every man,
gentle toward all men, and patient under all
abuses: one that understands the logic' of
prepositions.
My specific would be to
cho(,se a man with a large heart, of simple
but cultivated manners, full of energy and
fire, (not hell fire,) more remarkable for
kindness of heart than for sparkling wit,
and more admired for his geniality
of
temperament than" idolized for his placid
profundities.
Place him right down among
the people. Let him shove out to the extreme limit of fallen humanity, and make
that the base of his operations, which in
turn also will soon become the basis of sup'
plies; and let him give the people the Bible,
educate them, elevate them, free them by
the truth of God, and spiritualize them; and
by this mcans your missionary can wedge
himself through every circle of society, until he reaches even the power behind the
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throne.
I would note here, in passing,
that while It is an axiomatic truth that individual reformation
is centrifugal-proceeding [l'om the heart, it would seem that
the reformation of the crude mass is centripetal-moving
by concentric circles toward
the heart.
And this idea is further intensified and illustrated
by the parable of the
King's son who made a feast.
The invitation was thrown out to the lords, then' to'
merchants
and
stockholders,
then
to
fashionable
people and pleasure-seekers,
and last of all to straglerswandering
among
hedges and on the high-way.
Here among
the rustics the work of revolution
began,
and by gradual paces, counter-marched
the
same road,. until it leaped into the very
palace of Cresol' himself'. _ This walking

men there; he will preach small sermons upon
the corners of the streets, and avoid all questlOns that gender strife; he will ~peak kind
and gentle words to passing boys and girls,
and make them the objects of his solicitude; he will carry food to the sick and suffering in the poor man's house, and point
out to philanthropists
the humble huts of
the widows and fatherless;
and delight to
,. strengthen
the hands of the poor and
needy"; and to lift up the desponding
and
give them assurance of a brighter day; and
to inspire hope and courage in the fearful,
and tell the timid they may be men; he will
correct the erring, a'nd rebuke the ungodly,
and speaking the truth in love, will indicate
the ways of peace and pardon, and weep
with those who weep and mourn with those

out where there is plenty of room is what who mourn.
.
gives leverage to the Church.
Arehimides,
' If, with all 'these indispensable
poweT~
o~ ancient
renown, boasted to his friends and qualifications"
he can weave in tlle
that if he could find space enough for a graces ana accomplishments
of oratory, and
"lever he could tilt over the earth.
If the embel'ish
by a knowledge
of science and
missionary will take the Bible for his lever, history, so much the better.
But he must
and the hearts of the people for his fulcrum,
know that after having delivered a thousand
he will soon find ample space wherein to of the most diversified
and brilliant
disheave up the elements of the moral world courses, he must still preach a tbousand
and of the social fabric.
Let this mission- more little ones to people in their own little
ary make himself
an example
of good hom~s, and explain, and illustrate
and enworks, and fidelity, of self-denial and cour· fOlce there, around the humble hearthstone,
age, and besides
the conversion
of the and find access 'to hearts, in a way and style,
"baser sort," many of tIle "noble" born and that with all his pulpit tactics and flourbred will follow in the wake,
The light of ishes, he can never attain to on the public
the sun desccnds to tbe lower earth beforc rostrnm.
Just at this point is where scores
it is reflected, and blesses mankind
in a of preachers fail.
They study bouks morc
material point of view.
So too the ligM of than men;
search into ancient lore more
the sun of righteousness must pass through
thau into the hcarts ot the people;
scan
a refracting
medium, and descend. to the poetry more than the passing events of the
lowest circles of socil'ty, bef0re God willi day; visit palaces of arts oftener than the
choo~e to reflect his image and bless man.l" cheerless hut of poverty;n
seek the scenes
kind in a spiritual point of view.
lof hilarity more than the bedsides of the
I will tell you in advance what a true \siCk and the dying.
missionary man will do. He will get ac-,
Let our missionary
boards sustain the
quainted with·the people, and bring himself kind of a missionary,
already suggested, in
down on a parallel with their understand
one place, for one year, and, if within tha'
ings. 'lIe will notice all castes of society, time, he has moved society one peg from
as becomes an humble Christian gentlcman,
bigotry, prejudice
and tradition,
and his
H~ will talk with tne poor man in his round power has at all been felt, retain llim anoof daily toil; he will obtrude himself into ther year.
At the close of the second year
the shop~ of mechanics
and find business you will note the'visible
fruits of his la-
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bor~, probably Dot large, but large· enough
to warrant the continuance of another year's
toil and sacrifice. At the expiration of that
time you may see a church, small it may be,
but the nucleus of what may become, by
culture and development, the radiating center of power and influence. We have labored hard, but with an ill-directed zeal. We
have had spasms enough. Our efforts, it
must be confessed, have been too spasmodic-too mercurial-too
hurried and precipitate.
~o secure permanent g'ood, requires a slow growth and a gradual development.
But as I have already dwelt upon this
topic in a previous article, I will here to
close for the present.
JOHN

F.

ROWE.

--_

.......•...._.--

'A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION.
THE CONVERTING POWER.

We have commenced a regular induction' of all the pasflages containing accounts of conversions in the New Testament, after the reign of Christ was .fully
inaugurated, for the purpose of ascertaining precitlely what the power was and how
it was putjorlh, that convert.ed the people,
or turned them to the Lord in the time of
the apostles.
We have' found that the
act of turning,
the people performed
themselves.
Thcy were c?mmanded to
turn to the Lord. They turned to the Lord.
But we are inquiring what that power was
and how it was exercised ttat induced
them to }urn to the Lord. In our examinations, we had proeeeded as far as the
tenth chapter of Acts, and, in every instance, found the preacher and tpe gospel
present, effective agencies, operating on
the minds of the people, to induce them
to turn to the Lord.
But, in not a single
instanne, have we found an aeeollnt 'of any
direct power, or influence from heaven, of
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the Spirit, or of any other sort, exerte,d
upon the heartl to 'turn the people to the
IJord. Shall we, then, ascribe their turn.
ing to a power known to have been present and operating, as the preacher and
the word, or to some power not known to·
have been present at all? We find an
account of the preacher and the word
always being present, but no account of
any direct or immediate power, or influ;
ence, being present.
Shall we ascribe
their turning
to an agency explicitly
stated to l~ave been present, or to an
agency not said or known to have been
present at all?
I. Acts xii: 24, we have the following:
"But the word of God grew and multi.
plied."
In this singular expression, the
extension, spread and Rrowth of the work
of the Lord is ascribed to the word. The
word occupied such a conspicuous place
in the work of the Lord, thit the word is
said to grow and be multipl:ed, when, liter;
ally, the work had extended widely in the
land. Where did the work-ever grow, or
extend, where the word of the Lord was
not present?
II. Acts xiii: 48, we find the follo~ing:
"And wben the Gentiles heard this, .they
were glad, and glorified the word of the
Lord; and as many as determined for
eternal life believed.
And the word of
the Lord was published throughout
all
the region."
How different this from an
account of a modern "revival ofreligion!"
Not a word in this truly cvangelical account of the prosperity of the cause, of
any "direct converting powe "01' "regeneration by the Holy Ghost."
Not a word
about "sending down converting power."
Bul they "glorified the word oft,he Lord."
They" did not glorify the word of the Lord,
by calling it a dead letter, or by denying
that it contained rower to convert a sin~
ner, nor yet by declaring that they must
have some direct power, or influence of
the Spirilt, to quicken the sinner, open his
eyes and enable him to believe. Nor did
they glorify the word of the Lord, by
maintaining that it must be quickoned by
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Bome direct influence of the Spirit, before cause these are additions to Christianity.
men could believe it. But when the To be a Presbyterian, Methodist or BapJews would not hear the word, but har- tist, is something more, or different from
d~ned their hearts an,d turned away their being a Christian.
Preaching the gospel,
oears, thus sh9wing themselves unworthy no more, no less, simply converts to
oof eternal life, the Gentiles entreated the Christ, makes the disciple of Christ, °the
apostle that the words he had just uttered Christian; no more, no less. To make
to them might be preached to them the the Presbyterian,
Methodist, or Baptist,
next Sabbath day. Accordingly, the in addition to being a Christian, the
next Sabbath almost the wht>le city came preacher Illust have some power, in additogether, to hear the word of God. Paul' tion to the word of the Lord. He must,
a,nd Silas then became bold, and said, It in his preaching, add Presbyterianism,
was necessary that the word of God Methodism, or Baptistism.
We admit,
should first be spoken to you; (Lhe Jews) most cheerfully, that preaching simply
but seeing you hav-e put it from you and the pure gospel of the grace of God, no
thus decided yourselves unworthy
of more, no less, nothing added, nothing
l:lternallife, 10, we turn to the Gentiles. taken from it, never did and never can
When the Gentiles heard this they were ma.ke a Presbyterian, Methodist or Bapglad, and glorified the word of the Lord, tist. There must be some power, in adand as,many as determined, or disposed dition to the word of the Lord-the
gosthemselves for eternal life, believed.
pel. But the gospel, simply the gospel of
We invite the special ,attention of the Christ, no more, no less, is the power of
reader to the prominence given to the God to salvation to every one who believes.
word of the Lord, by the sacred historians It tB not simply, power of God or a power
and to the preaching of the word. The of God, but the power of God for salvaword was preached. The apostle says, It tion to everyone who believes, both to
was necessary that the word of God should the Jew and also to the Greek, the preachbe spoken, and they glorified the word of ing of the cross to them who are saved,
the Lord. The only reason why "the is the wisdom of God and the power of
word of the Lord" does not figure in the God. This is the reason they glorified
modern accounts of conversions, is that it the word of the Lord.
Where the serodoes not thus figure in the conversions va11tsof Christ went preaching the word
·themselves. In many cases, the word a persons were turned to the Lord, and DO
the Lord has nothing to do with the can· where else. There was DO power, then,
versions. Hence they are not converted and there is none now, turning men to the
to the Lord, nor to the teaching of the Lord without the word, or where the
apostles, but to systems not in existence word is not pl'eached.
ofor ages after Christianity
was born.
III. Acts xiv: 1, we find the following:
Where the word of the Lord is preached, "And it came to pass in Iconium, that
or, whi~h is the same, the gospel, those they went both (Paul and Barnabas) into
turned to God, are simply converted.. to the synagogue of the Jews, and so spake,
Christ-made
Christians, discipl~s of that a great multitude, both of the J eW8
Christ-saints-no
more, no less, nothing and also of the Greeks, believed." Verse
else, and before men can be converted to 3rd, we find the following: "Long time,
anything else, some things besides the gos- taereforoe, abode they, speaking boldly in
pel must be preached. Weadmitthatthere
the name of the Lord, who gave testimust be some other power, distivct, seper- many to the word of his grace, and grantate from and in addition to the word of ed signs and wonders to be done by their
God in order to convert a man to PJes- hands." In this latter passage, we have
,
byterianism, Methodism or Baptism, be- the testimony which the Lord l;?aveto His
0

0
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word-the ",signs and .wonders" done by ilar work is not ascribed in the New Testhe hands of the apostles. In the former tament at all.
passage, the believing is ascribed to the
V. Acts xv: 7, we have the following:
preaching, which is the same as ascribing "And when there hztd been much disput.
it to the word. Baul and Barnabas so ing, Peter rose up, and said t9 them, Men
spake that a great multitude believed. and brethren, you know how that a good
The believing· is not ascribed to any direct while ago God made choice among us,
power, or influence, from heaven, quick-' that the Gentiles by mouth should hear
ening the word, or hearers, but to the the word of the gospel, and believe." To
speaking.
'fhey so spake that a great what is the believing ascribed in this
multitude believed. Then, the historian instance? It is certainly to hearing the
follows with an account of their speaking word. The means by which they were
boldly in the name of the Lord, and the made believers, )Vas evidently the means
Lord bearing, witness to the word of his by which they were converted, or turned
grace.
to God. The word was preached to men
In all these instances, we have the that they might believe. They believed
presence of the preacher, the Holy Spirit that which was stated in the word. The
in the preacher, and the word, or the gos- power that induced them to turn was in
pel, spoken through the 'preacher. Or, to that which they believed. It was a
set out the matter in full, God, in every power that operated on their minds, their
instance, ~pokc to them, through Christ, understandings,
that induced them to
by the apostl.es and the Holy Spirit in turn. No matter how many providential
them. The man, w:ho believed the word circumstances· have operated, on any oc.
spoken, believed God, Christ, the Holy casion, to bring the peaple to. hear .the
. Spirit and the ·apostles, through whom word, to lead t4em to investigate, candid.
the word was spoken, and the man who ly and honestly to consider the power
rejected the word, rejected the apostles, which induces a man to believe ana turn
the Holy Spirit, Christ and God.
to the Lord, is put forth through the word.
IV. The next account we have of Paul Hence, with all the providences, most
and Barnabas, in their introduction into favorable surroundings and affecting cirLystra and Derbe, cities of Lycaonia, and cumstances, where the word of the gospel
to the region lying round about. The does not come, men do not believe and turn to
historian sets out the power brought to the Lord.
No providences, direct power
bear upon the people there, to turn them or influence of the S'pirit, or any means~
to the Lord, in one brief. line, as follows: ever makes a believer, or turns one soul
"And there they preached the gospeL" to the Lord, where the word of the Lord
See Acts xiv.: 7. Here, also, a miracle does not go. This is the reason why th
was done, in healing the man impotent in Lord sent the apostles to preach the gos.
his feet, which arrested the attention of pel to every creature, the reason· why the
tile people and gave Paul an opportunity first disciples, when dispersed abroad
to preach to them, and· for which they 'Went everywhere preaching the word.
remunerated him by stoning him till they This is the reason why tho word of the
thought he :vas dead. The apostle, with Lord should be circulated by missionaries,
Barnabas,' returned to Derbe, preached the Bible societies, periodicals, tracts, books
gospel to that city and taught many. and every other
imaginable
means
Whatever effect was produced, must be throughout the whole world. But if the
. ascribed to the power known to be pre- converting power, or influence, comes
sent, and to which a similar work is else- directly from God, enters the human
where 'ascribed, not to an agency not heart, quickens man, makes him a beknown to be preseut and to which a sim· liever and turns him to the Lord, we-
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have no use for all these expensive instrumentalities.
We stand, therefore, on
the only consistent missionary ground
and must in the nature of the case be
(t

missionary people.

_.-

not executed speedily, their hearts are fully
Bet in them to do evil. Some of them seem
to imagine th,at there is rer.lly no such
thing as a moral government over the
universe. 'fhey suppose that every thing
happens merely as a' matter of chance or accid,ent. Others seem-to admit the existence
of God's moral government.
But then they
allege, that its administration is altogether
uncertain and capricious. They seem to
think indeed that it is a matter purely
arbitrary with God, whether he should

FAITH AND' INFIDELITY •••-NO. III. punish anyone;

or whether he should permit all transgressions of his law topass with
impunity.
Others, again, suppose that God
INDIFFERENTISM.
is so very kind, merciful and benevolent,
"Because sentence against an evil work is not
execnted speedily, thereupon the heart of tb.e sons of that he will surely make all his creatures
men, is fully set in them to do evV. Eccl. viii: ..2.
happy in some way.
There is in the natural world, or under
The tendency of all such theories and
the physical government of God, a very speculations is very obvious. Though difclose connection between cause and effect: fering much in their detail~, they all lead to
between the transgression of a law, and the the same ruinous consequenc~s. They all
infliction of the penalty that God has con· serve to weaken, if not indeed to destroy
nected with it, and that he has made con- our sense of responsibility. to God; and, of
sequent upon it. No man can thrust his course, to make us indifferent to the claims
hand into the fire, and not be burned in- of the Divine government.
stant~.
Noone can project himself from
This then is the second stage or form of
a lofty eminence, under the influence of infidelity, to which I wisli to call the attengravitation, without being at once dashed tion of my readers. The first, as I exinto pieces.
plaiLed.it in my second article, is called
But under the present administration of Formalism. It consists in a form of godliGod's moral government, the case is some- ness, without its power. But 'the species
what different. Here, the penalty is often, of infidelity, now under consideration, has
in a great measure, suspended for a time. neither the form nor the power of godliness.
And hence it is that the liar, the thief, the It consists, as I have said, in the denial of
profane swearer, and even the murderer, 'man's responsibility; and in the consequent
ay escape the full measure of their indifference which all whf) are. under its indesert, for weeks, and months, and years fluence show with respect to the claims of
together.
the Divine government.
And hence for the
This is no doubt a most benevolent ar- sake of distinction, we shall call it Indifrangement.
Indeed it is the only arrange-I ferentism.
.
ment that is possible under our present
This is perhaps the most common form
state of probation. God is now long-suffer- and species of infidelity kno.wn in this
ing; not being willing that any should country. It is not like Formalism, con·
perish, but that all should be brought to fine'd to professors of religion; nor like
reformation. ,But like every other Divine Atheism, is it limited to non-professors.blessing, this forbearance of God has been On the contrary, it pervades, more or less,
misconstrued and misinterpreted by thous- all classes of Iioeiety. It is owing t!>its in8.pds to their own ruin and condemnation. fiuence, for example, that many neglect the
B,ecause sentence against their evil deeds is', comma:ld to search the Scripturesj to be·
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lieve on the Lord Jesus Christ; to repent of as he does, that as many as possible should
their sins; to confess the name of Jesus; and blilbrought to repentance.
But the same
to be baptized into the name of the Father, a)lthority'aLso assures us, that the period of
and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.our pro bation . is limited; and that at its
And it is for the same reason, viz: .the in- close, all men will be strictly and imfiuence of this species of infidelity on the partially judged for the deeds done in the
soul, that a large number of those who body: Romans ii: 1'-16, so that every man
enter the church, give no farther diligence shall finally have to give an account of himto make their calling and their election self to God. Romans xiv: 12.
sure. Most of this latter' class of persons
And hence it follows that the connection
have no intention of rebelling against God. between moral causes and their effects, in
They ne,er expect to hear the anathema, -other parts of God's universe, may be· as
"Depart ye cursed into everlasting fire!' close and as intimate as the connection that
But for the reason assigned, they have be- exists between physical causes and their efcome stupidly and alarmingly indifferent, fects. And this. would seem to be the case
with respect to the one thing needfu,I.
even in our own world, whenever our state
In attempting then to expose the errors of brobation shall have ended.
and sophistries of this species of practical
But after all, the most convIncing and
infidelity, it may, I think, be fairly assumed satisfactory way, of settling this question, is
that the Bible is the Word of G~d. Thts by an appeal to the Divine administration
much is generally conceded by this class of itself. For although, as I have said, it has
skeptics. Their error consists not so much been somewhat modified by the circumin denying the Divine authenticity of the ~tances of man's preternatural condition,
Holy Scriptures, as in practically neglect- there is nevertheless enough in it to prove
ing what is therein contained. Like the beyond the possibility of a doubt, that all
ancient Sadducees, they err in not under- men are held responsible for every thought,
standing the Scriptures, nor the power of and every word, and every action of their
God. And~hence it is, that tl:eir whole lives. And to this source of evidence, I
system, (if indeed views so vague, so therefore now respectfully invite the attenheterogenious, and so discordant, can be tion of my readers.
called a system,) rests on a false assumption.
What then, let me ask, has God done for
They assume, contrary to all evidence, that the punishment of trangressors?
What has
the world is now in its natural and norlllil.l he done to' suppress rebellion; to maintain
condition: that the Divine administration is the honor of his throne and the majesty 01'
the same now that it ever was, and that itlhis government? What has he done by
ever will be. And hence they infer, that way of vindicating the rights of his subjects;
as many escape here the just reward of and for the purpose of promoting peace,
their deeds, so it is probable that ma~ will happiness and prosperity, throughout his
in like manner escape it hereafter.
vast dominions?
This assumption, however, is plainly in
Or perhaps I should" rather speak in the
opposition to both the light of nature and first place of what he has not done. And
the ,evidences of Divine Revelation. Con- judging from his works and from his Word,
scieuce makes no separation between the I presume that my readers will all concede,
crime and its just and merited punishment. that God has never inflicted any unnecesAnd though this is often partially done sary pain or suffering on any of his
under the present administration of God's creatures.
A being, that has .displayed so
moral government, the Bible assures us that much benevolence in all the works of creait is owing entirely to God's forbearance tion and providence, 'and that so loved even
and long-suffering toward mankind in their a rebellious world as to give his own Son
present state of probation; feeling anxious, for its redemption, would certainly inflict
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no unnecessary pain on any thing. And if them from the Fountain of life and happi80, it follows, that whatever penalties men ness; that it has infused the poison of sin
or angels have endured, have resulted from into their whole constitution; that it has
a necessity as profound as the being of affect~d their body, soul and spirit, with ten
Jehovah, and as fixed as the throne of his thousand maledies; that it has laid one
holiness.
hundred and forty generations in the dust
This, then, being conceded, as I presume of death; that it has clothed the Earth with
it will be, by every thoughtful and reflect: mourning, and cursed the very ground from
ing person, I again ask, what has God done which we seek our daily bread. And rein the way of punishing transgressors of member, moreov~r, that it has done all
his law, and for the purpose of showing to this, by simply inducing man to sin; by
the universe that his moral creatures are leading him to disobey bis Maker; to eat
responsible to him for all their actions?
"Of that forbidden tree, whose mortal taste
He has done much-very
much; enough,
Brought death into tbe world, and all our woe."
one would think, to silence all vain speculators; and to secure the most perfect
N ow if one sin, and that too in the estiallege nee fJ;om every man who has an eye mation of most skeptics, quite a venial sin,
to see, an ear to hear, and a heart to under- has done all this,-has
brought all this ruin
stand the revelations of his will. He has upon mankind, under the government and
cast angels out of Heaven and thrust them administration of a just, and'righteous, and
down to Hell. "The angels," Bay~Jude, merciful God, then I ask, 0 sinner, what
"wbo kept not their first estate, but left must be the legitimate and necessary contheir own habitation, he has reserved in sequences of all the sins that anyone of us
everlasting chains, under darkness, unto has committed, unless indeed they be
the judgments of the great day." And wal:lhed away through the efficacy of that
all this, be it remembered, he has done blood which alone can take away our sins!
from the necessities of his own nature You that make a mock of sin; that speak
and government; and with a full appreciation of it as a light and trivial matter, go to .the
of all that these fallen seraphs will have to death-bed of the old, and of the young, and
endure throughout the endless cycles of behold what sin has done. Go into the
eternity.
graveyards and cemeteries of Earth,-go
How then, 0 i,mpenitent sinner, do you among the skeletons and scattered fragexpect to esc::tpe the righteous judgments ments of the dead, and beh01d what sin has
of -God? It God spared not an angel, a done. Lift up the curtain that separates
favourite angel, perhaps at that time' or Earth from Hades; the visible frtm the inrather previous to that time, the archangel, visible; look upon the agolllzing souls of
why do you imagine, 0 rebellious man, that the damned, and behold what sin has done.
you will escape the execution of his just
But 't may be said that much of this is
and righteous vengeance?
the consequence of sin committed before
But perhaps Sata"n whispers to you that the promise was made that the seed of the
you are not an angel but a man: and that to woman should bruise the head of the Serman God has always shown peculiar favor; pent; that we now, however, live under a
and therefore, that after all, you, will not dispensation of peculiar favor and mercy;
surely die.
and consequently, that we' may still
If this is the ground of your hope, then reasonably hope for some other way of
let me remind you that this same arch- escape than through the obedience that the
deceiver made a similar suggestion to our Gospel requires.
first parents in Eden; and that that evil inIf any of my readers are disposed to build
sinuation has. deprived mankind of the on so uncertain a foundation, then let' me
pleasure of Paradise; that it has separated refer you to the history 6f the delugej to
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the overthrow of Sodolll and Gomorrah, and ness. There is now no obstal<le in the way
the other cities of the plain. Let me refer of your obedience; no enemy to terrify YOUj
you to the history of God's chosen peopie; no' persecuting arm to bind you to the
to their punishment iq the wilderness and stake. You have an open Bible; and in it,
in Canaan; to their captivity in Assyria and you have all things pertaining to life a~d
Babylon; to their
subjugation by the godliness. What, then, must of necessity
Romans; to the destruction of their,city and be your portion if you neglect this great
their temple; and to their captivity and op- salvation.
I acknowledge, with thankfulness, that
pression in all nations for the last eighteen
hundred years. Let me remind you of the the Gospel is a dispensation of mercy; that
ruins of Assyria, Babylon, Egypt, Greece, Jesus Christ has by the grace of God tasted
and Rome; and of the woes pronounced by death for every man; that God has set him
our benevolent Redeemer on those cities in forth as a propitiation for our sins to demonwhich most of his mighty works were done, strate his righteousness in passing by the
because they repented not. "W oe," said sins committed, both before and after the
he, "unto thee Chorasin; woe unto thee coming of the Messiah; and also to open up
Bethsaida; for if the mighty works which a new and living way through which God's
have been done in you had been done in mercy might freely flow to penitent sinTyre and Sidon, they would have repented ners.
But while the gift of Jesus Christ is the.
long ago, in sackcloth and ashes. But I
say unto you it will be more tolerable faT fullest exhibition of God's love to the
Tyre and Sidon on the day of judgment world, it is also at the same time the very
than for you. And thou, Capernaum, highest demonstration of his justice, and of
which art exalted unto 'Heaven, shalt be the absolute inflexibility of tha."tlaw which,
brought down to Hell. For if the mighty would he satisfied with a sacrifice of no less
works whiGh have been done in thee, had value. It presents to us a view of the
been done in Sodom, it would have remained majesty, the purity, and the holiness of the
until this day. But I say unto you, that it Divine government which has called forth,
will be more tolerable for the land of Sodom the admiration of angels. It enables us to
in the day of judgment than for you. Matt, understand'why it is that the heavens and
the earth 'should pass away, rather than
xi: 21-24.
This does not sound much like universal that one jot or one tittle of the law should
salvation. This is not a license to continue fail; and why it is that the Gospel is a savor
in sin, because grace has abounded. But of life unto life, or of death unto death, to
it is a very plain illustration of a principle all who hear it, And while it is said, that
that has ever been recognized and adopted Jesus Christ has become the author of
by ail just governments, human and Divine: eternal salvation to all them that obey him;
that wherever much is given, there much we can now <Jomprehend why the Spirit
should add that the same merciful Saviour
should also be required.
What, then, careless and impenitent sin- shall be revealedfrom - Heaven, in flaming'
ner, will be your doom, when all men shall fire, taking vengeance on them that do not'
be judged according to this princ,iple for acknowledge God, and that obey not the
the deeds done in the body? When thein~ Gospel of his grace.
Better, then, 0 careless sinner, that you
habitants of Chorasin, Bethsaida, and
had
never' been born; that you had never
Capernaum, shall be banished with an everheard
of Jesus; that you had lived in some
lasting destruction from the presence of the
dark
recess
of this sin-stained Earth, where
Lord, where will yeu stand. You have enjoyed, it may be, the full evidence of our tbe light of the Sun of Righteousness has
Saviour's mission. You live under the never hone, than that you should live and
full-orbed glory of the Sun of Righteous- die in this land o,f Bibles, neglecting the
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solemn warning,
admonitions, and precepts of the Gospel.
This, then, is a subject in which every
m,an has a deep and abiding personal interest. It is a matter that concerns us all
for time and for eternity. If it does not,
like the known love of God, fill the soul
directly with heavenly peace and holy joy,
it may do so at least indirectly, by restraining us from the commission of many crimes,
that might otherwise lead to our ruin. If
it takes away all hope from the wilfully
and pertinaciously disobedient; it, at the
same time, gives to the humble, consistent,
obedient foHowers oftheLord Jesus Christ,
a pledge of safety and security that never
could be enjoyed under a government that
is carelessly and imperfectly administered.
1'0 all such, it is ali. anchor of the soul, sure
and steadfast.

R.

MILLIGAN.

hither, and I will show thee the bride,
the Lamb's wife. xxi: 9, 10. What partyor sect in Christendom
is the bride of
Christ, the Lamb's ':Vife? If we may believe all of them, is not our Savior a
spiritual bigamist? Let us enumerate his
wives or some of them. There is His
wife. The Greek or Russian Church,There is the bride, the Lamb's wife, the
Church, the Roman Catholic Church.
There is His Armenian Church or wife in
Asia. There is His Lutherian bride, the
Lamb's wife, There are all His Protestant wives, His Episcopal bride.
The
Church, His Presbyterian
bride, His
Methodist bride, and His Baptist wife.
In what a ridiculous
and abominable
light does this place our Savior2 Is he
the husband Of one of these wives?Which is His Scriptural bride? Is he thf)
husband of aU these briaes and many
more? Which of all these brides answers to the Christian Congregation
in
Acts 2? Is he the husband of all these
political establishments?
Is not the capital mistake of t}1ese and all sects, the
substitution of these mel'etricious. sects for

THE PURITANS DISCRIPTION OF DR. the congregation of Jesus Christ
ANTI-CHRIST.
Acts and in the New Testament?
The Puritans of England, in. their reply to the Queen's Commissioners,
say
they considered the Rornish hierarchy as
a system of political and spiritual tyranny, that had justly forfeited the titles and
privileges of a true Church; taey looked
upon its Pontiff as Anti-Christ,
and its
discipline as vain, superstitioqs, idolatrous
and diametrically opposite to the injunctions of the gospel, and in consequence of
this they renounced its communion, and
regarded all approaches to its discipline
and worship as highly dangerous to the
cause of true religion. Mosheim, vol. 3, p.
291. By the testimony of all Protestants
then the Pope tis the Anti-Christ.
John
in the Revelation speaks of the Lamb.'s
wife, not wives, but wife. For the marriage of the L'amb is come, and his wife
has made herself ready.
xix: 7. Come

in the
They
substitute their sects for the Church of
Jesus Christ, exactly as the papists substitute the papacy fur the Church of
Christ.
These Protestant
brides of His
are temporal, worldly and civil institutions, a stl'ange mixture of things secular
and religious, nearly as much so, as is His
Roman
Catholic bride. These
ladies
ought to settle it among themselves
which is the Scriptural bride, the Lamb's
wife. They must see how abominable it
is to 'make our Savior the husband of all
these religious ladies. One of our bard&
has described the above state of things in
the following manner:

Inventions added in a fatal hour,
Human appeudages of pomp and power,
Whatever shines in outward grauduer great,
I give it up-a creature of the state.
Wide of the church as hell from heaven is wide.
The blaze of richea and the glare of pride,
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above all that is cal~ed God, at that is
worshipped.
2 Thessalonians ii: 4. A
fonrth linament in his countenance is

Tile vain desire to be entitled Lord,
The worlJly kingdom, and til~ princely sword.
But should the bold, usurping spirit dare,
Still higher climb, and sit in Moses ehir"
Pow'r o'er my faith and conscience to maintain,
Shall I submit, and suffer it to reign?

foul Idolatry, whence his seat is usually
.

Call it the Cilurcil, and darkness put for light,
Falsehood with truth confound, and wrong with right?
No; I dispute the, evil's haughty claim,
The spirit of the world be still its name
"'h
db
'toIS pure Iy eVl'I,
" a t ever ca IIeyman,
Tis Babel, Anti-Christ,

and Pope and Devil."

,
If the gospel of Christ gave encouragement to such a state of things as this,
who would reject all its pretentions, as a
Diviue scheme with indignation?
What
a pity men will not distinguish between,
the gospel of Christ and its abuses? Between the gospel itself and the additions
that have been made to it by interested

men.
Rome itself scarcely ever had a more
bloody libidinouR and detestable head of
the church than was Henry the Eighth,
the Seefereated Pope of the Church of
England our Saviors English bride. God
who judges the earth will not look upon
such abominations
with indifference.
Such things a~'e indefensible and make
one blush for such things to be called the,
Church of Ohrist. The following things
aL'OAnti-Christian.
1. Religious establishments.
2. All sects are Anti-Christian in their
nature, o'l:igill and tendency.
3. The different orders of clergy are
so many mar~s of the beast.
4. Creeds are Anti Christian.
5. Images are Anti-Christian.
6. Infant baptism is Anti-Cl1ristian.
The leading characteristics
of AntiChrist aro apostacy from the simplicity,
the purity and the humility of the gospel. 2 Thessalonians ii: 3. 1Timothy iv:
1-2. A second mark or feature of AntiChrtst is opposition to Christ, not open as
though he denies Christ, but secret opposition; hence his apostasy is termed the
mystery of iniquity or sin. A third feature which is strongly portrayed on his
face is great pride, he exalts himself

pointed out by the name of harlot and
mother of harlots. 2 Thessalonians ii: 9.
Revclations xiii: 13. 17 chapter. A fifth
and strongly marked feature in his coun .•
..

.

tenance
IS mIracles
and lymg wonders.
,
...'.
.
2 Thessalomans 11: A sIxth feature 1ll
his portrait and character is crulety, vio·
lence, murders, massacres, persecutions,
martyrdoms, butcheri'eS. Lastly the numbel' and mark of the beast is given by
John, Revelations xiii: 16, 17. Apostasy
call never be attributcd to one who never
acknowledged the true God. It is absurd,
therefore, to attribute all / these strange
features to Simon Magus, to Caligula,
to Barchocab. Anti-Christ may, therefore,
,be regarded in his successive stages, as
conceived from the days of the apostles.
Satan was even then preparing his way.
He was born and revealed in the year 606,
under Boniface the third, as growing up
to maturity from that period to the reign
of £enedict IX. and Gregory VII.; from
thence growing to manhood, flourishing in
his prime and vigor to the' period of the
Lutheran Reformation.
Boniface aspired
with great eagerness to the title of universal Bishop, which title Gregory 1. bad so
abhored a&oJ:Joldly
to declare that hc who
calls himself, or desires to be called, D niversal Bishop, was in his pride the fore.
runner of Anti-Christ, and everyone
knows that Gregory VII., called Hilde- .
brand or Hellbrand,\'eached
such a pitch
of audacity, as to say, tnat the Roman
Pontiff alone use the imperial insignia;'
that all princes must kiss the feet of the
Pope ollly; that it was lawful for him to
depose kings; tb~t his opinion ought not
to be controverted by anyone; that he
could absolve the subjects of bad princes
from their allegiance; and that the Roman
Pontiff alone could justly claim the title
of Universal Bishop.
This was in the
seventh century.
He was then an impudent and br~zenfaced youth.
In my
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youth I r~d in my f&therslibI:ary a work
entitled the Trial of Anti-Ohri&t by a Mr.
McGowan, a Baptist minister of London,
author of the Dialogue of Devils. I should
be glad to reperuse this work, and if any
brother can inform me where I can ob.
tain a copy of it 1 should be obliged to
him for such information .. It is a most
instructive
and valuable production.
That was the only copy I ever saw and
that was more than fifty years ago.Substitution and opposition are the two legs

of Anti- Christ.
JACOB OREATH.

•••••

A PLEA FOR THE REFORMATION.
THE CONVERTiNG POWER.

In our previous article, in our regular
induction of all the cases of conversion
in the New Testament, we had proceeded
to Acts xv: chapter. The next case, in
course is Acts xvi: 13-15, the account of
which reads as follows: "And on the
Sabbath we went 'Olit of the city on a
river side, where prayer was wont to be
made, and we sat down and spake to the
women who resorted there. And a certain woman .named Lydia, a seller ofpurpIe, of the city of Thyatyra, who worshipped God, heard us, whose heart the
Lord opened, that slle attended to the
things that were spoken of Paul. And
when she was immersed, and her household, she besought us, saying, If you have
judged me to be faithful to the Lord, come
into my house and abide there."
The
reader will remember that we are passing
through this examination, in search of
the converting power, or the power the
Lord exercises in turning men to God.
The above passage has been quoted more
frequently and relied upon more confidently to sustain the theory of abstract
.and direct converting power, than any

other passage in the New Testament, and,
therefore, demands more special attention.
What then was the influence, or power,
brought to bear, in this case, to turn
Lydia to the Lord?
I. The apostle was present, and his'
agency, or instrumentality was employed.
That is a matter of UIideniable fact.
II. The word of the Lord was spoken.
This is also a matter of fact.
III. It is also a matter of fact, that
Lydia heard what was spoken.
IV .. This word of the Lord, which was
spoken and eard, on this occasion, was
the gospel, the power of God unto salvation to every olle who believes. This is
a truth that is undeniable .
V. It is stated, in the narrative, that
the Lord op,ened Lydia's heart, that she
gave heed, or attended to the things that
were spoken of Paul. There are several
things to be observed in this item, as follows:
1. 'We are not tald how the Lord opened
the heart of Lydia. To say, then, that
her beart was opened by an abstract or
direct inference, is at best to assert a mere
{nefernce, which finds no support in the
case.
2. The only result ascribed to the
opening of her heart, was that sho atterded to the things spoken' by Paul.
The 0pllning of her heart was not conversion, regeneration, or any thing of that
kind, but simply diE;posing her to attend
to the things that were flpoken. The
Lord has a vast variety of means by
which Ho induces, or disposes, in His
providence, persons to attend to the'
thingsspoken by His servants, without
any direct or abstract influence 'of His
Spirit. Thousands of instances occur, in
His providence, that lead persons to attend to the preaching of the word, s~uch
as sickness, loss of friends, loss of property, distress, &c. Again, what we regard
as mere accidents, or incidents, all in the
providence of God, bring us unexpectedly
in the range of the preaching, and cause
us to attend to the things spoken, or to
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the gospel, and a writer, without m'en- quoted, to sustain the theory of abstract
tioning what incident, or circumstance, or direct, influence, or power, in converting'
or even without knowing, ascribes it to men. But we think this a great mistake.
the Lord, saying, that he opened the The question is not whether God gives
heart, that the pel'son, or persons, attend- the increase. We lill agree that, after the
ed to the word. In the time of miracles, planting and watering, God gives the inthe attention of many was arrested by lcrease, or attends with his blessing. But
miracles, so that they attended to the the question is, does God ever gi e the
things that were spokeri. But the mira- increase, or attend with his blessing,
cles converted nO one. They simply where there has been no planting or wateropened the hearts of the people, or dis- ing'! Is it not true, that God, has never
posed them to hear the gospel, the power given the increase where there has been
of God unto salvation.
So of sickness, n planting or watering? Is it not true,
the loss of friends, or any of the inci- that the word of God must always be
dents, throwing us in the way of the gOB- planted in the hearts of men by human
pel, causing us to hear, &c., they convert instrumentality,
before God gives the
nobody, but bring us in the range of the 'increase, or attends with his blessing? Is
gospel, the power of God, by which men it not infallibly certain, that when the
are converted, turned to God. The power word of God is faithfully preached and
is not in the mere incident, or providence, honestly believed and obeyed, that the
that may have brought them in contact blessing. of God will attend? Did not
with the gospel, or opened their hearts to ~aul commence in, the case of Lydia,
heal', or attend to the things spoken, but with preaching the word? Was anyone
in the gospel. Hence, we read of words ever converted ·without the word? "I
whereby a man and his house'should be pray for them," says theLord, "who shall
saved, of the washing of water by the believe on me through their word, that
11)0rd. We must, therefore, ascribe the they all may be one."
conversion of Lydia to that which is
The next case in order is that of the
stated to have been present, and else· Philipian jailor, Acts xvi: 25-34. In this
where to be the power of God for salvation case, we find the command to believe on
to everyone that believes, and not a kind of the Lord Jesus Christ, and in order to
influence not said, or known to have been this end, Paul, and Silas proceeded to
present at aU: or to have operated, es- speak to him the word of the Lord and to
pecially when that is all based upon the all that were in his house. Here we find
Rimple statement, that "the Lord opened the same influences present named all
the heart of Lydia, that she attended to along, viz: The preacher and the word
the things that were spoken by Paul." of the Lord, the gospel. Nothing is said
This very thing, which the Lord did, an'd of any direct or abstract influence or powconcerning which we are not informed er, being present, or operating upon the
how he did it, resulted in attending to the jailor. Which is the more rational, to
things spoken, the gospel, or the word, ascribe his turning,to a power known to
llnd shows that if it be maintained that it have been present and operating, or to
Yas a direct operation, it did not disIlense some power not known to have been act·
with hearing the word, but tended to it, ing or present at all? That which is, in
and not to a conversion without the word, Scripture, declared to be the power of
or independent of the word.
God to salvation, is said to have been
In connection with the pass~e here present, and we must ascribe the work
commented upon, the expression, "I have done to it and not to something to which
planted, Apollos watered, but God gave a conversion is never 'ascribed in the
the increase," 1 Cor. iii: 6, has often been Scriptures l!<tall.
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Acts xvii: 1-5, we have a brief account
of the introduction of the gospel to the'
Thessalonians.
It is said here that "Paul,
as bis manner was, went i~ to them and
three Sabbath days reasoned with them
out of the Scriptures, opening and alleging that Christ must needs have suffered
snd risen again from the dead; and that
.Jesus,whom I preach unto you, is Cbrist."
'rhe result is there memioned, in the' fol·
lowing words: "And some of them believed and consorted with Paul and Silas;
and of the devout Greeks a great multi'
tude, and of the chief women not a few."
Here, as in all the previous cases, we have
the prea'cher and the word, through
which God operated upon the people to
induce them to believe, and no account of
any direct or abstract power. "It pleased
God by the foolishness of preaching to
say. them who believe." 1 Cor. i: 21.
We are for the manner of operating
which pleases God, and leaving spiritual
doctors to their own way.

.... •

THE GOSPEL---A GRAND INDUCTION
NUMBER

ONE.

The true mode of interpreting
the
Scriptures is·the Baconian, "not to take
for granted any tbing that needs to be
proved." No system of religlOn or any
theory of the plan of salvation should be
first adopted,and then pr.oved. This was
the Aristotelian system, which kept the
world in ignorance from the day of its
reception, down to the times of Lord Bacon; and its influence is still felt in all
parts of Christendom. It is the foundation of the whole system of creedism, in
all the ranks of the Protestant and Catholic communities.
The true system is to ascertain all the
facts in the case, ·examine all the proofs,
gather all the principles, and then from

I

these premises draw your conclusions.
This is the method pursued by the Inductive School, as applied to all the departments of natural science and to the
arts, and which has led to such happy
and satisfactory results. To adopt any
other, only indicates the mind of an enthusiast instead of a lover of trutb .
This is the only method to be used in the
study of the Scriptures, and is generall:.
employed by the disciples and with the
most happy results. We wish to illustrate and vindicate this. rule.
For the want of this method, the hugo
and undigested Rystems of theology, so
cu'rrent in our day, have had thoir origin.
Their falsity and folly will be shown by
the application of the true system of
induction. This, alone, will bring out in
all its fair proportions and admirable
symmetry, the teachings of the Savior
and his apostles.
We lay it down as a law, which should
prevail universally in the study of the
Scriptures,'" That all the connections of any

given subject must be taken into the account
before we can arrive at any safe and just
conclusions in regard to it.
The lawyer, in examining any case
brought before him, adopts this method
before he can arrive at any conclusions
in regard to it. However clear it may
seem to his client and ready he may be to
pass judgment in his own favor, the intelligent jurist requires time' and an intipate acquaintance with all the facts in
the case to understand it. This is not
orily so with regard to subjects admitting
of positive proof, but also those which
depend on circumstantial evidence. The
omission of anyone
fl}ct, may prove
fatal to his argument, and will break the
chain of evidence, and destroy the whole
fabri~ of reasoning, built upon his defec- .
tive premises
Many a good cause has
been lost from not attending to this, and
many a eulprit has escaped punishment
from similar causes, by the adroitness of
his advocate.
The physician adopts the same method
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in the investigation of disease, and in of the human mind, to such an extent, or
making out his diagnosisjany error on his yielded such abundant fruits, as the
part will prove fatal to his patient. lIe knowledge and use of this great syswill confound one disease with another,by tern.
not observing all the symptoms; and the
The neglect of this law has been the
remedies applied will not be suitable to fruitful source of innumerable evils' to
the condition of his patient, and may the cause of Christianity, and the proper
injnre where he attempts to cure. Betore knowledge and interpretation
of the
he can reach any satisfactory conclusions, Scripture~. It has resulted in the formahe must have all the symptoms of the tion of all the different and conflicting
malady before him, and his treatment systems of theology, which exists in Our
must be regulated by them.
day, or has given birth to the numerous
The chemlst, m the prosecution of creeds, which exercise such a baneful inhis work', does not neglect any of t?e fluence over the public mind.
conditions necessary to reach tp.e results
It has also prevented that unity in the
desired: A single base, or the use of a f::tith and worship, which is so essential
false one, or an undue use of the t>ropei to the peace, harmony and success of the
pro.portions, will produce results altoge- Church of Christ, and on which depends
ther different from what he wished. In the conversion of the world. It has been
experimental philosophy, mistakes are the fruitful cause of the abounding ~cepsoon perceived and easily remedied. But ticism of the age. The opinion, obt*ins
it is not so in regard to moral science, as to a large extent, that the Bible is responthe results are not perceived by the sible for the adverse and contradictory
senses, and are more subtle and liable to opinions found in the different denominadeception; and, therefore requiring a more tions in Christendom, and the deduction
carefu} analysis and synthesis. And yet, is certain, that if so, then, it cannot have
strange to tell, men have been far more come from God, as essentijtl unity in all
exact and diligent in the use of 1,he means his thoughts, purposes and plans must
to reach the appropriate ends, in the for- be regarded as an ultimate truth.
The
mer case, than in the latter; and the suc- evil from. this source is incalculable, and
cess has consequently been more satis- the only remedy is to be found in refactory.
ducing the great priI?ciples of Christian
In the. arts, the same plan has been teaching to their own tme and divine
adopted and, therefore, the extraordinary standard; and this can only be done by a
results, in all the mechanical trades, and clear and comprehensive understanding
the application of new and well ascer- of all that the Bible teaches on every
tained principles to the different depart- given subject, which it presents to tae
ments of human labor, in the perfection reader.
of machinery, and for tho reduction of
The Bible is a book of facts containing
human labor. The Fatent Office shows great pri,nciples. The things said, and
the amount of successful labor bestowod done on the part of God and man conon tbis subject, and the vast accumulation stitute its materiel ..
of valuable 'materials, to tbe constantly
Calvinism, Armenianism, Unitarianism,
increased contributions,
made by the Materialism and U nivers:l}ism, and in·
hand of genius.
deed all other isms have grown out of the
In all the fields of labor and of human neglect of this rule, to which we have rethought, in regard to the affaIrs of this fen'ed, or from a partial recognition and
life, the inductive system has been ap- use of ·it. A few passages of Scripture
plied, with the most astonishing success, without regard to the subject and con_
and nothing has quickened the energies text, in which God is said to cho08e ue
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from the beginning, have been received most perfect accuracy in accomplishing the
as the basis -of one system, while the object for which they were created.
working out our s,alvation and '~free will,"
But to man God has given no such natuhave laid the foundation for the other. ral powers or faculties.
The infant is the
Certain passages, which speak of the most helpless and dependent creature on
:M:essiah as the Son of Mary, the Son of earth. It learns everything by the slow
Man and His death as a witnes,s for the process of experience; and even as it grows
truth, constitute the third, and the dead,up to manhood, it is wont to commit the
knowing nothing, and dust thou art and most serious blunders and mistakes in the
unto dust shalt thou return, a fourth; and gravest, as we~l as in the most common conGod's love to the world, His irresistable cerns ot life. Thus, for instance, wbile all
power, and the universality
of His will, bees are laboring incessantly towards one
are sufficient f)l' the last, and thus in the and the same end, one man is pursuing
entire circle of denominationalism a few wealth as his chief good; another is seeking
salient points, without regard to their after power; another, after political or miliconnection and meaning, and the rejection tary distinction; another, after knowledge;
of any thing that seems to militate and a few only are earnestly striving to atagainst the favorite theory, churches tain to celestial honor, and glory, and. imhave been formed and bodies of divinity mortality.
(soulless) have been built up, which, by
The reason of this distinction between
the faithful application
of the law of man and the inferior animals, has long been
induction, would fall to the ground, as a a question with naturalists.
But it is a
house built upon tho sand when the shock question. to which the natural man has nevof the tempest falls upon it.
er given a satisfactory answer; though it is
JAMES CHALLEN.
a subject of which he has often sorely complained. The elder Pliny, after contemplaDAVENPORT.
ting and examining this subject as far as
the light 'of nature and philosophy could
carry him, concludes his reflections in the
following melancholy strain: "A being,"
•••••
says he, "full of contradictions, man is the
most wretched of creatures; since the other
creatures have no wants tr~nscepding the
~FAITH AND INFIDELITY-NO, 4.
bounds of their nature. Man 'is full of desires and wants that reach to infinity; and
SPIRITUALISM.
which can never be satisfied. His nature is
It is a fact generally conceded by stu- a lie, uniting the greatest poverty with the
dents of nature, that God has given to all greatest pride. Among these so great evils,
animals inferior to man a perfect guide.the best thing that God has be~towed on
They have all in the gift of instinct, a per- man is the power to take his own life."
fect rule of action. Und'er the influence of
The light of divine revelation is therethis mysterious principle, every species per- fore necessary to the solution of this probfectly fulfils the object ofits existence: Thus, lem. With its aid, all is plain, clear .and
for example, the bee constructs its comb, and satisfactory:
In it we are taught that God
distills its honey, with a degree of accuracy, designed that he himself should be man's
that baffies the skill. of the most profound guide; and that for this purpose, and with
mathematician and the most skillful chem- this view, he formed him after his own
ist. And just so it is with most other spe- image, and after his own likeness. And for
cies of animals, whether living on earth, in atime, it seems that he admitted him into
air, or in water. They all work with the his own immediate presence, and spoke to

.
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him with all the kindness, and love, and fa- ern Spiritualists.
This cla~s of religious
miliarity of a father.
That was the golden sophists maintain that every man has a guide
age of humanity, when God conducted Adam of life within himself; a guide that if! as
and his lovely bride through the green pas- unerring in its object, as is the instinct of
tures of Eden, and led them beside its still any species of animals; a religious guide, by
waters.
means of which the mind takes as direct
But sin soon broke off this happy union. cognizance of God, and of our relations, duIt very soon interrupted. the familiar and ties, and obtigations to him, as it takes of
agreeable intercourse that originally exist- things material through the medium of the
ed between man and his Creator. Go'd no senses.
'" as This is the fundamental and eharacterislonger conversed with him, face ~o face,
friend to friend. He very justly and very tic doctl'ine of the Parker school in Amerbenevolently withdrew his presence frbm ica, and of"the Newman school in England.
erring man. Bu~ even then he did not It is also held by many of the so-called philleave mankind without a guide. He 'gave osophers of France and Germany. The
us the Bible-the
Holy Bible-to lead and power or faculty of which they thus epeak,
direct us in the way of holiness; till re-ad- is variously designated as the Reason, the
mitted into the presence of our God, we Pure Reason,.the Intuitive Faculty, &c.shall see as we are seen, and know even as But by whatever name they may see fit to
also we are known.
call it, they all agree with Theodore Parker,
Happy, then, is the man that makes the that its office is to give us direct knowledgeBible the guide of his life. It has already of all that is essential in religion. They
conducted millions of our race ~ithin the maintain that Christianity proper, or religvail, whither the for~runner has for us en- ion absolute, consists in a system of spirittered, evenJ esus who is made a High Priest ual philosophy founded in the nature of
forever, after the order of Melchizedeck.things; and that the mind perceives it inAnd, guided by its precepts, many others tuitively, just as Ltperceives color by means
are still on their way to glory. Wherever of the eye; and sound, through the medium
its influence is felt, like the river of of the ear.
God, it gives life and health to every
The absurd consequences of this theory
thing.
Blessed flowers do spring where'er are very obvious. If all true religion' is but
it flows, and deserts blossom as the rose.a system of spiritual philosophy, founded in
How glorious, then, and how delightful, the nature of things; and if thIS is really
would be the effects and consequences, if perceived and enjoyed by all men simply.
all men would take the Bible as the guide throug~ the exercise of Reason or the Intui_
of their lives. How soon would enmity be tive Faculty; then, of course, it follows that
remo"1ed from the human hea;t; how soon we need neither a Bible nor a Redeemer:
would man be reconciled to his Maker, And this indeed is the avowed creed of the
and peace and good-will a~ound among most distinguished advocates of modern
all the tribes and families of this sin-stain- Spiritualism.
Theodore Parker, in his
r
•
ed earth.
Discourse on Religion, says: "Our theoloBut poor, weak,' fallen man has ever been gy," meaning Christianity as it is taught in
prone to seek a guide of his own. Deceived 'most modern churches, "has two great idols
by his disordered affections, his blinded rea- -'-the BIBLE and CHRiST." These Mr.
son, and many false analogies, he has always Parker and his colleagues would cast to the
been inclined to follow the instincts of his moles and to the bats, just as they would
own perverse nature as the guide of his life. cast aside the carved images of pagan worThis is the rule that was generally adopted ship.· !.nd with them they would, of course,
by the ancient philosophers; and it is the reject a/old wives' fables, all that is taught
same rule that is now followed by the mod~ in the Bible respecting the fall of mani the
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incarnation of Christ; his atonement for sin; one in a thousand, or even in ten thouhis resurrection from the dead; his ascension sand, will agree with them in their reinto heaven; and his glorious reign over ligious philosophy.
Why is this? If there
all the created powers and pJ;incipalities of is but one absolute religion, and all men are
the entire universe. This is the religion of able to perceive it naturally and intuitivemany of the self-styled philosophers of ly, then, I ask, why do men entertain so
England, as well as of continental Europe. very different views concerning it? Why
And this is one of the boasted reforms that does the Atheist; for example, say, There
are now spreading like a moral pestilence i$ nll. God? Why did the ancient Hebrews
over our own once prosperous and happy worsb.~ but one; the Persains, two; and the
country.
Greeks, tl}irty thousand? Surely there must
To refute all the errors of thi$ pretended b, something wrong in this hypothesis.
A
scheme of philosophy within the narrow th~bry that is opposed to the experience of .
limits of one short article, is of course, praO!' all mankind must be false. And s11,cha
tically impossible. To do this would re- theofiy is modern Spiritualism .
.quire the space and labors of at least a very
But our objections to Mr. Parker's theorespectable octavo. But to attempt this ry or religion do not rest wholly on observawould only be a work of supererogatioJ:tion. It is as much opposed to the conIt would be giving far more time and atten- sciousness of mankind, as it is to their extioD to the system than it really merits.perience. How many, for instance, will
And I will, therefore, for the present at a~nowledge
that they are conscious of
least, confine my remarks to a single. point. h~ving uch a faculty as 'that described
I mean the very bald and naked hypothesis by Mr. Parker? and of having such a knowlor assumption on which the whole system edg~ of divi'ne things through it, as his therests. Remove this, and the scheme falls ory implics? Weare all conscious that we
like the baseless fabric of a vision.
have the faculties. of seeing, hearing, feelHow, then, let me ask, does Mr. Parker ing, tasting, smelIing, judging, reasoning,
know that there is no difference, except in and willing. Or, t9 speak more accurately,
words, between Natural and Revealed relig- weare <!onsciousof those states of mind that
ion? Row does he know that there is a necessarily ~mply the existence and exernaturlLl supply for all our spiritual and cise of these faculties.
But how many will
corporeal wants? How does he know tEat acknowledge that they are conscious, eiththere is a natural connection between God er directly or indirectly, of possessing a facand the soul, just as there is between light ulty by means' or:'which they intuitively
Rnd the eye; between sound and the ear; be- know God, lWd t
absolute or only true
tween food and the palate; between truth system 'of r. liglon? N one, I a~prehend,
and the intellect; and between beauty and but a few v ionary fanatics, whose minds
the imagination?
How did Mr. Parker the god of .. world has 'plinded, lest the
make this great discovery?
Was it by light of the glorious gospel of the grace of
means of this Intuitive Faculty, which"he Gid should\:hine into th~.
says is possessed by all men? If so, tb-en
Ah, no; these are not the matters of
why do ,not all men make the same discov- which we are conscious.' Weare all conery? Why do men differ so much in thei conscious that we are sinners; and that we
views of God, and of their relations, duties need to be pardoned.
But how to attain
and obligations to him? They do nat so to the blessed state of that man whose indiffer in their views of color, sound, taste, iquities are forgiven and whose sins are covtouch and odors. All the world will say, ered-this
is a question that no powers of
with Messrs. Parker, Newman, an~ fa\Jkay, thc human mind, unassisted by Revelation,
that the sky is blue; that grass l~ green; have ever yet answered. It is the Bible,
a~d that flowers are. variagated.
But not fully authenticated by many infallible proofs,
0
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QUARTERLY
that reveals God to man, and man to himself. It is the Bible that teaches us that
God so loved the world, even when it was
-dead in trespasses and in sins, that he gave
his only begotten Son that whosoever believeth in him should not perish, but have
everlasting life. It is the Bible that makes
known to us God's plan of enlightening,
justifying, sanctifying, and redeeming our
poor fallen race; of making us holy here,
and everlastingly happy hereafter.
Let us all, then, beware lest any man spoil
us through philosopby and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after
Christ.
Let us cling to our Bibles, as
the wisdom of God and the power of God,
through Christ. They will guide us like
a pillar of cloud by day, and like a pillar
of fire by night, till, having crossed the
Jordan, we shall enter that blessed land,
where we shall see as we are seen; and
where we shall know even as also we are
known. "Blessed are they that do his
commandments, that they may have a right
to the tree of liie, and may may enter in
through the gates into the·city."
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Pass o'er the sweeter strains of music, in
The soul's grand oratorio of life,
Knows well how much of truth I speak.

How calm
And bcautiful is Nature's sleep J Yet time
Moves on, nor stops, nor stay~ for aught.
All round
I hear the moments creep with stealthy tread,
As on the mournful, silent past they lift
Their fairy feet, while back tho echo comes:
Gone from the earth forever. But oh! how strange,
And yet how true: these moments all have felt
The soft impress of life in passing by,
And on their fragilc forms a picture deep
Is made- of actions true or false, for weal
Or woe, in that great day when God shall judge
Thc sons of men, and give to all a place
According as their works have been. 'Tis true,
These moments, now in crystal form, will then
Appe:u as~ewcls in the starry crown
Of him, to whom is said: "Well done, thou good
And faithful child of God!"
But oh I what dark
And gloomy spectres will arise from out
Thc dismal OOTerns of the past, to him
Who hears the awful doom: "Depart; I know
You not."
Every moment, then, while trembling
In that midway poise, which holds the fnture
And the past, should feel the light of holy
Virtue on it fall, reflected from the great
And noble acts of lives well spent.
Wc liay
That years arc many days well measured olf;
That life comes up within these years, and fills
A spnce in time, and, therefore, time is life.
If truth does speak in that, then her own voice
R. MILLIGAN.
Truth does not hear. Else must not lifo with time
Lie down to sleep, and rise no more? But who
Does not within his own soul feel the weight
Of life immortal pressing on the outward
Edge of finite being?
Who does not sit
And listen to the hymn of consciousness,
Which from the darkest hour of death rings out
The clear, sweet notes: We live-l-ife can not die'
But life as measured here, by time, is short
REFLECTI{}NS AT MIDNIGHT.
Indeed.
What is a year?
'Tis but a breath
Of weary life breathed from the heart of vast
A NEW YEAR'S OFFERING.
Eternity.
Our mortal state is but
An obbing wave rolled from the tide of time.
BY W. T. MOORE.
r stand bctween the future and the past,
r sit on meditation's dreamy couch,
And try to estimate the worth of both.
Listening to the night wind's wail, which brcaks
One, in history, points to tears and blood,
And ruffles np the quict breast of night,
And shows a rent in human faith, which God's
Which otherwise seems wrapt in silent dreams.
Own word can scarcely keep, e'en hope itself.
I'm thinking of the year that's gone. And, as
From falling through.
Tho page of prophecy
That cold, gray light streams through my window Throws a light upon the other, and hangs
pane,
The lovely robes of white, which sainti shall wear,
And seems to chill the cheer of light it brings
So high above the world, now dressed in black!
With freezing wavclets from the boreal climesNo mattcr how the storm may beat and blow
r ask my soul this truth: Was not the ycar,
Against thc onward rush of better days,
Which now sleeps in the tomb of ages past,
We fcellike God will keep them there, untouched,
Mixed half with bright and cheerful rays of hope,
Unstained by mortal strife. And when the day,
And the cold darkness of despair?
Each heart
For which all other days were made, shall come;
That's f~lt the trembling discords of death
When time shall be no morc; the past, with all
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Its dark background of woe, will make our robes
But whiter still; our joy the more complete.
For every tcar will show tbe place it washed,
And every pain will make a sad, sweet note
Within our song, which none but suffering souls
Can ever reach; for none know how these notes
To make, but those who learn in bitter grief.
Future and past I words of immortal fame I
How can the finite mind reach to tby length?
I'll not attempt a task so sure to fail;
But in tho light of compromise, (which seems
The light of heaven,) I'll take the ends of each,
And welding them together, make the hour
Which now is passing by, and meekly strive
To use it so that God will say, "Thou good
And faithful servant, just and true, lOell done."
But as I lay one ha,nd upon the beadTbe hoary bead of trembling by-gone years;
And feel tbe other pressing close tbe warm,
Bright cbeek of coming days, all full of life;
I think my heart is quickened by the thought,
That light comes out of darkness deep, and youth
Is always tripping close witbin the shades
That age throws back upon her mournful path.
And as I thus hold on to each, in prayer
And praise, I alternate my soul's deep love
To Him, who in the present nolO doth keep
My fitful, way,vard life balf reconciled
To hope and fear. While tbus my ardent soul
Does homage to its parent and its love,
Tbere come bright gleams of ligh t from future years
That deck the dim horizon with tbe rays
Of life beyond tbe tomb. And then I think
I catch the perfumcs sweet of flow'ry fields,
Beyond tbe swelling flood, as, floating on
The wings of faith, they come from new born life,
,V here resurrection morn unveils the past.
Now let me, in this reverential mood,
Close up tbc page on which my musings look;
And, shutting Nature down bcneath the doors
Which night has thus far kindly left ajar,
I'll wait for that great day when present, past
And future joys shall be complete in Him.
FR.\l/KFORT,
Ky., Dec. 31, 1862.

•
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The difference between true and false repentance, is as great, as that between the
running of water in the paths after a violent shower, and the streams which flow
from a living fountain. A false repentance
has grief of mind, and humiliation, only
for great and glorious offences; or until it
supposes pardon for them obtained: true
:repentance is a continued war against sin,
a permanent, inward shame for its defilements, until death sounds the retreat.'Vann.
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THE FLIGHT OF TIME.
A SOLILOQUY.

It is the quiet midnight hour. Silence
reigns within, and nothing breaks upon the
stillness without, save the hollow murmurings of the wintry wind. An hour like this,
of hushed and breathing solitude, how peculiarly impressive!
But hark!
It now
becomes still more impressive, as yonder
bell, with solemn chime, breaks upon the
silence, and tells, not the flight of an immortal spirit to invisible realms, but of time
departed-of
another period of accountability having been sealed up for the final
adjustment, yea, that another of our immortal years lies buried in the grave of the
mighty past. Methinks there are none tonight so charmed by the siren voice of the
world, so lost in its giddy whirl of business
or of pleasure, but will sit down, with heart
accessible to solemn teaching, and learn a
lesson from its exit.
In our commingIings with the world, its
diversified pursuits, its deluding phantoms
and follies, competitions and cares, we may
and do forget our transition character-the
feeble hold we have on life, and how soon we
must look our last upon ertrth's brightest
and saddest scenes, which now light up the
eye with the heart's most cherished affections, or dim it with bitterest tears. But
in the deep and universal silence of the
solemn midnight, reason takes her throne j
and if, perchance, it be the last of a departing year, as is the case to-night.
0 I
what thoughts crowd upon the mind-time's
rapid progression, the shadowy past and the.
unknown future; our own condition, frail
and fleeting, to-day and to-morrow not-the
rugged windings in life's pathway; its sunshine and its wintry griefs; the friends we
loved-the
loving, now the lost ! Yea, even
to the careless and unbelieving, the recurrence of a dying year brings with it a train
of sacred associations, makes its appertl and
oonveys a moral.

QUARTERLY
"Go to the grave thou dying year," said
an old man once, with intensity of feeling.
Hia career had been marked with severe
misfortunds, yet they had not driven him to'
the good man's refuge-to
the" sure retreat"-and
at the last hour of that expireiug year, a faded remnant of an entombed
generation, he stood forth with the blightning stamp of unbelief upon his sou1.Said he, "I believe not in the popular dogmas of these latter days, 'which not only
make men fools, but keep them so; away
witH the idle tale of dying to live again;
'tis a mere phantom of the imagination.
" But,'" continued he, with deep emotion,
" I feel str·angely sad to-night; it is the last
of the old year; I can but dwell upon the
sunny spots once upon life's landscape, and
the rough places in my journey through this
world. In my days of romance I used to
spen'd this evening with a lovely, brigh'teyed, mirthful maid; but a rolling wave of
life dashed her forever from my view, and
to-night I can but recall her voice, her eye,
her form! Heavy and severe disasters fell
upon my riper manhood, turning the future
into a gloomy and unpromising wilderness,
and I feel it bitterly at such a time as this.
It may be I shall not live to see the close
of many succeeding years, for I am an old
man. I have seen all who shared my blood
or owned my affections, fall to the ground
like dead leaves in autumn, and all I can do
is to call their dead shadows around me. I
wish myself a shadow."
Then, with a deep
sigh, resting upon his staff, he exclaimed,
in the language we have quoted, "To the
grave, thou dying year."
These were the musings of one professedly an unbeliever.
But why this ebullition
of the most painful feelings in connection
with time's unceasing flight?
Ah! the
mysterious tenant, enshrined in clay, gave
indubitable evidenoe of its origen, and its
power to endure when time and death are
dllad. If imII)ortal, then aooountable; the
annual expiration of his rolling years gave
him eloquent assuranoe that he was hastening to the retributions of eternity. In spite
of all his boasted powers of skeptical rea-
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soning, these fearful truths, unbidden, riveted upon his soul. Miserable indeed the
condition, and cheerless the pro~pects of
that individual, who, at the close of 1862
-above the middle of the nineteenth century-is seeking to demonstrate the falsity
of the gospel I Equally misguided and
misjudging are those who yield a theoretical assent to the grand principles of revealed religion, and remain practical unbelievers. If the changeless bliss of the unseen
world is bartered away for the pagentries
of earth, it is a voluntary relinquishment;
the quitting all that an "everlasting heaven" means, for "empty shadows."
"Spend this evening with me," said a
young lady once to her friend; "it is the
last evening of the old year; will you
spend it with me, Alice?"
" Ah I" said she, "I fear your conversation will be too grave, it is a serious evening, the most horror-stricken of the whole
year; to-morrow night I can banish gloomy
thoughts at Mrs. G.'s, where all will be
gayety; to-night I have no such resource;
and if you will promise not to be sad, and
will moralize little, I will come."
Her friend smiled, and she hastened away.
Alice and Mary were play-mates in childhood, and friends in youth.
Once they
were alike volatile and unreflecting; but Mary, becoming concerned about her salvation,
was determined to seek pardon of God at
her earliest opportunity.
Accordingly, she
paid a visit to Bro. L., an excellent preacher, who was then holding a meeting at the
place where Mary lived; she disclosed to
him her feelings, and wished to know if he
could do any thing for her. The man of
God told her to go home and read the Aots
of the Apostles, carefully and prayerfully,
and attend ohurch at night. That evening
sbe listened with undivided attention to an
able discourse on the text, " What shall I
do to be saved?"
And" hearing," she
"believed and was baptized," thus turning
her feet unto the testimonies of the Lord,
while she gave indisputable evidence to all,
that heaven was her fixed resolve.
She had said very little to Alice on the
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subject, save by the preaching of example,
which had not failed to have its influence,
though not acknowledged either by words
or actions. But the last evening of the old
year, Mary thought peculiarly favorable for
a conversation with her friend; and with
this in view, she said: "Alice; spend this
evening with me."
Evening came, and the two were side by
side, sitting by a cheerful fire in Mary's
own apartment.
Alice felt solemn, she
knew not why; but solemn as she felt,
s11edetermined to prevent a serious turn to
conversation during the evening. Hours
passed a7{ay; she had as yet been but too
successful.
At length, said Mary, glancing
at the time-piece, "One hour more, Alice,
and we enter upon a new year. How many
such seasons have we passed together," she
continued; " but never one before with different views and feelings."
She then spoke
of the change as affectmg herself, faithfully
expostulating and entreating her friend to
turn away from the fascinating circles' of
fashion and amusement, in which phe so
often mingled, and go more frequently to
the house of God, and by a candid investigation of truth, seek to bring her feelings
and her judgment to bear upon the important point, viz. : a preparation to meet God.
Alice sough t in vain to conceal her emotion;
she perfectly accorded with her friend in
sentiment, but, said she:
" I have five successive years, upon this
very evening, resolved amendment. I dare
not to-night, lest I add another broken
promise to my list of offenses."
Mary became more urgent, referred her
to a very near friend, who, during the past
year, with prospects of long life and happiness before her, had been called suddenly
to the companionship of the worm; said
she:
" You are not more secure than our lamented Viola. Then why do you thus obstinately war against your own interests?
The world has no resources from which you
can draw one ray of comfort in time of
distress. Its pretentions to its votaries are
fair but false. You know it, Alice. Al-
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ready have you grasped its visions of delight, and found them but receding phantoms. Why then cling to such a feeble
prop?
Promise me now that you will do
so no more. Before the storm gathers
thick and dark, 0, Alice! turn to God!
Good night."
Alone in her chamber, Alice sought relief in tears. Morning came, and from a
sleepless pillow, she arose to receive the
salutations of the new year; her heart was
troubled; ah! it was the workings of the
eternal and all-powerful truth, spoken by
Mary, that caused so much concern and unrest.
The above cases, of the old man, and the
two young lady friends, are mQrely hypothetical, it is true, yet, they serve to elucidate, and convey an excellent'moral.
And
let me ask, how many have made the noble
resolve to night, that Alice made, and repeated for five successive years?
Alas!
many more, I fear, than will keep that resolve until 1863 shall have "rolled its ample rounds."
And alas I alas I many more
are there, who will pass out of the old year
into' the new, without a solitary serious
thought, either of the past or of the future.
Why will they nGt reflect? Look 1 Listen!
Though the earth rings hollow beneath
their every tread, they will stride on, in
their usual non·chalent way, as if no danger threatened them!
Time is flying, friendly sinner, and heaven is inviting; death will soon urge his
claim; and though the pathway from the
cradle to the tomb is one of vicissitude, beyond the confines of that dark repository,
change is unknown.
O! the solemnity of
this thought.
'Tis not the phantom of a
night-vision; it is gospel truth-"
He that
is holy, let him be holy still; he that is filthy, let him be filthy still."
Since the close of last year, how many
glowing prospects have been overcast by
misfortune and sorrow I Cruel have been
the triumphs of the fatal messenger, and
mournful the parting of friend JVith friend
the family prop has been moved, the mother has been taken from a group of children
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too young to feel the force of their bereavement j the child has perished in the dawn
of its existence; youth and beauty have
been deprived of their charms; they of the
sparkling eye and ruddy lip, have found a
lodgment in the cold earth, with dust and
corruption for covering.
"Tell our gay triflers, there is no such thing
as a trifle upon earth. Can any thing be a
trifle that has an effect eternal?
Every
moment is immortal.
Every moment shall
return and lay its every thought, its every
whisper, before the throne of Him who sent
it to man on that commission, and commands it back at the stated period, 0 make
its report, to be registered in eternity, for
the perusal of angels, and the justification
of their King! "
It is not improboble this solemn evening
may be the turning point in the moral history of thousands.
The knell of time
sounds in their ears its impressive admonitions; and by the awakening influence of
God's Holy Spirit, through his inspired
word, they are made to feel that the deci·
sions of to-night may settle the questioneternal life or eternal death?
Some will
cast themselves, as weary sinners, into the
arms of everlastihg Love, others will turn
away their hearts, banish their reasonable
fears, and to-morrow nigh t repair to festive
scenes, to the sparkling wine cup, or thread
the merry dance, at the sound of the harp
and the viol j and thus the time that should
have been devoted to higher, purer and holier purposes, will be consumed, as Words
worth expresses it" In dressing for conquests, and flirting withal."

Reader! where art thou, immortal as
thou art? Dost thou yet linger in the flowery paths of ruin? Knowest thou not that
it is at the peril of all thine interests? The
voice of that beseeching visitor, against
whom thou hast so often steeled thine heart,
thou mayest hear no more, until he says to
thee, "Because I have called and you refused, when your fear cometh as a desolation,
and your destruction as a whirlwind, then
shall you call upon me, but I will not answer !"
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To the Christian, especially, is this evening of solemn interest.
He looks back upon
the past year, and upon hIS past life; with
the inspired patriarch he is ready to exclaim,
"My days are swifter than a post." He
views in retrospect thc unmerited lovingkindness of his God, who has been "gracious, slow to anger and plenteous in mercy." When he recounts his wandering,
wayward steps, his feeble exertions in the
cause of bis divine Master, he cries out
from the fullness of his soul, "It is of the
Lord's mercies that I havc not been consumed." In the strength of Jesus, he resol ves
to arm himself with an invincible armor,
and maintain the contest until sin is dethroned, and "faith is turned to sight, and
God is all in all."
And upon an occasien like this, the humble, faithful and devoted minister of God's
Holy Word, with reminiscences of alternate
pleasure and pain, reviews his efforts to
subserve the interests of his divine Lord.
He goes back, in vision, to the endearments
of home and youth; recalls the loved ones,
now no more, from whom, with bitter feelings, he tore himself away, saying; "I have
laid myself upon the altar; henceforth, with
the world in my rear, I must gather sheaves
for the bundle of eternal life." Since 1Ihat
eventful period, deep and frequent have
been his conflicts; innumerable discouragements have encompassed him about; but
beating winds and swelling surges have only
driven him nearer the immovaLle Rock of
his help! His soul has been cheered with
"visitations sweet," while he carries the
testimony of an approving conscience that
he has not "shunned to declare the whole
counsel of God." Has he been successful?
he lays his trophies at the feet of his adorableKing. The world may have whispered to
him of wealth, fame, personal ease and
comfort, but the language of his heart is,
to-night, "Had I a mind that could grasp
truth like a Newton, and make an appeal
powerful and effective as that of Cicero,
when he drove Cataline from the Senate and
made Cresar tremble, I would rather be privileged of God to bear the tidings of mercy
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to a lost world, find my death-couch in
some lonely hut, on a barbarous shore,
without a kindly hand to fan the fever of
my brow, than with regal honors to yield
up my breath beneath a canopy of gold !"The misery and wants of a revolted world
press heavily upon his soul, and he nerves
himself afresh, inspired with a holier zeal,
to execute the great commission, "Go into
all the world and preach my gospel."
He
takes a general survey of the church in her
extensive range of action. Some of her
lights have been extinguished; her day of
conflict approaches; but the "J~ord ofllOsts
is with her-the
God of Jacob is her refuge." In spite of the combined powers of
earth and hell, the car of her triumph rolls
onward, from "conquering to conquer."
A
few more determined struggles, and the
voice of a great multitude shall go forth as
the voice of many waters, and the voice of
mighty thunderings, saying, "Alleluia, for
the Lord God Omnipotent reigneth !"
And who that is privileged with life and
reason, at the commencement of a new
year, but will bring their offerings to his
blessed shrine? Its inscriptions are, "Peace
on earth; good will to men." What have
been our efforts during the past year for the
universal diffusion of these gracious toktms?
'What has been our example toward those
whom we influence for eternity? In this
region of moral derangement, from a common origin, alike we must bow to the irrevocable destiny, "Ashes to ashes, and dust
to dust." Sorrow and decay attend us in
our course, but the Christian religion meets
us with her cup of blessings. The speculating sophist, when anxious days come on,
and the grave shut~ in upon his sources of
hope and joy, can but invoke their departed
shades, and wish himself a shadow. But
Ohristianity, with unerring finger, points
her votaries to light beyond.
liMy years roll on; but here's my hope
And this my everlasting prop;
,
Though seasons change, and I change too
My God's the same; forever true I
'
,
My years ron on; my soul, be still'
Guided by love, thy course fulfill '
And, when life's anxious voyage is past
My refuge be with Christ at last I"
'
O. J. KIMBAL.
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FAITH AND INFIDELITY.-NO.

V.

NATURALISM.
Beware, lest any man spoil yOll throngll philcsophy
and vain deceit, after the tradition of men, after the
rno.iments of the WJrld, and not "frer Christ.
Col.
ii: 8.

It is very obvious, that in the creation of
the universe, God has established certain laws
for its regulation and its government. Every
creature, whether in heaven or on earth,
whether material or im material, has been
made subject to law. Thus, for instance, the
little seed as it is developed into the vine,
or the oak, or the cedar, does not grow up
at random, without form and proportion.Nay verily. Its entire developement, from
its first buddings to the ripening of its fruit,
is in harmony with the most exact, definite
and unchangeable laws. The sise of the
flower, its form, its color, and its chemical
constitution, are matters tbat are almost as
fixed and as definite, as are the properties
of a triangle, a square, or a circle. And
just so it is with every species of the animal and of the mineral kingdom. Water
is al ways composed of hydrogen and oxygen
united in the ratio of one to eight. And
all the chemists of earth, cannot combine
these elements so as to form water in any
other proportion.
Observe, too, with what
reg'ularity the heavenly bodies move under
the laws and influence of gravitation.
We
all anticipate with confidence, the ordinary
changes of day and night, summer and
winter, seed-time and harvest.
And the
astronomer foretells, with the most unerr.
ing certainty, the rarer and more extraordinary phenomena of eclipses and transits,
even for coming. ages. And thu3 it is, that
the heavens declare the glory of God, and
that the earth shows forth bis handy work.
N or is this all. God has not only placeu
every oreature under law; but he has also,
to a certain extent, made it a depository of
his power. It is true indeed, that all power
is of God. The pewers that be, Vi hether
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intellectual, or moral, or political, or religious, or physical, are all in a certain sense
ordained of God. And thus it is, that he
creates and establishes what we call second
causes. The mind of man, for example,has
in itself no inherent or absolute power. But
nevertheless, God has endowed every man
with a certain amount of power and energy,
which he uses in a great measure according
to his own will and pleasure. The sun has
no inherent power in and of itself. But
God has given to it an influence that is sufficient to keep all the planets of the solar
system in their own proper orbits.
This is certainly a beautiful arrangement.
It detracts nothing from the glory, or power, or wisdom, or goodness of the Creator.
On the contrary, to the eye of all enlightened reason, it but serves to illustrate more
and more fully, his infinite perfections.
But all men have not this faith. And
some of them have not even the perspicacity that is necessary to enable them to look
up through and beyond these second causes,
to Him w'ilO is himself the cause of all
causes. They see, or think they see in these
delegated laws and powers of· nature,
enough to regulate and govern the whole
created universe.
And hence it is, that
they separate God wholly and entirely from
his works. They allow him to have no
longer any care or concern in the government of things celestial, terrestial, or infernal.
Second causes, are now, in their judgment, abundantly adequate and sufficient
for all. practical purposes.
Indeed, some
would go so far as to say, "There is no
God:" no First Cause. But it is of Naturalism, and not of Atheism,that I now speak.
And the Naturalist professes to recognize
in nature the foot-prints of the Creator. He
admits that there are evidences of design
all around him. But he sees no evidence of
God's presence in existing phenomena; nor
of his energy or power in the present operations of nature. And hence he infers,
that nature is a sort of self-adjusting machine; and that God has retired from any
and all participation in its government.
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The consequences of this theory are numerous; and ~ome of them are pernicious and
ruinous in the extreme. Carried out to its
legitimate results, it of course ignores every thing that is supernatural in the administration of the universe. Miracles are
impossible, for the simple reason, that there
is no power left either to suspend, or to
change, or in aIlY way to modify any of nature's laws. Divine providence is also discarded and ignored by the very conditions
of the hypothesis.
And hence it follows
that prayer, intereesssioD, and all other religious observances, are to be regarded as .
wholly superstitious and altogether worthless. The Bible, too, according to this theory is a myth, if not a falsehood; and philosophy is the only rational guide of life.
Such is the form of infidelity that is now
taught and industriously propagated by
many of the most popular writers on both
sides of the Atlantic.
Combe's Constitution of Man is full of it: and so are some of
the equally popular, but more ephemeral
productions of' Fowler and WeJls. And
such I, regret to say, is the tendency of
much that has been written within thc last
half century, on almost every department of
Natural Science.
But all such writing indicate a very par.
tial and superficial view of nature. There
is really nothing in the whole scheme of
the universe, that, when properly under.
stood has the slightest bearing in favor of
Naturalism.
But on the contrary, thcre is
much that is evidently opposed to it. Geology is all against. it. The mountains and
vallies around us are witnesses, not only
that God has from the beginning exercised
a special care over the world, but also' that
at several different epochs of the earth's history, he interposed miraculously, and actually created many new species of both vegetables and animals. Professor Hitchcock
says: "If we take only those larger groups
of animals and plants, whose almost entire
distinctibns from one another has been
es.ablished beyond all doubt, we shaJl find
at least five nearly complete organic revolution on the globe."
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This, then, is a complete refutation of of nat~re. If' it is not in the energy which
Naturalism.
These facts prove conclusive- God has imparted to the ordinances of naly, that God has never forsaken the earth; ture, it must be in the energy which he
that from the beginning, he bas watched himself puts forth, and providentially
exover it, and taken care of it: and further- ercises in and through these ordinances.
more, that he has even worked mirncles, A man, for instance, may impart a certain
whenever the occasion and the circuUlstan- amount of energy to a clock by suspending
ces required that he should do so. Tllis, I weights to the machinery.
But hemay very
say is evident from the facts reported byall greatly increase this energy by laying his
Geologists. For as the universe orignated own hands upon the weights. In this :Jase
in miracle, so uuquestionably did every spe· heworksno miracle. No law of nature, nor
cies of animals and plants originate in mir- even of the piece of machinery, is changed
acle. Second causes may indeed greatly or suspended.
Nor does the agent exerinfluence and modify both animals and veg· cise his power against, above, or in any
etables. But all the laws and powers of na- way contrary to the laws and forces of nature never did and never can give birth to ture.
He merely, by his own personal
a new species of eitber. And hence it is agency, adds to the force and energy of
that the appearance of a new species of eith- causes already acting in harmony with the
er animals or vegetables, just as clearly in- established laws of nature.
dicates the presence and rncrgy of the CreThis is human providence.
And "hen
ator, as the fall of an apple indicates the God so acts, it is Divine Providence.
This
existence of gravitation.
energy he can of course increase or diminGeology then is dearly opposed to this ish at pleasure. And hence, it seems to me,
infidel hypothesis.
And I think, it may be is the astonishing variety thaiwe everywhere
affirmcld with almost equal certainty, that witness amidst the unchanging laws and
the science _of Meteorology is also opposed forces of nature. And hence it is, that
to it. For consider why it is, that the God without working a miracle, sometimes
phenomena of each year are not invari!lbly gives us plenty of corn, and wine, filling
and uniformly the same. Why bave we our hearts with food and gladness; and
not the same amount of rain, and snow, again, when he withholds tlie rains and
and hail, and frost, and vapor, during each the dews and the sunshine of heaven, the
and every successive year? The laws of na- flowers fade, crops die, and the whole face
ture are the same; and so are also the second of nature seems to languish.
causes that serve to produce these phenomAnd hence it is also that Meteorology has
ena. The same earth still exists from -age never yet been reduced to a science. It is a
to age. The same quantity of water and very remarkable fact, that while the astronthe same atmosphere continually surrounds omer can foretell the exact time and durait. The sun too is the same. .Its relative tion of all the eclipses that will occur withpositions to the earth, are the same through- in the lapse of many c.enturies, he can not
out the successive days and nights of every tel! with any degree of certainty what kind
year. The same amount of heat, and light, of weather we will have to-morrow.
and electricity would therefore seem to be
And the same is true, in some measures,
evolved during each successive year, caus- of the phenomena of human life. The art
ing the same or an equal amount of evapo- of healing is still a matter of experiment.
ration. And yet the quantity of rain, and Al! the skill, and knowledge and experience
snow, and hail, varies from year to year.
of six thousand years, have so far failed to
Why is this? There must be a variable reduce medicine to a science. This is cerpower or energy some place. And if it is tainly a very remarkable fact. And it does
not in nature, it must be in the power that seem to me, that this of itself is a refut..'lis providentially exercisl'<}, by the Author tion of naturalism.

QUARTERLY
But as I do not wish to multiply arguments and illustrations, I will only say finally, that the Bible is opposed to Naturalism.
I assume here of course that the Bible is
true. And in doing so, I am fully sustained
y the common practice of mankind.
The
mechanic does not think it necessary, to
prove that the square described on the hypothenuse of a right angled triangle, is
equivalent to the sum of the squares described on the other two sides, every time
that he attempts to square a building. It
is enough for him to know that this truth
has been once demonstrated to the entire
satisfaction of all competent judges. Surethen it is enough, or ought to be enough
for us to know, that t1Je genuineness and
Divine authenticity of the Bible, have been
proved a thousand times, by the most full,
varied, and reliable testimony that was ever
submitted to a court or jury on any question, since time began.
It being conceded then, for the present,
that the Bible is the divinely inspired word
of God, it is an easy matter to dispose of
this infidel hypothesis.
Almost every page
of the Bible is against it: Almost every
page of the Bible shows, that God is ever
present in all his works, directing, controlling, and governing all things for his own
glory, and also for the greatest good and
and happiness of the whole creltion.
Let
us take one or two cases, for the present,
merely by way of illustration.
Let us take,
for instance, the history of Joseph.
How
think you, courteous reader, the Naturalist
would on his hypothesis, explain this remarl_able chapter of Sacred History?
How,
without the presence and agency of God,
could he account, not for one event merely,
nor for two, but for all the events that led
to the promotion of Joseph; to the enslavement of the Israelites; and to their final
exodus from Egypt, according to the promises which God had before made to Abraham? On his hypothesis, how could the
Naturalist explain the eventful biography of
Moses, or of Mordicai, or of Daniel? How
could he account for the emancipation of
Israel by Cyrus, and their restoration to
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t.heir own land? And above all, how could
he explain the history of our Redeemer, and
the fulfillment of the many prophecies that
relate to his birth, his early education, hig
ministry, his death, his resurrection, hig
ascension, and his glorious reign and government?
But it is unnecessary to multiply arguments and illustrations.
The problem ia
solved and the truth fully revealed, in the
few inimitable words of our blessed Redeemer, in which he assures us that God
takes care of everything; that he clothes
tha lily; feeds the young ravens; allows not
a sparrow to fall to the ground without his
knowledge and care; and that, in a word, he
numbers the very hairs of our heads. Thig
is enough. This is a foundation broad
enough and strong enough on which to rest
our faith and hopes forever ..
IJet us then "beware lest any man spoil
us through philosophy and vain deceit,
after the traditions of men, after the rudiments of the world, and not after Christ."
And let us ever rejoice that in God we
live, and move, and have our being; and
that in him, and through him, and to him,
are all things; to whom be glory forever and
ever. Amen.
R. MILLIGAN.

- ...
THE GOSPEL-A

GRAND INDUCTION.
NO. II.

Macauly has said, that" during two hundred and fifty years no great society has
risen up like one man, and emancipated it·
self by one mighty effort from the enthrall·
ing superstition of ages." He was fully
posted up with all that had been done in
England, by Wesley, and on the Continent
by Protestants and Catholics, and stated
what he knew to be true. Many attempts
had been made to reform abuses, anJ to correct errors in the Church, but no vital or
radical changes were contemplatei, and
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none were effected. Some branches were
lopped off, which gave place to others,
which finally grew to huge dimensions, and
which need excision, now, as much as those
iiiey displaced. The ax was not laid at thc
root of the tree; and throu£hout Europe,
State-religions and petty sectaries still hold
their influence over the public mind, and
forbid any attempt to introduce among them
the faith once for all time delivered to the
saints. The status of the religious systems
remains the same now that it has done for
centuries-if
indeed the changes produced
are not for the worse.
:; It is well known that rationalism and
rank infidelity pervade the English Church
at this time, and that Bishops and clergy
and professors in their leading Universities,
who have charge of the religious education
of the priests and the people, are rotten to
the core. The celebrated "Essays,"
so
much lauded by the Westminster, are the
productions of the English clergy-some of
them of high rank, and are full of the most"
deadly hostility to the inspiration of the
Bible, and to all that characterizes it as a
Divinc Revelation.
A simultaueous attack
has thus been made, not upon the abuses of
Christianity, but npon the institution itself,
and the fewest of the clergy have either the
ability or the wjJl to come to its rescue.
How much is there needed, in England, a
second Alexander Campbell, to pull down
over the heads of its abettors the huge
English Hierarchy, and to restore true
Christianity to the clergy and the people!
If Macauly had lived in America, and
had known what has bcen attempted with
such success by the labors of A. Campbell
and others, he would have spoken with less
confidence on the subject to which we have
referred.
The Disciples of Christ, in the United
States, have done what the celebrated historian said was so much needed, but which
no one had attempted, and which no people
had risen up as one man to accomplish.
They have not only effected a revolution in
favor of the ancient Gospel, and raised up
a powerful community to advocate and sus-
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tain it; but they have all the elements of
unity and strength to send it to the world.
They have talents, learning, zeal, and constantly increasing numbers. Whole churches have been reformed. Numerous additions have been made to them of ministers
from both Catholic and Protestant Churches; and converts from the world are daily
being added to their number by the power
of the Gospel of Christ. The religious
prcst! systematically ignores their existence,
and the pulpit fulminates its wrath against
them, but they are becoming a mighty power in the earth, and destined to occupy a
most influential position in sight of the oations. They readily accept and appropriate
to their use the labors of the Fathers-of
Wyckliffe and H uss; of Luther and Calvin;
of Wesley and the Haldanes; of McKnight
and George Campbell; of Dwight and Stuart; and all the great lights both among the
anc.ients and moderns, but they bow not to
the authority of any or all of them, and
call no one Master but Christ."
Their grand and special objects have been
to disenthrall the religious world from the
tyranny of the past-the
dogmatism of an
old, efiete and parti-colored theology; and
by the practical application of thc laws of
the inductive system, to subject the language of Scripture to the same rigid test of
interpretation which have produced such
happy results in the fields of science and
of art. The results have not only proved
satisfactory, but they promise much for the
future, in restoring the old foundation,
which was from" the beginning, which the
apostles saw and heard and handled of the
Word of life." The false and partial creeds
of human device have been exposed and
exploded, and shown to be divisive and heretical in their tendency and operation.
Their influence over the Christian mind has
been proven to be oppressive and tyrannical; and whether truc or false, they are unauthorized, and evil, and only evil. They
are but "the Blue Laws" of colonies and
plantations, made up out of law and Gospel,
as they have passed through the alembic of
the limited reason of men, and wholly in-
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adequate to meet the wants of a world Pagan world-iconoclasts,
breakers of idols
"dead in trespasses and sins," much less to and robbers of temples. Peculiarities and
bind together the Ohurch of the living God. eccentricities, however, are no marks of
However faithful they may be to the Scrip- truth, but they have always characterised
tures, they bear no more proportion to them those who have nobly and fearlessly stood
than a photograph does to the original. up for it. So the first Ohristians were
They are wholly destitute of life, and want- looked upon, nnd so all the leaders in sci.
ing in authority.
If an epitome, they have ence and art have been regarded.
Harvey
no more perfection than a planetarium has and Jenner, Gallileo and Oolumbus-all
in comparison with the system it designs to were deemed to be fanatics, and incorrigibly
represent. Who ever lived in a planetarium, singular in their opinions. No age has ever
or was fed and clothed by one? It neither been reconciled.to its reformers-if
it had
has light nor life. It is not a creation 9f been, they were not worth the attention the
God, but the work of man.
world might have paid them; and no great
It has been the design of "The Disci- blessings have ever been secured without
pIes" to show a better way, by a return to much suffering and reproach.
These are
the original fountain of all authority, to the tne prices paid for any and every change
exclusion of all that has been said or done for good that have been exacted by an igsince the times of the apostles. They nei- norant and ~elf-satisfied world.
ther accept the teachings of the Eastern or
JAMES OHALLEN.
the Western Ohurches-the
Ohurch of Luther nor of Oalvin-of Henry the VIlLof Wesley or of Sweden borg. They do not
•••••
adhere to the primitive, but to the Apostolic
Ohurch. They have no affinity with the
Sinaiitic Institution,
much less with a
Ohurch founded by Abraham!
They have
MATERIALISM.-No. 1.
no respect for the rabbis, either of Judaism
or of a corrupted Ohristianity, and only so
We have been satisfied that the various
far as they teach what is in the BiMe, do Materialistic theorizing, philosophising and
they affiliate with them; as for their author- speculating obtaining in the past thirty
ity in matters of faith and obedience, they years is becoming sufficiently mischievous
do not for a moment entertain or respect it. in its tendency to demand, at least, a few
"Thus saith the Lord" is all that they re- articles. A pamphlet lying before us, styled
gard of any value in religion, and to this "Pauline Theology, or the Ohristian docthey adhere.
trine of future punishment, as taught in the
It is no marvel that they are looked upon Epistles of Paul, by H. L. Hastings," has
with suspicion and treated with scorn, as put us in mind of the matter, and called our
they are neither understood nor appreci- attention to the subject afresh. We shall,
ated. So unlike the modern adherents to therefore, the Lord willing, take a look at
party, they seem to have grown up in a the almost marvelous discoveries the wonworld of their own-or
belong to an age derful advocates of the new theory are mawhich is past and forgotten.
They are the king and divulging to the world. If the
lawful prey of all who see them, and deem- men alluded to are likely to prove benefaced to be the pirates on the ocean of life, tors of their race, the sooner the world
which everyone is at liberty to hunt and know it, the better. If they should turn
destroy. They sustain the same relation to out otherwise, we should know that also.
the modern Ohurches that Ohristianity did
I. JV71atname shall1ve use ? We cannot
to J udaism-a
pestilent sect, everywhere call it "Pauline Theology," for this it is
spoken against i or as the Apostles to the not. We cannot adopt even the more nar-
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row and limited title, " Christian Doctrine
of Future Punishment," for this it is not.
What, then, shall we call it? Materialism
is the mildest, least offensive, and probably
most appropriate name we can employ.
Soltl-sleeping is only an item in the theory,
and scarcely an important item at that. No
soulism is objectionable on a similar ground.
Desl1'nctionisrn is not appropriate, as all who
believe the Bible believe that the wicked
will be destroyed.
Annihilationisrn is inappropriate, as they do not plead for the
annihilation of the wicked, but simply for
the termination of their conscious existence.
But, as the most fundamental item for which
they plead is, that man is a mere material
being, or that he consists wholly of matter
-that man has no immaterial nature-that
he consists wholly of flesh, blood, bone and
breath, we shall, without intending the least
stigma, style the new philosophy Materialism. The new philosophers we shall sty Ie
Materialists.
II. What new discove1,iesdo Mate1'ialists
profess to have made? The following:
1. Th!lt man consists wholly of matter.
2. That when a man dies, he ceases to
exist, as a man, and no more exists than he
did twelve months before he was born.
3. That from death till the resurrection,
man no more has a conscious existence than
he had before the Lord created him.
4. That after the judgment, the punishmentinflicted on the wicked will be, striking
them out of conscious existence, and thus
terminating their being, except in the original elements of which they were composed,
or the matter of which they were made.
5. That the kingdom of Christ has not
been established-that
the reign of Christ
has not come, but is yet to be looked for
and prayed for.
6. That the Sabbath, or seventh day, is
to be kept as required in the law of Moses,
and not the observance of the Lord's day,
as now practiced by Christians.
7. That the ten commandments, being
written by the finger of God, are really the
Law of God, and for our observance.
These, as near as we can gather, are the
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principal items on which a new sect is try.
ing to found itself. What its success is to
be, is yet to be determined.
III. WHAT HAS THE NEW SYSTEM,OR
PHILOSOPHY,DONE? It is certainly legitimate, when a new invention comes to hand,
to inquire into the work performed 1y it.
What, then, have the advocates of the new
philosophy done, and what are they now
doing? What arc they accomplishing with
the new philosophy?
They theory, or, at
least, a principal part of it, has been advocated for the past thirty years. What has
it accomplished in this time? Has it buil
up anything? or has it only been pulling
down? We know where it has divided
Churches; engendered strife, schism, and
discord; scattered, pulled down and destroyed Churches j but we know of no place
where they have built up a Church and
sustained it. The very blight of destruction
and death appears to follow in the track of
the system wherever it goes. This work of
pulling down, scattering and destroying is
an easy thing done. The Old Book says,
"One sinner destroyeth much good." One
incendiary can destroy more property than
many thousand can build up. It is an easy
matter for a man whose very mission is destruction, ruin and death, to create dissension, trouble and distress. But to heal the
wounds he may inflict, to restore the confidence he may have destroyed, and mend the
breaches he may have made in the work of
God, is no small work. It is an easy mat·
ter for irresponsible men to go through the
land, sowing the seeds of strife and contention, wasting Churches, and discouraging
the best men in the land, in their holy efforts to maintain the unity of the Spirit in
the bond of peace and keep up the regular
worship of the true God; but woe betide
the man who does this work. The Lord
will call such Ulen to a speedy account.
What is the use to study, reason and try
to understand the speculations, philvsophies
and theories of men, when the work in their
entire train for years, is buh demonstration
of their capacity to spread desolation, waste
and ruin?
By their war/,s, says the great
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Teacher, shall they be known. Their works
as manifestly testify of their pernicious tendency, in all their operations, as the works
of the great Teacher testified of the good
tendency of his holy mission. What is the
use for any people to try to ,have patience
with any set of men, or the system they advocate, when in their whole train nothing is
to be seen but a series of dissension, alienation, disaffection, waste and ruin?
How
can credulity be so imposed upon as still to
hope that any good will arise from the operations of a class of men, the perpetuation
and propagation of a theory, while in all
their course they cannot point to a single
prosperous and happy Church built up by
their entire efforts?
All that is necessary
to see that what we have said is true, is to
stop and think.
Nothing prevents their
spreading ruin and desolation throughout
the brotherhood, only the fact that the
Churches are invunerable to their attacks.
They are manifestly not of us, and if they
will teach their schismatical theory, they
must stand out where they belong. Let the
Churches wash their hands of all responsibility in the matter, by requiring all men
who speculate upon such empty vagaries to
stand upon their own footing, the merits of
their empty and deceitful philosophy, and
their own influence, as men, and not upon
the influence of the congregations of the
Lord. If they will ride hobbies, let them
ride and depend on them, and not upon the
influence of sound men, to carry them
through the world in their work of desolation.
IV, Is Mate1'ialism w01·th anything, if
true? All men of reflection know that
truths are not all of the same importance,
It may be as true that some insignificant
insect was killed as that a man was killed,
but not as important.
It may be as true
that a man died as that Christ died, but not
as important.
Suppose it could be clearly
and satisfactorily proved that human beings
'do not exist, as human beings, in a conscious state, or in any way, except in the
original elements, or matter of which they
were composed, from death till the resur·
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rection of the dead, of what importance
would it be to any human being?
What
good would such proof do the world?
None under the shining sun. Suppose it
could be proved, that, after the judgment,
as the final punishment of the wicked, they
would be stricken out of conscious existence
forever, what good would it do the world?
Would any body be more likely to love and
serve God? Would men be any more likely
to reform? Would it give preachers of the
Gospel more power to save men? Would
it ;impart to the Churches any more zeal,
earnestness and devotion? Certainly not.
There is not one particle of life, inspiring
influence, or animating power in all such
empty theories in the world. There is nothing in them to save men, if preached with
the eloquence of Apollos or the zeal of
Paul.
V. Is there anything in the theories in
question jor the saints? Not one thing except the gloomy prospect that it shall be
with them precisely as it shall with the
wicked from death till the resurrection of
the dead, or, in other words, that God shall
inflict upon them, from death till the resurrection, precisely the same punishment as
he will inflict on the wicked forever-that
is, to terminate theil' existence!
The theorists in question have two ways
of commenting on this subject. When we
press them in reference to millions of the
righteous being stricken from conscious existence, in many instances for thousands of
years, they explain that to be a matter of
but little importance, maintaining that i
will be like falling into a calm and sweet
sleep at night and waking in the morning,
when it will only appear to have been a few
minutes. But when they talk of the wICk.
ed being stricken out of existence the seco'nd time, they explain it to be a most awful
and fearful punishment.
Indeed, we have
known them try to show that it was more
terrifying than endless torment. But if tbe
first death puts all, both good and bad, into
a sweet sleep, where some of them remain
for thousands of years, without anything
horrifying in it, then when the wicked die
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the second time, they enter into the same
kind of a sweet sleep of unconsciousness, to
remain forever!
Thrrefore, the only idea
of annihilation there is in it, after all, is the
idea of the annihilation of the ptmishment
of the wicked!
We intend this simply as preliminary,
and shall, in our next, enter upon a review of the pamphlet to which allusion is
made at the commencement of this article.

CHRIS1'IAN

Iy applied. This practice is simply consistency.
Those who do not believe that baptism is
for the remission of sins preach and exhort,
and pray for the out-pouring of the Spirit
upon sinners, telling them at the same time
to repent and believe, assuring them that
upon these conditions they will "obtain a
hope," "get through," "be converted," or
have their sins forgiven them; the evidence
of which is their own feelings. As for baptism, it is thrown far in the shade in all "revival seasons," and comes up as a matter
-- ...••....••..•..... •.--for after consideration.
It is always deferred to a more convenient season, of course.
Why should it be mentioned in times of
conversions,
when it has nothing to do with
AN ARGUMENT ON THE DESIGN OF
conversion?
This practice of saying nothBAPTISM.
ing about it at such times is clearly a matter
With all consistent persons, theory and of consistency.
And moreover, ifmen must
practice stand to each other as cause and give an "experience," or relate to the church
effect.. So it is true that as people, or bod- or a Session, his evidence of pardon, there is
ies of people, called churches, think differ- necessarily a delay in his baptism; besides,
ently upon certain subjects mentioned in he has to wait till he obtains this evidence
Scripture, their practice respecting those (which if often a long time) before he can
things will correspondly differ.
relate it.
We will mention one subject in this paIn respect to baptism, then, both classes
per-that
of Remission of sins. It is known act perfectly consistent with their teachings
and understood that a class of people, call- upon the subject. N ow if a Methodist, a
cd Christians or Disciples of Christ, be- Presbyterian, or a Baptist, should practice
lieve that baptism, preceded by faith, re- as do Christians, baptize people immediatepentence and confession, is for the remission ly upon their confessing the Lord Jesus
of past or alien sins; and it is well under. without waiting for them to get the evidence
stood that those churches styling them- of pardon and relate it to others, he would
selves Protestant Evangelical (it matters II cease to be a Methodist, a Presbyterian
or
not what is written in their books or stand- a Baptist.
It would be a practical ignoring
ard works) do neither preach nor believe it. of the teachings of his party; and the party
These two classes in their practice, in re·· would ignore him. His conduct would say,
spect to ungodly men and women, act in en· "I believe baptism is for the remission of
tire accordance with what they profess to sins."
believe.
If a man should become deaf and be
A Christian preacher preaches to induce placed in a community where he was a
men to believe and repent, and then invites stranger to the different churches, and he
and exhorts them to confess the Lord J e- should visit the meetings of different bodsus and be baptized.
And inasmuch as he' ies of people in times of religious excitebelieves that baptism is for the remission ot ment, he could tell whether the respective
sins to believing penitents, baptism is not parties believed that baptism was for the
delayed, but attended to immediately.remission of sins or not. The eye, without
For, with him, if salvation from sin is now, the ear, could settle the matter.
If he
the means to the end should be immediate- should see a man preaching to a large crowd,
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and he should discern evident emotion
among the hearers, and then see a ~reat
many baptized the "same day," as at Pentecost, and that without waiting till they could
each relate a hope, he would say these are
not Baptists; they are not Presbyterians;
they are not MethodiRts; and he would probably say, "this looks like Oampbellite odings." Nor would he say any signs of PresbyterilltIlism, ~J:ethodism, or Baptistism, in
the pr~ceeding of Philip at Samaria, nor in
the conversion of the Ethiopian; nor in the
proceedings of .Paul at Oorinth; nor in the
case of Lydia or the JaiJor of Philippi.
In all these cases baptism was immediately attended to, which consistency requires
of those who believe in baptism for the remission of sins.
- Now if practice infallibly indicates the
belief of different parties upon the subject
of the design of baptism in these days, the
apostolic practice just as certainly indicates
what was taught by the apostles and believed by the primitive Ohristians.
As
those who baptize straitway believe in baptism for remission now, so the apostles who
practiced the same, believed and taught the
same. The' parties who assume to be evangelical at the present day, do not observe
the apostolic practice, for the reason that it
does not correspond with their teaching;
hence, the teaching must be anti-evangelical.
Let one be transported back to Pentecost,
and hear the question, "What must we do
to be saved ?" and the preacher's answer,
"Repent and be baptized in the name of Jesus Ohrist for remission of sins," would he
imagine himself at a Methodist revival, a
Presbyterian awa7rening, or where there was
a work oj grace among the Baptist:; ? Never! These parties never deal in such answers. The man who gives such answers to
sinners in thesE: days is spotted as a heretic.
Again: Should one, in these days, say to a
weeping penitent, as did Annanias to Saul,
"Arise, and be baptized and wash away thy
sins, calling on the name of the Lord." what
-would he be called?
A Methodist?
A
Presbyterian? A Baptist?
None of these.
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Their preachers lisp no such words to sin.
ners; they cannot; they dare not; for thesimpIe words of Scripture would annihilate
their theory.
A. O--N.

••••
THAT SERMON!

o what a sermon! I never heard any
thing more eloquent.
From first to last, it
was a complete success. Each sentence
seemed a pearl strung on a silver thread;
each had a golden clasp, and the thoughts
"like apples of gold in pictures of silver."
" Why, Mary I" replied her father quietly, "you are getting more eloquent than the
preacher, and a little extravagant in your
praise. What was the greatest excellence
of the sermon ?"
- --- All excellent, father; first, the text,Solomon's Song, iv. 15, A fountain of gardens, a well of living waters, and streams
{rom Lebanon.
Is not that beautiful?
Then how he described a flower·garden,
with a jet d'eau in its center, throwing its
silvery spray over the plants; and an outgushing well, or fountain, surrounded by
drinking flocks; ana the streams from !tit.
Lebanon, now leaping in cascades, now
sleeping in cool basins,
-now-laying
their silver threads across the fertile plains!
Such a garden, he said, reminded him of the
Garden of Eden, watered by the river of
God; such a fountain, of the depths of his
overflowing goodness; and such streams, of
the multiplied channels of his love I
And then, he remarked, that garden is an
emblem of heavE:n! That fountain an emblem of the head-spring of salvation! And
those streams emblematical of the streams
which unite in the river of life!
And having lifted us to heaven, he kept
us there half an hour, beholding its beauties,
and listening to its songs. And when we
came down by the "1\iilky Way," he explained that to be the jeweled sash which girds
the shoulder and loins of the Almighty;
the moon to be but the sapphire pavement for his feet; the sun the radiant glory
of his brow; lightning the flash of his eye,
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and thunder but the whisper of his voice!
Wasn't it a splendid sermon?
":My daughter, the preacher ran away
with your fancy, and in the flight you lost
your usual good sense. His was the responsible duty of preaching the Gospel, but he has
given you a compound of poetry, natural
scenery, and fancy. What doctrine did he
derive from the text?
What duty enjoin?
What did he make of it beyond a bridlepost for his imagination?
The great busi
ness of a preacher is not to amuse, but to
instruct, impress, and persuade his hearers
to lay hold on eternal life. Christianity
does not rej ect ornament. Jesus drew lessons from the lillies of the field, the clusters of the vine, and the crimson glow of
the sky. So may the preacher for the same
purpose-to
impress truth and duty. But
saving men with sermons composed of rhetorical flowers and poetical fancies, is like
keeping them from starvation with the
painted bread and fruit of the canvas which
hangs on the wall.
A person on hearing such a preacher
with equal force and justice, remarked,
"He snowed on the congregation; he snowed on them beautifully."
How many such sermons, do you suppose, it would take to awaken one sleepy
conscience, and convert one sinner from the
error of his ways? Could that sermon you
call so eloquent, multiplied by a thousand,
ever have reached the heart of our neighbor Roscoe? You remember his was a hard
case. At first he refused to go even into a
school-house to hear a sermon, and was not
persuaded till I promised him a bushel of
wheat, if the preacher did not tell him the
most wonderful story he ever heard. It
was that story-the story of the cross-that
went to his heart. And now for eighteen
months he has been a praying, godly man.
The poet speaks beautifully-
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and the water of life. And away with that
pulpit eloquence which flashes like the
N orthcrn light on a polar sky, but sends no
flaming bolt to the sinner's heart.
And,
Mary, go to the Sermon on the Mount for
a specimen of real eloquence, and to the
feet of Him who preached it, for pardon in
having sacrificed your good sense on the
altar of fancy.
J. S.

-.-

"MIGHTY IN THE SCRIPTURES."
Summerfield's aptness in the quotation of
Scripture, and his constant reference to the
Bible, both in conversation and in his public
addresses, were doubtless one ef the secrets
of his great power over men. His familiar
and happy use of the Word of God is thus
noticed by a correspondent:
In the contemplation of Mr. Summerfield's life and labors, I have often been
reminded of what has been said of Apollos.
" He was an eloquent man and mighty 1"n
the Sct"ptures." A great and distinguishing feature of his mind was, it was saturated
with the Word of God. Its very language
seemed to come to his lips like household
words. No subject could be brought forward, no incident could o~cur in public or
private, but he found something to say on
it in the words of the Bible, or made it the
occasion of reference to some incident in
the Bihle. I may refer to an instance of
this happy talent which occurred at a meeting of a missionary society in one of the
Methodist churches.
The speaker who
went before him remarked that he would
be brief, as he was to be followed by one
whom they were anxious to hear, and who
would bring forth from his ample stores
what would be of itself a rich feast for the
evening. Mr. Summerfield arose, expressing his regret that sueh allusion had been
made to him, assuring the assembly that
he had no sucn stores as had been described.
"On the contrary," said he, "1 come before you simply a lad with five barley loves
and two small fishes. But," he added, "If
the Lord will be pleased to bestow his blessing on the supply, scanty as it is, all the
people will 'have as much as they would,'
" 'Tis when the cross is preached,
And only then,
and besides, we will have twelve baskets
That from the pulpit
full of fragments taken up." The effect of
A mysterious power goes forth,
this allusion, and of others with which he
To renovate the moral man."
Away, then, with Christless sermons. followed it, was, I am told, a collection that
far surpassed the expectation both of himLet the hungry and thirsty have the bread self and his friends.
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some have thought and argued that it is
more reasonable and more rational to transform all the innumerable imaginary divinities of the ancients into one divinity; to
FAITH AND1NFIDELITY.-NO. VI.
merely change Polytheism into Pantheism;
l' ANTHEISM.
and thus to identify God and the uniBeware lest any man "poil you through philosoPll,{ verse.
and vain deceit,l\fter the tradition of men; after the
Indeed this is not, strictly speaking, a,
rll'limcnts of the world and not after Christ. Colossians ii: 8.
mo~'ern notion. It has always prevailed in
One of the first forms of idolatry known India: and it is substantially the same docand practiced among men, was the worship trine that was taught by Pythagoras, in his
of the heavenly bodies. The great influ- celebrated school at Crotona, about 500 years
ence of some of these bodies, and especially B. C. But it was reserved for Germany to
of the sun and moon, upon the earth, was bolster up this monstrous absurdity by all
observed by many of the ancient philoso- the lights and evidence of modern science.
phers. They observed too that these bodies The attempt was first made by Benedict
were continually changing their position in de Spinoza, an apostate Jew of Amsterdam,
relation to the earth, and some of them, in about the middle of the 17th century. And
relation to each other. And hence many more recently, this system has been defendinferred that the stars and planets were liv- ed and variously modified by Fichte, Shelling beings endowed. with the power of loco- ing, Hegel, Strauss and other German philmotion; that they were in fact real divini- osophers. And even now in the year 1863,
ties, each one of which was constantly ex- while we are anxiously endeavoring to
erting an influence on the fortunes and des- mould the minds and the hearts of the rise
tinies of mankind.
ing generation in the Holy Bible, many of
But modern science has completely ex- the Professors in the German and :French
ploded these cotions of ancient astrologers. Universities, axe laboring to disseminate
By the aid of the telescopc, the calculus, this form of infidelity among all ranks and
and other means of investigation, it has classes of European society.
been discovered that these bodies are com
I do not feel therefore that I need offer
posed of inert matter; that thcy are but any apology for introducing to the notice of
parts of one great system, called the the un- my readers, even so absurd a scheme of the
iverse; and that their illotions and influen- philosopllY of religion as that of Pantheces are all essential to thc stability and har- ism. If some of the most profound thinkmony of the one grand and universal ers of Europe have been deceived by its,
scheme.
plausible pretensions, the American youth,
This, to the eye of enlightened reason, is may not be wholly out of danger; they tooa most convincing and glorious demonstra- may be deluded by its undue assumptions
tion of the unity of the God-head.
If cre- and by the pretensions of science falsely so-ation is a unit, so also is its Creator a unit. called. Indeed all history proves, that withIf all created things are but parts of one out a knowledge of Divine Revelation, a·
stupendous whole, then indeed it follows man may bc induced to bclicve almost any'
that to us there is but one God, the Jehovah religious creed, and to worship ahnost any"
Elohim, who in the beginning created, out idol. He must, and he will worship some-of nothing, the heavens and the earth, the thing. If he cannot worship the Creator"
seas and the fountains of water.
he will worship the creature, even in its;
This seems to me to be a fair and legiti- lowest and most degraded forms. If his,
mate conclusion from the premises. But soul does not find rest in the religion of Jeall men do not think so. As we have no di- sus, he will seek it in Spiritualism, Panthc--'
rect sensible evidence of God's existencc ism, or any thing else. And hence it is im--
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portant to guard the young against all the
prevailing forms of Infidelity, and especially to expose their errors by frequently con·
trasting them with the very plain, simple,
and rational truths of the scheme of redemption, as these are revealed and presented to us in the Living Oracles.
J 'trust then that I shall have the attention
and indulgence of my readers, while with
this object in view, I attempt to discuss,
very briefly, the claims of even so absurd a
system as 'Pantheism.
'This whole scheme then, as I have said,
'is nothing more nor lebs than Polytheism
generalized.
It simply reduces the universe to a unit. This unit is God; and God,
of course, is the universe.
'Ihis one dogma
is the basis of the whole system.
But from this assumption, there follow of
necessity many very grave and serious consequences. These of course, constitute a
part of the scheme, and must stand or fall
with it. It may therefore be interesting
and instructiv-c to notice a few of these very
brieRy, 'by way of illustration.
In the first place then it is evident, that
on this hypothesis, God is not a person but
a thing, a mere thing, having no self-govment and no self'control.
He makes noth-,
ing; and he does nothing. But he is himself subject to constant changes and modifi-cations, owing simply to the inherent, eternal, and immutable 'laws-of his own nature.
And hence we see why'it is and how it is
that Strauss and other Pantheists argue so
confidently a~ainst the possibility of all
miracles. On their assumption, a miracle
is indeed an eVident impossibility.
Admit
their premises, and their conclusion follows
of necessity.
A'ttother consequence of these premises is
the denial of man's personality, freedom of
will, and immortality.
If the universe is
God, and God is the universe, then indeed,
properly speaking, man has not even indio
viduality, and much less has he personality.
He is a mere mode or manifugtation of the
Divine existence i-a phenofuenon that appears for a little while and then vanishes
forever. Like baubles that rise from the
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ocean, and float and glitter for a few moments on its surface, and are then lost forever in the abyss of waters: even so, by a
fatal necessity, man rises for a little while
out of the abyss of the Divine essence; appears for a few days in the beauty of youth
and the glory of manhood; and then sink s
into a state of uneonsciousness,-forever
absorbed and lost in the fulness of the Divine existence. And this is the repose of
Pantheism.
This is its heaven. This is its
boasted glory and felicity.
One more thought, and I have done with
this part of my subject. It is evident that
Pantheism obliterates all moral distinctions;
all supposed differences between right and
wrong, between moral good and evil. It is
incredible to suppose that one part of a Divinity under the dominion of an absolute
necessity, can ever transgress against anoth.
er part. As well might we suppose that
the human hand would transgress against
the human foot: or that the head would violate its moral obligation to the heart.
But
this is impossible; for the simple reason,
that no such moral obligations exist or can
exist between different parts of the human
body. And just so it is on the Pantheistic
hypothesis: there being no moral relations
there can, of course, be no moral obligations; and where there are no moral obliga,tions, there can be no moral wrongs or in·
juries 'infEcted.
Many other consequences of a similar
and equally absurd nature, necessarily fol·
low from the assumptions of Pantheism.But ihe points already explained and illustrated are sufficient for our present purpose.
And I simply wish now in conclusion, to
say a few things in relation to the merits of
the whole system.
1. And the first remark that I wish
to make is, that the evidence of design,
taken from the structure and mechanism of
the un iverse, is all against it. No man in
his senses thinks of indentifying a watch
and its maker. The evidence of design seen
in its structure and arrangement, is proof
positive to all sober minded persons, that it
had a designer. And just sO it is in the vaet
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empire of nature. The nicely adjusted me-I its surface with fruits and flowers and all
chanism of the heavens, and the more deli- kinds of herbage; after he had filled the
cately wrought structure of every species waters with fishes, the air with birds, and
of vegetables and animals,clearly indicate to land surface with quadrupeds, he said withevery sound and well balanced mind that in himself, "let us make man in our own
the universe is not eternal; that it did not image, after our likeness; and let them have
make itself; and that it is not the ,l'esuit of dominion over the fish of the sea, and over
chance; but that, as the Bible assures us, the fowl.of the air, and over the cattle, and
"In the begill.tling God created the heavens over all the earth, and over every creeping
and th.e earth out -of nothing."
In this re- thing that creepeth upon the earth. So
pect, then, the .evidence of Nature and the God created man in his own image, in the
evidence of Divine Revelation harmoni~e image of God created he him; a male and a
IDest perfectly.
And the evidence of bot.n femak created.he them."
This is the first
is irreconcilably opposed to all the chims lesson that God has taught us concerning
and asslimptions of Pantheism.
man. And the second is that in which he
2. My second argument against this mod- informs us that by the abuse of this freeern scheme of infidelity, is derived from the dom, man sinned, and thus brought death
evidence of our own consciousness.
We into the world and all our woe. Indeed in
are all conscious of our own individuality; every chapter of the Holy Bible, man is
of our own personal identity; and of our represented, just as he appears within the
ability to will, and generally to act as we domain of his own consciousness, as a volplease. We need no evidence beyond that nntary agent, free in :tIl cases to refuse the
of our own consciousness to prove that weevil and to choose the good. Here then again
think, and feel, and act for ourselves.
Any we have the most perfect and entire harmony
scheme of philosophy, therefore, that makes between Nature and R.evelation; and as in
man a mere passive machine, or that ig- the -Erst in&tance they are both in opposition
nores the highest principles and attriblltes to the claims and assumptions of Pantheof his natare, by reducing him to a mere ism.
phenem.enan or mode af the Divine exist3. Another objection to this hypothesitl,
ence, must be false, if -there is any reliance is that it is irreconcilably opposed to the
to be placed in the .evidence of our own dictates of conscience, or to the impulses of
senses and Qonsciousness. And if we can- man's melfal nature. If it is true, as PanDot rely .upon theee witnesses, then most theism al ways implies, and as it sometimes
assuredly we ean nely upon nothing.
Then affirms, that human actions have no moral
indeed Pantheism and every other ism be- qualities; that they are bItt the legitimate
comes a mere chimera of the bra~n, aRd uni- effects of causes as immutab Ie as the Divine •
versal skepticism is .the i.levitaBle result.
nature; and that they are therefore all equalLet not, then, the yOJlth of our country ly good or bad,-then
I ask whence and for
be deceived by such mild and extravagant what purpose is this inward monitor that we
speculations.
"Evil communications cor· call Conscience? Why was this lying witrupt good manners."
How much more ra- nESSever placed within the human breast,
tional and consisterat with the testimony of to torment man by its falsehood? Why
our own consciousness, is the account which docs a man feel remorse for one action,
God has given us in the Holy Bible, re- and the highest degree of complacency on
specting man's powers and capabilities. account of another?
Surely there must te
After Jehovah Elohim had created every something wrong just here. Surely there
thing else pertaining to this world; after he must be -some error in a scheme which is EO
had filled its mountains and it$ valleys with contrary to e"lery man's experience, and to
coal, and iron, and other precious minerals every principle of human government and
for the good of man; after he had covered social order. And what must be still more
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perplexing to the Pantheist, is the very re- any man spoil you through philosphy and
markable fact, that here again the testimony vain deceit; after t.he tradition of men; after
of Nature corresponds exactly with the the rudiments of the world; and not after
te"timony of Divine Revelation; and that Christ." 0 never give up your Bibles for any
both these witnesses are opposed to his fav· such baseless and unsatisfactory hypothesis
as Spiritualism, or Naturalism, or Pantheorite hypothesis.
:M:y fourth objection to Pantheism, is ism. They have not the shadow of evithat it is opposed to some of the strongest dence to support them; and they can only
natural desires of the human heart; and fill the soul with darkness and doubting.
particularly
man's desire to live forever; But the Bible is full of light, full of joy,
to preserve his own personal identity amidst and full of comfort. Follow its precepts,
the wreck of matter and the crush of worlds. and they lead will you safely through your
That this is true of every man, I presume carthly pilgrimage; through the dark valley
no one doubts. I can conceive of nothing of the shadow of death; and finally, through
but the fear of everlasting torment, that the. gatcs into the everlasting city of our
could in~uce any man. to desire annihila- God.
R MILLIG4-N.
tion, or to 'seek for eternal absorption in the
Divine essence. But why 'Wasthe desire to
live and tu pl'rOerve our own personality,
ever impbnted in the human breast if it is
••••••
not to be gratified; If in a few days or years,
we must all sink into a state of absolute un·
con'sciousness never again to see the light of
heaven, nor to hear the sweet melodies of
THE PAULINE THEOLOGY.
nature; nor to feel one more emotion of
NO. II.
sympathy, or of friendship. or of love?
Surely a theory must be greatly at fault,
It always seems like a pity, when a man
which is so contrary to nature, and which is thinks he has achieved something great, t(}
so directly opposed to many of the strong- spoil it all. In our charitable nature, wllere
est and most elevating impulses of the hu- we see a nice cob-house built by a child, weman soul.
'dislike to see it de.~troye(l. We feel somewhat
How much more rational and consistent moved by the same benevolent feeling tois the doctrine of Divine :Revelation. How ward the little castle built by Mr. Hastconsonant with our desires and our happi- ings, especially as he cherishes it so fondness is; the assurance given in that blessed Iy and seems to feel that he has done a.
• volume, that man was made for immortality, clever thing. Still, we have ~eas()ns which
that though in Adam all die, yet that in we deem sufficient for capsizing this little
Christ Jesus all shall be made alive; that castle over his head.
the hour is coming, when ail that an in their
I. Why does Mr. Hastings confine his
graves shall hear the voice of our Savior, argument so much to the writings of Paul?
and shall come £orth,-they that have done 'rhere appears to us to be a little artifice, if
good to the resurrection of life;. to a state not sophistry, in this. Again and again he-,
of honor, and glory, and immortality in the tells his reader, that Paul shuned not to.,
presence of our God. Then, th8re will be declare the whole counsel of God and kept
fCllness of joy; and}hen there will be pleas- back nothing th-at was pr.ofitable,1 But '-di~
ures forevermore.
' Paul say this of what he- had w1'itten, as it
"No chillingwinds,nor poisnousb:eath
appears in' the New Testament? or of hi8..
Canreachtbat healthfulshore;
teaching an d preac h'·mg III a Ch··
- lshan con~
Sicknessandsorrowpain and death,
Are felt amIfearedno more.",
gregation?
Paul never said nor intimated
"Beware," then, my de~r readers; "lest I that he had shuncd not to declare the whol e
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counsel of God, in ltis writings, as they ap- the wi'Cked'shall consist in the termination
pear in the New Testament, or that he had of their existence, is perish. To make some
kept back nothing that did not appear in d.isplay of variety, perhaps, be makes a septhese writings. He never said, nor intima- erate argument on the word, deslToy. The
ted that he had declared the whole counsel. same original wOl"d,however, is translated
of God in these writ!~gs, but he had done deslroy and perish, so that if there is any
this in his preaching and teaching in a argument, at all, it is but one, and not two.
Christian congregation. The fact that Paul That the wicked will per'ish-be destroyedshould not to declare the whole counsel of is clearly set forth in scripture. What then,
God to the disciples, in his preaching and is the meaning of the original word translateaching from house to house,where he labor- ted destroy and perisk. Our first recours!l,
ed among the people in person, by no means in getting the meaning of a New Testament
proves that the whole counsel of God is word, is to trace it through and examine its
contained in his writings, as they appear in use 'n eoery place. The first question we
the New Testament.
This takes the wind start with is the following: Is the original
Qut of our author's sails.
world, appollumi, translated perish and den. If Paul's writings contain the whole stroy, ever used, where the connection shows,
counsel of God, why does Mr. Hastings that it does not mean, the termination of
quote so largely from other portions of the conscious existence? We maintain that it is.
Bible?
His plan appears to be to shut oth- Now for the examples:
ers off from all the Bible, save the small
1. Matthnw x. 6, the Lord said, "go
portion written by Paul, while he is to be rather to the lost sheep of the house of Isleft free to quote at large!
We cannot af- rael." Here the the word lost represents
ford this. We '<fonot agree that our hands appolumi. These lost, perished, or destroyed
shall be tied,while oar antagonist shall have sheep of tke h(}Useof Israel, were certainly
both ha'llds free.
' not exterminated, or their conscious existHI. Mr. Hastings g'ives us quite a deser-' ence terminated, when the Lord sent the
tation on the candor of Paul, his learning, apostles to preach to them. They were
knowledge, &c., arguing that we should be- certainly in existence and conscious, though
lieve him. This endorsement of Paul by lost or destroyed.
kim, and eulogy, are useless, so far as we
2. Matt. xviii. 11, we have the words,
are concerned. Paul needs no such endorse- "Christ came to save that which was lost."
ment at this office. "'Paul we know; and The same word here is translated,
lost.
Jesus we know, but who are you?"
Paul Their existence was certainly not terminawe believe, Jesus we believe; all the scrip- ted. Still they were lost, perished or detines we believe; but Mr. Hastings'theolgy,
stroyed.
we do not know. It is in doubt-on trial.
3. "What man of you having a hnndred
IV. Three times on one page we find the sheep, if he lose one of them, doth not leave
word "doctrines," and once the word "tcach- the ninety and nine in the wilderness and go
ings," used in a sense nevel" found in the after that which is lou." Lu. xv. 4. The
New Testament.
The word "doctrine" oc- same word here is translated lost in two ineurs frequentl)', but always minus the s, stances. Certainly the sheep, though lost, or
except where we find "doctrines of men," destroyed, was 10 existence as much as any of
or "d(}ctrines of demons."
We never read the ninety-nine not lost. In the same way, a
of the "d'octrines of Christianity,"
nor lQst man may be in existence as really as a
"Christian doctrines," in the New Testa- saved man, bllt in a very different state of
ment. So to speak, is not "Pauline Theol- existence.
gy," nor ChristoJogy.
4. The prodigal son, Lu. xv. 24, was
V. The first word our author calls to his lost, and afterward found. The same word
assistance, to prove that the punishment of is here translated lost. Surely the prodi-
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gal son was in existence while he was lost for they were already in existence.
Theu,
as much as after he was found, but in a' to go into punishment, is not to go into
different state.
none existence, or out of existence, but into
5. The piece of money the woman lost, punishment.
What is it that is everlasting?
was afterward found, and was certainly :Not merely the consequencesof punishment,
in existence while lost, as much as when but punishment itself. The very thing affound, though in a different state. See firmed to be endless here, l\fr. Hastings
Luke xv. 8, where the same word is trans- maintains shall termir:ate-punishment.
A
lated, lost.
man in punishment, is destroyed, but a man
6. "None of them if> lost but the son of whose conscious existence is terminated, is
perdition." John xvii. 12. Here the same no more in punishment than he was before
word is translated lost. By implication, it he was created.
1'he sa,me original word
is said, Judas is lost. Still, he was as much (I{alasin) translated, "punishment," Matt.
in existence as anyone of the twelve, thpugh xxv. 46, is translated, "torment," 1John iv.
in a vastly different st~te.
18; and it matters not which way it is trans7. 2 001'. iv. 3, the gospel is said to be lated, for there can be no punishment, or
"hid to them that are lusl." They were torment, after the termination of a man's
lost, but as actually in existence as those existence any more than before he was
Dot lost.
created. The punishment with which Mr.
VI. We now deny that appollumi, trans- Hast\ngs threatens men for disobeying the
lated lost, destroy, and peri3h, when applied Gospel, is precisely the same as we were all
to the condition the wicked, ever means, 'in before' we were create'dt non-existence!
the termination of their conscious existence. ,
We have already found where it is applied;
to men in this life, while they were alive'
•••••••
and in a conscious state of existence. There
is, then, nothing in this word, in itself, teaching the termination of conscious existence;
for where the word is used, in reference to
A CONTRAST
the wicked, any person can see, or cannot BETWEEN THE TRUE CHURCH AND FALSE
help but see, that it does not have that
CHURCHES, AND BETWEEN JESUS CHRIST
AND ANTI-CHRIST.
meaning. We find that not only a portion
of men were lost, or destroyed, but tha,t tlle
BRO. FRANKLIN-Dear Sir:-It
is fortuworld was lost or destroyed when Jesus came nate for us that we have the teaching of
to save it, though alive and in a conscious Ohrist and the Apostles in the New Testastate. But where different words are ap- ment. Their religion consists of two parts;
plied to a thing, we are not to give one of teaching and procticc; a very simple religthese words an arbitrary interpretation,
ion. The first seven chapters l>f the Acts
which will contradict the opvious meaning, of the Apostles gives us thc history of the
and the only meaning which another word first Christian congregation ever organized
applied to the same thing must have.
on earth, in the city of Jerusalem.
The
Matt. xxv. 46, the Lord says, of the twelve Apostles were members of it. They
wicked, "these shall go away into el:e1'last- organized it under the inspiration of the
ing pu,nishment." In the same verse, as Holy Spirit.
This congregation is the
revised by the Bible Union, we have the mother, mistress and model of all Ohrisadditional words, "but the righteous into tian congregations; of pure origin and heaveverlasting life." Here is a perfect anti- en descended Christianity. It is the measure
thesis. At the same time the righteous go or standard by which we are to try every
into life, the wicked go into punishment. thing called Ohristianity.
There were
To go into life, is not to go into existence, 8,000 Ohristians in it. ~.l'hese 8,000 went
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every where preaching the word or gospel.
That one verse is a death blow to the kingdom of the clergy, who claim to be called
and sent to preach their isms. Owerseers
and deacons al e the officers in Christ's kingdom, all beside these are anti-christian.
I
mean permanent officers. Why is not J erusalem invested with the supremacy, where
our blessed LQrd, by his death and resurrection, laid the foundation, not of a particular church only. but of the universal congregation?
It was here that the Holy
Spirit descended upon the Apostles to guide
them into all truth.
It was from Jerusalem they were to commence their ministry,
. from whence faith was dIffused as from a
fountain, throughout
the whole world.They were commanded to begin at Jerusalem. Luke 24. The finger of prophecy
pointed to Jerusalem, as the place from
whence the word of the Lord, or gospel, was
to go forth. Isaiah ii: 1, 2, 3. Micah iv:

1-4.
The Lord Jesus Chrii:lt was the founder
and the foundation of the Christian congregation in the city of Jerusalem.
Isaiah
xxviii: 16. Therefore, thus says the Lord
God, Behold I lay in Zion a foundation
stone. 1 Peter ii: 1 to 10. Psalms 118.
This stone was Jesus Christ, laid by the
Apostles on the day of Pentecost, and built
the souls of men on it by faith and obedience. What have we in opposition to all
these Scriptural facts. We have an uncerlain tradition that Peter was once in Rome,
and that he was a bishop of that congregation. Rome is mentioned in the close of
the Acts. The superstructure of the first
Christian congregation was not the work of
one Apostle, but of the whole College of
Apostles.
Whenever we wish to know what
anti-christianity is, all we have to do is
contrast it with this congregation in J erusalem, and we can know it. Contrast this
congregation with the Roman hierarchy in
aJJ its ramifications for the last 1200 yeaps,
with its popes, cardinals, massacres, inquisitions, persecutions,
cathedrals, churches,
priests, mummeries, masses and traditions.
Contrast this mother congregation, her pu-
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rity, her simplicity, her unity, her spirituality, her disinterestedness, her liberality,
her faith, her hope, her loy-e, her laws and
her institutions, with Protestantism and her
sects, her traditions, her creeds, her language, her corruptions, or with any branch
or sect, and you have ..Anti- Chl'{St as large as
life, in the difference between this congregation and Romanism and Protestantism.
After all our boast of the Lutheran Reformation, and the Wesleyan and our own
Reformation brethren for forty years; is
there no Anti-Christ among us? which of
our congregations equals this one in Jerusalem, brethren? which of our congregations
will compare with this one in letter. and
spirit? If they will not they are AntiChristian.
Sce, brethren, what an amount
of Anti-Christ there is in the world! If
our congregations are Anti-Christian
in
part, what shall we say of Romanism, Protestantism, Episcopalianism, Presbyterianism, Methodism, Lutheranism,
Baptistism, &c. Christ and Anti- Christ may be
clearly seen by contrasting the Jerusalem
congregation, with all that passes for Christianity in this world. By contrasting Jerusalem and Rome, we can sce the deficienCJ.
Jerusalem the fou!Jtain of pure-Christianity, Rome the mother of sects and
abominations, the symbol of heathenism,
whitewashed heathenism, a mixture, a Judaism, heathenism, traditions, architecture,
with a small sprinkle of Christianity.Protcstantism is a compound of Judaism
creeds, human philosophy, creeds and Christianity.
Jesus Christ is the foundation and
the Head of the Christian congregation.
St. Peter is the foundation and head of the
Roman hierarchy.
The Christian congregation is governed by the New Testament,
the Roman hierarchy is governed by the
laws of the Pope, and by the fathers. I
believe that ~he Roman hierarchy is built
on St. Pcter, as much as I believe the Christian congregation is built upon Jesus Christ
The Catholics believe this too. But here
lies the awful mistake, in suppcsing that
Peter and Jesus Christ are the identical
same persons, in supposing that Romanism

"
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is Ohristianity, that because Peter is the
Head of Romanism, that therefore he is
the Head of the Ohristian congregation.
It would be as reasonable to suppose that
Jerusalem is Rome, and that Jews and
heathens were the same people, as to suppose tbat Catholicism and Ohristianity are
the same religion. We had as well call Mahomet and Ohrist the same person, as to
call the pure gospel of Christ, and its corruptions the same thing. 1'0 call the Papal
!jol.e the yoke of Jesus Christ is a specics
of madness that borders on insanity. To
call St. Peter's hierarchy the congregation
of Jesus Ohrist is next to the unpardonable sin. To cai! national establishments
Christianity, is to call day night and night
day. Peter's sermon was a model sermon
-it
was Jesus the Ohrist, the Son of God
his death for our sins, his burial, his resurrection, his ascension, his coronation in
heaven. It is an ancient sermon, it is orthodox, it is an infallible one. He promised to those who obeyed it pardon of all
past sins, the Holy Spirit" and eternal life.
Do modern gospels promise these to their
subjects?
No, they do not. W cre there
llrny infants in the mother church?
They
that gladly received the gospel were immersed--were saved or pardoned, were added to the congregation.
They separated
themselves from an untoward generation;
.and all that believed were together.
Every
person in this first congregation was a professed Ohristian, an immersed believer.
They continued steadfastly in the apostles,
teaching, in the fellowship, in the breaking
of bread, in prayer and praise, having favor
with God and all the people. This is a
model for all revivals of religion.
Let us,
brethren, imitate this model sermon, this
model congregation, and this model revival
of religion.
Yours truly.

J.

CREATH.

OHRIS1'IAN

COLLEGES AND EDUCATION.
A resolution was passed in the General
Missionary Meeting, recommending churches to aid worthy young men, who are striving to qualify themselves for the work of
the ministry, by sending them to some one
of our colleges and paying their expenses,
or some portion of their expenses, accruing
while they are taking a regular course of
instruction.
We do not remem ber the precise wordir.g of the resolution, but think
we have the substance of it. We were
urged by several persons, during the meet.
ing, Sister Campbell among the number, to
write an article urging the importance of
the resolution.
This we thought we would
do immediately; but one thing after another,
pressing on our attention, has prevented
our doing so till now. And even now, we
fear we can not give the subject that careful consideration which its importance de'mands.
As is well known to many, we have for
many years taken great pleasure in doing
every thing in our power to encourage and
bring young men into the field as preachers
of the word. N6r are we any less disposed
to do so now than we have been heretofore.
We are ~assured that a vast amount can be
done, by training, educating and encouraging young men who are striving to become
faithful and devoted preachers of the gospel. We are also well convinced, that a
noble work can be done for the assistance
and encouragement of faithful young men
in the manner contemplated in the resolution alluded to above. Worthy young brethren have written us, requesting us to make
appeals to the brotherhood to aid them, in
obtaining a regular college COurse. We
have declined making 'any appeals, upon
any plan suggested, because such appeals
would be unavailing and useless. The
brethren would suppose that benevolent
persons would, in this way, be induced to
make appeals in cases where there was no
sufficient evidence that young men would,
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or could, make preachers. The- brotherhood
generally would pay no attention to appeals
made for persons whom they never saw,
simply upon the recommendation of a few
brethrcn.
If any thing of importance is
done in this matter, it must come before the
brethren in such a form as to assure them
that there is some thing to be depended on.
A few things must be understood, before
the brethren will do anything.
The fol·
lowing matters must be pretty clearly set
tletl:
1. That the person proposed is a good
man, possessing the piety, devotion to the
cause and character indispensable to the
faitllful preacher of Ohrist.
II. That he has the natural
and gifts for the work.

endowments

III. Brethren should have assurance of
his stability, decision of character, and de·
termination to persevere and accomplish
the work he undertakes.
They do not
want a man who is one week talking of
practicing law, the next week of practicing
medicine, then of merchandizing, and then
of preaching, but who does notlling.
They
want a man whose purpose is (0 preach, who
is bending hi~ whole course to that end and
never intends to give up his purpose, nor
to be foiled or discouraged in it.
IV. He should already have given some
evidence, by exercising publicly, of natur
al ability for the work.
These things can be best judged of, in
tbe communities where the man is known.
The brethren must themselces select their
man, and then if he does not turn out well,
they have no one to blame but themselves.
Where a young man is thus known, has
gained some reputation, evinced ability for
nsefulness, in the great and good work of
preaching the gospel, some three or four
churches of ordinary ability, without oppressing themselves in the least, can furnish him the means to take him th:ough a
collegiate course, and we know of no other
way in which they can accomplish so much
for the cause, with so small an amount. Tn
a brief space, he may turn round and give
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them a rich reward in noble acquisitions to
the cause.
Now is an important time for such a
work, on several accounts, as follows:
1. Young men, who are now striving to
preach, studying the Bible. and devoting
themsel vcs t~ the work, while there are so
many attractions all around them, to draw
them aside, and diversions to attract their
attention, are giving evidence of their integrity to thei!' Lord and King, and their
genuine devotion to the cause; and they
will not be likely to be led away by the
devices of the world.
Young men who
stand, without wavering, in these times,
will be likely to stand in almost any kind
of times.
2. The colleges need assistance now.
Every student is needed that can be found,
that our colleges may be kept in lively
operation.
Perhaps we will not find another time in this generation, when additional students will be of 'so much importance to the interests of the colleges.
It is
of the very highest importance, that all of
our colleges be kept in motion.
The action, we are urging, on the part of congregations, if put in practice, would make an
importaut item in supporting ·and keeping
in motion our noble colleges. This is an
item well worthy of our consideration.
3. Young men now in the colleges have
superior ad vantages.
There are comparatively but few students 3,nd the Professors
can bestow greater attention upon those in
attendance. This is,especially,important to
young men. who are qualifying themsel ves for
the ministry. Notoniy so, but there is quietude, composure aud an opportunity for concentration of mind on the various studies,
such as is rarely enjoyed. Now is the
time to enjoy superior advantages in colleges, and young men desiring to become
great and good should not let this golden
opportunity pass.
There is also now a special reason why
we should make the greatest effort possible,
to prepare ourselves for \vhat is before us.We have a wonderful work before us. There
are more than a million of men in our
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country now exposed to all the demoraliz- A young man should take a pleasure in rising influences of active operations in civil ing by his own energies and standing upon
war. M.any of these, who were once in good his own merits. ~'he brethren will soon
standing in churches, will return home help a man who will help himself; the Lord
backslidden. Others will be dissipated and also helps those who help themselves.
'v\ hat college should a young man attend?
wrecked in character.
Their children are
growing up neglected.
The whole land is A C/aistian college, of course, and not a
more or less being demoralized by the influ- Sectarian college. Go to a Ohristian, col·
ence of war. Ohurches are being broken lege, under the influence of sound, good
down, schools of all sorts limited in their C1Lrisiianmen, giving tbeir attention strictly
moral influences. All these demoralizing to their work, and acting in harmony and
influences are to have their effect upon so- union with their brethren.
We want no
ciety. These effects must be counteracted. hobbyists, hobby· riders, nor factionists to
What an army then we should have in the teach young men preparing for the-ministry
field, fully equipped and qualified for the especially. "'IN e want men of sound minds,
great work of saving the thousands on their consistent and true, as professors in our col·
way to ruin. What an immense work th:s leges, and we must, and, will have them.will be for the Ohristian ministry I Shall The brotherhood will not sustain any oth·
we not, as children of the light, and of the ers. Men who desire to occupy high posiday, make ample preparation for this vast tions must hold themselves level. We have
work?
Every effort possible should be the colleges and the instructors, thank
made, to bring good men of talent into the heaven, and they are improving every year.
field and arm them for this wonderful work. Let us send the young men, and thus keep
We know of no higher calling to which a the work of educating moving.
noble hearted-man can aspire than the great
and good work of saving men. There is no
••••••
truer nor higher honor than that arising
from a God-like effort to save poor fallen
men from ruin and death-snatching
him as
THE PARDON OF SIN AND GOD REa brand from the burning.
We know of no
CONCILED TO MAN.
higher or more noble calling, to which man .
can be invited than to the Ohristian minisBRO. FRANKLIN-Dear
Sir :-It is welltry-to
be a preacher of righteousness.-known to you and our brethren that we have
What greater or better work can a Ohris- opposed the idea of God being reconciled
tian congregation engage in, than in raising to man, and that we have belab01'ed the
up and qualifying men for the Ohristian Methodist Discipline awfully orr this subministry?
The first step to be taken to ac- ject. I send you some extracts from Pearcomplish this good object, is to call into ex- son's Exposition of the Athenasian and
ercise the gifts in the congregation. In this Nicene Creeds that you may see it, and if
way, it can soon be ascertained who have he is wrong, that our people may correct
the natural gifts for speaking for public him. So far as I am concerned, I stand
edification. Will the brethren make an ef· corrected.
On page 544 he says, This refort in this important matter?
conciliation is clearly del~vered in the
We would not advise any young brother Scriptures as wrought by Ohrist; for all
to wait a single day for the aid of church- ,things are of God, who hath reconciled us
es, or brethren, if he can possibly proceed to himself by Christ Jesus, (2 Oar. v. 18,)
on his own resources and rely upon his own and that by virtue of his death, for when
energies. It is injurious for young men to we were enemies, we were reconciled to God
get ip. the way of having every thing done by the death of his Son, (Rom. v. 10,) makfor them and doing nothing for themselves. ing pcace through the blood of his cross,

~
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and by him reconciling all things to himself. (001. i. 20.) In vain is it objected
that the lScriptures say our Savior reconciled men to God, but no where teaches that
he reconciled God to man; for in the language of Scripture, to reconcile a man to
God, is in our vulgar language to reconcile
God to man, that is, to cause him who be
fore was angry and offended with him to be
gracious and propitious to him. As the
princes of the Philistines spoke of David, wherewith should he reconcile himself
unto his master?-should
it not be with the
heads of these men? (l Sam. xxix. 4)
Wherewith shall he reconcile Saul who is
80 highly
offended with him, wherewith
shall he render him gracious and favorable.
but by betraying these men unto him?
As our Saviour advises, if thou bring thy
gift before the altar, and there rememberest
that thy brother hath au~ht against thee,
leave there thy gift before the altar, and go
thy way, first be reconciled to thy brother,
(Matt. v. 23, 24,) that is, reconcile thy
brother to thyself, whom thou hast injured,
render him, by thy submission, favorable
unto thee, wl:o hath something against thee,
and is offended at thee. As the apostle advises the wife that departs from her husband to remain unmarried, or to be reconciled to her husband, (1 Cor. vii. 11,) that
is, to appease and get the favor of her husband .. In the like manner we are said to be
reconciled unto God, when God is reconciled, appeased, nd becomes gracious and favorable unto uSi and Christ is said to reconcile us unto God, when he hath moved and
obtained of God to be reconciled unto us,
when he hath appeased him and restored us
unto his favor. Thus, when we were enemies we were reconciled unto G-od, that is,
notwithstanding he was offended with us for
our sins-we
were restored to his favor by
the death of his Son, (Rom. v.10.) Whence
appears the weakness of the Socinian exception, that in the Scriptures we are said to
be reconciled unto God; but Goel is never
said to be reconciled unto us. For by that
very expression it is to be understood that
he which is reconciled in tho language of
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the Scriptures is restored unto the favor of
him who was formerly offended with that
person which is now said to be reconciled.
As when David was to be reconciled unto
Saul, it was not that David was to lay down
his enmity against Saul, butthat Saul should
become propitious and favorable unto David; and therefore, when the language is
that David should be reconciled unto Saul,
the sense is, that Saul who was exasperated
and angry. should be appeased and so reconciled unto David. Nor is it any wonder that
God should be thus reconciled unto sinners
by the death of Ohrist, who while we were
yet sinners died for us, (Rom. v. 8,) becauEe
the punishment which Christ, who was our
surety endured, was a full satisfaction to the
will and justice of God-the
Son of man
came not to be ministered unto, but to ministel', and to give his life a ransom for
many." (Matt. xx. 28.) He has much more
to the same effect, from page 143 to 149.
If we have been in an error on this subject
let us acknowledge it like men and Christians, or let us refute Bishop Pearson. Now
I want the attention of our opponents, if
they please.
"Being tl erefore assured
that the preaching remission of sins belongs not only certainly, but in some sense
peculiarly to the Church of Christ, it will
next be considered how this remission is
conferred upon any person in the Church."
For a full satisfaction in this particular two
things are very observable; one relating to
the initiation, the other concerning the
continuation of a Ohristian.
For the first
of these it is the most general and irrcfragable assertion of all, to whom we have
reason to give credit, that all sins whatsoever any person is guilty of, arc remitted
in the baptism of the same person. For
the second it is as certain that all sins committed by any person after baptism are remissible, and the person committing these
sins shall receiyo forgiveness upon true repentance at any time, accol'ding to the Gospel.
First it is certain that forgiveness of sins
was promised to all who were baptized in
the name of Christ, and it cannot be doubted

(
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but all persons who did perform all things forever seek the favor of God. This, then,
necessary to the receiving of the ordinance is the comfort of the gospel, that as it disof baptism, did also receive the benefit covers sin within us, so it propounds a remof that ordinance, which isremissian a/sins. edy unto us, while we are in this life enJohn did baptize in the wilderness, and compasssed with the flesh, "hile the allurE'!preach the baptism of repentance for the ments of the world, while the stratagems of
remission of sins. (Mark i:4.) And St. Peter Satan, while the infirmities and corruptions
made this the exhortation of his first ser- of our nature, betray us to the transgresmono Repent and be baptized everyone of sion of the law of God, we are always subyou in the name of Jesus Christ for the re- ject to offend (from whence whosoever says
mission of sins. (Acts ii: 38.) In vain that he hath no sin is a liar, cOlitradictinK
doth doubting and flactuating Socinus en- himself, and contrasting iniquity by predeavor to invalidate this evidence of this tending innocency;) and so long as we can
scripture, attributing the remission either offend, so long we may apply ourselves unto
to repentance without consideration of bap- God by repentance, and be renewed by his
tism, or else to the public profession of grace, and pardoned by his mercy. And
faith made in baptism, or if any thing must therefore the church of God, in which rebe attributed to baptism itself, it must be mission of sins is preached, doth not only
nothing but a declaration of such remission. promise it by the laver of regeneration, but
For how will these shifts agree with that aftewards also upon virtue of repentance;
which Ananias said unto Saul, without any and to deny the church of absolution in the
mention either of repentance or confession. heresy of Novatian," page 551. nemarka
Arise and be baptized and wash away thy sins. upon the quotation:
(Acts xxii: 16,) and that which St. Paul,
1. This is the teaching of the true and
who was so baptized, hath taught us con- ancient Christian Church for four h?-ndred
cerning the church, that Christ doth sancti· years immediately succeding the apostles.
fy and cleanse it with the washing of water. The apostles and the Christians for the
(Eph. v: 26.) It is, therefore, sufficiently first four centuries after Christ said, we becertain that baptism as it was instituted by lieve in one immersion for the remission of
Christ, after the preadministration of St. sins-on this subject there was no diviJohn, wheresoever it was received with all sion.
qualifications necessary in the person accept2. As a general rule all parties immering,and conferred with all things necessary to sed for 1300 years. This is what the peobe pcrformed by the person administering pIe now call hcresy or Campbellism. As a
was most infallibly efficacious as to this baptist once exclaimed who heard one 01 his
particular, that is, to the remission of all. preachers preach in Kentucky, one more
sins committed before the administration of I' dip and he will be a full blooded Campbellthis sacrament, page 449-50.
As thow ite.
who are received into the church by the sac3. All that thcse·Episcopalians need if!
rament of baptism received the remission to practice what they teach, and leave off
of their sins of which they were guilty be- infants who have no sins-and they will be
fore baptism, so after they are thus made On apostolic ground.
members of the church, they receive remie5. Let me ask our opponents if Socinision of their future rsinsby their repentance. ans are all that -oppose baptism for remisChrist who hath set us a. pattern of prayer, \Sion of sins? If baptism is necessary t-o
hath thereby taught us forever to implore pardon sin, as the Episcopalians teach, ·and
and beg the forgiveness of our sins; that as pardon of sin is necessary to salvation, how
we through the frailty of our nature areal- many sccts in Chri8tendom will be saved?
ways subject unto sin, so we should al- who ever read in the book of the conversion
ways exercise the acts of repentance, and of the ancient Christians, the Acts of the
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Apostles, of the remissisn of the sins of an
infant?
If any man ::Will show me in the
Acts of Apostles, the conversion of an infant or babe, he shall have ten dollars for
his trouble.
Infant baptism and Sectari:mism have done more injury to the religion of Jesus Christ than all the infidels on
earth.
It was opposition to infant baptism
that drew upon the ancient Baptists all their
nntold sufferings. From what I have read
in history and seen with my eyes, it does
appear to me, that a large portion of I'rofcsscd Christians would surrenoer their Bibles sooner than their sectarian names,
ereids and infant baptism.
Yours, truly,
J. CREATH.

- •...

FAITK AND INFIDELITY-NO.

VII.

ATHEISM.
"The fool b ltth said in his hear~, There is no God."
PBalmsxiv.1-

This is Atheism: the greatest extreme of
infidelity; the most monstrous and absurd
negation that was ever uttered by human
lips. All other forms of infidelity coneede some thing to Christianity. But Atheism concedes nothing. It dogmatically obliterates from the Bible, as a falsehood, every thing that is said in it respecting God,
and Christ, and the Holy Spirit, and the
scheme of redemption.
It is true, there is one form of Atheism,
MW perhaps more commonly called Secularism, which does not go so far in its ailirmations. It is rather marc modest and unassuill,ing in its pretensions.
It is satisRed
with doubting in regard to these matters.It does nDt pretend to decide positively
whcther .there is or is not a God, There
may be, or there may not be. This is a
matter that does not· concern the Secularist. It is enough for him he thinks, to attewI to the affairs of this world: to things
of the present life. All beyond this, he
regards as uncelltai-n antI u.nimportant. And
hence his motto is the old Epicurean maxim revived: "Let us cat and drink; for tomorrow we die."
But the Atheist of which David here
speaks, dogmatically affirms that· there is no
God; no Christ, no Holy Spirit, and no re-
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demption from death and the grave. With
him, nature is every thing; and every thing
is nature. \Yhether the universe is eternal,
as Aristotle taught; or whether it is the
work of chance-the
mere product of matter in motion, as many of the disciples of
Epicnrus supposed; or whether it is the result of an ill tinite series of developements
from primordial and uncre1ted monads, as
most modern, Atheists affirm, may indeed
be a question.
On this, and also on many
otber kindred subjects, some of the most
enlightened of the school still entertain
doubts. But that tbere is no God; no moral
government over the universe; and no future
state of rewards and punishments, are matters clear as sunshine, if we may believe
the testimony of such men as Diagoras,
Bion and Lucion among the ancients; and
d'Holbach and Oompte among the moderns.
r presume then tbat I need not consume
more time in explaining what Atbesim is.
It is all summed up and told in the affirmation of the fool; "TheJe is no God." But as
young persons particularly, are very liable
to be mislel by the mere authori ty af names,
I wish, for tbeir sake, to say a few things on
the merits of this so called system of inlideliny.
And in tbe first place, I wish all my
reader8 and particularly the young to consider how very yeckless, and unauthorized
is this assertion of the Athei8t. How does
he know that tbere is no God? RaR he
seen all the parts of the universe?
Has he
explored its infinite dimensions; and does
he comprehend everything pertaining to its
structure and organization-material
and im.
material? You see at once, that nothing short
of infiniteoknowledge can justify anyone in
making this assertion. And yet it is made by
a creature that does not know him3elf: that
does not know the powers and capacities of
his own soul: that does not comprehend
many things pertaining to the little clay
tabernacle in which his spirit has its present abode:-a being, to whom every blade
of grass, and every leaf the forest, and every partic,le of the earth is a mystery:-a
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being who does not know one in a hundred
of the creatures that inhabit tbis world;
and who knows almost notbing of the ten
thousand times ten thousand other worlds
that compose the vast empire of Jehovah.
What would you think of the man who
would stand up in a court of justice, and
. testify that tbere is no gold, nor silver, nor
iron, nor copper in the moon; though he
has never set a foot upon its surface, nor
examined a single particle of the vast masses of which it is composed? How much
would such testimony weigh with the court
and jury?
And yet tbat testimony would
be reasonable compared witb the dogmatical
assertion made by any man, however learned,
that there is ne God.
There is also another circumstance,which
I think detracts very much from the force
and credibility of this assertion. You observe that it is not given as a logical deduction from premises, either duly or unduly assumed. On the contrary, it springs
from the common source of all infidelity,
the desires oj the hem·t. The fool hath said,
Dot in his reason, nor in his underatanding,
but in his heart, "There is no God." He
first wishes it were bOj and then he believes
it to be so. Such, I think, is the testimony
o-f all infidel experience; and such is certainly the testimony of that Spirit that tries
the hearts and reins of the children of men.
In speaking of Gentile idolators and Atheists, Paul says, by the Spirit, Romans i: 28,
"And even as they did not like to retain
God in their knowledge, God gave them ov
er to a reprobate mind--i. e. to a mind VOla
of judgment-to
do those things which
were not becoming?
It is not then because men are forced by
any fair course of reasoning, that they become Atheists: but it is because, that not
lilcing to retain God in their knowledge,
and loving darkness rather than tbe light,
God has given them over to believe a lie,
that they all may be damned who obey not
the truth, but have pleasure in unrigbteousness.
And hence you I!lee,in the third place,the
bitter fruits and consequences of Atheism.

"As they did not like to retain God in their
knowledge," says the Apostle; or in other
words as they desired to become Atheists,
God gave them up to this disposition of
mind. And the .consequence was, that they
became immoral and impious just in proportion as they advanced in Atheism. "Being filled with all unrighteousness, fornication, wickedness, covetousness, maliciousness; being full of envy, murder, deceit,
malignity;" and at the same time they became "detractors, backbiters, haters of God,
despiteful, proud, boasters, inventors of
evil things, disobedient to parents, without
understanding, covenant b-reakers, without
natural affection, implacable, unmerciful."
It was a question of dispute among the
ancients, whether a community, levened
throughout withatbeistical principles, could
possibly, subsist.
But as a majority of
both statesmen and philosophers were always on the negative side of this question,
the experiment was never practically made
and fairly tested, till the time of the French
Revolution.
True, indeed, tbe natural and
necessary tendencies of this form of infidelity, wer~ very plainly indicated long before .that ever memorable epoch. This was
particularly the case, during the decline ot
the Greek RepublilJs and the Roman Empire. But in A. D. 1793, the reign of Atheism commenced in France; and with it commenced, simultaneously, the reign of Terror. France was like the troubled sea: it
was in fact a sea of blood. For a time,
every species of iniquity prevailed to a.
most alarming extent. But in a little while,
there was a re-action in the public mind.The people soon recoiled flom a system 80
impious and so horrible.
And the very
same convention that had publiclydisown6d
the Most High, ignored his authority, and
proclaimed death to be an eternal sleep, was
compelled by the immense increase of crime,
to revoke their edicts; acknowledge the immortality of the soul; and bow, though reluctantly, to the government of the King
eternal immortal, and invisible.
Surely
then a system of such tendencies cannot be
a system of truth. Let us either make the
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tree good, and its fruit good; or else, let us
make the tree corrupt, and its fruit corrupt;
for the tree is known by its fruit.
How beautifully
and how gloriously
Christianity contrasts, in this respect, with
this form uf infidelity.
Its fruits are all
light, and life, and love. Its tendencies are
all, "Glory to God in the highest; and on
earth, peace and good will to all men."
I am aware that much wickedness has
been committed in the name of Christiani·
ty. I'know that "adultery, fornication, uncleanness, lasciviousness, idolatry, witch·
craft-, hatred, variance. emulations, wrath,
strife, seditions, heresies, envyings, murders,
drunkenness,
revellings, and such like,'
have been. practiced and tolerated within
the very pale of ttle so-called church of Jesus Christ.
But I also know that these
crimes have no proper connection with
Christianity.
Th<ey a.re the legitimate offspring of infidelity; and can never, with any
propriety, be ascribed to the teachings and
workings of that blessed Spirit, whose fruits
are all "love, and joy, and peace, and long
suffering, and gentleness, and goodness, and
fidelity, and meekness, and temperance."-Let these ""irtues beoome universal, Mid the
very highest state of civi1ization of which
the human race are susceptible, will soon be·
come universal.
Man will cease to hate and
to annoy his .fellow-man; aad a.ll the kindreds, tribes, and !families of the Earth will
be united in one harmonious and delightful brotherhood.
'My fourthgrounu of objection to Atheis"l'fl
is,thatitisdirectly
opposed to the evidence cf
design aad contrivance so clearly and so abun.
dantly manifested in cvery department of nature. If it is true, that every effect must
have had a cause, that every design implies
a designer, then verily this great universe
must have had an Almighty Framer and
Architect.
Let any man, for example, care·
fully examine the structure and the mechanism of the human eye, and he will say
with Newton, that the study of this one organ is a cure for Atheism, if indeed it is a
curable malady.
Or let him look up to
these beautiful stars
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-------"that
nightly roll
And fhed their light from pole to POI~,
Forever singing as they shine;
The hand that made us Is Divine,"

anu he wi.! be constrained to say with.David,
"fhe heavens declare the glory of God, and
the earth showeth forth his handiwork.
I do not say, that without the aid of Di.
vine Revelation, any man coulu have derived
a correct knowledge of the character and atributes of Jehovah from the mere", orks of
nature. This is not the question before us.
There is a difference as wide as the poleil between the discovery and the proof of a
proposition. And it is therefore enough for
our present purpose, that the truth respecting Go-l's existence and character, first
communica ed to Adam and Noah by direct
Hevelation, and afterwards transmitted to
their posterity by oral and written tradi.
tion, is now corroborated and sustained. Iy
the light of all nature: so that "God's eter·
nal power and Divinity are now Clearly ~een,
being understood by the things that are
made." R:>m. i: 20. This, it would seem,
ought to be sufficient. If the heavens and the
earth, the seas and fountains of water, with
all their varied and multiplied tenantry,
are opposeu to Atheism, then what farther
need have we of witnesses?
Surely we
might rest the matter just bcre, and allow
the voice of nature, which is now distinctly
heard in all the earth to proclaim its Maker's praise.
But after all,it is in the Bible,and from the
Bible, and through the Bible, that we have
most convincing and satisfactory evidence
against Atheism and every other species and
foormof in.tidelity. Indeed the evidence is
perf.ectly overwhelming.
We need no other. And the man who is not convinced by
this, would not be persuaded though one
witness or one thousand witnesses should
rise from the dead, to testify to the world.
the existence of God, and the gloriously realities of tht> spiritual universe ..
Bow, for example, can the Atheist. or the
Pantheist, or the Naturalist, or the Spiritualist account for the fact, that the promise
made by God in Paradise, that the seed of
the woman should bruise the head of the
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serpent, has been so exactly fullfilled in the like a little stone cut out of a mountain.
person of Jesus of Nazareth?
How can without hands, is itselflikely to become a
he account for the fact, that the prophecy great mountain, and fill the whole earth?.of Noah respecting his three sons and their How can he account for the fact, that the
posterity, has been illustrated and confirmed Bible, composed as it was by so many auby the history of more than 4000 years ?-- thors, and under so great a diversity of
How can he acco]1nt for the fact, that in time, pla~e, and other circumstances, should
and through the seed of Abrabam,all the na· be perfectly harmonious within itself and
tions of the earth have becn blessed? How correspond so exactly with the most recent
or can he account for the fact, that Jesus developements of modern science in any and
appeared as the Shiloh or Prince of peace, every department of nature to which it rejUit a l!ttle'while before the sceptre depart- furs? And finally, how can he accl)untfor
ed from Judah, and that to him has since the fact, that when the doctrines and sen·
belm the ga.thering of the people? How timents of this Blessed Volume, are reo
can he account for the fact, that every type ceived into the head and heart of any man,
of ]rIoses has its exact counterpart in the and developed in his life, they change his
Christian Insti.tution; and that without the wbole nature, character, and disposition;
latter, the former would be as empty, and filling his heart with love, and peace, and
as worthless, and as inexplicable, as a shad· joy; and at the same time, inspiring him
ow without a sl1bstance? How can he ac, with an earnest desire to do good to all men
count for the fact, that just at the beginning as he may have opportunity?
of the 70th weekafterthedate of the decree
Ah, my dear readers, there IS but one
to restore and to build Jerusalem, the Mes- way to answer these and ten thousand other
siah appeared; confirmed the covenant with questions of like import. And that is by
many for one week, or part of a week; and conceding the fact that the Lord God Om·
that in the midst of the week, he was put nipotent reigneth, and that the Bible is a
to death as a malefactor, though acknowl- revelation of his will to fallen man.
edged by most modern skeptics to be the
And after all, this is just what every good
greatest and best reformer that ever lived? I man desires. To the morally impure and
How can he account for the fact, that soon corrupt, the idea of God's presence and gov·
after this as predicted by Daniel, the, emment, is of course full of tcrror and reo
City of Jerusalem was swept away as by a I morse. For to all mch; God is a consum·
flood; tlJat the Jews were then scattered ing fire. But to tIle pure in heart, nothing
among all the nations; and that their prcs- can be more delightful and consoling than
ent condition, as well as their history for this thought.
;ro know that though we are
the last 1800 years, exactly correspond~ to weak, and erring, and helpless, yet that 6ur
what Moses and Christ predicted concern- Father is omnipotent; omnicient and oming them? How can he account for the nipresent; kind, and merciful, and good;
fact, that soon after the death of Christ, as . that if we are only faithful and obedihas been acknowledged even by Tacitus ent for a little while; he wiH cleanse us
and other profane historians, a new institu- 'from all our siLs, purify our hearts, and
tion was founded by his few humble and de- lead us safely through the dark valley of.
. d ~ 11
th t h' I ft r
h
the shadow of death, to the joys, and hon·
l;-plse. 0 ower.s; a ,IS
.n.s I u Ion as ors, and pleasures of his everlasting kingflOUrISheddespIte the oppOSItIon, and hat dom;-this,
I say is just what every child
red, and malice of Jews and Gentiles; that of God desires. And nothing short of this
it now claims as its advocates and support
can ever satisty the desires of the human
ers the most enlightened, the nurest, and soul. "Beware, then, lest any many spoil
the best portions of the human race; and you through philosophy and vain deceit, afthat judging from the signs of the times,this tel' the tradition of men, after the rudiments
institution or kingdoI!J, which was at first of the world, and not after Christ,"
indeed but as a grain' of mustard seed, or
R MILLIGAN.

